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INTRODUCTION

The R__Lorh1 on Snow, ice and Permafrost with A§dtr-e, CRREL
Report 12 was first published in 1951 and is a continuing project of the Cold Regions
Bibliography Section In the Science and Technology Division of the Library of Con-
gress. Its prepared for 'he Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory
(CRREL) of the U.S. Army Materiel Command, formerly U.S. Army Snow, ice and
Permafrost Research Establishment (SIPRE) of the Corps of Engineers. Volumes 1-15
wer. lss-.d as SIPRE Report 12. Volumes 16, 17, and 18 were the first issues under
the new title CRREL Report 12. The present volume (Vol. 19) contains abetracts
SIP 22001-2.00.

The Bibliogrzhy provides USA CRREL with a current and compre-
hensive coverage of basic and applied scientific research on snow, ice, and perma-
frost, as well an living and working in polar regions and other cold areas.

Each entry Includes a bibliographic citation, code designating the
library holding of the abstracted item (see p. iv), assigned call number, UnIvers.a
Decimal Classification number, and the abstract. This volume has a geographic
index which was Included as a forerunner to future editions contingent on the value
derived. The abstracts were written by Calvin L. Clark, George A. Doumani,
Benjamin L. Evans, Mary F. Guthrie, George D. Navas, Frank M. Maroon, Bandra
K. Moehring, Vladimir D. Pastuhov, Elizabeth.Petrov., Eugenia Schilowsky, John F.
Splettstoesser, Janet R. Terner, and Chang S. Tsa.

Requests for materials abstracted should not be addressed to USA
CRREL. Where copyright regulations permit, photocopies of materials in the col-
lection of the Library of Congress may be purchased from the Photoduplication Ser-
vice, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C., 20540. U.S. Government technical
reports, including those designated as located in wte Defense Documentation Center
may, In most cases, be obtained from the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and
Technical Information, Springfield, Va. Other materials should be ordered from the
publisher or consulted at the designated library.

The volume was prepared by Frank M. Marson, Supervisor, Ben-
Jamin L. gvans, Vladimir D. Pastubov, Calvin L. Clark, Eugvdna M. Hen7 and
Alexndra David.

George A. Domani, ead
Cold egions Bibliography Section
Science and Technology Division
Library of Congress
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Li ILIBRARY SYMBOLS

WtiMZL Cold Wegow Rtesarch and Engineering Laboratory,
Hanover, N. IL

DDC -- Detene Documentation Center,

I I Cameron Station, Aleandria, Va.

DLC -- Ubrary of Congress, Waabiqtoa, D. C.

a" - Department of Commerce, Clearngbouaae for
Federal Scientific and Technical Information,

Pringfield, Va.
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CRREL BIBLIOGRAPHY

SIP 22001 551.593. 12 535(211) thermal motion of Ice molecales, tempcrature varia-
tions of the a and c parameters, and comparison of

Portman. Donald J., Edward Ryznar, Floyd C. the behavior of bulk coefficiens of expansion and
Eider and Vincent'E. Noble lattice parameters. Dielectric relaxation and can-

VISUAL RESOLUTION AND OPTICAL SCINTILLA- ductivity in ice are discussed in terms of tempera-
TION OVER SNOW, ICE, AND FROZEN (tOUND. hire, activation energy of formation, and impurities
Res. Rept. 111, U. S. Army Cold Regions Research present. The introduction of NH4F as a substitutional
and Engineering Laboratory, 32 p. incl. illus., impurity in the lattice altered the dielectric proper-
tables, graphs, diagrs., March 1964. 24 refs. ties by Introducirg Bjerrum defects. Experiments

CRREL files producing Bjerrum defects optically, resulted in the
puise procem absorption of longer wavelengths, and

Optical scintillation, visual resolution, and wind and the step process absorption of shorter wavelengths
temperature profiles were measured to determine and bulk heating. Long period dielectric effects
relationships between scintillation and meteorological were dvde into two types, one which dominates the
and surface conditions independent of time of day. first 3 to 30 lpec. of condenser discharge, and
Field experiments were based on the idea that emn-' another whi Idetermines the long time behavior.
parical relationships anong the temperature, wind, (See SIP 1 8) tAuthor's abstract)
surface, and optical oath parameter. i .al measured
scintillation would make it [. issible to estimate
scintillation from ordinary meteorological and ter-
rain informatior. Night observations avoided unde-
sirable background light on the telephotometer and SIP 22003 551. 578. 46:539. 3:532. 1
produced data for a wide range of stable thermal
gradients. The snow cover was 0. 5 m deep; the op- Napadensky, H.
tical path was 1. 5 m above the snow and 543 m longr. DNAMIC RESPONSE OF SNOW TO HIGH! RATES
Visual resolution was determined by viewing a OF WADING. Res. Rept. 119, U. S. Army Cold
Landolt broken-ring resolution chart through a 24- Regions Research a,-d Engineering Laboratory, 2 5 p.
power teleicope with a resolving power of 4 sec of inct. tables, graphs, diagrs., March 11641. 12 refs.
are. Results showed that for turbulent flow in stable CRREL files
s'ratlfacation over snow, visual resolution deterio-
rated systematically as scintillation increased in in- An experimental investigation of stress-wave props-
tensity. and scintillation intensity increased with in- gation in snov# and ice is described. Seven types of
ctease in vertical temperature gradient. Scintilla- Greenland snow were * ivestigated to determine the
tion was at a minimum in the absence of thermal extent to which the variation in dynamic response of
stratification and at a m&A.mum during t.e sudden the snow is a function of snow types, and were com-
transition from laminar to turbulent flow, and in- pared with results of similar Michigan snow expert-
creased with increase in wind speed. Scintillation ments. A low-denslty explosive charge was de-
power spectra for 8 periods revealed characteristics tonated, sepding a steep-fronted shock wave
that could be related to visual resolution, the through a metal transfer plate and into the snow
Richardson number, and the mean wind speed com- samle, coapressing the snow and selling it in
ponent normal to the optical path. (Authors' abstract) motion. Measurements were made on shock waves

with amplitudes of less than 200 atm. Density and
pressure behind the wave fronts were determined by
simultaneous measurement of wave-propagation and
particle velocity as limited by the fast elastic wave
and the slower plastic wave of the two-front struc-

SIP ~220 .32:5:3 tare. Values calculated by the Kanklne-Hugon itP 2jmp conditions determined the points at which 'he
material behaves plastically or hydrodynamically.Camp, Paul IR Th maximum stable pressure-volume states that

PROPERTIES OF ICE, PART IL Res. Rept. 114, sow can reach under shock loading are also shown.
U. S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Sources of scatter in the results from variations in
Laboratory, 3U). Inl. ilus., graphs, diagrs., mnow type and errors in data reduction and geometry
appendix A. Nov. 1963. 19 ref.

CRREL files changes are potntrd out. (Author's abstract)

Equipment is described for growing ice crystals in
diferent orientations to Investigate relationship of
quality to growth direction, and to test the effect o
electric fields on nucleation of ice crystals. Experi- UP 22004 551.331:539.386
mentally measured values are compared with those
theoretically calculated. The Lang photographic wS ATNw, George O.

technique, the use of polarized X-rays, and the Dn GATION OF SHEAR ZON IN THE ICE

application of the theory of Zachariasen are dis- CAP MARGIN THULE, GREENLAND. Res. Rept.
cussed to show the degree of perfection of crystal 93, U. 8. Abrmy Cold Regions Resetrch and Lnel-
and mosaic structure. Factors related to the nearing Laboratory, lep. incl. Illus., tables,
thermal properties of the ice lattice deal with the graphs, diagrs., Feb. 1984. 9 refs.

CRREL files
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The shear moraine phenomenon of glaciers is ex- SIP 22006 551.491.83:628. 11(3)
amined in the light of new evidence collected in the
general Tuto area during 1958-1959. The formation Walker, H. J.
and composition of silt bands, some heavy accumu- WINTER WATER SOURCES IN THE AMERICAN
lationa of boulders and gravel, and streaks of clayey ARCTIC. p. 136-144. (In: Proc. 12th Alaskan
ice exposed during the excavation of two ice tunnels Si. Conf., Aug. 28-Sept. 1, 1961, College,
in the margin of the ice cap are described in detail. Alaska). 8 refs.
Surface investigations have furnished information on DLC, QI80. U5A66

*i the location and concentration of the glacial ice-.
snowdrift ice interface, variations of silt, sand, and Sources of potable water and methods of processing I
rock Lands, and other niate.als piuduced by the - from snoy and ice ,ue discussed. During the sum-
shear surfaces. A general view of the outcropping mcr, water is available from rivers, lakes, and
Sshear moraines shows a tendency toward a brcad ponds, most of which depend on the melting of snow

arch-shapet! pattern, perpendicular to the direction and ice that cover the land during the cold season.
of flow vid, in most cases, parallel to the ice edge. Winter avallability of water from beneath fresh-
The distance from the ice edge varies from a few water ice is much more limited than a map of take
dozen feet at the ice cliffs to a half mile and more. distribution would suggest. Many lakes cannot pro-
Motion measurement between two ice levels is pre- vide adequ..e storage for a community of more than
sented in the form of limiting angles on a veloty a few people, and many stations have to haul water
distribution curve. The indication of great varia- for over 5 ml. Snow is a reliable water source for
bility in conditions at the edge of the moving ice is several months of the year. Ice is preferred to
discussed in terms of contact zone between the grla- sn3w because of its higher density and its ability to
cier bottom and ground surface, nature of interac- conduct heat more rapidly. Methods which have
tion occurring in zones containing glacier-ground been used to supply water include hauling it in trucks
surface Interface, and mechanics of the migration or in tanks enclosed in a heated wannigan, sawing
of inclusion bands which occur during the formation lake ice into locks and hauling it to the melters,
of glacial shear moraines. (Author's abstract) filling large, heated, storage tanks in summer for

winter use, and the packaging of water. In the
operation of the DEW line, crusher-elevator units
are built nto the ends o the modules and used ex-
tensively during the winter at 25% of the stations.
-BLE

SIP 22005 551.491.814:551. 345(*49)

Wailer, Roger M.
WINTER HYDROLOGY OF A SMALL ARCTIC
STREAM. p. 134-136. (In: Proc. 12th Alaskan SIP22007 551. 465. 71(60)
S. Conf., Aug. 28-Sept. 1, 1961, College,
Alaska). Vowinckel, E. and Bea Taylor

DLC, Q180. USA66 EVAPORATION AND SENSIBLE HEAT FLUX OVER

THE ARCTIC OCEAN. Publ. in Meteorology No. 66,
Observations of the hydrologic regime of Ogotoruk Sci. Rept. No. 10, Contract AF 19(604)-7415,
Creek near Cape Thompson in northwest Alaska McGill Univ., 30p. incl. graphs, map, March

, were made to determine the occurrence of water 1964. 27 refs. (AFCRL 64-272)
beneath the stream bed during the winter. The basis DLC, GPRR
of the investigation was to determine whether the
flodplain deposits (which are 15 ft thick) become Evaporation and sensible heat flux have been calcu-
completely frozen to bedrock, or to the top of the lated for each month over the Polar Ocean and the
permafrost. In its lower reach, the creek has a Norwegian-Barents Sea, Sverdrup's evaporation
small flood plain in a broad valley. Permafrost formula was used, and the dependence of the K-co-

l occurs beneath the tundra and in the bedrock to efficient in that formula on wind speed frequency
depths of more than 1000 ft. The creek begins flow- distribution was examined. Previously obtained
Ing in early May from snowmelt, which gradually surface temperatures were used, but additional ex-thaws the seasonal frost developed In the stream
bed. As winter sets in, seasonable frost begins to aminationi were carried out, using various assump-
b w t e f etins for extreme surface temperatures In summer

grow downward, and the creek freezes owi. and winter. Evaporation and sensible heat flux were

Ground water stored in the thawed reaches of the calculated separately for the following areas: Central
stream bed and the adjacent flood-plain drains out to Polar Ocean. Kara-Laptev Sea, East Siberian Sea,
sea. Insulating snow cover may retard the growth o Dea '3rt Sea, and belts of 5" latitude of the Norwe-

! seasonal frost downward and permit the remaining gian-barents Sea. Evaporation over ice surfaces
creek water and the subsurface water to drain out at has a double maximum in spring and fall, and a main
a normal rate. It is concluded that an arctic stream minimum in winter. Over open water surfaces the

_Z that has a thickness of coarse deposits exceeding evaporation shows a summer minimum and a broad
seasonal frost penetration and a gentle grad!ent maximum in winter. The Shuleikin formula was used

5' should retain an unfrozen ground-water zone through- over the Polar Ocean. This permits the determina-
out the winter It the previous year's flow were tion of sensible heat flux independent of evaporation.
normal. -- BLE The sensible heat flux curves are aimilar to the

2
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evaporation curves. Open water areas in tne Polar which is located over a basin to the west of Ck*ch
Ocean show very high values for sensible heat flux. rise. t was also found that the data on Arlis i, on
One per cent open water, from Oct. to May, would the eastern edge of the Chukchi rise, was con- ... .
Increame the heat flux from the Central Polar Ocean siderably influenced by the deeper water to the east
from 3.7to .2Kcal/c K2/yr. Open areas must re- in the Canadian basin and Beaufort Sea. (Authors
main small because there Is not enough energy absltract)
available to maintain such fluxes. Monthly values
of the total heat loss by evaporation and sensible
beat flux for the various areas are tabulated.
(Authors' abstract, modified) UP 22010 O. 139. 2:551. 345551. 584

UWesov, Peter
LIVING AND WORKING ON THE FROZEN GROUND

NP 22006 55L 576. 7:551. 506. 55 OF THE ARCTIC. New Scientist, 0(371):774-775
inc ilium., Dec. 1963.

A033, David and Kenneth R Hardy DLC, Unbound periodical
RADAR REfLECTIVTY OF STORMS CONTAINNG
SPONGY HAIL. J. Geophys. Res. 69(0):1955-1961 This perer dicue s the effect of permafrost on airinc.L table, graphs, May 15, 19654. 14 refa. temperature, the signifflcance of permafrost as an 'DLC, QC ps. Js environment for plant development, and the problemS" isat construction s-d mining in permafrost regions.
Experimental measurements at 5-cm wavelength Freezing of the deep Subsoil cruse& severe climatic
show that the backscattering cross sections of ice conditions, and during the summer months the rein-
spheres 2 cm in diam. which are coated with a mix- tive humidity in the air and sot! rise.i. Low averar'
ture of water and ice ("spongy" coating) are 3 to 4 db annual air temperatures (below -lt C) and perma-
above that (f the equivalent all-wpler spheres and at frost temperatures (-3C), however, do not eliminate
least 10 db above that of the equivalent solid ice the possibility of a very productive development of
spheres. Thus it Is shown that the extremely large ordinary forests and grasses, including cereals.
reflectivity factor at 3-cm wavelength (Ze - 107 The chief method of ensuring stability of ordinarv
mm6/m 3 ) observed for hailstones can be accounted (not "hot") buildings and other struLtures is to reduce
for with concentrations of 3 I/m 3 of hailstones 1 cm heat penetration Into the active snil layer, increa"
in diam. which have a spongy coating. Both Ue heat losses from the ground, and minimize the depth
faling away of the spongy coating upon melting and of thawing. Excavation "nd exploitation of mines in
Its freezing upon being lift.d in the updraft will Le7 sslty-loam @oil*, Smndy-loam, and mnd, are
cause reductions In reflectivity, thereby producing easier if the permafrost remins frozen during ex-
the maximum reflectivity observed at an interme- cavation. However, this does not opose the ex-
diate level of the storm. The existence of spongy pedience f thawing the permarost with steam,
ice altows the surface and radar observations of electricity, or heat of natural origin. -- BLE
hallstorms to be explained without any of the
physically implausible asmanptlons of previous
hypotheses. (Authors' abstract)

SIP 22011 551. 574. 7:829.135

Kravchteko, L V.---------- ---
AIRCRAFT ICING. (Ohledente samoletov; Teat Iup 22009 550.385:550. 37(00) "Ustan). p. 155-391 incL Ilius., tables, graphs,

51. 321. 82(*60) dlap.s. (n Letchba o meteorololt, Moscow,
swift, Daniel W. and Victor P. Hesser Voenuo Idef. i stva Otoroy o&= 81,
A COMPARISON OF TELLURIC CURRENT AND 1902). (ng. tMl : Meteorology Sad the Pilot.
MAGNETIC FIELD OBSRVATIONS IN THE ) - 5C Foreign Tech. Div., Air Force Bystems Command,OCEAN. .. Geophys. Iles. 69(9):1883-1 LiL. Wright-Patterson Air Farce Base, Ohio, FYD-TTtable, graphs, map, May!, " 64. 4 rets. $3410/14)DLC, QC81I.J8 DIC, TL556. a

Simultaneous observations of the R and D components The causes and effects of icing on. the aerodynamic
Of the magnetic field and of 2 components of telluric characteristics of airplanes and helicopters in flighit
current were made on Arctic drifting station Charlie a on the ground are discussed, and methods toduring the winter o 1959-1960, and on station Arlita comat Icing are given. Te varous form of iceI in early 1M1. The telluric current and macneto- formaon. ratf of Icing. and determining factors
meter data show a striking similarity. Spectral e emin, ae tcn g 8i conditions under
analysis showed the 2 types of data to have a similar which Icing occurs are described. Aircraft Icing
spectral characteristic. The ratio of magnetic to cn he id t flight speeds as a remitt of
electric fields was computed by Price's theory. It beating caused by the internal friction of air parti-
was found that th theory and experimental results cles against the aircraft surface O(knetc heatinc).
agree well with the data taken from station Charle, The gn*.s probabiUty of Icing is encoanered in
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supercooled clouds which have a large vertical tern- provide an index of the airglow intensity at specific
perature gradient. Such conditions may prevail dur- wavelengths. The .nstrizment will be operated on all
Ing the formation of cumulonimbus cloud3 and in clear, moonless nights to olAain the hourly or half-
nimbostratus clouds developing along clearly de- hourly "airglow index" for the station. The all-sky

- fined fronts. Helicopter icing is most dangerous photometer basically differs from the conventional
5. on the lifting and tail propellers. This icing can be airglow photometer in that the former ntwasures the

prevented by centrifugal force when its magnitude is intensities up to 800 zenith angle and at all azimuths.
greater than the force of ice adhesion to the blade while the latter usually covers a narrow angle and
surface. BLE hence has to scan the sky to obtain complete i,dor-

matron. A diagram, showing a sample record ob-
tained with the all-sky photometer, is included.
(Author's abstract)

SIP 22017 551. 462:550. 382(*60)

Ostenso. Ned A.
AEROMAGNETIC SURVEY OF THE ARCTIC OCEAN
DARIN. p. 115-148 incl. graphs, maps. (In: Proc. SIP 22014 551. 594. 51:551.510. 535
13th Alaskan Sci. Conf., April 1963, College,1i Alaska). 35 refsa.

DLC, Q80. U5sA66 Axdord, W. 1. and C. 0. Hines
(Q8 .N T7IE THINNESS AND ORIENTATION OF AURO-

An aeromagnetic survey (49.500 km of flight lineq) RAL ARCS. J. Geophys. Res. 67(5):2057-2058 incl.

was conducted over the Arctic er'an during May and diagr., May 1962. 2 refs.

June. 1961. A P2V-5 (Neptune) aircraft wa3 instru- DLC, QC8I1.J6

mented with a Varian proton precession magneto-

, meter (Model 4910) capable of recording the absolute Various features of auroral production and morphol-
Svalue of the earth's total magnetic field to a sensi- ogy are related to other high latitude geophysical
vily of th gam ma n fiel tosenaia phenomena which can be explained quantitatively and': tivity of A4 gammas. An APN-122 doppler navigator

was used to obtain true ground bpeed and drift. The qualitatively. The process on wuch the new theory

data, which were reduced and analyzed by computer, is based is explained and shown by a figure. It is
are given on the frequency ol depths determined from based on circulation of magnetospheric ionization
m anomalies originating from dee: and shal- in two gigantic convective loops penetrating down to
hlo.snurces, residual magnetic profiles, seismic ionospheric levels and thus producing a .attern of

crustal sections in the Arctic Ocean, and the total movement similar to Davis' observations (1960).
intensity of the earth's mnagietic force. Particular The theory statce that irregularities aire generated

attention is given to m'zgnetic activity in the Franklin near the outer boundary of the magnetosphere which
geosyneline area, the Sverdrup Basin, the Canadian is magnetically link-d to the sunward side of the

Arctic Archipelago, Hakkel's staircase region, the Earth at high latitudes. -- Meteorological &

Cht'kchi Shelf, the Alpha Ridge, the Makarov Deep, Geoastrophys. Abstracts

the Lomonosov Ridge, the Nansen Basin, and North
Greenland -id environs. A regional magnetic chart
of isodynamic contours shows that the remional Sra-
dient observed in 1961 is much less than thai shown
on the Hydrographic Office Chart. The highest value
observed over the north magnetic pole is 58, 750 SIP 22015 550. 312:('7)ii gammas with an S-shaped flexure over the Robeson
Channel. This deflection occurs over the proposed Artem'ev, M. E.
continuation of Caledonian folding and associated APPROXIMATE CALCULATION OF THE ISTATIC
basaltic intrusions, from northern Greenland to ADJUSTMENT AND THE ISOSTATIC STATE OF
northern Ellesmere Island. -- BLE/GAD ANTARCTICA. (0 priblizhennom uchete izostati-

cheskof popravki I ob izostaticheskom sot toi-anti
Antarktidy; Text in Russian). Akad. nauk SSSR Izv.
Ser. Gediz. No. 2:345-346, 1963. 7 refs.

SIP 22013 551. 594.5:771.3 DL. Slavic Div.
ulan P.VThe size of the Isostatic correction is unrelated ,r

Kulkarni. P. only remotely related to the average elevation of

AN ALL-SKY PHOTOMETER. Natire, 196(4852): large parts of the earth's crust. However, the size
363-364 mnl. tablcl,, graph, Oct. 27, ]!ff. 3 refs. does depend on the deviation of individual elements of

DLC. QI. N2 the relief from the average elevation of tht region.
It is shown that the use of Andreev's graphs indicat-

This is a description of a simple photoelectric type ing the relationship of the isostatic correction to
of photometer to be used for measuring the Intensi- elevation can lead to errors. The conclusion re-

ties of the night airglow radiations emitted from the garding intensive negative isostatic anomalies in the
whole dome of the sky, during the r riod of the Inter- Antarctic is substantiated. -- Geophys. Abstracts
nitionil Quiet Sun Year. The basl objective is to

4
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SIP 22016 591.94:('764) SIP 22018 551.326.2:(*764)
551. 324. 28:551. 324.43:(-764)

iloldgate. M. W. Gunn, Bernard M.
FAUNAL REMAINS ON TIlE ROSS ICE SIIFLF IN FLOATING GLACIER TO:NGUE FROM MOUNT
MeMURDO SOUND. Polir R.. 11(70):40-42, Jan. EREBUS. J. Glaciol. 4(3,3):828 incl. illus., Oct.
19G2. 14 refs. 196". (Corresponde c-)

DLC. G575. P6 DLC, GB32401.J8

Over the ytars many spe in.vns ol N,,tthenlid fishes, The author presents a photograpl. of the floating gla-
pelerypods, gaster,)pods. brarhiopods. siliceous cier tongue which extends out into McMurdo Sound
sPonges and anthozoan corals have I, vn found on the from the slopes of Mount Erelbus. Lateral spurs and
surface of the ice shelf in McMurdo S)und near the re-entrants are well indicated. It is suggested that
Dariley Islands. lome of the larger fish specimens these spurs formed when a glacier str-am !n which
were fund to be 1. 100 yr old. The prohlem is to the ice has been flowing more rapidiy at the center
account for their presence on the surface of an Ice tha., at the sides enters the sea. and. freed froJm the
shelf some 120 ft thick, floating over waters probably restraining contact witl- the bottom, commences to
90 fathoms dtep. Do t*nham has outllnd a Possible move at a uniform rate. -- JRT
mechanism, pointing out that on the McMurdo Surd
part of the Ross Ice Shelf. surface ablation exceeds
precipitati )n, although the thickne'ss of the lee re-
mains nearly uniform. It is suggested that the uni-
form thickness would be maintained ly the addition of SIP 22019 551. 578. 8:543:549(0746)
ler from below. and that th.' sea-i)ttom muds, ses-
sil invertebrates and fishes become incorporated in- Matveev. A. A.
to the ice shelf I,%* being frozen il shallow places DYNAMICS OF THE CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF
where new ice IilY4 , the ice sheet to the sea bed in ATMOSPHERIC PRECIPITATION IN THE PPAVOA
winter. Si.eral cons.quencer of this byp4thests, as COA,9T REGION, ANTARCTICA. (Dinamika
yet unconfirmed. are: (1) the ice shelf in this area khin lcheskogo sostava atmosfernykn osadkov v
must fe moving rather slowly (approx. 50 yds 'yr); ralone berega pravdy (Ar.tarktida): Text in Russian).
(2) the average Joward movement of the faunal mate- Djklady Akad. nauk SSSR, 146(2):450-452 incl.
rial must I1c only 1-3 in. yr: and (3) the lower table. 1962. 2 refs.
K,rttlltz Glacier must be practicaill stationary. -- DIC, AS262. 3663
JRT

The Third Sovie t Continental Expedition collected 80
samples of atmosphrlc prcipitation to determin¢
the chemical composition of hvdromet.ors at Mlrnyy
and Oazts Salions. General geochemical character-
istic of all samples Included an average mineraliza-
tion of 5-20 mg./I in ab:at 6V7, and 20-50 mg, In
26'( of the samples. Minimum mlnerallza'ior of
3. 27 mg'1 was recorded in June when open water
was most d'slant from M rnyy. Ihe nost Irequent
high mineralization of about 100 mr I was observed
in Feb. when Mvis Sea was free of ice. Analysis of
ice and snow along the 100 m chore zume at Mfirnyy
showed a mineralization of 6.91-21.72 mg/l.
Moraine lakes in region Mlrnyy-3 contained the

SIP 22017 664.41:551. "25. 7(764) highest amount of soluble salts. 21. 72 mg/l during
the summ'.r. Thus. during the short Antarctic

Wellman. H1. W. and %. T. Wilso summer, shore rocks are subjected to the active in-
SALTS ON SEA ICE IN MeMURDO SOUND. ANTrARC- fluence of snow, Ice, and slope winds, the evidence
TICA. Nature, 200(4905)462-463, Nov. 2. 1963. 6 of which is shown in the inc; eased mineralization of
refs. water in rock ponds and appearance of carbonate

DLC, QI. N2 spots on r'cxs. Change in mlneraliza t ion of
atmospheric precipitation at various stages of air

Extensive depos of salts were found on the surface mass crossings is tabulated. (See also SIP 21565)
of st-a ice near the coast of Hut Point Peninsula In -- EP'FMM
Nov. 1962. The salts form long rows 30 It or so
wide. aid rest on sea ice 4-10 ft thick, which breaks
out in late' sunn:er and rcfreezes in the follcw.ng
winter. The salts consist of h..'drated sodium sulfate
with a sniall adnixture of calcium carbonate aid SIP 22020 5. 001(7)
s&dium chl,,ride. The mineralogical form o the
woc utn sulfate is uncertain. The momt likely source Cromir. William J.
of tlis salts is by freezing and concentrating sea SECRETS FRtOM COLD STJRAGE. Nat. Hist. 72
wat'r Is itpercolated thlroug; the cold compacted (8):20-27 incl. illus., Oct. 1963.
snew of tt Hoss Ice Shelf. -- GAD DLC, Qtll. N13

5i
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The two ice sheets of Greenland and Antarctica are zones ol the grey Ice. The margins of the central
remains of ice covers which retreated from much of block are penetrated by a series of elongate, crude!

. the globe about 11,000 years ago. The study of ice in wedge-shaped re-entrants occupied by salients of
the polar regions is important in the consideration of bluish sea-ice. Two broad, arch-like plunging antl
current meteorology, historical geology, and the clines deform the stratified sea Ice along one mar
world's geographic and economic future. These of the block. The foliation and debris zones in the 1
studies comprise several methods whi:h can be glacial ice are relict features inherited from the
applied to snow pit walls and ice cores. Measure- source glacier. The septa formed as crevasse and
ments of density and grain size yield Information on basal fracture fills. Salients represent fills formce
changes In climates in the past, while temperature in the irregular re-entrants along the margins of tl
measurements reveal how the weather is changing glacial ice mass. The tongue of tightly folded, i

today. Ash layers from volcanic eruptions, and banded ice represents an earlier generation salient'
isotopes of hydrogen, carbon and oxygen provide deformed by compressive forces as the fill built UP,
means of dating the ice, and data on past climates. The broad anticlines are apparently the result of
In addition, seismic work has shown an average ice warping in response to differential ablation but the
thickness in Antarctica of 6500-8000 ft. Should the small, tight plunging folds on their noses and limbi
ice in Antarctica melt, sea level would rise about are probably the result of compressive forces.
130 ft, allowing for earth crust stabilization. Melt- (Author's abstract)
Ing of the Arctic Ocean ice would affect northern
shipping routes and precipitation. *- JFS

SIP 22021 551.578.46:551.521
551.311.1:551.521

Loewe, r. SIP 22023 551. 324.28:622. 14(*3)
ON TIlE RADIATION ECONOMY, PARTICULARLY
IN ICE- AND SNOW-COVERED REGIONS. Gerlands Ragle, R. H., R. G. Blair and L. E. Persson

eitr. Geophysik, 72(6):371-376'incl. tables, 1963. ICE CORE STUDIES OF WARD HUNT ICE SHELF,
15 refs. 1960. J. Glaciology, 5(37):39-59 incl. illus.,

DLC. QC801. B3 tables, graphs, ma, feb. 1964. 15 refs.
DLC, GB2401.J68

Compared with single reflection, multiple reflection
increases the absorption of short-wave radiation by Ice cores were taken from each of the 3 physio-
the atmosphere and the ground, and reduces the graphic features (the floating shelf, grounded ice
combined reflection of air, cloud, and ground. The rises, and a re-entrant) and thermal profiles were
effect is particularly strong when ground albedo is recorded from each hole for the study of sub-surfac
high, cloudiness is strong, and water vapor content morphology and thermal history. Laboratory analy
of the air is small. Data are presented in this paper ses included stratigraphic, petrologic, chemical.
which indicate that the distribution of the radiative and physical methods. Two cores taken from the I
energy is less modified by multiple reflection, than Marknam Bay re-entrant showed it to be 11 m thick,
earlier, cruder treatments suggested. (Author's Four distinct types of texture were Identified i, the'
abstract, modified) cores: glacier, lake, sea, and transition ice. The

re-entrant core consisted of ai, upper zone o transk
tion ice and the rest of sea ice. Observations in
natural and plane polarized light revealed a genetic
relationship between texture and ice type. Glacier]

SIP 22022 551. 326.62:551. 33(*3) ice is clear to bubbly, exhibiting a variety of struc.
tures and a constant texture. Lake ice has a mediu

Smith, David D. to very coarse grain texture. Most sea ice, viewed
ICE LITHOLOGIES AND STRUCTURE OF ICE in natural light, is cloudy and homogeneous. The i
ISLAND ARIAS I1. J. Glaciology, 5(37):17-38 incl. cloudiness is caused by bubbles less than 500 u. the
illus., table. diagr., maps, Feb. 1964. 52 refs. homogeneity results from infrequent fluctuations at
DLC, GB2401.J68 the interface of the physical and chem. al environ-

ment of growne saline crystals. Transition ice ha
Ice island ARLIS 1, which is adrift in the Arctic the characteristics of the 3 other types and is be- i
Ocean, is a fragment of shelf ice 12-25 m thick, 1. 3 lieved to be the buried former edge of the ice shelf.'
km wide and 3. 8 km long, which preserves sevtral Other structures found within the ice t-pes are frac'
structural features heretofore undescribed in ice. hures and faults, dirt layers, brine rockets, vapor
The island is composed of an irregular central block figux es, and micropolygons. Chlr ine and sulphate'
of foliated, locally debris-rich, grey glacial ice analyses we- made to determinc te quantity of 1
bordered in part by extensive areas of stratified these salts present. Den-!tip, ' 'e computed in th
bluish sea ice. The central block contains a series field from weight and vclum mrasurements, and tha
of narrow, elongate, subparallel dike-like sepia of difference in dielectric ':a,'.,Ant suggests the possi-
massive fresh-waler ice and a large tongue-like body bility of detecting t0 o,;cter ice-sea ice interface t
of tightly folded, coarse banded ice. Both the septa the reflections o; electromagnetic waves. -- BLE
and the tongue cut across the foliation and debris

6]
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SIP 22024 551. 324.4:551.324.54(049) SIP 22026 551.326. 7:539. 32(712. 2)

Hleusser, Calvin J. and Melvin G. Marcus Pounder, Z. R. and M. P. Langleben
SURFACE MOVEMENT, HYDROLOGICAL CHANGE ARCTIC SEA ICE OF VARIOUS AGES. I. ELASTIC
AND EQUILIBRIUM FLOW ON LEMON CREEK GLA- PROPERTIES. J. Glaciology, 5(37):99-105 incL
CIER, ALASKA. J. Glaciology, 5(37):61-75 incl. tables, graphs, Feb. 1964. 5 ref a.
illus., tables, diagrs., maps, Feb. 1964. 14 refs. DLC, GB2401.J68

DLC, GB2401.J68
Observtions were made In April and May, 1962 at

Results are presented of studies during the IGY to 78042'N, 1040 06'W near Isachsen, Ellef Rlngnes
discuss the 1953-1958 hydrological htudgets, and to Island, N.W.T. Polar Ice (more than 2 yr old) and
test Nielsen's equations for the em.alibrium glacier biennial ice (which started to form in the fall of 1960)
using 1957 and 1958 movement and hydrological data. were tested. Young's modulus E and Poisson's ratio
lemon Creek Glacier represented one of the gla- were calculated for biennial and polar ice from P-
ciologtcal stations in the North American network, wave velocities in small samples and from a studv o
Each budget year for the period studied shows a the resonant frequencies of the same samples. P-
deficit, except 1954-1955 which registered a pro- and S-wave velocities In the biennial ice cover were
nounced surpl. The net deficit amounts to found by a seismic method. Uost cres were ex-
-10. 32 x 106 m" of water. The 1956-1957 budget tracted with a SIPRE auger. Barium titanate trans-
was only slightly negative (0. 82 x 106 m 3) but that ducers were attached to both ends of the sample and
for 1957-1958 was strongly negative (8.96 x 106 m 3). the Input transducer wAs excited with repetitive
dSurface flow measurements provide a more accurate pulses havng a sharp leadng edge. The transit

and realistic picture of glacier flow than i normally tme for pulse was measured by comphing it with
available from short summer surveys. The glacier a ca!lbrated time delay in the DuMont Type 326
appears to I)e close to equilibrium and to behave in generator which supplleJ triggers for both the input
the manner predicted by Nielsen's theory of equill- pulse to the ice and the sweep for the cathode ray
brium flow. (Authors' abstract, modified) oscilloscope on which the received pulse was dis-

played. The equation for the bulk velocity involves
both Young's modulus E and Poisson's ratio; there-
fore, 2 separate measurements are needed. Reso-
nant frequencies were measured for eight Ice sam-

SIP 22025 551.326.7:620. 172(712.2) pies from vertic2l cores of polar ice and both verti-
cal and horizontal cores of bennial ice. Supporting

Langleben. M. P. and E. R. Pounder observations (salinity, density profiles, and crystal
ARCTIC SEA ICE OF VARIOUS AGES L ULTI- structure) were made In the usu."l way The small-
MATE STRENGTH. J. Glaciology, 5(37):93-96 incL scale tests showed no significant differences be-
tables. graphs, diagr., Feb. 1964. 8 ref. tween the 2Ice types tested. Young's modulus

DLC, GB2401. J68 - veraged 3.68% lower than the comparable figure for
annual sea ice. The seismic method gave valuies

A comparison of polar ice (several years old) with 20% lower than the small-scale tests. -- BLE
biennial ice (1-2 yr old) was made betwep m!d-April
and mid-May 1962, In the vicinity of Isachuen, EUl1f
Ringnes Island, N. W. T. (79 0 N, 104OW). Supporting

"measurements were made of salinity, density, and
crystal structure. The ultimate strength was deter-
mined by using the ring tensile test. The application
of this test to ice mechanics originated with the In- SIP 22021 531.44(049)
ttoduction of the SIPRE coring auger. A core 3 in.
in diam. was extracted from the ice sheet. It was Clayot, t"
sectioned into samples 3 in. long, and a 0. 5 In. diam. KARST TOPOGRAPHY ON STAGNANT GLACIER&
hole was drilled along the axis of each smple. Theable,
sample was placed in a screw-jack type of press with a. Fe. 16'i-. ?frefs.
its axis horizontal and with its direction of load appli- DLC, GB2401.JU
cation perpendicular tothe sample axis. Upon break-
age, the sample fragments (usually in the form of 2 Conditions necessary for the formation of glacial
half-cylinders) were put into a sealed container and karst are given, karat features on the Martin River
set aside for later determinations. Eighty-seven Glacier, Alasa, are described, and the glacial
samples of biennial ice and 132 of polar Ice, all from karst cycle is outlined. For the formation of karst
vertical cores, were tested. About 20 cores were there must be soluble, dense, highly jointed rocks
extracted at depths of 67 and 86 cm. Cores glacal ice in this cise), a low grotmd-water bses,essed during coring exhibited a difference of I5ad1iei hscs) o on-ae s

level, and at least moderate rainfall. In addition,
strength of 22'" in comparison with unstressed cores. the glacier must be stagnant and drift covered.
Tensile strength values averaged 6% higher for the The most striking kaxst features w the Martin River
polar ice and 21"r higher for the biennial ice than Glacler are funnel-shaped sink-boles (60-370 m In
values for annual spa ice. Analysis of the horizontal diam. and as many as 30/km 2 ). Other features
cores from biennial ice gave inconclusive results. present ar the shaft-like i*-!clc c: =nulin (the
-- BLE
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result of solution alone rather than collapse), ice The positions of the coring stations are shown, and

caves and tunnels (over 3 m high and 2 km long), the locations, water depths, and core -lengths are
sinking streams, dry stream beds, blind valleys, tabulated. Among the topics discussed are the dis-
large springs, natural bridges, laptes, hums, and tribution of planktonic organisms and the climatic

i ablation till. The glacial karat cycle is essentially record. The cores from the Norwegian and Green- i

the same as the limestone karst cycle. Glacial karst land seas demonstrate the essential similarity be- 3

Is rare today, but It was widespread on stagnant gla- tween depositional processes in those areas and in

ciers in areas such as the northern Great Plains of the Atlantic. The fluctuations in tumbers of tpqtq at

North America in late Wisconsin time. -- BLE Gobigerinapchyderma in cores from the Arctic 1
cenidicate a cliatically controlled variation in

the thickness and continuity of the ice cover. The 3
- .coiling direction in this species indicates that a

northward shift of the 7. 20C I"therm took place at
SIP 22028 551.321.2:622. 234.2 the end of the last ice age, "t the isotherm has

Lnever extended Into the Norwe in Sea during the las
Shreve, R. L. and W. B. Kamb 70, 000 yr. The net movement of floating Ice was
INSTRUMENTS AND METHODS. PORTABLE from north to south in the eastern half of the Norwe-
THERMAL CORE MRILL FOR TEMPERATE GLA- gian Sea, in contrast to the south-to-north current
CIERS. J. Glaciology, 5(37):113-117 incl. illus., now flowing there. -- BLE
diagr., Feb. 194. 10 refs.

DLC, GB2401. J68

In the summer of 1962, a completely portable and

relatively simple electrically heated thermal core
drill of new design was constructed and used to ob- SIP 22030 612.592
tain 16 oriented samples of ice 2.5 cm in diam. by
120 cm in length from depths ranging from 12 m to Veghte, James H.
137 m in lower Blue Glacier, Mount Olympus, EFFECTS OF PARTIAL COLD WATER IMMERSION:
Washington. The thermal element is a 0. 260-in. ON MAN IN THE ARCTIC. Tech. Document Rept. t
diam. 300-W I50-V tubular !eater bent to form an 63-24, Arctic Aeromedical Lab , lip., Incl. tibia.,'

annulus with an external diameter of 5. 0 cm. table, graphs, June 1963. 4 ref,.
Opposed ratchet-like teeth break off and hold the ARIA, AD 419817
core Inside the tubular core barrel. Orientation is
recorded photographically by a commercial Inclino- Experiments were conducted to determine how crltl-
meter modified to show azimuth and to be controlled cal a hazard to man partial cold water immersion 3

from the surface. Most of the cores were elliptical would be during the Arctic* winter and how long a
in cross section. and showed irregular variations in time would be available before frostbite could be

y diameter. Many were broken into 2, 3, or 4 pieces, expected. At ambient temperaues (from -20 F to

which could be fitted together. It is possible that -45 0 F), the subject's right leg4was immersed to the
cores brought suddenly from depth In a glacier will knee in water for 10 sec., after which the subject

p: break spontaneously regardless of how gently they either stood at rest or exercised. Twenty-four skin
are handled; therefore, no change In equipment or temperature measurements were recorded cery 2
procedure would be entirely successful. (Authors' minutes, and experiments were terminated when
abstract, modified) skin temperature reached 40 0 F. Data indicate that

j footgear should not 4,. rom-yod -"t-r accidental par-,
. al cold water immersion aid that, even with no
activity, a person has approximately 30 min. before

any danger of frostbite occurs. Exercising or walk-
SIP 22029 551. 351/.353:622. 14{*7) ing greatly prolongs tolerance time and, even at

very low temperatures, one may walk for hours be-
Ericso, David B., Maurice Ewing and Goesta Wollin fore the foot temperature becomes dangerously low.
SEDIMENT CORES FROM THE ARCTIC AND SUB- (Author's abstract)
ARCTIC SEAS. Science, 144(3623):1183-1192 incl.
illus., table, graphs, maps, June 5, 1964. 26 refs.

DLC, QI. S35

Sediment cores (58 from the Arctic Ocean and 26
from the Greenland and Norwegian Seas) raised dur- SP 22031 551.324+. 326:551. 33:528. 7(*735)
ing drifting expeditions between the early 1950's and
1962 were analyzed at the Lamont Geological Obser- Kusuncki, Kou and Nobuo Ono
vaory. Four types of sediments occur in the cores: ICE CONDITIONS IN LOTZOW-HOLM BAY, ANT-
(I) lutite. which has accumulated through the slow ARCTICA, 1956-59, PRESENTED ON THE BASIS
but continuous settling of mineral particles derived OF PHOTO-INTERPRETATION Contrib. Inst.
from the continents and hard parts of microscopic Low Temp. Sci. (Sapporo, Japan), Ser. A, No. 19,
floating organisms. (2) rock detritus transported 2 1p., incl. illus., table, graph, maps, 1964. 21
from land by drifting ice. (3) sediment transported ref a.
from sallower water by turbiity currents, and (4) DLC, Orientalia Div.
mineral particles and particles of volcanic eruptions.

8
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The paper discusses the physiographic nature of the are unsuccessful if Ice obeys a flow law of the form
sarface of continental and sea ice, and the features of f ukt

n, with a value ofn between I and S, andIf
the exposed rock in the littoral area of Ijltzow-Holm this law can be applied to the shear stress produced
Bay. Airphotos of both the land and sea areas show in each Slide di ection to give corresponding shear
ablation phenomena resuIlting from the Intense solar strain rate. The deformation of polycrystalllne Ice
radiation and relatively high air temperatures of this depends on the shape of the Individual crystals.
region. The photos also give evidence of .ontinued Specimens taken from thin layers of lee formed by
active glacial flow and the existence of ppv.- coastal freeing water conriet of columnrr Ice crystals Ith
outlets. Pared airphotos covering the same areas all their optic axes parallel and behave like single
Ws different years are uted for a comparative study cry.-tals. Ice formed from consolidated snow Is
of the long-term changes in Ice conditions, such as random in orientation, and its behavior is somewhat
the flow rate of channel glaciers and the decay of ice different. The full flow law of Ice must be one that
tongues. Silpboard observations and alrphotos show covers the complete relation between the stress
shallow banks unfavorable for navigation, pressure tensor and the strain-rate tensor. The flow rate
ridges in the pack ice, and meltwater pools on the falls by a factor of 10 for a 15C temperature drop
fast Ice which prevent surface transportation. -- from the melting point. -- BLr
Frw

SIP 22032 061. 3:551.322:55t. 575.4

gingery, W. D. (ed.)
ICE AND SNCW; PROPERTIES, PROCESSES, AND
APPLICATIONS. PROCEEDINGS OF A CONFER-
ENCE HELD AT THE MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE
OF TECHNOLOGY, FEB3RUARY 12-16, 1962. UP 22034 551. 32:529.37
Cambridge, Mass., M.I.T. Press, 1963, 6 p.
incl. illus., tables, graphs, diagrs., 460 refs. Gold, L. W.

DLC, GB2403. K55 DEFORMATION MECHANIS IN ICE. p. 8-27 lnd.
Illus., graph. (In. W. D. ingery (ed.). ice andForty-six papers are presented by chemists, ceram- Snow; ProPerties, Processes, and Applications ...

ists, metallurgists, physicists, geologists, meteor- Cambridge, Mass., M.LT. Press, 193). 29 refs.
ologists, and others with divergent backgrounds and DLC, *B2405. K35
professional associations. Twelve papers discuss
Ice properties; 3 deal with glacier flow; 8 treat Infot was obtaned on the deformation mocha-
solidification phenomena and sea ice; 4 are on the nfss thmt occurred during experiments on crack-

bearing capacity of ice; 15 are concerned with snow form Uon in ice subject to a constant compressive
properties; and 4 discuss the ablation of ice and lod. These mechanisms are described, related to
frozen surfaces. For Individual papers ae SIP similar observations that have been made on ice and22033-22078. -- BLE other materzi.s, and their significance Is discussed

with respect to the deformation behavior of ice. The
Ice in the experiments was madc from deserated top
water In a galvanized tank. Two balloons were
placed under a weighted platform at the bottom of

SIP 22033 551. 22 532. 135 the tank and filled with air which was mainta, ed at
constant pressure by connecting the balloons to a tube

Glen, J. W. submerged In a column of ethylene glycol. When
THE RHEOLOGY OF ICE. p. 3-7. (In: W. D. cooled sufficiently, the water was seeded with fine-
lingery (ed.). ke and Snow: Properties, Processes, grain snow spread densely enough to cover the oir-
anJ Applications. ... Cambridge, Mass., M.LT. face completely. As the water frame, the change in
Press, 1963). 13 refs. volume forced air from the balloons Into the column

DLC, GB2405. K5 of glycol permitting the water to freeze at almost
constant pressure. Two sets of experiments were

The important factors determining the behavior of ice designed to investigate the dependence of the direc-
masses under stress are: (1) the mechanical behavior lion of the crack on the crystallographic orientation
of single Ice crystals, (2) the restraints Imposed on of the grain in which It formed. Observations were
the Individual crystals In a polycrystalline aggregate, majSet on rectangular biocks of 2 sizes: S x 10 x 25
and (3) the way in which ice deforms. Slip on the em and 2.5S x 15cm. The test pieces were pre-
basal plane is the only mode of plastic deformation of pared from Ice from which the upper 2 cm containing
single ice crystals that has been convincingly dem- the transition associated with the freezing technique
onstrated. The deformation of ice crystals show had been removed. Among the topics discussed are
creep even at low stresses, but unlike that of h'er the formation o slip bands, grain boundary migra-
materials, the creep rate of iee accelerates as time tion, unusual creep behavior, and the response of a
proceeds. Attempts to find a glide direction for ice grain to an applied load. -- BLE
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SEP 22035 551.322:548. 54 tions and inclusions in ice crystals. It was confirmed
that evaporation etch pits produced under a plasticWeertman, J. film have no correlation with dislocation defects, and

THE ESHELBY-SCHOECK VISCOUS DISLOCATION that they are formed by evaporation through rrdcroair
DAMPING MECHANISM APPLIZD TO THE STEADY- cavities or tiny holes existing in the plastic film it-
STATE CREEP OF ICE. p. 28-33 Incl. table. (In: self. A solution of 5 to 6 Formvar in ethylene
W . KIngery (ed.). ke and Snow; Properties, dichloride is a suitable etchant for detecting diiloca-Processes, aid Applications. .... CAMbridge, tion defects that emerged on the (0001) plane. This i

: Mass., M.I.T. Pre"s, 1I63). 16 refs. etchant was not successful for the detection of dislo-
i. DLC, GB2405.Iff5 cation that contributes to basal slip. -- BLE

' ~The FEshelby-Schock damping mechanism can account . ....... ... ....... "-
:, for the creep of Ice. However, It Is not psile at

i present to rule out dislcation climb as a rate-con-
mechanism. Eshelby's analysis makes It SEP 22037 551. 322:548(*57)/ possible to obtain an expression for the dislocation

velocity rhea contains only experimentally measurable Eckerbom, Eric and ErkkI Palosuo
terms. Likewise, the creep equation in which ths A STUDY OF ICE CRYSTALS AT STORGLACIREN.velocity is used contains only experimentally meas- p. 56-62 Incl. Illus., tables, map. (In: W. D. :

arable terms. Rto sprobable that the wide differ- Kngery (ed.). Ice and Snow; Properties, Processes,ence between creep rates of single crystals and of " and Applications. .... Cambridge, Mass., M.LT.polycrystallnie tee can be explained by geometry Pres", 1063). 7 refs.:!

effect. The activation energy of creep should be the DLC, GB2405. K55
same as that associated with the internal friction
peak if the Eshelby-Schoeck mechanism is rate con- This Invewtigation was performed July 16 to 25, 1961,
trolling. Most creep evidence today favors a value and cL.ered six sampling stations. Since the Ice sur-
near 14,000 cal/mole. The creep rate In D2 0 ice s face was rough and the uppermost layer, expecially
shown to be slower than that of ordinary Ice by after a sunny day, consisted of loose crystals, the
amounts ranging from 1 to 2. Movement measure- surface layer was cut away with a chain saw. The
ments of low aa'gle boundaries in ice by Higashi and chain was run over an idler that permitted the usual
Saalm (SIP 19818) have shown that dislocations move oiling of the chain to be avoided and a clean ice sur-
by an activated process with an energy In the region face to be cut. The crystals were revealed by theat14, 000 cal/mole and that the velocity is propor- method used by Ahlmann on Istallsglaciaren,tional to the stress. -- Geophys. Abstracts KebnekaJse. Brown umbra, methylene blue, orH nachite green, which do not dissolve in water, were

1- spread on the smooth surface. For measurements of
Ice crystal cross sections, best results were ob-

S"tained by photographing the surface as soon as the
SiP 22036 551.322:548.5 dye had been spread and before it had sunk too deep

or had begun to flow away. A yellow filter was used
Kuroiwa, Dalsuke and Wayne L. Hamilton and stereophotos were taken. To estimate the third
STUDIES OF ICE ETCHING AND DISLOCATION dimension, crystal volumes were measured on aETCH PITS. p. 34-55 "cl. Illus., diagrs. (In sunny day when many loose crystals could be seenon- ~~W. D. Klngery (ed.). ,,e and Snow; Properties,- ........ the gluier. Each Ice-crystal was weighed anld the-3--Processes, and Applications. ... Cambridge, dimensions were measured: first the largest one and

-kss., M.I.T. Press, 1963). 10 refs. then the average width of the other two as nearly asDLC, GB3405. K55 possible perpendicular to the first one as well as to
each other. The form and sizes of air bubbles wereThis study was made (1) to reveal the mechanism by detcrmined from the photographs of etched ice sur-

which etch pits are transformed under a plastic film, faces, and some special observations were also
(2) to find out the most effective and reliable etching made. -- BLE
technique for detection of Ice crystal Imperfections,
and (3) to confirm experimentally how dislocation
theories can be applied to Ice crystals. All experi-
ments were carried out In a cold room at the USA
Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory SIP 22038 551. 32i:539. 371
at a constant temperature of -10"C. Included in the
discussion are (a) the role of the plastic film and Anderson, Don L."solvent in etch pit formation, (b) slip direction re- USE OF LONG-PERIOD SURFACE WAVES FOR DE-

vealed by thermal etch pits and channels, (c) etching TERMINATION OF ELASTIC AND PETROLOGICAL
technique for detection of dislocation defects, (d) PROPERTIES OF ICE MASSES. p. 63-68 incl.
characteristics of dislocation etch pits, (e) the depth graph. (In: W. D. Kingery (ed.). ke and Snow;-1. of hexagonal pyramidal etch pits, (f) the symmetry of Properties, Processes, and Applications.
distribution of dislocation etch pits on fracture sur- Cambridge, Mass., M.I.T. Press, 1963). 6 refs.
faces, (g) dislocation movement c.'nsed'by applied DLC, GB2405. K55
stresses and particular slip directions on the basal
plane of ice, and (h) interactions between the disloca- See SIP 20201.
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SIP 22039 551.326.7:539.32(712.2) perforated plates is shown to give good results for an
elasticity-strength model. -- BLE

Langleben, M. P. and E, R. Pounder
SlASTIC PARAMETERS OF SEA ICE. p. 69-78 incl.
tables, graphs. (In: W. D. langery (ed.), ke and
Snow; Properties, Processes, and Applications ....
Cambridge, Mass., M.I.T. Press, 1963). 4 refs. SEP 22041 551.326.7:539.3

DLC, GB2405. K55 P

The data were collected on 4 field trips between 1959 SOME MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF SEA ICE.
and 1962 to Barrow Strait, Thule, Isachsen (Ellef p. 107-113 Inc(. graphs. In: W. D. Kingery (ed.).

Ringnes Island), and McClure Strait. The measure- Ice and Snow; Properties, Processes, and Applica-
ments were all made on sections of ice cores ex- lions. ... Cambridge, Mass., M.I.T. Press,
tracted from the ice cover with a 3-tn. SIPRE coring 1963).
auger. The bulk velocity In a 6-in. core section was DLC, G32405. K35
found by attaching barium titanate transducers to
both ends, exciting the input transducer with repeti- Laboratory studies were made for cataloging the
live pulses having a sharp leading edge, and mean- strength of sea ice against the significant parameters

uring the transit time in the Ice of a pulse of longi- of strength with associated stress-strain relation-
tudinal sound waves. The density profile of the Ice ships, rate of loading, ice forms including chlorinity
cover was mosred by weighing core samles and and crystal size and shP, and temperature. Pre-
then finding their volumes by a displacement method. lUminary results indicate that sea ice can be tested by
On completion of the acoustic measurements, the stress-strain techniques in tension, compression,
salinity of each sample was measured. The theory tensile creep, and compressive creep. It appears
Involved Is described with a system of equations. It feasible to predict the strength of am ice types by
Is shown that the density In a particular Ice cover determining the magnitude of the significant par*-
varies only slightly with depth, despite variations in meters - ice form, chlorinity, temperature, and
salinity and ice temperature. Values obtained for rate of loadring. With ice forms that may have uni-

Poisson's ratio are tabulated. Results indicate a good directional c-tds orientation over large volumes of
fit for a linear relationship between Young's modulus Ice, the crystal orientation has a large effect on
E and the brine content for cold Ice. A similar strength and the magnitude of this effect can be pre-

linear relation with different coefficients w fon determined for laboratory specimens. Creep rats
for "warm" polar Ice. -- BLE ad associated viscoelastic behavior and falures can

be determined in both tension and comairession. The
testing techniques are sufficiently simple to provide
a standard laboratory technique for the study of the
mechaoical properties of sea ice. - Gmphys.

SIP 22040 551.326.7:539.32+.42(049+038) Abstracts

Brown, James H.
ELASTICITY AND STRENGTH OF SEA ICE. p. 79-
106 incl. tables, graphs, diagra. (In: W. D.
Kingery (ed.). ke and Snow; Properties, Processes, SIP 22042 SOL 26.7:20. 172(712. 2)

i and Aplications. .... rambridge, Mass., U. LT.
Press, 1963). 15 refs. Graystone, Peter and II. P. landebe

DLC, GB2405. K55 RING TENSILE STRENGTH OF SEA ICE. p. 114-
1I3 ci. tables, graphs. O W. D. Mngery (ed.).

Measurements were made of annua sea ice at Wales, Ice and Sow; Properties Processes, and Applica-
Alaska, in 1958 2nd 1959, and at Thule, Greenland, timis. ... Cambridge, Mas., M.ILT. Press,
in 1961. The elastic moduli of the Ice sheets were 196). rots.
obtained by propagating elastic waves in the ice. DLC, GB2405.I
These waves were generated from small explosive
charges and from hammer blows. Flexural strength Tests were made of the ultimate tensile strength of

measurements were made by cutting a cantilever sea ice in Resolute and Button Bays. The working

beam in the Ice and measuring the applied force at procedure conssted of estracting a S-In. -4am.
failure as the free end of the beam was pulled up. vertical core from the Ice sheet, sawing the cylindri-

Brine cont. it and density were also measured. The ca core Into smples 3 in. long, drilling a 1/2-in.
values of Raung's modulus, shear modulus, and bole along the axls of the samples, breaking the

Poisson's ratio are tabulated, and plate wave velocity samples in a screw-)ack type press, and setting the

versus brine content is graphed. It Ii shown that broken samples aside in sealed containers for sub-
brine content is a va.-able which best explains varia- sequent determination of salinity. The proving ring

tions in plate wave vetucity, and that there is an used with the press was calibrated at each test tem-
apparent relationship between flexural strength and perature during stored ice tests. The calibration

brine content. The relation for Young's modulus and showed virtually no temperature dependence. The

Poisson's ratio, which Bailey and Hicks obtained tests of ultimate tensile strength were performed
from the theory of stresses, is given. The concept under 2 types of conditions. (1) For the so-calleo in

of the redistribution of stresses using the theory of situ tests, a 3-ft-long core was completely processed

11
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in less than 20 min after its extraction. Testing pro- quirements fixing the selection of a reinforcing mate-
ceeded from the lowest sample upward. (2) For ril from the point of view of technical, economic,
samples having different thermal histories, each and logistic feasibilities for use in the Arctic. Mate-

cylindrical sample was prepared for the press and rials tested Included Fiberglas yarn, Fiberglas in-
stored In a rack in such a manner that the axis of sulating mat, long and short wood and asbestos fiber,
the sample was vertically oriented for from I day to newspaper mash, bond paper mash and strips,
several weeks. They were then tested for ultimate starch, and starch with long asbastos fiber. All
tensile strength at the ambient temperature. The samples were prepared with tap water. The strength
data suggest the existence of a linear relationship be- of composites was determined by measuring the
tween the ultimate tensile strength of sea Ice and the modulus of rupture. In some cases the load was
square root of Its brine content. The data for Iee at applied manually with a water-filled container sus-
temperatures below -6. "C cover a limited range of pended from the loading saddle. It Is concluded that
brine content, and the line of best fit Is speculative. (1) Ice composite strength Increases linearly with
-- BLE increasing volume fraction of fiber additions for

several materials tested, (2) with short fiber, frac-
ture results from shear failure In the matrix, (3)
highest strengths can be achieved with Fiberglas, (4)
starch gels reinforce fresh water Ice but not salt ice

SEP 22043 551.326. 7:539.42 and (5) least expensive reinforcement is achieved
with newspaper mash. -- BLE

Singery, W. D. and D. N. French4r

STRESS-RUPTURE BEHAVIOR OF SEA ICE. p.
1a4-12r ncl. tables, graph. (n: W. D. Icngeryean

Y(.) Ice and Snow; Properties, Processes, and
Applications w ... Cambridge, Mass. sa.i .T. SIP 22045 $51.324.r~Press, 19"3). 10 refs.

i DLC, G112405. K55 Nye, J. F.
~THEORY OF GLACIER VARIATIONS. P. 151-161

This inveatigation was Made as part of Project ICE incl. diagrs. (In: W. D. Kingery (ad.). Ice and
~WAY. All experiments were performed on simply Snow; Properties, Processes, mid Applications ...

• upported beams with a I xlIin. cross section and Cambridge, Mass., M.I.T. Press, 1963). 12 refs.*
6-in. length between 1/2-1n.-diam, aluminum rod DLC, GB2405. X55
supports. The load was applied to a 1/2-in. -diam.
rod at the center of the span by means of a yoke con- See SIP 20264.
nected to weights hanging below the sample and
frame. On fracture, the weight fell on a micro-
switch, stopping an electric timing clock. Samples
of natural sea Ice were taken from a layer I to 3 In.
from the surface in a single 10-ft by 10-ft area
1-1/2 ml ,rom shore. The samples were tested with SIP 22046 551.324.51
the top of the specimen (compression side) corre- 551.324. 24:624. 19(494)

spondingto the top of the Ice sheet. The sample Haefeli, .
cswere the following density =0.809 OBSERVATIONS IN ICE TUNNELS AND THE FLOW

gm/cm 3 , salinity = 0. 80%, and grain size = 0. 14 x LAW OF ICE. p. 162-186 incl. illus, table,
..........0.4In. Itlscocldedthatseaiceexhiitstypical graphs, diagrs. (In: W. D. Kngery(ed.). Ice and

stress-rupture failure in which the average rupture Snow; Properties, Processes, and Applications.
stress decreases from 258 psi for 0.1-sec loading Cambridge, Mass., LT. Press, 1963). 11 refs.
to 175 psi at 10V-hr loading. As a result, It Is DLC, GB2405. K551 essentil to define the time of loading as one of theparameters fixing the load-bearng capacity of s Measurements made during the first 10 yr of the 130-
ice. -- ty m ice tunnel in the cold ice cap on the Jungfraujoch

are coordinated, and some of the earlier measure-
ments made in temperate ice tunnels have been con-
sulted for comparison. This comparison permits
the differences in the behavior of cold and temperate
Ice to be manifested. The following topics are

SIP 22044 624.147.539.42 discussed: (I) climate and Ice temperature, (2)
e Raccumulation and ablation on the Ice cap, (3) stress

Coble, R. L. and W. D. Klnger7 conditions, (4) ice movement and deformation, (5)
ICE REINFORCEMENT. p. 130-148 Incl. illus., a flow test with ice samples, (6) the deformation of
tables, graphs, diagrs. (In: W. D. Kingery (ed.). circular tunnels, "Blockschollen" and slices (plates)
Ice and Snow; Properties, Processes, and Applca- and (7) observations and surveys in ice caverns andtis .CabigMs. ... Pe, crevasses. On the ice cap of the Jungfraujoch, ex-
1963). 9 refs. ceptionally large differences between neighboring

DLC, GB2405. K55 points of the cross protile In regard to the amount of
accumulation were measured, If the tensile strength. The purpose of this study wah to determine the re- In the tension zone of the ice cap Is exceeded at any
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pIn, prOgressi e rupture causes a sudden ripping mode of solIdification are also gf.,en. A device was
up of a very nar" crack that widens slowly Into a constructed In which a long, tin sample of water
wide, longitudinal crevasse. -- BLE could be frozen progressively from one end while

permitting continuous microscopic oh'ervation of the
water-lee Interface. The water chamber was filled
with distilled water and the heat sink with dry ice and
alcohol. The flow of heat from the water sample intoSIP 22047 551.321.5:539.3$7 the beat sink was throttled by small resistance

551. 324. 24:624. 19(988) heaters that were adjusted Initially to prevent free2-
R rgthleberer lag. The morphologies observed during the solidifi-'
ULTRASONIC MEASUREMENTS OF DEFORMATION cation of sea waler and other aqueous systems have
AROUND A RECTANGULAR ICE TUNNEL. p. 187. been found to be consistent with those observed in

. . 211 Incl. tables, graphs, diagrs. (In: W. D. metallic systems and expected from a consideration
mIngery (ed.). ke and Snow; Properties, Processes o the general understanding of growth from the melt
and Appllcations.I ... Cambridge, Mass., M.LI.T. Further, it was predicted that an appreciable volume
Press, 1963). 8 refs. fraction of the second phase forms a network during
DLC, GB405.K55 the normal solldiflcat/on of sea ice. Since in certain

I . temperature ranges this network becomes liquid,Measrevments were made around the Tuto tunnel, a deteriorating the materil strength, a chzllenge for

system of caverns made near the edge of the Green- controlled solidilcation would be the dispersal of
land Ice cap In glacier ioe of about -1I0C. For this wood phae as unconected regions n the rela-
ultrasonic measurements, an originally vertical tively pure ice matrix. -- BLE
ceoss section perpendicular to the long axis of the
research room was Instrumented. The transducers
(ceramic cells) were installed in a plane through the
center of the room, 30 m from each end, and also In
other places. A short pulse of a mechanical vibra-
tion is produced electrically In a piezoelectric trans-
ducer. This pulse travels as an elastic wave to a
second transducer at a distance, and Is there trans-
formed back into an electrical signsal. The electronic
equipment used for producing the ultrasonic pulses SIP 22049 151.32:548.5
and measuring the transit time consisted of a single
commercial unit, "Soniscope," designed for concrete Poundtr, E. R.
testing. The data processing Is described. The flow CRYSTAL GROWTH RATES AS A FUNCTION OF
pattern around the room studied was found to have 2 ORIENTATION. p. 226-231 Incl. diagr., graphs.
motions - a shear motion caused by the flow of the (In: W. D. Klngery (ed.). ke and Snow; Properties,
glacier, and a radial motion toward the room caused Processes, and Applications .... Cambridge,
by the closure of the cpefdng under the pressure of Mass., M.LT. Press, 1953). 5 refs.
the overburden. It Is pointed out that: (1) the picture DLC, GB2405.1 5
df the general flow pattern will be Improved as defor-
mation Increases and successive measurements are An experiment was undertaken to measure the growth
made, (2) a more accurate time-measuring device is rates of ice crystals uder more closely controlled
needed to observe changes n flow fr-rm year to year, conditions. A mosaie was constructed consisting of
and (3) changes in velocity of the ice with time should 2 single crystals of different orientations, the
be investigated togher with the Ice fabric of the smaller crystal being enclosed by the larger. This
arm-- BUmoac Is then used as a seed for ftuther Ice growth

so that the giowth rate of the smallcentral crystal
can be studied as a funetion of relative orientation.
Single crystals were grown by themodiffed Brldgma
method. Tbese were used as seed crystals to grow
larger single crystals from the melt. After con-

SIP 22048 i 551.322:536.4.031+536.421.4 siderabie trial and error, single crystals 10 cm In
diam. by 10 cm long were produced fairly readily.

Harrison, J. D. sall W. A. Tiller After the Ice mosalc had frozen to a mutable thick-
CONTROLLED FREEZING OF WATER. p. 215-225 sess, It was removed, and thin horizontal sections
Incl. Illus., graphs, diagrs. (In: W. D. Kingery were cut at various depths to study crystal sizes and
(ed.). Ice and Snow; Properties, Processes, and orientations with a umversal stage polariscope.
Applications. ... Cambridge, Mass., M.LT. Orientatione of c-saes were measured by the Rigsby
Press, 1963). 19 refs. method. The pattern of an annual -sea-Ice-cover

DLC, G82405./K55 surface layer consists of small, randomly oriented
I crystals with a strong preference for vertical optic

This paper describes the experimental procedure, axes, but the bulk of the cover consists of larger
and presents some qualitative results concerning crystals with horizontal c-axes. A cover frozen
several morphological details of the interface, from fresh water consists either of crystals with
Quantitative calculations on the amount of chemical mostly vertical c-axes or crystals with mostly
segregation occurring during the cellular or dendritic horizontal c-axes. - BLI
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MP 22050 551.326.7:548.2 Samples wei-e collected from both pack ice and young
sea ice. The young pack ice, which was about 1.5 m

PMosso, Erkid and MA.-ttl Sippola thick, was sampled with a SIPRE corer. The banded
CRYSTAL CRIENTATION IN SALT-WATER ICE. samples were cut into slabs and the Individual bands
p. 232-26 ncl. illua., graph. (In: W. D. KIngery were separated by hand sawing. All specimens, in-

(ed.). Ice and Snow; Properties, Processes, and cluding the core samples, were melted in closed con-
Applications. ... Cambridge, Mass., M.I.T. tainers and filtered. The analytical procedure Is de-
Press, 1963). 5 refs. scribed. The curves for all analyses are remarkably

DLC, GB240S. 55 parallel, and any deviation from parallelism Is
sporadic. The surface of young sea ice I commonly

ee SIP 20265. covered with efflorescence crystals as well A brine
expelled toward the surface during ambient tempera-
tore fluctuations that temporarily reverse the surface
thermal gradient. The surface crystals are swept
along with the snow, and tend to se.-d aged pack ice at

MP 22051 5S. 326.7:539.217:664.41 the beginning of a new melt season. Data indicatei that the ratios between the more abudant substances
Kigr, W. D. and W. 1. Godnow vary little f.o those of oft water. The salts con-

BRINE MIGRATION IN SALT ICE. p. 237-247 incl. tinue in constant rato so that only the total amount
di disl ., graph.. (In: W. D, Kingery (ed.). Ice and salt varies. The salt proportions remain unaffectedj Sno~~w; Properties, Processes, and Applications..... by such major change in the system as the removal of

Cambridge, Ias., M.I.T. Press, 1963). 11 refs. water by f-eezing. -- BLE
LC G82405. 55

In order to simulate the columnar structure o Arctic
set Icev a freezing tank was constructed for plane-
frost freezing from the top surface. A 22-gal can
was encased in 5 in. d shredded cork insulation,
filled 3/4 full with a 3.5% NaCI solution, and placed

f in a -WC cold chamber with the top open. After 7
days the tank was taken from the chamber and the
Ice slab was removed. The section from which sam-
pies for block migration were selected was a cylindri-
cal disc from I to 5 in. below the top surface of the 0ip 22053 591.326.7:539.4
7-in.-thick block of ice. A fturnace was constructed
for the microscopic observation of brine-pocket Weeks, W. F. and A. Assur
migration. To observe migration in fine -graned STRUCTURAL CONTROL OF THE VERTICAL VARI-
samples, test tubes of 3.5% NaCI were frozen rapidly ATION OF THE STRENGTH OF SEA AND SALT ICE.
at. -40C. Data Indicate that (1) gravity drainage of -276 icl. tables, graphs, dar. (In- W. D.
brine Is the primary mechanism by which salt Is Kneryo(ed.). Ice and Snow; Properties, Processes,
eliminated from new sea Ice, (2) movemento en- and Appllcatins. ... Cambridge, Mass., M.LT.
trappt I pockets under a temperature gradient con- Press, 1963).
tributes to the not reduction in salt content to a small Drs, G 16 res.
extent, and (3) the velocity of migration of brine DLC, GB2405,11S

...... _..pockets is limited by the rate of solute diffusion. - This study demonstrates that in NaCI ice sheets the
Bsystematic increase in the plate width with depth

Sproduces significant changes in the ring-tensile
strengtl of the ice. Field tests Indicate that similar
relations exist for sea Ice. An Ideal place to studyi" the nataral occurrence of this variation is thick one-

# SIP 22052 551.326.7:543.3(*3) year-old sheets of unrafted pack Ice. This ice pro-
o vides a maximum variation in plate width. The tests

Bennington, Kenneth 0. should be performed in the early summer when the
SOME CHEMICAL COMPOSITION STUDIES ON ARC- Ice Is essentially Isothermil, 0 to -1.6C, and
TIC SEA ICE. p. 248-257 incl. illus., tables, isoalinem, 0 to 3.2 %.. The near melting tempera-
graphs. fts: W. D. Kingery (ed.). Ice and Snow; tures will produce large brine volumes that should
Properties, Processes, and Applications ... result in" an appreciable strength variation as a fune -t Cambridge, Mass., M.I.T. Press, 19). 7 refs. tion of location In '_. ice sheet. In cold young sea

DLC, GB2405. 55 ice the brine volume Is commonly lower, while the
temperature and salinity gradients in the ice are quite

Al Analyses were made of liquid and residue samples of pronounced. It therefore would be difficult to sepa-
Arctic sea ice, at the Pennsylvania State University. rate the effect of the change In substructure from
The procedure was Identical for both samples except other effects. Although changes In plate width are
that the residues were converted to the sulphate be- most clearly revealed in strength changes, they
cause they contained deliquescent material which should also affect the thermal conductivity. (Authors'
would make accurate weights difficult to obtain. abstract)
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P 22054 551. 2. 7:536.421.4:663. 631 SIP 22056 551.22:539.7

Adams, C. M., D. N. French and W. D. Eingery Cutcliffe, J. L., W. D. gingery and R. L. Coble
FIELD SOLIDIFICATION AND DESALINATICO OF . ELASflC AND TIME-DEPENDENT DEFVRMATION
SEA ICE. . 277-288 incl. tables, graphs. In: OF IC.! SHEETS. p. 305-310 incl. graphs. (in:
W. D. Engery (ed.). Ice and Snow; Properties, W. D. ingery (ed.). ice and Snow; Properties,
Processes, and Applications, .. Cambridge, Processes, and Applications. ... Cambridge,
Mass., ALLT. Press, 1963). 11 refs. Mau., M.LT. Press, 1963).

DLC, G12405. K55 DLCW, GB2405. K5

Field and laboratory studies of the solidification pro- The creep behavior of a rectangular cros section of
cess under different conditions and of resulting ice ice subjected to a constant moment and shear with a
structure and salinity were carried out at Point uniform temperature variation across the cross se -
Brrow, Alaska (during Feb. and March, 1960), and don wu studied. A general Integral equation is
at the Eglin Air Force Base (during July and Aug., given which wa set up for the stress-stran-tHme
1960). Investigated were the solidificitlon rate and relationship; this Is solved by numerical Integration
degree of desalination that could be obtained under on a high-speed digital computer. It is shown that if
field conditions utilizing the ambient low tempera- a section of ice is loaded with a constant moment and
tures available in the Arctic. The variables that shear. the maximum lonitudinal stress on the high-
affect the rate of ice formation and its salinity when temperature side decreases with time, while the
formed from ponds, by rapid or slow solidification maximum longitudinal stress on the low-temperature
from rapidly moving streams, and from sprays have side Increase with time. The maximum unit shearbeen determined. It is concluded that (1) no practi- stress Increases with time. The effective rigidity
cal solidification process is effective in forming ice mod-lus decreases with time. If the true bending
having a salt content as low as the natural Ice found moment and shear are constant in the cross section,
In the Arctic Ocean In March, which has a salinity of the effect of creep deformation Is to Increase the
0.4 to 0.91, (2) spray solidification Is an effective stress at the low-temperature face of the Ice sheet
method of very rapidly forming sea Ice, (effective (top surface), decrease the stress at the high-tem-
heat transfer coefficients and spray characteristics peratur4 face of the Ice sheet (bottom surface), and
necessary for efficient use of this mett A have been Increase the value of the maximum unit shear stress.
determined), and (3) salt migration phenomena are As a result of creep, the maximum bending moment
of greater Importance in flooded ice and other ice in an lee sheet loaded with a concentrated load will
structures than has been commonly recognized. -- decrease, but the maximum value of unit shear
DLE stress will increse. -- BLE

SIP 22055 624.147:551.326.7 IP 257 $51.322:539.$7

Dykins, 3. E. flobbi, RN. A., 3. L. Cutcliffe and W. D. Kingery
CONSTRUCTION OF SEA ICE PLATFORM. p. 289- EFFECT OF CREEP AND TEMPERATURE GRADI-
301 icl. ilius., graph, diagrs. (In: W. D. Kingery ,ErrTS'N LaNG-TIME DEFORMATION OF ICE
(ad.). Ice and Snow; Properties, Processes, and SHEETS. p. 311-3l incl. graphs, dfzgy. (In:

........... l.c... .... Cambridge, Mass., M.LT. W. D.1 anery (od.). ice and Snow; Properties,
Press, 1963). 7 refs. Processes, and Applications. ... Cambre,

DLC, G82405. KS5 Mass., M.LT. Press, 1963). 4 rdv.
o DLC, GB3405, 955

Methods of constructing artificial ice Islands are
discussed and the results of the experimental inves- The differental equation for an amiotple flat
tigations conducted thus far by the Navy are given, symmetrical askut an as perpendicular to the plate
Construction techniques have been classified as has been derived. The equation applies to a floating
liquid- or dry-flU methods, with or without strength ice sheet with a rigidity modulus. The rigidity
additives. Liquid fill Is the applied layers of ice modulus is a functIon of the radius and is assumed to
formed by transferring sea water to the surface of change u a result ci creep. Finite difference rein-
the existing ice and allowing It to freeze before tionships were used to tranform the differential
applying the next layer. Also grouped here are the equation Into a difference equation, and a computer
spray and sprinkler methods. Dry fill Is the applied program was written to give a numerical solution to
layers of icecrete formed by adding lifts of Ice aggre- the problem for any parameters. Sixty points equally
gate to the surface of the existing ice. Bonding ot spaced along a radius of 300 ft were considered. ft
the aggregate for greater strength is achieved by Is concluded that with time, an ice sheet loaded with
saturating the fill with sea water. The only strength a concentrated load will deform into a shape corre-
additive used to date has been Fiberglas. The free sponding to a lower modulus of elasticity. This will
flooding method is described. The prediction of result in deflections under the load, which contiu-lly
platform strength, and natural forces affecting Ice increase with time but at a reduced rate. Some in-
platforms are also discussed. (See also SIP 20604) teresting relationships have been established, but the
-- BLE problem is not completely solved. Recommendations

are given for further work. -- BLE15
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SIP 22058 551.326.7:629.139. 85:620.19 forces created under the shearing action of adjacent
ice floes. The moment originated by these forces54 Ingery, W. D. and P. L. Cable may be enough to propagate a perpendicular crackCRACKS IF SEA ICE AND THEIR EFFECT ON (scissor crack) across an ice floe and separate a por-OPERATIONS. p. 322-334 incl. illus. (In: W. D. tion of it. Subsequent shear motion between the[ .... Xlngery (ed.). Ice and Snow; Properties, Processes, - pieces of the Ice floe may produce shearing cracksr and Applications. ... Cambridge, Mas., M.I.T. on the base of projecting corners. -- BLEPress, 1963). 10 refs.

SDLC, GB2405. K55

Types of cracks and their sources are discussed, and
a rational basis for estimating the effects of cracks
is given. Open wet cracks which pass completely
through the Ice sheet have the most deleterious . "effect on load-bearing capacity. These cracks can SIP 22060 551. 578.463
result from wind or tidal wave action. Superficial4 (top and bottom) surface cracks can result from Bader, Henrithermal stress, applied loads, ani load removal. THEORY OF DENSIFICATION OF DRY SNOW ON
Crack observations at North Star Bay runway and HIGH POLAR GLACIERS, U1. p. 351-370 incl.
load-bearing capacity based on buoyancy are also tables, graphs. (In: W. D. Klngery (ed.). Ice anddiscussed. Unless open wet cracks are present in Snow; Properties, Processes, and Applications ...the Immediate area of loading, Ice is remarkably Cambridge, Wa ss., M.I.T. Press, 1963). 5 ref..Insensitive to the presence of cracks because: (1) DLC, GB2405. K55
areas can be found In which few or none are present;
(2) top surface cracks have little effect on initial See SEP 20845.cracking; (3) large cracks that have had an oppor-
tunity to undergo rounding at the tip do not cause
strength reduction; (4) load-bearing capacity basedK on buoyancy shows that cracks In the region beyond
the radius of relative stiffness are not as serious as

Ssupposed when It Is assumed that the ice sheet de-
rives little load-bearing capacity from buoyancy; and SI 22061 551.578.463(5) a change in sign of the bending moment after
initial bottom surface cracking occurs within the
radius of relative stiffness. -- BLE de TE MA R OON THE METAMORPHISM OF SNOW. p. 377-390

-ir, . tables, diagrs., graphs. (In: W. D. KIngery
(ed.). Ice and Snow; Properties, Processes, and
Applications. ... Cambridge, Mass., M.I.T.

SP.55.3 2Press, 1963). 11 refs.
..... SEP 32059 551. 328. 2 D B45

BREAKUP O7 PACK-ICE FLOES. p. 335-347. (In: Metamorphism is characterized by 3 processes
W. D.U On y (ed.).ICE andESow; Poperties, 5-appemring either Isolated or combined. They are:W.oD. Knge: (ed.). Ice and Snow; Properties, (1) a rearrangement of ice substance in the imme-, Processes, and Applications. .... Cambridge,diesrouinsfacyslrgrtn na. .. . M a M I. .P ess 19 3) .diate surroundings of a crystal, originating In aMass., M.I.T. Press, 1963). thermodynamic instability of the crystal surface;DC04. (2) an extensive transfer of substance as vapor,

a c eInitiated by local differences of temperature and/- Long-wave cracks are mathematically ,nnalyzed on
the basis of plate mechanics, and otier forms of vapor concentration; and (3) melting and refreezing.

The first processes are called "destructive,, andcracks are discussed. Long-wave cracks form with "Constructive metamorphism" and the third Is desg-complete disregard of thickness and shape of the Datd t metamorphism" Detris esig-nated melt metamorphism." Destructive metamor-atfloes. They form Instantaneously; the crack propa- phism begins with a disintegration. The articulatedgation is fast; there is no way to predict the lcation snow stars decompose into single fragments. After
t of a crack to be formed; and the Icefloe, once split, tt the smallest particles dissipate In favor of big-drifts apart n a matter of minutes, Parallel-edge ger ones untl an aggregate of rounded, Isometric,cracks running closely alongside existing edges are oblong, or Irregular grains of uniform size isby far the most common. They form 12 to 15 m from formed. Constructive metamorphism is charac-f. the edge under combined bending and buckling origi- terized by an intense growth of grains situated IraD ating from the pressure exerted from a neighboring ap e m gprivileged position and by the dissipation of otherfloe. Perpendicular-edge cracks which form at less favored ones, The medium of melt metamor-farly uniform distances of 50 to 100 m apart, are phism Is the Isothermal system of Ice, water, .rnd

more dangerous for the existence of an intact ice vapor. The significance at metamorphism Is dis-floe. They may propagate beyond the parallel crack cussed, speculatiora on the mechanism are given,
into the ice floe and give reason for concern and ac- and snow-property data obtained from special ex-

tio onbealfofthe occupants of an Ice floe. The prmnsaetbltd Lpotential danger of perpendicular cracks lies in the perimentsaretabulated. BLE
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WI 22062 551. 578. 463(**) SIP 22044 551. 322dC2 1. 926:531. 75

Anderson, Don L. and Carl S. Benson langery, W. D., H. J. Oerson, Jr. and P. L.I

THlE DEIJSIFICATION' AND DIAGENESIS OF SNOW. De Bruyn
p. 391-411 incl. table, graphs. (In- W. D. lingery ICE COMM4UTOfl. p. 432-437 lrwi. giaphs. (In:
(ed.). lee and Snow; Properties, Processes, a&M W, D, Kingery (edJ I le arid Snow; Properties,
Applications. ... Camt,,ldge, Mass., M.I.T. Processes, and Applications. ... Cambridge,
Press, 1963). 15 refs. Mass., M.I.T. Press, 1043). 7 vets.

DLC0 GR2405. K55 DLC, GB2405.KX55

This paper discusse~s the diagenctic processes occur- An Improved high-rclocity impac-. ice grinder war de-
ring within the sedimentary veneer of the Greenl-id signed, the effect of tenperature "a rotor opeed on
and Antarctic Ice Sheets, causing evolutinn of loose the particle size of the final product was investi-[
snow into glacier !ce. The discussion is based partly gated, and a suitable method for amklyztrg the re-
oni field observations frnm Greenland, but it dleals suits was developed. Two model grinders were
also with the gt..e'ral problem of snow denslflcatlon. tested. Uniform I- to 1/4-in. ffed was prepxered

A simple analytical expression for depth-density pro- for both with an Ice crusher and hand screen. Each

that are descriptive of the in-situ condltlonr of the stabilized at the temperature being investigated.
snow. Mechanisms of densification are dlescribed, Initial measurements of particle size were made with
densification of snow with less and greater than an optical microscope and glass line coated with a
critical density are discussed, compactibility is de-., 2% solution of Formvar In ethylene dichloride, Sur-
fined, and the significance of the critical density in face area measurements were made with a standare I
making a physical distinction between sne7w, firn, BET apparatus which determines the volume of pns
neve, and glacier ice is shown,,. BLE forming a monomolecular absorbed layer on the sum-

fa'~e of the material be-ing tested. It is concluded
that increased rotor speed (greater impa.nt velocity)
gives higher surfacc areas in the resulting product,
and that lower grinding temperatures result in higher
surface aieas at fixed rotor speeds, -- DLE

SIP 22065 024.147

Wuovi, AlbertT.
SIP 22063 551. 578. 463(02) SNOW STABILIZATION STUDIES. p. 438-458 tncl.

Costes, Nicholas C. Illus, graphs, diagra. (In: W. I. Itingery (ed.)
Ice and Snow; Properties, Processes, and Applica-

ON THE PROCESS OF NORMAL SNOW DENSIFICA tione, ... Cambridge, Mass., M.I.T. Press,
TION IN AN ICE CAP. p. 412-431 Incl. ilus., 1963). $ refs.
table, graphs. (In: W. D. Kingery (ed.). Ice and DLC, GB2405.KX55
Snow; Properties, Processes, and Applications.
Cambridge, Mass., M.I.T. Press, 1963). 6 vga. This paper describes some of the snow stabilization

DLC, G132405. 55 sbtdies performed by USA Cold Regicna Research

Pajmetrs escibig te nrma snw dnsticaion and Engineering Laboratory (CRR2L) during the past
Pai~~~~~~~~~~~~~ amyrrecibn.h oma nwdntfcto Snow naturally Jeposited on the surface in

process have been obtained for 3 ice-cap stations in layers has a loose structure and a very low inftial
Greenland and 5 ice-cap stations in Antarctica. density of less ftin 0. 1 g/cm3. Any diaturbance or
These parameters were extracted from depth-density mechar~lcal agitation of the snow will aid #.he natural
profules In which the age of the stratigraphic layers process of metwnorphism. When agitation or die-
had been determined. The normal snow densifica- aggreaton of the snow is combined with mixing of
io., process In an ice cap can be described by a various layers, the result Is more desirabit. The
layered system of rheological models, each consist- resulting strength of snow after an age-hardeniing
Ing of it modified Kelvin unit, acting In compression period Is then a function of the particle size distrfl.-
only. The analytical expressions which are pre- lion and the intimacy of particle contAct or detudtj ci
sented are based on the assumption that the rate of the snow after processing. Several methods of

snow ac-'umulation Is ccnstant with time and that no stabilizing snow have been developed which are
velocity gradients are present other than that effective In producing a surface layer capablo! of

cap. Further refinement of this theory can be oh- craft. Includzd in the stadies were rotary snow
tamned by considering the effect of a varying rate of plows, a Swiss Peter snow miller, snow planers,
snow accunmulation on the densification process, ruibber-tired rollers, and large vibratory compar-
and also by considering th? kinematic problemn In tore. The use of additives is also discussed. The
which the flow of the glacier to taken Into account, results of the testing have shown that the ram hard-
(From author's summary) ness test Is a fairly reliable indicator of snow
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strength up to a ram hardness of 800. Hardness compression of a thin section of snow; and (8) a
profiles obtained by various stabilizing methods are _-- thermodynamical consideration of the migration of

Miven. -- BLE the boundary between two ice crystals under elastic
stress. -- BLE

SEP 220456 624.147 SIP 22008 624.147(*2):539.3*54 .03

Moser, E. H., Jr.
NAVY COLD-PROCESSING SNOW-COMPACTION Mellor, Malcolm
TECHNIQUES. p. 459-484 incl, illus,, graphs POLAR SNOW - A SUMMARY OF ENGINEERING

(I:W. D. lngery (ed.). Ice and Snow; Properties, PROPERTIES. p. 528-559 Uri. tables, graphs,
Snow; rgerte, diagr. (In: Ice and Snow; Properties, Processes,

Processes, and Applications. ... Cambridge, adApiain...Cmrde asMIT
Mass., M.I.T. Press, 1963). 20 refs. andApplicaions .... Cambridge, ass., M.I.T.

DLC, GB2405. K55 Press, 1963). 33 refs.
DLC, GB2405, M5

The basic Navy cold-processing compaction tech- to ajow for thenique is founded on in-situ acceleration of the natural nnsp e serne as s n introduction f the
processes occurring in snow. It consists of depth nonspeclist engineer and as a reminder of the many
processing followed by compressive compaction, routine, bt vital, esperiments that are still re-
Variations of the basic technique are double depth quired to define adequately the properties of snow.
processing and layer compaction. Other techniques Included in the discussion are (1) the general charac-
developed to improve the strength and utilization of terlstics of ice-cap snow (deposition, sublimatory

compacted snow and to adapt it to special conditions metamorphism densification, air permeability, and

include precompaction preparation of snow areas, stratgraphy); (2) temperature changes within sur-
surface hardening of compacted snow, maintenance face snow; (3) snow's response to loading; (4) elastic
of snow roads and runways, and surface protection properties and ultimate strength; (5) elastic wave
under high ambient temperatures and solar adiation. propagation (for sonic frequencies); (6) Poisson's
Special equipment to accomplish these techniques is ratio; (7) ultimate strength under rapid loading; (8)
described. Variables that influence the hardness and unconfined compressive strength; J9) tensile and

strength of compacted snow include (1) the geographi- shear strength; (10) snow hardness; and (11) visco-
cal location of the compaction area, (2) the season of plastic, thermal, electrical, and frictional proper-
the year, (3) the type and condition of the snow, (4) ties of snow. -- BLE
the air and snow temperatures, and (5) the length of
the age-hardening period. -- BLE

SIP 22069 551. 578.48

SIP 22067 551.578.4:539.3 Haefell, R.

STRESS TRANSFORMATIONS, TENSILE STRENGTHS,

Yosida, Zyungo AND RUPTURE PROCESSES OF THE SNOW COVER.
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SNOW. p. 485-527 p. 560-575 incl. illus., table, graphs, diagrs. (In:
incl. illus., tables, graphs, diagr. (In: W. D. W. D. Klngery (ed.). Ice and Snow; Proper..es,
Kingery (ed.). Ice and Snow; Properties, Pro- Processes, and Applications. ... Cambridge,
cesses, and Applications. ... Cambridge, Mass., Mass., M.I.T. Press, 1963). 6 refs.

M.I.T. Press, 1963). 15 refs. DLC, GB2405. X55
DLC, G132406. X55 See SIP 20262.

Studies have been made of the physical properties of
snow in Hokkaido, Japan, which has been subjected to
sublimation metamorphosis. The different aspects
discussed In this report are: (1) metamorphism and
compaction of snow within the natural snow cover SIP 22070 551.578.46:539. 217(2)
with emphasis on (a) the effects of sublimation, (b)
the vapor pressure of ice under elastic stress, (c) Waterhouse, R. W.

temperature gradient and the metamorphosis of the ON THE PERMEABILITY OF SNOW IN THE ACCU-

ice network of snow, ald (d) compressive viscosity MULATION ZONE OF POLAR REGIONS. p. 576-

and density; (2) experiments on the artificial com- 585 l graphs. (In: W. D. Kingery (ed.). Ice
presslon of snow and the 3 types of snow contraction and Snow; Properties, Processes, and Applications.
(2 types of destructive contraction, and contraction ... Cambridge, Mass., M.I.T. Press, 1963).
caused by a falling body); (3) temperature and the 3 DLC, GB2405. K55
types of contraction; (4) the magnitude of the force
with which a snow pillar resists compression; (5) The permeatilty of a perpetual snow pack is an im-
friction between snow and iron; (6) the transformation portant identifying property. The size, shape, and

of snow into ice by plastic contraction; (7) the plastic distribution of the Interconnected voids in snow that

18
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define permeability are irdluenced by many of the UP 220'72 5L 578. 46.531. 754:620. 173
same environmenta factors that influence density.

Permeability is high for low-density and low for high- Coates, Nicholas C.
density material. Air permeability coefficients do- CONFNED COMPRESSION TESTS IN DRY SNOW. p.
crease with depth In accord with increasing d nsty 594412 Wil. graphs, diagrs. (In: W. D. gingery

with depth. Thermal metamorphism, another influ- (ed.). See and Snow; Properties, Processes, a

ence on permeability of equal Importance, accounts Applications. ... Cambridge, Mas., M.LT.
for an Incresse in permeability. This dual charac- Press, 1963). 9 ros.

teristic of permeability in old snow has been the DLC, GB2405. 15
major stumbling block in the way of proper interpre-

tation of the net permeability of snow profiles. Data Confined compression tests (tests in which the sam-
presented in this paper are from the unpublished pie is subjected to a vertical load, and is laterally
records of James Bender, of CRREL. Depth den- confined during compression so that the displace-

sity, depth permeability, and permeability versus ments are kept at zero) were performed during 1959
density profiles are presented and analyzed from and 1960 at Camp llstclench and DYE 3, both in

7000 ft In Greenland at the approximate latitude of Greenland, and in the c-ld rooms of the former USA

Thule. A tentative equation for the densfication CRREL Laboratory in Wilmette, Illinois. Of special

effect curve is derived which Is of the same form U interest were the denslfication characteristics of a

the equation for the thermal metamorphism effects. pnow mass when subjected to loads transmitted by

Together they define the mean permeability for a point bearing pies. Etperimental procedures and

specific profile. -- DI equipment are described. Test samples were formed
by forcing a rotating serrated tube into S-in. snow
cores obtained by the CRREL auger. The densities
of the samples were determined. The applied loads
ranged from 50 lb/In. 

2 to 400 lbAn. 2 in the Camp
Flstilech tests, 10 lb/in. 2 to 50 /fn. in the DYE
S tests, and 12 lb/in. 2 to 40 lb/in. 2 in the labora-
tory tests. A typical set of deformation vs. time
curves from these tests is shown. An analytical a-
pression which describes the process f snow denst-
fication under lateral confinement was formulated,
which closely fits dat from confined compression

P 22071 551.514.42:548.54:547 tests. The process of sow densifation aring a
Conned compression test under constant nit load i

LaChapelle, Z. described. It is pointed out that Upon aplicson of
THE CHEMICAL MODIFICATION OF DEPTH HOAR. the load, within the stress range of the previous
p. 586-593 Lncl. llus. (In: W. D. gingery (ed.). test, the Initial sno structure collapses, and the

Ice and Snow; Properties, Processes, and Applica- snow specimen undergoes an Instantwzeons densita-
tims. ... Cambridge, Mass., M.ILT. Press, tion. -- BIE
1963). 9 refs.

DLC, GP.2405. 1(55

Results are presented of a series Of laboratory tests U51.221.216n.231(4"

on the practical possibilities of artificial depth har U 220I
modification by trace quantities of chemical poisons.
Freshly fallen snow consisting of stellar crstals and ftefell, R.
a few capped columns was collected In a pleati CUT-AND-FIL TRCmf'Wu IN THE I TUNKKL
foam container with six compartmests each Of 630- OF THE TILZiEMO( -RLAN-STATION ON THE
cc capacity. Two or 3 drops of a selected organic JUNGFRAUJOCIL p. p.61318 iWl. table, g
liquid were added to each o 5 compartments during diagra. (In: W. D. Zingery (ed.). See and Snow;

collection of the snow sample, the sixth sample wa Properties, Processes, and Applications.
reserved as a control. Thin, loosely fitting black Cambridge, Mass., M.ILT. Press, 1963). 6 refs.
discs were placed on the snow surface in each com- DLC, GB2405. 5
partment. Each compartment was sealed with a
polyethylene sheet and petroleum Jelly. The control A method Is described of periodically correcting the

sample was provided with a thermoople at sample displacement of an ice tunel axis caused by glacier
bottom and at the black disc. A strong temperature movement, without greatly disturbing the tunnel
gradient developed in the snow samples which were traffic and without machines. The character of the
left exposed to this condition for 16 days. Chemicals three-dimensional displacement of the axis is de-

used were organic liquids selected On the beas of scribed. The tunnel length is 136 m, its greatest

freezing points and volatility. The size end quantity inclinmtion i 15% the light space profile is 1. 80 by
of depth hoar crystals generated by the experiment t.10 m, and the overlying ice varies from 25 to 30

were both smaller than might be expected in nature in m. Steuri's pickaxe was the only instrument used.
a similar environment. Results yielded by the indi- A must be made of good steel. The pointed end of

these initial tests are sufficied only to point the way not be hirdened. The brittle ice must be loosened

to further experlments. -- SLI by swift and lght blows. As a result of the displace-
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ment Of the tunnel axis, the twiti Wa to be moved In I2P 2206 624.144.536
certain time Intervals. The Prln~hple of this correc-
tion consists of widening and excavating the tunnel do Quervala, 11. R.

PffeIn the direction opposite the glacier move- D39OLUTION OR PREVENITION OF ICE CRUSTS.
Zetaduwrdin tedirecton the teamline. 66445Unc.tabegrph.(I:W. D. 3ngr

hardens quickly. At tenyeratur elo OC, teDIX, CR2405. ESS

with water. S- IX Tis pape. In bated on the basi knowledge of the in-
hardeningtracio cetee berou aceeaeablikig h c ts (sodium and magne-

slum chlorides; wet and dri- calcium cl~orids) and
ice, and the vw'lits of* e"xri.,n(. referring to the

MP 22074 551.321.1.622.26:539.37(*3 1 ) theory with empbasle on comnbatting slipperiness a
roads. lIncludied In the discussion ane (1) the freez-

~ ~. ~Ing of a' cous salt solutos (described hy a phase
WPLAbTICe DTRTII OF UT, O2) tATeI pronofeietcrsts of IcIng, (3) the dissoln

PLAS DEOR7ONS F UD O CAVTEC Lton o Ic crsts,(4)thecalculation of equivalentAND ECAVA77ONs. p. 619-629 inci. illus., and euiectlc quantities dI sal (5) balance wan ex-
graphs,, diagra. (In: W. D. m~ngery (ed.). Ice and change of energy In the dissolfving process, (6) calcu-
&Xw, Properties, Processes, and Applications. .. lation of the time necessary for dissolving an Ice
Cambridge, Mass., ILT. Pre"s 19M). crust, and (7) the mechanism of the dissolving pro-

DLC, 082405. K55 11LIces. The formation of an Ice crust on a solid base
can be prevented down to a given temperature by

This report describes the state at the art of deter- applying an "equivalent" quantity of salt calculated
mining the Plastic deformation of cavities In snow from the phase diagram of salt-Ice solution for the
and dedutions from such studlies. At Site 2, in given temperature. Sodiu chloride Is the most ad-a

Grenadasystem of uzxlersnow cavities and ex- vantageous salt for preventing crusts. ,For dissol,-
ca'vanas made in 1954, 1955, and 1956, and in- Ing an Ice crust, the "equivalent". quantity of salt is
strumentd to permit periodic measurements of theoretically sufficient, but the process will take an
mass movement. The denstficatlon of this 30 m of Infinite time unless special heat sources are avafla-fsnow has been Progressing in rough agreement with ble. Salt with positive heat of solution are best for
theoretical predictions on the dentification of an un- quick dissolution of a crust. Figures and formulas
disturbed snow mass. The presence of this cavity given can also, be applied to snow crusts. -- BE
does not appear to have influenced the natural densi-
ficatlon rate for a seven-year period. Only summer
readings of the movement were made. Continuous

j records of such movements were first made in 1958,
and first evidence of long-time seasonal variations of SI 22077 624.139.62:024.15
creep rate an natural snow came from measurements
of the vertical densificatlon of the sidewall and Ward, *. M.
crown-to-floor convergence of the first cut-and-. PROTEC77C OF GROUJND FROM THAWING BE-
cover trench produced In 1956. The relationship to iiZAT SURFACE BUILD)INGS. p. 6534665 Incl.time of the final equation for the conme.ence of the m~s rps ig.(n .D ney(d)
roof and floor of these trenches isl described, and Ice and Snow; Properties, Processes,'and Applica-
typical undercut trenches, methods, and movement tiM. ... Cambridge, Mass., MALT. Press,

meaurmetsIn the Camp Century complex are 196) 8 rfs.
discussed. I i emphasized that the complexity ofDL,045.K

sww densiicaton is real, and any theorizing is_ ALG20.5
vulnerable because the mechanics of the undisturbed M'~d r rsne idsgignra ulig

profle re ot et deq~tel un~n~~od -- for construction in permafrost regions. one method,which has been used with small buildings, consists c
Placing a layer of free-draning gravel or coarse
sand over the site. The gravel is used in adition to

SIP2205 51.3A..414* 149) a nomnal amount of floor Imallation and is placed as
SIP2205 51.36. 14(49) an elevated terrace to extend well beyond the edge*st

the bilding. Another method, which Is an economicRMo Lawrence and Troy L. Pm-W necessity for large buildings, is to provide a venti-
ABLATION AND NET TOTAL RADIAMIN, GULKANA ltdcvt ewe h lo n h rud nti

GLACER, LASA. p 63-643mcd tabescase the floor insulation should be sufficient to keep
grpmap. (in: W. D. Kingery (ed.). he and the heat loss the same as for the exposed parts of the

Snow; Properties, Processes, and Applications. *. building. Where the active layer of the ground is
Cambridge, Mass., M.LT. Press, 1963). 31 reis, subject to significant seasonal frost heave, it may be

DLW, GB2405.KX55 necessary to place a gravel terrace beneath the ven-
Mated cavity top pevent seasonal movements fromSee UIP 20263. affecting ie building. A water vapor barrier must

U 20
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be placed on the inner side of the floor insulation "Arctic Basin" or "Arctic Ocean Bafi is ased to
Immediately beneath the floor finish, otherwise the refer to the entire complex of basins and shelves that
insulation may become sab!:ated with water and Ice. contain the Actic Ocean, and the deep-water mub-
Approximate solutions are given for the Insulation- basins are called "deeps." The name Hyperborean
thickness problems, and a system of equations is Basin is applied to the ocean ares on the American
presented which describes the protection of the - side cf the Lomonogov Ridge and the region on the
ground from thawing by a ventilated cavity. -- DLI Eurasian side is called the Nansen Basin. Among

the fetures described are the continental margin,
the Makarov, Eurasia, and Fram Deeps, and the
Alpha, Lomonosov, and Mid-Ocean Ridges. Within
the boundaries of the Arctic Ocean ar depressions

.• ... P 23078 621-496:629.139:551.322 of truly oceanc depths underlain by crustal sections
6 km thick. In addition, large volumes of sediments

Grove, C. S., Jr., S. T. Grove and A. R. Alun have collected within the basin and undergone "con-
THE THEORY AND USE OF AQUEOUS FOAMS FOR tinental" deformation. Where in the earth's tectonic
PROTECTION OF ICE SURFACES. p. 664-84 incl. framework this ocean basin fits i sill open to
table, graphs, diagr. (In: W. D. KIngery (ed.). speculatlo.. -- BLE
ice and Snow; Properties, Processes, and Applica-
tions. ... Cambridge, Mass., M.I.T. Press,
IM). !; refs.
DLC, GB12405. K5

SP 23090 51. 33. 5(049)
The feamtlaity of aqueous foam as an Insulating
medium for ice was Investigated with emphasis on Hlume, James D. and Ibrshall Schalk
the following problems: (1) insulation properties of THE EFFECT OF ICE-PUSH ON ARCTIC BEACHES,.
foam (thermal conductivity), (2) stability and drain- Amer. J. Sc. 262:267-273 incl. illus., diagr.,
age of foam, (3) foam protection and melting, (4) naps, Feb. 19E/ 10 refs.
foam gerferation, and (5) large scale foam tests. DW, Q1.AS
Thermal conductivity (determined by a method based
upon the effect of the thermal conductivity of a me- Pack ice along the northern Alaskan coast is com-dium on Its unsteady-aswe heat transfer character- monly pushed on to the beaches where It striate
Istics) ranges between 0. 04 and 0. 12 btu//ft/? V planes, gouges, and after melting, leaves deposits
depending on the temperature and expanslon ratio of in the form of mounds or ridges. These ice-pushed
the aem. Vlscty-creainge agents were used of ridges are usually 2 ft high but may reach 15 ft.
stabilizers, and the draitnage apparatus consisted of The deposits probably do not form more than 10% at
an aluminum pan positioned at a 15' age so tat. a the beach material above sea level; 1 to 2% is typt-
the liquid could drain out of the pan. A melting cal. (Authors' abstract)
apparatus was constructed to screen the effectiveness
of the various foam formulations. The foam genera-
tor consists of a gear pump and a Roots-Connerdville
Blower. Two series of hre-sale tests were con-
ducted at the Climatic Laboratory of Eglin Air Porce MP 22081 00.03.091.0
Base, FloriWa Data indicate that aqueous foams
are good ice insulatorz and that the best foam formu- - J. Z., 0. R. Sherwood and C. R. /kfmw
lation consists of 60% Mearlfoam plus 4% Dow ET-40- POLAR rTrmiWCURES - THE NCEL FAMLY OF6 or 4% CMC. Results calculated from the theoret- WANIGANS. Tech.Rept.R-300, UJL NavalCivilitag.cal equation developed for the beat transfer through lab., 46p. incI4Uus., tablesgraph, diags., appendixes,
a foam layer compare well with experimental re- A-D, June 0, 1964. trefs. (Ta*Y-F015-11-0I-144)suits. -- BLE DIZ, Tech. tept. collection

This report describes the development and evaluation
of two sled-rnounted wanitas for trail use in polar
regions and two mdd-mounted wapns for trasent

SUP 22079 551. 4SX00) feld camps and construction Sites away from an
estblished polar statiou. Utilities developed forOstenso, Ned A. the wudnins are also described and evaluated. The

PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE ARCTIC OCEAN BASIN. iasic wanigan is the Standard NCL (Naval Civil
p. 92-114 Incl. maps. (In: Proc. 13th Alaskan Be. Enineering Laboratory) Sled Wanipst which is I ft
Conf., April 25, 1963, College, Alaska). wide and 20 ft long. A 10-ft version of this wanigan

DLC, Q180U5A66 is called the Extra-Wide NCEL Portable Camp
Wantgans. All are of a prefabricated, panelized

Earlier and recent bathymetric char'ts of the Arctic constructon with Interc gible components. TheOcean are discussed, and a chart has been con- two standard wanigans are air-transportabte in a C-
structed which Is based upon all available Soviet and 130 aircraft; the two extra-wide wanigans must be
U. S. unclassified material. In the discussion of disassembled for shipment In this aircraft. A baic
physiographic features, logical compromises are beating and ventilating kit, an electrical harness,
made In selecting geographic names. The term and a side-mounted fuel storage tank were developed
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for the wanfln. These are adequate for most Naval Civil Engineering laboratory. The roof pawels
general applications. Tests demonstrated tha the are supported on steel trusses made up) of 3 sections
sled wanlPns are well suited for housing the facili- boled together. A prototype 28- by 58-ft building --
ties required On sled train operations In polar re- was evaluated. Heating studies were conducted in a

LinS anid that the putalle camp waWns are well controlled climatic laberatory. 7Ue prototype was
-. suited for housing those facilities required at then outfitted as a 10-bedroom quarters and shipped

transient field camps and Isolated construction sites, to Hallet Station, Antarctica, for an in-service test.
(Author's Abstract, matified) I was concluded that the building is suitable for

housing personnel in temporary polar camps.
(Author's abstract, mudified)

W 2208206.05&0(tl. 6:551.32(*484. 2)

MaecDo"al physics Labortory, McGill University iSIP 22084 551. 57. 2(52)
ANNUAL RZPCNIT 1963. Rest. G-10, 19p. lncl
table, Ja. 21, 1964. 8 wefs. (Contract HQ DEV. Nakahara, Kmwji'I 35; Proj. No. D45-95-10-09) SNOW MELTING PROMOTION BY CARBONI BLACK.

DLC, Tech. Rept. collection (iety6kibon burakku; Text in Japanese). Tanso

All of the work of the Project during 1963 is do- FCabon) No6 . 37172 refs.s, alegrps
scribed. The mlcrometeorological equipment of the DWC, Oriontalla Div.
Project was Increased by the purchase of a system
for measuring humidity using lithium chloride cells. The use of carbon black to promote snow melting was
Considerable testing and modification of this equip- stuied in the Niigta and Yamagata Prefectures.
mont was done preparatory to sett up a station on Carbon black (specific wt 1. 9, maximum particle
the ice of Tanquary Fjord, Ellesmere IslamI, N. W. T. diam. 0. 5 ju, and pH 7.2) was spread on 2 snow-
In the spring and summer of 1964. The object is to covered flolks (each 10 x 10 mo In area) In quantities
study the magnitudes of the various energy fluxtes be- of 0-4W g/m' when snow accumulation was 140-170
tween the Ice and the atmosphere during the decay of cm. No significant increase In snow melt was ob-
sa ice. A first, partially successful attempt to served when carbon blk was Increased beyond 10
study the movement of ice In ibis fjord using time- g/m ; however, 5 /3wsInsufficient. It Is con-
lapse photography was made In the summer of 1963. cluded that 10 &mA is sufficient for ordinary snow
Work on the electrical conductivity and dielectric depths; 20 g/mz should be used for very deep snow-
coefficient of sea ice was continued. Measurements falls. Spreading In strips is most effective when no
taken confirm that the apparent dielectric coefficient more snow is expeted.-- /L
ts extraordlinrily large at audio frequencies. The
study of the use of gravity measurements to find gla-
cier depths was completed. The Instrumental work
on a metfr of generating shear wave pulses for
finding the transit time of a shear wave in Ice was MP 22085 551.578.41(52)
finished also. Preliminary laboratory measurements
an Poisson's ratio for sea Ice, using this equipment, TakaahTutomu
~no agree with the valuewfound In earlier field -- --- HjCLCOpMPITOti SNOW IN RELATICW

work using a resonance technique. (Authors' TOT [sc CRYSTAL SRAPES. (Yulkmno kitachi

cal Soc. JApan, 41(6):327-336 ledl. Illus, tables
graphs, Dec. 19B. 14 refs.

DLC, Oritalla Div.

RP 22083 685.53269. 002.2 *2) Snow W mlea wore collected according to crystal
type at Eltamoshiri, Japan, 600 m above sea level

* Sherwood, G. Z. adfar from industrial areas. To collect the sam-
TEMPORtARY POLAR S1TRUCTURES - MWIF1ED ples, a vinyl sheet (2 x 2 m) was spread on the our-

*T-5 BARRACSS. TeLh. Rept. R-30, U. 8. Naval face of ground snow. when an appropriate amount of
Civil Zng. Lab., 25p. Led Illus., table, diagrs., Snow had been collected or when the s~p of the

ap enie A-C, May 21, 1964. 6 refs. (Task Crystals falling was observed to chang, the snow on
Y POIS-11-01-140) the sheet was put into a vinyl sack and kept in an

DLC, Tech. Rept. collection Igloo. Snow crystals collected were classified into
several groups which Include dendrite, rimed-den-

A building for quartering personnel In temporary dribq, column-partly rimed, and graupel crymals.
polar camps was developed. The building of modula Formvar solution~was used topar replicas at'

panel design is 28 ft wide, has a 9-ft ceiling, and Is the snow crystals,6 Chemical analysis was made to
expandable in length on a 4-ft module. It was do- detect C4, Na, NEI*S Mg, Ca, NO2, Fe, and SL.
signed by the U. S. Army Engineer Research and C4, Na, and N114 conce lrations were low in colum-

lecpnuont laboratories, Fort Belydr, Virginia Bar crystals, but the quantity Increased with a do-
and equiped with a steel-beam foundation by the creasing Proportion of columnar crystals to dendritic
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crystals. Ni 4 was mot aNWdat in dendritic these In single crystal bers. This friction differs
crystals, and the concentrations of CI and Na were from boundary to boundary and Is not always propor-
largest In graupel. The relative concentration of the tional to the total area of the boundaries but depends
chemical elements of graupel was close to tht of aem wpon concentrated chemical Impurltles. The activa-
water. -- BLE tion energy Jor grain boundary Tviscoty, was esti-

mated at 60 to 70 kcal/molk. for pure B20 and D20
feet asuming tMat the shift at olnerved curyr of
tan$l toward thebihl temperature range with in-
creasin frequency is due to nelastcity at grain

NIP 2306 551.32:539.67:541.6 boudaries. The values for NaCt-dted Ie crstals
decreased from 00 to 30 kcal/mole with an Increase

Mardws Daimuke In th coc~etraltion. -Bt
ITENA FRICTION. OFmc ICE¢ . L TH INTRNAL

1 lqUWTWK OF M20 AND D20 ICE, AND TH N-

MXCHAICAL DAMPING. Contrib. Inst. Low
Temp. 1cI* (oBporo, Japan), let. A, No. 18:1-37 SP 22088 551. J24:5,9. 67
Incl. thus., graphs, dlaprs., 1964. -15 refs.

DLC, Orientalla Div. Darowa, Daisuke
NTEmRAL FRICTION OF ICE. II. THE INTRNAL

The lntenal friction of pure 130, D0 ce and con- FRICTION OF NATURAL GLACIER ICE. Contrib.
taimbnated ice crystals containing various chemical Inst. Low Temp. Eel. (Sapporo, Japan), Ser. A, No.
Impurities such as NaCI, HC, NaOH, HF and 18:4S-82 Incl. filus., graphs, diagrs., 1964. 4 refs.
NlL4' were measured betweenO00C and -IBMC by DLC, Orlentalas Div.
the'llemtrl vibration method. Internal friction Is
expressed as a logarithmic decrement In free oecilla- The Internal friction of glacier Ice was meudred on
tion. The vibration apparatus was placed In a cold specimens obtained from Antarctica, Greenland, and
box which could be refrigerated with liquid oxygen or Le Conte Glacier, Canada. Distinctively different
nitroen. Two rectangular ice bars cut from the curves were obtained for the specimens from various
same ice bock, trimmed to the same dimensions, localities, and these differences can be attribited to:
and cooled at the same rate, were used for tempera- (1) environmental conditions at the time of fore -

are determlrstion and mechanical damping. Equa- tion, and (2) the environmental conditions that acted
tions are given for the logarithmic decrement, In- on the sample from the time of formation untl the
ternml friction, sad the resonant feqency of a time o sampling. A reascnble epanation for the
rectangular bar. A special electronic device was configuration of the gLaciler ice curves was made upon
used to measure the logarithmi decrement. The comparison with the experimental results from
following results were obtained- (1) in pure 320 and earlier work with pure and doped ice crystals (See
D20 ice, a typical relaaton curve was observed UP 220M). (Author's abstract, modified)
showing the same valuc for tUL activation energy
(13.1 khal/mole) as for the dielectric relaxation,
(2) in dod ice crystals, the activation energy was
seomed to about half of the pure ice value, (3)
another damping maximum due to aggregated im- IP 22089 24. 139. 2:625. 1
purities appeared around -14VC In NACI- and JCI-
doped ice, (4) tide maximum decreased with anneal- Dalmatov, Bor Ivbanch ad Georgt Mlkhllovich
Ing, a (S) fluoride-doped ice crystals also exhi ited Unlhuanyants
an annealing effect on the relaxation curve. (Author'F PROW HEAVING OF SOIL AM ITS INFLUENCE ON
abstract, modified) FOUNDATIOKS ANDO RAILWAY FORMATIONS. p.

55-59 I.L tIns. graphs. (in: Proceedings, 5th
Intermntional Conlerence on Soil Mechanics and
Founa~tion Engineering, Paris, Vol M, 8). 9
refs.

IP 22087 551.32M:5.67:548.4 DLC, TA7I0.153

flhrotwa, Dalsuke Laboratory wxnrmens conduacted onm a sample of
INTERNAL FRICTION OF ICE. 1. THE GRAIN frozen wlil rt ealed that the bed is warped Initially
BOUNDARY INTERNAL FRXCTWN OF ICE. when th* frozen zone is leas than 0. 3 m tGck and
Contrit. int. Low Temp. Sel. (Sapporo, Japan), that tds Is followed by a contiuous slide (0. 2-20
Ser. A, No. 1M38-48 ncl. Illus., graphs, diagm, rm/24 hr) of froe, anl across the lateral surface
1964. 3 refs. of a foundstion when naximum upheaval force is de-
DLC, Orentalla Div. voloped. An increase in pressure (measured by an

automatic beam press) was first noted with no sub-
The mechanism responsible for grain boundary In- stactJal movement. Heaing irregularities on ril-
terna! fricUon was determined. The grain boundary ways ar differentiated as heve elevations, depres-
internal friction of ice grown from a melt was mes- stonst, aind drops, all of local origin. The intensity
ured by cutting blocks containing individual crystal of the frost heave formation mug be determined with
boundaries from polycrystalline Ice and inlaying depth for each section of line. A system of equations
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In given for determining stable resistance of freezing pound railways and protecting foundationis from
And uheaval forces In a merging active bed, and powerful streams of ground water are described;
serves are presented showving distribution of heaving formulas are given for determining the freezing time

Intenisity In relation to depth. A curve can be 01)- and time of closing of Ice-soil cylinders; and meth-
hoeving dified aert w hic ah ntr freezing Ice-soil barriers are subsitantiated., Among the

zoneIs ivied itha nagtwallwane. nothr fctos t beconsderd wen olvnsoil freezingmethod Is to calculate the Intensity of heave forma - problems are crysallization of free water, furthertion bY the measurement of the moisture content at partial freezing of bound water an the temperature Isthe layers before the soil thaws. - L lowered below zero, and chenges in the humidity and
.,a thernio-physical properties of the ground. A sthdy of

the mechanical properties of soils necessitates
distingishing between maximum strength, reduction
in strength with time, and minimum strength.

alp 22M9 2.351 Strength may be calculated by the theory of tangential
5 stresses (More), according to which the limiting re-

seinonen, L.. S. sistance to shear is a function of normal stress and
AUM -CTR MOVEMENT IN 5(1 UNER FROST depends on the temperature and time of action of the5ACTION. p. 189-190 inci. dlagr. (In: proceedings, load. Calculations of ice-soil barriers on the basis

thlnermions Coferece n Sol ~ ~ of permissible deformation due to creep are best
ftn~siton agierin, Pris Vo 1,1961. 3mad wih te thoryof tregth(Mizes-Botkin).

refs. FiiernPr, o.,161.3This theory Is based on the dependenc of the Inten-
DLC, TA710.152 sity of shear stress on the intensity of deformations

An epermentusig sity layof shear. Examples are cited to Illustrate these
Anexermet sig ily la wsconducted in a principles. -- LE

freezing box sImila to that used by Beskow. After
the specimen was allowed to freeze completely, the
addition of moisture was stopped. The temperature
of the tipper end of the specimen was kept below that
of the lower end, permitting frost heave to be ob- NIP 2209 663. 63:551. 464. 88:536. 421. 4
served for several days. When the specimen froze
normally while receiving water, the heave was 30-50 Flachbeck, Eurt K.

*mm/day. After 10 days, frost heave was 0.004- - PRINCIPLES OF FREEZING FOR DESALTING SEA
0. 015 m:/day when the temperature gradient was WATER. (Grundlagen der Gefrierverfahren zur

a.5ccatindi the tmoisture mIent the frost ewtractio fron sawatser byn frzng aer;e Ins
heae. Thcien aount C. l niquwaer frpidl dimvinise formain, crtanlih greh, and herma a mas
andtfrdotiavegstheadito The moste wmorant factor dfin rom tehem grosrfahento the remaining5
the factb thfo the mtr m vemen Is the "ac solution.tThese phenomena leadsto prblems grahs a~n,16.2
meet whereb plce crystl e in a tive pegrow physCo-hmia eaur. h fowofeery
1m arge hnth olpoelf the overyir soile matria through. thee puiicto pldaInysepr
layer whmereactve was rtal row th rc eds. anTeseon which r fpclorm proebss nginerng wthr

T- L he amon flqi ae ail iiihd frin crtalsoIth ahonho theprleadms

efet h.eylecytas natv p rw whyich isecanaturcoe. The uthwo r y arat

modified)f SIP 22091 6X4.139:24.133
Nwrc, .A p 22093 663.63:551. 4N4. 88:536. 421.4

GRKCRJND FREEZING APPIh TO M24WIG ANID Messing, TheodorCONSTRUCTION. p. 737-741 incl~. Illus., graphs, NEW METHODS OF PURIFIMG SEA WATER Bydig.(In: Proceedings, 5th International Confer- FREEZING. (Ilene Methode zur Gewinnung vonMence on Soil Mechanics and Foundation Elgnedig uswser asMewssrdrhAufirn
Pari, Vl. 2 191). 0 rfa.Text In German with English, French, and GermanDLC, TA710.152 summaries). Decheina Monographlen, 47(805-834):

Twosucessul pplcatonsof he rtiicil feezng 793-604 inc. graphs, diagr., 1962. 4(refs.
Twosucesfu apliatinsOfthearifiia frezngDLC, Q53 .D45

method of sinking deep escalator shafts for under-
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A process Is described In which sea water Is evapo- tinuous centrifugal machine. The Ice mixture (kept
rated under vacuum at -rc, resulting in the forma- in equilibrium by an electromagnetic vibrator) Is
io of salt-free Ice crystals. The corrempondnng removed to the centrifugal separator by a screw
vapors are condensed in direct contact with a suitable conveyor. The salt concentration o the Ice is 200 to
absorbent, and the heat of condensation is used to 2OO p.p.m. Fresh water Is produced at the rat* c
melt the ice. The supplementary heat introduced into 21. kukwh. Total Ilput power required is 60 kw.
the process in eliminated In a refrigerator. The -BL
water taken up by the absorbent Is drawn off In a
multiple-effect evaporating plant, thus regenerating
the condenser liquid. This method promises a con-
siderable decrease in drinking water production cost,
never before achieved In an :ndustrial plant.
(Author's abstract, modified)

-WP 2209 663 .63:551.464.88:536.421.4

Tripaud, Georges
DESALTING SEA WATER BY FREEZING. (Demi-

P 22094 663.63: 551.464.88:536.421.4 nerlisation de Ileau de met par congelation; Text in
French with Engls, French, and German am-

FRESHes). Dechema Monographien, T E((05-8r):823-
"MH ATE rRO TH BEA (Sswaser us 28 lucl. table, 1962.dem Meer; Text In German with English, French, DLC, tab3 14s

and German summaries). Dechema Mongsrahien,
47(805-834):805-814 incl. tables, diagr., 1962. Thi process consists of 2 stager fractionated e
bC, QD53.D45 formation, and fractionated melting of this ice. The

Ice Is obtained In a Tripaud system tubular ex-
The basic method of producing fresh water from the cIange In a crcultes tac l
o by freezing Is described and compared with other chi in which the brine circulate.. I accumulatesSI s stressed that the originality cylinders, 4 cm In dam. Pa-processes. seeht melting of the ice Is effected by a current of
Metallurgical Institute's (Yugoslavia) process 1s I warm air when the brine is drained off. In the cas
obtaining ice crystals in the form of fine snow by wof brack a water, this partial melting stage is
using a specially constructed hollow stirrer, and In omitted A plant ci small capacity (40 in-h) was de-
removing the mother liquid from the crystals by veloped whch i itable for small Isolated require-
centrifuption. This is followed by a short review of ments. wuthor's abstrast, modified)
scientific research from normal laboratory work to
a semi -industrial pilot plant. The process of semi-
Industrial cooling of sea water, and its concentrates
are dew.ribed. The results obtained by centrifugation
are tabulated. A sketch of a projected plant with a
capacity of 800-1000 1. ol freshwater per hour Is In-
eluded. (Author's abstract, modified)

P 2209 ... 063. 63:551. 44.8S: 536. 41. 4

D g, Fredemr
FRES WATER FROM THE SEA BY TRE FREEZING

IP 22095 663.63:551.464.80530.421.4 PMROiS. SPECIAL SALT-ICE SEPARATDM BY
CEN I OFTQ . sswassergewinung as dem

Ckabe, Toyohiko Meet mittels GefrierverfareN, speziell Eiskrlstall-
CI THE DESALTING EXPERhIVENTS BY FREEZING Sole-Trennang dutch Zetrifugleren; Teat in German
PROCESS EMPLOYING SEMI-1NDUSTRIALIED with Englsh, French, and German sunmaries).
$CALE EQUIPMENT IN JAPAN. Dechema Mono- Dechema Mon hien, 47(805-84):89-8 Incl.
graphien, 47(805-834):815-821 Incl. illus., table, table, graphs, diaprS., 1 .
diagrs., 192. DLC, QD5.D45

DLC, Q)53.D45
Methods of separating fresh-water ice crystals from

A 60-h desalting apparatus was developed which fea- brine by centrifugation are outlined and centrifuges
tares Improved freezing efficiency, a better separa- which may be used for this purpose ar described.
torn proces, and contiious operation. The e9tip- For laboratory tests, a suspe s on f 4% NaCe and

meit consists of a simple device with a revolving powdered aw was used. The snow crystals were
drum, a separator, and a beat exchanger. Ice forms 0.5-2.0 mm in size. Industrial tests were carried
on the surfa ce of the cylinder of the revolving freeser. out with a suspension of crystals of uniform size and
The cylinder Is made of stainless steel plate, 6 mm sructure. Three types of centrifuges are recom-
thick. The Ice Is stripped easily from the surface of mended: (1) the oscillation, (2) the peeler, and (3)
the cylinder by a vinyl edge. The ice Is kept in a the pusher. The oscillation centrifuge Is the most
hopper for 5 to 80 min and Is separated by a con- economical. -- aLI
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SIP 22098 663.63:551.322:536.421 SIP 22100 551.324.63:581.524.323. 11"57)

Adams, Clyde K and Pradeep K. Rohatgi Stork, Adelaide
SOLIDIFICATION AND SEPARATION OF ICE FROM PLANT IMMIGRATION IN FRONT OF RETREATING
BALIM WATER. Res. and Development Prog. Rept. GLACIERS, WITH EXAMPLES FROM THE
No. 94 Mass. Inst. Tech., Cambridge, 30p. incl. KEBEKAJSE AREA, NORTHERN SWEDEN.
illus., graphs, March 1964. 4 refs. Geografiska Annaler, 45(1):1-21 Incl. lus., tables,oS, PB 181591 graphs, diagr., appenal, 1963. 30 refs.

DLC, G25. G4
This nvestiption describes the mechanism of solidi-. flcation of aqueous solutions and the effects ad exter- The process of plant colonization and succession in

-nally applied electrical and magnetic fields an solidi- front of receding glaciers was studied In order to de-
fication. Aqueous solutions it Ionic salts freeze by termine the length of time that morainic deposits in
the separation of pure ice crystals from the liquid similar areas have been exposed. A short historical
phase. In one respect, the growth rate of an indlvi- review of studies of recessional moraines, and
dual crystal or dendrite within the aggregate Is methods of determining the age of morainic debris
governed by mass transport, but, on a larger scale are given. The area stwiled Is described. Flora
it is determined by heat t er. Electrical fields and vegetation successions, lUchenometrical results,
influence solidification patterns by (1) restricting ion and soil development are among the topics discussed.
movement to certain preferred directions, (2) the in- The annual retreat of a gier can be traced from
teraction of electrical and magnetic fields, (3) influ- photos or records made by visitors. Other methods
encing structure and short-range order In the liquid include studying the vegetation pattern, measuring the
state, thereby modifying the ability of the solution to diameters of the largest thalli of certain crustose
withstand supercooling, and (4) by altering the and umbilical lichens in an area of known age (the
character of the liquid-solid interface. Upon fast lichenometric method), and determining the organic
solidification, binary and ternary solutions freeze content and acidity of the dll. A definite age Is not
with the production of groups of parallel plate-shaped given of the exposed morainic surfaces in the
dendrites. An increase in solute concentration causes Kebnekajse area but the development of the moraines
an ncrease in dendrite spacing and alters plate strue- in the Tarfala region, northern Sweden, are com-tare; electrical and magnetic fields have a similar pared with that In Jostedalsbre, South Norway. A

effect. Magnetic fields exert less Influence, when summary of lichenometrical studies and an annotated
freezing In initiated from a solid chill surface and bibliography are given in the appendix. -- BLE
takes place under gradient conditions, than when
freezing rates are uniform. Under conditions of
gradient freezing, dendrite spacing adjusts with
freezing rate but hysteresis effects tend to oppose
this change. -- BLE SIP 22101 551.331.5(*57)

Hoppe, Guna
SUBGLACIAL SEDIAENTATION, WITH EXAMPLES
FROM NORTHERN SWEDEN. Geografiska Annaler,
45(1):41-51 incl. illus., graphs, diagrs.,

4- appendix, 1963. 22 refs. map,

, DLC, G25.G4
Sediment plateaus are described near an extensive
area of Veild moraine in the southeastern part of

S 20 663.63:551.322:536.421.4 Jokkmokk township, to the east of RahmnAilve hill on
both sides of the railway between Jokkmokk and

Sherwood, T. K. and P. L. T. Brian Arvidsjaur, and at Palkive hill. The plateaus at
RZSEARCH ON SALINE WATER CONVERSION BY Rahanive and Pilk ive are morphologically much
FREEZING. Res. and Development Prog. Rept. No. alike and closely related genetically. Both differ
90, Mass. Inst. Tech., Cambridge, 3 7p. incl. from the Veild morane plateaus in several ways,
graphs, diagra., March 1964. 20 refs. e.g., they lack the rim ridges which are typical of

OTS, PB 181593 the latter. The facts suggesting that the plateaus
consist of stratified drift are the flat-toped plateau

This progress report discusses the theory, apparatus, morphology, the presence of sediments and circular
and findings at 3 investigations. (1) A Study of the kettles, the dissection of the R hanilve plateaus by
effect of mlt bud-up at a phase boundary across extensive gully systems, and the data from the
which water, but not salt, Is removed from brine, seismic investigations. In most places the plateaus
This phenomenon Is encountered in solvent extraction are covered by till at least 1 m thick. The origin of
and reverse osmosis, as well as in the freezing pro- the inter-plateau valleys Is not clear. They were
cess. (2) An experimental and theoretical study of probably connected with each other originally and
the removal of brine from Ice-brive "slush" by dissected by me'iwater streams at a late stage of de-
counter-current washing. (3) A basic study of the glaciation. The sediment plateaus were built up in
effect of additives on crystallization of super-cooled large subqlacial (or englaclal) cavities which were
water. -- BLE formed by meltwater activity. The seismic Investiga-
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onS are discuRsed in the appendix In a short article 900, 000. In 1975 the ccst will be 3-4.5 mlll,
by 8ti-Rune Ekman. , BLE Iollars depending on reasonable variations in

weather conditions. The total cost to airport u ers
is 5 to 6 times that Imposed on the airports. ft was
found that a significant reduction in these costs
could be effected by Increasing the removal capacity

SIP 22102 551.524. :5513.24(07) and the tolerable limits of snow and slush accumula-
551. 82(07) tion. (Authors' abstract, modid

Sabbagh, Michael E.
SEASONAL AND REGIONAL VARIATIONS OF TEM- I
PERATURE OVER THE ANTARCTIC CONTINENT.
DURING 1958. Geop-aftska Annaler, 45(1):52-75
incl. tables, graphs, map, 1963. 17 r-as. 06l:551.32:.51.345.1:561.49(510)

DLC, G25.04

The annual March Of temperature over the Antarctic iE REEARCH 1 GLACIOLOGY, PE,A-

c inent Is examined in terms of its regional and FROT AND ARID LAND IIYDROGRAPHY THE PAST
al chAraCteristics. The a sis -based on FIVE YEARS (la4 (Wu nie lai to Chung-kuo ping'¢arctrisic. heazlsiisbedaa ch'an houeh, ung t'u hsaeh yu an hanch'u ahul wen

reliable set Of homogeneous data whch were gathered clan Text V hse. k- h Tun " wen
at the 7 U. S. Antarctic stations during 1958. yen chiu; Text in Chinese). K'o-hah Tung-pao
Weather and climate at the surface result from (Scienti), No. $:218-225, March 1964. (Eng. transl.:
motios In the atmosphere above, which take place Dept. of Commerce, Office d Tech. Services, Wash.
In the vertical and horizontaldimensions. The * ria 3 50, D. C., JPIR: 25,016, June 10, 1964)
tions O temperature within the surface inversion of DLC, Orientola Dlv.
cold air result from the radiation effects o clouds,
cold and warm air Advectitn, and atmospheric Research In Communis C durin the lag 5 yr
dist es which occasionally break down the sur- (1958-1963) bas resulted in the following achieve-
face Inversion. The dlstrbtion of temperature in ments. (1) A basic survey was made of glacier din-
the troposphere at each station is presented by 5-day tributon, morphology, water storage volume on
mans showing the time cross-sections at the 500 mb Ch'l-llen Stan. T'len Shan, the M-stda-ko -
level, monthly standard deviations of daily tempera- mg 4-o'erh Shan highlands, and the distribution and
ture at the 700, 500 and 300 mb levels, and correla- numbes of recent gh aters nd permanent sy
tic. coefficients of the 5-day temperature trends be- cover thr Chnawe estimated. (2) The ex-
tween the 300, 500 and 700 mb surfaces at each e- treme continental characteristics ot glaciers in theUim The high East Antarctic plateau is cloaked in a, anrd Northwest were uncovered. (3) The complemen-veneer of cold air for over S0%of the year. This t ir cton of melted glacial water on rivers in the

veneer is 300 m deep and is characterized by steep Northwest was observed and measured. (4) Ewperi-
surface inversions. Temperature regimes at the ece *a obtained In tapping and utilizing water
surface and in the lower traosphere are charac - sources of Alpine tee and a- through melted ice
terized by large aperiodic fluctuations which occur mid show eperiments. (5) Ancient glacial remnants
over vast areas and through deep layers of the were surveyed and the historical evolution of glaciers
atmosphere. -- BLE was explored. (6) Perennial permafrost distribution,

a€ae-c-ristics, and causative factors were Investi-
gated along the Tantghal.- Tlbetw. Hi hway. (7) I
Many types of water sources were ecovered apart
from the Alpine glaciers, and the baut; pattern of
formation and transformation wu studied of tranietIP 2103 624.144.58:62.19(73) streams at the heidwatera of the Uruachi River. (8)

Drake, John W. and Robert L. Schein A flood prediction scheme was devised, and photo-
BENEFIT COST ANALYSIS OF AIRPORT S W graphic measurement teebriques for glacier researchhavebeenused. -- DLX
ICE, AND SLUSH REMOVAL. FInal Rept., Contract
No. FA-WA-4685, Systems Analysis and Res. Corp.,
Dosto, Mass. and Wash., D. C. 141p. Incl.
tables, graphs, appendixes A-q, March 1964. 5

s. up 22105 540. M 551. 594.5/. 53(*2)
DLC, GPRR

Niagata, Takei and 3, MunefThis analysis deals with the economie impact of snow, AN INnER.PJ O B AU p_
ke, and slush removal operations at S major U. S. LUMINOBTY AND SDCU.TAto GEOMAaGETIC
airports. The research approach Included on-site DMBANCiM. Report of Iarmosphere and Space
interviews and operalonal simulation. Estimates
were made of the costs incurred by airport operators Research in Jaan, L!(4):410-414 meL graphs, 19.
and users as a result of clearing operations during DLC, Unbound perodcal

the winter of 1962-1963 and as forecast for 1975.
was ostimated that the total cost to operators and Numerical relationships between the luminosity of

users of clearing operaions in 1962-1963 was seithal aurora (J) and magnitude t horizontal
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disturbance vector (AR) at simultaneous geomagnetic SIP 22107 551.322:539.37
eleme r storm were obtained at College and Point
Barrow, Alaska, and Little America, using ASCA- waka , Gorow
PAgrams and magnetograms. The relationships are ON THE PLASTIC DEFORMATION OF ICE. V.
expressed as PLASTIC DEFORMATIGN OF POLYCRYSTALLINE

J:.6I1:AH2 R/2at College; ICE. (Koorino sosel henkeliriitsulte. V.
3.2 1/0 at Po2nt Takesshhy6 no sosei henkel; Te. t in Japanese with

Barrow; and English summary). Telon-kagaku (Low Temp. Sri.),

J- m 0..4x 10-S[AHJ . R/Wv 2 at Ser. A, 211-24 incl. Illus., graph, diagra., March
Little America. 1964. refs.

The =mail value of the coefficient, JAH]2 , for DL, Orlentpla Div.
Little America is probably due to the condition In the,, ¢ ~ame between the outer and Inner auroral zones where .Tlwo types of thin polyc.-ystsllint tee pltts (some . ..

-the major parts of the overhead ionospheric currents compoded at a few large grains which were cut from

. (which are responsible for AM) are also the counter commercial Ice, ad some ct a large sumber of
l currents of the auroral zone electrojet. Therefore, small grains which were cut from Icicles) were com-

the flme of the electron stream causes the auroral pressed at -10* C under a polarizing microscope to

luminosity and Ionization in the ionosphere to be much observe the deformation process ocurring in each of

less than that in the auroral zone. A photoelectric the Ice grains of the plates (See SIP 20,54). Most of
analyzer of all-sky caaaera auroral photographs the grains were found to have undergone basal slip
(ASCA-PA) was constructed tolobtaln a practically accompaniedby rotation of the c-axls of the ice

continuous record of luminosity of the white aurora in crystal in the deformation of the ice plate. The pro-
t certain area in the sky. Examples are graphed of cess of lattice bending and the formation of a bend

ASCA-PAgrams and simultaneous magnetograms oh- plane are illustrated in a series of photographs. In

tained at Little America, and diagrams are given an early sage ot compression, many sreac parallel
which show the correlation between average green to the basal plane appeared In a sample grain. These
line luminosity J(5577j and horizontal disturbance streaks were visible only through polarized light, In-
vector at the 3 sttios. -- dicating they are a photoelastic phenomenon nduced

by strain. Evidence of sip was found along rain
boundaries, which is atributed to the basal slip
accompanied by the rotation of the c-aids of ice
occurring in the right half of the grain. Also dis-
cussed are the formation of etch pits, which permits
the determination of the crystallographic orientation
of each grain, and the breakdown of the texture and
recrystallizapon observed in the plates. (From
author's summary)

2P 2106 . 385:551.594.5/ 53(*2)

*INTER-RELATIONS AMONG THE UPPER ATMOS- SIP 22108 551.32:548.2
PHERE DIST NCE PHENOMENA IN THE

AURORAL ' - U.SPIRAL PATTERN OF THE Enratwa, Dalsuke
POLAR AE..NOMICAL DISTURBANCES. Repcr SURFACE DAMAGE ON POLIHED ICE CRYSTALS
of Ionosphere and Space Research in Japan, 16(4): REVEALED BY THERMAL ETCHING. (Netmufusbo-

363-36 incl. tables, graphs, dlags., maps, 96. kuh-o de ansoku shita koori no kemmamen no mareo;
32 refs. Text in Japanese with English summary). Telon-

DLC, Unbound periodical kapiw (Low Temp. Scl.), Ser. A, 22:25-57 incl.
illus., table, graphs, &rch 1964. T- refs.

pinral patterns of polar aeronomical disturbances DLC, Orientalla Div.
(e.g.- the li 01 geomaetie activity, maximumSoccurrence o Es and blackout), maximum appear- Surface damage on polished ice crystals was studied

swe of ordinary green aurora, and auroral hyrogen by thermal etching. In a cold room maintained atac159 an ordner sureec wasra smothe awiorh No.dro0en
emission, are summarized. The physical origins of -15°C an ice surface was smoothed with No. 320 and
these spiral disturbance patterns are studied. It is No. 40 corundum paper and then polished with i' cncldedtha (1 loi of , tye F . F clean mlk cloth or cotton gauze until a mirror-like

hydrogen emission, and broad bay-type geomagnetic surface was obtained. When the polished Ice

disturbance may correspond to the precipitation crystal surface was exposed to free air in the cold

trzpped-prot-- zones In the exosphere, and (2) the room, preferential evaporation occurred at va-ious

loci of a- and f-type ES, ordinary green aurora and sites which had been subjected to damage during the
r shap negative bay correspond to the precipitation polishin, and characteristic thermal etch patterns

zones at trpped electrons which drift mainly be- appeared In each grain. A thin solution of Formvar

cause of the electric field in the exosphere. A in ethylene dichloride was applied to reveal the
tripping mechanism 01 particles Into the geom crystallographic orientations, The type of surface

Is popoed.(Autor' abtrac, mdifed)damage varied with the polishing treatment. The
tazimuth angle of the etch channels which appeared
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on the basa plane was measured in reference to the compacted snow. The microscopic observation of

a-axis, and the frequency curves were drawn against the texture f the cone Ahowed that it was an aggrega-

the azimuth angle divided Into 2* Intervals. The tion of numerous small separated ice grains. (From

most frequent oi.entabon of the etch channels was author's summary ..
the azimuth beween 1T and 20% A quaJtative
description of the orientation of the etch channels is
given in terms of ice crystal structure. (From

, author's summary)
SIP 22111 551.321.5:539.31

Yoida, Zyungo
INTERNAL STRESS AND VISCOUS FLOW OF SNOW

SIP 22109 5,1.'578. 46:534.2 COVERS ON SLOPING GROUN'D SURFACES. I.
SNOW COVER ON WAVY GROUND OF MEAN IN-

I'hida, Tamotsu CLINATION. (Shamen sekisetsu no nalbu 6ryoku

ACOUSTIC CHARACTERISTICS OF [A]; NOW LAYER. oyobt nensei rydo. L Hajo ni kiluku suru shamen

(Sekisetsu no onky5 tokusel; Text in Japanese with no seklsetsu; Text in Jaranese with L.,sh sum-

English summary). Teion-ka gku (Low Temp. Scl.), mary). Telon-kagaku (Low Temp. Set.), Ser. A,

Ser. A, 22:59-72 incl. gra'phs, diagrs.a, March 22:8.1-100 Incl. tables, graphs, March 1964. 5 refs.

1964. 9 refs. "DLC, Orlentalia Dlv.
DL, OrientaLa Div.a . The internal stress and flow velocity in snow cover

The sound transmission loss of a snow layer was is theoretically derivee. For this purpose it is

measured using waves of variois wavelengths. The ssumed that snow is an lncompressible Newtonian

attenuation constant through the snow layer was cal- f1Lid of uniform dens!ty in a steady flow sate of

ettlated from the variation of tht transmission loss plant strain. The problem is presentee and ex-

' Idi the thickness of me sample. The attenuation plalned by a system af equations which considers

constant a in units of 1/cm is represented by a - the relations between stress and flo velocity com-

0.003 a 0.00052 a 2, where a is the flow resist- ponents, snow cover motion, boundary conditions,
ance ci the sample ini/sec-cm-1. The wave propa- and the longitudinal tension or compression at the
p~atl" was !nvest~gated on the vir e of a snow top surface of the snow cover. It Is prove%: that a

cover, in v mow tr.nel, and in a snow trench. Fre- snow cover with a pla.ar upper surface will flow

quency-re.,,onse curves of be attenuation constant down a wavy slope with steady velocity, reta!rdng its

throuh a snow sample and on a snow surface showed planar upper surface despite the snow movement.

the same absorption characteristics. The attenuation it is assumed that this flow Is unstable and that any

constant through a snow sample Is 100 times th7.t of disturbance of the upper surface of the snow covcr

the surface. (From author's summary) will result in a transformation from a smooth sur-
face to one more nearly corresporting to the pound
surface contours. (From author's summary)

SIP 22110 551.321.82:539.376

K'.nosita, Sefiti SIP 2 "1 551. 321. ,539. 3

OBSERVATION OF THE END SURFACE OF A SNOW . . . . ..
CYLINDER COMPRESSED BY A TRANSPARENT Yosida, Zyugo

PLATE. (Vu~l o heltan de osu tckl ro sesshokumen INTERNAL STRES AND VISCOUS FLOW OF SNOW

no kansatsu; Text in Japanese with Englsh summary). COVERS ON SLOPING GROUND SURFACES. 11.

Tebon-kapiw (Low Temp. Set.), Ser. A, 22:73-82 WEDGE -SHAPED SNOW COVER ON A PLANAR
incl. illus., diagrs., March 1"4. 4 ref_ SLOPE. (Shamen sekisetsu no nalb, 5ryoku oyobl

DLC, O dientaL , Div. n1se96ryW. IL Tar- n ua shamen no ue no kusabli-
DLsi.pta no sekisetsu; Tet in Japanese with English

The upper end surface of a now cylinder was ob- summary). Teion-kapku (Low Temp. Sl.). le;r.

served from above by using a transparent compres- A, 22:101-117 incl. tables, graphe, diagr., March

sion plate (metacrylic acid resn). When com- 14W 5 refs.

pressed at a contant speed above a certain critical DLC, Orientala Div.

speed, the cylinder sdfers contraction. Observa-
tions from the side revealed that the cylinder's end Stress and flow-velocity components within the snow

layers were broken down and squezed out one after cover wero cviculated by combt' ng 2 solutions pre-

another. Before the experim-nt, a grid was drawn sentsed in Part I (see SIP 22111). As before, the

an the upper surface with ink. The ink lines bePn to snow was assumed to be an incompressible New-

disappear at the periphery of the specimen and the tnian fluid of high viscosity ina sate oC plane strain,

remaining portions of the ink lines broadened. As but, in this case, ther. in no steady flow. Stress

compression proceeded, several cracks appeared and velocity components ,ire intr.uce'i to apply to

through the ink lines and the peripheral parts of the such a snow cover flowing down a slope. Every year

cylinder top split out. The loose snow at the top of a monsoon deposits a wedge-shaped snow cover on

the cylinder was gently removed, leaving a cone of the back slope of a paw located near Ut. Tatejams
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In Toyama Prefecture, Japan. The uppermost per- SIP 22115 551.326.7:539.413/.414(52
(tion of the snow cover is nearly wedge-shaped with

an angle of 30". When the radius vector is less than Tabata, Tadashi and Kuo uJo
4 m, there is tensile stress between the snow and the STUDIES ON [THE] MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 01
ground. This stress Is Insufficient to separate the SEA ICE. VII. MEASUREMENT OF FLEXURAL
two snce its maximum value Is only about 25 STRENGTH IN SITU. (lhyn rikiakutek
r-w/cm . (From author's summary) seishitsu no-Fe .5T VII. GenJ6 n okeru mage

.yrdo no sokutel; Text in Japanese with English
summary). Teion-kagaku (Low Temp. Set.), Sev. J
22:147-154 incl. Illus., tables, graphs, March 1964
rrefs.

DLC, Orientalla Div. . . . .

The relatlon between flexural strength and the In-
SIP 22112 551.321.5.539.31 creasing rate ot applied stress was studied. AU-

. shaped channel was cut In the Ice sheet using an ice f• osds, Zyungo chaln-saw amd a band saw. A cantilever Ice beam!
INTERNAL STREU8 AND VISCO3S FLOW OF SNOW with one end attached to the ice sheet was made with,
COVER ON SLOPING GROUND SURFACES. IlL. this channel. The width of the beam was 30-40 cm
SNOW COVER ON SLOPES WITH CIRCULAR CUR- the lngTh w25. m. The beamVATURE. jShamen sekleetsu no nalbu6ryoku oyobi mteeLhz2S30 .Tecb~w

bent vertically downwards and horizontally. The
nenset ryd. l. Maru shamen no seklsetsu;~applied force was measured with an electric load
Text In Japanese with English summary). Teion-

S(Low Temp. Si.), Set. A. 22:119-127 Incl. cell and recorded with an osctllograph. Since the
t ega (Low emp d Sa., rh A,22:.--12 l. bending force increases linearly, the tensile stress
tMwithin jhe beam also increases linearly between 2-40

SDLC, Orlentlia Dlv. kg/cmg/sec. It Is assumed that the beam was de-
flected and broken like an elastic substance because

The stress and velocity components of the snow of the greatly Increas rate of tensile stress. Th. i :covers are derived by the same methods and with
es ae d teri sed ne samermthds ad ith vertical distribution of the chlorine content of tho

theupper I-cm layer of the ice sheet was measured
SIP 22111 and 22112). Formulas are given for de- T tper aye of the ice sheet was recorded wih
termining the force which the snow cover exerts Thetemperaturea series o thermocouples frozen Into it at vertical

b teintervals of a few centimeters. Equations for calcuJ
lating flexural strenrth are given, and the results
are tabulated. It Is concluded that the increasing
rate of applied stress Is an important controlling
factor of the flexural strength of In-sItu sea ice.
(From authors' summary)

SIP 22114 551.578.46:53(52)

Yosida, Zyungo
STUDIES ON THE HEAVY SNOW IN THE DISTRICTS SIP 22116 551.566:551.326. 141
OF THE SEA OF JAPAN, 1963. (Hokurlku gosetsu
no sektshitsu chosa; Text in Japanese with Engilsh Suzuki, Yosto
summary). Teion-kagaku (Low Temp. Scl.), 5er. A. ON THE MEASUREMENTS OF THE WIND DRAG OI;
22:129-146 incl. Illus., table, graphs, March 1964. AN ICE (FLOE] SHEET. (Hy6ban no ukeru kaze no
rI-res. chilkra no sokutel; Text In Japanese with English

DLC, Orlentalla Dlv. summary). Teioa-kapku (Low Temp. Sel.), 8er.

A, 22-155-170 Inc. 11las., tables, graphs, dagrs.,
Layer structure, microscopic texture, vertical MaIM 1964. 4 refs.
distribution of density, free water content, and DLC, Orientalia Div.
hardness of the snow cover was Investigated in the
middle of Feb. at Nagaoka, Toyamha, , Knowledge of the wind drag of an Ice floe is very im-
and Ono. All data are tabulated and graphed. Hard- port n the study of ice drift. Two series of ex-
ness values were highest In the lower part at the p were conducted to Investigate the useful-
compact snow, which increased the difficulties of ness o a new method of measuring wind drag which
mechanically removing the snow from the roads, enables one to obtain not only the average force but
Lght brown layers, colored by fine sand which was also the time dependent characteristics of the force.
wind-carried from the Mongolian Desert, were found. The method used Is described In which the motion of
At each location, the water equivalent of the snow an ice disk indicates the drag force. An equation for
cover was calculated from the vertical distribution calculating the motion Is given which includes com-
o density, and was found to be in agreement with the ponent for the mass of the disk, the position vector,
total amount of snowfall recorded at the meteorologi- forces exerted by the suspension wires, and hori-
cal stations. The precIpitation date of each layer zontal forces exerted by air and water. The wind
was determined from these data. (From author's was measured with cup anemometers. The rough-
summary) ness parameter and the Karman constant are de-
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rived from the logarlibmI law of wind profile for This paper presents a brief history of the U. S. Ant-
the case of neutral stability. The usefulness of the arctic Research activities from 1790 to the present.
method was established; however, a new series of ft includes discussion of the administrative oranlia-
measurements which assures more accuracy Is now tios, research stations, transpotation, and scien-
In progress. (From author's summary) Uric research. Emphasis is focussed on logistics and

scientific preparations for traverses In general, the
Ellsworth Highland Traverse (1960-1981), the Ant-
arctic peninsula Traverse (1961-1962), and livin
conditions and scientific activity at Byrd, Hallett,

M7221=I17 551.57'/4.42:629.12 IAlcMurdo an- Y,.Lkes Stations during Operation Deep
Sreese in 1961. - CST/BL

Ono, Nobuo
STUDIES ON THE ICE ACCUMULATION ON SHIPS.
1. ON THE CONDITIONS FOR THE FORMATION
OF ICE AND THE RATE OFICING. (Sental chakuhyB UP 22119 521.321. 1:551.583.7
ni kansuru kenkyu. BI. Chakuhy6 Joken to chakuh-
y~ry6 nt suite; Text In Japanese with English sum- Ewing, aurice and William L. Donn

ry). Telon-Iagaku (Low Temp. Sc.), Ser. A, 2- POLAR WANDERING AND CLIMATE. bn Arthur C.
171-181 incl. Illus., tables, raphs, diagrs., map, Munyan (ed.), Polar Wandering and Continental
March 1964. S refs. Drift. Tulsa, Soc. Econ. Paleontologists 6 in-

DLC, Orientalia Div. er-oAis, Spec. PubL No. 10.94-99 incl. map,

Studies of lee accumulation on pnf'rcl brats were car- July 1963. 16 refs.

ried out during the winters of 1960-1963. The Icing DLC, Unbound periodical

meler, which consisted of an Icing rod and a brine Aburdant evidence from many fields indicates very
jar, was installed upon the open deck ci the text ship strongly that the Arctic Ocean was ice-f ree during
Chitose In 1962 and 1963. Navigatlon routes and the Wisconsin giacil stage, and it is postulated that
icing periods are shown. Two icing meters were set the ice-free condition of the Ocean to directly re-
alternately every 4 bra during the Icing period. The sponsible for the glacial stage. , is shown that the
main cause of Icing was the freezing of sea spray, oscillations between ice-free and Ice-covered states
come of which froze on the rod. The rest flowed of the Arctic Ocean which could occur, would accout
down the surface of the Ice into the Jar. The total for the alternations of Pleistocene climate. Although
weight of the spray was calculAted from the sum of the ltoene climate ocillations of the Northern
the weights of Ice on the rod and brine in the Jar. helstee ridte siltous octionthin
The welrht and chlorine content of the Ice and brine the Southern Hemisphere, It is concluded that the
were measured for each sample obtained. The weight Antarctic Ice cap persisted without major change
of ice deposited per hour, the ratio of the weight of through the Pleistocene. The t on from the
the ice to spray, and the Icing pattern on the rod are ci e of the early Tert a tasi the Plesto-
sbown with respect to the mean air temperature and clatofhearyTtirtohaofhePes-theimtan resptiv te widmveoci. his f ure nd cene, as typified by the cooling of western North
the mean re a seve wind velocity. This figure sug- America which began in the Oligocne Epoch, is
gests that an Increase in wind velocity Increases the attributed to a shift of the geographic poles from
weight of ice and decreases the ratio of Ice to spray. oceanic positions to their present thermally solatedThe ratio of ice to spray Increases with falling tern- postions. Tis shift is discussed in the lig1h of

4 perature. The mode of pure and salt icing on the paleomagnetic and paleob/oto.cal data. (Authors'
icing meter is schematically illustrated. Equations abstract)

- are given which show that the weight of brine In the
lce is nearly equal to the weight of pure ice and that
ahe surface temperature of ice (-r to -4*C) Is equal
to the freezing temperature of saturated brine.
(From author's summary) SIP 22120 SSL 324.82

Nutt, David C.SIGIFICAN CE AND TECIBMQUE IN THE STUDYI
OF G;AS INCLUSIONS IN GLACIERS Isle) ICE.

SIP 22118 91(091)(73):(*7) pularforschn&m 5(1/2):82-P7, 1961, publ. June
1962. 2 refs.

Shlmizu, Hlromu DL, G800. P
GLACIOLOGICAL STULC, I G60. PTA6 T!A.
L OUTLINE OF U.S. ANTARCTIC RESEARCH Gas Inclusions may originate from the atmosphere,
ACTIITY. (Seibu nankyoku talriku ni okeru trapped between snowflakes, compressed and sealed
s ppyo akutekl kenkyG. I. Amerika gpssh~koku off as the snow charnlps to ice, or they may be frozen
nankoku kansoku ni kansuru galsetsu; Text in Japa- out of air equilibrated water. Chemical composition
nese). Tclon-kagaku (Low Temp. SO.), Ser. A. analysis of the gas can reveal the conditions under
22:183-210 incl. illus., tables, grapl, dLagr., maps, which the Ice was formed or to what degree each
Ki-irch 1964. 2 refs. process was involved. Gas may be extracted by

DLC, Orientalia Div. shaving a cylindrical piece of ice or melting ice
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undr acum nd emvin te g wth mrcu r th smmes f 957 158 nd 190 of seeral

gravity-volume technique which gives an avrteage (youngest)I In the sense ofBruckner and Peock
vlefor all Inclusions within a block of let, or (2) are established, and where these stages represent

placing cold Ice In a premsure chamber filled with a local glaciations, an estimate of the former glacia-
codglycerine solution which causes a progressive tic. limit permits an extrapolation of the former

surface melting while the Ice remains cold. Methods summer climate. "The little Ice age follows these
a"e discussed ci radio carbon dating of glacier ice wtages. The volume alterations of the ice cover are
from the C02 within the ga inclusions, and possible also discussed. -- LE
sources of error are given Related investigations

made as a part of the 1958 expedition to Greenland ~ 21351 3'8

are also discussed. -- 51.

Davies, William It.
uIp 22121 55L. 324 .(52) GLACIAL GEOLOGY OF NORTHERN GREENLAN4D.

Polarforschang 5(1/3):94-103 Inci1. illus., tables,

WC-ckan, cad mas, 191, pbr. June 1963.
SEISMIC ICE-TmcKolES MEASUREMENTSi CK DLC, G6O. P6

messungeil aud Nowaja SemIja 1932/33; Text In Ocr- Four distinct phases of the latest glaciation have
man with English summary). Polarforsctaing, 5 been recognized as a result of studies made from

(1/2:8791 el.dlar.,tabl, 161,pulI. une1956 through 1960. The last glaciation extended over
1963. 3 refs. awof the land and removed traces at previous

DLC* G60. PS ones. Retreat of the Ice mass began some time
prior to 6000 yr ago. This was followed by a rise

The rsults of seismic Investigations indicate th~at in sen level which deposited clay -silt succeeded by
* the surface of the inlan Ice CC Novaya Zemlya bas no kaine gravels *yound stagnant Ice lobes In the large

"mathematical" form and that crevices occur In the valley, Marine terraces, qp to 129 m above
central part. The fact that the ice surface Is agitated present sea level, developed as readjustment
over-all suggests that there is no less relief beneath occurred in the laid free of Ice. About 3700 yr ago
the Ice than that of the visible coastal mountains, an advance of glaciers down major fjords took place
The longitudinal axis of the Ice is clearly marked, and was followed by retreat to approximately the
although some cross-valleys vve distinctly visible. presnt position of the Ice. The till In Peary Land,

cross-valleys would join the Nara Sea with th locally-derived materials wfuch inlicate that the

Brents Sea as Is the case with the Straits of central Greenland ice cap did not cover the area.
Ilatochiln Shar. Ice thickness measurements re- (Author's abstract, modified)
vealed that at 15 km from the coast, the ground be-
neet the ice Is actually below sea level. In the
Tchajew glacier (in which the temperature Is -11VC),
the velocity of the longitudinal waves is 3800 rn/s.*
The velocity of the transverse waves is 1760-1770 SIP 22124 551.594. 5(7)

Schneider, Otto* TE POLAR U1GHT ZONE OF THE SOUTHERN
HEMISPHERE. (Die Poiarlichtzone der S~dhalbkugel;

* Weldick, Anker DLIC, GEO. P6
DIFFERENTIAL BEHAVIOUiR OF THE ICE CAP This article discusses the difficulties of determiningt
MARGIN IN THE JULIANEIA] ITIT the position ci the plrlgtznpsil eii
GREENLAND. Polarforschung, 5(1/2):91-94 Incl.tontm rachgebiydsmlrtesio-

grah,191,pui.Jue 96. ervatlons, and the shape of the zone.AnIohsDLC, G600. PS hc hw h

A chronology was established for the ice margin de- occurrence of the polar light on dlark, clear nights,
posits In the district, based on the a8sumption that theoretical derivations of the zone are disc ussed,
the uppermost marine level in Jullanehlb is older and results obtained by Japan, England, and Argen-

thanboral tme id tat 0% f th lad upeavl Una are given. It is pointed out that the zone has
occurred In or before boreal time. Maps made In ~ t n
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table of the coordinates of the Antarctic stations SW 82127 6.45(40
Mentioned In the text Is given. (Autor's abstract,
modified) 'beabsea, 0.

DZI? rIRMA FROST MEASREMENT IN NORIh
AM&"2A. Polar Record, ll(74):595O 496 Sy

DVLC, 0575. H

During the fall and winter of 1961-1962, a dry oil

andTinChia Yn ms~:s~a: wlldriled to 12,540 ft at inter Harbour, Mel-
caalng. (2) plugged with a 150-ft cement plug at

Tien Chiand ln-tao Yn 300 ft (3)filled wihdiesel oil, and (4) furnished
AN NTE O TH NC~JIWwith a thermistor to measure the depth of pernia-

LIVEQUE PROBLEM. J. Gov" -s Res. 6%(0): front and the temperature gradent. Temperatures
1572-4673, April 15 1964. 1 ref. a"e not expecte to reach thoir pre -drilling values

DW~~ QSII.JSfor several years, but prelimnary measurements
Indicate that subtreezing leperatures extend to 1IS0

In an earlier paper (SIP 21648) the problem of Iwoil- ft. A second hole Is planned farther finlAd and at a
ear beat transfer over a melting plate was studied getreeain hra ~ilymaue
wider the assumption that the flow near the Interface mitts on the core will permit a determination of the

*could be considered as vx a cy, where Yx is the flow rate of hea from the earth's Interior, ft Is
velocity along the plate, y is a coordinate normal to expected tlut analysis of teniperabTein te two
plate and c is a constant In velocity distribution. holes will yield Information an recent climati
The assumption simplified the subsequent analysis cz'.ges andpost-glacial emerg eeInthe northern
but there is doubt as to the validity of the slmpllilca- Canadian Arctic. E- LM
tiM. This note Investigates the same problem with-
out this arbitrary assumption. In this Investigation
e is considered to be a function of the longitudnal
dlsane. ft Is concluded that the results obtained
earlier on a restricted assumption are applicable to
am realistic cases. -- LE

sip 22126 551.329.75L"(03) up 22128 622.43.036.001.4(211)

Wentworth, F. L. and I. Cohn Gifod a. I.
ELETRIAL ROPRTIS O SE IC AT0. TO POLAR CONSTRUCTICK 8QUIPMENT - UIUVI15AL

ELMcTICA PRaoPW 0ri SEA)6- fuel ATlu0.1 TOIN -STRTIG UT. Tech. Rept. R-311, U. S.
30 c/. lbio d. E)():61-63 itl.Ills.,Naa Civil Eog& Lab., 15p. ncl. table, diagra.,

graphs, June 1964. 17Yres. My2,16.7rt.(akY11-1O 21
DLC, ~DLC, Tech. 11"L. Collection

An experimental program Is described in which the
resistivity and dielectric constant of Arctic sa let 'Tisseo R~tam.vs the eveloputentand tesatian

eaglne-mounted kit to falitate sarti~ng and aperating
were measured. Fourteen Ice samples ranging In tqid-COOled engines In low temperabures. The kit
snty from 0. 067 OA - to 23 0/. by weight were wa esge topea the engine, ol, and bttery,
studfied. The Ie smples (obtained in the vicinity al

ice slans T3 an AnS Ils 162) erecut ithand to provide ignition assistance during creaking.
a EPI 3in, orig auer romIce moth t 3 r The components Included a psoline-baing coolant

old ThRe sample woiger fromdul pIc I ged yr heater, an electric coolant beater, an aftr priming
olad.ichbugsmandsstredeatn-2vidC.lThep easurementn systeim a baery heating system, and a crankcaseplasic ap nd to. d a -29 C Themesuzeent shtroud. Laboratory tests and field trials shoed
technique and the specimen holder (a capacitor In that the kit as a whole was adeasate for low -tempers-
which the specimen is the dielectric between the ture eMWn startinu when using mob-sir oil for the

pae)are described. Specimns were prepared In T B ~ ,Wt hnet 0the form of discs 1/S In, thick. The values of dielec-9 ,i le = I=.= 9ever, wth va founde toa the
tric constant and the computed values of loss tangent kit beaters did not provide suffcient heat for engine
are given as a function of frequency for temperatures starting I In temperatures below W' 7. The ether
from -51C to -4W'C. The relationship of dielectric priming system and the bafttry heating system were
constant and conductivity at 3 Uc/a ts also given as a found to be useful starting and operating aids for

funcionof slinty a -1C, 20*C an -30C. e liquid-cooled engines on polar transportation and
suits verify the fact that the salinity at sa ice bus a construction equipment under all conditions.
diminishing effcct on the electrical properties with (0tto' btat
increasing freqency. -- 131X
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ZP 212 l.551.332. S(*49) Bay are similar to those In Hebron Fjord but
turbulence provides energy to break down the

Price, Robert 3. stratification of summer, and basin temperatures
--- LAND FORMS PRODUCED BY THE WASTAGE OF reach s high as 46C. The Hamilton Inlet-Lake

THE CASEMENT GLACIER, SOUTHEAST ALASKi. Melville Estuary Is a series of sills and basins which
Instiute of Polar Studies, Rept. No. 9, 24p. incl. extends 125 mi Inland. Fresh-water discharge from
lu5. ustable, graph, diagr., maps, Feb. 1964. major rivers maintains stratification throughout the

12 refs. year, sad a warm-water wedge with positive tem-
DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection peratures remains In the inner basins during winter.

n spite of varying oceanographic regimes in the
An area of 15 mi 2 between the terminus of the Cae- bsins, regular renewal of the basin water occurs
ment Glacier and the shore of Muir Inlet, In the Gla- In each instance. The egimes in the basins are
cier DAY Nationa Monument, was studied for 11 controlled by the naturo of the transition separating! weeks during the summer of 1962 and revisited the basin from the mar fe source water, and the
briefly In 1963. Information ha been obtained abot Sature of the fresh-wat r!inflow. (Author's abstract,
the natUre of Ice wastage and the processes involved modified)
Is the development of eskers and meltwater channels.
The Casement Glacier has retreated from Muir Inlet
acro~s a ridge of Hypsithermal gravels topped by
Little lee Age till. Since 199 the Ice front of the
Casement Gluier has retreated down a "reverse- SIP 22131 612/614:910.3(*3)
Slope," 1.e., the attitude at the base of the ice fron
has become progressively lower. Although the Fisher, Frank R. (ed.)
underlying topography was an obstacle to the free MAN LVING IN THE ARCTIC. PROCEEDINGS OF
movement of meltwater from the glacier west to Muir A CONFERENCE, QUARTERMASTER RESEARCH
Inlet, 2 major meltwater channels were established AND ENGINEERING CENTER, NATICK, MASSA-
at an early stage and continued to function until an CHUSETTS, 1, 2 DECEMBER 1960. Nail. Acad.
alternate route, south to Adams Inlet, was estab- Sdt. -Natl. Res. Council, 143p. 1=1. Ilium., tables,

nished. Gelarge esker system was mapped in de- graphs, maps, 1961. 67 refs.
tail; gravel ridges30 to 60 ft hghformacomplex DLC, QP82.CS5
system I ml and !/2 mi wide. Most of the eskers *
developed in supmrglacial or englacial streams. Seventeen papers are presented which were read at

c81ne the Casement Glacier began to terminate on the Conference on Man Living In the Arctic. They
land in 1907, it has retreated a maximum of 4 ml to are concerned with the significance of logistics and
Its 1963 position. The construction of maps from research and development in the Arctic, limitations
the 1946 and 1948 photographs enabled a detailed to living In polar regions, acclimatization of man to
analysis of the morphological changes that have cold, gateways to the Arctic, physiological principles
taken place near the Ice margin between 1946 and for protection of man in the cold, health maintenance,
1963. Since 1946, glaclofluvial erosion, rather than psychiatric problems ofI man in the Arctic, utilina-
giaciofluvial deposition, has been dominant. tion of the Arctic's natural resources, human society
(Author's abstract, modified) in the Arctic today, and the role of politics in the ex-

panding utilization of the Arctic. The dedication of
the Wilkins Arctic Test Chamber at the Army Quar-
termaster Corps is appended. -- BLE

P 22120 551. 23. 52:551. 465(*423)
aSIP 22132 061.&65.623(73)Nut, David C.

FJORDS AND MARINE BASINS OF LABRADOR. Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories.
Polar Notes, No. 5.9-24 incl. table, maps, June Otffce of Aerospace Research, Bedford, Mass.1963. 12 rfs. REPORT ON RESEARCH FOR THE PERIOD JULYi DLC, Unbound periodical 1962-JULY 1963. AFORL-64-25, 260p. incl. illus.,

tables, graphs, diagrs., map, appendixes A-C, Feb.
The coastal waters of Labrador are characterized by 1964. 464 refs.
an xmess of precipitation and run-off over evapora- DI, Tech. Rpt. Collection
lion and by seasonal eutremes of climate and fresh-
water discharge. During winter air temperatures as This report summarizes the research activities of
low as -W0°C occur, and the waters are ice covered the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories
for 6 to 7 months. Summer air temperatures may (AFVRL), and describes recent achievements,rise above 30*C and the waters are ice free. The pror e.n and results obtained by AFCRL scientists.
cold southward flowing Labrador Current Is the only Among the topics discus,,4 i e electromagnetic
marine water source available for exchange in the scattering from hailstones, air glow and the aurora,
coastal waters. In Hebron Fjord, Isothermal and snow propertes, geology, and seismology. The
isohaline conditions exist In winter with tempera- appendixes list the AFCRL projects by program
tureso-1."to-1.8C. Winter conditions In Nain element, discuss the organization's history, and

! present organizatin charts. - BLE
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WI 22133 551. 524. 73:551. $10. 3(*2) 33P 2235 531. 324.S4:651.510O.4

Warnecke, 0. egiHt-Wtr
TEMPERATURE PATTERN I THE STRATOSPHERE TRACE ELEMENT CONTENT OF GLACTE ICE.
OF BOTH POLAR REGIONS. (Ober den Temperatur- (Der 9puren"1 gebsit des Gletecherelses; Teot in
verlauf In der Stratomphire der belden Polargebiete; German with English abstract). Polarforsechung,
Tedt In German). Polarforac hung, 5(12:2 3 1(1/3):140-144 Lacl. tables, graphs, 1962, -. b
Intl. "ame, graphs, 1062, -ub. dct. 1963. 9 refs. Oct. 1963. $ refs.

DLCD 0600.1' DL wo60.1'S

* Temperature patterns within the stratosphere are de- A"e lP 30961. -

acribed and compared from data gathered at Arctic
AMd An~tarctic stations between 1950 and 1963. Radlo-
monde measurements made over Little America be-

16-the IGY revealed that the yearly temperature W 216 1.56.4:5.50.71).36)
fuatio. I greater in the Antarctic thathat in the
summer when the stratospheric temperatures are
much higher in the South Pole area than those in the Ossert, V., D. Pitil and R. Reiter
North Pole area. Charts are given of temperature QANTITATIVE DETERMINATION OF NUCLEAR-
observations made over Alert Station in the Arctic ISSION PROD~UCTS IN [SNOW) SAMPLES FROM
and Ainundsen -Scott Station in the Antarctic, and THE NORTHERN LAPS ANDi SPITZBERGE1( IN 1960.
temperature increases are tabulated for the central (QuanitativeS eatnin Yon Kernspaltprodukt In
part of the Arctic. -BLE Proben se dem Nordalpenravia tad as Spitzberges

Int Jahre 1960; Tedl In German with English abstract).
PolarforeuMn, (/)1213 1962, publ. Oct.

4 1963.
DLC, G800."'

Tests were anoe of the top layer of *no because,
Woo. melting of the snow fission products (which

SIP 2134 55.562551.42/. 43(*74) combine with dust particles) rema in in the upper
layer. Since the ablation was unusually great (ca.

Steib, G~iter 150 cm within 5 weeks.), It was also possible to deter-
COMIMNTS ABOUT THE OROGRAPHY AND milne the prptiation pattern within the last few
WEATHER OF DRYGASI8IS LAND. (KisigeBe- years The smples were melted and filtered.
merkungen iber Orographie unut Witterung der whereby 99.91 of the fission products were obtained.
Vryglski-Insel; Text in German). Polarforaclaing, The measurements Indicate that the fallout Is
5(l/2)-132-135 incl. tables, graph, dlagr., 1962, approxlimately equal In the 2 areas, and that the
publ. Oct. 1t63. 5 reft. quantty of Ca 137 wast significantly lower In the

DIX, G600.E Sptsbergen samples than thist In the cores from the
Alp. BLE

Observations were made on Dryplaki Island from
May to Aug., 1960. Obeervatlons carried out at the

saetime at Ifirnyy, on the West Ice Shelf1 and on
an ice Island off the edge of the Sho1ceton Ice Shelf,
permitted Interesting comparisons, and Woed the
Influence which the catabatic winds am the coast at1 23 . 6.32 7:5.4(2
the continent and the cyclonic air over the ocean

farther north hae on the weath r on the coast ofth UNUtSUA BOULR M G A X N E r C &
continent. The Islad which coesists moodly of Ice UUULDU E IRTGSUDRSEI.

.aMd Is situated In the Dvis Sea, rests on a bank CONITION AT B1OiABAM, E3FJIR, sprTz-
covered with moraine Sepostts; It is 204 km2 (,*0. 6 BERGEN. (Ungewoamiliche Steinblock-Mlgratonen
kmi in leghalong the long axi and 13.4 km a;ung the izater besonderefi Dodingungefl bei Bj&Iamfl,
sbort axis) covered with Ice which rises 327 m above lsijord, Sitibergen; Text in German with English
set level. The mass balance of the lelai to nepitive, abstract). Polarforscbang, 5(1/2):155-158 Incl.
and the weather io favorable during the suimmer Illus., iag., 1962, pubi. it. 1163. Discussion.
months (Dec. and Jan.) and extremely bad dur114 the DLd, G81i. P4
winter. During the period of observation (72 days) at Thmeansofbudrigtosinarvl
Mirnyy in 1960, 44 days were stormy (maximumTemcatm0 olermgain nagae
wind speed >1 I;n/see) and 3 days Wa wind speeds field Io eplalned, baed on observations made dar-
> 30 in/sec. During the same period at DrygaLaki lng the summer o011960, and the geco of0 the arm
Island, 36 days were stormy, 5 days had wind speeds Is described. The only force copiable of moving
> 30 rn/eec, aid fog was observed on 34 days. Sian such large boulders Is that a( freezing. R In hypo-
and lunar halos, Boccen specters, and intensive thesised that the movement mnechanisrn consists of I
polar lighits were also observed from Drylsi ain periods with a total 01 5 phases. The daratios
Island. -- BLE of a complete cycle is I year or longer. At the start
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ofthe Pracesso the stones are on top of the gravel. of electric contacts and the density from the time in-
h the Wall trough formations occur and at night the terval between succeeding contacts. Soni practical
soi s froten. During the day, the stone protects the details of the 2 devices, one of the simplest type and
lee which has formed beneath it from melting. The another for recording the density, are described. An-
fce Is made more or less plastic by the weight of the example of such records and several types of den-
stone and the gravel ts squeezed out gradually Into sity distributioni are Illustrated. (Author's abstract)
hsqps around the stone. When the gravel Is removed
diow to the permafrost area, the wandering phase be-
afts. The ice under the stone Is Increased by the
meltwater which Is prevented from draining by the 55 51 6528

GREENLAND AND NREI
~~g o n e i sgidrologlcheskff front v grenlandskow I uiormeaskom

fmrMk; Text in Russian). Okeanologill, 4(2):267-

alp 22138 551. 463.08 DLC, Slavic Div. {
vasil'ev, to. F. - A thorough study at the position of the polar front in
ATTACHMENT TO A REMOTE-CONTROL ELECTRIC the Greenland and Norwegian Seas has been made
THERMOMETER MAKNGO POSSIBLE MEASURE- using both Soviet and foreign data. The common fea-
WENT OF THE TEMPERATURE OF THE SURFACE bares of the ]polar front in both seas are given, and
LAYER OF WATER FROM A MOVING VESSEL. the fronts of the Norwegian, Greenland and Arctic
(Primposobienle it diutaatllonnomu elektrotermometru, Seas are compared. It Is shown that the parameters
pozvoll2filshchee izmerlt' temperaturu poverkhriost- of the fronts for the Arctic Sea differ greatly with
nogo slolk vady na khodu eudia; Text In Russian). respect to critirlia from the parameters for the
Meteorologill I Gldrologl3, No. 3:51-53 incl. Norwegian and Greenland Seas; therefore, the Arctic
diagro., 1964. -fronts should not be lumped toehr with the fronts

DLC, lavicDiv.In the Norwegian and Greenland Seas under the com-
DLC, lav i DivMon ame "polar front." The fronts of Arctic Seas

A sipleattchmet i ~tcn~bd wichpermts re- should be divided into 2 classes: the Arctic front, a
clse measurement of the vertical distribution of water discontinuity between warmed and freshened surface

temperature from a moving vessel. The attchmient waters, and (2) a river-mouth hydrological front
can be used with any electric thermometer with an forming near the nmont of ma)or rivers as a result
automatic recorder. The Instrument is Illustrated 4 otc ewe amdadfehndwtr n
and described. .Tests have shown that temperature In the water masses of the sea. -- JPMS abstract
a 10-in layer can be measured in 12-13 sec. The
length of the towing cable Is 70-75 in. The depth of
the speed of the vessel or Increasing the length of the
cable or the size of the weight attached to the instru- SIP 22141 $50. 312:('746)

cii. PIW __ - vsfil, h).K. a D1m . Bulanzhe

IDrAAAL GRAVIMETRIC STATIONS I ANTARCTICA.
(Iskhodnye gravlmetricheskle pwntty v Antarktide;

551.51:551578.Text in Russian). Geftlatcheskif BIL No. 13:41-42
SP22139 65.0:5.5846 Imd. table, 1963.

DLX, QCSO1.S.1M4

DNSIaaoT ffsluREU OF DITE2SO. The initial gm;Z Zicsato for Sovi t ; work In
(Selsets mitod n kutei; Text in Japanese with Antarctica Is Mirnyy; the Initial point Is situated In

Englsh bstact) N~y5 ob~uKenyti(J.the osmc ry obervtor ona concrete slaty, the

A new simple device for measuring the depth and have been used to determine the gravity difference
density of drifted snow Is discussed. An electrically between Mlrnyy and Interior stations. The results of
heated body placed ontesnow surface goes down i- these determinations, reduced to Mirnyy, are tabu-
to the snow by mligtedrifted snow. Its sinking Waed. Measurements are made on snow runways at

veloityIs nvesel prporionl t th desit cithese statioins, so that corrections must be Intro-
snowt Isenethel prequiretioa go ah giensditance duced to account for snow accumulation and loss.
at any point is proportional to the density of the snow. TeArgaiercLbrtr fteIsiueo

The evie gvesInstntae~u elctrial ontctsEarth Physics has compiled a composite catalog of
at the end of every distance; therefore, one can de- gravimetric stations determined in Antarctica up to
termine the depth of the drifted snow from the number Jan. 1, 1962. -- JPR~abstract
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SIP 214a 51.224.3.(*7) centimeters per scoed at all 6 levels. Part 11,
Daba Analys ts, follows as UP 22144. (Author's ab-

K. llta, A. P. trect, modifed)
ICE COVER TICRES IN THE CENTRAL REGON
OF EAST ANTARCTICA. (Mohchnoset' lednkovogo

* pkrat f 'lentrallaykh ralono Vostocroc Antarktdy;
Text In Russian). Geoflzlcheskil BrWLl. No. 13:57-
64 incl. tables, diagrs., 1963. 7 refs. SIP .2144 $!..51.506.22(*701)

DLC, QC801.3. M4~Dalrymple, Paul C., Hels & Lettau reed Sarah N.
The thickness o the Antarctic ice sheet was me"a- r e C luoa
ured along a traverse from Komsomol'skaya to SOUTH POLE ICROMETEOROLOGY PROGRAM.
Vostok to the South Pole in 1959. Three to ten PART IL DATA ANALY1T. Tech. R1pt. ES-?,
sem.i shots were set off in holes 35 to 54 m deep Earth Bel. Div., U. 9. Quartermaster Res. and Eng.
at each station. The charges varied in weight from Cater, Natick, Mass. 94p. incl. tables, graphs,
2.5 to 10 kg. The error in shot time determination dias.r, June 1963. 23 refs.'did nat exceed 3 microseconds. 0. G. Sorokhtin DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection
Proposed a method which was applied successfully
to ellminste serious background Interference. Pro- This report deals with the analysis of data presented
ceasin g at seismograms Is discussed; several In Part I (SWP 22143) and Is direc toward deter-
osclloprams are included and are described and in- minin the energy exlhnges at the mnow-air inter-
terpreted. Station elevations and Ice-sheet thick- ae. Moderate to extreme stability Is representative
assess, based on seismic and pavimetric data, are af average conditions, resulting in a sigrifcant tend-
tabulated. Two diagrams show the surface and sub- ency to mppress mechanical turbulence. The mail-
muface profiles along the traverse routes. The data mum Inversion was 14.''C in the lowest 8 m.
suggest the existence cf a water layer beneath the ice Stability was greatest In the early winter and at
sheet; water salinity studies near the postule riods with lowest temperabes. The wind pro-
points of emergence C this water Into the ocean may file curvature decreases as stability increases. How-
confirm this supposition. -- JPRS abstract ever, with great bulk tability, the wind profile Dea-

con n-mber as! ction a height rches a minimum
nar 0.25 amd then l easeuward, in spite cE
height-incresing Riche'Mmo number. The relation
between winds near the mdW surface and at the top of

IP 22143 s. "4551.s06. (m 1) the Inversion (an the average mear S0 w above
ground) w aalysed. This analyss demonstrates

a lrympe, Paul C. that air modon In the lower atmosphere is controlled
SOUTH POLE MICROMETEOROLOGY PROGRAM. by surface friction, and by the wind In the free atmos-
PART I. DATA PRESENTATION. Tech. Rept. ES-2 phere modified by thermal winds due to horizontal
Earth St. Dlv., U. 3. Quartermaster Re. sd lg. temperature gradients resulting from the general
Center, Natick, Mass., 3p. Ic. illus, tables, .slope of the terrain. Heat movement In the substra-C e Nca., 3. 1961. tnam was Investigated by harmonic (Fourier) analysis

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection o sow teprate variations. I was found that the
apper 4 m= C amow respond to other Influences (radia-This report presents hourly and daily data from the tion absorptIou, packing, etc.) n ddition to gemaLnetemperature and wind profile studies that were coan- beat conduction" Ad paH of the 'osuace energy budget

cted at Ainmusen-Scoft Station during tin mY. A stdies, the latent heat flux Indicates slight but sipif-
brief text describes the station and Its general cli- leant deposition at hoarfrost in midwinterb (Authors'
matology, the program and Instrumentation, the dta- a ct, modified)

reduction system, and the presentation of data. Tem-
perature profiles were measured on 279 days between
Feb. 3 and Nov. 22, 1958. Temperatures were
measured with very fine puge copper-constantan
thermocouples at 7 depths (-800, -350, -50, -25 SP 22145 5.7:551.324.$5(7r2
-10, -5, and -2 cm) surface, and 9 heights ($, k
12, 2s, 50, 100, 20, 400, and 800 cm). Wind pro- Drandenberger, A. 5.
files were mesured with smal plastic $-cup anemo- AERIAL TRIANGULATION IN THE ANTARCTIC.
meters at the ame heights as the top 6 thermocoU- Pbotogrammetric lRg. 30(2):197-201 ict. Illus.,
pies (25 to 800 cm). The presentation of temperature diagrs., map, March 1W4 11 refs,
profile data includes hourly and daily mean tempera- DLC, TA503.AIPS
tures ('C) for 5 depths (-250 and -40 cm are ex-
eluded), surface, and all heights. The temperature- Field work for an aerial triangulation study between
measuring system recorded 18.7 cycles during a Dyd Station and the Whi'more Mountains started in
complete hour. TabWos of temperature profile data the austral summer 1962-63. This paper describes
Indicate the number of observations used to compute the scientific, technical, and organizational aspects
hourly and daily mean temperatures for each level. of the program as well as the photo armetric ,
Tables of wind profile data show the wind speed In cperatfons conducted n the Antarctlc. The scopeof
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the program Is to determine the Ice flow between SIP 22147 551.312. 2(*784. 2)
Byrd Station and the Whitmore Mountains by means of
a periodical aerial triangulation repeated annually for Rle, R. Aubert de Ia
5 Years. For this purpose approximately 140 perma- SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PEAT BOGS OF
neat markers were placed between Byrd Station and KERGUELEN ARCHIPELAGO. THEIR DISTRIBU-
Mt Chapman covering a strip area of about 375 km TION, THEIR STRUCTURE AND THEIR DESTRUC-
•by 8 km. Black-top markers were designed to be TICK. (Quelques particularitis des tourbires de
Identifiable on the aerial photography. Directly after l'archpel de Kerguelen. Leur ripartition, leur
thefleld work was completed fourvertical photography structure et leur destruction; Text in French). TAAF,
strips were flown over the marker area with an over- No. 21:12-30 nci. Illus., Oct. -Dec. 1962. 4 refs.
1lp of 60 and 80% from 6000 and 300 m above Ice. DLC, G845. 17

.'A first examination of th a photograhy by means of a
- ostereoscope has shown that markers are identifiable. Peat bogs occupy approximately 50, 000 hectares of

-- J Kerguelen Islands, confined to the lHttoral zones and
4 main valley floors, at altitudes of 200 to 250 m.
SThey are usually accumulations of successive genera-

tions of Aor".Ula or tussock (Poa cooldi), among
other species. Their homogeneity is variable and
Irregular, some containing intercalatlons of lenticu-
lar bodies of foreign material, others horizontal and
concordant with the general strattgraphy. The bed-
rock is chiefly basalt, tuffs, conglomerates, and gla-
cial moraines. Erosion, freeze-thaw cycles, and

the animal population are the main factors destruc -

tive to peat bogs, the most disastrous being the rab-
hits. The text is supplemented with photographs and
two stratigraphic cross sections. -- GAD

IP 22146 551.334.2

Evteev, 8. A. and G. L LazuIkv
THE IMPORTANCE OF GLACIOISOSTASY IN MOVE-
MENTS OF THE EARTH'S CRUST IN REGIONS OF
GLACIATIGN. (0 znachenUl gl3Wloizostazfl v UIP 22148 625.89:.551. 326('764)
kvizheniIakh zemnof kory oblastel oledenenila; Text
in Russian). Doklady Al-d. Nauk SSSR, 155(2):337- Moser, Earl H., Jr.
3 39 1964. 11 refs. SNOW COMPACTION IN ANTARCTICA - ROADS ON

DLCR , Slavic Div. SNOW-COVERED SEA ICE. Tech. Rept. R-29%
SIp n a e te d lType C, Final Rept., U. S. Naval Civil Eag. Lab.,

! It Is presently assumed that the additional load@ 23p. incl. illus., graphs, diagra., map, March 16,
camsed by the fornation of large masses of Ice in 1964. 8 refs. (Proj. Y-F015-11-01-053)
regions of glaciation exert a substantial influence on DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection
the character of vertical movements. It is assumed
that glaciolsostasy Is the principal and only cause of An experimental 22-ft-wide road was-constructed b -
oseillating movements ot the earth's crust In regions tween McMurdo Station and Williams Field in Oct.
with thick glaciers. Tectonic movements in these and Nov. 1960. This road included 3 m of snow road,
regions are assigned an insignificant role. The basic 1.4 ml of ice road, a snow-wedge transition ramp
proo advanced in support of glacloisostasy is the between the Ice road and the shore at McMurdo Sta-
existence of negative gravity anomalies in regions of tion. During construction the snow road was de-
Pleistocene glaciaton (Fennoscandia) and the ab- pressed about 10 in. below the natural surface of the
sence of anomalies In areas of recent glaciation snow. This accelerated the accumulation of drift,
(Antarctica). However, gravity data accumulated to which was windrowed to the edges of the road follow-
the present time Indicate that gravity anomalies Ing each storm. Eventually berms 2 ft high were
similar to, and greater than, those in Fennoscandia built UP along each side of the road. As a result, in
exist on all platforms; the values and signs of the mid-Dec. a 3-day blizzard filled the roadway with
anomalies often do not correspond to the scale and snow and it was abandoned. The road was used day
direction of tectonic movements. Analysis of and night for a 10-day period during late Nov. and
available data on gravity anomalies of regions of early Dec, by all types of wheeled vehicles including
recent and ancient glaciation, and Quaternary tec- 30-ton tractor-and-trailer rigs. It was concluded
tonic movements of regions with and without gla- that a network of snow roads between McMurdo Sta-
clers Indicate that the glacloitostatic factor has ex- tion and Its outlying facilities will improve the ground
erted no appreciable influence on the character of communications and transportation threefold, between
vertical movements and their development with time. these points. However, continued development Is
Tectonic movements are the responsible factor; gla- required to Improve the construction and maintenanceti ciolsoetasy may play some role, but its exact i.- techniques for such roads. (Author's abstract, modl-
portance cannot be evaluated. -- JPIS abstract fled)
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M4 sm. St. 032: 51. 226(ses) form in polr fee; therefore, It hast be obtained

edGordon W. th It.SabeIoopsucti lcolg r
CURRENT CAAINCOAST GUARD OPERATIONS deuterium (D) and czygI 1 __u oth atta

IICE. PlrRecord, L2(7):4-155 l. ilium., there is a seasonal vartation In the stable isotope
to&p, May 1964. ofno, it Is posil to con the yer by

DWC, O575.PS analyzing samples from superlimposed layers.
Another application of Isotopes to glaciology is to de-Maritime traffic in Ice-congested waters In Canade Is termin. the origins and velocities of Icebergs. Th5

66scribed with emphasis on the orgezuzation at the various researches conducted io isotope glaciology
Canadian Coast Guard, arctic conditions in the avi- are diagrammed. -- LI
p11cm season the Pattern of summer opertions,
year-to-year differences in ire conditions and move-
niontS, and winter operations in the Gulf of a. Law-
r~ace. The areas in which Arctic rAyilgtlon is
1saftlo are exoe to wid seasonalj aze year-to. SIP 22151 51. 58$621.317(52)
Ytar iDUCtuations In temperature and wind patterns.
The Inticate configuration of the Canadian Arctic Mairobe, Telichi and Choju Fdisd
archipelago also plays an Importbant part by limiting COMMUNICATION WIRE NOISE AT SNOWFALL,.
lIce movement. Ice conditions were most difficult (Koetauji ml okeru toushin senro zatsuon ni tsuite;
during the summer of 1963. This season is comn- Teat In Japanese with English abstrat). DokkaIdo
pared with Its predecessors. In the Gulf of at. law- Daigaku Kogakuba Kemkyu Hokoku (Bulletin of the
rence, ice Is formed locally and only a small per- Faculty of Engineering, Hokkald Univ.), No. 3;1-
centg flows cx of the river. There is a strong 13 Incl. tables, graphs, dtagra., Nov. 1963. 1 ref.

*tendency for Ice to raft upon lee shores and in the DWC, Or1etalla Div.
shallows in the southern portion of the gulf. I
struggles for access to the sea and tends to concen- The ads@ in commun-ication lines experienced during
trate In Cabot Strait between Beto and Newfound- a heavy snowfall or a snowstorm in winter consists of
land. Once through this bottleneck, inbound corn- corm nose generated by the atmospheric electrical

*mercial shipping can often be routed under the lee of field, and the discharge noisme of a self-restoring
Anticosti Island or the North Shore, dqair~lftn on the lightning tube resulting from a potential rise In the
winds. As in the Arctic summer, and for similar line. Experiments at Rokkaido University verified
reasons, winter Ice conditions in the Gulf of t. the close relationship between corona noise and line

*Lawr e. e vary considerably from year to year, but currents. Comparisons made of current flow in bar*
In'these latitudes commercial traffic Is interrupted Wire, PVC [polyvinyl chloride] wire, rubber-covered
only for short periods in the hardest seasons. - wire and RD jrural distribution) wire showed that the
BLE FA) wire has the smallest current flow. The relation

of wire current and the weather was established from
I weather dat and actual experiences. The cause -3f

- lightning tube noise by the rise in line potential was
further studied, showing that line pokent is lprcpor-

SIP 215 561221556.l65~2)toneR to line current. Various characteristics of
the noise are described and methods of noise preven-

Long, C.ion are given. (From authors' sumutary)
ISOTOPES IN RLATION TO POLAR GLACIOLOGY.
Polar Record, 12(77):211-M2 lad. prapbs, diagr.,
May 1964. 24 iRs.
DC, G575.PS u1p22152 sm53M:097. (*2

cial. Natural radioactivity Is mainly due to radon MCIM T-5 BARRACIM - CONTROLLED CU-_
*and thoron (and to thi ea rdcssc hMATIC KETN TDE.Tech. Rept. R-286

210) which come primarily from uranium and thorium U. S. Naval CvIiH En. Lab., 550. incl. illus.,
enclosed in rocks. Artificial radioactivity in due to tabes, graphs, diagra., appendixes A-C, May 12,

fis~io- prdu to U 235 and Pu 239 and to radio- 1964. 5 refs. (Task Y-1015-11-01-149)
active products fr om thermonuclear reactions (espe- DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection
clally Tr). In glaciology, radioactive Isotopes are
used primarily for dating. Absolute age determina- This report presents the results of controlled cli-
tioias are based on the decay of activity following the matde heating studies conducted on the Modified T-5
formula: Pt aPoe-At, where P0 Is the number of Barracks dsveloped for polar use. The studies en-
the original radioactive atoms at the start, Pt is the compassed three areas ofilnvestigation: (1) heat-
number at time t. A the radioactive constant, is re- lose and heat-transfer analyses of the structural
lated to the half life (T) of the element by x w shell using electric beat sources and forced convec-
0. 093/T. The basic hypothesis for all these deter- tion, and a thermodynamic evaluation of 2 different
minations is that the rate of decay is known and con- ceiling materials; (2) evaluation of the radiant hot-air
stant. Carbon 14 has not yet been found in organic floor plenum heating system designed by the Army

Engineer Research and Development Laboratories;
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and (3) evaluation of the overhead duct hot-air heat- Erperimeni:s have shown that ice can adhere to ice at
ing, ventilation, and humidification system for use in temperatures down to -30"C and that plate-like ice
the temporary polar camp developed by the Naval crystals have greater adhesive powers than columnar
Civil Engineering Laboratory. The heat loss from ones. The contention that these observations provide
the 28 x 56-ft building Is 96, 500 Btuh at 00 F. indi- evidence in favor of the "liquid film" hypothesis
eating an overall heat loss from conduction and in- (which proposes that the surface layer of ice is
-filtration of 0.158 Btuh/sq ft/° F. At these tempera- distorted and exhibits many of the characteristics of a

mture, a I-n. acoustical :fiberglas drop ceiling re- liquid film) appears disputable. It has also been
duced the heat loss to 71, 000 and 45, 500 Btuh, or shown that "spongy ice" is formed at ambient tern-
28- and 19. 5% respectively. The floor plenum sys- peratures below -4. 5C and can contain up to 85%
tern produced very low levels of air stratification liquid water trapped in a mesh of interlocking Ice

- !and excellent heat'distribution In an unpartitioned dendrites. The growth of spogy Ice may have an
bulding;, however, the design does not permit regula- inhibitory effect on the Workman-Reynolds mechanism
tion of air temperatures In partitioned rooms. Be- of thunderstorm electrification. A rival thevry Is de-
cause of this and other shortcomings, the system is scribed which is based on charge transfer associated
not recommended for use. (Author's abstract, modi- with temperature gradients in ice. The conclusion
fled) drawn from the symposium Is that although much In-

formation on the properties of ice has recently been
acquired, the important problems remain unsolved.
(Author's abstract, modified)

SIP 22153 551.322:541.182:541.124
539.124.14:551.322:546.33

Bennett, J. E., B. Mile and A. Thomas
ELICTRON SPIN RESONANCE SPECTRA OF
HYDRATED ELECTRONS PL.PARED BY REACTION
OF ATOMIC SODIUM WITH ICE AT 77* K. Nature, SEP 22155 551. 578.71
201(4922):919-920 incl. table, Feb. 29, 1964. 7

DLC, Ql.N2 Macklin, W. C.
HEAT TRANSFER FROM HAILSTONES. Quart. J.

Trapped electrons were prepared by the reaction of Roy. Meteorological Soc. 89(381):360-369 incl.

alkali metals with Ice at 7r K in a rotating cryostat. illus., graphs, July 1963.-17 refa.

A thin discontinuous layer of alkali metal atoms was DLC, QC851.RS

deposited on a moving surface of a second reactant
(in this case ice) held at 7?* K and under high vacuum. The aependene of the rate of heat transfer on shape
A fresh layer of the second reactant wa. then de- was determined by measuring the rate of melting o

posited on top of the reaction products which thus be- Thre arspedswer eploed:13., S and 4ea.8

came embedded in a rigid matrix. The process Three arspeeds were employed: 1.6 8.1 and 4.8
repeated many times to build up a reasonable amount - /sec. The temperature and humidity of the air-
of material. The products of the reaction of sodium stream were determined before and after each ex-
and potassium atoms with water or deuterium oxide perment using wet- and dry-bulb thermometers held
at 7'? K were also examined. The product was deep near the tunnel mouth. The dry-bulb temperatures
blue in all the experiments and the electron spin ranged between 21 ° and 35' C, and the water-vapor

--.resonance spectrum consisted of a single narrow line. densities between 7.9 and 15.7 g/m 3 . The objects

The spectrum indicated that the paramagnetic species were made by freezing distilled water in perspex

could not be alkali metal atoms, hydroxyl radicals, moulds. The water was first de-aerated to prevent

or hydrogen atoms. It Is concluded that (1) the cation bubbles from forming near the surface and giving rise

does not influence the width or g-value of the reso- to irregularities during melting. Prior to each ex-
innce line, which shows that there is negligible in- periment, the appropriate object was placed in a

teraction between the electron and the alkali metal melting-Ice bath for a time sufficient to allow It to
nucleus; (2) there are approximately equal Interac- attain a temperature of 0C. The objects were made
tions between the electron and 4 protons; and (3) the in two sizes (major axes 5.1 and 3. 8 cm respective-

electron Is located In a well-defined trap and Is ly) and four shapes, and were exposed to the air-stream from I to 2 min deperding on the airspeed.
associated with not more than 4 water molecules. A tr e r lt to m dpn gon t asped.

Applying the results to hailstones it was found ftht,
in terms of maximum dimensions of the stones,
melting (1) Increases as the ratio of the minor to
major axes decretses, and (2) causes the stones to
become more oblate. The critical liquid-water con-

SIP 22154 551.322:548.5 centrations of spheroidal hailstones were deduced
from the experimental data. These concentrations,

Latham, J. for stones of the same maximum dimension, are de-
SYMPOSIUM ON ICE CRYSTALS AND ICE NUCLEA- pendent on the axis ratio. It Is also shown that the
TION, BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA, AUGUST 1963. up-draught profiles required to grow spheroidal hail-
Brit. J. Appl. '.hys. 14(12):825-826, Dec. 1963. stones at the just-wet condition vary little from those

DLC, QCI.1548 required for spherical stones. -- CLC
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SIP 22156 551.594.25 SEP 22158 551.578. 4$(437)

551.322: 538. 42 1.M4: 537. 529
Evans D. G. and W. C. A. Hutchinson KonEek, Mikalil and Vottech Briedo
-THE ELECTRIFICATION OF FREEZING WATER SNOW AND SNOW COVER IN SLOVAPOA. (Sneh a
DROPLETS AND OF COLLIDING ICE PARTICLES. snehovi pokryv5a na Sl1venaku; Text In Slovak with
Quart. J. Roy. Mteorological Soc. 8L(381):370-375, German a-d Russian summaries). Vydavatelstvo
July 1963. 7 refs. Slovenskel akademie vied (Bratislava), 71p. incl.

DLC, QC8SI.R8 tables, graphs, maps, 194. 19 refs.
DLC, GB2533.S5KS

Studies have been made of the freezing of supercooled
droplets which throw out Ice splinters in the process, This report is based on observations made at 208

. .. -The cold chamber used for these studies was 10 cm meteorological stations between 1921 and 1951 during
deep, had a cross-section 30 cm square, and was the winter seasons. Tabulated, mapped, and graphed
su'rrounded with thermal Insulation with suitable data Includi an alphabetical listing of the stations and
windows for Illumination and observatlon with a tele- their locations, the dates of occurrence and duration
scope. For supporting water droplet% a tiny pyra- of snowfall, the average number of days with a snow
mid of Durmlx was attached by its apex to the lower cover 10, 20, and 50 cm in depth respectively, and
end of the fibre so that the droplet clung to the pyra- the over 40l average depth of snow cover during each
mid base. Provision was also made for growing ice winter period. Data are also given on the average
crystals from the vapor and then bringing them In snow depth during April, the average daily snow
contact with euch other. The procedure of Mason and depth at se~ected stations, and the average distribu-
Maybank (SIP '19627) was used but with the Faraday tion of atmopheric pressure in Feb. 1925, 1929,
cylinder and vibrating-reed electrometer for meas- wid 1940 respectively. -- BLE
uring charges. The freezing of 400 drops was inves-
tigated. For all but one of the 44 cases In which the
drop broke, and where part had been elected, there
was a measurable charge on the residue. When
supercooled drops 1. 3 mm in diam. were nucleated
t -0. r C and frozen and fragmented at -15o C, the SE 22159 551. 579. 2:778. 35(52)

charges were comparable with those found in similar
measurements by Mason and Maybank but were a Ib.ao
usually far too large to be accounted for by the ESThMATION OF WATER EUIVALENT OF SNOW
Latham-Mason temperature gradient theory. When COVER BY AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY. (Kok shashin
ice crystals differing in temperature by up to 10C sokuryu niyoru aekisetsu uilryo no suitel ni tsulte;
were brought into momentary contact, the charges Text in Japanese). Kisho (Weather), No. 80:6-8 incl.
produced were less than 10, 4 e. s.u. -- BLE maps, tables, raphs, Dec. 1963.

DLC, Orientalia Div.

The water equivalent of snow cmoer in basins of the
Kuromata, uzuryu and lbi Rivers in central Japan
was estimated. Maps showing snow cover distribu-

SIP :2157 551. 594.252:536.421 lon according to depth were drawn from aerial photo-
55). 322:551.578.4:537.52 graphs and div.ded Into 7 classes (from 0 to 5.5 m).

. Matthew 3 . and B. J. Mason The water cqulvalent was calculated as the product of
ELECTRIFICATION ACCOMPANYING MELTING OF water from each classified zone. and snow density
ICE AND SNOW. Quart. J. Roy. Meteorological was measured by a snow simpler at a given place In
So,. "381):376-380 incl. diagro., July 1963. 6 the correspnt.ing zone. In the Kuromata River
rffs. Bsin, the water equivalent was estimated to be 322

DLC, QC85I.R8 x 106 m3 , 301 x 106 m2  and 243 x 106 $ respec-
tively. Variation from results ob ained by other

Attempts to measure the electrification produced by met:ds was 7-32%; therefore, further inprove-
the melting of ice and snow, known as the Dinger- Ients of snow depth'measurement by this method ar
Gunn effect, have been made with 3 different expert- Ines st

mental arrangements. In one of thee, snow crystals necessary. -- cS/B.

were grown and melted under very clean conditions
Inside a diffusion cloud chamber. The results ut the
three experimerts are consistent In failing to detect a
separation of charge and in indicating that any charge
produced Vas smaller than 10-2 e. s. u.,/g or 2 orders SIP 22160 551.345-.551.791(02)
of magnitude smaller than that reported by Dinger and
Gunn. This resilt was unaffected by varying the Dylik, Jan
parity o( the ice, its air content, the rates of freezing NEW PROBLEMS OF THE PLEISTOCENE PERMA-
and meltng, and the pH value of the water. It is con- FROST. (Nowt problemy wiecznej zmarzliny
eluded that charging aesociated with the melting of plejstoreskiej; Text in Polish with French summary).
snow or ball is unlikely to be an important feature in Acta Geograpl-ica Lodzlensia, 17 iLofz), Wyd. 3,
the electrification of clouds and prec'pitation. 93p. incl. illus., diagrs., 1963. 141 refs.
(Authors' abstract, modified) DLC, QE573.D9
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New interpretations are presented of periglacial fos- face of the test NaCI Ice sheet and the plate spacing
sI phenomena, based on recent results of permafrost measured from enlarged photographi. Measuremen
investigations in Siberia, North America, and the showed that the distance between centers Cf adjacent_; .=A'/ - . t ic. Among the topics discussed are the strw- brine Ikyers measured parallel to the c-crystallo-

ture and origin of sand-wedge polygons and Ice graphic axis is a linear function of the sixth root o
wedges, the formation at ice crevasses and the fossil the distance below the upper Ice surface. Available
structure of crevice polygons and their paleoge- values of the same paiameter for natural sea Ice ari
graphic stability, thermokarst, and the formation and in good agreement wlththls relation. Equations givit
degradation of Pleistocene permafrost. -- BLE the depcndence of the ring-tensile strength of the icd

on the upper surface were developed and specific
equations determined by the variation of brine pocket

.... dimensimo.s with changing brine volume. A signillcai
decrease in the volume of brine necessary to cause

SIP 22161 534.24/.25:551.322:681.14 the Ice to have zero strength with increasing distanc
R h rebelow the upper ice surface was found as predicted.
Roethlisberger, Hans A new least squares estimate (0.112 mm) of the
REFLECTION AND TRANSMSSION COEFFICIENTS minimum width of a continuous brine layer before lt
AT TIE INTERFACE ICE-SOLID. Res. Rept. 110, splits to produce separate brine pockets was obtaln;
U. S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering which Is 60% greater than previous values. It Is
Laboratory, 17p. Incl. illus., tables, graphs, May demonstrated that in NaCI ice sheets the systematic
1964. 1 ref. increase in the plate width with depth produces sig-
CRREL files nificant changes In the ring-tensile strength of the

ice. Field tests previously performed indicate that
A Bendix G-15) computer program was developed to similar relations hold for sea ice. (Authors' ab-
produce a table of reflection and transmission coeffi- stract)
dcents for any combination of solids for angles of
emergence from 90* to 0' at any desired increment.
Nafe's equations were uied to obtain values for the

case of ice in contact with another solid at a plane In-
terface. Values of P and S waves were computed for SIP 22163 544.212:536.421:612. 46
30 different cases of the second solid which represent
the major groups of rocks and compacted frozen or Beutel, Jack
unfrozen soils likely to occur under glaciers. A WATER RECOVERY BY REITERATIVE FREEZING.,
compressicnal velocity of 3.6 km/sec, a density of Tech. Doc. Rept. No. MRL-TDR-62-14, Aerospace
0.9 g/cm3 , and a value of 1/3 for Poisson's ratio Medical Div., Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
were assumed for the ice. For the other solid, the Ohio, 65p. incl. illus., tables, graphs, diagrs.,
velocity ranged from 1. 2 to 6.0 km/set, the density March 1962. 3 refs.
from 1.5 to 3.0 g/cm , and Polsson's ratio from 0 DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection
to 1/3. The results are presented as theoretical
curves which give the energy ratio (ratio of emergent A method of recovering potable water from urine by
wave to incident wave), of elstic plane waves re- employing the differences In solute cccentration of
flected or refracted at an Ideal plane interface be- liquid-ice phase system as a means of purification is;
tween ice and a solid with the physical properties of discussed. General principles, techniques, and ex-
soil or rock. For Identical density and velocity perimental procedure are described. The effect
ratios, the same tables would apply to materials upon the attainable separation due to rate of freezing
other than ice, in contact with a second solid, agitation, direction of freezing with respect to the
(Author's abst-act) gravity direction, and the effect of freezing upon the

distribution of micro-organisms is discussed. The
energy requirements for the recovery of potable
water from urine by various reiterative freezing
schemes are calculated as a function of the yield and

P 2 2 5of the volume of liquid that must be frozen in order
P59to recover a unit volume of water containing less

than 500 parts/million of solids. A comparison is

WF Amade of these energy requirements and the energy:" STRUCTURAL CONTROL OF THE VERTICAL VAR-
IA7NO H TEGHO E NSL C. requirements of a simple distillation process.Z ATION OF THE STRENGTH OF SEA AND SALT ICE. (Author's abstract, modified)

Res. Rept. 113, U. S. Army Cold Regions Research

and Engineering Laboratory, 16p. incl. illus., tables,
graphs, diagra., April 1964. 16 refs.

CRREL files
SIP 22164 551.322:539.139

Variation in the vertical strength of sea ice was
stutied by eslng data on NaCI ice and comparing the Fletcher, N. H.
similarity of structure and straight-forward phase re- SURFACE STRUCTURE OF WATER AND ICE - A
lations. A series of nested horizontal thin sections REPLY AND A CORRECTION. Pidl. Mag. 8(92):
was prepared at 0.2-30. 2 cm levels below the sur- 1425-1426, Aug. 1963. 3 refs. Correspondince.

DIC, Q. P5
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In a recent note (SIP 21191) Watts-Tobin criticizes This article dewcalbes the development of the study
the present author's paper (SIP 20270) to Invalidate of lee as a plastic material, and the attempts to con-
gas conclusions. He maintains that the oriented layer firm theories by investigating present-.day glaciers
whose existence was discussed in the original paper and the traces of prehistric glaciera. The flow
cannot possibly be amle because at electrostatic stvdie also prowvide useful experience for Investi-
depolarizing effects. In this paper Fletcher concedes gaing any alo thea might occur In the earth's crust.
that the model used in discussing water and lee sur- MeasureMents were made of the rate of deformation
beces was extremely crude and tha a more accurate of cylinders of polycrystallino ice under unlaxial
treatment should Include the long-range electrostatic compression Over the st"es range I-10 kg/cm2 ,
forces. However, the Inclusion at these forces theg relationship between stress and strain Is ex-
affects only the numerical results and leaves the pressed as i . kqa where # is the strain rate, a Is
conclusions about the existence at the surface layer the stress, and a and k are constants. Application Of
unaltered. Contrary to Watts-Tobin's suggestion the laws of ice flow to the study of glaciers includes
that the depolarizing field is essentially the same as Internal deformationi and the Processes govrning the

4that In a spherical cavity In a thin dielectric slob, sliding of a glacier over Its bed. Until 1950, theoret-
calculations have shown that the depolarization. field ical studies CE glacier flow had treated ice as a
may be much smaller than predicted from the "point- liquid with a high, but consta*t Nlewtonian viscosIty.
dipole' model. Equation (2i ofthe original paper In 1951, j.?j. Nye treated ice as an ideal plastic
contains an error: the third term on the right hand which deforms Indefinitely owce the stressexceeds
side should contain an additional factor (I -exp a certain value. bn addition to providing general
(-2yd)]. Minimization of this free energy expression evidence of conditions during PeA Ice WgS, the ON-
by numerical methods gives a curve similar to that Ing ice sheets contain muc h detailed evidence of
C Fig. 2, above -SIC, but below this temperature climate, precipitation, and other factors, during

the film thickness decreases more rapidly and the past centuries. other Interesting spects CE gia-
film vanishes at -trc. B-fLE clology include Isotope studies and related work On

the -Upper Mantle Project." 13fLE

up 22165 1151.346.11:624. 139N*) MP217$4396:1.3

Brown, R. .1. E. and G. H. JohnstonSP216 3.96:2.4
PERMAFRCET AND RELATED ENGMNERING Takashi, T., N. Tobe and S. Mfura
PROBLEMS. Endeavour, 23(89):56-72 inct. Illus., ONt THE FIF T API'LICATICK OF THE SOI-
diagrs., amp, may 1964.-14 refs. FREzINm METHOD IN OU3R COUNlTRY. (WAVakuti

DLC, QI.ES al okern saisho no doj5 t~ketxah5 no jiah kiroku;
Text In Japanese with English summary). Relt6

The distribution CE permafrost '.n the Northern (Refr-igeration), 3S(426):1-13 Incl. Illus., tables,
Hemisphere, typical vertical distribution and thick- graphs, dlagrs.,-lpril 1963. S refs.
ness, and typical profiles in permafrost regions are DLC, Orientalla Div.
illustrated. Above the permafrost Is a surface layer
CE soil or rock called the "active layer," which A city water main (.1. In diam.) within & flume
"1we in the summer and freezes in the winter, Is pipe (1.8 in dIm-) wasn laid Insa salt soil region

thIckness depends on the same clim-i and terrain under a waterway In MoriglaCht City, 06212. JapaN.
featres(ai temeraure reiefvegtatonThe soil (5 in In diam. aund 29 an long) was frozen by

drainage, snow cover, and soil type) affecting thea2-tnI-W reigat.Tefeengoo3
permafrost. Threte features CE PegCrd are sig- weekt, and 40-5O losns dE presr we2e needed to
nificant in engineering construction: (1) it Is Very drive the flume pipe. ytxw points to be considered
sensitive to thermal c hanges, (2) it is relatively when coc~ting mob an operation art- (1) effective
Impermeable to moisture, and (3) it citen contans foeznswhile driving remaining pipe, (2)
ice. Approaches to be taken in foundation design and farcuraicy in laynhsrezie(us ewti
the construction techmiques to be Used are Usually *10 cm er.ror for 15 in CE pipe), (3) effect of wider-
considered under one CE the following headings: (1) ground water flow on freezing, (4) short construction
neet CE permafrost condations, (2) pr eservation CE thawing time. Winter construction coat would be 30
frh e conditions for the life CE the structure, (3) to 40% less. - COT/LZ
elimination at frozen condition or material before
buldkng and (4) thawfng CE frozen ground with ex-
Pectation CE subsequent ground settlmet. - DLE

SIP 22168 51. 578.4:551. 501. 1(52)

up 216 55.32 0 THE SNOW LuRmEs IN TOKAI AND KDIKM
UP 2266 Il. ~DWTRC79 AS SEEN BY RADAR ECHO. (R~diek6

Robi, 0.6de Q. yort mits to'al blwlkuf chIh6 no yukishigure id
GLACIOLOGY. Endeavour, 38)0-0 incl. taulte; Tedt In Japanese). TeMk (Weather), 10(11):
table, graphs diara , M ay194 24res 13-i? Inc. graps, maps, Nov. 1963. 2 ref a.

DL.C, QIKS$ DLC, 0rientalla Di.
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A PPI (pan position Indicator) sketch and photograph ap 22170 551.326.83:551. 57A452)
were mide from the results of radar observations
Is tke In Jan. and Feb. 1962, In Hotoariku and T~kai Kamada, S.
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Dutti(SP 2110 Wg~j propoed a new model (the X Dust particles at probable or labo'wi eaterestrfl
dfc)frthe valence defets In Ice which he consid. origin were gathered, for the purpose at compsrlteon,

erta b energetically maore favorable tntemdl froim a mberoatsources, including the stratosphere,(a modified BJerrumus D defect with both molecules. 750-year-old Greeftland feet 55year-old Antarctic
toWWe) Proposed previously by the present authors Ice, th Anarcic atmosphere, a New Mexico moan-

5vNbased 0n the authors' Point charge model, for the Siberian 89hbtft-Alin meteorite shower. Ouat of

defct.Thegeneral ldto oaiis adeqyae,bu koW ortcnqeThf/Mraisof5p-
moe scuatosf reeded to decide the patclr tides point uotedy to their meteriteigin

tbought to be extraterrestrial. A few ob~ects are

cophe earth's warface Is computed to be more than
10tons per year. (Authors' abstract, modified)UIP 22173 550.03:551.57g. 4:546.02:546. 15.(Q7)

Craa, 0., &Picclotto and W. De reuck
ANTARCTIC SNOW CHRON4OLOGY WITH pb~lo. j.
GOOP"y. Res 69(12)-2597-2604 incl. tables, ~. 022 50diagra., un1594.20 refs upM56L5043531-40

DLC, QC6II.58 051.217. 24:54.06:(79)
Badge, Paul W. and Frazmes W. Wright

After a short discusion on the Pb2lo dating method, STUDIS OF PARTICLES FOR EXTRATERRESTRIAL
the results of Pb 210 measurements on snow and firm ORIGIN. 2. A CVMPAR3CR4 0F WIlCRCCOP1C
samPle. from four Antarctic stations (Amundsen- SPHERULES 01 DIETEORITIC AND) VOLCANIC C11-

Scott, Byrd. Iihturdo and Rai Baudouin) are re- GIN. J. Oecphys. Res., 09(12)-2449-2464 incl.
ported as well as the experimental procedure used. 1lux., tade- June 15, 1W4 % refs.Pb210 was also measured In the air at rmrdx level DLc, 1ES11 . 56
aerosols in 1958 being 1.3 S 10-3 cdm/kg of air. In Dust deposits from five Pacific Coast volcanoes were
samples of surface snow accumulated during the "ailed to search for and analyze microscoic vol.
last two to five years, the average Pb2IO activity is cofld spherules that mlg& possibly be similar to the
CC the order of 100 dph/g of anow. This activity supposed meteo ritic spherules found in polar IceiSOM to be Independent of the local rate of accuinu- sediments. In the size range 10 to 100 ,s, aproxi-acm..The varitions of Pb210 ac~tivity as a fnction mately 21a 10-6 of volcanic particles are perfect orof depth were studied on two vertical firn profiles nearly perfect spberales, and 21x10-3 at them are
spmnning an interval of more than 200 years, at Rai rough magnetic spheroids. Chemical aoslysia,
Dasaloula, and at Andsen-Scaft Station. Withi using an electron-probe micrasnalj~zer, shows them
exertmntal errors,.the Pb2lO activity was found to to be mnae up tkPlcy at 0.4 fe 0 2 L, 0. 1 Al,
decrease exponentially with depth at both stations. 0.03'Ted0 1 ~O,5A~they are similar
The most plausible Interpretation ts that the rate of Ou only a few at the polar glacier particles saglyze.
water accumulation and the Initial Pb2lO coneitr- In adton, the siamerical ratio of qWheroles to
ties in the sno have remained constant at both Irregu-lar Paricles for the volcanic dust is so dif -
places over the last 100 years. The annual rates of ferest from that tar the Ice sediments that a volcanic
water accumulation calculated from the decay curves origin for the later somes Impossible. Therefore,
are 6* I cm at Amundsen-Scott and 45 * 3 cm at Rot a mto-01da origin for the Arctic and Antarctic
BudauiN, In good agreement (to better than 10%) with spherules to still tb most reasonable hypothesis.
accumulation rates so far otained by other methods. (Authors' abstract, modified)
(Authors' abstract)

SEP 2217 851.610.42:623.165M.06.551. 3n2
MP 22174 551. 510.42:523.16:54. Of (038+M7

IoMP, Paul W., Framces W. Wrigh sa Chester
Wright, Frances W., Paul W. Hodge sand Chester C. Iengway, Jr.

C. Langway, Jr. STUDIS OF PARTICLES FOR EXTRATMER TRIAL,
ST ES OPARTICLES FOM EXTRATERRESTRIAL ORIGIN. 3. ANALYSES 0r DUST PARTICLES
ORIGIN. 1. CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF Ill P'AR- FROP POLAR ICE DEPOSITS; j. aoeqhys. Res.,TICLES. J. Geophys. Res., 68(19):5575-5587 iml 6914):2919.2931 ncl. Illus., tbes grqpb July 15,
Ulu$., tables, grphs, Oct. 17-1963., 30 refsa. SM6. 27 refs.

DLC, QC8I1I.J6 DLC, QCSII.JS
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A- Atotal of 166 dust pat.les collected principally SIP 22178 .551. 322:539. 61:621. 762

from Greenland and A tile Ice was chemically
analyzed by the electros -besml Incroanalyzer tech- Hobbs, P. V. and B. J. Mason
ftique. The particles app~arently consist of meteo THE SITERING AND ADHESION OF ICE. Phil.
itic ablation droplets, Inicrometeorites, irregular Stag., 9(98): 181-197 Incl. Illus., graphs, dlagrs.,

DnWSO-ic fragents, ablation spherules of probablie Feb. 1F64. 15 ref.
TOsMIC origin, and terristrial dust deposits. Data DLC, Qi. P5
fro am sources Ifdte~ a fairly uniform rate of
deposition out oapaque spherules over the earth. A Results are described at measurements made on the
tabulation of the pa.'ticles lists number, source site rates of sintering of polycrystalline and single crys-
(Greenland, Antarctic, Iew Mexico, Slkhote-Alln tals of Ice, in the form of spheres 50 1A to 700 ju inr meteorite shower), te mean diameter, per cent diam., In the temperature range -3C to -206 C.
of 0 element by weight, adrema~rks. J-FlI Two spheres In point contact form 5 system which

Is not In thermodynamic equilibrium because the
total surface-free energy is not a minimum. Under
a sufficlent driving force, a neck will form between
the spheres to decrease the total surface area.
Theoretical expressions are given which explain
the possible ways In which the neck may receive ma-
terial from elsewhere In the system. The spheres
were formed by freezing water droplets from a
hypodermic needle In a hollow metal tube that was 2
ft long and surrounded by solid CO2. The results
are in quantitative agreement with the new evapora-
tin-condensation theory. Further confirmation was

SIP 22177 551. 58+551. 584:(") obtained from experiments with spheres of heavy Ice,
mid by the observed effects of replacing the air by

Dalrymple, P. Co either hydrogen or silicone oil. The sisterIng of Ice
ANTARCTIC MICROMETEOROLOGY AND CLIMA- by either volume or surface diffusion would be slower
TOLOGY. LR: Contributions to the Seminars on th by almost 4 orders of magnitude. No evidence is
Stratosphere and Mesosphere and Polar Meteorology, found for the recent suggestion that the sintering and
July 7-19, 1963, Montreal, McGill Univ.. Arctic adhesion of pure Ice is caused by the existence of a
Meteorol. Res. Group, Pubi. Meteorol. No. 85-223- lquid-like surface-layer. The Ice spheres show
229 Incl. tables, graphs.i (Contract AF 19(604)..8431, symptoms of having such a liquid layer only If they
Proj. 8628, Task 882807 Scient. Rept. No. 9, contain dissolved salts or If their surfaces are
AFCRL 64-197), Jan. 14&3. otherwise contaminated. -- BLE

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection

Microm eteorology programs in glaciology were con-
I ~ ducted at Li.ttle America Station in 1957 and at

Amundsen-&cott Station in 1958. Monthly mean tem- SIP 22179 616. 5-01. 19(047. 1)
peratures are presented for all ?,pths and heights
measured at Amundsen-Scott In 1958, and monthl* McDade, Harry C.
mean wind speed profiles; are shown for Jan. -Nov. FROSTBITE - A REVIEW. Appalachia, 38(12):233-

41958. Each mean temperature was computed from 241, Dec. 1962. 26 refs.
about 12, 000 observations during the month. Month- DLC, G505.A55)
ly plots of mean wind speed profiles show that lopa-
rithmic conditions existed in the first 8 m during The basic pathology of frostbite Is the injury pro-
mild-summer, and tiat profiles were logarithmic duced by the freezing of tissues, which may be sere
ouly to 200 or 400 cm, depending upon stability, dur- enough to lead to necrosis and tissue death. There is
Ing the winter. Surface Inversious in the lower a m a relationship between the degree of c old, the rapid-
were related to the over-all Inversions. The total ity with which freezing occurs, the size of the Ice
Inversion at interior stations In East Antarctica Crystals formed, the rate of thawing, and the resul-
showed higher inversions'~ greater Intensity than taint Injury. The injury is generally classified into

ths measured at Amund~en-ftott and Byrd Stations, four degrees of severity: first degree - hyperemia
A comparison 01 firn temIlerature versus mean (redness) and edema (swelling); second degree -
ainnual temperatures for byrd, Amundsen-Scott, hyperemisa with vesicle (blister) formation; third de-
Komsomol'skaya, Vostok, and Plonerskaya show gree - necrosis (death) 01 the skin and subcutaneous
that Byrd's fnanmenanlteprtesretissues; fourth degree - complete nac..'osls and loss
within 0. P C, while the Smr temperatures for the 01 tissue' rewarming never occurs. The treatment
other sites are fro 0.8' 'to 1.7'C colder. Albedo Of frostbite depends on the Wtage at which It is seen
measurements are discussed and a climatic classi- (Still frozen, Or thawed) and the facilities at hand.
fication for the Antarctic plateau Is presented. Tem- Ideally, the frozen pzrt should undergo rapid re-
perature, wind speed, and solar radiation are the warming In a controlle3d (108 -1120 F) water bath.
most important climatic elements for the polar re- Onice the Part has been thawed, either rapidly, or
glow.- JJF5 with exposure to room air in the range 01 700 to

80'?, the folloWIiM steps should be taken: restora-
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tin of body temperature, strict bed rest, teanus resisting forces Acting on a sphere moving rectill-prophylauis, antibiotics, vitamins asid regular diet, nearly In a Viscous fluid, In terms of Sphere radius,avolance Of Smoking, Asepsis, bAM delay of aputa- fluid density and viiwosity, object velocity in the
tim reatent ide advrse ondtion mus befluid, abjct acceleration, and force coefficients.the result of a compromise dictated by tera.#Th ate were determined experimentaly by im"-wether, amd Party survivaL. jig WI ing the forces On A MOher moving slnusoidally

within' the range Of 0 < Re (Reynolds number) <62.
(Author's absract)

UP 22180 561. 328. 4,535.43-551. 521.1

Lynbotirova, g .
CHARACTEIUSTCS OF SOLAR RADIATION SCAT-
TERM~ IN A FRAZIL ICE LAyMR (Osobennosti
raseivanlll eolnechnc radlafil v toishche mutogo
IVda; Teat in Russian). Inform. Sborik 0 rabotakh u 2S 6.2:3.
Po Mezhdunarod- Gentla. GCds NO. 9.145-155 Incl. M.32 X
lAbles, graphs, 1942. 6 rats.

DLC, Slavic Div. Stalabrss, J. R. AM R0. Price
CON TIM ADHESION OF ICE TO VARIOUS MATE-A set of calculations is presented for the determin RUMI8 Can. Aeronsulca and soce j. 9M7: I"-204

tion of the penetration Of radiation Into an let leyer. g e.tbepp. db. et 63 ref..A relationship between the attenuation coefficient of DLC, TL50l.Oe713
ttal radiation and the lee thickness was obtaLwd.
From the dasa CE 60 observations, values were ob- See SIP 20770: NW Rept 6No (Aeronautical Rapt.btmiid for the solar radiation penetrating to various LR-350), Div. IMechanica Erg., NaI. Rae Cowicll,depths, and mean values were calculated for the Can., 12p., July 1112
-clanse of radiation Intensity with depth in percent CE ASIA., AD 26M$4
Incident radiation. Radiation Intensity which Wa
penetrated the ice layer is about 25% and 10% of the
radiation which has entered the surface to depths CE
&and 25 cm, respectively, and about 2% ait a depth
OE 40 cm. A value was obtained for a dimensionless
funiction which shown what part CE the light flux,
attenuated in a known thickness CE Ice as a result CE
secondary scattering, Proceeds into M.'e body CE ice.
The deped&nce CE this function an the Ie thickness az 5.51.15132.6qIs presented aralYticly. Also, as estimate was U 28 (3
Made CE the Increase in the path CE solar rays In
frazl Ice due to secondary scattering by air bubbles But, BELE TH GNE
trape Inthe Ice. For ice with&a density tif 0.87 to TCR ELA ION ETE E HEEANERTAL0.8 0 /cm3, this Increase WAS founi to be 4.2 times CIRCUL TIOFTHEN ATOSPHCER AND THE
greater than the length traveled by solar rays in PR T ISRBTO OFP R (0 CIR INTH
transparent ice. (RZh. Ceollaika abstrct ObTHE'd Pirai ftiamoee 0 s9oresvm ezym

snaredelefifew laelkov v severwai polushari;
Teat In Russian). nform. AL%3rnk o ra okh po
MealiuwwrOd. GeC0l, 1301d, ft . 1-n Incl.
lables, graphs' 1362. 33 refs.SP22181 W32. a DLC, Slavic Div.

Gdar, FTvt The primary importiace CE meridlim.) types CEftRCES ON A SPHERE ACCELERATING IN A atmospheric circdlEtion !Or the occurrence CE pro-VISCOUS FLUID. Res. Rept. 12s, U. S. Army cipitation in glaciated regons CE the polar zone IsCold Regions. Research and Engineering lAboratMry noted, and consideration is given to the factors185p. led. Illus., tables, graphs, diaMr., UMhwihdtrietesipycmtosC cae
1964. 25iles regions In other zone. A classification CE the gi-CRRELflieselated regions is proposed vWhh is based on the dir-

A stdy f te dterinaion f te frce ewtedCulatory features CE the atmoshere. A close rol-A sod C te eteml~tonCEthefoce eeredby UOMIII 14 notW bewe the present condlticns CEa fluid due to the relative velocity and acceleration ol atmoeipierlc circulatIOM And characteristics CEsphere Is presented, an 4reiu work on rectili- Pi;9t~ glaciation CE the Northern Hemisphere, Withsear motion Of bodies In a still fluid and the rectili- the esception CE the relict (Greenlan) glaciated re-nar motion CE a fluid ,rag fxed objects is reviewed. glon, where t mi-latitude circulation CE pastEXperimental Procedure, equipment, and tests are sPochs determined the lasic features of its presentdescribed. A formula Is given for determining the ihology. (M~. Geotzika abstract)
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NP 2184 612.592 SIP 22136 551.501.9

UL14 illim H.Sato, Toshimasa
MEDICAL PROBLEMS OF MILITARY OPERATIONS ON THE DOTRUMENT SHELTER WITH SLIDING

-~ - - -IN EXTREMES OF HEAT AND COLD. Military Med. FRAMEWORK FOR HEAVY SNOW REGIO?8.
129(7):041-651 July 1964. 18 res. (Shinsetauyo kurtdashsldhki hyakuyoako; Text in
D...c, MIA7 Japanese). J. Meteorological Res. 14(9):27-30

incl. diagrs., Sept. 1962.
Man maintains Is thermal balance In the cold by DLC, Orientalla Div.
dIhftishing heat loss and increasing heat production.
Heat Production to increased an a result of shivering. The correct method of measuring air temperature in

* Acclimatization is characterized by increased a heavy-snow region is to keep the bottom of the
...... . .metabolc heat production which occurs in response thermometer shelter about I m above the snow sur-

to cold exposure and without associated shivering. bce. Various types of height-adjustable thermome- I
The clinical sequelae of damaging cold exposure are ter shelters are described. A simple sliding-frame-
determined by the severity and duration of the expo- work type Is proposed for regions of rapid snow
sure. Additional qualifying factors are also involved accumulation. The shelter can be adjusted by worm.
which Include age, extent and severity of associated gear action to heights of 100, 150, 200, and 250 cm,
total body chilling, race, physical fitness, acclmati- and can be operated with one hand. -- CST/BLE

tion, and many other recognized and unidentified
modifying circumstances. In non-freezing Injury,
exposure Of many hours or many days to cold wet
conditions above freezing Is the characteristic cause.
The circumstances which produce tissue freezing is
speculative. The incidence and severity of fiostbite SIP 22187 629.135.45:624.148. 7(*3)
(a freezing Injury) depend upon the interaction of
environmental (weaeer, clothing, and intensity of White, Billy L.
combat) and host factors. Also discussed are CATEGORY II LOW TEMPERATURE EVALUATION
diagnosis and classification of cold injuries, prog- OF A YUH-ID HELICOPTER IN THE ARCTIC.

-_ nOsis, prevention, and clothing for cold weather Tech. Doc. Rept. No, ASD-TDR-63-564, Deputy
operation. -- BLE for Flight Test Aeronaut. Systems Div., Air Force

Systems Command, Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base, Ohio, 153p. incl. Illus., tables, graphs,
diagr., appendixes 1-3, Sept. 1963.

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection; DDC, AD 422643

The model YUH-1D helicopter was tested at tern-
UP 22185 6. 32:624. 142(52) peratuies down to -510 F in the Arctic at Eielson

AFB, a, during The period of Dec. 20, 1962
FN dAMENTAL STUDu Jan. 17, 1963. Data are presented that were
FUND}AMENTAL STrUDIES OF THE EFFECTS OF collectid during the test and the deficiencies that
MIX CNIINONTE FROST RESISTANCEOF CONCRETE. (Konkurlto no haig6 shoJoken a most s ant deficiencies were excessive engine

toketsu telrksel ni oyobosu elky5 ni kansuru oil prer during starts below -20* F and erratic
___ __ _ kisoteki kenkyu; Text In Japanese with English suopm.radin of the bleed-air-driven fuel boost pump.

tar). Docof ivrlonguinshe (TraNsaction:s 2 Th helicopter can be expected to operate success-
" the Japan Society of Civil Engineers), No. 98:15-25 fully In an Arctic environment If corrective action

SinE, illus., tables, Kr2phs, Oct. 1963. 27 rf. is taken as outlined in the Recommendations of this
DLC, Orientala Div. report. (Author's abstract, modified)

This report summarizes the results of eaperlmentl
studies of the effects of water-cement ratio, sand
percentage, cement content, air content, etc., on
the frost resistance of concrete. It Is concluded
that frost resiEz-nce increasesSmmenselyEfro air UP 22188 551. 579. 5.551.345(51)
entrainment and that without variation of the air con-
tent, the water-cement ratio Is the most Important Feng-t'ung, IAn
factor. It is also pointed out that the sand content is EXPERIENCES IN SEARCHING FOR UNDERGROUND
an Important factor and that when the other factors WATER IN THE PERMAFROST AREAS OF TA-
remain constant, cement content and water content USIAO-AN RDGE. (Ta hslao asing-an-ling yung
generally do not affect the frost resistance of con- chu tung t'u ti ch'u how chao ti haia shul ching yen;
crete. Changes in concrete by freezing and thawing Text in Chinee). Shu wen ti chi kung ch'eng ti
Is caused primarily by the permeation of water from chlh (Hydrogeology and Engineering Geology), No. 6-
the exterior. An experimental method to evaluate 37-40 ncL dlagrs., 1959. (Eng. transl.: U. S.
the effects of the mix conditions and materials or the Dept. Commerce, Office Tech. Services, Wash.
frost resistance of concrete was obtained. (From -5, D. C., JFrS 10298, Sept. 28, 1961).
author's summary) DLC, Orientalla Div.
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Undergound VwAte 10~ pemfrost armas way be The water squdvalei of snow cover was measured
divided into 3 principal types: mqprapermsfrost with the "Snow alance," a nely designeds
Veter, bl*-permiafrot water, And subvvprmafroot pp. The pap conssts of I triangular plates too-
water An oresrng..so sercin for to eaote In the tos at natg n
pvund water iclude Intrviewing local InhbibLats, oft flush an the ground. A ring balance supports the

abevtte aito s ow acuuainAdcdro hbcao.Ectiangular platemae
landscape "An vegettion the river survey method, around the circumference of the octagon thereby per-
sad composite methods (geologic, electrical re- mittinig the ring bola e to measure the wtigbead the
astivity, and drilling). Questions such as water or snow on the plates. The ring strain Is magnified 62

spring locations, flow rates, seasonal flur nins, times sAd recorded on the drum which in aituateds
And permanence can be answered through Interviews. a from the center of the plates. I1 toconcluded that
lines DONd water hs a comparatively higher tem.- the snow ppa in fully praicticabl, for field use.
perature, And contains a specific amount of heat, Theoretical consderations and results are explaned.

sodosno accumulate in areas where ground (e P211 Ato' btat oiid
water is located near the earth's surface or where it
springs. Peculiar landscape features prevail in the
permafrost areas of the Great and Lesser Kblngen
Mountain Ranges, such as Ice rivers, frost boils,
etc., which result 'j.ro the Action of ground water. up 229 L 59. 2:551. 506.77(52)
bn Permafrost areas, Plants Are usually lss viable,
and fte diameter of the growth rings is smaller. buRf
Whtere ground utter Is present, the plant foliage isnNMASRN WAE ZQVAL Of SNOW
dull pay or yellow, the tree roots are rot firmly cv~tWT NWBLNE ~ait
Implanted, And the trunks are tilted and show a dying -Wlernlye alyomw sekisetsu sairy6 no kansoku;
state.- BLa slotsiy

Text In Japaniese with FEnglish Abstract). Seppy6, 25
(4):19 incl. tables, graphs, dlaps., July 1963.

DLC, Oedalia Div.

SIP 12189 So1. 579.2:661.06:629.135.45(52)

STUDY OF SNOW MELTING PROMOTIOI OT USI1M the sensitivity 17.5 times and prevent the occurrenet
A HEICOPTER - PRELIMINARY EXCPERIMENT OF at drift. The mapdfylng mechanism was removed,
BLUCK POWDER SPREADING. (Berikoputi ajyora and the rng balance movement was made to be tra-
y~e* w~ft ni kasr keky kon k fun- mitted electrically, directly to a differential trans-
matzno ao ug hoho Dl kansuru yctU )ikiwn; Tedi In former and recorded The new model (8B.-2) is*2 a
Japanese). Seppy6, 25(4):20-13 mI.L tables, graphs in diani. and has a load tell with strain gages in it.
diagra., July 1963. - Smultaneous observations were made with both in-

DLC, Orlentalla Div. otrumnens in order to ascertain the accuracy. Due to
evaporation or precipitation, the Quanntity ot water

The meltin of a snow cover was, promated by sIpreSad- contained in the at as Indicated on the pressure dial
Ing lackpower, . g.mowmelt caronotwill4 change almnost onceast gye thuns caustng readings

frm b lcpter ~. T ow meflt caoeiin was to clangeoe withoono covet. so serousso-ult
decreased from 50-00% to 10-2M% thereby Incream- have been found In the Improred model. (Autors3

Ing solar-heat absorption. The experiment took abtmatt, modified)
place on Feb. 20, at Tabads, Jaewn The Snow-
depth was 140 cm, the denalty was 0.237 g/cm , the-
water content ws 8% m&W the nocturnal freezing
depth was 6-7 cm. Four fts were often nece.-

sayIn order to obtain the desired meltng rate (3 -10 UP222 621. 2151. 574(52)
kgacre). Naogewaeity of the spreading was eam- as noined by photograph. The decrease In snow cover.hh li

depth And snow density were studed. -- CST/BLK SNOW~ DAMAGE ONf POWER LINES. 0)eosenro no
6-10 IeL. table, grps diagre, Jan. 1065.-3 zoe.DLC, Orlestafa Div.

SP 2190 66.592:5.5672 t udies an Snow domage to power Bae. awe re-
viewed, and the contions necessay for power lin

bou., Riis Icing Were floveetitetd aln with the 4 1- rn m of
MEASUREME:NT OF WATER EQUIVALENT OF king thcns on snwfall And dow sI ty. Mft
SNO COVER WITH A SNOW BALANCE. (Hakarl seated SMd octal values of Iclag thicknss are cm -
gata sekisetsu suiry~kaI odyoru seletac -Wry6 pard nd t frequency of occurrence cc ikin dur-
ao kansoku; Tent in Japanese with English summary). lIng the past 10 yr Is graphed. The retonerble limit
Beppy6, 20(0)6.13 incl. Ilus., tables, graphs, Hov. at -ng- power lines Is also discesse.
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U1P 22193 624.144.53:551.321.37:65.015.14(52) ing is present. Exposures give way to mountain-top
detritus or block fields, which cover the upper sone

Fuarukawa, Ivan where outcrops are few and restricted to steep
TME-MOTION STUDY OF SNOW REMOVAL By slopes. The distribution of the glacial -morphological
MAN POWER. (Jinriki josetsu buakari no kenky6l; evidence might be explained by assumning increasing
Text In Japanese). Seppy5, 5(1):3-7 incl. ilus., Intensity of weathering with increasing height above
graphs, dlagr., Jan. 1963. sea level, but this falls to explain the very rapid
DLC, Orlentalla Div. transitions which take place at the boundary lines.

It Is therefore concluded that the boundaries were
The amount of snow that can be removed by one man formed by the valley glaciers during 2 important gla-
In a day was studied with the aid of a moving picture cia! phases. The upper zone shows no glacial -mor-
camers. The snow shovel which was used weighed 2 phuolcal feature to prove that It has been glaciated;
kg and the blade was 25 x: 30 cm. The size at a other areas are compared; and the age of the upper

showelful of snow was 0. 02 in
3 . Snow density was trimline and the Saglek level is discussed. -- BLE

measured by a cone-type penetrometer. The time
required to cut the snow cover and each motion of the
shoveling process were studied. The relation be-
tween the size of a shovelful at snow and the snow
density was Investigated as well as the relation be-
tween snow cover height and throw distance. The
amount ot snow removed was estimated to be 41
in3/day. Efficiency depends on the nature of the
snow, and the height and distance a shovelful Is
thrown. -- CST/BLE

SEP 22196 551. 465(*C.O)
SEP 22194 551. 578.46:531.754:634. 181..65(52)

Coln, A. E.
Wataabe Shgeoand osho OeldOCEANOGRAPHY IN THE CANADIAN ARCTIC. Can.

THE PRESSURE OF DEPOSITED SNOW IN THE Geographer, 6(3-4):120-128 incl. graphs,. maps,
FOREST. (Rinnal set -Lau nd tsuite; Text In Japa- Winter 1962. 13 ref.

*nese). Seppy5, t5(1):1-2 med., tables,. graphs, DLC, 01.C28
diagrs., Jan. 19M3.

DLC, Orientalia Div, The history of oceanographic investigations in the
Canadian Arctic Is reviewed, and information Is pre-

The effect of snow pressure on forests was studied sented about bathymetry, circulation, sea Ice, and
during the winters froo 1958-1961, at Tokamachi, characteristics of Its water masses. The typical
Japan. The forest area was 70 in x 140 mo with a depth at the continental shelf bordering the western
26-371 slope. The trees were 70 yrold and the tree Arctc IslandsIs about 550mtoovera width offrom a
density was 900/ha. Snwpesr a esrdfew miles along the north coast of Ellesmere island
from the amount of dislocation of lead cones which to over 100 ml in the Beaufort Sea area. On the
were attached to 50-cm-high wood posts distributed eastern coast the continental shelf is about 200 mn

a21 points In the forest. The snow pressure was - deep and Is seldom more than 30 mot wide. In the-
estimated to be 25-200 kg/OG cm 2, and the effective vicinity of Ellef Ringnes Island the coastal slope ex-
area was 1I-25m/re.- S/L tends 37 mi seaward to a depth of over 400 m. The

Inland waters at the arc hipelago seldom exceed the
depth at the coastal shelves. To the north of the
archipelago the Canada Basin forms the source for
the circulation through the Islands. To the east,

UIP 22195 551. 33:551.43{*423) Baffin Bay and 'he Labrador Sea contribute to the
circulation in b.;. =or 0hannalle of Lancaster Sound

Lolen, Clay and Hudson Strait. The general pattern of the sur-
ON THE VERTICAL EXTENT OF GLACIATION I face circulation through the archipelago and theCNORTHEASTERN LABRADOR-UNGAVA. Can. Hudson Day system is from northwest to southeast
Geographer, 6(3-4):100-119 incl. illus., tables, and counterclockwise, respectively. Subsurface
diagrs., mapi ~tr16.4 e. icsin counter -currents are prevalent in the eastern pas-

DLC, GI.C28 sages. The channels of the archipelago and Hudson
Bay are covered with ice for at least 6 months of the

Observationswremade in the area betwen year. Most the sea iceIn the eastern Arctic is

zone Is characterized by abundant evidence of glacial layer at the surface coinciding with Ice decay and
action. In the milddle zone rock exposures are much melt-water drainage. Temperature and sainity dAta
more frequent, and eviderce ot substantial weather- are given. -- BLE
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MP 22197 S51.M2.62(060) within the Division at BAiding Research of the Nk -
tional Repearch council at Canada. Since 19N0, the

Dunbr, Mjz' i~slon's permafrost research W~ been concerned
THE DmRF OF NORTH POLE 7 AFTER ITSl ABAX- with permafrost distribution, COnstruction techniques
DONI(ENT. 'Cali. Geographer, 6(3-4):129-142 lscL and bulding performance In permafrost areas, and

by the Russian Ic-loutatli, Not oe7; po emfot h osrcino h esybd
vious comparable drifts; the drift pattern and winds electric plnt an the Nelson River in northern Mani-
at the point of abandonment; and the ice contions In tft provided an opportuudty to stuody dike construe-

Baffn Sy ad DvisStrlL he taton " &~n- tion in 1968t in a discontinuos permafrost zone, I
dond n pri 1, 95, cape11N 3orr OVW , 1960, a study of perma.frost distribution and fowita-

Greenland. Two years later, on April 9, 1961, the test fanwffA adsetn eeomu
remains of It were seen a&M photographed by the A2-d oo ~4"A.a nteNrh a
R.C.A. F. at70028111 6'I30'W, orabout 16mm p~rodued for the Division in 1961 Other agencies in-
efi-southeast of Cape Christian, Baffn Island. The volved in siuding various apcso emfoti
abandoned station was frozen into the fas Ice near Canda are given -- E
the edge of a very large polar floe. -- SIX

IP 22200 55L 5K45(*2)
SP 22198 51. 51(03)

ponomsrev, Z. A. and. F. Vaershiiin
Langley, Itichmond W. ON ULTRA-LOW-FREQUENCY RADUATION OF
SUPERt-ADIABATIC LAPS RATES IN THE POLAR GLW. (C, ul'traniskochastotnom Iziuchenll
CANADIAN ARCTIC. Can. Geographer, 6(3-4):143- polrarnykh snf;Tx In Russian). C~eoragmetizm I
150 Incl. tables, graphs, Winter I14. 9 isis. seronomil3, 3(3):4050 tmJ. tabltes, graphs,

DLC, 01.C28 diagra., 196!. 17 refs.

Upper air reports from Cazsa's Arctic iMiKias fre- DC lvcDv
quently Indicate tha~t the are nezt to the surface has Results of ulta-I wfrequency (ULF) observations at
an adiabatic or superaftlatic lapse rate. In the Tlks Say, USSR, are presented. D.a were re-
analysis of ascents over Ice Island T-3 to study In- corded from the beginning of March to the middle of
versions, the occurrence of a mixing layer (where the May 1962. An 820- to 14, 000-cycle recorder was
temperature decreases or remains constant with used! with RC and LC filters ad a 40-mn wide dish

hgh)was noted. Arctic ascents also show thin -at&=n. The maxinom signal level was set at a 15-
layers akit with an adiabatic lapse rate. The data min interval. The data Indicates tha~t an Increase in
(obtained 1959-1960) used in this study are from 6 the temperature of the polar-glow region causes the
Arctic stations: Alert Ereh, IsschseN, Mould glow red*&ra to modulate, and to Induce a cr s-
Bay, iRsolute, and lbcho Harbour. Because the data modulation which might accon for the exciation of
wer e given with pressure as the height variable, the ULF wiva In the opper atmosphere. A model was

ase rates were calculated in wilts ofC/mb. The conrcted to explain the generation and character-
bp.raws is 3.4 timies the adiaatic lapse rate when istics at UL radiation on the tass of the pas-Es-

the sir has a ser density graditent with height, as charge theoryI applied tothe eratmosphere aro
it Is in the homogeneous atmosphere. Also disc ussed tMe polar cap. (AID iP
are the distbilon and characteristics of mstable
layers, the relationship between layer thickness and
tempeiator gradientl and the persistence of the
layers - LE

UP 22I0 551.224:528.7(234.)

Buyevcs, P. N.
GOUNflD PHOTOGRAMMZTRIC SURVEY OF THE

SP 22199 UL 345. 1(*41) POLAR MWAL. GLACIEM. (NozemmE sereofoto-
grainmetrichesklfit aema led~dkor Poirnogo

grown, R. 3. 1. Ursaa Tedt in Rusian. IseledovazilS leftikov I
A REVIEW 0F PERMAFROSTL INW1ETIGATIONS I Iedudkovygh ralonow, No. 3-229-325 inc. Illus.,
CANADA. Can. Geographer, (3-4).162-103, winter taes, An&3 1963.
1962 12 res. DLC, Slavic Div.

DL, I.28This paper deecribes a metod of determilag the dip
Permafrost research was bega n Canuda In 1950, angle oi localities by aerial photography. A methad
with tbe formation of a small Permafrost Section
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Is proposed to measure areas where the gradient alp 22204 624.139:622.233
does not exceed 20. Fifteen glaciers, 20 kin2 in
total area, were investigated during the field seasons Kud'hbtskl, V. F.
of 1959 and 1900. Although the procedure was corn- DRILL BIT FOR DRILLING HOLES IN FROZEN
plcated by glaciation features (deep ctrques, and GROUND. (Bur dIt obrazovanu3 kernov iz
large moraine formations at the er. of glacier merzlogo grunta; Text in Russian). Bf'lll.tongues), themodifiedmetod can be applied by geog- kobreteni, 40(15):116Incl, illus., Aug. 1963.

' :raphers who have not had special photogrammetrtc DI, T285;".34
trning . (Author's abstrut, modified)

A drill bit In described which has a tubular body with
- a capped reducer in the top part and bits In the lower

part. For the pm;'ose of increasing the efficiency in

a single thrust, the outer surface of the drill bit is
. .P 22202 551.324.3(*50) equipped with spiral blades along Its entire length

-which bring the drilled soil to the surface, (ATD ab-! rosva 'd, M. G. stract)
PRESENT-DAY GLACIERS IN THE MOUNTAINS OF
NORTHEASTERN TUVA.. (Sovremennye ledn;ik v
gorakh severno-vostochnol tuvy; Text in Rus"n).
Issledovanila lednikov I lednlkovkh rafonov, No. 3:
48-55 Incl. illus., table, diapr., map, Aug. 1963. SiP 22205 551.404.88
18 refs.

DLC, Slavic Dlv. ri , drR

Present-day glaciers were observed in the Khonchar VACUUM-FREEZING AND VAPOR-COMPRESSIONFOR DESALTING SEAWATER. Chemical Eng. 71
Mountains and in the region of the Topografov Peak, (13):114-116 il. illus,, diagr., June 22, 19047
In the area of Eastern Sayan, glaciers occur as large DL 1 TN1.M45

as 11 kin2 . In the highlands, 38 glaciers were
sounted witate tare ofatleast 6 k m. The A 240, 000-gal./day, 4-module plant at Ellat, Israel,
snow line is sitiated at a height ci 24.0-2480 in, and Is described. The process used is based on the
the ends c the glaciers descend to 100-200 m Sn princI~le that the boling point ci water varies direct-
lower. The glaciers in the central portio ci Ea st- ly with pressure, but its freezirg popnt Is esseirlly

ern Sayan and in the neighboring Altay and Kodar Indpendent a. pressure. Each module has a hyUro-
glacier regions are diminishing. The greater accu- converter and % c-interwasher. Initially, pressure
mulation of solid precipitation on the leeward side of In the hydroconverter is reduced below the vapor
the mountain ridges in Eastern Sayan is not a redis- pressure c4 seawater at a specific temperature;
tributlon of fallen snow, but a result of tne influence s e i te water a andeini ngeabrsome of the water flashes and, in so doing, absorbs
f . groaphic characteristics on the local atmos- it3 beat of vaporization from the seawater whoxe

pheric circulation. (RZ. GeofizIka abstract, modi- temperature consequently falls to a lower level with
a corresponding new lower vapor pressure As the
operation continues, tne vapor pressure and tempera-
ture decrease until the vaporization causes ice for-
mation in the seawater, which boils at this point and
freezes simultaneously. Because the heat absorbed

P 223 551.322:541.63 by vaporization is 7-1/2 times the heat liberated by
. - velev, V. A. andN. D. Sokolov crystallizaUon, each pound of vapor formed will pro-

duce (theoretically) 7-1/2 lb. of ice. Each phase of
CALCULATION OF HYDROGE14 BOND ELONGATION the purification process is diagrammed. -- BLE
IN ICE DURING ISOTOPIC DISPLACEMENT. (Ra-
mchet udllneniA vodorodnof svSzi pri Izotopicheskom
sameshchenil vo l'du; Text in Russian). Fiziha
tverdoge tela, 5(11):3273-3275 incl. graph, 1963.
11 refs. SP 22206 04.144:625.711(2)

DLC, Slavic Div.
Osbima, Tetsuo amd retsuo Tomt

Hydrogen bond elongation duringthe changefrom
light to heavy ice at various temperatures has been TERMEAUR (OumNe no tcketSu to sono tzmaku

computed, based on a model of the hydrogen link pre- Text in Japanese). D Kensetsu (Road Construc -
viously proposed by Sokolov. In approx i rmtngthe lion), No. 184:24-30 incl. Illus., tables, diagrs.,
potential energy it was not possible to obtain an m
Isotopic effect at any reasonable values for the
parameters for an Interatomic distance of 0... 0
greater than for ice. This indicates that the length- Traffic difficulties caused by icing on Suzuja (alt
ening c the 0...0 distance, observed in strong 360 m) and Ausaka (alt. 160 m) Passes, from lq58 to
hydi ogelinks of 0.02 -0.04 A by other workers, is 1962, in Shiga, Japan, ar discussed. The average
associated with a considerable change In form of the temperature is above -5' C, and snow depth seldom
potential curve for the proton. (ATD abstract, modi- emueeds 20 cm. Road surface Ice thickness varies
fled)
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from S to 25 mm. In 1959 SM 190, sand was SIP 22200 624. .55:621-78:537(52)
spread and a do-icing solution which contains 3%
CaCl2 was applied. In 1961, '"Dust Clean," a corn- imura, Mitsuo
mercial de-icer which contains 9% MgC12, was used DETECTION OF AN AUTC A C SIGNAL FAILURE
at a rate of 0. 5-1.5 I/m 2, with to ,ffective d-icing CAUSED BY AN ELECTRIC SNOW MELTER. Dtik
time of 4-5 hr. The MgCI2 product was more effec - yisetsuki no sh6W kenshutsu; Text In Japanese).
tive than the CaCI2 product, and these solution-type Denryolu to Tetsud5 (Electric ghtlng and Facilities
devices could be more uniformly distributed than in Railways), 14(4):14-15 incl. graph, diagro., April
sand. Also, a sprinkling apparatut was set up every 1964.
400 m, and water carts and material spreaders were DLC, Orlentalia Div.

-- CST/BLE The failure of an automatic ral way s8pal was inves-
. tipted, which was caused by the groundng of in

electric snow melter at Sappor, Hokkaido. T1
phase anr1e of the track relay was -97" and the ter-
mlinl voltage was 0.67-0.34. The track relay phase1' changed at I amp. of ground current, and a false
stop signal appeared at 2 amp.! An uomatic indi-

P 22207 624. 144.2:624.21(52) cator was devised for detecting grcund current, and
T a 22e07 . . ~ 2152)its external circuit is Illustrated. -- CST/BLE

Ts~hashJ, Zen
SNOW COVER SETTLING FORCE AND A TROUGH
BRIDGE. (Seldsetsu no chinkryvku to torafuhashi;
Text In Japanese). Tetsudo tsuhin (Railway Com-
munication), 14(8):40-41 Incl. Wus., graph,
dlagrs., Aug.1963. 1 re.

DLC, Oritals Div.

In A. 1963, in Nilt~a, Japan, heavy snow caused
damage to a cable-carrying steel truss. Subse-
quently, an I-beam span was designed to withstand
the pressure of 4 m of snow. The settling force on
a horizontal beam was measured as a function of 0
snow weight SM depth; e. g., the settling forces are
2 ton/m and 0. 8 tkn/m for snow 4 m and 2. S m deep,
resectively. Formulas are given for calculating
moment, yield, and strain. *- CST/BLE

SIP 22210 521.47.024. 8:551. 326.w65(52)

M 22208 424.144. 55:537. 31(52) Nashlmoto, Tomiju and Toshinobu Man/-a
ECHO SOUNDING OF FROZEN LAKE AND DETEC-

Am, Toshihiro WION OF POND-SMELT FROM SURFACE OF ICE
ON THE PREVENTION OF SHORT CIRCUITING OF (2). (Keppyak ni ukern h66 yorino suishin sckuryf
ELECTPC SNOW METER AND TRACK CIRCUrys. to wakaMgi tancht no jLkken (2); Text in Japanese with
(Denki yrsetsuli no kid6 iro r6el ,'go ni tautte; English summary). Oyoei kenkyE gIh6 (Technical
Text in Japanese). Denrytoku to Tetsud6 (Elottic Rept. of Fishing Beat), 18(2):1 -5 inl. UWas., table,
Lightin and Fcilities in Rallways), 14(4):10-13 graph, Aug. 1963. 2 krd
incl. illus., tables, graph, diagys., Xril 1964. DLC, Ortentalls Div.

DLC, Orientalla Div. Ir
This eperimoit was eond-ted eb. 22-23, 193, on

There are 3346 electric snow melters with a total lake Baru=, Ganma Prefecturd , using 28-ka low
capacity of 96 kw in 431 places In the Aomori sec- frequency ultrasonic wa .s, Thi t-nsmiseon Ices
•ion of the Electric Power System. Insulation fail- was almost the same as that of artificlal ice (See SIP
ame occurred 31, 37, and 45 times In 1960, 1961, 21918). Since the loss of low frequency ultrasonic
and 19"2, respectively. A simulated insulation test waves Is less thin that of mm waves, the former is
wus made by adjusting the phase relation of the more .dvaitgeous for echo sounding. Adequate
power sources ot the track relay and by using an soundings were obtained iirouo the l.e from the
automatic cutoff device. By this method, the insula- lake bottom even under adverse condItions. Accord-
tion checking interval could be prolcnrged from 10 ingly, echo sounding from an ice surface may pr e
days to I month, and the minimum insulation require- to be much easier then sounding from a water our-
mert was lowered from 1 meg oh. to 0.5 meg ohf. ace. Good echo traces of smelt were &Io cincd.
-- CST/BLE (From authors' summary)
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I UP 22211 628.47. 024. S: 551. 326. 85(52) worse on the V-trusses where the height and width of
o Tthe snow reached 1.8 in and caused truss bending,

Hashimoto, Tomlju and Yoshinobu Manlwa rupture, and short circuiting. Countermeasures in-
ECHO SOGNDING OF FROZEN LAKE AND DETEC- cluded using tubular steel beam trusses and attach-
TION OF POND-SMELT FROM SURFACE OF ICE. ng heaters and mevable bracketn. Also discussed
(Keppyoko ni okeru hyoJo yorino suishn sokury6 to are snow accumulation on the railway cars, snow car
waksagi tanchi no jikken; Text In Japanese wth Eng- patroling during heavy snows, and damages to the
lsh summary). Gyosen kenkya jih6 (Tec.' -ical Rept. transformer substation. -- CST/BLE
of 31shing Boat), 17(2):1-8 incl. illus., tables,
prapha, diagr., XKug. 192.

DLC, Orientalla Div.

See SIP 21918:
Hashimoto, Tomiju and others
ECHO SOUNDING OF FROZEN LAKE FROM SUR- SIP 2221i 624.144.2:621.315.1:625. 14(52)
FACC OF ICE. InterratL Hydrographic Rev., 40
(3):S1-4o, July 1963. Komd5, Hiroshi
DLC, VI". N8 SNOW DAMAGE AND COUNTERMEASURES ON

JOETSU, SHINETRU, AND HOKURIKU LINES AT
KANAZAWA. (J6shlnetsusen hckurikusen setsuga
to taisaku kanwawa tetsukyoku yorl; Text In Japa-
nese). Denki tetsud6 (Electric Railways), 17(12):

SiP 22212 $51. 578.46:624.024(52) 11-14 incl. illus., table, dlagrs., Dec. 19.
DLC, Orientalia Div.

Kaned, Keflch
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE SNOW COVER ON In Jan. 1963, the heaviest snowfall in 100 vr
VAPIOUS TYPES OF ROOFS. (Yane seldsetsu no occurred In the Hokurlku area. As a result of pre-
cbifo; Text In Japanese with English summary), cautions taken; a dependable source of electricity,
Pukul daipum kiakubu kenkyi h~koku (Memoirs of and a heavy-duty traction engine, the railway
the ftculty of Engineering, Fukul University), 10 operated without interruptions even during the snow.

(1-2):203-206 incl. illus., diagrs., March 196r- Damages occurred to the stay-wire equipment, the
DLC, Orlentalla Div. breaker-blade rest, and the circuit breaker corn-

pressor cylinder. Also damaged were (1) the ground
Snow was Investigated on various types of roofs In- connection of the transformer box (caused by snow
cluding 2/10 and 3/10 sloping roots, barrel vault accumulation on the high terston line); (2) the distri-
(6.57 m dium. and 6.95 m curvature radius), dome bution line (disconnection); (3) the outdoor lamps; (4)
(11.0 m diam. and 15.0 m curvature radius), and the snow melting devices; and (5) the feeder-line
stupa In the Fukul city area during the winters of poles. The countermeasures used included Improv-
1959-1961. The cracking, sliding, drifting, coin- ing the design of the insulators, using extra snow-
pacting and spreading of the snow are described and melting heaters, and reinforcing the distribution
instructions are given for constructing roofs in lines by using vinyl instead of cotton insulation. --
heavy-snowfall regions. (Author's summar), mcdi- CST/BLE
fled)

SP 22313 624. 144.2:621.315.1:625.14(52)
SIP 22215 061.3:613/614('2)

Napsaka, Hlstoshi
SNOW DAMAGE AND COUNTERMEASURES ON World Heaith Organization, Geneva, Switzerland
JOETSU, SUINETSU, AND HOKURIKU LINES AT CONFERENCE ON MEDICINE AND PUBLIC HEALTH
NIUGATA. (J~shlnetsusen hokurikusen seteuoi to IN THE ARCTIC AND ANTARCTIC, GENEVA, AUG.
sow taimku, nilgata tetsukyoku yori; Text in Japa- 23-SEPT. 1, 1962. Tech. Rept. Series No. 253,
ame). Denk, tetsud6 (Electric Railways), 17(12): 29p., 1963.
6-10 inc. Illus., tables, diagra., Dec. 191.. DLC, RAS.A25
DLC, Orientalla Div.

This report summarizes information presented at the
Damage, caused by snow to an electric railway at cWerence which was Intended to be a forum for the
Ml1atsn in Jan. 1963, are discussed. Snow 4-6 m echmnge of eweriences on health problems In high
deep with a epecific weight of 0. 6-0. 8 exerted 3000 latitudes, and for the pooling and analysis of progress
kg of pressure. Damages to the stay wires Included so far made In coping with health problems in cold
a decreae in tension, and breaking or Inclining of climates. The 6 sessions were entitled: eoidemiol-
t stay-wire supports. Countermeasures Included o and special disease problems, the organization of
improving the design of the stav-wire systems, health services In the Arctic, environmental health,
attaching beaters thereto, and decreasing the slope mestal health, physiology, and research needs (See
angle of the wire supports. Snow accumulation was UP 22216). -- BLE
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SIP 22216 061. 3:613/614(*2) SIP 22218 614.2(03)

World Health Organization, Geneva, Switzerland Pesonen, Nlllo
MEDICINE AND PUBLIC HEALTH IN TIlE ARCTIC THE ORGANIZATION OF HEALTH SERVICES IN
AND ANTARCTIC. Selected Papers from a Confer- ARCTIC AREAS. p. 50-68 incl. tables. (In: Medi-
ence. Public Health Papers No. 18, 169p. Incl. cine and Pubir Health in the Arctic and Antarctic.
illus., tables, graphs, diagrs., 1963. 216 refs. Selected Papers from a Conferenc. World Health

DLC, Unbound periodical Organization, Public Health Papers No. 18, Geneva,
1963). 7 ref a.

Nine paers are presented which were read at the DLC, Unbound periodical
Conference on Medicine and Public Health In the Arc -
tic and Antarctic (the firs of Its kind to be spons'red The main features of the Arctic which affect public
by WHO), held In Gemeva from Alg. 28 to Sept. I, health services are climatic conditions, food and
1962. Thirty-two participants attended the Confer- water supplies, and popuaUoan density. Among the
ence which covered a very bread field and provided topics discussed are the 4-v strcture of the popula-
an opwrtunity for the special medics needs of the tion of Arctic areas, public health service and per-
polar regions to be considered from nearly all their sonnel, local health committees, institutionl medi-
many aspects. The general climatic and geophysical ca care services, ambulance and mental health
features of the Arctic and Antarctic were discussed, services, and research. In malting improvements af
as well as the special characteristics of the people public health services in polar areas, the following
living there and the diseases from which they suffer. facts should be considered. (1) More health officers
Particular attention was paid to acclimatization to are required to keep standards as high s in other
cold, nutritional needs In cold climates, sanitation parts of the same countries. (2) The public health
problems, and the psychological effects of isolation personnel should have wider qualifications than are
and prolonged darkness. For individual papers r. required elsewhere. (3) Much more effort sho-,11 be
SIP 22217-22225. -- BLE made to create better communications and improved

means of transport. (4) Active participation of the
population concerned in the organization of public
health services is of utmost importance. (5) More
funds are needed to cover the coat of public health

SIP 22217 312:S0:33). 02(*2) services than are required for other parts of thesame country. -- BLE

Lantis, Margaret and Robert J. Anderson

SOME DEMOGRAPHIC, SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC
FACTORS OF THE POLAR REGIONS. p. 9-49 Incl.
tables. (In: Medicine and Public Health in the Arc-
tic and Antarctic. Selected Papers from a Confer- UP 22219 614.2(037)
ence. World Health Organization, Public HekIth
Papers No. IS, Geneva, 1963). 40 refs. Henrikson, J.
DLC, Unbound periodical HEALTH SERVICES IN THE ARCTIC REGIONS OF

SWEDEN. p. 69-80. (In: Medicine and PubLic
Characteristic, of the regions beyond the temperate Health In the Arctic and Antarctic. Selected Papers
are described in relation to their si;nificstnce to from a Conference. World Health Orgrdzation,
health services. F'.ctors which might simplify the Public Health Papers No. IS, Geneva, 1963).
approach to health problems are racial and cultural DLC, Unbound periodical
affinities, Lhe small number of languages, and the
fact that only 3 rationl groups actually hold land In Health and medical services are descrbed for the
the Arctic and Antarctic. Also of Importance are the northernmcnt part of Sweder, embracing Norrbotten
so-caUed over-the-Pole air routes which have in- County (pop. 260,000). Special mention is made of
creased the importance of the polar areas, the in- the diets of the inhabitants and the nomadic LAppe
corporation of polar and sub-polar regions into ns- who lve in the northwest part of the county. In the
tiotal life, population changef, uranization, and the orpnization of health anr medical services in this
increasing diversity of government assistance to out- extt.aslve and sparsely populated region the following
lying localities. Discussed also ;.re growth and factors must be considered: (I) distance, (2) reads
diversification of the economy which includes raw and commurdcationm, (3) expenses, a"d (4) access to
materials extraction, processing indstries, hand- doctors and other nursing personnel. At presen
crafts, international travel and transport, defense, ISI beds are available for institutional care and 566
and civilian research. No matter what quantitles of are reserved for the chronically bedridden. For
food and other sqplies are shipped Into the Arctic ambulatory care, the county l 11vided Into 37 rail
and Antarctic, there are sti' difficulties In maintain- districts. EAch Is served by a health officer; in a&"-
Ing productive life. However, among the non-ex- tion, 3 cities have a total of 0 specialist doctors.
perdable resources of the polar regions, their loct- Patients are transported to the hospitals primarily by
tion Is one of the most important. The polar zones ambulance equinped with a stretcher. The first
can be economical routes of communication and material and child welfare centers were opeed In
transportation between all contine., and they can 1939. Since that time, the Inant morality rate has
supply needed raw and processed materials. -- fallen from 67 per 1000 population to 17. 11 per 1000.
DL5
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For tu1,erculom.w ier- ;coo, 04 County to divided lr'o upon such requireints. Data aft given on (1) the
5 central dispenauwry regions. Each cent..- Is served amount of uarioi types of InlsulationI material

Vi & astPeclia"t '-rU qmli'lad assii-tars. Dental needed for difforent metabolic ratefn, at varving tern-
GViotbr a.t det$ .f wo r 65 of u tese brt owin to~ at peratures, (2) winter temperature diRtrltknC In &

prset -- ni& B ~ 6 f hs aeocC~da typical Actic fainscapc prof , (3) e-voric con-
preen. - ~gsum, ", and ratio of protein, fat, -4% carbohydrate

-F.- . ii"'- W*rent e ru r.5ahInclude
of 16 n theAnia rc tic, (4 heu ni sntlo wtal P_* -en*s L, infrya ~ anti of .i

S22220 81/% )men In Alaska, and (5) the dolly Intake of esbentWa
OI1/64(3)nutrients in male Eskinljai at I localfties in Alaska.

Calrr, A B.Eskimos, Indiana, andl whites living in the Arcti. ar*-
901751 A.BLM OFDSAZPR.~0 N not exposed to sufficient cold to necesiltate the
SONETROLEM OF DUACICES HNI6 AND AR S.p marked elciatfon of metatoolism observed in rats at

CONTROL ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 5 INB R'I N ~ RA.p C therefore, there is no need for a: ,Increase in
516Incl. tabki. ftKm eicine sam Public Health fooJ or vhfzmlit. i . Any general physiologicalIn Mle Arctic &nd Antarctic. 3 lected papers from a changes resulltig f.o cold exposure are small corn-

COnOtic t. Worl Pealth OreRjuization, Public- pared with the importance of such factors as hattia-
Health Papers No. 18, GenewA, 1963).. 41 refs. Ition, experience, trAining, an!l fitnaes -- LEI DLC, Unbound periodical
The area considered in this ~cs Bones above60N where the avera~e population density Is less
tha Iperscai/mIll. The major healthi problem P22268()
aMOW North American Indiana and Eskimos Is
tuberculosis, In 1954, the enormity of the problemFarGodnM
among Alaskan natives prompted the health authori-1rPOA RGOI.ptie toembrkan n Itesiv cotro pogrm wth SANITARY ENGINEERING I OA EIN.p

tie toembrk n a inensve ontol rogam ith 116-137 Incl. Illus., graphs, diagra. ft , Medicineemphasis on ambulatory chemotherapy. In 1960, and Public Health in the Arctic and Antarctic,
10% ot the deaths In Alaska (exc luding pneumonia of Selectedi Paper, from a Conference. World Health
the new-born and tuberculosis) were caused by Organizaion, Public Health Papers No. 18, Geneva,respiratory diseases. Diseases acquired by Iuges- 1963% 12 refs.
t[On Include acute intestisal infections, parasite in- LUbudproia
festatlots, and diseases caused by contaminatedDLnbwdprocafood. A survey revealed a prevalence of 1. 7 to This paper examines climate, water resources, and33.60% Infection with Dphylobothrium M. among the combination of factors such as soil and vgtto

1035Eskmos rom.viagesin estrn Aask. A characteristic of the places that encircle the polesprevalence of 77% w~s reported at Port lkrrls;, toehr with health and sanitary engineering prob-
Quebec, Canada. Comparable situations exsti lems. Emphasis is placed on water sup~ply anidparts of the Soviet Union and Finland. Other para- distributon within polar communities, water purifi-
sitic Infections of Importance are trichinosis, cation, waste dispoeal, food eanitation anid storage,bydiktid disease, brucellosis, and botulism. These inect sd rodent control, and sanitary engineeringdiseases may he controlled by an improvement of requirements for exploration~ expeditions. -- BLE
food preparation and health cc'.xlltionm, arA by pre-
vening the spread of the parasites from animal
hosts. Also among the leading causes of deaths in
Alaska, Greenland, end other Arctic areas are acci-

-dents, alcoholism, suicide, and homicide. -- BLE SIP 22223 5. u?
Nelson, Paul D,I. HUMAN ADAPTATION TO ANTARCTIC STATIONUIFE. P. 138-145 icl. table, (In: Medicine andMP 2221 613. 2:613.48:612(*2) Public Heath Inthe Arctic adAtrctic. Seleed
Patpers from a Conference. world Health Orpnbz,

FldolIL Ion, Public Health Papers No. 18, Geneva, 1943).
NUTRITIONAL PuEQU E~RWN IN THE POLAR RE- I ref.
CflNS. p. 97-115 Incl. tables, graphs. (in: Modi- DLC, Unbo'd periodical
cline and Public Health in the Arctic and Antarctic.
Selected Papers from a Conference. World Health Psnychological research efforts to dikte a&M environ-I Orpnlzatioa, Public Health Papers Ne. 18, Geneva, mUnt'a Aspects of Antarctic station life are disc ugeed.1063). 57 rfs, Ofgreatest Importance In the concidemuton at humanDLC, Unbound periodical adapttion Is the physical Ad emotional health at

each Individual. Aspects of the Immedi eviron-
Current knowledge ad polar nutrition Is disc tjsed In- meft such as wor load and sma restrictions are
eluding requirements of calories and specific nutri- more critical for the development at emotionalr-
ents, with particular emphasis on the effect of cold spoas. variation than 010 fact that these Men are

Isolated from the outside world. The third criterion
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Of adaption ib the ability of th Individual to adjust SP -'2225 612-019:621417(03)
to other station members. It I pointed out that (1)
aLaptation is a dynamic proces and not necessarily Andersen, K. Lange
an end state, (2) the best sdapttlon correlbte to date PHNI-CAI WORKING CAPACITY OF ARCTIC PEO-
has been thL summary evaluati of the Antarctic PLE. p. 159-169 incl. tables, graphs. {In: Mcdi-
volunteer made by the psychiattr st and psychologist cine and Public Health in the Arctic and Antarctic.
at the time of screening, (3) de ograph, chLarac- Selected Papers from a Conference. World Health
teristics such as age, educatiod, and family hick- Organization, PlblI- Hetith Papers No. 18, Geneva,
ground have been correlated " h measures of adap- 1963). 10 refs.
tation, but with few consistent I esults, (4) person- DLC, Unbound perodic ,l
ality data indicate that low depe -dence on others is

positively correlated with over- ill adaptation and The results are reported of physical fitness studies
similarly with low incidence of emotional change or undertaken on nomadic Lams, Eskimos, and Arctic
medical complaint, and (5) certkin aspects of group Indians. Physical fitness wa's measured by deter-
structure, such as the style of 1eadership, are Im- mining oxygen uptake duri;g hard muscular exercise
portart In the adaptation process, particularly in on a bicycle ergometer of the mechanical braking
the study of group differences. -- BLE type. The maximum work oad lasted 3 to 4 rin and

the ,,.yben uptake was determined during the final 30
sec by cullecting explred air Into a rubber bag
through a respiratory valve modified for heavy exer-
cise. Air volume was measured by pumping the con-
tents of the bag through a calibrated gasometer at a
steady slow rate. Samples for oxygen and carbon
dioxide were drawn directly from the tag. The
physical characteristics of the subjects are given and
data are presented which consider age and se, Vital
capacity Is greatest among the Lapp nd lowest
among the Eskimos. Thee data are compared with

SIP 22224 159,9:577.42(*7) those obtained from non-Actic subjects. -- BLE

Palmal, G.
PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS Ot TRANSIENT POPU-
LATIONS IN ANTARCTICA. p. 144-158 Incl.
tables' (In: Medicine and Public Health In the Arctic
and Antarctic. Selected Papers from a Conference.
World Health Crganization, Public H ahth Papers No. SIP 22220 551. 322:544. 212:S36. 422/423
18, Geneva, 1963). 42 r4-is.

DLC, Unbound periodictil Delaney, L. J., R. W. Houston and L. C. Eagleton
THE RATE OF VAPORIZATION OF WATER AND

This article disusses (1) psychological adaptation to ICE. Chemical Eng. Sci. 19(2):105-114 Incl. tables,
climatic conditions, Isola% on, and small community graphs, diag., Feb. 19644729 refs.
life, (2) methods of reducing stress: selection, prp- DLC, TPI.C366
aration, recognition of achievement, and amenities,
and (3) psychosomatic manifestations of Antarctic The condensation coefficient (a) for water near GIC
research persorael. The psychological log data con- and 43"C was measured using the tochnique of
ststed of (1) quarterly ratings (A all personnel on in vaporiza ion in a closed system, and was found to
Interpersonal check list, (2) weekly time samples of be 0.042 and 0.027 respectively. The values o a
group Interaction in verbatim recordm of group din- for water are compared with previous measurements
ussln, (3) quarterly assessment of "group pres- at 15"C and 100"C. In the method used, the rate of
gUe" of all members and the eccurrence of cliques, vaporization Is determined by measuring the rate of

(4) weekly summaries of interaction and adjustment pressure rise in a known volume n the absence of
of all group members, and (5) incidental records of condiensation while simultaneously measuring the
cane history data, symptoms and personal reactions surface temperature of the evaporating pure Uqud.
of group members, reported In private conversations The apparatus is diagrammed. The data indicate an
with the Medical Officer. The maLn psychological epotrtial dependence of a oan temperature with an
stress at an Ar.tarctic lase are problems of indit- activation energy of -1520 cal/g mole. The expert-
dial adjustment to the group, relative sameness of mental results give a temperature dependeme for a
the milieu, and the absence of many accustomed In agreement with recent work reported on solids but
sources of gratification, both sexual and gastronomic, not clearly Indicated by calculations according to the
Md lack of variety of companionship. Selection for free angle ratio theory. The condensation coeftcient
the Antarctic is usually by interview supplemented by is discused in terms of be rate of escape of liquid
pschological testing. Data indicate that the most water molecules, as estimated from the rate of rota-
important factor causing stressimay be the monotony tioN, compared to the rate of impingement at paeous
of the situation. It Is also ied out tiat there is a water molecules at the liquid surface. The values of
sea onal fluctuation In certain pisycho-physical varia- a calculated according to this model are 0. 035 at
bles, most of which appear to be associated with the 0"C and 0.034 at 100"C, compared to the experi-unqweness of the environmental ;situation. -- BLE mental values of 0. 042 saiar 0"C and 0.,02 at 100" C.
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The condenaion eoefficient for ice between -lS'C Argentina. The 6 sections are entitled- Man in a
and -rC was found to be 0.0144, in contrast to Cold Environment, Thermogeneuis In the Acclimated
values near unity measured below -40"C by others. ArJmal, Neurohumoral Response Patterns and Endo-
(Authors' abstract, modified) crin Functions, Intermediary Metabolism Cellular

and Subcellular Energetics, and General Discussion
and Summary of the Symposium. The agenda nen-
tered around the response patterns of man and a-d -
mais to continued exposure to low environmental tem-

WEP 2=127 551. 591. 1:551. 593:535.7(*2) peratures. An attempt is made to achieve a syste-
matic coverage of adaptive behavior (particularly heat

Z.asten, Frit production) of the intact orwansta in terms of the
"VSUAL RANGE AND ALBWO, ESPECIALY IN known regulatcry mechanisms operating variously in
THE POLAR REGIONS. 2. MEASUREMENTS OF organ systems at cell and subc'ellular levels. --

. . -OROLOGICAL-OPTICAL QUANTIIES IN
CONNECTION WITH VISUAL RANGE, ESPECIALLY4, D I NPOLARREGIONS. (Sichtweite.dmAlbed .
11a0besondere im Polarebiet, 2. M.Isngr.n von
meteorologisch-optischen Grimsen Im Zusammen-
hugW mit der Schtwelte, inbesondere im Polarge- SEP 22229 612. 592(*2)
blk; Text in German with French and English sum-
martes). Beitr. Phys. Atmosphire, 35(1/2):18-42 udholm, 0. G.
IncL tables, raph, 1962. 12 ref s. .. .... .A PHY OLOGY. p. 3-8 icl. table,-map.- . .

DLC, QCS5. B4 " (: Proc eejings of the International Symposium on
Cold Acclimation, Buenos Aires, Aug. 5-7, 1959.

Measurements were vm&I of quantities occurring in obnz*SiiEFerai Pceigsth A fvsa ageggrudabdRobert E. Smith, Ed.. Federation Proc eedings ,
the theory of visual t1oe, e.g., d albedo, Part 11, Supplement No. 5, 19(4)) Dec. 1960. 18 refs.
linance distributc-4 of sky and snow surface, the DLC, QH301. F37
Visual extinction c',efficent of the air, and contraes
d artificial sight markers of different albedos &, o1I Acclimatization of man to cold was studied at Amund-
forent distances from the observer. For comparison, sen-Scott, Halley Bay, Horseshoe Island, Scott, and
rah ent werb e alf sky and o s ae it hackleton Stations. Clanges observed during accil-
radnee distribution of sky and snow surface in the matization include (I) a seasonal increase in body
near infrared (IR) spectral range. With one excep- weight and subcutaneous fat thickness during winter,
tion, the photometers and albedometers used were probably due to social rather than emirounental ftc-
recently designed. The measurements were made at tors; (2) clothing records, which show that less dlo-
Mains, at Lake Consf-ce, and in the interior and on thing Is worn over the extremities after some months/ ~ th border If worn North Grenan Iceeite Plateer The o
the b er ui the North Greenlani Ice Plateau. The of exposure. Coupled with this is the evidence that
Greenland measurements were of special interest lep In seYere cold gradally imprnves. The wear-
with regard to polar whiteou. The IR-albedo ot the Ing of fewer clothes, and the ability to sleep in the
snow surface seemed to increase when the water con- cold, can be due to a changed response to sensory
etm of the air lncreaoed. The IR-radiance distribu- stnull, i.e., the subject learns to ignore the sen-

tion of sky and mow *nrace shows a break at the sory information from his skin telling him he ts cold;
horison during whiteout; at this time, the horizon can (3) local adaptation of hands and possibly feet; (4)
be "seenl' in the near-Infrared spectral range as increased food intake and energy expenditure in the
1)posedto the vibe one. (Se SP 20109 for P't cold. The most valuable aspects of polar physiology

S(From authors ummary) are not concerned with cold at all. Diurnal rhythms,
sleep patterns, changes in the BMt, body weight and
skin-fold thickness, and other phenomena can be
sltLied more effectively in the Antarctic than in
temperate regions. -4J15

M 22228 (100X082. 2):(211)61.11

m=it, Robert I. (ad.)
PMXCEWDMSOF THE ITERXATI(NAL STMPO - -- _ ~-

* RmUM ON COLD ACCLIMATION. Federation Pro-
cedings, Part 1, SBpplement No. 5, 194), 165fp. SIP 22230 U51.345.2:561.79('531. 5)
fact. Illus., tables, graphs, diagre., map, I 0
inst (Alme Siuposlo Intenscio.al de AclJmata- Blowusov, Zh. N.
cla at FtltOb st. Anidretico Argenti n, Publ. No. PERMAFROST ON TAZ PXNINSULA AND THE M-
S1TORY OF ITS DEVELOPMENT IN QuATERIARY

DL, Q M!; DIX, GPRR .. T. . (Mzogoletnlllk merziota a TazovskomHLP i6 o i Istoril ee raivitim v chetwertichwe

This symposium was organized under the JoInt span- vre S; Teat in Russian with English summary).
M sshp of the lnstituto Ant/retiro Argentin an: the Vestnk LAinradskogo Unvrsitett No. 12:79-9

Federation of American Societies for Experimental incl. map, 1963. 14 refs.
MBlogy, and held Aug. 5-7, 1959, In Buenos Aires, DLC, A262. L463
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The permafrost On Taz Peninsula was formed under SIP 22232 613/614e*3)
the colder climAtic conditions of the epoch of ccnti-
nental glaciation. The best conditions for freezing Arnol'di, 1. A.
the 400-rn-thick bedrock existed in Ziriansky time~ HYGENIC ACCLIMIATIZATION PROBLEMS OF THE
when the peninsula was without seaweed and perma- POPULATION IN THE FARNORTH. (Gigletnlcheside
frost. However, the appearance of permafrost voprosy IlmdtIzaf~il naselenira v zapolrar'e; Text
d",in; thr !"ar.Quaterjury glaciation is also to be in Russian). Problemy Severa, Vyp. 6:49-58, 1962.
considered. During this period, most of the bedrock DLC, GB395.P7
was beginning to freeze. During the mid -Quaterrury
(especially at the maximum of the Jamaisky trans- Factors affecting acclimatization are discussed on the
gression) the bedrock was completely or partly hasis of earlier (1940-1957) studies in the far north.
thawed up to a depth of 300-320 m. The texture of It Is emphasized that acclimatization Is not a stable or
the upoer part of the bedrock, unfrcozen for many uniform process for all latitudes of the far north, ind
year-s, is indicative of changes in the frozen regime that optimal conditions for acclimatization to extreme
during tie Holocene epoch. Whierever the thawing cold are gradual adjustment (r-3' at a time) to the
Of the bedrock was at its minimum in the climatic effects of microdllmatic factors. Those who move
Optimum, thick frozen layers were formed by the directly from southern climates to the north have the
next drop in temperature. (From author's summary) miost difficulty acclimatizing, and those who come

from northern climnates have the least difficulty.
Adaptive processes fluctuate with the seasons and
unfavorable physiological shifts occur during the
polar nights, but during polar days the shifts are very
favorable. To compensate for water deficiencies,
the water should be fluorinated and Iodized salt should
be used. It Is strongly recommended that mine
workers have warmer clothing, better ventilation,
heating systems, hot food and drink, noise reduction,
and better lighting. Acclimatization can be accele-
rated and regulated by conscious effort, optimal

SIP 22231 6131614(*3) sanitary -hygenic conditions, Improved housing,
vitsmin and mine,-ol onrichPd ditr, c_=%..c:

CONDITION OF more ultraviolet radiation, well organized work and
THE UNCTONA CONITIN OFTHEORGAISM recreation schedules, and eventually by controlling

DURING ACCLIMATIZATION IN THE ARCTIC.wetrIslf ADatacm ile4
(Fnkf~iorul'noe sostolinie organlama v protlesse
aickll matizaffi v Arktike; Text In Russian). Problemy
Severa, Vyp. 6:34-48 incl. graphs, 1902. 28 refs.

DLCGB39. ~SIP 22233 551, 345. 1:551.333

Data are presenrted from studies In the Arctic of
shits in physical heat regulation of acclimatized per- Mackay, J. R. and W. H. Moathews
sons, seasonal fluctuations of luno, ventilation an THE ROLE OF PERMA FROST IN ICE-THRUSTING.
frequency and depth of breathing during polar day and J. Geology, 72(3):378-380, May 1964. 10 refs.
polar night periods, the mean blood pressure of peo- DLC, QEI .Y
pie aged 20 to 29 yrs shortly after moving to the
Arctic from a temperate climate, seasonal frequency Contrary to Rutten (SIP 18339) who states that "the
fluctuations for the electrical resistance of the skin,, genesis of lee-pus" ridges depends on the forma-
and the weight of children (up to 3yrs * age) born In tion of athick permarost soilInfront of the advanc -
the Arctic. The data indicatc, that with greater expen- ing Ice sheet," with ihlck permafrost developing in
diture of energy, more vitamins and proteins are waterlogged ponded aieas, the poinding of a large
needed In the diet, more clothing is necessary to body of water degrad 4 the upper permafrost surface
provide adequate warmth, housing shouild have ade- in an area of continuc Lta permafrost, while it inhibits
quate spae for living and storage and a forced air the growth of permaf: st in an area where low tern-

-- ventilation system, houses and public buildings peratures would othe *lse Initially develop perma-
should be built with more heat aind wind protection frost, Thcrefore, ar j large ponded bodie-s of water,
and with maximum use of direct sun ligh~t, an commensurate with the sizes of the lee-pushed
lighting with ultraviolet components; should be more ridges, which may be 20 or 30 ml across, and tens
widely used. During polar nights, both mental and of hundreds of fee deep, would have had no perma-
physical work should be perforned with more fre- frost beneath them (unless It was degrading relic
quent breaks. Physical activities and sports shouldpemf't)xctfothnarsreaas i
be encouraged as well as more frequent vaaios Is argued that permafrost formed initially beneath
More medical facilities should be provided and medi- th adacn Ice, then both the basal ice tempera-
cal standards should be set up to eliminate persons tures and the time spran must bave beer, sufficient to
who are particularly predispoed to the i-davorable develop permafrost 60-150 m thick. It does riot
effects of weather and lWe in the Arctic 'AmD seem necessary to have a high content of Interstitial
abstract, modified) lce In order to have sufficient rigidity to permit de-

formation. Theoretically, the development of per-
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mafrost can favor Ice-thrusting and localize thrust groups during later days in the cold; however, the

planes,' and the movement of ice up an opposing slope data were too variable to demonstrate a close rela-
may 214o assist Ice-thrusting; but this movement and tioaship between depressed core temperature and de-
the presence of permafrost are not necessary condi- creased heat production. It is concluded that marked
tions. -- BLE restriction of calories Is associated with depressed

core temperatures during prolonged cold exposure,
due in part to the absence of specific dynamic action.
(Authors' abstract)

SIP 22234 551. 46.085:536. 2(764)

Gilmour, A.E. SE 22236 612.592
HYDROLOrICAL HEAT AND MASS TRANSPORT S
ACROSS THE BOUNDARY OF THE ICE SHELF IN Hart, J. S. and others
McMURDO SOUND, ANTARCTICA. New Zealand J. THERMAL AND METABOLIC RESPONSES OF
Geol. and Geophys. 6(3):402-422 incl. tables, graphs, COASTAL ESKIMOS DURING A COLD NIGHT. J.
nap, June 1963. 10-refs . Appl. Physiol. 17(6):953-960, Nov. 1962.

DLC, QEI.N55 DLC, QP1.JS

Current measurements and aerial temperature and Metabolic and thermal studies were conducted at
slinity observations made in McMurdo Sound during night at Pangrirtung, Northwest Territories, on ten
th" 1960-1961 summer are presented. Most of the Eskimo hunters from Cumberland Sound, Baffin
current measurements were at 2 sites close to Cape Island, and on three white controls, to compare their
Armitage, the southern extremity of Ross land; reactions to cold (IslndC) with that of other racial
these show a residual current of about half a knot groups. Cum *rland Sound Eskimos maintained a
flowing towards the Ross Ice Shelf from McMurdo resting metabolism that was elevated, according to
Sound, the fastest currents being close to the sea Duois standrds, during sleep on warm nights.
bottom. Harmonic constants were calculated for the This elevation was not found in hospitalized men who

tidal :urrent components. The data are used as a had been living for an average o 6 months in
7asis for esUmating the annual heat and mass trans- Edmonton, Al.-ta. Duflo exn avea of moderate

£ port associated with the southward flow of sea water cold, the Cumberland Sound Eskimos and white con-
3r2 a tra~tdy ati =wftd 7% 50Tf. TheIIral trots had an elevated metaijulism, &Live rng., and a

energy amounting to 7. 4 x 1017 cal, available for disturbed sleep, Peripheral temperatures were
melting Ice, is esimated to be transported across maintained at a higher levet in Eskimos than in
the boundary during the first quarter of each year, whites. Because of the absence of marked physiolog-
the transport at other times being small. A volume Ical differences between Eskimos and whites, It Is
of 2.7 X 1013 m3 /yr is transported annually across concluded that the principal adaptation of these
the boundary, with little seasonal variation in the Eskimos to their climate is techmologlcal. (Authors'
transport rte. (Author's abet act) abstract)

SIP 22235 612.592 SIP 22237 551. 2(-75)

hampfetro, P. F. and D. E. Bass Lorius, Claude
HEAT EXCHANGES OF MEN DURIN CALORIC RE- ADELIE LAND. SUMMER SEASON 1961-1962.
STRICTION IN THE COLD. J. Appl. Physiol. 17(6): GLACIOLOGY. (Terre Addle. Campagne d'ete
947-949, Nov. 192. -- 1961-1962; Text in French with English summary).

DLC, QPI. J 2 Expeditions Polatres Francalses (Missions Paul-
PJEmile Victor), No. 241. 108p. incl. Illus., tables,

The ability of men to maintain thermal balance during graphs, diagrs., maps, 1963. 16 refs.
continuous cold exposure (14 days at 15.6*C, seden- DLC
try while nue) was assessed under four regmens o Positions and elevatons of 38 markers were deter-
caloric intake: (a) adequate, 2, 900 kcal/day; (b) mined along a line 35 km long and up to 900 m above
moderate restriction, I.e., sufficient t3 maintain l
weight in a warm environment but without the added m leel tenperatureCdistributeonashre
calories to support shivering, 2,600 kcal/dty; (c)
marked restrtion, 600 keal/day; and (d) complete a bear-linear relationship between altitude and ten

starvation, 0 khal/day. Respective weight losses for p StOw accumution, u measred by
c, and d were 1.6, 6. 2, and 12. 2% body weight. markers and stratigraphle st rtes of pits and core,

With 600 and 0 "eal/day there was an impaired ability airent m 0 to 30m (water eqy valen). Inca -
fM a e t r e te dsistent accumulation results may be elimnated

tions the men exhtaited rectal temperatures . r c through stable and radioactive isotope methods.
lower tin when they weret on adequate or nearly- Electrical measurements of liquid samples from

adequate caloric intake. The men on complete anow, tim, and Ice show Uiat resistivity seems to

starvation htad he lowest heat production of all Inresse with distance from the cus. Fluctations
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of samples from firn strata may be due to a seasonal Back-scatter measurements ar. presented fnr a set
cycle. Resistivity measurements on precipitatioti of oblate ice spheroids and a set of Ice-simulating
from Dumont d'Urvillc Station reach a maximum dielectric spheroids at 3.2- and 9.7-cm wave, leng .s
value of 300, tWA ohm-cm. Retreat of the Astrolabe as a function of aspect and polarization. For the ice
Glacier is continaing, as shown by the emergence of particles, a bistatic system with transmitting and
rock outcrops and hydrographic soundings near the receiving horns mounted adjacernt to one another was
glacier front. The glacier is shown In a photograph used. A moaostatlc system was used for the stycast
ane a detailed map shows the flow pattern, form particles. Prior to each target measurement, the
lines and shading of fractured areas. (From signal level correspotting to that of a sta.iard metal
author's summary) sphere was recorded to iroide an absolute scale for

target cross section. The targets were placed on a
lyyfoam column split at the top to provide a firm

. The ice spheroids were frozen in hollow oblate
plasticene molds. The data show that oblate stycast
spheroids with very small electrical size scatter
nearly as predicted by the Gans theory. The results
from Ice are quite comparable to those from stycait.

Crary, A. P. It is concluded that (I) hailstone cross sections are
RESULTS CF UNITED STATES TRAVERSES IN LAST equal to or less than those of equlvolume spheres,
ANTARCTICA, 1958-1961. IGY Glaciological Rept (2) oblate stones may scatter better than equlvolume
No. 7, IGY World Data Center A: .Glaclology. 144p. spheres, (3) shape effects are sensitive to the stone's
incl. illus., tables, graphs, diagrs., maps, appen- electrical size, (4) the cross secions on vertical
dixes, Dec. 1963. 48 refs. polarization of electrically large &cones are fairly

D:.C sensitive to orientation, (5) the cancellation ratio
produced by switching from linear to circular polari-

This report summarizes a,,d reviews most of the ob- zatlon depends upon the difierence In hailstone crossserTh oivs that were made on the plateau sections or orthogoal linear polarizations, andof the Ros Sea and Ross Ice Shell and east Aet (6) for electrically small particles, the Gar.s theoryOfdit thete Rossz Jo Seeat and Ros IeeSel-anoaeodaou
long. 120 E by three U.S. traverses totaling over predicts greater p.lartzaion effects for water-coate"
4000 ki. Elevations deduced from multiple alti- ce pheroidstiurfordryice. BLE
metry methods show a genezal rise to tLe south and
,&Ert. Of 2" ,' % to 10 minutes of arc, 'he ice imme-
diately west of the Transta-t" Mountains being at
about 2000 m above sea level. From the elcnatlnn
contours, it appears that the ice flow converges in
the regions of the 9yrd, Nimrod, and Scott Glaciers,
and diverges in the area of the McMurdo Sound vol-
canics and dry valleys. A high anon.alous area be-
tween the South Pole and the Ross Ice Shelf rises to
a value 300 m higher than the South Pole surface,
and presumably deflects the ice flow In the vicirity
Of the pole to the Weddell Sea. Ice thicknesses were SIP 22240 5.001.5:($7)
determined by reflection and refraction seismology
and gravty measurements *rye us .1 !) 'tihe Laclav~re, Georges
intermediate Ice thickness trends betwepn seismic A FROZEN CONTINENT OF MANY P' RAD(CES.
values. Snow accumulation on the plateau is low, UNESCO Courier, No. 1:4-8 incl. Illus., Jan. 1962.
ranging from 16 to 2 gcm2 /y- as deduced from pit DLC, GPRR
studies and stake -ietworks. The appendixes contain
(I) station lorItions, elea-tions, gravity and magnetic This is a general discussion wi Artarctica, citing
da, (2) Ice core density", *!ucs, Victoria Land physical ftatures and figures. IGY data show an
Traverse No. 1, and hWcMurdo-Pole Traverse, (3) annual over-all increasne of ice equivalent to 3 mm
velocity determinations, P and S waves, and (4) of water, etven though certain observations show
seisnic records from traverse sites. (Author's castal ice to be receding. One of the most impor-
abstract, modified) tant contributions of the IGY was done by the network

of 57 meteorological stations in the Southern
Hemlsphere which attempted to dotmormle the role o
the Antarctiz on the general atmospheric circulatim
The only economic value cf Antarctica is in whaling
and the potentially-rlch food value of the southern

SIP 22239 551. 578. 7:551. 501.81 oceans, Peaceful coexistence of 12 nUtionh active inthe Antarctic has led to the Antarctic Treaty, whichAtlas, David and Raymond Wexler giurstntees freedom of scientific research for 30 yr
BACK-SCATTER BY OBLATE ICE SPHEFROIDS. and allows SCAR, a non-governmental orptnrut w,
J. Atmospheric Sciences, 20(l):48-61 incl. tables, freedom to plan the research. It Is a paradm that
graphs, Jan. 1983. such a hostile continent should have done Lie most to

DLC, QC8SI.A23 promote peace. -- JI
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SIP 22241 551.322:536.241:539.42 SIP 22243 551.463.286:5.51.467

Gl L. W. Green, Pobert E., Jr.
CRACK FORMATION IN ICE PLATES BY THERMAL REFLECTION OF AN UNDERWATER SHOCK WAVE
SHOCK. Can. J. Phys. 41(10):1712-1728 Incl. FROM OVERLYING ICE LAYER.J.Aos S.

Also IseasNalRe.CuclRp.N.74.DLC, 'OC221.A4

DLCQCI.332Theoretical consideration is given to the problem of
Cracks were formed in 'he surface of smooth ice reflection of a shock wave In water fron. an overlying
blocks by bringing them into contart with a se-o,.d ice layer. Expressions are derived for the sowid
colder Ice block. The temperature change within field in the ice, in-the water, and in the bottom. The
each block and the associated 'hermal stress were Pekeris model is 'used where all three media Are
calculated. The ultimate strength of a smooth ice treated as Iquldtl with their respective densities
surface was found to be between 30 and 40 kg/cm2. and velocities of'sound propagtion. (Author's
The surface temperatur~e shock necessary to pioduwe abstract, modified)

-this stress was about 6'C. There was a marked ---- -

preferene for the cracks to form parallel to the
basal and prismatic planes. Maximum depth ofcrack
penetration was obtained with ice blocks made up of
only 1. r 2 Lrystals with their C axis perpendtcular SIP 22244 $51. 463. 24:551. 467(01)
to the surface. The minimum observed value for the
strain energy release rate at crack arrest was be- Brown, J. R.
tween 150 and 200 ergs/cm 2 for each cm 2 of new REVERBERATION UNDEZR ARCTIC ICE. J. Acoust.
crack surface, Indicating that for the crystallo- Soc. Amer. 36(3):601-603 inc. graphs, map,
graphic orientation and stress distribution of those March 1964-1 refs.
experiments, there was relatively little plastic de- DLC, QC221.A4
formation at the crack tip. The associated crack
edge stress Intensity fac tqr was between 3.0 x 106 During Sept. 1163, under-ice reverberation record-
and 3.5 x 106 ceynes/cm3 2.I was observed that ings were obtained in the octave hands 1. 28-2. 56 and

4the calculate.! vtrain energcy release rates for these 5. 12-10.24 kc/sec. The data were obtained with the
cases may exceed the true values because of reduc- aid of Canradian Industries Ltd. "Seismocaps" as
tion in the stress between the surface arAi tht bottom sound sources ard n Atlantic Research Corp. BC-
of the crack prior to crack arrest. (Author's ab- 50 h-:druphone as a receiver. The detoiutors'were
stract, modified) U~r:-3 dctrically at a depth 100 ft below the under

,s'rface cl the ie. The hydrtphone depth~ was 90 ft.
Tbe tortzontal separation between the sources and
detector was 8 ft. The maximum grazing angle from
whici' reverberations were received prior to the

SIP 22242 451, 463.288:551. 467(0464) arrival of the bottom signal was 7%. Scattering
strengths were~ calculated by the Chapman and Harris

Wine, A. R. and J. ff. O.krion method. The striline 4imilarity bct'a&*n the present
AMBINr NOISE UNE1 AnhII:-51A IcZ. 3. ekta and those of Chapman and Harris suggests that
Acoust. Soc. Amer. 36(5):855-863 inc. illus., the under surface of the suirnmer polar ice encoun-

grahsmpsMa R144.6f. tered was as effective a scatterer as was the sea
DLC, QC221.A4 surfaee e'Tountered by Chapman and Harrft when

the wind veil' ty was 30 knots. The data also indh-
Underwater ambient-noise spectra and amplitude cate a slope .afferent from Ma roh's theoretical
distributions are descrilted for data acquired during curve and, over a wide range of grazing angles, a
field experiments made in the spring, late summer, scattering strength lower than the Mellon and Marsh
and winter within the Canadian Arctic Archipelago, value. -- BLE
Noise between 0. 2 cps and 20 lw /sec was recorded
during a 30-hr period. Snce the ice was shorefast
during the spring and winter, a bottom-mounted
hydrophone was used. The water depth win 1580 ft.
The hydrophone was a barium titanate cylinder SP22245 551. 594. 5(*3)
(Channel Industries Ltd., Type 9l7 CR.) S In in

dim. wt' asesiivtyof-65 dB re IV~zr e Fel'dshteln, O.L. and N4 7. Shevitles
eordings were made for 5 min every hour, using RSLSO IULOEVTO FARR
battery power. The ambient noise was gene rally Ii- IN THE NORTHERN HSMUWPHERE DURING THE
pulsive and at times highly non-GAussian. The sig- JGT. (Nekotorye rezulltaty visual'nykh nablftidenif

12 nlicant noise was the result af mechanical activitypofiymslnfmiveeno pouhri
associated with the Ice cover. For shorefast spring perod MGG-MGS;'Text In Russian). Geomagnetizm
&Man winter Ice, surface cracks as a result of IArnmrX.7-9 nl als rpsthermal stresses were important; for late summer Mas A 196mil3. 4:7-9 ft. rale, rahs
ice, relative motion of the floes was important. D ap, 1963. 1 r38a

DL, CS1.3
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Results are pre'sented ot .lsul and photographic SI 22247 551. 524. 78:551. 509.318:527('3)
aurora! observatiorns obtained at 620 poLir stitlons
in the Soviet Union during the IGY. The studies were Makstmen-a, 0. T'.
limited to Latitudes 42 to "' N, and an ~AttCMPt is S"'Or-TIC CONDITnON4S FOR THE FOILMATION OF
made to) dutermine the southr'n houriary cif the LAR1GE TEMPERATURE ANOMALIES I1N T!{F ARC-
aurora] ph# non obscrved at the Zenith in Furo- TIC D)URING THE AUTUMN SE.ASON. k~lo-7t1-
pf-An and North American territories. A good agree- chekic uslovita formirovarurQ kru,rnykh anomati?
mnt exists bietween visual and lpl".ticraih otiser- temperatury V Arktike v c,.jenntY period, Text in Rus-
%-Atsmns in descriing the ciatratution of Aurora, tai). Prohile.ny Arktld I Antarktikl, Vorp. 12:4'?.
tespecially in geonscoeptle latitudes 63' - 65'N. In- 53 in( 1 tables, maps, 1983. 3 refs.
creasing georraizritic disturtiance' displace the DLC, G575.L2
so-ithern hmsndarics of the aurora closer to the 5.L2
equator. During mitr'cuiht hours, the southern A study was conducted to determine the coixtti'ns for
tvviundary shows a maximurr dispia.-ement .A-ay the formnation of larri, auturn-ii.l temperature anoma-
from the pole. During mornuig and evendig hours, lies in the Northern Hen.lsph.ere, esp'cially In the
nmxmum displacemrtr ccurs t,,wards the pole. Arctic, and to determine Arctic navigation cowiiti -vim.
Magnetic storms doci eAse prco)"rtlcrutely the The geographic dirtrihutlon of these aniroalies was
distance between the earth and the lr,ternal oundary studied for the month oA Oct., the key morn in de-
of tthe charged-partie iadiation belt. (AT!) at). termining autumn weather. Charts of the Nort1.ern
strat, modified) Hemiqp!N're were con-ulted which show the average

monthly air temperature and pressure distrthutiwi
from 1891 to 1v58, 500-mb measurements (1940-
1958), and Vangenge"' s catalogs of air circulation
and pressure over the Arctic. Forecasting of an
anomalously w rm or cold autumn was found to de-
pend to a great vxt''nt on arcurate forecasting of the
prevallirg form o? atmospheric circulation, a feature
routinely investigated by the weather services. Use
of these services in conjunction with temperature

SIP 22246 551. 509. 67.551. 501. 81( 50) anomaly studies can providle impoilant information
Vo~yef~ L. . ad otersto thost concerned with Arctic navigatiun. (ATD

RADAR OI1SERVATIONS AS A METHOD) OF L , odfid
VFSTIGATING EFFECTS IN SUPFRCOOLEI)
STRATUS CLOUDS. (RadioiokAf~lonnye nablfudenltA
kak meted issledovaniIr i'ozde~stvIY nit pereokhlAzh-
dennyr sloistyn ohiska; Text in Russian). Meteoro- SIP 22248 061. 3:551. 509. X43)
logira I Gidro'ogii, No, 10:3-9 incl. illus., gaphs,
diarr., Oct. 1963. 2 refs. Klrillov, A. A. and F. G. Niklforov

DLC, QC85I.M27 CONFERENCE or ARCTIC 013SERVATORY
SCIENTISTS. (Konfl'renf AfrA nau !%nykh rAbotnlkovStratus clouds that do not yield precipitati-m usually Arktirheskk~t ob(,ervatortf, Text In Russian). Pro),-

form during the cold months of the year and mosqtly lemv Arktiki I Antarktilcl, Vyp. 12:139-141, 1963.
at low altitudes. Temperature inversion !,4 tommo;, DLC, G575. L422
and, with freezing temperatures gen# rally prevailing
at the earth's surface, snow is the ex& ected type of The first scientlif, eonfere-re on Arctic observatory
prerlottation. Radar stations with potentials higher research, held in Tiksi, May 7-9# 1962, was organ-
than normal were able to detect solid precipitation ized by the Arctic and Antarctic Institute and the
even when very light at distances up to 70-80 kn,, Tilisi Observatory. The 15 papers presented at the
Granules of solid CO2 were scattered from an a.. - conference (four by members of the Institute and
pbane flying on a course about 20 kmi long normal to eleven by scientists at the Institute's observatories
the wind direction and at cloud-top, height. Pictures In Tlkai, Pevek, and Diksnn) dralt mainly with prob-
were taken to determine the area over whici. pre- lems of long-range hydrclogical, meteoroloial,
cipitation occurred. Falling snow at a rate less than and ice forecasting in the Arctic. The iny mediate
0. 1 mm, hr was detected at distances up to 20 km. proiects f the Institute in-ladu the devel-pmreni of
Readings were taken' each 5 min in order to plot the reliabile forecasting techniques (especially numerical
precipitation zone at various heights. The belt5 forecasting methods utilizing the *'UrAl-2" hig-
artificial precipitation were net4 uniform, along their speed electironic computer), weather control, and
length, %ut pinched and cwelled. This may have been climate modification in some climatic regions of ine
caused by seeding irregulArities or variation In earth and in the Arctic in particular. In a raper en-
atmospheric turbulence. The dta ndlcate that the tted "Current Sta and Waysl of Perfecting tong-
lower houncbtry of the precipitation zone descends range Weather- jorecasting Tec.aiques in the Arc-
more rapidly than the upiper (I m,'son as opposed to tc"Il mhszdta h asso ete
0. 5 rnsec In this experiment). This Is in agreement change in the Arctic can. be determineo only if
with the view that ice particles are larger In the sy"a,,tc procesies are studied nn a giobal swale.
lower part of a cloud than In the uper. (ATD ab- Other paprs discuss the problem of extending long-
stract, modified) range forecasts from 4-6 mothls to 3-10 worths,
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methods to secure reliable prediction of diurnal wind icarch to described, and the Principles And tech-'
variation 3-4 days In advance, and oroblems of ultra- niques for its utilization are discussed. The data In-
long-ranig forecasting (10-12 yr). Actual and pro- dicate that sustained beil came fro storms whose

A Jected met-%ods of predicting ice (including numerical ralar-echo heights were steady in the vicinity of
methods) along the North Sea Route, short-range 30,000 ft. With echo heights less th" 30,000 ft, an
ice-regime prediction, the thermal balance of ice, upsurge sA the echo top was often followed by tall.
and the albedo and radiation balance of the sa were This may support the concept tnat strong updrafto
discussed. (AmD abstract, modified) are requiredl for hail formation. An updraft speed Of

I m/sec - the fall speWdat rain - may be crttical. Chi
__---- - - the ad$oataeaminaiOf 8SOlmsOccurrftg

14diays In July and Aug., it ws found that the probs-

UP 2249551.142 1:51. 24. 35(50)bility of hail falling from a given storm was an In-
91P 2249551 5421:55.32.435*50)-iraang functionl of storm height. Storm height It-

self, however, is not the cause of tail; it may be
Tushinski!, G. K. and N. U. Ualifloviliifl merely a rfedily measured concomitant of hil, with
THEl POUIION OF "LEVEL 365' OVER THZ TER- the primary cause being the usaneasurable updraft.
RITORY OF THEl USSR ANID THE RELATIONSHIP -- BLE
Or0 THIS LEVEL To GLACIATION4. (Polocnenle
'urovnil365" sad territorialSSSR Iiui' zetogo
urovnJ a oledenenlem; Text In Russian). Inform.
abornlk 0 rabotakh po Methtuxrod. GeofIz. Godu,

* No. 9.5-9 lnel. table, 1962. ref.
DLC, Slavic Div.

The gradients SMd absolute height at which the snow
cever can remain 365 days/yr tave been determined
for the majority of the regions of preset glaciation.
In the ruthrn regions, the duration of a stable snow UP251515.(40
cover increases by 8-10 days for every 100-in rise,
wrhereas In the polar regions of th USS thi grd Imperial College of Science and Tectuology (London)
ent is equal to 20-16 days for every 100-in rise, SMand RpR1.RIERHO CAATR
decreases by 5-4 days in the eastern regions of the sAiIFE SO EV Ero. .
USMR The gradient decreases from 16 to 11 day's Contract No. AF 61(052)-254, Dept. Meteorology,
per 100-mn rise along the Novaya Zemlya-Southern Imera College of Sd. SMd Tech., London, 12p.,
Urals meridian. ft decreases from 17 to 8 days for Mfay 1964. 34 refs.
every 100 m rise along the Severnaya Zemlya- DLC, Tech. Rapt. Collection
Verkhoyansk Ra~nge Transtalia meridian Calcu-
lations were made of the differ ences in the heights of The results are outlwnd of cumnulonimbus clioud
the actual slow lines in various glaciated regions of stuies which were condcted during the 5 yr cam-
the USSR, and of the heights of "levl 365." The inencing April 1959. A cold -cloud wind tunnel was
differences were negative for all of the regions (ax- used to establish the conditions governing the density
cept that of Franz Josef wAnd where the difference SMd struocture of rime Ice cr.ete from supercooled
was isqual to zero). The height of the "365" level SMd mixed clouds, SMd to determine the air drag of

Sfrom 300 m (Franzs Josef land) to 5000 m on artilicial hailstones. Radar (calibrated by balloo-
t. The smaller the numberodaswta borne standard metal spheres) was used t determine

stable! snow cover per year, the greater was the tefe-fall speed of artificial hailstone..' The life
ca dion of snlow necessary for the existence of history was recorded of the three-dimensional radar

glc .(ATI) abstract, modifled) echoes frem cumnulonimbuas using 5 radars of 3 dif -
ferent wave lengths by observing the distribution of
echo Intensity. A 2000-observer network was establ-
lished In cetral Engbld to record the occurrence
SM type of ain tail, lightn3ing, squalls SMd other

UP 22250 55.7.7*2)parameters associated with thunderstorms in a 5Sn
14k2arm around t radar bas. ,Time errors

Douglas, Richard IL SMd Walter Hitectield were no greater Vlan I to 3 min. The density of rim*
STUDIES OF ALBERTA HAILSTORMS, 1957. Sd. aecreted In a ruprrooled cloud Inside a wind tuned
Rapt. MW-27, "Stormy Weather" Res. Group, was found to be a function of (rv0/Tg), where r is the
MacDonald Phyics Lab., McGill Univ., ?OP. inc. cloud droplet median volume radius, vo the droplet
illus.,. table., graphs, dlagrs., maps May 1958. 5 speed of Impsct upon the rime, SMd Tg is thle de-

refs.presslon below 0'C of the rime surface. The drag
DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection coefficients of hailstones do not exceed those for

smooth spheres. Also, radar SMd ground observa-
This proiect was planned as a study of the hasic lions were obtained in unprecedented detail during a
physics of the hailstorm. The hail reporting network storm which produced hailstones up to 2 in. A new
included 15,000 ini 2 of the most notorious tail coun- cuinudonimbus model SMd a new theory of the growt
try in North AinericiA. The radar used in this re- of large hail were developed. M-E
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SIP 22252 551. 345:550. 8:621. 317.'*3) below the projection of the "main beach level."
Lastly, clrque glaciers deposited steep unweathered

Soztmrov, N4. B. moraines in historic time. (Authors' abstract)
APPLICATION OF ELECTRIC PROSPECTING
UNDER PLRMA FROST CONDITIONS. (Primenenle
metodov elektrorazvedki v uslovlfkh vechnof
merzloty; Text in Russian). Geofizicheskie Metody
Razvedid v Arktike, 132(4);204-214 incl. tales, SIP 22254 551.511. 603)
1962. 14 refs.

DLC, Q 70. L43 iovrova, A. M.

DESCRIPTION OF FREE ATMOSPHERIC TURBU-
This p'per reviews the tasks, methods and results of LFNCE IN THE EASTERN SECTOR OF THE ARC-
electric prospecting In the Arct.e regions by the TIC. (iharateristika turbulentnost svobodn?
Soviet Union since 1935. Typical for all these re- aftosfery v vostochnom sektore Arktiki; Text in
glons is the fr(cen depth of up to 400 m, which i~assian). Problemy Arktik I Antarktikd, No. 10:
accounts for a limited scope of electric prospecting, 55-61 incl. tables, graphs, 142. 7 refs.
which is applied, combined with other methods, to DLC, G575. L422
the solution of the following problems: (1) investiga-
tion of the permafrost depth, physical state of soils, The turbulerce which produces aircraft bump effects
and the extension of frozen depth and thawed zone was studied from data obtaned it temperature-
boundaries; (2) prospecting ore deposits; and (3) anemornetr c prolxes at Cape Schmidt and Providence
depth determination of Quaternary deposits for a Day in Jan. 1958-1960, and during April, July, and
correct orientation and rational organization of Ot., 1958-1959. Values of the Richardson number
placer gold prospecting. A new field of possible (Ri) were used as an index of the degree of turbulent
application is oI and gas prospecting. However, the enorgy. In view of the lack of a critical value for
electric prospecting, especially th.t on. low-fre- R1 In the Arctic, its critical values for Lhe tempera-
quency alternating current, has rot found the appli- ture latitudes were used. A computation was made
cation It deserves, notwithstanding the positive re- for each layer of the probability (P) of the turbulent
sults achieved with it In northern regions. Methods state of the atmosphere from the formula P a (n/m)
of electric prospecting on low-frequency alternating 100%, where n is the number of points above the
current, using the equipment developed in 1959, have corresponding curve, and m is the number of obeer-
a number of advantages In comparison with electric rations for the layer. For Providence Bay in July
prospecting on direct current; therefore, it to 1958-1959 In the 0-1-km layer the probability of
expected that the application of these methods will strong turbulence was 20.6 nd 34. 3% respectively,
prove expedient and effective. (AT, abstract, modl- while that of weak turbulence was 53 and 60. 8%.
fled) The main turbulence-recurrence ma-xmum lies in

the 0-1-km layer, the secondary )re occurs wider
the tropopuse, and the minimum is in the 2-5 km
layer. In the lowest 1-4m layer the greatest
turbulence recurrence Is observed during the cold

IP 22253 550.93:539. 16(*5S) period. This is explained by the interaction of the
551.336:551.79($58) Bering and Okhotsk cyclones with the crests of the

Holmes, G. Williams and Bjorn G. Andersen Siberian anticyclone. In Jan. and April the intenmi-
GLACIAL CWRONOLOGY OF ULLSFJORD, fled turbulence (Ri(1) In the 0-1-km layer is deter-
NORTHERN NORWAY. U. S. Geol. Survey Profess. mined largely by the dynamic (large wind discon-
Paper 475-D:159-163 incl. table, graph, diagr., tinuities) factor, by the thermal factor in the warm
map, 196.. 5 refs. period, and by the thermodynamic fctor in Oct.

DLC, QE75.P9 (RZh. Mekhenh astract, modified)

Quaternary features of Ullsfjord record Late Glacial
fluctuations ul the Fennoscandian ice sheet and of
local alpine glaciers. The earliest known advance
left erratics and subdued moraines near the coast. S1P 22255 $51. 514.7:629. 13(*50)
The subsequent Breldv4 'k advance formed lateral
moraines which continue into the sea as sharp sub- Pavtov, V. V. and A. X.
mar 4ne end moraines. Shortly thereafter the MVTHOD FOR D T.I. inG TkE DEGREE OF

Skardmunken advance also reaulted in moralnes with IING GI AIRCRAFT. (poeob ordeleniII
both terrestrial and marine facies. Radiocarbon Ijienslnoes obledenenM samoleta; Tet in Rus-
dates of marine shells place the Sbardmunken maxi- san). Btll. Izotnretenit, No. 0:52, 1963. (UMR
mum. between 11, 500 and 10, 390 yr (late Allerid and Patent No. 154064)
Younger Dryas time). A nearly continuous beach DLC, T285.A 4
level, probably the "main beach level" of northern
Norway, is cut in bedrock and unconsolidated mate- The patent Introduces a methoid for determining the
rials from the outer coast to the top of the deltaic degree of icing on aircraft. Two temperature se-
sediments of the Silrdmunken moraine. Shortly so are mounted In the leading and trailing edges of
after the Skrdmnunken advance, the ftordal advance the wing. To increase the accuracy of measum ents
left small moraines and deltas at a level slightly the leading and trailing edges are subjected to cm-

tinuoms beating. (ATh abstract)
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up 22256 551. 574. 13:551. 57:551.507.362. 1($3) SIP 22258 551. 19. 31:551. 326. 8(04A)

AlDL, Q4. PS dixes A-B, July 1964. 6 refs.
CRREL files

During the period 1954-1961, L. A. andsft &
the author refined (from USA and USSR rocket mea. Methods for predicting fee formation are reviewed in
urementsl) the glacial hypothesis which concerns the a study on formation, growth, and decay of sa ice.
silvery Clouds appearing only In summer at 75-90 From the relationship between mean daily tempera-
kin, between late. 50 awma 600. This hypothesis tuns and the date of Ice formation, a series of
comPares fth chmng In air pressure with altitude curves were developed to provide a single operational
and 3We elasticity of saturated vapor at the tempera- method of predicting ice formation at 1 bay, 10 lake,
tur prevailing at the #am#- altitude, and concludes, and 17 river locations. Fort Good Hope Is used a
that the condition neceseary for the formation of ice aneapein this report. The first appearance of
Crystals from water vapor is also fulfilled below 30 Ice In the fall,anthdtetcopteieovre
km. A seusoimi temperature variation facilitates are considered. -For 19 stations, numerical con-

teformation of silvery clouds in the summer, and stants and forecast curves are derived for only one oaccounts for their fine Structure and the character- the periods because at insufficient data. To apply
leftcs of their qpecrum. A compromise hypothesis the curves, an adjusted temperature record, based

£(meteor particles from nuclei of congealment) was on a numerical constant (N) and daily air tempera-
proposed to esplAin the origin 4f the water vapor. ture., is maintained starting In early summer.
This =xplains the appearance at bright silvery clouds Subsequently, this daily-adjusted temperature Is
at eight after the Tungus meteorite fell, and also applied to the family o( curves to provide a day-to-

10100SRItistieal agreements between the appearance day forecast of the date of Ice formation. (Author's
at silvery clouds aid increased meteoric activity. abstract)

Dafta given from a detailed numerical analysis of
hihotthess (1959), aid the capture of such

meteor particles near the Arctic Circle in 19612 is
described. The sime of theme particles confirms

(AID abstract, modified)

W2225 5541.326.6:551.508. 85:(*733/746) SIP 22259 69.035.4:624.042.42:624. 147

Ditrash, Zb. A. Mellor, Malcolm
PNOTORADAR RECOUUDGM OF ICEBERGS. (Fota- UMIERSNOW STRUCTURES: N-3d RADAR STATION,
radenal isuink alsbergov; Text to Russian). GREENLAND. Tech. Rept. 132, U. 8. Army Cold
NoeLt Antarkticheskail Eksped., Trudy, 20OChet- Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory, 29p.
vertyl I pWly relsy d/e 1Gb"', 1958-1960 gg.; intl. Wasu., tables, graphs, diagrs., Aug. 1964.
sew"ny reaul'taty I materlaly nil~entf. Lenin- 7 refs.
pad, kzd-vo Morskof transport, 1963, p. 141-154 CRREL files
b1" l Ilue. table, diation ai berainoapasti efrm.ea

DLC G 5 63 Data previously obtained In a program of instrumen-

Icebergs were counted during t rdrsainN3 ul ta liueo bu 00f
alocng the Aactic coast from 95-E to 10- E, then In the dry-snow zone of the Greenland Ice Cap are

m It to about lat. 5W8. The Icebergs were counted condensed and presented. N-34 consisted of pre-
bypaotographing every hour the sereen of a 'Neptun'.. fabricated buildings erected inside tubular corru-
type radar icator with a minlature single-lens gated-steel shells and the whole complex was inter-
reflex 'Zenit' camera using DN film. Fiteeni- aid conected with a closed network of steel tubes. The
five-mile raige displays wore the main type re- snow cover accumulation on the abandoned station,
Corded. The distance of Icebergs indicated by radar f~ 1957 to 1963, of more than 20 ft Is still being

& had to be corrected for the condition of the atmos- restrained by the structural shells. Observations of
pre and a surface, vertical dimensions of the long-term effects on this unique strutur are utilized

b argad beigli of the aerial. The results are to ainlyze new and exsting data in evaluating design
tabulate and presented In the form of two-hour concepts. Structural deformation, differentialJ
averages of the inber at Icebergs on a chart of the settlement, and heat loss are discussed and some

shi'scousefrom Dec. 27, 1958 to March 13, 1959. remarks relevant to future design Are Made. (See
(ATD abstract, modified) SIP 14619 and 14904) (Author's abstract)
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SIP 22260 551.578.7:551.577. 61:551. 509. 21(78) Ing level (distance from CCL to freezing level) to the

cloud's estimated vertical development (distance
Frisby, E.M. from CCL to EL), defined as the "cloud depth ratio"
RELATIONSIP OF GROUND HAIL DAMAGE PAT- and (2) the height of the freezing level as predictors.
TERNM TO FEATURES OF THE SYNOPTIC MAP IN With some modification of the scattergram, thisTHE UPPER GREAT PLAINS OF THE UNITED method could serve as the basis for the development
STATES. J. Appl. Meteorol. 1(3):348-352 incl. of a local forecasting tol for other areas. The
diagrs., maps, Sept. 1962. I 'ref. method showed common and Appleman skill scores

DLC, QC851.A66 of +65 and +66, respectively. -- BLE

Hall insurance claims have been plotted for 1951-1960
for each hail storm affecting the crop during eachcrop season. Attention was focused on hall damage
patterns originating east of the Missouri River. SIP 22202 551.322:536. 4. 031:551.576
Weather Bureau maps for the main synopuc hours
were used throughout the analysis. Damaging hail Schaefer, Vincent J.
storms occurred In South Dakota on 515 days during CONDENSED WATER IN THE FREE ATMOSPHERE
the 10-yr period, giving an average of about 52/yr IN AIR COLDER THAN 40rC. J. Appl. Meteorology,
between May and Sept. The damage patterns fell into 1(4):481-488 incl. illus., Dec. 1962. 10 refs.
3 main groups: (1) those occurring In swath-type DLC, QC851.A66
patterns with a northwest to southeast slant; (2) those
occurring in groups along a sllgh 7y curved line or Observations af atmospheric clouds formed by hot
series of lines lying southwest to northeast; and (3) springs and geysers were made at Yellowstone Park
those occurring In clusters without easily recogniza- In winter with f-ee atmospheric temperatures warmer
ble form. The forecaster is still dependent on radio- and colder than 40*C. Despite careful observations,
sonde data, the Showalter Stability Index, and radar no evidence could be found of the formatiun of super-
Information concerning cloud height and echo bright- cooled clouds at temperatures below -40"C. Repli-
bess for his first clues as to the probable presence cas made of the particles existing under varying
or Imminent formation of hall in a given cloud mass. atmospheric conditions showed that clouds formed
However, once the swaths have started and their with air colder than -40*C consistee mostly cf frozen,
direction Is known, they can be expected to be 150- Irregularly shaped particles. Liquid droplets were
200 mi long with widths varying from 5 to 15 mi. commonly found at temperatures above 40*C. Opti-
Speed of movement appears to exert considerable in- cal phenomena were virtually absent in the ice parti -
fluence on the extent and degree of ground hail cle fogs that formed below -40*C. Very complex and
damage. According to oboervations made during spectacular halos, pillars, arcs, and circles
1959 and 1960, a damaging hail swath coincided with occurred Pater the supercooled clouds formed at
the highest precipitation values and formed 2 hard temperatures above -40C were seeded with dry ice
core from which precipitation values decreased in all or silver Iodide. (Author's abstract)
directions. -- BLE

SIP 22263 551.576-.551. 521.1SIP 22261 551. 578.7:551.500.3(76.78)
Vowinckel, E. and Svenn Orrig

Pappas, John J. RELATION BETWEEN SOlTAR RADIATION INCOM'E
A SIMPLE YES-NO HAIL FORECASTING TECH- AND CLOUD TYPE IN THE ARCTIC. J. Appl.
NIQUE. J. Appl. Meteorol. 1(3):353-354 inci. Meteorol. 1(4):5%2-559 Incl. tables, diagr., Dec.
table, graph, Sept. 1962. 6 refs. 1962. 11 r7es.

DLC, QC851.A66 DL, QC851.A66

Seventy severe convective storms (34 hall-productng Cloud amount and duration of sunshine are generally
and 36 non-producing) wrre examined during the used to estimate direct and diffuse solar radiation In-
spring and summer of 1959 and 1960 with respect to come at the ground, where radiation Iatrumers are
cloud depth below the freezing level and cloud height no available. This method has serious drawbacks,
In order to develop an objective hail forecasting ad a consideration of cloud type is also necessary.
method. The area of stuly include. Texas, Okla- The different elements required for the calculation
homp Kansas, and Nebraska. The storms were af radiation income at the ground are discussed.
lsted by date, place, phenomenon, and time of Such calculation can give only general results, and
occurrence, and representative apper-air soundings measured values of radiation In the Arctic, with dff-
for each case were plotted on the skew T log P dia- ferent cloud types, are therefore ezamined and pre-
gram. They were then analyzed for 3 parameters: sntacd. The magnitude is discussed of the values in
(1) the convective condensation level (CCL), (2) the the Arctic of albedo of cloud tops, water content of
equilibrium level (EL), and (3) the freezIng level, clouds, pound albedo, and the effect of composite
After several trials with various comhnations of the cloud types. From the results it Is possible to con-
above parameters. the best results were obtained atr t tables which show the depletion factor with
with (1) the ratio of the cloud depth below the freez.- 10/10 cloud cover for different combirnations f cloud
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type frequeneles. These tibles make it possible to profiles soon comes to equilibrium for a glien basin
obtain approximate radiaUon income with mean over- depth since depth, In shallow water, closely controls
cast conditions, provided that the clear-sky rada- wave velocity. At equilibrium, or maximum develop-
tion is known. The results are applicable to the ment of sublittoral shelves, Pust-west expansion at
Polar cean and Arctic Coast only. (See SIP 20953) minimal, but north-south expansion is uninhibited by
(Authors' abstract) the presence of shelves and bas It is increased by

wind-driven currents, wave attack, and warmer
water temperatures in the ends. (Authors' abstract,
modified)

SIP 2,264 55L 33(77)

Leighton, Morris M. and Pal MacClIntock
THE WEATUM MANTLE GF GLACIAL TILLS SIP 22266 551.324.431(574.51)
BENEATH ORIGINAL SURFACES I NORTH-
CENTRAL UNITED STATES. J. Geol 70(3):267- Makarevich, K. G.
293 incl. Alus., tables, graphs, May Iff. :8 rets. ORGANIZATION AND CONDUCTDG OF SCIENTIFIC
DI C, was RESEARCH ACCORDIN TO THE PROGRAM OF

IGY AT MALAYA ALMATINKA GLACIERS IN
This ppeo %I) gives a historical perspective of TRANS IL ALATAU. (Orgnizaf~i I provedenie
weathered zois of glacial tills, (2) reviews changes nauchno-issledovatel'skikh rabot po programme MWO
in concepts and techniques, geologically and pedolog- na Maloalmatslniklh lednkakh v Zallffskom Alatau;
Icall, (3) notes the neglect of clay microscopy in the Text in Russian with English summary). p. 5-.tl
study and appraisal of profiles of weathering since Incl. IJlum. (it Gll filologicheslde issledovan/ll v
the work of Allen on Sumbotils 30 yr aM (4) exlores period MG; Zailffsdlk I Dzngarskll Alatau, Vyp.
the elements of soil profiles and profbles of weather- 1. Alma-Ata, hd-vo Akd. nauk Kazakhsko SSR,
Ing and their relationships, (5) analyes rtecent die- 1961). 20 refs.
cussiona concerning gumbotil, "leached wash," gley, DLC, QE575.A4
and accretion Cley, (6) critictzes, &e mineralogical
studies recently made of weathering profiles of The work which started on July , 1957, consisted

Kansan and MUlnolan tills, and (7) emphasizes the studying the meteorological and radiation regime of
need for a comprehensiv, study of weathering of the the alpine glacial zone, the moIsture and thermal ex-
neve glacial drift sheets. (Authors' abstrat) change between the glaciers and adjacent layer of air,

the smow cover, snow accumulation, and the conver-
sion of snow into im and Ice. The physical proper-

. .ties of snow, firn, and ice; the thickness, motion and
apatisl condition of the glaci-rs, and their hydrologi-

SIP 22265 551.481.1:551.3:(1-16)(*49) cal and temperature regimes were also included. In
the summer of 1958 German and Kazakh scientists

Carsou, Charles E. and Keith A. Hussey carried out a stereophotogrammetric sur7ey of the
THE ORIENTED LAKES OF ARCTIC ALASKA. J. glaciers, conducted hydrometric work in the glacial
Geol. 70(4):417-439 inLL Illus., tables, graphs, streams and at sources of the Malaya Almatinka
diagra, maps, July 1962. 21 refs. River, and studied the thermal balance of the glacier

DLC, QEI.Js ice -- atmosphere system. The work was concluded
in Dec. 1959. Data on man geological processes,

Elongate thaw-lake basins forming in the frozen which occur in the alpine glacial zone of the Trans
prond cf the Alaskan Arctic Coastal Plain are I1 Abt and Afrectly in and on the glaciers were
allgned 10' -15" west of true north. To test the also collected. (From author's summary)
hypothesis that prevailing winds elongated these
basin, detailed maps and velocity determinations of
wind-controlled current systems were made with
sodium fluorescein dye and aluminum floats. The

oeffctowave action w studied nbaslns of all - SIP 267 .. -58. 02:551. 324(574. 51) -
sip@@- morpholog and sediment distribution were
mapped; and water temperatures were recorded with Barvenk N. . d K . Maaevlch
thermographs. aiporting investigations were made A BASE NETWORK ON THE MALAYA ALMATINKA
of moisture content and fluctuation of the active . GLACIERS. (opornal set' n Maloalmatnakik led-
layer in the frosen ground. A comination of pro- nikakh; Tozi in Russian with English summary). p.
cesses produce a uniformly oriented basin morpho- 2340 incl. illus., tablue, graphs. (lt Gflio-
ogy which consists of sublittoral shelves oan the east logicheskie isaledovanill v period MO. Zaitlfskif I
and west sides of the lakes and a deeper central DshunmarsW Alatau, VYp. L Alma-Ata, zd-vo.
bin that etends to the north aid sorut ends. Akdmu Ksahsi SSu, 196).
Easterly and westerly winds, prevaillng nearly DLC, QE57. A4
.mnal to the axis of orientation, drive wave action
which forms sublittoral shelves and bars that even- A bas geodetic networ was established In the
tully come to protect the east and west aide from Malaya Almatinka glacier area in preparation for the
thaw and erosion. The development the sublittoral IGY glaciological research. Twenty-seven bench
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marks were cemented in place each marked by a during the warm period. The lnteryearly distribution
cross-piece at the upper end o a metal stake 160 cm of gradients in the glacial zone has Its own peculiari-
high. Four of the bench marks were set into the ties, which differ from the general types, and make
moving substratum of the frontal moraines and were it characteristic of the Trans Ill Alatau alpine profile.
frequently checked to aacertan their plane and alpine The general regularity of tie gradient distribution in
coordinates. The remaining benchea were fixed in the Trans I Alatau car. be applied to all mountain
solid rock foundations. It is probable that most of regions In southeast Kazakhstan. (From author's
the bench mark. wil remain intact and would be summary)
utilized for further investigation of glaciatin, on the
upper reaches of the Malaya Almatinka River.
(From authors' summary)

SEP 22270 551.324.412(574.41)

SIP 22268 622. 24:551. 324(574. 51) Vllesov, E. N.
PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF THE IC9 TEMPERA-

Vllesov, E. N. and P. F. Shabanov TURE MEASUREMENTS ON THE CENTRAL
ON EXPERIMENT OF DORING ON ALPINE GLA- TUYUISU GLACIER. (Predvaritel' e rezul'taty
CIERS. (Iz opyta burenlrl n rysokogornykh led- IzmerenIT temperatur l'da lednika 1 entral'nogo
niLakh; Text in Russian with English summary). p. TufaksuThkogo; Text in Russian with English sum-
31-36 Incl, tables. (In: Glfl.iologicheskle issledo- mary). p. 95-105 Incl. tables, graphs. (n:
An--l3 v period M1.G: ZaillfskI? I DzhungarskI? Glralologicheskie lssledovanil v period MGG:

Alatau, Vyp. I. Alma-Ata, Izd-vo Akad. nauk Zaillskff I Dzhungarski Alatau, Vyp. 1. Alma-Ata,
Kazakhskof SSR, 1961). lad-vo Akad. nauk Kazakhskcl SSR, 1961). 10 refs.

DLC, QE575.A4 DLC, QE575.A4

Characteristics are given on equipment used for bor- Temperature regime data of the lower Central
Ing deep holes on glaciers of the Tuyuksu group in the Tuyuksu glacier were obtained from specially laid
Trans IlI Alatau during the period of the IGY-IGC in boreholes, from Sept. 15, 1958 to Sept. 30 1959.
1957-1959. Data on boring speed in ice and firn are Measurements were made with the aid of platinum
related to the density, productivity of labor, depend- electrothermometers set at depths of 0. 5 to 52 m.
Ing on the depth of face of the bore hole, etc. Scien- The results showed the dense glacier tongue forma-
tific results on boring and practical propositions for tion to be In a freefv', state at all depths and at all
further utilization of rotary boring under alpine con- seasons, with t& ,ion of "crust melting."
ditions are IncludeJ. (From authors' summary) Three basic L-ml,. r~tu.-e zones were marked out,

surface zone at -10 to 0; inner zone at -3.5 to -1.8";
and deep zone at -1.8 to -0. 7*C. Interglacial pro-
cesses, principally the glacier movement, Ifluence
the temperature conditions of the deep strata. --

SIP 22269 551.506:551.524.4(574.51) EP/FMM

Kalmynkina, E. M.
ON THE TEMPERATURE GRADIENT OF THE
TRANS IL ALATAU. (0 temperaturnom gradliente v
Zailfskom Alatau; Text In Russian with English sum-
mary). p. 44-51 incl. tables. (In: GlIa3lologil- SIP 22271 551.332.53:551.49.918(574.51)
cheskle Issledovanifi v period MGG: ZailfskiY I
Dzhunask! Alatau, Vyp. 1. Alma-Ata, Izd-vo Borovinskid, D. A. and L. A. Vilesova
Akad. nauk KazskhMko SSR, 196 1). EXPERIMENTAL ELECTROMETRY IN STUDYING

DLC, QE575. A4 THE HYDROLOGICAL FEATURE OF MORAINES.
(Opyt prmenenifl elektrometril v izuebeniiData from meteorolocal stations in the glal zone, gdrolocheskih osobennoste moren; Text in Hus-

have supplemelted the vertical climatic profile of sian with English summary). p. 106-112 inc
the Trans III Iatau ridge. Attention Is focused on graphs. (In: Glilfiologichesle Issledovant fIv
calculations of the temperature gradient and its dpe- period .G: Zalla&kW I Dlszhungarski! Alatau, Vyp.
tribution over the vertical profile of tie ridge, and on 1. Alma-Ata, ftd-vo Ak. am* fatudaktak SSR,
analyses of the temperature conditions. The most 1961). 7 ref.
suitable for the entire ridge profile is the temperature DLC, QE575.A4
gradient between the points of Alma-Ata and Myi-
Dzhilld, that has an annual average of 0. 48-0.53, and The physogi py of the "1 k Glacier region Is
0.64-0.71 during the warm period. The most repre- described Including the hydrology of Its moraines.
semntatve statins are the Tuy _..su 9 (3470) and Electrical circuitry to determine seepage from gla-
Tuyuksu M (3750). It is rom=e-vted to make use cial lake., characteristics of undertround flow,
of the gradient between these two stations which fltraton velocity, and other hydrological conditon
equals 0,72-0.75 during the year, ana 0.63-0.67 were i./estigated with the use of Nal as electrolyte.
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Metlods of introducing the NaCt into the morainal is restricted by morphological features of glaciers.
areas and measuring the electrical potential In the T~he Kazakhstan Glaciers measured are 1. 7 to 8 Iom
soll are exp~lained In detall. The ex.perimental in length with areas from 0. 9 to 20.6 on 2, and belong
mearements made on August 27-28, 1958, imdl- to valley, hanging valley, cirque, and shelf types.
CAWe the effectiveness of applying a variation of the The maximum thickness found was 250-300 m and
SliChter Method to the study of hydrological conditions minimum of 35-36 m. Data on percentage of similar-
In general aini water filtration through moraines in Ity of Indices of glacier thickness determined by the
pa~rticular. -EPI1NZ four survey methods, and data on thickness of gla-

ciers In rJatlon with dilsncc from the end of their
open tongues are tabulated. (See SIP 19723)

(1740M iiUth'Ira "urnmary)
SEP 2222 551. 332:53:551. 321. 61(574. 51)

Borneinskit, B. A.
ELECTRWAL SURVEY ON MORAINES OF THE
MALAYA ALMATINA GLACIERS. (Elektroraz-
vedohnye raboty na morene MaloalmatinsklkhI., ___ lednlkov; Text In Russian with English summary).
p. 113-135 Incl. tables, graphs dlagirs. (In:j - GIlf~ologicheskle issiedovaf v period MGG:

- ___ ~Zaliffaki I Dzhungarsklf Alatau, Vyp. 1. Alma-Ata,- - -

bad-,o Aa. nauk IKazakhsko! 5SSP, 1961). 6 refs.
DLC, QE575. A4

F ~The electrical properties of morainte structure are
given for five basic tye: (1) non-frozen moraine,
(2) froens deposits with variable resistance, (3)
froen strata with constant resistance, (4) Ice lenses SP224CP.3.(7.1
and ice Islands covered with moraine, and (5) glacier SP224Li 3.(7.1
beds. Investigation procedures are dewcribed in de-
tail and collected data analyzed. A region of nonuni- TRCSO OL A CITO.NTH RN L
form igneous bedrock was encountered at a 50-100-mn ALATAU. (0 sledakh drevnego, oledenenif-a v
depth. The uneven distribution of buried ice in i .M tu;TtinRsltwthEgshsm
moralnes Is associated with local meteorological con- mary). p. 150-169 incl. ius.,. diagrs. (In:
ditions. Formation of melt-water lakes in summer G111fioochesie jg edvifi v period MGG:
affects wide development of erosion and thermo- Zaillskil I Dzhungarakil! Alatau, Vyp. 1. Alma-Ata,
karst phenomena. -- P/NZ l pd-vo Akw na NaahW R, 1961). 21 refs.

DLC, QE575. A4

The traces of two glaciations were noted in the river
SVP = 51.32.61574.11)valleys of tUk Trans III Alatau. The last (Vurm) glia-
UP 2273551321.1(54. 1)elation in rtreseted everywhere by sculptural

Iw O' N. N.frm n acc umulations of three main stages. -Lew
THE THICKNESS OF THE KAZAXMITAN GLACIERS fluvioglac l terraces, of wtich the upper terrace Is
AND THE ACCURACY OF MTHCDS OF ITS DE- more pronouncpd than the dithers, characterize the
TERMINATION. (Moshchnoet' lednikov Kaahtn moralnes ofdifferent stages. The upper terr ace (of

the first stage) forms the lower layer of terracesIenamtdve reeei;TtinRsinshaping the transverse valleys. In the alpine parts of
with English summary). p. 136-149 incl. tables, the valley, terracebeights increase up to 150 m and
diagrs. (In: Gliif1iniogicheskle Issledovanill v then gradually disappear in the transverse profile of

* period MGG: Zailffskl! I Dzhungarski Alatati, V)'P. the upper valley. 71e moraines of the second stage
1. Alma-Ata, 1zd-vo Akad, nauk Kazakhakof 551% of glcato inlctdI h t=o h ruh196)-re--- --- --- Ltat this point. .The moraine of the third stage is - _

DLC, QE575. A4 situated directly near the ends of the contemporary
glaciers, sometimes completely covered with the topThicknesses of 19 Kazakhstan glaciers have been moraine. The contemporary moraine contans dead

measured at 65 points by five different methods: Ice everywhere, and Is separated from the glaciers by
trigonometric (distance and slopes of glacier surface 2-3 kw. Th traces of the preultimate (Riss) glacial
and bed) agly(annual velocity and surface slpe epoch are recognized by the sculptured remnants of

balace a~esptydth moionandmeling f gaclrl, ridge slope cleavages. The moraine that apparentlyseismic sounding, aind electrical sounding. Each belong to this glacia epoch to known to be on the
method and its application is described in detail and northern slope of the Karatch ridge where it is part
data are tabuzlated. The best results were otined of the 140 m high terrace of the Daysaur territory.
by the electrical sounding and balance methods. The The tectonic elevation of the ridge since the Riss gla-
trigonometric method was eliminated because its use cial epoch Is 400 m. (Fron author's summary)
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SIP 22275 551. 331.5(574.51) generally attributed to a reduction in atmospheric
temperature or to an increase in swfalL Even if

Cherkiso, P. A. and V. A. Zenkova Pleistocene temperature was deeply depressed in th,
THE HISTORY OF RESEARCH ON CONTEMPORARY mountains in Kurtistaj,, it is difficult tu oeve thaw
AND ANCIENT GLACIATION OF THE RIDGE the nean ar.nual temperature in the Kurdish piedmot
D7HUNGARLAN ALATAU. (Istortra is,'s-doxuaiia and the Mesopotamian lowland was lC lower than
sovremennogo J drevre;;, uiAcdeenlM khrtbta the present. No geologic or paleomtologic evidence
Dzl-umrskiI Alatau; Text in Russian with English can be adduced to support such a change. The effect
summary). p. 170-182 Icl. illus. (In: Glratdlo- of change in snowfall on the elevation of the snowln'
logicheslde Issledovanifr v period MGG. Zailtsd? I Is difficult to segregate from the effect of tempera-
D .".m.~kiff AJ;%t~u. Vv. 1. Alro-Al. ri,- ture change. For the Kurdsh mountain. eonditiomAkad. nauk KazakhkoY SSR, 1961). 47Aqes. of greater snowfall must be postulated i/ " in

DLC, QES75.A4 ferred 1200-100-m depression of snow cover was
not entirely a result (4 temperature depression.

Past information on the Dzhungarian Alatau glaciers Evidence from glaciatlon indicates that the Pleisto-
has been principally visual morphological and mor- cene climate was colder and wetter in the foothills
phometrical data about contemporary and ancient gla- and piedmont, but the change to a postglacal climate
ciation of the ridge. In 1947 observation on glacier like the present was essentially complete 11, 000-
ablation, motion, and area conditions were made at 9000 yr ago. -- BLE
the Lepsa, Basken, and Xora-Karatal river basins.
During the IGY program, the Lepsa, Terekty,Backan and Sarkan river glaciers were eatensively
observed and explored. (From authors' summary)-

7I 2227 651. 336:551. 79:551. 417(94)Woldstadj au

SIP 22276 551.236:.551.79(931) wIERGL4CIAL MARINE SHORELINES IN AUSTRA-
LIA. (Interglasiale marine Str-inde In Australien;

Woldstedt, Paul Text In Cerman with English abstract). Elszeit u,
NEW ZEALAND GLACIATION AND THE PROBLEM Gegenwart, 12:60-65 incl. table, map, 1962. 12 refs.

OF ITS SIMULTANEITY WITH THE EUROPEAN DLC, QE6i. E!

GLACIATIONS. (Die "Vergletscherung Neuseelands The raised beaches contain mollusks and are weath-und die Frage threr Glekchzdtigkelt mit den
eurtischen Verelaungen; Text n German with ered and oxydized. Deep river troughs, which are

English abstract). Eszeitalter u. Gegenwart, 12: filled with young unweathered marine delsits, are
18-24 Incl. table, map, 1962. 11 refs. also present. There terraces extend to 10 ft above

DLC, QE696. E3 sea level and, according to C14 determinations,
some belong to the postglacial climatic maximum.

The Pleistocene sequence of Wanganui (North lslark The fossil sand dunes present are described and the
of New Zealand) and the successions of glaciations in ages of the old sho'" I1.es In South Australia are
the South Island are reviewed. The last glaciation tabulated. In Tasmania interglacial shorellnes are
and the postglacial time In New Zealand occurred, developed ahigh as 50-70 ft. Since the faunas of
according to C14 determinations, simultaneously with the old high sea levels of the Southern Hemisphere

were warm, they must belong to the interglaclaisthose of the Northern Hemisphere. If this is true, which occurred simultaneously on both hemispheres.
the earlier glaciations must also have been simulta- -- BLE
neous. This does not agree with the Milankovitch-
curve, which, in the form that It is given, cannot
have been the cause of the Ice ages. (Author's ab-
stract, modified)

SIP 22279 551. 331. 55:551. 79(43)

Richter, Konrad
SIP 22277 551.336:551. 79(%) THE AGE OF GLACIAL STRIATIO AT VELPKE.

(Des Alter der Gletscherschrammen von Velpke;

Wright, H. E. Text In German with English abstract). Elazeitalter'
PLEISTOCENE GLACIATION IN KUWDISTAN. u. Gegenwart, 12-.125-130 mel. diagr., 190. 4
Eiszeitalter u. Gegenwart, 12:.11-164 Incl. ilus., efs.
tables, graphs, diagra., mis, 1962. 46 refs. DIC, QE696. 33

DLC, QE696. E3 The ice sheets that overlie the Rhaetic saaMstone wits

New ev!,dence Is presented for the extent of glaciation Its 2 systems of glacial strile have been infstl-
in Kurdistan (a mountain region where Iraq, Turkey, Pted and the presence of ground moraines partly
and Iran ;oin together), and older evidence is re- overlying other ground moraines has been proved.
viewed. The critical glacial features are assigned to The oldest of these moraieti produced thz early
t last glacial phase. Depression of the snowlin- is system of striatlon. By proving the gradual modlfl-cation of the striation in the dircton cC a glacial
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movement recognized as having taken place during taken within individual snowfalls display different
the Elater glaciation it appears possible that the 8 /temperature relationships depending upon the na-
younger direction was caused by another glacial ad- ture and history of the air masses involved. Sam-
vance during the late Elster glaciation. Ano'er pies of wind-drifted i.w from Little America havepossilte origin of the striae is suggested by the a seasonal flavor, but their 8 values are consider-
presence u1 minute forms of glaciated rock along ably lower than those of snow from a nearby pit. A
parabola ruptures. The research methods per- possible explanation of this anomaly is that some of
mitted the detection of differentiated courses of ice the wind-driven snow comes from inlaid sources,
movement and hence subdivisions of a glaciation in possibly as much as 500 km away. Another possi-
other exposures of ground moraines. (Author's ab- blity is that wind action produces mechanical separ-
stract, modified) ation favoring accumulation of ice particles with

higher 8 values. The low 8 material may end up
In the ocean. Quantitative relationships between
variations in 8 and surface air temperature, upper-

.. .. .. ... ir tempo4.ralro and troopspherie temperature are
SIP 22280 551.578. 463:(038+*7) not impressive. Lack of consistency in the 8 /sur-

face-rir temperature relationship can be attributed
Glovinetto, Mario B. to the strong inversion frequently prevailing in Ant-
DISTRIBUTION OF DIAGENETIC SNOW FACIES IN arctica; but even the influence of pper-air aidA1TARUTIA AD I GRENANOW Aci N1) tropospheric temperatures appears to W? variable.ANTARCTICA AND IN GREENLAND. Arctc, 1.(1): (Authors' abstrct, md~iled)
32-40 incl. map, March 1964. 32 refs.

DLC, G600.A695

The areas oi the zones of particular diagenetic snow
facies are estimated for Antarctica and compared
with areas estimated for Greenland. The ablation
faces covers less than 1% of the area of the Antarc-
tic le sheet a opposed to 15% in Greenland. The
percolation and soaked facies cover appro/mately
10% of Antarctica as compared to about 20% in Green- SIP 22282 551. 58(*2)
land. The dry snow facies covers 90% of the Ant-
arctic Ice sheet including ice shelves, which is three
times larger than in Greenland. Whereas the dry CHANGE A CLIMATE CONTROL.
snow line in Greenland lies at an altitude of 3100 (hmenenle klmata i putego preobrazovanif; Text
at 6WN aid 1700 m at 8N, in Antarcticai f in Russian). Vest., Akad. nauk SSSR, 32(7):33-37,
between 500 and 1000 m at 6rS (near 54 E) and only July 1962. (Eng. trans.: U. S. Air Fo-ce.
100 m at 85S (near 165W). In relation to the mean Cambridge Res Lab Contract AF 19(628)-3880,
annual air temperature, the dry snow line in Green- CRi. Tdgrml. T-R-4a+ 7 rp. Ai 1964)
land lies between the -15" and -28'C Isotherms, DLC, AS22. A627
while in Antarctica It lies between the -15" and -250C
Isotherms. -- GAD Heat bela-ce data show that the main reason for the

lower summer temperatures In high latitudes Is the
Ice cover of the Arctic Ocean and of Antarctica. Be-
cause of the high albedo of snow, most of the total

1radiation In high latitudes is reflected. If there were
SIP 22281 546.21:551. 578.c4:551.322(*7 so Ice cover in the Arctic the temperatures wouldrange from +10* to +20"C in summer to+5 to +10*C
Epstein, Samuel, Robert P. Sharp and Irene Goddard in winter. Sharp climatic changes would result and
CKYGEN-MOTOP RATIOS IN ANTARCTIC SNOW, Ice could not re-form. Similar changes would occur
FIRN, AND ICE. J. Geol. 71(6):698-720 incl. if the ice cap of Antarctica disappeared. However,tables, graphs, diagr., nvap, Nov. IM. 61 refs. because of the differences in the heat balance of thetLe, QE.h d continent and ucean, summer temperatures would be

higher than in the Arctic, while the winter tempera-

0-18/O-6 ratios c 550 specimens sow rtures would be lower. N world-wide glaciation should
and Ice predominantly f. West Antarctica have occur, the surface air temperature would decrease
been determined. Ocygen isotope ratio curves with about 100C, due to the albedo increase and atmos-
seemingly normal seasonal characteristics obtained pheric transparency. Artificial climate controls
at Amundsen-Scott, Byrd, Little America, and such as dry-ice seeding of clouds, direct control e*
Wilkes-sate lute Stations consistently suggest accu- air currents to change the trajectories of air masses,
mulation rates 20-100% greater than determined by scattering of dust in the atmosphere to change radia-
surface measurements and pit stratigraphy. New- lion fluxes, and mf tification of atmospheric electric
fallen snow at Ellsworth Station shows the usual processes are a few methods of transforming climate
direct variation In 8 3 (8 . deviation from the ratio for the benefit of man. Modification of the Arctic ice
of a standard) of the 0-18/0-16 ratio with tempera- cover may have drastic consequences, however, andture over an Impressively large range. Sample should be thoroughly Investigated before such action

r e rs y e e -- FJS
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SIP 22283 551.337:535.37:550.93:(07,' SIP 22285 551.515.8:511.521.3:551.521.12

Rora, L. B. NikitinskI3, N. L
MINIMUM LENGTH OF TIME OF FRIGID CONDI- PECULLJUUTIES OF OPTICAL CHARACTERITICS
TIONS IN ANTARCTICA AS DETERMINED By OF ARCTIC MASSES OF AIR. (Osobennostio pti-
THERMOLUMINESCENCE. Amer. J. Scl., 262(6): chesklkh kharakteristik arkticheskdkh mass voz-
767-781 incl. graphs, June 1964. 1A refs. dukha; Text In Russian). Trudy GlavroT Geofiz.DLC, QI. A5 Observatorii, No. 118:77-81 incl. table, graph,

1961. 7 refs. (Eng. Transl.: Foreign Tech. Div.,The number of trapped electrons that prodices the Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson Air
glL'r-curve peak of calcite at 230"C Is a function of Force Base, Ohio, FTD-MT-63-17/l+2, July 12,
the amount of radioactive impurities, temperature, 1963).
and time. Laboratory experiments ;ed to the deter- DLC, QC80 OI.L46
ruination of the equations governing the growth and
de,.ay of this peak. These show that, for a given Investigations were made from July to Oct. 1951 of
sa.mr' , w.c ttcr ., r'',4-a rrse.t=i2t the the spectral transoarencv ef 'h, at .'herc in the .area of the glow-curve peak asymptotically area of Leningrad, USSR. The characteristics are
approaches an equilibrium value. The assumptior, discussed which distinguish Arctic air from air
that natural and artificial bombardment produce corn- masses of other origins. An actinometer was used
parable results is supported by theoretical and ex- waich was furnished with narrow-band interference
perimental evidence. Sarnples frtn Antarctica are light filters. High constancy values were ob6erved
assumed to have reached eqif.librum position during for the spectral-transparency coefficient of the
preglacial time under temperate conditions. When atmosphere. The optical effect of aerosol diffusion
glacial conditions set in, the samples ceased to be in can he convidered neutral. -- BLE .
equilibrium and the number of trapped electrona In-
creased. The time necessary for the area of the
peak to grow from the equilibrium position of prt.-
glacial times to the present value is the minimum
length of time for frigid contlitions in Antarctica.
Because the sample could have been deeply buried
and later exposed at the surface by glacial erosicn,
only a minimum limit for the length of time of the
glaciations in the area can be calculated. A value of
210,000 years was obtained from samples from the
McMurdo Sound area. (Author's abstract)

SIP 22286 551.466. 72:('746)

Somov, M. X. and A. V. Koptev.
TIDES IN THE MIRNYY OBSERVATORY REGION.
(Prilivy v ralone Observatoril Mirny; Text in Rus-

SIP 22284 55M.32(*50) sian). Sovet. Antarkticheskal3 Eksped., Inform.
BtUll., No. 1:73-78 incl. illus., tables, graphs,

Kalesnik, S. V. 1958. (Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Exp.m11tion,
PEVIEW OF GLACIOLOGY. (Oct*rk1 glrfniologil; Information Bulletin, Vol. 1, Amsterdam, Elsevie-
Text In Russian). Moscow, 1963, 551p. incl. 1964, p. 46-51).
Illus., tables, dagrs., graphs. (3501 refs. DLC, Q13. S686; Q115.S6862

DLC, Slavic Div. Sea level recordings were obtained in the Mhray re-
Present day glaciologtcal science is reviewed, giving gon using a "Valdal" recordng tide gage from Nov.
a resume and analysis of data obtained, presentation 22, 1956, to Jan. 9, 1957. The gage assembly is
of research nethods, and examination of theoretical described. The complex nature of the tidal sea level
problems. Chapters are devoted to. ice as a miner- -.. oscillations are expl-Ined by the fact that the M2 .. .
al and a rock; snow lines; origin and feeding of gla- semidiurnal waves, and the KI and 01 diurnal waves
ciers; movement of glaciers; mass ablation and predominate, the amplitudes of each being about
balance In glaciers; advance and retreat of glaciers; equal. The tide at Mlrnyy is anirretruardiurnal tide
development of glaciers; systems and classification (HK I + HO1 )/HM2 - 2. 34] with all the characterlstlcs
of glaciers; transport and accumulation of glaciers; of thit type. The data agree well 7ith the only otherglacial erosion; contemporary glaciation of the Earth; recordings ever made in the .rm (1902). In additicn,
and man and glaciers. The book is written for a the values derived for the cotidal times cd the semi-
wide circle of scientists and principally for physico- diurnal M 2 and diurnal K, wavec fit well into the ex-
geog hers, hydrologists and glaciologiats. -- isUng scheme of ihose for the 3outhern oceans. --
ES/FMM JRT
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SIP 22287 551. 506. 2:551. 506.7:(*7) / scars and striations are distinctly evident. The

0 abrasion areas on the sea slopes of the Gi eason Hills
ric hak 0. G. (Windmill Is.) and the Vestfold Hills are true marine

PRELDMIARY RESULTS OF AEROMETEOROLOGI- terraces. A distinctive characteristic of the coast
CAL STUDIES FROM 1957/58. (Predvaritel'nye is the almost total absence of beach development.
resul'taty aerometeorologicheskikh rabot v 1957/58 The marine terraces arsd saline lakes (ancient fjords
g.; Text in Russian). Sovet. Antarkticheskaf- cut off by general uplift of the entire region) fix the
Eksped., Inform. biull., No. 1:57-59, 1958. (Eng. time of the most recent epeirogenic activity. Gla-
transl. in: 0vwlct Antarctic Expedition, Information cial d-nudatlon is the predominating external factor
Bulletin, Vol. 1, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. affecting the relief of this area although evidence of
36-38). wind, frost, and chemical weathering is Lisao present.

DLC, Q115.8686; Q115.96862 The orientation of glacial striations and the cal-
rcareous-encrusted ice scars confirm the hypothesis

Preliminary conclusi'ms indicate: (I) the Antarctic that glaciation occurred in a number of phases inter-
antlcv.ione Is always preq#.,t .h eight of at least spersed with substantial warming trends. -- JRT

( m WO sometimes higher; (2) the Antarctic anti-
cyclone and cyclone zones are asymmetrically . . ... . .. . .. . . .
shifted to conform with the asymmetrical orientationr of the continent with respect to the SoLth Pole; (3)
the relative proximity of the cyclone zone to the sub- SIP 222F9 551. 513.2:551.509.318:(*3+'7)
tropical high press.re belt leads to an increase In
the horizontal pressure and to the formtln -f a jet Girs, A. A.
stream and a frontal zone of increased cyclonic THE INTEPRTIATION BETWEEN ATMOEPHERIC
activity; (4) meridional, not zonal; processes pre- CIRCULATION IN THE ARCTIC AND ANTARCTIC.
dominately determine the climate, the most intense (0 vzaimosvt-azi mezhdu (BirkulfatiieT atmosfery v
meridional processes causing the dtflection of the ArkUke I Antarktike; Text In Russian). Sovet. Ant-
mid-latitude jet stream to penetrate the continent arkticheskafa Eksped., Inform. bfull. No. 2:21-24,
accompanied by heat transport to high latitudes and 1958. 17 refs. (Eng. transl. la: Soviet Antarctic
cyclonic penetration; (5) tropospheric jet streams are Expedition, Information v3lletin, Vol. 1, Amster-
associated with cyclonic activity, whereas the dam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 70-73).
stratospheric jet streams arise from the contrast in DLC, G15.$686; G115.$6862
stralosphere temperatures over the sea and land; (6)
there is a permanent temperature Inversion in tht A close relatioship between atmospheric processes
300-500 m layer above the continent; (7) actinometric In both hemispheres is indicated by the follomving
results Indicate that minimum temperatures In Ant- (1) years with severe or tight ice in the Arctic were
arctica may be as low -s -80' C(*-): and (8) kata- duplicated In the Antarctic; and (2) synoptic pro-
batic wind In combination with cyclonlc frontal zone cesses In the Arctic were shown tn be closely asso-
activity are capable of removing all snow in the elated with the large-scale types of atmoonleric cir-
Bunger Hills area, giving rise to snow-free cond- culation in the Northern Hemisphere; t similar
tions !a winter and a relati. ely warm mlcroclmate in situation was found In the Antarctic in relation to the
summer. -- JRT Southern Hemisphere. Thus, it is recognized tiat

proceases in the Arctic and Antarctic are related to
the larger processes of their respective hems.R-
pheres, which in turn, are closely related and have
a substantial influence on each other. -- JITI

SIP 22288 551.311.5:551.4:(*7-11)

Voronov, P. S.
• ON THE GEOMOR/JWHOLOGY OF EAST ANTARCTICA. SIP 22290 551.324.43:551.43"551.337('49/041)

(K geomorfololi Vostochnol Antarktidy; Text in
Russian). Sovet. Antarkticheskaa Eksped., Inform. iller, Maynard M.
ilL, No. 1:35-39, incl. illus., map, 1958. 3 refs. MORPHOGENETICCLASSIFICATION OF PLESTO-

(Eg. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Infor- CENE GLACIATIONS IN THE ALASKA-CANADA
mation Bulletin, Vol. 1, Amsterdain, Elsevier, BOUNDARY RANGE. Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. 108(3):
194, p. 20-24). 247-256 iMci. illus., table, diagrs., maps, Ju--2,

DLC, Q15.8686; Q115. S6862 1964. 12 refs.
DLC, QIl.P5

The geornorphological characteristics of the subgla-
cial relief of East Antarctica (75 ° -110' E) are de- The phase- of the Pleistocene glaciation in the
scribed. A "skerry-type" landscape characterizes coastal Cordillera of the Alaska-Canada boundary re-
the original coastline development as evidenced by glon are classified and described. In the culminating
the winding bay-fjords and numerous rocky Islets, stage of the Pleistocene Epoch, The Cordilleran Gla-
Small rocky hills with flat or slightly convex sum- tier Complex reached its most extensive development
mits characterize the ice-free land farther inland, at the latitude of the Taku District of the Alaskan
Roches moutonnies are common relief forms, and Panhandle. It was similar in nature, form, and dl-
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mension to the present-day G~eerIand ice cap. In ihe SIP 22292 551.501:551. 578.46:528
Taku District, at the maximum stage, the regloral
ice center was east of the prc-sent water divide and Shcherbakova, L. F.
probably existed as an elongated zone or broad glacial ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS OF SNOW MEASURI
rlde connecUng the highest bedrock massifs. It is SURVEYS AND RECOMMENDATION FOR DMPROV-
probable that at the summit levels (ca. 8000 ft) the ING THE METHOD OF SNOW COVER OBSERVA-
direct signs of glaciation earlier than the Wiscon- TIONS. (AnaIlz rezil'tatov snegomernykh s"emok I
sinain have been rem, .- d. In the next lesser stage, rekomerdafnii po uluchshenifr metodiki nblrxirle!
which is the one mnost clearl) recognized from local nad snezhnym pokrovom; Text in Russian). rn*,zhnyl
e-'id(nce in the Boundary Rangt, some of the nunataks pokrov, ego rasprotranene I rol' v narodnorn
between 6000 and 8000 ft protrude through the ice khczf'fstve AI'.ad. nauk SSSR, p. 5-14 irl. tables,
surface. The latest separate glaciation in the Taku graphs, 19a2. 3 refs.
District was much smaller than the earlier Wiscon- DLC, G02403.A544
sinan maxima. in this glacIation, ice filled the bot-
tom part of the Taku valley and coalesced with See SIP 21480:
tongues from the tribxitary valleys. The next phase CONCERNING THE IMPROVEMENT OF SNOW
to be considered is typified in the Taku District by MEASURING OBSERVATIOMS. Soviet Hydrology:
the Alaskan Little Ice Age. The final phase is Selected Paper; No. 1:716, 1062.
called the Local Glac!er Phase. -- BLE DLC, Unbound periodical

SIP 22293 551. 501"551. 578.46:528(*533)

Kuzneftov, A. T.
SIP 22291 551.324. 6(*49) THE QUESTION OF A METHOD FOR SNOW COVER

OBSERVATIONS IN KAZAKIHTAN. (K voproeu o
Miller, Maynard M. metodike nablftdenlY nad snezhnym pokrovom v
INVENTORY OF TERPMIAL POSITION CHANGES IN Kazakhstane; Text in Russian). ESnezhnyf pokrov,
ALASKAN COASTAL GLACIERS SINCE THE 1750'8. ego rasprostranenie I rol' v narodnom khozflstve,
Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. 108,3):257-273 Incl. illus., Akad. nauk TSR, p. 15-19 incl. dagr., map, 1942.
tables, graph, maps, JunieS2, 1964. 40 ref,. 3 refs.

DLC, QII. P5 DLC, GB2403.A544

Southeastern coastal Alaska is divided Into 7 glacio- The coordination of data which characterize the snow
logical provinces in which at least 80% of the glaciers cover of Kazakhstan with the results of climatic re-
in Alaska are located. The Stikine district is ex- search shows that the results of snow cover observa-
tremely mow tainous and has all the ch2racteristics tions it zonal points can be expediently processed hy
of a submerged coast line. The dominant charac- redncing them to the data of ref--ence points. When
teristic of these ice masses has been shrinkage with using the combined method of snow cover obserra-
only a few of them near equilibrium. The most im- bons, the reference and zonal points cre linked up on
pressive geomorphic feature in the Takit District is the network of local air roites on which obserati,'-s
the extensive network of Rlarlers which comprise the are made monthly or at least 3 times a winter. Air-
Juneau Icefield. n the Glacier Bay District a phe- route observations, conducted simultaneously with
r,omenal disappearance of Ice has been observed In ground observations at the reference points, provide
recent years. There have been several instances of a reliable idea of the degree to which a territory is
minor readvances. The Chilkat District comprises a ,overed by Snot, and permit an estimate of the mode
small icefleld whose glaciers are thinning and in re- of ccurre-we, structure, depth of snow, and the
treat. In the lituya Bay District, the glaciers were sites c.i snow and accumulation removal. This com-
considerably receded at the end of the eighteenth bined method permits the results of previous obser-
century while the Glacier Bay ice sheet was at its rations to be used by introducing appropriate conver-
maximum. The St. Ellas District is covered with sioni factors. It also provides opportunities for
more than 10, 000 nji 2 of ice. Prince William Sound establishing the relations o snow cover dyl~amics to
and the Chugath Range Distr'.;t have a regional snow- the synoptic processes which influence it. Yearly
line and mean nivi-li-e Arnich are mjch lower than field investigations of the snow cover and the synop-
elsewhere along the -!oast. Although many of the tic conditions of its formation and disappearance will
small glaciere are i, retreat, ovcr the past 60 yr a be useful In determining a method to predict the Indi-
larger proportion has been advarcing in the two latter vidual stages of formaUon of the snow cover and its
districts than in the other dietricts. -- BLE characteristics. (RZh. (leofizlka abstract, modified)
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MP 22294 551. 501:551. 576. 46: 52E,0533) poits t ohsiK.ofprnitofara The temporary
resgtace f sow o factreIncreases markedly

Prokhorov, . 'with Increasing density. (Rib. Gediila abstract,
STUDY OF SNOW RESERVE CONDITIONS Dmodified)
KAZMOUTAN. (K Izuchenif rezhima a g~apaaov
v katakhstane; Text iniRusaaln). Snezhny!prw

ramrotraene rol naodomkhoal Istvel
Aka Iflk 8811, p. 20-24 mncI. tables, vr hs,

IN2. 4refs.551. 579. 2(*532)
DLC, 092403. A5441

Zxperrnenta were conducted in 1956-1958 at 17 points MELTING AND~ DISAPPEARARCE OF TE SNOWInth nrter ar o Kzahsa, SS, o eJ r CRoaai IN. SOUTH-EAST OF THE WES
m~e hemotrational method for vkow iuring SIERIANJ PLAIN. (Tafinie I skWo snezhnogo

obsevatins. t wa estblised tat, Tene koa nitiose sussdnowidrshic thenw
&no-coer ept wa mesurd o stti nd cover mexts in theln) NOSHAIk aipokv regos

toog thi sreyth show eerldesreet roft KeeroI rgolYnrd Th khazw io lasts
wralottievaorigh. aoogad i su days in th north to 104013 dnL ayls, In the fs

shwdft rough sufc istep seantfrmt a smoot sldlon which3 Ast504a4 tipro

surac. Ri. elika abrat, = uc= The. snwtdens arease condera ahih the so

o~he fator. Cnteporry mthos o memurg fovretsppe Nv~osmlinbeiins and Thes trdio0-
*dw houl bere-eamind fr seral egiow dayh period ot Mahe undlerrioy n the ec f nrthua
14aksft andthe shuld e spplmentd -10o to -eo Diiegaion ohe thero tables rove

SWk 2229 snow 578. en 44:5) 50ccurs in the nirt ha to A0ril daysC In the uf

In nw ta Snwcoe evorestio so, tmeltiry tartinan the irg0-atiodo
KazakhstanIs 0. 4 mmd~y. Evapratio rmasonih e occur t in the en perid of C).oTh cn-

roug srfaeeis geatertha tehafrom la mooArl iin thihe stsn nthis 10-dayigts period o
surace Rstik t a bst r ac;t, minfusia).Mi the nsrth. Inrthes cste era mid s-tep

beshnf porov eO raprotnefll I 11" lbod toe alest completO4 disapearane sn

stpadforest-steppe regions neis at the enid 0- 
~ rsuls ae gve 01meaureent mde f te scda period May andat the efectnnif 01"A ath

resistance ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~lo to _~t rsig haig hr ha thDfrsitegson tisa the sten 0x thevthrd

zwtue, ad frctur. Frm -l to 2 hisfe- eio sow, min a trt In the first -a period ue Rh
sistance ~ ~ ~ ~ o inri stcurll Idntca snow anresd stabl snowj absvact modfied)

mostow Idncal wit I n aigdnst.Tetm
pRSryT crshn DTResIstNINe OME enE HNIA snowio risestte n t pi (c

bRPRTE the fact tha InE ARCTIC densel snowe theperac increased iteseonhl
crshn resitane i mail elhatced toth 1dan-rodo

creaed elstiity ofpili the crystal thmslvs whil the 2irst 633.2641(4
kirn deet snwcnsegY rble rictIn fRceg. t be-enrkI tesep n frs-tm e

twe thatles. he di2.reio in the stress zon it caLapnI h is afo

epplied to crush a sample also influencespp theism- isO atVD the endL ofTD3 ithe
pcay rshn rsstnof esurnow. Tmparyo the. seon p eriod of 4 2 laa. a tthbeining.o tahe,
shainoeisac Inose licrlyhng asheadenit ghrld .1,2 2ntefrs zoe tsa h n o h hr

01miownc In tUtSlyietclsncreases al- the tmperaturabstractar-modifTiedO

loajcsig resistance oaluessare muc than
rsiaple atluwes; tefoer are als s deplnedm h eut r rsa 1asuy0 aiu
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boundary betwecn the frozen and unfrozen soil. The masks for color-separaton 11d the extensive use of
leiises may range from microscopl- thickness to half-tone screens to produce the final negatives and
1/4 In. or more. Most structures are founded below printing plates. Initially the plotting manuscript was
the depth of maximum fron penetration and the heav- photographed and a film negative was produced at the
Ing that occurs io not associated with the soil on drawing cale of 1:40,000. This negative wa used
which the footing is founded, but with the grip of the to make bluellne prints on a white translucent scribe-
heaving 01l on the sides of footing piers. Methods coat material. This nonphotographic blue Image
to reduce frost heaving Include elimination of the provides the key for the scribir.g or drawing of the
grip of the frozen soll on the sides a. a footing I:ler, individual color plates. A detailed descriptlon a
enlargement of the footing base, reptacement of the given of the preparation of the different color plates.
soil adjacent to the footing with free-draining mate- -- BLE
ial, treatment of the soll by chemical additives,

lowering of the ground water by drainage, end insula-
tion of the ground to prevent frost penetration. --

BLE
SIP 22300 910. 3:551.324:528. 9(464.4)

Muller, Fritz
SIP 22298' 551,324:528.'4(-464.4) AN ARCTIC RESEARCH EXPEDrr N AND ITS

RELIANCE ON LARGE-SCALE MAPS. Can.

Hau i D. uveyor, 27(2):9-112 il. Illus., tables, graph,IL~umrm, Ddigr., ma--s, June 1963. 9 tm.

SURVEYING GLACIERS ON AXEL HEIBERG DLr., TA50.C 3
ISLAND. Can. Surveyor, 17(2):81-93 Incl. Illus.,
tables, graphs, June 193.- refs. This article discusses the McGill University's Arctic

DLC, TA50I.C3 Research Expedition to Axel Helberg Island In 1959.
The expedItion concentrated on an Intensive study of

The .purpose of the field survey was to establish th I defined area ti the Island, for which precise large-

basi. ground control for measurements and mapping 1ceie aa at t l, for w recesar.

by aerial photogrs phy. The signals used were alumi- scale maps (1:50t000 to 1:5,000) are necessary.

imm plates, tripod s of aluminum poles, and calrr.s The work of the expedition is divided into 2 parts:

painted yellow. It is conc!uded that field equipment the gatherng of field daft in the summer, and its

should be lightweight and simple, ard should permit processlng during the winter. Included In the dis-

Improvisations and modiflcaUons that may be easily phslon are the preliminary contributions of aerial

carried out In the field. The aerial picture Is photorammetry, the cartographic requirements of

most important factor in photogrammetrc mapping. the various sciencets (geology, geomorphology,

provisional plotting with form lines, presentation of botany, gravimetry, and glaciology). One of the

glacier outlr,es, nirer courses, morainic debris on prime objectives of the expedition was to make de-
glaier and firm groundl, etc., are a vnuale bse talled mass-balance studies of a typical glacier in the

for detailed field invesirtons, even If the scale i Queen Elizabeth Islands during several consecaive

known only approximately 2nd the reference zone Is years. This work is described, and data and infor-

tilted considerably in relation to the true horizon. matlon are given on the ablation of the White Glacier,
Maps or plans of glaciated areas should contain a t accumulation area of a high Arctic glacier, com-

precise and complete presentation of features parisons of budget years and cUmate during the

characteristic of the presence of glaciers. The field seasons in the area, changes in snout positions

small-scale photography (1:60, 000) used for the of typical glaciers, glacier-dammed lakes, adl ice-

1:50, COO mapping proved to be satisfactory for this surface structures. -- BLE

purpose. -- BLE

SIP 22301 551. 2443/. 5:528.7(464.4)

SP 22299 551.324:528. 927:655. 3(*464.4) Blachut, T. J.
PHOTURAMMETRIC DETEIRIDMTION OF GLA-

McfKortel, T. A. C MOVEMENT, RATE OF ABLATION, AMD
THE REPRODUCION OF THE THOMPSON GLA- PROFILES. Can. Surveyor, 17(2):112-122 il.
CIER MAP. Can. Surveyor, 17(2):93-95, June 1963. illus., tables, graphs, diaOgr, June 1963.

DLC, TA501.C3 DLC, TAS0I. C3

This article Is a brief description of the methods and In connsection with the glaciological expedatlon to
techniques used In the production of a multicolor map Axel Helberg Island, photographic flights were
. the Thompson Glacier region by the Pb5.ia- planned for large-scale mappIng of various glaciers
metric Research Section of the National Research ad for the determination of ice movement and abla-
Council of Canada. The first stage employed a com- tion rate. The position of clearly Identifiable paints
bination of negative scribing together with the use of along the profile line was measured in a stereo model
pen, ,o.ncil, and airbrush. The second stage In- from the first photographic flight; the same measvre-
volved the use of the peelcoat method of producing ments were repeated In a convenient stereo model
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from the second flight; and both measurements were a number of years the budget state of the Galindez
tied Into points on solid ground close to both ends of island ice cap is one f equlibrium with minor
the profile line. The horizontal compoents repre- oscillations In surface level related approximately
Sethe glacier movement, whereas the vertical to the cyclic variations lt the annual mean tempera-
eompmeant depends partly upon the horizontal move- ture. Surface movement over the ice cap is negligi.-! mernt of the glirand prluonteaain.hisexcp in the Ice adjac.ent to the southern Ice
The horizontal velocity can be computed by dividing cliffs. This active Ice receives a high net aewus-da-
the total horizontal displacement by the Uwe Interval tion of snow which Is balanced by forward movement
between the first and second set of photographs. wad periodic calving at the ice clffs. It is suggested
Ablation rate can be computed from the velocity that the surface movement observed is caused by
measurements if the elevation of each point is meas- plastic deformation of the underlying ice which is
4re for each flight, and the slope of the ice surface possibly warmed by geothermal heat and heat r-
is either established at the same time or determined . ceived from the sea. The possibility of bottom sliding
from a large-scale map. Longitudinal and cross is examined and it is considered unlikely to be the
profiles can be produced photogrammetrically with only mechanism involved. A map of Galindex Island
little additional effort once the photographs and the shows exp ved rock in Dec. 1954, snow contours at 5-
basic ground control are available. In quantitative m intervals in March 1961, major crevasses, post-
studies of glacier changes, especially where many tions at which snow temperatures were measured,
glaciers are involved, the profiles could be used in- stake positions, annual surface movemett, and the
stead of the successive mapping. -- BLE distribution of net accumulation during the two budget

___ ___years March 1961 -March 1963. (Author.'s abstract,--
modified)

81P =2 629.124.75+527:(*7)

Morley, J. P. SIP 22304 551.578. 46:(729. 5)
POLAR SHIPS AN) NAVIGATION IN THE ANTARC-
TIC. Brit. Antarctic Survey Bull. No. 2:1-25 incl. UImbert, D. W. S.
Illus., tables, dagrs., Dec. 1963. 128 refs. THE S?.OW ACCUMULATION BUDGET AT HALLEY

DLC, Unbound periodical * BAY IN 1959, AND ASSOCIATED METEOROLOGI-
CAL FACTORS. Brit. Antarctic Survey Bull. No. 2:

A brief survey is presented of the history of the de- 73-92 Incl. tables, graphs, map, Dec. 1963. 15
velopment of icebreakers and ice-strengthened ships. refs.
The characteristic features of modern polar ships DLC, Unbound periodical
are described and exemplified by the icebreaker
Moskva and the ice-strengthened ship Nelia Dan. Frequent measurements at three different stake pat-
Ships used by the British Antarctic Survey are also terns covering disproportionate areas of the Brunt
described. Specifications are tabulated for all ships. ke Shelf near Halley Bay Station were used to study
Navigation and Ice pilotage in the Antarctic are de- daily, monthly and annual accumulation, and local
3cribed and an account is given of the procedures fol- variation in accumulation. A study of pit strati-
lowed under various conditions. The usefulness of grvhpy, daily accumulation measurements and
icebreakers In support of Antarctic expeditions is changes in snow density gave an estimate of settling
emphasized. The two-part bibliography lists refer- of -19 cm, which was half the apparent ablation loss.
ences under the headings Polar Ships and Polar The effects of evaporation at the surface (4.1 g of
Navigt on. (Author's abstrlat, modified) water),. evaporation of drift snow in flight (2.9 g ofwater) and drift snow losses by was out to sea

(4.5 g of water) are discussed in rel on to the true
ablation loss. True ablation losses a, mounted to
about one-quarter of the measured accumula-

SIP 22303 551.324. 2:(*726. 54) th, which is about one-third of the annual
accumulation. (Author's abstract, led)

_ -Thomas, R. H _ _ _ _ _STUDIES ON THE ICE CAP OF GALINDEZ BLANI, "AZIGENTINE ISLANDS. Brit. Antarctic Survey Bull.

No. 2:27-43 incl. illus., tables, graphs, diagrs., I 22305 W.03.001.4('2)
map, Dec. 1963. 1 ref.
DICt Unbound periodical Sherwood, 0. B.

Most of the Argentine Islands support Ice caps which PIONEER POLAR STRUCTURES - PORTABLE
are omdera~y argr t~n oul beexpcte toMAINTENANCE SHELTER. U. S. Naval Civil Eng.

exist on such small Islands. These are thought to be Lab., Proj. Y-F*15-11-01-143, Tech. Rept. R-317,
relics of the former coastal ice shelf, which are ... Type C, F~alI Rept., 25p. incl. illus., tables,

Snourished by large accumulations of drift snow; this dtngrs., appendixes A-B, June 22, 1964, 6 refs,
is a consequence of the prevailing NNE wind corm- DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection.

bined with high rocky cliffs above the northern coasts The for
which act as drift obstacles. It Is deduced that over adequate shelter for maintenance and
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repair of construction and other equipment in pioneer indexes published In 1955 and 1956. The author index
polar camps resulted in the development of a pack- list* the authors of all abstracts produced to June
aged malatenance shelter. The shelter, a canvas- 1963. The title index identifies papers in the above
covered, aluminum-frame structure, was developed series for which the authors are unidentified. The
by NCEL. It Is skid-mounted for easy portability patent index is a listing by subject of all patents
around a work area. The 20- by 24-ft shelter is abstracted. The subject Index consists of approxi-
adequate for the repair and maintenance of equipment mately 4, 000 subject headings and cross references,
as large as a Size 2 snow tractor and a Size 4 stand- and serves u the subject control for the CRREL
ard tractor. A standard NCEL portable wanigan was Bibliography Project, In addition to its function as a
outfitted with shop equipment and tools as a com- retrieval tool for the reader. The subject coverage
panion piece for the shelter. A prototype shelter was for the needs of CRREL and other users is further
evaluated near McMurdo Station. It was concluded classified by using topical and geographic subditi-
from the test that the shelter and its outfitting Is well storm for the headings. The use of some topics as
suited for the maintenance and repair of equipment sub-divisions of other topics has been indicated and

at pioneer polar camps and that it should be included cross-referenced as necessary. (From the Introduc -

as a facility for such camps. (Author's abstract, tion)

modified)

SIP 22306 551.508. 953:581.5

Finley, Virginia P.
PHOTO-INTERPRETATION OF VEGETATION.
Tech. Rept. 69, U. S. Army Snow ke and Perma-
frost Research Establishment, 36p., appendixes
A-E, July 1960. 265 refs.

SIPRE files SIP 208 551.322:548.51:546.26

The results of a study on the applicability, capabili- Gate V. A. and R. B. Head
ties, and limitations of existing airphoto interpreta- CARION PARTICLES AND ICE NUCLEATION.
tion techniques in determlrdng certain physical Nature, 201(4924):1091-1092 Inct. Illus., tabe,
properties of vegetation, which is based on a survey diagr., March 14, 1964. It refs.
of the literature published since 1948, are reported. DWC, QI.N2
Tle Interpretation of tree and scrub stands is em-
phasized with special attention given to measurements Work on various types of organic nucleators his
of trunk diameter and spacing, canopy height and shown that activity above -20*C depends on the pres-

coverage, density and height of undergrowth, and ence 0 hyirogen-bond/ng grs and their dtyopi-
01 foliage. The accuracy of measurements are ex- tion, on particle size, and an the degree 01 crystalli-
astned with respect to scale, photo characteristics, nity. Accordingly, pure hydrocarbons and hydro-
seasonal effects, and light conditions. Photographic genated graphites show no activity; however, as 5006

factors affecting vegetation images, vegatation as surface oxidation occurs by exposure to air or by
characteristics obtainable from aerial photographs, treatment with oxidaiing agents, some activity begins
and vegetation identification and its significance as to appear. Attempts were made to control these
an indication of terrain conditions are discussed, factors in carboniceous materials by variations In
The appendixes contain information relative to type heat treatment and omddation'procedure. Typical re-
of photography, Instrumentation, species identifica- suts obtained in these experiments are compared
tion, physical characteristics of vegetation, and with those obtained from observations with highly
vegetative keys used In the various literature sources active powdered organic nucleators of well-known
studied. (Author's abstract) crystal structure. Carbonaceous particles always

show activities several orders of magnitude lower
thin the best organic nucleators. Some highly active

latches were obtained by treatment with IMnO4,
H30t 33% - FeC1& sad 92o vner ultraviolet

UP 22307 016:551.32/34+551.578.4 lIght, but reproductlblity was poor. Oxidation with
potassium permam vate proved extremely difficult

Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory to Cor and high activity poc only rarely obtalate

BIBLIOGRAPHY ON SNOW, ICE AND PERMA- Crushng alone also produced Incr nuclestive
FROS WITH ABSTRACTS. CUMULATIVE INDEX, activity in certain chars containing non-peripheral
VOLS. I-XVIL CRREI, Rept. 12, n56p., June 164. ox se atoms uch a ugar ch . b peera, very

CRREL files high ativities cannot be obtained with graphites and
chars whatever their sore or treatment. The very

This cumulative index covers SIPRE and CRREL ab- low activity of diamond dust, as observed on the cold

stracts I to 21,000 which have been published in 17 5tags, might be mplalned by the absence 01 a
volumes. The 4 parts of the work, author, tite, reasonable fit between the ce lattice and its close-
patent, and subject indexes supersede the cumulative packed planes. --
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SIP 22309 581.5:551. 34(78) .ecordlngs in order to understand how the under-ice
n Bise differed from normally distributed noise), and

ohnson, Philp L. adi W. Di. Billings (5) a summary of pressure-spectrum measurements
THE ALPINE VEGETATION OF THE BEARTOOTH which were made on 3 separate expeditions. -- BLE
PLATEAU IN RELATION TO CRYOPEDOGENIC
PROCESSES AMl PATTERNS. Ecol. Monographs,
32:105-135 incl. Illus., tables, iagrs., maps,
19wring 1962. 57 refs.

DLC, QH98.G73

The major alpine plant communities and environments
10 on the Beartooth Plateau of Wyoming and Montana are

described, and the patterned ground features are
discussed in relation to soil frost action and vegeta- SIP 22311 629.12.037:629.124.75
ion. The relationships are evaluated between vege-

tation, snow cover, and cryopedogenic processes. Ignat'ey, M. A.
A point quadrat technique of sampling was used CA LATINGTHE STRENGTH OF SCREW PRO-
whereby the quadrat is reduced to an infinitely small PELLER BLADES FOR SHIPS USED IN ICE XAVI-
size, i.e., a point, above which the presence or a- ATION. (Rasht procimoeti lopastel grebnykh
sence of a species is recorded. Four main vegeta- vintoy sudov ledovogo plavanira; Text In Russian).
tion types (Geum turf, Deschampsla meadow, Carex Problemy Arktkl/i Antarktiki, Vyp. 16:75-82 incl.
sIropulorum bog, and Salix thicket) were found whch tables, diagrs., 1964. (Eng. transl: Office of Tech.

Intergrade with each ott.rr along environmental Services, U. S. Department of Commerce, Washing-
gradients. To evaluate the degree of frost action, ton, D. C., TT:6441207, Aug. 14, 1964).
stakes were placed in several frost bolls and hum- DLC, G575. L422
mocks which appeared active. Pressurized paint
cans were used to spray spot medallions on the sur- The magnitude of an ice load on the blades of a screw
faces of bare polygons and to mark lines across propeller during their interaction with ice depends
sorted stripes and nets. Disruption of these paint on factors such as ice thickness and strength, the
marks would suggest active frost-caused movement, position of the ice floe with respect to the screw, Its
The dynAmic nature of soil frost action is indicated dimensions, the number of revolutions of the screw
by the abundance of cryopedogenic features which propeller, and the speed of the vessel. In this inves-
appear to have continued activity. Frost boils re- tigation, a screw propeller is considered as a
main bare of vegetation, gray slit Is exposed In poly- cantilever fastened on a base, with the radius RI z

-on centers which are bordered by lichen-free rocks, subject to the action of axial, circumferential, and
and sod chunks fall away from the faces of solifluc- ice loads. Formulas are derived on the basis of
lion terraces. During the summer, needle ice for- theoretical and experimental Investigations which
mation occurs below 30* C whereby rock particles can be used to calculate the strength of screw-pro-
are lifted as much as 2 in. off the slope. -- BLE peller blades. Design specifications are tabulated

for the screw propellers of 6 ic breakers. -- BLE

SEP 22310 534.61:551. 463. 288(*60)

Greene, Charles R. and Beaumont M. Buck SIP 2231'2 551.322:535.32
ARCTIC OCEAN AMBIENT NOISE. J. Acoustical
Soc. Amer., 36(6):1218-1220 incl. graphs, June Horton, George W.
1964. 2 refs. INDEX OF REFRACTION OF ICE. Amer. J. Phys.

DLC, QC221.A4 32(4):320, April 1964.
------ ... . . - L IC, QC 1. A47 -- . . ... . . . . .

Directional, spectral, and statisical properties of
the wider-ice noise In the Arctic are presented. The Ice lenses were made by placing 2 watch glasses to-
measurements were made during a 15-day period on gether in the form of a double convex lens. Then
n ice floe in the Beaufort Basin In April 1963. The they were immersed in boiling water (to remove much

plotted data include (1) the average pressure-spec- of the air) and subsequently frozen In a freezer.
trum level of the ambient noise from 25 to 1000 cps When the outside ice is removed, an Ice lens re-
as received by a hydrophone 200 ft below the surface mains. The values of the refractive index of Ice (oh-
over a two-week period, (2) spectrum level vs. time, tained from the lens maker's formula) ranged from
(3) polarity correlation (to determine if the ambient 1.29 to 1.36. The critical part of the determination
noise were an/sotropic), noise direction, and wind is the measurement of the focal length which must be
speed vs. time, (4) probability density functions accomplished rapidly. The frosty outer layer is re-
(obtained by analyzing samples of the ambient-noise moved with the palm of the hand. -- BLE

o ndo
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SIP 22313 551. 578. 7:VA. 23:662. ." SW 22311 551.56$.1:551.578.46

List, Roland Ryznar, Edward
ON THE EFFECT OF EXPLOSION WAVES ON HAJL- VISUAL RESOLUTION AND OPTI1CAL 9CINTILLA-
STONE MODELS. J. Appl. Meteorol. 2(4):494-497 TON IN STABLE STRATIFICATION OVER SNOW.
icl. illus., table, Aug. 1963. 6 refs. J. Appl. Meteorol. 2(4):526-530 ncl. Illus.,
DLC, QC851.A66 graphs, Aug. 1963. "7 ref.

DLC, QC851. A66
Four series of experim.nts were conducted in order
to evaluate the conclusion obtained by Vittorl (1960) Opticl cntfllatfoq visul resolution, and wind and
that blast waves are capable Of breaking up watery temperature profiles were measured simultaneously
hailstones up to a distance of 150 m from the point of in the same horizontal optical path. The ldnfrmation
explosion. The tests objects were obtained by (1) obtained enabled studies to be made of (1) the Inten-
casting hollow-ice hemispheres (external difn. 4 slty and frequency characteristics of optical scintilla-
cm, Internal diam. 1.5 cm) filled with ethylenedi- tion in relation to atmospheric turbulence, atid (2)
chloride and sticking them together In pairs with resolution conditions in such a way as to contribute
freezing water, (3) using snowballs (5.0 cm to 6. 5 to their predictability for various meteorological
cm In diam. in the second experiment and smaller conditions. The intensity at apparent brichtness
ones in the third), and (3) growing ice particles (2 fluctuations of a DC light source 1. 5 m above snow
cm In diam.) In a hail tunnel. The blast area was was measured by a telephotometer at the same height
concave in order to avoid impairment of the blast 543 m away. The fluctuations were measured in
wave by nearby ground. The test objects were hung terms of the percent modulation of the received .1g-
an fine threads various distances from the explosive nal, defined as the ratio of the mean peak to peak
charge. The results showed no effect on the objects amplitude of an AC component of the signal to the
that could be attributed to the explosion of I kg of average, or DC level. Wind and temperature pro-
TNT at distances of 5 m and more from the explosive fles AM wind direction were measured continuosly
charge. Therefore, no justification Is given for throu4hout all periods of scintillation measurement.
attempting to combat hall by mechanical softening of A Landolt broken-ring resolution chart was used to
the hailstones n the immediate proximity of explod- determine an observer's visual resolution capabill-
Ing rockets. -- ELE ties. The deterioration in visual resolution caused

by shimmer was most pronounced when the atmos-
pbere was clear, a time when the detection and
recognition of distant objects were otherwise unim-
peded. Vlsual resolution deteriorated and scintilla-
tion intensity increasod systematically with increas-
ing Inversion magnitude in turbulent flow. Resolu-
tion was best in windy and cloudy condtions and

SIP 22314 551. 578.71 poorest on clear nights with light wind speeds.
BLE

Braham, Roscoe R., Jr.
SOME MEASUREMENTS OF SNOW PELLET BULK-
DENSITIES. J. Appl. Meteorol. 2(4):498-500 incl.
tables, Aug. 1963. 7 refs.

DLC, QC851.A66

This paper describes observations made on Project
Whitetop of the time and place of occurrence of solid SP 22316 551. M. 83:624.145. (*50)
hydrometeors in summer cumulus clouds, and pre-
sents the results of bulk-density measurements on Nezhkovski R. A.
some of these particles as they were found Inside the COMPUTATIOMU AND PREDICTION OF SLUSH
clouds. The clouds were flown through with an air- AND ICE FLOW DURM THE FRiEZIG PERIM
plane Instrumented for measuring cloud and free-air OF RIVERS. (Raschety I prognsV y stoka siu i I'da
parameters. Solid hydroneteors (mostly snow and v period samerzanidi rek; Text in Russian). Trudy
ice pellets) were detected on 125 of the 400 traverses. 0o. GirOL inst. (Leingrad), Vyp. 103:3-40 incL
These samples were collected, examined, and, In tables, graphs, 1963. 23 refs. (Eng. tzaL.:
many cases, replicated. It appears that the forma- Ofce of Tech. Services, U. S. Department at
tion of ice pellets is limited to a region near the Commerce, Washington, D. C., TT:64-41256, Aug.
tops of the most active updraft cores. Density 19, 1964).
mesurements were made on a total of 19 pellets D16j GB65t.LN
collected on four flights during July and Aug. 1962.
These pellets were collected with a twin-Beech DIS Te composition and accuracy are amlyzad 01 data
which had no cabin Insulation or heat, and was flown concerning flow rates of slush sad Ice, and a method
with the cockpit windows open. A 3-1/2-in. samolin Is proposed for calculating the flow Of slush 'd ice
tobe permitted outside air to flow directly into the in volumetric and weight units in the absence at full-
cabin. The densities ranged from 0. 87 gp/cc to scale measurements. The objects at the Invesup-
0. 91 gn/cc. -- EK ito. are rivers which freeze by the saccessive move-

Jl
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smon of the lce edge upstream. The quantity and SIP 22316 551.326. 33(*533)
phyuico-mechminical properties at Ice material whichF Is carried by the current toward the Ice edge are Chizhov, A. N.
hld lant In calculations and forecuts of ice jam. ON SOME TYPES OF MOUNTAIN RIVER ICE RE-
Available observations of flow rates of slush and lce OWMES. (0 nekotornykh tipakh ledovog rehima

c-multipliers: (1) the width at the river between Washington, D. C., TT:64-41256, August 19, 1964).
shore iest (2) motion velocity of the slush and ice, DLC, GBG51.L3S
(3) the cover factor, and (4) the thickness cd the iee
formations. The latter two are calculated with a This article discusses ice formation on mountain
consideration of the fact that as they move down- rivers in Soviet Central Asia, and the possibility of
stream It is not only the degree of cover that In- a quantitative or qualitative consideration of the fac -
creases, but also the thickness of the ice formations tors involved. The Ice regime of the sections of
and the density of the slush. -- LK mountain rivers can be divided into 3 groups: (1)

freezing over, (2) ice layer-Ice jam (an Ice cover
consisfting of ice layers and Ice Jams), and (3) slushi

*r flow. An ice regime of the first group, character-
teed by a process of Ice formation proper to valley
rivers, Is observed In mountain regions on a limited
nummber of water f-ws. Au Ice regime of the second

--------- -- group, and especially of the third group, is charac -
teristic of the overwhelming majority of mountain
rivers. The features of the Ice regimes are sub-
divided Into 8 types. I Is concluded that ice com-
plexes observed on mountain rivers are caused by a
combination of Ice-formngn factors which makes It
possible to obtain by Indirect criteria (hydrologicalit and climatic characteristics of the river section) a
tentative concept of the Ice regime of the unstudied

SP22317 $51.326.83:551.321.7/.82-539.3 section of a mountain river, and to forecast the
future ice regime of the rivers. -- BLE

Derdennm, V. P.
0O4 THE MECHAISM OF ICE-COVER SMI"111. (0
mekhanlzme podvinhek ledfirnogo pokrova; Tedt in
Russian). Trudy Goo. Gidrol. Inst. (Leningrad), SI 2231951.2.65)
Vyp. 103:41-56 mncl. illus., table, graphs, diagrs.,51 2.8*0
1963. 10 refs. (Eng. tranal.: Office of Tech.
Services, U. S. Department of Commerce, Washing- )foichanov, L V.
ton, Do C., TT;64-41256, Aug.- 19, 1964). Also:-E E 1 ~IEPAEDTSO
Soviet Hydrolorr. Selected Papers, No. 2: 144-155, SOME LAKES AND RIVERS I THE WESTERN

USSR. (Sootnioshenle dat ledovykh fax no
DLC, si~i~nekotorykh oserakh I rekalda zapadnof chasti SSSR;

Text In Russian). Trudy Goo. Gidrol. Inst. (Lenin-
The periodical shifts of an Ice cover were Inveeti- ga) y.6:26 m als rps 92
gate In analogy with a mechanical model which con- (n.tas. fieo eh evcs .S
mstts of a spring and piston and Is described. Ice Dept. of Commerce, Washington, D. Co, TT:64-
gorges in rivers (which are emphasized In this re- 4114, AgB. 12,194)
port) are cas1 most frequently by the predonainat-DC,061lS
lag value of the ice-cover resistance In the initial Fo aaotie rm18 o14,smlaeu
stage of its opening in one section and the pressure Fo aaotie rm18 o14,smlaeu

-. at the moving masses of Ice and water. The weaken- periods were selected of the operation of lake and
lag of the Ice cover resistance is caned by vaiu river stations with a variation in these periods of 5

stresesand trans atin onIt fom he otal1..yr or more. The ice-phase dates at a lake station
strss andsin s acgonid byo an e ouz In were compared with similar dates recorded at 3,
water-flow pressure and water level. The latter or more rarely 2, of the nearest river stations.
decreases the strength of the ice-cover connectionThavredteofezigndieortonm
with the banks. An analysis of the behavior of the the lakes falls in Nov. for most of them. The lakes
mechanical system, which is analogous to th are clear of ice at the endi of May or the beginning
mechanism of ice-cover shifts, inidicates the pres- of June in the north, at the end of April or in the
sonce of a periodic interrupted motion. This is can- first 10-day period of May In the central zone, and
airmed by the results of snow-cover compression In the seconbd 10-day period of April in the south.
and shear experiments. Suggestions are given for The Ice-phase divergence lies between 0 and 100

fcrtcr nvesigaions -- BLEdays or more, and Is determined by the variation In
the features of lakes and rivers, the properties and
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conditions of the basin In different types of weather, the flow of outside meltwater into the bounded area.
and the heterog neity of the effects of meteorological To collect the water, a vertical wall Is chopped in
conditions. ki-phase convergcnce is not a natural the ice and a small platform is made for the installs-
property of the 'ice regime of rivers and lakes; there- tion of the measuring tank. Density determinations
fore, In the abence of ie on the lake, there is no are made by the hydrostatic weligng of the ce In
basis for using lice-phase dates of nearby rivers as warm kerosene. The latter is poured into a

n objectve "og to determine Ice-phase dates of graduated cylinder PMd an Ice sample Is put in It.
a lake. Local 4eather phenomena which Influence A formula Is given for calculating density from the j
Icing Include widdirection and velocity, air tern- vo'ume Increase. - MIE
perature, cloud cover, and air humidity. -- BLE

MP 22322 5I.26. 03:551. 32. 83(282. 251)

Savehenkova, 2. IL
SIP 22320 $51.579.2:551.521:535.23(5) 10-15 DAY FatECASTS OF DATES OF APPEAR-

ANCR OF ICE (BY EXAMPLE OF THE Oi EVER).
ShI'tsj V.L. Soviet Hyd z 4 . Selecte Paper,, No. 1:01-88
ON THWE 4UEi iO OF THE EXPEDIENqCY OF incl. table, graph, 1"3. 1 re.
ARTIFICIAL INTESIFICATION OF THE MELTING DLC, Unbound periodical
OF SNOW IN THE MOUNTAIS OF CENTRAL ASIA.
Soviet Hydrologj: Selected Papers, No, 3:275-278 A mehod Is pr of forca t c cr
Incl. tables, 1943. 5 refs. 10-15 days in advance on the Oh' Rver between

DLC, Unbound periodical Niovosilirsk and onndlnskoye. The most character-
istic synoptic process m the Oh' 10-15 days prior to

Cakulatlons are presented to demonstrate the use- the appearance of ice Is the Inflow of cold air masses
leanness of attempts to accelerate the melting of along the periphery of the anticyclones which move
mow and Ice by blackening their smfaces. Since from the Barents or mara Sea into Western Siberia
blackening reduces the reflective capacity of the or In the rear of cyclones which pass from the west
snow, It Is effective only In the preseme of direct to the east through the cetral region at Western
sunught. Calculations were made of the effect of Siberia. In addiMtion to the air temperature for the
blackening In July at heights of 3000, 4000, 4500, preceding periot, water temperature is also impor-
and 4700 m under the assumption that snow melting tant In estimating the occurrence of Ice. A prog-
occurred only under the influence of solar radiation; ncstic equation is obtained which has 4 variables:
all days were clear, and the blackening was main- air temperature at 2 points (in the north and north-
rained for the entire month. The blackening process esst of the basin under cons-Mtion) and tempera-
Is technically and economically inexpedient. This ture and water level at a poln upstream. The solu-
does not mean, however, that the search for a rion of ti problem by the statistical method (where-
method to regulate glacial runoff is useless. -- by empirical influence functions are used) is divided
BLE into Sparts: (1) the selectio of the type of func-

tional equation, (2) computation of the empirical in-
fluence ceefflclents, and (3) preparation of the fore-
cast of dates of appearance of ice.. -- L

SIP 22321 551.24.433

o V.Go. SIP 2232 551.23(234.42)

A METHOD OF MEASURIN ABLATION OF A Lukm Michal
GLACIER. Soviet Hydrology: Selected Papers, No. TEOS E OF THE LAST GLACIA ION Or THE. . ~~~THE COURSE OF THE GLCATO O H
2:201-204 incl. tables, graph, diagr., 193. 2 refs. W CARPATHIANS I RELATIN TO THEDIX , Unbound periodical CRPTI I ZT T H

AL, TO THE GLACIATON OF NORTHERN

This method Is based on the assumption that in the UROPZ-AT OTHjEN WRMMINT OF THE CGN-

daily decrease of glacier ice (melting plus evapora- TRAlcky Cuops (BraMilava), 1VOE:17-1. GnL

tion) during the ablation period, the evaporation is guj., tsopes ( ta 12:72 46el.
extremely small and cannot be compared with the DL 01. 16tf
melting. Therefore, ablation determinations by
meas of stakes are Inaccurate. For this method, a Pad o aes a reviewed, an eIls doee ribed,
representatve section of the glacier with a slope not and the course of the Last Glaciation in the Tatra and
greater than 5-V is selected amr the area where Lowr Tatra Is traced. The nmolved qslon,
the gradientn-blance measurements are made. The whether there are traces of one glaclits at several
surface area (10-20 m) Is bounded by little chan- In the Tar, is discussed ad the different findings
aels. The Ice strface outside the bounded area is of sveralinvestiatorsaamre lwea. The
eovered with a 5.4 cm layer of moraine top eastern half of the Tart (Hh Tr) Is a most

suitable area for solving the problems of dividing

6.3
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the Last Glaciation into periods by studying glacial SEP 22325 551. 324. 3. 41
sand fluvioglacial forms. The valleys of the northern
slope o the High Tatra are cut more deeply. The Weertman, J.
Sirques are situated 1700-1750 m above sea level. PROFILE AND HEAT BALANCE AT THE Bo0fTOM
The sokahern slope of the High Tatra had a larger SURFACE OF AN ICE SHEET FRINGED BY MOUN-
glaciated area than the northern slope, although the TAIN RANGES. Re. Rept. 134, U. S. Army Cold
snow line of the former Is higher. There were 35 Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory, 7p.
glaciers and firn basins in the High Tatra. In the incl. diagr., May 1964. 10 refs.
terminal moraines of the Last Tatra-Glaclation on CRREL files
the southern slope and the piedmont plain, four
oscillations of a stadial nature may be distinguished The profile of an ice sheet surrounded by mountains
a according to the divergence of marginal moraines. is calculated and, by means of heat balance consid-
These moraines are preserved in the Javorova dolina orations, the pressure melting point conditions of
valley 1280-1500 m above sea level. The relation of the bottom Ice are examined. A circular Ice sheet
the division of the Warm In the Alps, Northern and an Ice sheet which is Infinitely long in one direc -
Europe, Central Europe, and the Tatra is illustrated tion are considered. The approximate profile of the

_--by a strarigraphic table. The table presupposes that whole Ice sheet Is obtained by adding the profiles
Sall the moraines with well developed morainic calculated for 3 regions: an outer glacier, drainage

topogrphy In thu Tatra are L-o the Lat Glaciation. basin on the Ice sheet at the head of each outlet gin-
- BLE eler, and from the center of the Ice cap to the

drainage region of each outlet glacier. The fact that
the heat lost down the temperature gradient is of the
same order as the geothermal heat and the beat rA
sliding, makes It difficult to determine whether or

-- not the bottom of the ice sheet lo at the melting point
at a particular location, causing uncertainty In pro-
file calculation. It is concluded that the profile of
an ice sheet is little Influenced by the presence of
encircling mountains, and that the bottom tempera-
ture of immature outlet glaciers ordinarily should be
at the pressure melting point, thus enabling such
glaciers to erode their beds. (Author's abstract)

SIP 22324 551.24:084.3/.4(23)
SIP 2232 551.1122:541.128

Atlasov, I. P. and others
A NEW TECTONIC CHART OF THE ARCTIC. Butler Anthony R. and Thomas C. Bruice
(Novala tektonlcheskala karta Arktikl; Text in Rus- CATALYSIS IN WATER AND ICE. J. Amer. Chem.
sian). Dokidy Akad. Nauk SSSR, 156(6):1341-1342 So. 86(3):313-319 Incl. tables, graphs, Feb. 5,
Incl. map, 1964. (Eng. transl.: Dence Res. 1964.b refs.

ard (Can.), T 412 R, Aug. 1964). DLC, QDI.A5
DLC, AS262. S3663

Following reports of great increases In the rates of
A new tectonic chart of the Arctic was compiled on several reactions in ice as compared to water, the
the basis of a combination of the historico-enetic rates of a series ot reactions in Ice were investi-
and the morphological principles. Much of the data gated at -10" C. The reactions investigated included
was gathered in 1963. The chart shows structural various types (spontaneous, acid, base, etc.) of
complexes, stratigraphic levels, and sublevels of hydrolysis of acetic anhydride, P -propiolactone, and
different ages, formed under different tectonic con- p-butriogebtk acetate, and the spciflc -acid catalyzed
ditions. For the first time, the tectonic structures dehydration of 5-hydro-6-hydroxydeoxuridine. The
of the continent, the continental shelf, and the ocean spontaneous reactions were greatly depressed in Ice
floor are depicted in terms of a single system of as compared to water. Increases in ionic strength
conventional signs and in closely detailed contours, greatly increased the spontaneous rates In Ice (up to

paraeosyclln ech o whihya e also Isued c Ia reconsereto) sligh rgtly eaned IneThe area which consists of continental-typ s a critica conce on) and slighly decreased the
divided Into fold systems, recent geosynclines, and rates in water. The rate constants for the bimole-
parageosynclines, each of which are also subdivided. cular reactions were slightly or greatlyenhanced In
in regions with crust of oceanic and transitional type, Ice as compared to water (OR- catalysis could not

Z the chart shows tectono-magnetic mostructures be evaluated quantitatively in ice). hnreae in Ionic

which consist of mid-oceanic ridges, oceanic depres- strength generally decreased the rates of the bimole-
ijonr and troughs, island arcs, and oceanic trenches cular reactions in ice. It Is concluded that a cocen-

(which form the present-day young geosynclines). tration phenomenon, combined with the limiting of the
These are zones of active andesite volcanism, re- water rate concentration, Is responsible for the mag-
glonal low-angle overthrusts, and deep-focus earth- aitude of the rate constants obtained in ice.
quakes. - BLE (Authors' abstract, modified)
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SIP 22327 624.143. 8:629). 139. 5 counts. It Is concluded that the soil method of
neutralizing liquid waste material in areas of peren-

Engli-% R. A. and others nial permafrost during the summer months ma) prove
PREVENTION OF ICE CRYSTAL FORMATION IN to be adequately effective; this will make it possible
AVIATION FUELS. (Predotvrashchenie obrazovanlfk to neutralize large masses of organic contamlnatIons
kristallov l'da v avatlilonnykh toplivakh; Text In Rus- with their simultaneous use as fertilizers on agricul-
sian). 1hdml3 I Tekthnolog ta Tpliv i Masel, No. tural fiel&. -- BLE
12:50-55 incl. tables, graphs, 1963. 14 refs.

DLC, TP315. K44

A study has been made of the effectiveness of cello-
solve (GOST 8313-60) as an antifreeze addiUve for SIP 22329 551. $43. 2(55:57)
T-1 and TS- jet fuels and B-95/130 aviation gaso-
line. Previous tests showed that of 100 compounds Rapp, Anders and otherstested, eellosolve is th most effective. In studyirg ICE-WEDGE POLYGONS (?) IN PADUELANTA,the Ice formation in the fuels In the presence of SWEDISH LAPPLAND. (Iskilar I Padjelanta?; Text

cellosolve, the following conditions were varied: In Swedish with English summary). Ymer, 3:188-
!emperature (down to -6(0'C), moisture content (0- 202 incl. illus., diagrs., 1962. 19 refs.
0. 13%), cellosolve content (0-0. 3%), ambient rela- DLC, GNM. YS
tive humidity, and storage time in the laboratory, in
the ground, and In flight. Under all the conditiona Digging in fine-rained lake sediments deposited dur-
studied, the addition of 0. 3% cellosolve completely ing deglaciation revealed ground ice. Subsequent
prevented the formation of ice In the fuels. Cello- examination of aerial photographs showed alarge I
solve had no negative effect on either the physico- area with conspicuous patterns interpreted as high-
chemical properties or the performance character- center ice-wedge polygons. These seem very simila

... . lstics of the fuels. Moisture absorpbon In storage to polygons of Alaska, with 4-6 sides, a diameter of
at 30-100% relative humidity was studied In a 1-yr 10-40 m and similar fracture forms. The ar Is
test with T-1, TS-1, and B-95/130 fuel samples with SE of Lake Vlrihaure, O 20'N, I'E at an altitude
and without 0. 3% cellosole. The moisture content of 700 m (100 m above the tree line). The mean
of the samples with cellosolve remained nearly the annual temperature is supposed to be -" to -4"C.
same an that of the controls. (ATD abstract, modi- Mean annual precipitation Is about 1000 mm.
fled) Winter snow cover is probably thin as there are

many signs of wind erosion. These climatic factors
together with the deposits of flne-graned sediments
provide favorable conditions for ice-wedge forma-
lon. (From authors' summary)

SIP 22328 51. 345.576. &(,531. 71)

BACTERIAL SELF-DECONTAMINATION OF SOIL
LN THE FAR NORTH. (Bakterial'noe samoochish- SIP 22330 551.374.51(44)
chene pochvy v uslovillk kralnego severa; Text in
Russian). Gigiena I San$tar% No. 3:97-99 incl. LibouTry, L.
tables, March 1964. 5 refs. (Eng. tranal.: Office DlSTAB[LTT OF TEMPERATURE (sic) ICE-
ri Tech. Services, U. S. Dept. of Commerce, Wash. SHEETS OWING TO A FEED-BACK MECHAISM.
25, D. C., OTS:64-31435, June 8, 1964). Nature 203(4045):627-629 incl. graph, disgr., Aug.

DXC, RA421.G5 86 19W.-Treft.
DLC, Q1.N2

Observatons were made of the rate of bacterial self-
decontamination of soil In Vorkuta, (a perennial per- Tie response of a temperate glacier to changes in it:
ma-rost region in the USSR) during the summers of li4etc budget Is examined theoretically with emphs-
1959 and 1960. The soil of the experimental field is san the plane problem. For the calculatlons, the
podsoic -sandy loam and consists of uncultivated flin is changed into an equivalent ice sheet of crw-

tundra. The field was plowed to a depth of up to 20 pct size. Nye's algebraic model (SIP 21186) is pre-
cm (the agronomically active layer) and separate] eried and mualyzed. " Ismlc-soun ting values ar

into 2 sections, the first of which was divided into 3 SALn for a longitudinal cross section of the Glacier de

lots which were covered with liquid waste material at kiit Sorlin, aid a formula for the feedback (an In-

the rate of 200, 100, and 50 tons/ha, respectively. ermease In the specific budget of as Ice sheet at a

. The second section served as the control lot, The given port) monhais i1 g Iven. Is coneb3ded 4

data indicate that the introduction of waste material that Nye's algebraic model of a gmler is unstable
and that an active ice sheet cannot end on a level

caused an initial increase in bacteria of the coliform bedrock with a stable edge-shaped sot I must
group and In the total number of bacteri. In msbse- a o d roekwi reede- it ahs sone speial
quent periods of observation z gradual reduction In arm Thus, remede Ice she e ue iti
the number of bacteria wav noted. Dat are given on area. Thu, temperate ice sheets fluctnat within
the effet which cultivating. sowIn. and low tem - areas of stability, and from time to time recede or

nthe eeoichtl actersowial ad mltr-•d ra from one area of stihility to aoher. This
peratures hvd on the soil bacterial and micrn l explains the formation of recessional moranes dur-

ing the last stage of the Ice age. -- DLI
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SEP 22331 551. 345:551.521 SIP 22333 551.591. 1:551.593:535. 7(*2)

G014, Gyorgy Krasten, Fritz
fINCREASE OF ALBEDO VALUES FOLLOWING THE HORIZONTAL VISUAL RANGE IN POLAR WHITE-
FREEZING OF A WET SOIL SURFACE. (A nedves OUT. Special Rept. 53, U. S. Army Cold Regions
tala) megfagisvkor mutatkoa6 albedon,3kedis; Research and Engineering Laboratory, 5p., May
Text in Hungarian with English summary). Id6j"ris, 1962. 14 refs.
68(1):42-43 incl. graphs, Jan. -Feb. 1964. CRREL files

DLC, QCS5I.M125
A theory on the horizontal visual range of objects of

According to an optcal hypothesis on the production any color under overcast sky and over homogeneous
of albedo phenomena, the remission of light should be ground is otlined. The theory considers the influ-
Increased by the freezing of the water content of the ence of the visual growbd albedo on the illumination
soil. Tidu .henomenon could be motivated partly by of the object and the dependence of the contrast
the fact that the index of refraction is lower for ice threshold of the human eye on the visual angle suL-
than for water, and partly by the circumstance that tended by the object viewed. The object always
the water freezing between the soil particles is often appears darker than the horizon. The visual range
giving rise to the production of surface elements of a black object Is greater than that of any brighter
which are leading to light remission by total reflec- object and is independent c the vicual ground albedo.
tion. By measurements executed on two samples of The visual range of objects of low or medium visual
soil, It was found that the albedo value corresponding albedo is also almost independent of the visual ground
to white light in the caseofasol avingabright albedo sothat they maybe considered red as equva-
yellow color and possessing a wate., content of 20%, lent to black objects. But the visual range of white
was increased on freezing from 23% to 26.4%, while 01ects strongly depends on the visual ground albedo;
In the case of a brown forest soil the increase was It tends to zero when the visual ground albedo is
from 9% to 12%. (Author's abstract) greater than 0.94 even in clear air. The effect of

the visual angle and hence of the diameter of the ob-
ject on Its visual range becomes marked only for
visual angles smaller than 0. r. The results explain
the optical conditiors encountered In polar whiteout.
Measurements made In whiteouta in North Greepland
proved the validity of the theory. (Meteorological
and Geoastrphys. Abstracts)

SIP 2332 551. 524. 37:551.501.3(73)

Gilman, George D. SIP 22334 551. 33: 551. 442(7)
THE FREEZING INDEX IN NEW ENGLAND. Special Farra W. R. and R. T. Gajda
Rept. 3 U. S. Army Cold Regions Reseach and ISOBASES ON THE WISCONSIN MARINE LIMIT INEngineering Laboratory, 10p. incl. tables, graphs, CANADA. Geghical Bull. No. 17:5-22 icl.maps, June 1964. 7 refs. tables, graphs, maps, May 1962, 53 refs,

CRREL files
DLC, F1001. G4

A summation is presented of normal and colder-than-norml ar-fsezn ndees or ew nglnd.In order to construct the tsbse map, a single sys-
normal air-freezing indexes for New England tem of contours on the marine limit was drawn for
Freezing Index maps and empirical relatIonshlps a" the area between Amundsen Gulf in the western Arc-
included for use when adequate local data are not tic and the Atlantic coast CE New England in the
available, and the specialized terms used in this rU-
port are defined. Hints are given to designers on the U.S.A. to depict the extent and pattern of posteacialeeletlc of frezin inex. ereer pesilesubmergence. To be considered concerning the
selection of a freezing Index. Y'erever possible, genesis of the Isobase system are: (1) the earth's
the selection of a design freezing Index should bebtacrust was depressed by the load of the continental
statidon closeatthe cos r o n sit bsefriong Ice sheet, and world-wide sea level dropped eustati-
condtionlse may varyhie o er sht disnca s . cally more than 300 ft, (2) the retreat of the ice sheet
conditions may vary widely over short distances, from Its maximum position began 18, 000 to 20, 000
These variations are of greater importance in areas yr ago along the southern border in the U.S.A. and
where the design freezing index Is <1000 (i. e., a more than 12, 400 yr ago in the western Arctic, (3)
mean air-freezing Index <500) than they are farthdeglacation the Ice sheet be-
north. The data, the source 4f r.ch Is discussed, came divided Into several segments centered on
permitted the computation of the 6 coldest years In 30 preent-daj inland a , and (4) pslacial re-
for 71 statices. For the other stations, records boud was not only contemporaneous with delIa-
were not complete for all 5 at the coldest years, but'.'values were esta~blshed on the ttsis CE data avra'be Uion, but began prior to final disappearance of the

ice. The pattern of isolS, supplemented by
to provide a many useful indexes as poshle. The isobaes on glacial lakes, includes a major dome
colder-than-normal Indexes are tabulated bw station-nd ear f ocurnce - BE "eered an Hudson Bay$ and minor cells over late-
andyearCEoccurrence. LE glacial remnants such as the Keewatin Ice divide and
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BWhin and Ellesmere Islands. Radiocarbon dates Evaluatiot Indlcatel that they -net the requirements
and uplft curves show that this uplift is truly glaclo- of pioneer polar operations az'i increased the general
isostatic. -- BLE usefulness of the Jamesway shelter. It was conrladed

that the heavy-duty floor and fowlation system, the
wall-extengion kit, the special entries, and the
improved electrical distribution system should be
accepted as standard accessories for the Jamesway
shelter. The special utilty accessories should be

SIP 22335 551. $1('425) considered for use with the Jamesw2y for spe'ial

Loken, Olav applications. (See SIP 21276) (Adthor's abstract)

THE LATE-GLAC!AL AND P06TCLACIAL
EMERGENCE AND THE DEGLACIATION OF
NORTHERNMOST LABRADOR. Geographical Dlal.
No. 17:23-56 incl. illus., tables, diagrs., maps, SIP 22337 624. 144.53(52)
May 19A2. 33 refs.

DL :, FI00I.G4 Koyama, M., T. Talahashi and Y. Kawal

Detalled studies of the glacial morphology and raised ON THE EFFFCT OF SPREADING CaCI2 MIXED
shoro ;-atures along the coastal part of the Torngat SAND ON THE SKID RESISTANCE OF AN ICED
Mountains permit an appraisal of the late-glacial and ROAD SURFACE. (Enka karushium;, kong6ea o
postglacial emergence of the area in association with sanpu shita baal no hy6ketsu romen no suberi telk5

the final retreat of the last Ice sheet. Three specific ni tsuie; Text In Japanese). Hokkaido Kilhatsukyoku

strandlines are identified and found to tilt NNE; Doboku Shiken o Ceppo, No. 128:1-11 Incl. lUu.,

these are in turn truncated by a fourth, yomnger, tables, graphs, Feb. 1964. 8 ref.

horizontal strandl;ne, 15 m above sea level. Io-' DLIC, Orientalia Div.

bases are drawn for the sea levels represented by Indoor tests were made by spreading a CaC12-snd
two of the strandlines, and the map Is the first
attempt to show isobases for Northern Canada from mix over an ice surface at - to e 'C and -WeC.

essentially contemporaeoas shore features. Re- Skid and stac resistance was msnued. Pield

treat and readvanve phases of the outlet glaciers tests were conducted on a 7.5-m wide Ice-covered
from the continental Ice sheet to the west are derti- asphalt road and on a 5-m wide snow-covered (10-20

fled, and the strandlines have provided a tool by cm) pebble road. Skid resistance was determined by
which isolated moraines could be correlated. The measuring the sli6ng distance after aplylng theonly absolue date is provided by a rareocarb - b:akes of an aut-Anoblle travollng 10-20 km/hr.
dating of 9000:k 200 yr for shells found at 29 m above Test .esuts are etven. CST/BLE

sea level. Theoretical and practical studies by
Scandinavian workers In this specialized field of
physical geography are discussdd In terms of their
application to similar problems in Canada, and field SIP 22338 5.34. 24:551.326('60)
and laboratory techniques that provide a basis for
the present study are described. (Author's abstract, Buck, Beaumort M. and Charles R. Greene
modified) ARCTIr DEEP-WATER PROPAGATION MEASURE-

MIENTS. J. Acoustical Soc. Amer., 36(8):1526-
1533 Incl. table, graphs, diagra., Aag. 194,

DLC, QC221.A4

SIP 22336 60 S:('2) Experimental results of acoustic-propagation mesas-

Sherwood, G. E. iarements made in the Beaufort Deep of the Arctic

PIONEER POLAR STRUCTURES. ACCESSORIES Ocean in April 1963 are given. Explosive source

FOR THE JAMESWAY SHELTER. Tech. Rept. R- stations were made by light aircraft at distances of

241, Type C, Final Rept., U. S. Naval Civil Eng. 3, 6, 9.!% 13.5, 28.5, 46, aM 115 nautical miles

Lab., 57p. incl. ilus., graph, darrs., May 28, from s mamed camp where the signals from hydro-

1963. 7 refs. (Task Y-FQIS-11-146) phones ta the vater and seismometers mounted in the

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection ice were recorded. From these measurements, an
from ray calcuations based on measurements of

Accessories were developed for improving t.e water temperature =nd4e during the experiment, the

Jamesway in order to provide a suitable light-weight, follown were .,-rived and are presented: trazu-
quick-erecting shelter for use as quarters, messing, mission loss as a fuction at frequency, range, the
galley, at~litles, administration, and other such relative enely content of signals from surface- andgaley utliies aminstatinandnter uc ~I t-e tid rays; the relative effectiveness of
applications, in pioneer polar camps. These acces- hyopho e and ce-mounte vertical sei ometers

sories included a heavy-duty floor and foundation hidetecting und eatound eergy; sand ter s

system, a wall-extension kit, special entry kits, and in detecir4 underwater sound energy; and tranms

Improved electrical distribution system, and special * cIcluded that, econrary to prevos log-rs.

utility accessories. Prototyps of the accessories
measurements, there was no sharp cutoff at 50-60

were fabricated and evaluated by the Laboratory. cps up to a range of about 100 mi. Saton's predic-
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tion equationfor divergence loss Ina surface-bounded SIP 22341 621-498-59:624.148.7
duct, together with measured values of reflection
loss, after a convenient and accurate apprcimation Jordam, Charles B.
of tratsmission loss for ranges in excess rf 50 ml in ARCTIC FIELD TEST - ALL-WEATHER BRAKE
Arctic deep water. It is feasible to conduct acoustic FLUID. Rept. No. 151, U. S. Army Coating and
experiments from small, temporary camps far into Chemical Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving Ground,
the Arctic Ice pack in springtime. (Authors' ab- Md., 20p. incl. tables, appendixes A-C, Nov. 12,
stract, modified) 1963. 5 refs.

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection; DDC, AD 425420

. . This report covers the results of Arctic tests at
Fort Wounwrghit, Alanka, to evaluate the low tem-
perature field performance of an all-weather

UP 22339 534. 24:551. 326(*60) hydraulic brake fluid. New brake cylinders were
packaged with the all-weather brake fluid and in-

IMine, A. R. stalled on 1/2, 3/4, 2-1/2, and s ton facility vehi-
Ulq)ERWATER BACKSCATTERING STRENGTHS OF cles. The brake fluid was placed in the brake sys-

ARCTIC PACK ICE. J. Acoustical Soc. Amer., 36 tems, and the vehicles were then placed in normal
(8):1551-1556 Incl. illus., graphs, diagr., Aug.- operation from Dec. 12, 1962, to March 1, 1963.

1964. 3 refs. Eleven of the 14 vehicles were parked outside, and
DLC QC221.A4 ambient temperatures during the test period ranged

from 38 to -490 F. Fluid temperatures after soak

The backscattering strengths under Arctic oft Ice were generally 8" to 10" higher than ambient. The
fte ba ng tren1ths nd Arc /sea wce brake fluid performed satisfactorily in all vehicles.Sfor octave bands between 12 cps and 4 he/sec were (Authors abstract, modified)
measured, using explosive sound sources. The
measurements were made from a camp established
to April 1962 o broken and pressure-packed one-
year ice over the Canada Deep. Recordings of re-
verberations and calibrations were played back
through ctave-ba filters on a logarithmic Sanborn
recorder. The curves of reverberation pressure vs.
time are shown, and the formula is given by which
the backscattering strengths were derived. For
grazing angles between 5 and 14, the results show
a dependence of scattering strengths both on grazing
angle and frequency. The dependence on grazing
angle is small in frequencies above the 0. 5- to 1-
k/sec band and large In the 12- to 25 -cpa band.
(Author's abstract, modified) SP 22342 .. 551.3:8.3:624.051(04h:3)

Pletcher, Roy Jackpon
THE USE OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS FOR ENGI-
NEERING SOIL RECONNAISSANCE IN ARCTIC
CANADA. Photogrammetric Eng. 30(2):210-219

SIP 22340 551.322:548.2 incl. illus., tables, March 1964. frefs.~~DL, TA593. AIP5

Muguruma, Jiro and Akira Higashi
OBSZRVATION OF ETCH CHANNELS ON THE (0001) Soil and vegetation features that indicate unstable
PLANE OF ICE CRYSTAL(sic) PRMOUCED BY NON- soil and detrimental permafrost, as well as the
BASAL GLIDE. J. Phys. Soc. Japan, 18(9):1261- Identification of rock types, are summarized and
1269 ncl. illus., diagrs., Sept. 1963. T0 refs. Illustrated with aerial photographs. The engineering
DLC, QC1. P47 quality and photngraphlc recognition of a variety of

- Arctic landforms is treated In detail. In perma-
A ethod of producing minute etch pits on the (0001) frost, a deep active layer (thaw zone) is necessary
surface of ice crystals In coordination with electron for a stable structure, especially asphalt runways
mfcroacope observations was used to reveal disloca- whose black color causes It to absorb consideiable
tion belAvior In ice crystals. Etch channels were beat. Construction sites in the Arct,: that have the
found which run In the crystallographic direon, following features O~uld be avoided: manyrone

<1120> or <1010>. The origin of these etch chan- or rectangular-shaped lakes, sorted circles, low-
nels are discussed, and a mechanism of their for- center polygons, smsl high-center polygons, low-
mjalon is presented. In the case o Inclined trails land vegetation, beaded (not braded) streams, soli-
on the (1010) glide plane, deposition of Impurities on fluction lobes and stripes, and north-acing slopes.
the (0001) plane Is assumed to motivate the etching. The most favorable landforms for construction are
The mechanism Is believed to be plausible by reason beach ridges, river terraces, aised deltas and

of various features of the etch channels. (Authors' eskers composed o a sandstone, dolomite, granite,
abstract, modified) . gneiss or diabase gravel-sand mixture. -- BLE

8T
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SEP 22343 061. 51"324"(*701) made over the Ross Sea Ice in a Navy C-50 equipped

with up- and down-facing Eppley pyranometers.
lowers, E. Overlapping vertical photography and observations

WINTER RADIATION MEASUREMENTS AT THE at outside coedltions were taken simultaneously with
SOUTH POLE. Trans. Amer. Geophys. Union, 45 the radiation measurements over various concentra-
(1):5-57, March 1964. [Abstract only) tions and types of Ice and with the 9un at various

DLC, QES0O.A6 elevations in the sky. Most at the flights were

attempted in clear weather at constant aircraft si-
Long-wave radiation measurements made at Around- rude over Ic* types " uniform as could be found.
sen4cott Station during the winter period of 1960 are The effects c different altitudes of the aircraft on
used in discussing various relationships between the the received radiation at the sensors were investl-
measured radiation values and certain meteorologi- pted on two different occasions. Neither variation
cal variables. It was found thwo the average monthly of albedo over a uniform solid Ice surface with solar
sky cover value could be used to estimate the aver - elevations between 10" and 3V above the horizon nor
age monthly net radiation. The Yamamoto and variations with different altitudes of the aircraft
Elsasser radiation charts were used with the mean, proved as significant as anticipated, which confirms
winter, clear-sky atmospheric temperature curve; the findings o other investigators. A discussion o
they pve best agreement between the observed and sources o errors in the derived results and means
chart-calculated atmospheric radiation when an o improvement in the techniques Is given. (Author's
assumed relative humidity of 75% was used with the abstract, modified)
Yamamoto chart and 50% with the Elsasser chart. A
relationship Is described between the mean tropo-
spheric temperature and measured atmospheric tem-

perature and measured atmospheric radiation
utilizing simultaneous radiation-radiosonde obeer- SP 22344 551.493. 0(*41)
vations during clear-sky periods. (Author's ab-
stract) Banks, R. L

THE COLD LAYER OF THE GULF OF ST.
LAWRENCE. Trans. Amer. Geophys. Union, 45(1):MarJ ch 1964. [Abstract only)

LC, QE500. AS
UP 22344 51. 511.33:551. S71(*7)

Hyd.ogirphlc and BT data for the Oulf a St. Law-
Weyant, W. S. sece covering the period 1952-1962 haw been
NET LATENT PEAT TRASPORT ITO ANTARC- studied to determine the properties and origin o a
TICA. Trans. Amer. Geophys. Union, 45(l):57, cold layer, found at Intermediate depths, which Is a
March 1964. (Abstract only) characteristic feature o this area. The naval re-

DLC, QE500.A6 neval and decay of the layer I examined. N Is
shown that the layer is little influenced by the Inflow

The net transport of water vapor Into Antarctica is Labrador water either through Cab or Belle Isle
computed for each month o a calendar year, using Straits. A correlation Is noted betwee vinmer
upper-air data from stations around the Antarctic temperatures In the layer and severity of the pre-
periphery, and various assumed relative humidity vious winter's Ice condition. X Is concluded that the
values for those levels and months which lack humid- cold layer is almost entirely the result of local
Ity data. The absolute maximum inward transport is winter cooling. (Author's abstract)
obtained by assigning 10G% humidity to southward
moving air and 0% to northward moving air. Other
more realistc assumptions of humidity are used to
obtain a reasomable estimate of the net transport of
water vapor Into the Antarctic a"d the corresponding SIP 247 551. 2. 28:55l324. $ .(*7
mean annual precipitation over the Antarctic area.
Results are compared with estimates of precipitation g Cesar A.
obtained by other methods such as the water-mass MOVEENT O T Z ICE , AN-
balance of the Antarctic. (Author's abstract) ARC" ZVA. IG Bull. No. 83:9-15 Incl. table ,

graphs, maps, May 196 4 rs. Alm T
Amer. Geophys. UnioN 45(2):391497, Jam 1W6.

DLC, QE500. A
NP 22345 561.326:551.521(*881) A triangulation network begun in 1M bet e

Mrckleton, Belgrano, and Ellsworth Static , a-
AERLi, MEASUREt NTn OF ALBEDO OF SEAto oltk Nu ak was completed in
CE IN THE ANT EMC. Tran. Amer. Geophys. 1962. latitude determinations from Feb. 1957 to

Union, 45(1)7, L h 194. [Abstract only) s.t. 192 at show a mean amal orth-
Di, 4 ..5 ward movement ci about 1500 m/yr. Movements of

the other stations are: Mackleton (Feb. 1957-March

During Oct. and Nov. 1962, a series o flights wa 191), 1135 m/yr; Belgrano (May 1958-Dec. 19),

n
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1212 a/yr. A algh Increase in speed toward the Patterned groud in Victoria Lnd .consists common-
wes Is suggeste by tfese movements. Periodical ly at sand-wedge polygons in dry valleys and ice-
epsclflatOrY movetments in longitude at Ellsworthu a"e wedge polygons along more hmimd coasts. In most
probably due to pressures exerted at different trn. places wedges of awi or Ice or composites are grow-
Intervals. Th siae anual vvumea oficed&a- ing today at predictable rates dependent on their
charg; ao toe aeastr aIh 1. e Shl is6 902  6hysical envirnet Temperature regimen,

k=3;atoal reaof I.7 I04m~d~i;; Uholoy, extreandmoisture tzonteut controt can-
through thi relatively small (240-kin) shelf front. traction cracks In permafrost. Seasonal and daily
N accumulation ad discharge were In equilibrium, thermal change. In permafrost, active layers, and
about 5.3 cm/yr of ice accumulation over the vapor pressure gradierits In ground andl air determine

driaearea would be required to balance the din- which wedges grow. Their rates of growth differ
charge. According to available data, this figure Is markedly. Data on physical environment and rates
of the right order for the interior of the plateau, of growth of each type, collected sice Dec. 1960,
mnaking this outlet one of the major ones at Anberc - now permit prelimliar estimates to be made at the
tioa.-JJ3 age at patterned ground. Nf we can assume that

permafrost has been present since glaciers vacated
the dry areas, even though marked fluctuations in
climate may have occurred, patterned ground indi-
cates that deglaciation in all areas visited was not

IV 22348 551. 579.2:551.509.8 older than late or classical Wisconsin. Previous
539.1.074:551.578.46 - correlation of deposits at Taylor and Mchiurdo gla-s-

Amlerson H. W., P. M. McDonald and L. W. Gay clatios, for example, with pre- Wsonsin glacla-
GAMMA AM NEUTRON PROBES FOR MEASURM tions is Incompatible. (Authors' abstract, modified)

HYDROLOGIC CHARACTERISTICS OF SNOW.
Trn. mr. Gepy.Union, 44(t):48, March

I .(Abstract only

SIP 22350 551.22, SM. 4.031:541.136
ftid measurement of hydrologic characteristics at
meota snw packe which permit more accurate Uzu, Y., L Sane and T. Fujitani
appraisal and prediction of malting may be possible AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION ONf THE
using gamma and neutron probes. Commercially FREEZDS3 OF DROPLETS OF WATER AMl OF
available proe with gumma andi neutron sources AQUEOU)S SOLUTIONS, WITH PARTICULAR REF-
were tested for their ability to measure wow density, ERENCE TO THE DiFLUENCE OF THE SOLUTE.
ice lenses, and the thermal quality (free water) of J. Colloid Sd., l 8(8):697-704 Joe. illus., tables,
the Individual layers. Snow density (determined graphs, Oct. IW.1 15 ref.
pavimetrically) ranged from 12 to 6OL Usable re- DLC, ()540. J67
gressioas at anow density with neutron counts and
gamma counts minus 5000 In counts per minute were The freezing temperature at droplets is closely can-
ohtained. The regressions were improved by using meted with the concentration and Valeny at electro-

th ons6 In. above the measurement depth and 6 lytes dissolved in the water, h ihs freezing
in. below atas well as those at the measurement teprtures appear at a concentration at nearly
depth. (Measurement results are given In this ab- i@-'-io-5 N for 1.1 electrolytes (NiX, RX), at io-6
stract.) standard errors wer e 2. 6 and 2. 2%. Comnts N for the 1-2, 2-1 eletbroytes (K28So~ fluX2) and
In water for these proe with aluminum access at 10-8 N for the 143, 3-1 electrolytes (K3PO4,
tubes were 15,900 and 44,400 counts per minute for A1X3), where X - Cl, Br, L Temor multivalent
the neutron and gamma probes, respectively. Ice the electrolyte used, the more a fctively It acts as
looses in the mwar were readily detectable by shift the freezing agent. For the mesurement at the
in the neutron probe counts. Neutron counts In- freezing temperature, electrolyte solutions were
eased markedly upon the occurrence at Ice; gamma made of supercooled fogs, and the formation at ice

com"t were only slightly affected. Snow pack crystals was detected with an apparatus using an
thermal quality was related to the neutron count, electrically heated platinum wire. (Authors' ab-

Anaparntreatonship exists between the neutron- stract, modified)
and -ma-ountpratle in a snow pack In early

spring and the amount at heat which will be required

SIP 22251 551.461. 2"71551. 712

Eardey, A. 5.
UIP 22349 551. 343.2:551. 237(*76) POLAR RISE AND) EQUATORIAL FALL OF SEA

LEVEL SINE THE CRETACEOUS. J. GetA. Fine.
Mack, Robert F. and Thomas E. Berg 12(i)--1 lam!. graphs, m sMarch lV,4. 12
DATDG WITH PATTERNED GROUND, VICTORIA ;ats.
LAMl, ANTARCTICA. Trans. Amer. Geophys. DLC, QE4O.j6
Union, 44(l):48, March 1963. [Abstract: 00171atslnredadeege hrlneada

DLC, k500.A std fsbegdadeegdsoeieado
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the depths of continenital shelves, suggests that sa SIP 22353 551. 481. 1(*02)
level ha risen to the Arctic and Antarctic regions
AM fan in fth equatorial regions since the Crot- Ann, trieo Z., Esmieth S.Armitage ad
cow~s. The amount stems, to belin the rawg at Goo Jerry C. Tash
ft. Antarctica, If adjusted upward to pre-ice cond. P"MNCOCREMICAL LIMNOLOGY 0? LAKE BON-
tionu, would be considerably embayed, said its conti- NEY, ANTARCTICA. Limnol. and Oceanop. 9(2):
menta shelf is unusually deep. lsostatlc adjustments 207-317 IncI. illus., tables, graphs, dLagrs., April
Inideut to Ie melting could not restore this shelf to 1964. 23 ref.
the usual low-latitudie depth.. A charting of depth. DLC, OCI. LS
of the Outer margin at the continental shelves from
t Arctic along both sides of North America aid Lake Bonney is a permanently 1'. -covered lake of
South America to Antarctica reveals an outer shelf 3.2 km2 In upper Taylor Valley, Victoria Laid. The
maargin at a depth of 500 to ON0 ft in the low latitudes mean depth, without Ice cover, Is 16. 7 in. The lake
and a progressive, deepening of this outer margin to probably ccupiq~es a glacially overdeepened valley.
1200 or more feet in the Arctic and Antarctic regions. The lake Is mieromictic. The -mimal temperature
The cause of such a shift in san level appears to be a at 7c coincides with the cbeinocline at about 15 m;
sl0wing rate of rotation of the earth, which, if the temperAture dec reases to a rang at 42 to -CC
extrapolate back 100 mllon years, would yield an in the bottom waters and to les" than 19C beneath the
angullar velocity about 1/50 faster then than now. Ice. Calculations at superficial water Iilow and at
The gradual change in land and sa areas may have water Iwo by sublimati on of ice Indicate that the la
brought on the Ice age. (Author's abstract, modi- Is slowly shrining. Old shorelines above the preseut
tied) lake level attest to shrinkage. Part of the difference

between water gin and water loss Is made up by In-
flow of warm -Wring water at depth. Such springs
are probably the major source of heat for the lake.
Total solids inathe monlmollmnlon range qi to407.3

SWP 22352 551.531.321(285-762) g"l Sodium and magnesium chloride account for
96% of the dissolved salts. An amlyals at ionic

Han, R. A. and others ratios suggests that the lake waters may consist at
LAKE SONNET, TAYLOR VALLEY, ANA ICA.~ trapped seawater highly modified by subsequent con-
A XOLTURAL SOLAR ENERGY TRAP. Nabizre, 202 cetito. by evaporative processes, by addition of

(495):86-88mci tales ppim, mp vy - ions froma surrounding soils, and by addtion of(14.)86U tact. war6grps , fyvm-spring water. The lonic concentrations are
DLC, I.N3altered in part by the precipitation of CaSM& C*CO&

aid Na3SO4. (Author's abstract)
Lake Bonney Is a natur aeample of the trapping and
storing of solar energy by a salt-water density gra-
&ent E nough light passes through the 12-ft-thick
fce cover during the abort Antarctic summer to MP234 51 .01f4155:551. 28. 35(.4g)maintain mayImum temerabures of I*C and 1. 2C W234 5..0:64
In the eastern and western lobes, respectively, de-
@pite a mean annual air temperature of about -20C. Colinvaux, Paul A.
Solar radiation Intensity, as measured with a bobo- SAPLN STIFF SEDIAM1 OF AN ICZ-
mneter, decreased exponentially with depth, being re- COVZRED LAXE. Llama. and Ceanogr. 5(2):26-

and water to a depth of 20 ft was 1. 1% in the eastern C I li166rf.

lobe and 0. 23 In the western, but this fgue probably Buae wo tbun Lake, Seward Peninsula,
depends greatly on the condition of the let surface. Abash., demonstrated that sampling the sediments at
Teinperature-chlorinity prattles are presented for a large lake by hand from a raft of rubbr boats was
each lobe. Assuzaln the lake to be In thermal Imractcal IN the lake seiments were stiff and the
equilibrium, calculateod temperature prattles lake surface freqtutly rough. Theedifficulties

apprrimae te mesurd prttls. Te mll d--wr@ overcome by fitting a cutg bit to the sample
viation between the two Is probably due to the eastern tubes by sing a small pile driver for. drivitng and
lobe heatin W and the western lobe cooling down. puilhiW AM by taking advantage at the fim Platform
Chemical data sugges that the eastern lobe 2oao and provie by the wintr ice. The drilling procedur
became densIty-stratifled about 100 yr a&M and that, and assombiy are described and illustrated. During
at the same time, the western lobe, which ha bee- the widter operation at t lake, a core asoe than I

dosety-tratfle forman thusans o yca roe s long was raised in about I hr. The trpod lop said
dsbot 2tthus ed for mahy et in s oft boto the motor assembly were bolted to the Ice. Move-
abot 25ke fTh ibtardm heat reqird t b oltheg boom __K the eteon rods In the casing kept the
aA the 2 The beat eie to e aiatn dn-ter In It from freezing. Ethylene gilca aireez,

wardpastthe20-ad 1-ft evel inthe astrn ad b wee poured into the casb&g kat the opening
wastern lobes on tis model turns out to be 790 and irma u -

pre favorably with the radlalom receive at Scott
Omaon, so ml, away. -- m it In PSMbine ad liHtin 11; however, the

joits had to be dlsimec very quickly or they
rte. -DUI

1
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UP 22355 551. 521..31(295:0762) culminating In the present cold Arctic climate. The
Uhircllfe, .0.L. nd H F.Densmanrecord indicates that the Arctic Ocean has been
ShirclifeT. .L andft.F. ensmancovered with Ice since the time of the Wisconsin gla-

A SUN-HEATED ANTAC77C LAKE. J. Geophys. cla maximum, which suggests that the essential

tes.W 6:3535 I. tables, graphs, diagr , codto fteEwing and Doms hypothesis frthe

MAuremnt A f d94 efsity elecgiia cowceagstht heArtivOeatwsce
adu Q8 J cflrid conen Inicte t11t the ware agas cannP 2235 55146 (Author'

stratfiedani table Theabsoptionlenghcto
Aotarcraiatisoe w as .2 m axIimoude twat teTny Jms

primary heat source was solar radiation. (Authors' 1964 SHIPBOARD OCEANOGRAPHIC PROGRAM OF
abstract) THE U.S. NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICE. Bull.II U. S. Antarctic Projects Officer, 5(0:10-l1inl.

map, Dec. 1963.
DIX, GPRR

SIP 235655L 3(6)The 1964 program will nvolve five oceanographers
551.23(6) on the Atka in the Ross Sea are between Feb. 1 and- -

GLACIATIONS OF MOUNIT KILdIANJARO, NORTH- oriented normal to the Ross Ice Shelf barrier, will
EAST TANGANYIKA_ 9ull. Gaol. Soc. Amer. 75 be occupied. In a&Hion, 28 Ice-forecast stations

1964 20 refs. ~ ~ '' will be reocupied. These stations have been visited

tential forecasting program designedto pret h
ftx glacial episodes are recognized on Kiimajaro. time of £ see-up and rate of growth of sa ice. The

At the principal volcanic center of Elbe thiese were oceaogahic and Ice-forecast station locations are
Inrrapte biy volcanic atvy.Tes lerd-shown on a map. The oceanographic measurements

eanic center of MawenzI has been extinct longer, and wil.itowaete ertesinyd-
the glaciations have been superimposed. Shire, the sve yenaditoea!nrganir hspae

iowstof heS olcnos i te roup, has been ony Siawater a iles 'will also be frozen for later
sligilyaffcte byglacatin. he mcealvegla laoraoryanalysis for nitrate-nitrite and silicate.

CWa episodes are nmed the First, Second, Third, Marine and benthic biological samples al bottm
7ourth (Main), Little, and Recent, of which the Third sedlihftt will be collected. -- JFS

e_ was the most extensive; however, most of the oh-
vious glacia features belong to the Fourth Glaciation
which covered about 150 mI2. The Little aund Recent

latione are smaller In extent and post-Pleisto- P235ON7047I"
cew. 'The climatic patte, n was probably similar at 23996 (4 X7
anl times fie that of today, and the thickest and
longest glaciers were generally on the south and M&Ceary, George, Jr.

glwin East Africa shows =,e similarities, and a U.S. Antarctic Projects Officer, _(5): 12-16 imcd

alilrseuec hsbeen suggested for the East Illus., Jan. I96. 15 refs.

This review covers the highlights of Arbctic avia-

up 2237 551 33& 51. 8:551.tiQ%. beginning with the use of a monoplane by Wilkins _

atDeception Island In 1928. With the usaofthree __

airplanes In 1928-0, 1B13rd developed the techniqueup nm$1 & .351 4( ) Of supprting field parties using aircraft Be as
Introduced new Instrumet for accurate aerial nvy-

0N OF ICE AGES: POLLEN 3VID"CZ~ FROM of a float airplane in 1929 introdued te technique of
AflCII ALASKA. Science, 145(3633):707-708 Incl. exploring coastal areas fromn open water a useful

tabe, W, ug.14,196. Tmetod orthe next 20 yr. Dyrd' next (1933-5)
9L4 Qi. 835espedition used four airrt Including an autio.

In 1935, Lincoln Ellsworth was successful in cross-
Polle analysis of lagcrbndte awlsfo Antarctica by airplane sand showed that landig
t~ Anctic coastal pgofAlA- shwsatPOd takeoffs could be made Ini the Interor. Thus, by
tib, at 14, 00yr ago reflected a climate colder than 1935, four methods of air operatiorn bed beas Intro-
the present. The" ea been a progressiv warming, dued to Antarctica--operations froms land, see, and

*2T
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snow surfaces by airplanes, and helicopter opera- tions ot forward speed and revolutons, the work of
Uions. During Operations HighJump and Windmill, the forward starboard electric motor of the Ice
sid-equipped and wheeled aircraft and helicopters breaker "Captain Voronin" uring interaction with
were used successfully. Since the IOY began, air- Ice, and the change of Ice moments in time for
planes have become a vital part ot Antarctic activi- various ships. The greatest moment of resistance
ties. This season [196344]h the U.S. is 'using 22 of propeller blades In Ice reaches 3 to 4 times the
navy aircraft, 2 army helicopters, and 6 air force nominal moment of the motor during propeller work
aircraft. Photographs show the major types of air- In a moored state. Automatic rememal ot torque
craft presently used in the Antarctic. -- JFS from an electric drive motor does not guarantee

propeller blades against damage; howeyer, If the
motor automatically increases Its moment 2 to 3
times for 5 to 7 seconds, damage to propeller bladeswill be significantly reduced. -- BLE

SIP 22360 651. 32:531. 754

Bader, Henri
DENSITY OF ICE AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERA-
TURE AND STRESS. Special Rept. KJ U. S. Army
Cold Reions Research and Engineering Laoatr,
Op. incl. tables, graph, Aug. 1964. 5 refs.

CRREL flies SIP 32362 65L 324.4,3

The equations for cakalating the density ot ice ot Weertman, J.
moderate porosity (density >0. 8) as a function of RATE OF GROWTH OR SHRINK.AGE OP NONEQUI-
temperature and stress are developed, and the LIBRIUM ICE SHEITS. J. Glaclology, 5(38):145-
values of parameters are calclated from the best 157 ImL graphs, dlagrs., June 1964. rt.
available experimental data. Temperature Is DLC, GB2401.J68
chAnged lsopiezlcally, and pressure is changed
isothermally. The following three statements were An analys is made ef the time required to build up
assumed to be valid: (1) ice agregates are istropic an ice-ag ice sheet and a the time required to de-
with respect to thermal expansion and elasti , reac - troy sch an ice sheet. The calculations ar based
tion to stress, (2) ice of low porosity (very dense on the assumption that the theory of perfect plasticity
mow or bubbly Ice) has a coefficient ot thermal ex- Is valid. I Is concluded that the time required to

pension equal to that of bubble-free ice, and (3) the build up an ice-age Ice sheet is longer than the time
magnitude of naturally occurring bubble air pressure required to eliminate It. X It t assumed that the
has no effect on thermal expansion nor on elastic accumulatlon rate at an lce-age Ice sheet ties tin t
behavior. -- BLE range at 0. to 0.0 m/yr, It is found that the groth

Ume ot a large ice sheet Is of the order ef 15, 000 to
30, 000 yr. A aton r est I to 2 m/yr lead to

shrinkage times of the order ot 200 to 4000 yr,
provided that ablation occurs over an apprec4i6

SIP 223651 6029.12.03:639.124.5 area ot the ice sheet. (Author's shtract)

•Ignat'ev, M. A.
DETERMINATION OF ICE LOAD ENCOUNTERED
BY SHIP PROPELLER BLADES. (Opredel-nie
ledovykh nagruzok, vooprintmaemyklt polastf3mi
pebnogo vinta; Text in Russian). Problemy Arktild
I Antarktild, Vyp. 15:41-51 incl. ilms., tables,
grpha, 1964. 2 refs. (Eng. trms.: Offlce of
Tech. Services, U. S. Dept. of Commerce, Wash- SIP 222 S6154."
aIton, D. C., TT:41303, Aug. 20, 1964).
DLC, G575. L422 i~mbv Barclay and Z. Lachapel

DIRECT OBSERVATION OF TD .1. 0* OF

The forces which act on a propeller blade pon its GLACEM SID.G OVER BiDI3CI. J. Gla-

Iteracuon with ice are defined by 2 components: cl , 4.5(3g)'5917 .n" su,, tal,,

axial, circumferential, and radial. The radial daps, Was IM. 30 refs.

component is difficult to determine under shipboard DLC, 0S01.568

conditions and has slight effect on the loads enmcon-
tered. Axial force is determined by eliminating Jo 3. e
from the total measured axial force the thrust JMTt W. BTaMclCR M 0f.

produced by propeller blaes whose surface is not in

contact with ice. The circumferential component BS SLIP IN A TEMPERATURE [Sici cLA
can be determined by the moment ot resistance to C P 24. 2K O General Assembly o u

the rotation of the propeller. Equations are given leT 193P. No. 01, I Moo.
for all phases of the calculations and graphs are pre- WjdraL, Godbtgg Cleum, I16).

seated which show propeller movement in the tint- DIC, GPR

II
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2P 22364 551. 324.54:551. 324.9(931) larger than those in the shear zone because of less
stress, and smaller than tiose at the crest because

G"r 4 Bernard L of deeper burial and the presence of a crevasse
FLOW RATES AND SECONDARY STRUCTURES OF bridge which eliminates all direct radiation; and (5)
I= AM FRANZ JOSEF GLACIERS, NEW ZEA- the growth of the Ice grains Is therefore controlied
LAND. J. Glaciology, 5(38): 173-190 incl. illus., by temperature, stress, and impurities. (Author'sitables, gph, diagrs., map, June 1964, 12 refs. abstract modified)

. DLC, G1S2401. J8

Pon and Franz Josef Glaciers have been retreating at
an accelerating rate since the first records were
made in 1867, especlalty since 1935. In March 1956, SIP 366 551.321.84:551. 34. 83
measurements were made of flow rates of Frz
Josef Glacier along 9 transverse profiles at 33 sta- Ramberg, Hans
tions. Maltimum flow rates were found near the NOTE ON MCDEL STUDIES OF FOLDING OF
mid-line of the glacier with the highest rate (245 MORAINES IN PIEDMONT GLACIERS. J. Gla-
cm/day) Immediately below the point where nivi ziology, 5(38):207-218 inL las., diagrs., June
enters the constricted valley, and above a steep Ice 1964. 5 refs.
fal. The highest flow rate of the Fox Glacier in DLC, GB2401.J68

j 1955 was 131.2 cm/day; in April 1956, It was 38.1
cm/day. Also investigated were marginal and basal Structures simulating the complex folding of mo-
sip, the correlation of strain rates with structure, raines and debris bands were tested qualitatively by

j crevasse patterns, and ablation rates. The condi- whirling them in a centrifuge. The driving agency
. ons under which the longitudinal foliation Is formed of an active glacier is almost solely the difference
are not understood. Elongation of crystal fabric, in potential energy between different points in theI flattening ot air bubbles, andthepresence of cleavage ice body, inasmuch as the movement Is so slow that
suggest that the compressive stress Is inclined at an the Inertial terms in the fluid-dynamic equations
angle to the foliation and that shear is parallel to it. become insignificant. The centrifuge technique
However, the flow rate profiles show that there can offers great advantages for scale-model studies of
be no differential movement beteen laminae In the the evolution of complicated flow patterns in mo-

horizontal longitudinal direction near the mid-line of - rains-charged glaciers. The application of strobo-
glaciation, although the foliation Is well developed scoplc light permits observation of the flow pattern
there. -- BLE evolution during the run in the centrifuge. -jree

grades of bouncing putty with dissimilar viscosities
were used as glacier-imitation materials. Powdered
hard black Aplezon wax was used as imitation mate-
rial for moraines and debris. As a substratum for

SIP 22365 551. 324.28:551.324. 8:548. 2(*75) the glacier a mountainous landscape was constructed
from wax rigid enough to avoid sagging under the

Rei, John R. centrifugal force. The whole model fitted in a
STRUCTURAL GLACIOLOGY OF AN JCE LAYER IN centrifuge cup 10.5 cm in diam. Results indicate

r. L A FIRN FOLD, ROSS ICE SHELF, ANTARCTICA: that folding is caused by buckling in response to
ICE GRAIN ANALYSIS. J. Glaciology, 5(38):191-206 layer-parallel compression of competent layers
IncL Was, table, graphs, diagrs, map, June embedded in less competent media, bending of en-
1964. 28 refs. closed sheet-shaped bodies that passively mimic the
DIX, GB2401. J68 heterogeneros strain in the region, and accentuationi oof amplitude and compression of wave-length of an

A highly deformed area In the Ross Ice Shelf near original curved pattern in a field of homogeneous
the Bay of Whales was studied during 1958-1959. A strain. The strain distribution thus determined in a
series of snow-firn folds up to 8 m high with a wave model glacier may be compared with the attitude of
length of 100 m occur here. Along one of these folds, schistosity and elongation in a natural Z!acier. --
a unique ice layer formed during the 1952-1953 sea- BLE
son. From sites along this layer, in 12 thin sec -

Stion, 2300 Ice grains were measured using the root
£ mean-square method with the least-circle diameter.

IL - -. Thedafa obtined indicate that (1) the meandiameter .. ...... . . . . . .
of the ice grains ranges from 4.5 mm in the Ice SIP 22367 551. 578.46:551.311.3(94)
from the crest of the anticline to 2.5 mmin the zone
of maimum shear stress and/or in sections having Costin, A. 1. and others
a high air-babble content; (2) the large diameter of SNOW ACTION ON MOUNT TWyNAM, SNOWY
the ice grains at the crest Is attributed to greater MOUNTAINS, AUSTRALIA. J.. Glaciology, 5(38):
,olaw radiation reulting fto their proximity to the 219-228 icL ilius., map, June 1964. 26 reds.
1958-1959 snow surface and the surface of the ax- Discussion.
posed crevasse wall; (3) the area of maximun shear DLC, GB2401.J68
stress represented by small ice grains and 'ptg-
sade" folds is located almost half way between the Between March 196A, and April 1"63 evidence of

crest and the trough; (4) grains In the trough re snow transport of stones ws observed on Wt.

''4
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Twynarn. The directions of movement were all' an initial cold and lmpervious condition at and near
down the general lope (25-30") of the cirque wall. the lce-rock contact. Later, however, an excelent
Fresh abrasion ourfaces on different sides c 3 hydraulic connection with free water In the upper
stones showed that they had been turned over. layers of the glacier was established, perhaps by the
Older abrasion tracks belonging to previous years thawing ot a passage upward through the Ice by warm
were also found. At the close of the season (April water escaping from the mine. Subsequent records
1963) with little snow left on the clrque wall, about of water levels, or of water pressures, within the
lOOt fresh abrasion tracks were seen. Several mine, reflecting coretlons in the upper part Of the
Imllar cases of abrasion of talus by stones, with the Glacier, show periods of moderately steady condi-
production of rock flour, were observed on the upper tions and slight diurnal fluctuations, interrupted by
slopes of Mawson Cirque, 3 km south c Ut Twynam, Irregular and catastrophic surges, particularly dur-
during the summers of 1962 and 196. Other evi- Ing periods of rapid snow melt and heavy rains. A
dence that slow mass sliding at snow may be wide seasonal cycle In pressure is suggested by the
spread In this area, even down to elevations as low record. (Author's abstract)
as 1500 m, Is the twisting and bendlivi over level of
steel fence posts (4-cm faces), under conditions
where the mere weight of snow on the fence wires
can be discounted as the bending agent. Conse-
quently, no sharp separation Is possible between the
erosional effects of snow-patches and small cirque
glaciers. -- BLE

SIP 22370 551.324.6-551.521.14:551.324. 05(2)

Boch, U. i.
DUST-DI)UCED ALB)DO CHANCES OF POLAR

SIP 12368 551. 324. 54:528. 1:528. 7(*7) ICE SHEETS AND GLACIERIZATION. J. Glacl
ogy, 5(38):211-244, June 1964. 17 refs.

Adler, Ron K. H. DLC GB2401. J8
SIOME PHOTOGRAMMETRIC AI GEODETIC
ASPECTS OF MEASUREMENT OF GLACIER SUR- Eu5ttc changes c the oean In prehistoric and
FACE MOVEMENT AS FUNCTION OF TIME. J. blitorical times are linked with the fate of the ocean-
Glaclol. 5(38):229-234 f. dlagr., map, June bsed salt Industry, and are recognized as erratic.
1964. 2 . A hypothesis Is proposed to explain these erratic

DLC, G02401.,/68 changes with albedo changes c the polar Ice sheets,'caused In turn by erratic volcanic dust fallout. Ash
ke movement on the Byrd Glacier, Antarctica, was layers in Antarctic Ice cores are connected with
measured as a f'mon c time on the basis ci aerial historical dislocations of maritime civilizatlons.photorashy. Two strip e on vertical air r Albedo changes asociate with the dusting of ice
from Nov. 1960 AM Oct. 1961 were used. The aero- sheets are considered to be the cause ot the decline
leveling method of strip triangulation with a mini- of periods of glaclerezation generally. Such albedo
mum of geodetic control wa. applied. The method changes are connected with volcanic activity on theutilizes altimeter or statoscope lreadings taken dur- one hand, and Ioe"s formation an the other, caused

Ing the flight for each individual photograph to.com- In turn by the growth of the Ice sheets. huaorls
pute the relative differences in elevation between the abstract)

air staions. Triangulation results are presented
graphically for the 348-day period. Ice movement
varied from about 50 m at the edges to about 85) m
at the center. The average observed total move-
ment at the center was 803. 3 m * 1%, or 2.31 m/day.
The Laufen-Bauma area in Switzerland was chosen
as a test area to verify the methods and procedures. SEP 2371 551 32. 5S40)
-- Jlg

Sazena, K. IL
THE GLACIAL LAKES OF =mUAOK DLA. 3.
Glaciology, N38):245-247 Incl. msp, JUne 1964. 5
refs.

EP 22369 551.324.86 DLC, GB2401.J68

Mathews, W. M. ba the mnon region at the outer malatyss there
WATER PRESSURE UNDER A GLACIER. J. Gla- i a chain of lakes which, on the basis of various

iology, 5(38):135-240 incl. grph, diagr., June features, were previously thoighi to be at teetoide
ISl. .red. Jurigin. A detailed geological study of this area

DIC, GB2401.J68 carried out In June 1061, revealed the presence of
morainic deposits In the vicinity of the lakes, and It

Observations in a mine which reached the base of a is now considered that they are esantially at glacial
valley glacier 150 m below the Ice surface Indicated origin. (Author's abstract)
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V, StP 22372 551. 31"2:M3. 37 at that temperature. There is thus an inverted den-
sity gradient Imposed by a temperature gradient.

egart, W. J. MG. The brine samples are depleted in SO4 - (0.221 and
NON-BASAL SLIP AS A MAJOR DEFORMATION 0.316 g/l), as compared with sea water (2.3 g/1).
PROCESS IN THE CREEP OF POLYCRYSTALLINE Thompson and Nelson have shown that hydrated
ICE. J. Glaciology, 5(38):251-254, June 1964. 17 sodium sulfate crystallizes rapidly from sea water
refs. below -8.rC. Several occurrences of this salt on

DLC, GB3401.J68 the ice In regions of ablation have been reported.
This Is probably the sodium sulfate which crystal-

Published data on the creep of polycrystalline Ice lized from the freezing sea water and moved up to
and crystals oriented for nonbasal slip are discussed the surface as the Ice above It ablated. -- JFS
in terms of theories of prismatic slip in hexagonal
metals. It II concluded that creep of polycrystalline
I Ice near the melting point Is controlled by nan-basal
slip but a decision on the exact mechanism of slip
cannot be made on the bass of available data.
(Author's abstract) SIP 375 551.34:$48(*548+*462)

i Ostrm, Gunnar
COMPARATIVE CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC STUDIES ON
ICE FROM ICE-CORED MORAINES, SNOWBANXS
AND GLACIERS. Geograflska Annaler, 45(4):210-

SI1P 2 551.31.84:550.312 40ncL illus., tables, dtagrs., maps, W163. 37

Cotba, Charles E. res . 4

THEORETICAL GRAVITY ANOMALIES OF GLA- DLC, 025.04
- CIERS RIAVING PARABOIC CROSS-SECTIONS.

CDuring 1959-1963 Investigations were made at ice-
e. Glaciology, 5(38):255-57 inl. di2gi., graph, cored moraines in Norway and Sweden amd on Baffin

June 1964.Jf. Island, N. W. T., Canada. Ice samples were taken
L 2 .from Ice-cored moraines, glacier tongues, and

massive Ice at the bottom o permanent snowbanks.
Equations and a graph are presented for calculating Thin sections were prepared fm all the samples in
gravity anomalies on a two-dimensional glacier

order to examine crystal size and, In special cases,mode havn horzontl bmma ad athe crystal orientation. The photogpraphs were
lower boundary which Is a parabola with a vertical the cyta orat Te ptrphs ere

taken with a 35-mm camera at right angles to the'axis of symmetry. (Author's abstract)
thin section. A pronounced difference in crystal
size was found between glacier ice (taken from gla-
cler tongues) and the ice found In ice-cored mo-
raines. Crystal size measurements suggest that
the buried moraine Ice has originated from snow-

SIP 22374 551.324. 28:54(*765) bank ice. The crystal orientation de*terminatiors
Indicate that one mingle preferred orientation is pre-

Wilson, A. T. and A. J. Heine sent In the moraine Ice. In cases where dirt bands
THE CHEMITRY OF ICE-SHELF BRINES. J. are present, the preferred orientation seems to be
Glaciology, 5(38):265-267 incl. table, graph, June perpendicular to It. -- BLE
1964. 7 refs.

DLC, GB2401. J68

Brine was sampled In the 19243 summer from a
hole 1 km east of Scott Station and 1.5 km from the
seaward edge of the Ross Ice Shelf. The chem!cal SIP 22376 551. 34. 4(*57)

V compositions of two core samples containing the
brine are tabulated for Nat, IC', Na/r, EO4--0 Schytt, Valter and StIg Jonsson
CI', CL/SO4", and minimum temperature, and NOTES ON GLACIOLOGICAL ACTIVITIES IN
compared with sea water. The most probable origin KEBNEKAZE, SWEDEN - 1963. MASS BALANCE
for the br'ne Is sea water percolating through the STUDIES ON STORGLACIAREN DURING 1963.
cold firn of the ice shelf where Ice sep rates from Geograflaka Annaler, 45(4):292-94 incl. graphs,
It, producing a brine considerably mote salin than Map, 1963. 1 ref. - --
sea water. The minimum temperature to which the DLC, G25.0G4
rin eviwa subjected during its passage through the

frozen firn of the ice shelf was -9. 3I C. The density Data are presented on accumulation, abltion, WI-
of this brine would have been 1. 1 g/cm, since sea ance, long term trends, the retreat ci glacier fronts,
water would have lost 7K of Its original -vater. As and summer temperatures on Storgiaclaren. All
the brine percolates downward through the firn It observations have been corrected to show the situa-
would move to a region of higher tempe-ature and tion on May 24, 1963, which was chosen to repre-
thus Ice would melt until the concentration d the sent the end of the accumulation seasom The accu-
brine Is reduced to that of the ice-brine equilibrium mulation map in based on 175 snow depth observa-
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tions In the ablation area plus 31 pits and 15 coring SIP 2378 551. 221:58:779(57)
sites, mainly in the accumulation area. Total
accumulation amounted to 10 more than the aver- Schytt, Valter
age for the period 1945-63. The ablation was more NOTES ON GLACIOLOGICAL ACTMTI!kS IN
than twice the amount of the previous summer but XEBNEKASE, SWEDEN - 1963. VARIATIONS OF
0. 8 x 106 mS less than the 1945-63 average. The THE EXTENT OF SWEDIH GLACIERS: FIELD
1962-63 budget year was not as unfavorable to WORK 1963. Geografiska Annaler, 45(4:296-299
Storglaci u-n as most of the preceding 17 yr. The Incl. illus., 1963.
balance was -0.6 x 106 m 3 . The annual loss seems DLC, G25.G4
to stay constant when studied over periods as long
as 40 yr and as short as 5 yr. The ablation curve Various steps have been taken during 190 to in-
shows no significant variations. The accumulation crease the number of Swtdlsh glaciers fdr which
curve shows decreasing values during recent years. anual snout-position measurements are nade.
From Aug. 23, 1962, to Sept. 1963, Storglaciiren During the spring of 1963 the Kiruna Gla loloical
retreated 11 in, lsallsglaciaren retreated 13 m, Club was founded by a munber of Interested laymen
and SF KaskasatjpkzgacIiren retreated 5 in. Mean who will make simple routine observatoais at certain
monthly temperatures during the 1963 summer glaciers. The Swedish Air Force photographed
ranged between 2.1rC and 7.9rC. -- BLE about 40 glaciers as apart of their normal training

program. On Aug. 31, 1963, fixed points were
established at 6 new glaciers: I in Kebtmkase and
5 in the mountains further north. The observations
at these glaciers were made between 9 a.m. d 5
p.m. with the help of a chartered helicopter. The
most pertinent facts about the fixed points are given.

SIP 22379 582, 26:581. 132('81)551.3:20. 7(4"1)SIP 2377 551.334.63(057) J t J B

Schytt, Valter and Per Cederstrad PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY UNDER SEA ICE IN

NOTES ON GLACIOLOGICAL ACTIVITIES IN ANTARCTC WATERS. 1. CONCENTRATIO

IEBNEKAISE, SWEDEN - 1963. GLAC:ER RE- AND PHOTOSYNTHETIC ACMVITIES OF MICRO-

TREAT STUDIED BY LEVELLED PROFILES. ALGAE IN C WATERS OF McMURDO sOUND,Geogri/ska Annaer, 45(4):24-296 incl. graphs, ANTARCTICA. p. 13-26 imnet tbles, gnaph-4 map.A
1 a963. a (In: Milton 0. Lee (ed.), Biology at the Antarctic
DLC, G35.G4 Seas, Washington, Amer. Gecphys. Union, Antarc-

tic Res. Series, vol. I (Natl. Acad. gi. -Natl.

During the 1961 summer field course at Tarfala Sta- Res. Counctl Publ. No. 1190, 1964). 20 refs.
tion an observation program was started to study DLC, QHI99.L4
the thickness changes of Storglaciiren as a conse- qh
quence of its usually negative annual mass balance. *Large uantities of mncroe have been recovered
Information was also obtained on the propagtion of from waters extensively covered with thick sea Ice
possible travelling waves. One longitudinal .Q /fle in McMurdo Sound. Chlorphyll a concentrations

was established between A well-delined point ,n were commonly much greater th aw In waters witha
solid rock above the be.gschrund arn another point relatively weak ice cover at 4awon Statio, where
on a large boulder just outside the front of the gla- a peak concentration 1 - about 4 g/nm was found.
cier. Reference objects were also marked with During the 19614 and 1962-43 summers, phyt-
yellow paint on the oppsite side of the Tarfala valley plankton rich In Phaec stis appeared abruptly, not
Into which Storglaclarea flows from the west. The only at the surface but aso iroughout the water
ice 'rface along the longitudinal profile rose con- colunn in McMurdo Sound. This event coincided
siderably between July 14, 1961, and July 3, 1962. with widespread deterioration of sea Ice north of
Insignificant changes occurred during the following Ross Islad. During 1961, the introduction of phyto-
year. The northern and southern sides of the gla- plankton was traced from Its appearance at Cape
ceer reacted very differently to elevation changes Royds to its arrival several days later at a station
caused by glacier flow during the periods 1961-62 about 30 ml farther south. The colonies of Phaeo-
and 1962-63. I is possible that the profile of the cystis were large and well developed, although large

whole glacier tongt'e can rise from I yr to the next, proportions of the constituent unicells were Ineapa-
but It is not possible that its whole surface can fall. ble of fluorescence when eposed to ultraviolet light
It Is also possible that the ice flow from above 1390 In micrope preparations. Their condition con- I
m above sea level is balanced by a rise of the ice trasted strikingly with the obvioply healthy state of

surface over areas which He far outside the longi- the associated populations of di-omn, raising the

tudinal profile. -- BLE question whether the same oriflin was shared by all
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elements within the planktonic community. Future ice obtained from 3 TIROS satellites are shown and
efforts should be made to determine the association seme of the features discussed. A Joint U. S. -
of Phaeocystls with the disruption of ,a:e ice. Canadian experiment to gather comparative data for
JFS studying and developing satellite ice surveillance

techniques is reviewed. Complete and continuing ice
reconnaissance from satellites must await the Nim-
ikus series, w huch will be earth-oriented and In
quctl-polar orbits, but the lessons learned from the

SIP 22380 582.26:581. 132('881) TIROS and aircraft observations will be invaluable
551. 326. 7('881) in hastering the regular charting of ice over both

Bunt, J. S. polar regions from satellite photographs. (Authors'
PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY UNDER SEA ICE IN abstract, modified)
ANTARCTIC WATERS. 2. INFLUENCE OF LIGHT
AND OTHER FACTORS ON PHOTOSYNTHETIC
ACTIVITIES OF ANTARCTIC MARINE MICRO
ALGAE. p. 27-31 incl. graphs. (In: Milton 0.
Lee (ed.). Biology of the Antarctic Seas, Washing- SIP 22382 551.578.42:551.507.362. 2:779
ton, Amer. Geophys. Union, Antarctic Res. Series, .
vol. I (Natl. Acad. Sdl. -Natl. Res. Council Publ. Fritz, Sigmund
No. 1190, 1964). 5 refs. SNOW SURVEYS FROM SATELLITE PICTURES.

DLC, QH199.L4 p. 419-421 incl. illus. (In: H. Wexler and J. E.
Caskey, Jr. (eds.), Rocket and Satellite Meteorology.

Studies were carried out In McMurdo Sound during Proc., 1st Internail. Symposium on Rocket and
the 1962-63 summer, using a C-14 technique, to Satellite Meteorol., Washington, D. C., April 23-
examine the effects of light intensity, salinity, and 25, 1962. North-Holland Publ. Co., 1963). 1 ref.
temperature on photosynthetic activity of sea-ice DLC, QC879. S. 157
algae and planktonic material below the sea ice. .
Data for Arctic summer plankton from 50 m are in- Satellites can see white snow fields against darker

.1 eluded ior comparison. The McMurdo populations background. Moreover a snow field can be distin-
exidbit a degree of 'shade' adaptation apparently guished from clouds, which also appear white in
well in excess of that achieved by the Arctic summer satellite pictures, when pictures are taken on kuc -
plankton, even though the McMurdo material was re- cessive days. Cloud patterns change continually
covered from the same depth. Light saturation was from day-to-day, but the snow fields generally re-
reached at about 100 it-candles. A single experi- main unaltered over a period of a few days. This is
ment conducted at about 65 ft-candiles showed that illustrated with a series of TIROS IV snow-cover
net carbon fixation by microalgae from the sea-ice pictures over mountains in southern South America
habitat was markedly temperature-dependent, par- and western North America. To evaluate the snow
tic ularly in the range 1. 5* to +5'C. Maximum covered areas quantitatively, it is necessary to pro-
activity was rxcorded between 10* and 151C, with a vide an accurate geographic overlay for the pictures.
rapid decline above 15*C. Sea-ice algae reached This should be easy when iaentifiable river valleys
maximal activity at low chiarinities within the range or lakes are discernible in the pictures. Therefore,
7. 5-10/mille. Even though the phytoplankton was wit, the aid of satellite cloud pictures it is possible
favored by higher chlorinities, its maximum activity to delineate the snow-covered areas with considera-
was reached at only 15/mille, significantly below ble accuracy. By competing the chuaige in the area
the chlorinity of the main water mass in McMurdo from week to week or month to month during the
Sound. JFS snow-melt season, observational data would be pro-

vided for use in storage estimates and as an aid in
flood forecasting. -- BLE

SIP 22381 551. 326. 022:551. 507. 362. 2:779

Wark, D. Q. and R. W. Popham SIP 22383
THE DEVELOPMENT OF SATELLITE ICE SUR- Suskffl P. A.
VEILLANCE TECHNIQUES. p. 415-418 incl. illus. GROUND [SUBSURFACE] ICE. (Podzemnye l'dy;
(In: H. Wexler and J. E. Caskey, Jr. (eds.), Text in Russian). p. 274-327 i. illus., diagrs.,
Rocket and Satellite Meteorology. Proc., Ist. maps. (In: Akad. nauk SSSR. Osnovy geokriologii
Internatl. Symposium on Rocket and Satellite
Meteorol., Washingtor, D. C., April 23-25, 1962. geokriologtifla, a1959). 456 refs. (Eng.
North-Holland Pub]. Co,, 1963). 3 refs. transl.: Nail. Res. Council, Can., Tech. transl.

DLC, QC879. S. 157 1130, 1964).

The development of a program for using meteorologl- DLC, G3641. AS

the capatellites t etationsea iceof is presented, a The highlights in the history of ground ice Investiga-
ttions are reviewed which were begun in the eight-
explored. Examples of satellite photographs of sea eenth century. Emphasis is placed on the theory of
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"inf Ice formation and the burial oa surface Ice, Uhe pulsating aurorae are proposed as a source of the
hitory of the timn-glacial hypothesis of ground Ice Infrasonic waves associated with geornagnetic actlv-
formation, and the classification of ground Ice which Ity reported by Chrzanowaki, et aI, One of the most
Includes segregAted ice, Injected ice, vein Ice, re- plausible mechanisms foc. generating these long-
current vein Ice cave Ice, therinokarut cave Ice, period pressure waves is the periodic heating of the
karat cave Ice, Lried Ice, and surface ice, The upper air around the 100 -km level by auroral bow -
modes of origin, characteristics, properties, and b.&rdmnent during pulsating visual aurorae. To see
geographical distribution of each of these types are the energetic relation between source Input and
discussed in detail. It is concluded that Ice is a pressure change at sea level, some the,)retic al ca) -
component of frozen soil and governs Its basic pro- culatlons are performed with a simple model of
perties. With respect to the surrounding soil, auroral distribution In an isothermal atmosphere.
pround ice can be epigenetic when it originates in At least 100 erg/cm2/sec of energy flux variation at
soil alreatiy existing, and syngenetic when Its for- auiroral height Is necessary to produce surface pres-
mation Is simultaneous with the surrounding strata. sure amplitudes of the order of I dyne/cm2 in this
According to Its genesis, 3 basic groups of ground model. The Intensity of the pressure waves In this
ice should be distinguished: constituted, cave vein, model decreases rapidly outside of the region of
and ,burled ke. The first is the product of the aroral activity, Indicating the Importance of sound-

caitesInth roensolan hethrd teburial teelong pro rdwaa.(Authors' abstract)
of surface Ice. Thom greatest quantity cf ground Ice
is formed fr om water penetrating unfroten soil and
subsequently freezinir there. -- BLE

SIP 22386 551. 500. 617:547:551. 508. 76+o 91

Langer, G., J. Hosinai aix! S. Bernsen
SEP 22384 551. 511.6:551. 524.4:551. 554 ORGAtIC CRYSTALS AS IMD NUCLEI. J. Atmos.

Sct. 20(6):55'7-562 incl. table, diap., Nov. 1963.
McVehll, G. E. it rki.
WID AND TEMPERATURE PROFILES NEAR THE rLQ81A9
GROUND IN STABLE STRATTFCATION. Quart. J.
Roy. Meteorological So.z. 90(384): 138-146 incl. Laboratory work showed that organic compounds
tables, graphs, Aprll 196- 17 ref. have considerable prom-ise as cloud-seeding agents.

DLC, QC851.RS The following substances gave c-mplete nucleation:
phioroglucinol at -rC, trichlorobenuene at -1? C,

Observed wind and temperature profiles from D(+)-Rafflnose at -1410C, trimeatic acid at -15*C9
O'Neill, Nebraska and Antarctica are analyzed to de- and melamine at .15*C. Thirty-two organic comn-
termine their characteristics in inversion conditions. pounds were investigated. The teets were cocuicted
profiles are presented. These show that the pro- chamber. Field tests confIrmed the actvity of
files are generally similar when the Richardson phlioroglucinol. Theoretical analysis Indicates that
number Is small. However, there Is strong evi- activity of organic Icing nuclei is determined by the
dence in the Antarctic data for a departure from configuration of electric link-dipole moments in the
similarity and a decrease in the ratio of eddy con- molecule. (Authors' abstract)
-ductivity to eddy viscosity for Richardson numbers
greater tan0.08. Ris. shown that the log-linear
windi profile fits the observations well for Richardson
numbers less than 0. 14. The constant in the log-
linear equation has a value of 7 in stable air, im - SIP 22387 551.509.617:547.53
plying a critical graient Richardson number of 1/7.
From the log-Uinear theory, heat flux and surface Draham, Roscoe Rt., Jr.
sbre, can be calculated given winds at 2 levels and PHLCOtOGLUCINOL SEEDIN OF UNDERCOOLED
the surface roughness. Predicted values are com- CLOUDS. J. Almos. 3dl. 20(6):563-568 inc. ilus.,
pared with observations. The agreement Is good in tables, bjwh, Nov. 1963. lD refs.
the case of surface stress and fair for heat flux. DLC, QC85I.A283
(Author's summary)

A series of 12 releases of phloroglucinol were made
into stratus clouds at temperature of -r C to -i'rc.
Showers produced by dry-ice seeding were used to
Identify particular spots in the layer clouds from

SIP 22385 551. 594. &'550. 38($11) whtich the exat locations of the phloroglucinol we-
lases could be obtained by simple navigation.

mads Kaichi and Tonilya Watanabe Visual observations of the cloud behavior and!
PUJATDM AURORAE AND IFR-ASOtUC WAVES Foravar replicas of cloud and precipitation part[-
I THlE POLAR ATMOSPHERE. J. Atmos. Sdc. 21 cles provided a meas for Judging the effects of the

(1):15-29 incl. tables, graphs, diagrs, , ppeixdul, phloroglucinol. hIIs concluded that phloroglucinol
Jan 1964. 27 refs. will Induce the formation al Ice in undercooled

DLC, QC851.A283 clouds. However, In these saportmonts, It was no
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nearly as effective as the dr" ice in causing shower In this casel the freezing temperature was affected by
formation. (Author's abstract) a mixing of the liquids. This was avoided in the third

series of experiments by suspending the drops at the
interface of Fluorochemical-75 and a specially re-
fined paraffin oil. All solutes investigated enhanced
the supercooling of pure water. The non-equilibrium
freezing point depression (At)f increased with in-
creasing concentration of the solute. A comparison

SIP 22388 551. 09. 61":551. 508. 786. 91(71) of (t)f vIth the sum of the equilibrium freezing point

Bourquard, A. Don depression (At)e and the supercooling of water (4t)w
showed that there was in general a small difference

...... .NUND. J.T AT. THE. --): -91 l.which expressed the additional effect of the dissolved
GRUND.s Jh tos. Sd.9 2 )3 8-3- refs. substance on the formation of ice-like clusters over
tables, graphs, Sept. 1963. and above the usual vapor pressure effects which are

DLC, QC5.A283 contained In (.lt)e. The results are compared with

Daily observations of the surface concentration of tho e reported by various authors in recent literature~and are used to discuss the ice-forming mechanism
ike nuclei were made during the summers of 1960, in th e to s th BLe
1961, and 1962 In Missouri as a part of Project
Whitetop. The Bigg-Warner ice nucleus counter (an
expansion type instrument) was used whereby a sam-
pie of ambient air is introduced into a cold chamber
held at a constant temperature of about -100 C. The
sample is then pressurized and allowed to come Into SIP 22390 551. 578.7:551.576.11(77)

temperature equilibrium with the chamber after
which it Id allowed to expand rapidly in a nearly KeigL Randall L .
adiabatic fashion. The ice nuclei thus formed fall THE GLACIATING BEHAVIOR OF SMALL CUMU-
into a super-cooled sugar solution in the bottom of LONIMBUS CLOUDS.' J. Atmos. Sci. 20(l):29-47
the chamber where they grow and can be counted Incl. illus., tables, graphs, Jan. 1963. 21 refs.
visually. Ice nucleus counts varied considerably DLC, QC851.A283
from day to day and from hour to hour; they were
greater during pe-tods with southerly winds and high Data gathered during consecutve traverses through
amounts of precipitable water overhead. The possi- summer clouds in southern Missouri have been in-

hle effects of cloud seeding in the area were also terpreted to indicate that: (1) the glaciating charac-
analyzed. Seeding was accomplished with silver- teristics of commonly occurring small cumulonim-
iodide smokes from aircraft at distances of 25 to 45 bus clouds in this region are dependent upon the size
m from the nucleus counter. The seeded periods distribution of the liquid phase prior to the inception
showed a slightly increased nucleus count at the of glaciation; (2) clouds having large liquid-water
ground, but the increase was small when compared drops, rapidly form high concentrations of ice par-
with natural variations in the nucleus count. The ticles regardless of the concentrations of foreign
slight increase in count during cloud seeding may ice-forming nuclei; (3) the ice phase within the
persist into the following day. -- BLE clouds does not begin anew;, it builds upon the size

distribution that has been achieved by the liquid
phase and consequently a continuous modification of
the particle size distribution within the cloud occurs;
xand (4) coalescence continues to be adominant growth

mechanism, and growth by sublimation is essen-
tally by-passed. The data appear to be compatible

SIP 22389 551.322:536. 4.031 with a chain-reaction process propagated by the for-
mation of satellite ice particles during the solidifi-

Pruppacher, Hans R. and M. Nelburger cation of water drops. (Author's abstract)
THE EFFECT OF WATER SOLUBLE SUBSTANCES
n T'IE SUPERCOOLING OF WATER DROPS. J.. .

Atmos. Sci. 20(5)-376-385 Incl. tables, graphs,• Sept. 1963. 15 refs.

DLC, QC851. A283 SIP 22391 560. 389(682)

New experiments on the supercooling of aqueous Ostenso, Ned A. and Perry E. Parks, Jr.
solutions were carried out with a special experi- SEABORNE MAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS IN THE
mental technique whereby 3 types of water purifica- CHUKCHI SEA. Wlsc. Univ., Geophys. and Polar
tion were used. In the first series of experiments, Res. Center, Dept. of Geology, Res. Rept. No. 64-
solution drops were frozen at the tip of a thermo- 5, Sip. incl. Illus., diagrs., maps, June 1964. 26
couple which was covered with a thin glass sleeve refs.
coated with silicone oil. To avoid the effect which DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection
the solid surface on which the drops were hanging
and the air surrounding the drops have on the freez- This report discusses the physiography of the
ing tempcrature, the drops were placed at the Inter- Chukchi Shelf, previous and future geophysical In-
face of CC14 and paraffin oil in the second series. vestigations Ir the area, and the field program of
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the seaborne magnetic survey during the 19f4 poet- SIP 22393 541.15:551.322:547(024)
season oceanographic cruise of the USCGC North-
wind. The equipment used Included the Univ. of Sharpatyt, V. A.
Wisconsin's magnetic observer, the V-4931 modular RADIOLYSIS OF FROZEN AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS.
station magnetometer,' and the Braincon towed vehi- (Radlollz zamorozhennykh vodnykh rastvorov; Text
le ("fish"). The data Indicate that the feature in Russian). Uspekh! khImU, 32(6):7-753 incl.

causing the magnetic and gravity anomalies Is a tableS, 1963. 71 refs.
major structural element which Is at least 600 km DLC, QDI.U7
long and 100 km wide. This feature of dense rock
with high magnetic susceptibility is a major building- This review of published results In radiation Chem-
block In the structure of the Chukchi Shelf. Because stry deals with the effect of ionized radiation on
the magnetc and gravity anomalies appear to extend frozen aqueous solutions iud the detrmnalcn st
undiminished to the Siberian mainland they may be primary products and redistribution of absorbed
reflecting a northestward extension of the Precam- energy In water radfolysts. The kinetics of end
brian Anabar shield. Magnetic anomalies within the product accumulation from radiative chemical
zone of disturbance exceed 750 gammas In amplitude changes n ice and soti aqueous solutions are
and possess gradients as steep as 0.42 gammas/m treated. Intermediate products of radolysim are
at horizontal distance. If this magnetically disturbed Identified and properties Investigated by fluorescent
zone does extend to the Siberian coast, Its Implica- and thermoluminescent methods. The influence of
lions to the detection at submarine traffic by mag- admixtures on the behavior of radicals formed during
netc methods may be profound. -- BLE radiolysis of ice is described. Experimental conclu-

alone indicate: (1) that reortentation of active parti-
cles develops at low temperatures and affects the
yield of radiolysts products In frozen solutions; (2)
that reaction of H and OR radicals formed during
radiolysis with solutes determines the nature of
solute changes; mid (3) that solute anions stabilize
the radicals formed from water and agents with
radical affinities enhance the formalion of radical

Sip 22392 551. U4S. 1(0428'440) Irroducts. -- IS/FMM

Brown, R. ..
PERMAFROST INVESTIGATIONS ON THE
MACKENZIE HIGHWAY IN ALBERTA AND
MACKENZIE DISTRICT. Tech. Paper No. 175, M7 22394 NO. 3(*r45/s747)
Div. Building Res., Natl. Res. Council, Can. 27p.
Incl. illus., tables, graphs, dlagr., maps, appen- Lazarev, G. K,
dix, June 1964. 23 refs. TONOMETRIC LEVELING ALAOG THE TRAY-

DLC, Tech. Rept. CoUection ERSE K MOsoMOL'SKAYA-6OVETIKAYA-V0STOK-

WOMSOMOL'SKAYA. (Trignometriceskoe
Observations were made during Sept. 1962 to define- nivetirovanie na profile Komsomo'skafl-Sovet-
eate the bodies of permafrost and to relate their dis- skzJ2-Voetdk-9momoI'@ka/k Text In Russian).
tributlon to relief, drainage, vegetation and soil Geftkheskl BrdI. No. 13:40-56 IncL Ulus.,
type. The climate of the area, Its geology, and table, 1963. ref.
aerial photography patterns are discussed. An DLC, QCW0.$.M4
aluminum Hoffer probe and a 1-1/2 In. screw-type
soil auger with 3-ft extensions were used to deter- This reo describes terrain, weather, trail C n &i-
mine the depth of permafrost and soil profiles In tiom, equipment performane, and trigonometric
permafrost-free areas. In frozen ground consisting keint on a 1540-km traverse In Antarctica. Cold
of peat or fine-grined mineral soils, holes were temperatures caused lubrication problems In Instru-
made to depths of 10-15 ft by chopping downward ment and dIffculti55 in readings at the level on the
with an ice chisel attached to a 3/4-in. pipe; frozen vertical circle of the OT-02 theodoite. The meae
chips of soil were removed with a 4-In. posthole square error In readings on the rod at a distance at
auger. The distribution of permafrost along the eW M wa leeas than f s mm; using a XV leveling
Mackenzie Highway between Hay River, N. W. T., instrument the error in closure at a tringular poly-
and Keg River, AlbErta, Is patchy and erratic. It go with a mean side length of 2600 m was +14 mm;
occurs only in low areas and In some of the river the error n determination of relative elevations be-
valleys tributary to the Hay River. The absence o tween two closely-apaced contro points from a die-
permafrost between High Level and Keg River is re- tance of 200 m was 2 mm. The leluence of retrae -
lated to the widespread poor drainage along tis sec- lion Is minimal from 0600 to 2000 hr. Error of lo-
lion of t*e Mackenzie Highway. The three occur- sure of the resulting polygon was +5.6 m; the mean
rences of permafrost between High Level and square error at the center of the traverse was & 2.9
Meander River are restricted to the only three m. Both trigonometric and geometric leveling over
sphagnum areas between these two settlements. a distance of more than 1500 km was found to be
South of Hay River the terrain factors are the .ost satisfactory, with a rate of progress of up to 65
Important in determining the presence of perma- Ikm/day. The Importance of a tie-in of the traverse
frost at a particular lo.Ltim. -- BLE to a second coastal control point is emphasized.
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Coordinates and elevations o the stations estab- tongue had settled and not even the crests of the
Ushed along the traverse are tabulated. (JPRS waves rose above the level of the former glacier
abstract) surface. At the beginning of June, the lake which

formed behind the glacier had attained a depth of 80
m and a volume of 20-25 million cubic meters. The
danger presented bythis water andits eventual flood-

ing are described. Aprohable cause of the thrusts
is a change in the Internal friction of the ice as a

SIP 22395 551.321.5:528.7 result of increased loading and a large decrease of
the bottom friction when the bottom-ice temperature

Cheremnykh, 0. D. passed through 00 C and melting began. -- BLE
* NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN THE MEASUREMENT OF

THE RATE OF MOVEMENT OF ICE IN THE SUR-
FACE PARTS OF GLACIERS AS SHOWN BY AERIAL
PHOTOGRAPHS. (Novoe v Ltmerenil skorostel
d% fzhettr l'da v poverkhnoet rykh chastfikh ledrnkov UP 22297 551. 52(*784.2)
po materialam aeros"emki; Text in Russian).

todezifll I aerototou"emka, No. 5:111-115, cl. Bauer, R.table, diagr., 1962, 3 refs. (Eng. transl.: Ged- PRELIMINARY OUTLINE OF THE SCIENIFI

esy and Aerophotography, . 5:342-344, 1962, WORK OF THE SUMMER SEASON 1961-1962 IN
publ,- 196). KERGUELEN ISLANDS. GLACIOLOGY. (Premier

DLC, Unbound periodical aperSu sur les travaux sclentifiques de la campagne4- d'ti 1961-1962 aux ties kerguelen. Glaclologie;
Movement studies of Antarctc glaciers were made Text in French). TAAF, No. 18:30-33, incl.
on aerial photographs taken 12-1/2 months apart in illus., Jan. -March 1962.
1956-57. Analysis of the ca.tograms, using the DLC, G845. F7
plane phototriangulation method, showed an accura-
cy almost equal to that of gr&nd determinations, but Study of Kerguelen's glaciation was the object of a
the aerial method is superioi in the number of general program which Included reconnaissance,
simultaneously-possible deteiminations. Subse- mapping, identification, and census of glaciers, and
quent work has shown that inireased accuracy can an estimate of the elevation of equilibrium line and
be achieved by using aerial negatives reduced by the order of magnitude of annual accumulation. A
the spatial phototriangulation method. The latter helicopter was used for the investigations and for
method was used on photographs taken 600 days taking black-and-white and color photographs. The
apart in 1957-58 of an outlet glacier near Chugunov glaciers investigated are listed; they show recent
Island [Queen Mary Coast, Antarctica]. The nega- net recession although most of the ice fronts appear
tives were reduced on an SD-1 universal stereopho- to be very active. -- GAD
togrammetric instrument. As shown on a text map,
the non-coincidence in the positions of identical
planimetric points shows evidence of movement. A
discussion of the accuracy of operation of thestereograph is included. -- JFS SIP 22398 55(a762+*764)

Cailleux, Andri

GEOLOGICAL STUDY OF McMURDO SOUND RE-'I GION (ANTARCTICA). (t9tudes de giologie au
SIP 22396 551.22465(235. 21) ditroit de McMurdo (Antarctique); Text in French

with English summary). CNFRA, No. 1, 41p. incl.
Illus., tables, map, 1962. 21 refs.

Dolgushin, L. D. and others
THE RECENT ADVANCE OF THE MEDVEZHII GLA-R
CIER. (Nedavnee nastuplenie lednika Medvezh'ego; Strong wind-action was observed in the Beacon sand-
Text in Russian). Priroda, No. 11:85-92 incl. Illus., stone and in sand grains of Quaternary and recent
table, diagr., 1963. (Eng. transl.: Defence Res. deposits. In Victoria Valley, in addition to sand
Board (Can.), Rept. No. T 4 r R, Ot. 1964). dunes, there are niveo-eollan deposits with much

DLC, Q4.PS lesser slopes, and made up of lnterstratiled sand

April22,16, the Med h Glacier (in te and snow. Erosion of pebbles s slight, as shown by
their roundness index, and is the result of the lack

basin of the Vanch River In the Pamirs) began toofandtmettr.Uualaitesfqarzmoverapily longtheghlrdar Valey t spedsof abundant meltwater. Unusual varieties of quartz-
mvove rapidly along the Ur ra Valley at speeds round, shiny, limpid grains about 0.2 -0,3 mm in
as high as 100 m/day, i.e., Its speed increased by diameter-have been found in the McMurdo Station
200 times. The glacier tW e, thrusting 9 km for- area and appear to result from volcanic activity, as
ward, Is broken by a system f fissures. The gla- shown by a sample from Castle Rock. The coarse-
cler behaves differently on the outside of the great ness of the deposits is much greater In the Quater-
fractures. The layers of fragmented ice enriched nary meltwater deposits of Victoria Valley (first
by the moraine are distorted into a complicated fold- centile, 20-100 mm) than in the present-day sandy
Ing. By the end of May the upper part of the glacier deposits (first centile, 1-3 mm). This Imaplies that
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during parts of the Quaternary, the amount of melt- imics f let cap, accumulation zones In ma
water, though unable to ronid the pebbles, must balance studies, secular temerature vaiations,
hae been greater than at present. (Author's ab- and melting at the bottom of the ice. - GAD
strsct, modified)

UP M NI.11.02.2:551. n1:551.32Q7) W2415l5:5.3/76()
Ahmaai 7. said N. AlmialLorlus, C. T=E AGE OF THE OMWANA GLACIATIO.

DEIJT!WUM. POSS~TBITS OF APPIXATION. proc. Nat!. lawi Set. dia, Pt. A, 28(l):l6-56
TO RESEARCH PROBLEMIS CONCERNING SNOW, mIne. tables, Jan. 36, 1"62. 15 ref.NtvZ AND ICE I THE ANTARCTIC. (Le deute- DLC, Q73. N3
rimz. Possiblltis d'aplication sox problimes do
recherche concernant Ia nelge, W. ai et Ia glace The stratigraphic and WaoontoZoglc record of the
dons l'Antarctique; Text in French). CNFRA, No. Permimn System LIn Gondwanaland Is examined, with
S# 102p. lIl. ilus., tables, graphs, diags., patclrstress on the age at the basal tillites. The
maps, 19113. 12 refs. term Glsop t flora has been rather loosely used

DLC, GPRR In the past and teaustral Permimn Dorm Is, herein,
described an the Dangamooteris flora in the Lower

Tine observations and samples on which thiS work Is Permian, an the-Mouselpti~sflora in the Midde
based were made In 1959-1980 in Victoria Land, sand sod Uaer Permin. Va _%arance, preodaulnance,
1961-1962 in Adille Coast The paper comprises 6 decline and finally the disappearance of the former
chapters supplemented by numerous tables aid gemas, as a whole, are more Important indicator at
figures. The topics include the stable Isotopes, ag than the presne or absence of any one gemse or
deuterium content In snow, snow accumuilation s~ies. The various possilities under which gLa-
measurem ent and seasonal dating ot n~vi layers by elton could haveaocurre in such widespread areas
deuterium, relation between mean anual tempera- awe discussed and it Is pointed out that drift provides
tures and Isotopic concentratios chracterization a reasonable working hypothesis. Anomalies In
at the origin of Ice, and a geea discussion on the paleontological, stratigraphic and glacial records are
utilization of stable Isotopes In glaciological studi[es, then sough and It Is suggested that the only elplana-
The two main uses of the latter are In the study of tion is that glaciation was no simultzaous In all the
masg balance said Its evolution, and the study of areas, and there was a considerable time-lag between
climatic variations. -- GAD refrigeration in one area and another. Glaciation,

presumably, started In the Perwo-Carbonlferous In
eastern Australia, mid migt hew eIe in th upper
Middle Permian In South Africa, and somewhat later
in Tasmania. The evidence suggests tha there,SIP 22400 561.2321:L"9.155. 2(*2) apparently, was no ice age, and Instead the Gond-
wanalard continent Itself wasi drifting on the Boot

Lorlus, C. Pole before it started splitting up. (Authors' ab-
THlE UTILIZATION OF ISOTOPES IN THE GLA- strat modified)
CIOLOGX STUY OF POLAR ICE CAPS.

"o (Lutilisation des Isotopes dame l'&ude glaclologique
des calottes polaires; Text In French). TAAF,
No. 25-4-21, inc. grphs, diagri., Ot. -4e.
1IN3., 23 rets. W UP2402 8515..4. 155.57.7(52)

DLC, GM4.17?
MyawSell

isotopes are either radioactive or stable, of which 6TDY ON THE HEAVY SNDWrALLI JIMOURD
the radioactive isotopes are essentially utilized in DlnIUT - TORVCASTDIG OF THE SOCALIZD
glaciology for absolute age dating or as markers for "ATO VUU (Hokurlku, chWh no gosetan dttit
particular horizons. Absolute age determinations sato yuki so yoh5 kerA6; Text In Japanese with Rog-
are made with Pb 210 and C14 , while particular Itsh sommary). Msb~cho keaki W1h (Journl of

m rizons In the stratified snow are marked with Meteorological Research) 14(10)t-24 wle tables,
accumulations of radioactive fallo" from nuclear graphe, diagrs., maps, Bet 1962. 23 reMs
exploelonam The stable Isotopes utilized in cia- DLIC, GOieatalia Div.
clotog are deuteriumi mid onysev 18. Due to the
seasonal variation In the Isotopic content of snow, It The heavy snowfall [so-called "Tma YaW in the
Is possible to count the years in successive beds, manan d -Sato YaM"- In the plain) from Dec. 36,
and the accumulation values thus obtained agree with 1960, tof Ian 19161, In the Hoharlku district was
those deduced from stratigraphic analysis. The "7z"se vsing synaptic data, mesoscale, aid re-

stbeIsotopes were also used to determine the c alanfight data. The synoptic conditions
origin of ice in icebergs and ice caps. I appears of heavy snowfalls are investigated statistically In
that stable isotopes can be used to determine the relation to the mesoscale pressure dlstrbl~cv, mid
precipitaton, snow accumulation, movement ely- pantitaive estimations of snowfall are made. The
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enlta cbtained ar. as follows. (1) The upper cold glue, ad fce fog. sow accumulation oS power
vrtnex around the Japan Sea Is a major cause of the lines often exceeded 10 cm In diam. (which corre-
heavy snowfall In the NHnlku front as well as for nponds to 4.4 tons of pressure per span) and caused
the heavy rainfall in the Dai-u front. The vortex breakage of power lines and poles in both years. -

causes the convective instability. (2) Based on the CST/BE
mewoealf analyuis, snwfall Is frequently accom-
poied by instabiity lines and small pressure dis-
turbances with thunderstorms. Therefore, locating

adtracing lsallobsrlc lows In the mescale, sur-
face convergsence, and radar echoes will aid in fore-
Casting the movement of heavy snowfall areas. (3)
The effect of surface convergence, topography,

------large scale disturbance, and convective instabiity -41592:5.2_552_2
on the amount of snowfall Is estimated. The pre- SIP 22405 - 515925151552(2
dkfted results agree with the observations. (Author's Iska-H aaWetrFocstnSain
absract -uite)Ihkr-u aWete oeatn tto

GREEN ASH AS A THAW PROMOTER. (Yusetsu
sokushintal toshiteno gurin asshu; Text in Japanese).
Hokkaid6 no 31s05 (Weather in Hokkaido), 8(4):8
lncl. tables, April 19M.

UP 22403 ~~551. 524.4:551. 521.3(52) DC retlaDv

Ulditake, T. Soil, fine coal, green ash, and coal ash were teste
0ON THE HEAT BUDGEZT OF THE COLD) LAYER as thaw promoters on a snow covered field at
NEAR A BARE SOIL SURFACE AT NIGHT. Yakan NwUata, Hokkaido, on March 7 and 12, 1964. Green

had~ li hy~en uki at rawrer kaneis noash (a by-product of coal power stations) Is comn-
astsuslmahl of touite; Text in Japanese with Engis posed of silicic acid, Fe, lime, and potash, It was
sumumary). Klsh~chio kenkyu jIfo (Ja~inal o spread at the rate of 0. 5-1. 5 kg/are. The results

Meterolgicl Rseach) 1410)36-2 icloindicate that soil Is the most effective thaw prooter
terloaRes earch)4 i~, 19):62 res. followed by fine coal, green ash, and coal ash, re-

DaLes, dretls, Div .lG rfs lae spectively. The effectiveness of green ash depends
an the amount spread; I kg/are was as effective as

Soltempersture pote nte1-t 0c ae ol S/L
(the cold layer) suggest that minimum air tmea
twres occur above rather than at the soil surface.
Tis Is demonstrated most clearly ovor a bare soil
surface on a windless nigh. The amount oft radiative
cooling In the cold layer Is estimated In this paper,
based on the results of an earlier investigation of the
rielation between the reftectivity of long wave rada.
tion from fth soil surface and the thermal properties SP24051.3:6()
of the cold layer. I Is concluded that the reflectivity P240
of the bar soil surface has a considerable effect on ~ h .TkbsiadY aa
the formation and maintenance of the cold layer. Koma W. HEA. Taaah OFd SY. NIXD
However, the effect of conduction In the cold layer wrrw THE csa FROST HEV T oES y OF it tscMIXE
is greater than that of the radiative coollng there- so t*5 J ikkni tault* Text In Japanese) Hokkaid5

coalhaisukyok i in r e o~ Gepp6 (Hokkaido
Testing Lab. No. 1 210-13 Inc. tables, graph,
dlagr., Aug. 19893.j Irefs.

DWC, Orientalia D

___ __ ___ ________Tests wer made of t4effect at Mixing soils with-W2204- 62LS15;1:051.17.0 2 chemicals on frost heiving. Thw chemicals used
b~kISwere9 CaCI2, N*C!, cement, slaked lime, a soil

ONPNR DU ~ athlzr (irgCl2) an 4 solIpobo A le I
ESTEOW HCCUMUATIO ON~t OWE deNS IkN tann 1-5% chemicals was tamped to a minimum
RAsmb6TER t H Zin apne. Ho&5 l no Kft hka density In a cylindrical mold (3 cm high, 8Scm diam)

BWahrI okkaid6) 8(4):3-4 Inl grps an loft at romtemnperat to absorb underground
n I ate thrughporos fr 24hr.Theair tem-

AprlC 1964.ai Di.Perature was -CC and the subsurface water temn-
DLC,~ie~allaDiv.Persare was 3*C. Frost heae rat., the centrifu-

gal equivalent of the watr content, and plasticity
This ~ ~ ~ hi i dril dicssstertr functions of chem I concentration were studied.

atmospheric pressure at ishiro, during It is concluded that the method Is suitable for thin
the wine of 1962 and 1963, and describes the aabPIo epfothaig B/L
ecurreaces of snow accuulation on power lines, rihd rde rs evn.- 8/L
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ZIP 2240 5 l.24.431:55l.578.4:551, 510. 721(.701) VP 22409 551.23*551.79

Picciatto, 3. sad 0. Cross Bonin, 5. T.
RATE OF ACCUULATION OF SNOW AT THlE ORIGIN OF ICE AGES: AN ICE SHELF THEORY
SOUTH POLE AS DETERMED BY RADIOACTIVE FOR PLEUTOCENE GLACIATION. Natures 202

h[RABUREMENTS. Nature 203(494):393-34 Loc. (4037):1099-1100, June 13, 1964. 7 rats.
table, hraphs, July 25, 1944.1 tofs. DC I

DLC, Q1.N2C Q.12

An evaluation of a theory by A. T. Wilson [SMVstimatlons at the rate of accumulation of snow at 219311 that thermal surgs of the Antarctic Ice
the South Pole published so far are based an strati- sheet Initiate glaciation in the Northern Hemisphere
graphic observations, direct measurements carried shows that many assumptionts (glaciological, oceano-
out, since 1957, on stakes placed in the vicinity at graphical, and meteorological) ane required to vall-
the staion), and variations in the onygen isotope dats the theory. bested field ev dne may be used
ratio. This article presents the results of strati- ms proo4~ although Io Aotaretica. the evidence In In-
pehic observations and of measurements of fission cone lusive. In other parts at the world, cyclothems
products ad Pb-2IO. The average annual accumula- may be the result of Parges of the Ice shelf theory,
tion deduced for the period 1951-1962 is 7.5 cm of ainL 0 so, temperature determinations of marine
water. For the period 1955-1962, for which the eyelothe fauna should Maow a warm-cold-warmn
strrspiy Is more clearly marked, the average sequence particularly In the Tertiary ad the South-

anainrase is 6.3 cm. Acording to the results emn Femishere. A othr ucome ath se a-level-Obtained at the Mpge Baudouin Base, the sudden In- .variations (if rapid enough) mlI~f be larM numbers
crease In the P -activity noted above the .445-cm of asals starved or drownd s flooding of low-
level should correspond to early 1955. The resuts lands occurred. Im England, for examuple, the
herein reported cradlrm this conclusion sand are in marine deposits called the Craps do contain at their*good agreement with the stratgraphic interpretation bases unusually rich vertebrate and other fossil beds.
of the uper 140 cm. The accumulation rate of To strengthen the concept tat theme ginclal-marine
water and the Initial activity of Pb2IO in the snow, surges occurred, proof Is requred that the surges
hav remained constant over the past 100 yr. The were large enough (10-30 in), and Otha they occurred
three methods lead to a mean value of annual accu- at particular times, e. g. , at the end of the Intergla-
mulaion of 6-7 cm. - LE cal. sces and the beginning of the glacial ae. Such

a marine transgression may have occurred in Iag-
land afth oseO of the PinA- Intergacial age.-

UP 22410 SOL 874. 7:551.099.3:M2. 13

Air Weather Service
FOEAM=' GM~E ON CWRAFT ]CM~.

AVEM No. 105-A9 40p. inal. tables, paphi,
diag., apSept. 15% 1964 51 rets.MP 22408 551.1.55551. 578.4 DLC, Tech. apt. Collection

Dogg, D. C. The 2 basic forms of Ie accumulation on aircraft areSCATTERDIG AND A7rV2UATION DUE TO SO rime let (a rough, milky, opaque Ice formed by the
AT OPTICAL WAVE-LElMITH. Nature, 202 Insananeousreaing of small sopercooled droplets

(541 29, l~ uAephJul 21,196.oa they strike the aircraft), clear ice (a glossy,DLC, QI.N2 dlear or tranelucent Iceforme by the slow freezing
of large supercor~ed droplets), and frost (a light,The nzrow basin-widthS3 obtainable with COhern feathery deposit of Ice crystals which usually forms

light permit one to examine forward scattering o. the upper seuces of parked aircraft by raf-
caisd b atosperi efect is5~Odetil.F~r tinal cooling In a maiser similar to the formationexsmplep It Is found that Intomogeneities of refrac- of hofost on the grmd.Also discussed are thetive adiex 1% the otherwise clear stmosphere give itn~iso cnd-ig at-cn atoh

rise to considerable broadening of a narrow beam. mi icing hazards on or nar the prow&d physicalNowever, when heavy snow is falling, scattering thtors which afect aircraft Icingtcluds temera-
and the ensuing attenuaion c ofti al wMv are te, the amount of liui I the Path Of the 11dr-caised predominanty by the flakes. flasohds rat rltsie aid colcin fcec. The
true in propagation, through droplets of LVan r5a. atopei itiaino oeilaircraft kcing
Atbog beam -brosdenicg due to snow Is a readily is mainly a function of teprature end cland src
measureable effect, Its onset occurs when the 611% 16oa-sye~aptc forecast al't Include aradsiadatnatin Is fairly high. Rainros e o uri S radosnde data, thoreically an emirclly do-
cleod then snowflakes to forward AUcTbrlr..- tarmilned mrd lanc-hsting curves for var,4ou
3.3 Aircraft, adtt istcally determine cerve ofth
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frequency of aircraft Icing as a function of altitude the beat transport Into the Arctic by ocean currents
adtemperature. Suggested procedures are outlined andi the heat gain due to freezing and export of sea
frforecasting aircraft Icing and data are given ice. The solar radiation term was studied by calcu-
b a study of dew-point spread and temperature lating the loss of short wave radiation In the atmos-

afactors in aircraft icing. -- BE phere and Its reflection at the surface. Terrestrial

available only for short wave radiation, and the long

cm ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~lw the Statsper adeshranPoransesmetre sithmagte of nonadateh

SEP, Tech. Rapt. Collectionlogwverdito blnc n teshr av

strucuead reiation aric gie that aatone
Lettau200 H. ba 00c at bneathuracieroou the Liter ReAge.
CORRESPONDENCE ~ ~ ~ Th glaciTEOEICLbo er f1or 2h ti)osp u of f romphr ayo he
MODELS ANDACTUALOBSERsoTrce and ARTI eeterirelyo elo the inn lioes foetwee

grah$ dag ( esCotibtedn valu theeias ofu the bance at6 thie surface arnd at th m e rts
ante tatsheean tshe and olawir 0.8 asment the eleagtioad 6of n/rat 175
MetorgogyJient19 clos tonthe Mciler pelesiosear The trmains Thraneeo terpesph eere

Uni.m ArtcIdenl Rs rop ul.wsotied a la the glcersralce foate coarse-
Meterol No 65 Cotrat A 19604-H3, gr.amosphrer andster CartsgradiasaloTw
WA Tas 96287, Scintifi Rept.No.ystemsR baac fare-graed itore present a n rs
64e17y dippi. system 9 perssten longionsdinal

gioma tregh-i. struture Conitlinlcfliaio
Arcti mic11(eor2g is crimared pcmaiynyfatrecrfonaehecdtr

line thansio atdtin ther marginsl anufstrilwftohesmr
snow ~ ~ Ovi face than sufats the bouttoPol which prouce differential4.4/.8

AwCttC. p. un41u43. detile movmen ansemti reaytllatinalnycosisae

ca in n ptnSa emnarnte Srofierlaes. The ti orenato STUaURS measuredS GAIn SOUT0
sered ehaiorof ur teolgy July 7-19,c crystal inT theSKfoiatd No. 3, the eatr ongu 600hi
be~ ~~ i. Acontdfrctathoeic modeosroface State terminues. onatinple maimacfbli is

layer srucbm eueoo.N.6,Cert Frsnti therelcuemsbeogh tae, coarhs ie a massingle 2 maxmu Is.
In an)4I efet o momntm-lu Task6628gnce nDic pr ec he fiepi. Thletipl axmnfbi

the patical apt.icoetion alof genlydipin feitin pans hih ae rhe
surface~ ~ ~ ~~~~~fo the hoy otfrqetydmne negterions. tructureal evine Brogss hacr

i nrgyio chnebewe the earthe ofcec - soueas low a during the rystagmm ter oitl 19e ane
Althn atsphee wassty.ie foAhae nowt mode -sugweste19 to edetethoug the ercarign oale

6for everyla ont the ear.e which termit the anducdurng anin seltes fac i ce dv as (tos
determiation euo wa exminedos inng worth30t40 w bdfenetd lcer)teLtteIeAe

anmoetr as, ogthr it henuerca d- heglcir 1 x3 m)Iscu of r106y c

terinaio of surac roghes an 9rgadter suc n setreyblwtefie ewe
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SIP 22414 513432.97)twuh down rn Taserstaq med some other lakes In the

Davy An region. mght be possibl. to land and start. a U&Mh
am, Annplane an aome of the ter.ra bordering Taserulaq.CHNGES1 IN BLUE GLACIEJ, MOM3N OLyMpUS, The region between S6ndre tr~mfjord andl the

WASHINGTON. Rapt No. 1, RF Proj. 1278, Ohdo Suldtertqppen Highlan lee is dry and relatively
State Univ. Res. Foundation, 12p. Incl. table, warm in the summer. The range of the $-hourly ob-
dlagr., maps, Feb. 1942. 16 ref. servations was between .itr and +rC. The wind.DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection are greatly Influenced by local conitions. 04 the

Two apswer prpard o a saleof :50o sow. highland ice, the wind is usually a density flow along
Two apswer prpard o a saleat :500 sow- the lee slopes. A stardinig wave clord over the range

Ing the changes In the surface height at the Blue Gla- north of Taserslaq Is frequently present and persists
cier between specified dates, from whieL the volume with an otherwise changing cloud picture. The total
Change of the glacier was calculated. The carto- precipitation at the bae" camp at Taserslaq, between
graphi method involves overlaying two tepograptdc Aug. I and 20, amounted to 20 mm. After Aug. 10,maps and obtatnin the height change for a number of the precipitation fell on the highland Ice above 1000
elosely spaced Points over the whole glaicier, and m mainly as snow. An Interesting case of lata re-
from thies. obtaining the mean height change to mul- trxton was observed which was probably caused by
tiply by the area used to give the volume change, alternating columns at warm air rising from, and
The results obtained by formulasn agree weni with cold air descending LWAo the intervening trench of
thos obtained bytecrtgahc method. For the the TasersLaq valley.- BLZ
Period 1952 to 107temean hight at tho glacier in-
creased by about 10 m. The figures for the 1939-52
comparison are far more vrable than those for
1952-51 and show th4t while the anout and valley
Portiof a the glacier were diminishing, the upper

part was lacreasing. The largest decrease for 1939-
52 Is In the snout section where the soutm snot hasI
retreated over 200 m ad lost a minimum of 45 m in
thickness at the tip. Between 1952 and 1957 the 50-
m snout advai e was accompanied by an Increase Io

m*any areas at large Incresse and decrease in
ke smtece beights. No distinction was made on the

map between Ice ad sno. Below the ke Falls the

whic appear on both mass ar a reflection of
chage in the accumulation pattern by wind effects.
- OLE

MWP 22416 561. S384)

MCOrmIck Jack
A~t TRMPERATURE OBSERVATION&: TASZRLQ,
AUGUSET, IM6. p. 6-8 inc. bh-ws. (k puco.
saisaae [sic) of Sukkert pn Ice Cap and AdjacentSIP 3241 91:551.24:551.582(*364) Taeisaq Area, Southwest Greenlane. Dept. No. 4,
RY Prol. 1490, Otio State Univ. Des. Foundation,

Loewe, Frits act 1962).
A VNT TO THE SUXXRTOPPZN HIGHLAND WER DW, Tech. Dept Colleetion
AM THE REGION( TO THE RAST. p. 2-5. (In:
Nuconmaisance [sic)o Sat kertoppen hee Cap anMA- Air temperature det are given from mesarements
jacent Taseraiaq Area, Southwest Greenland. Rept, Mae during various types of overcast from 5 to so
N Io. 4, RF Pro). 1490, Oho State Univ. Res. ft above lake level. The date and time of each mes-

Foundation, Ort. 1962)1. vement are given for 9 camp vwiInclude terrace
DLC, Tech* Dept. collection and moraine locations; a smtall temvalley Cach

thnt, Taeersaq. at the moth of Gosiss Gerge;, a
accessiility, ad the history at the excursion. Be- 200desiOus Camp at the W fota the mounta below
arks are given concerning the weather conditions BUMOtOPen Ice Shoot, I t.1 outfa the I~e Ais Avg 1962. Access on foot Is easiest over the Tartar general testing flhlrmometer was sed which

edge of the highland Ice from the mont at the was favosed In the fted. of a tent abu 2 ft above
Sarfartok River. To reach the eastern part of the tii gpound. Three lake-water measurements wre
region a fold-boaz carried to the western end at insdo. The air temperatures rimp from 37* F at
Tasrsaq Is mos suitable. Helicopter land!g -M down to W6 F on A WANOW by With hig cirrus
are poesible almositevesywhae. Float-planes c clouds.- L

1077H
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31124S17 651.324.3/.11($38) Four Caucasian men were exposed naked to an air
temperature of 10C for 95.min twice on each at

Bull, C. five occasions during a 73-week period In Melbourne,
GLACIOLOGICAL REcct1NAssANcz OF THE Australia, aral Mawson Station between 1958 and
SUXXERTOPPZN ICE CAP. p. 9-42 Incl. graph, 1960. Throughout this perlod they sustained coa-
map. (ft Reconalsance [sic) of Sukkertappen Ice siderable cold exposure outdoors, often whije In-
Cap aid Adjacent Tasersiaq Area, Southwest Gieen- adeqiately dressed. A hily significat Improve-
land. Rapt. No. 4, RF Proj. 1490 Oho State ment which occurred In their ability to maintain
Unv. Res. Fouao, Oct. iwfi$. rectal temperatu during acute col stress is

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection attributed to general acclimatization to cold. Heat
production and skin temperature did not change sig-

See SIP 21446 nificantly, although extremity temperatures were
GLACIOLOGICAL RECOI4NAANCE OF THE generally lower in Antarctica. Tissew insulation
5UM(RTOPPEN ICE CAP, SOUTH-WEST appears to have increasod owing to charges in the
GREENLAND. J. Glaciol. 4(36):813-316, Incl. vasomiotor response to cold, which may have been
graph, map, Oct. 1963. 12 refs. mediated by changes In catech~laininc metabolism,

DLC, T841J87he degree of acclimatization was Inversely related
to air temperature but not to the hours of daylight.
Its development was apparently slow but Its decay
was rapid. The small degree of acclimatization
remaining six weeks afer the cessation of cold ex-
posure rendered the subjects less able to maintain

BW 22416 551. 23(*384) rectal temperature than they had before acclimatiza-
tion was first achieved. (Author's abstract, mcdl-

PEIIARY REPR TE iGEOLOGY OFfed
TH TA8EIAL' AREA. p. 31-35 incl. table. (lft

Ronnalsanmeisicj of Sukkertoppen ice Cap and
5Adjacent Taseraiaq Area, Southwest Greenland.aet No. 4, RF Proj. 1400, Ohio State Unly. Res. SI 22 1.1536252(2

Fowatatich, Oct. 1962).Oe

br.. -- BLE li~~~Won mOeonteoreanBtihSdshi -

Investigations~diion durin (m9ad51 fro coninou e1tx-.2,BSA EAO1CRT O 1RPA1 A
IM.Empass I lid n edrckgeoog, Icl- I P OLA CIreE clIn: show teotb gy s rme
sionst ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m whlse rntcrcs ai dks ednso eod Itean regcmadles i-

22419 hitoy 6an .glaialgeoog. Striations, clmate s Lnden, 190 acliaiton by man toWol

PHYMOLOGY, ~ ~ ~ ~ 42 MEDcIlE tEEA C -tms asonle) 54 peots.i
polihin Aof AtheR Ak YEAch coitut A evRCeCn thaoe u eae oI b esnc h
highstl peats, Inateli Rha thi aedsw., owAe tOW-a aIctit patenwhchesu.14th8Atr
Pietl cvrd Bit v cl. , e Iuce ha. 70, 8 t. ad- lmt.Teevrain eed~ncagsI

of te peinsua th iceadvnced2 iup te vthey typde as roicaly ford eutrpsulreauce th ai
Ati. thalo es mraph ams otlapeni, Mta164 nahro fzors, whi areta mposed;bh a difference in

DLCteWoelno h ouhr hoea h GaA. In lmte iadc rextmes, anr atrashcaloified

arm o thelake As any s 6 oraies cn beoutu nstain fsresbtde o tb

Wnilo n 1o tevaly, n mrinsfutercanighi UR om atv pole o-

bul u notelk akteed fmm fteevr pert aeteaiiyt nueamdrt
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SIP 22421 551.4+551.33(*762) week after returning to Melbourne In March (autumn)
1960, one month after the expedition ship had left

Calkin, Parker E. Antarctic waters. In series I the cold exposure
GEOMORPHOLOGY AND GLACIAL GEOLOGY OF caused a fall in rectal temperature (-0. 15'C at the
THE VICTORIA VALLEY SYSTEM, SOUTHERN end of the exposure). In the Antarctic, the rectal
VICTORIA LAND, ANTARCTICA. Ohio State Univ. temperature rose (+0. 25' C at the end of the expo-
Inst. Polar Studies Rept. No. 10, Wp., inc. sure). In series 5, n Melbourne, a slight early rise
illus., tables, graphs, diagr., maps, March 1964. occurred but was not sustained, and thereafter the
52 refs. rectal temperjure fell steeply to a lower level

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection (-0.42C) than in series 1. Analysis of the variance
of the rectal temperabnr changes after 90 min in the

In southern Victoria Land the inland Ice plateau is cold showed that the differences between the series
bounded by a mountain range. Outlet glaciers from were highly sinIficant (P<0. 001). -- BLE

the plateau have carved valleys through the range.Most of these valleys are still ice-illed, but an

amelioration of climate has caused the glaciers tr /
retreat from some, including the five valleys which
constitute the Victoria Valley system. The walls of SIP 22423 624.131.43:551. 511.33:536.2
the Victoria Valley system rise steeply to 2000 m in
elevation but are broken by clrques, many of them Scott, R. F.
ice-froe. Small valley glaciers enter the area from HEAT EXCHANGE AT THE GPCXYND SURFACE.
Ice fields in the east, north, and west. Glacial Cold Regions Science and Engineering, Part 1, Sec-
solffiuction deposits mantle the valley floors. T. tion Al, U. U. Army Cold Regions Research and
area i a cold desert. Drainage is largely Internal; Engineering Laboratory, 40p. incL illus., tables,
the meaer stream flow Is confined to the summer VW* dtagrs., maps, a ,edir, July 1964. 56
months when naline ponds and larger perennially refs.
frosen lakes of the valleys are replenished by melt- CRREL ffies
water. Constant strong winds produce sand dunes,
sad mantles, pebble ridges, and well-formed ventt- This report summarizes current knowledge about
facts. Two major glaciations are recorded in the the beat echange at the ground surface from an en-
Victoria Valley system, but they may have been pre- inein viewpoint, am at the solution of the
ceded by others The first distinguishable glaca- problem of predicting the ground penetrtion of the

tion, the Insel, was an eastward flow of ice from the freesing point isotherm from weather, soil, and mur-
inland plateau through the valleys to the coast. The face conditions. The fundamental requirement of all
second, or Victoria Glaciation, is subdivided into the subsarface temperatube and thaw or Zn-az* predic -

Glaciation, which began more than 20,000 yr B. P., local soel. These arr thermal conductivity, spe-

was marked by strong Invasions from local Ice fields cific heat, and Inent heat. Four methods are dis-
and from the coast, and weaker Invasions from the cussed of obtaining thermal propertieM and methods
inland ice plateau. (Author's abstract, modified) of determining the bed budget at the ground surface

are described. in order to underaotm the beat ex-
change processes at the earth's surface and to ob-
tin quanttative evaluation of hating loais on build-
logs and the effects of other meteorological phenom-

a on the desIgn and peration of structures in cold
regions, It is necessary to have a knowledge of the

SP 22422 612.5$92:615. !1(* ~ processes of solar and atmospheric short- and long-
wave radiation, the distribution at wind mnd tempera-

Badd, G. M. tare in the air, md the temperature and properties of
ACCLIMATIZATION TO COWDl NT ARCTrICA AS the soil below the surface. These components ot beat
SHOWN BY RECTAL TEMPERATURE RESPONSE TO blance discussed in detal. -- BLI

A STANDARU COW STRESS. Nature, 1 (481 BY

SK .March 3, 11062. 17 ref.DIX, Ql. N2/

Four members of the 1958-00 Australian Naional SIP 2424 624 142*2)
Antarctic Research Expedition were exposed to 5w F
for 95 min while lying naked on a nylon-mesh mat- Gardner, J. P., P. D. Gilson, and A. C. Pardis
tress for a total at 40 exposures before, during, ad WINTERIZING ART GAINS BUT NEW PRODLEMS
after a year In the Antarctic. Five series of tests DEVELOP FOP ARCTIC MACHINERY OPERATWU'.
were carried out, and in each series the same four SA J., 72(5):57-0 incl. Ius., disp., M7 19K4.
subjects were exposed twice. Scics I was done in DLC, Mn. 5
Melbourne in Dec. (summer) 198 Immediately be-
fore sailing to the Antarctic. Series 2, 3, and 4 were The basie objectives t winterisalion which have yet
conducted at Mawson in 1959, In autumn, spring, and to be fully attained are as follows: (1) reasonable
summer respectively, and series 5 was carried out a protection, comfort, and visibility for the operator,
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assuming that he will remain heavily clothed; (2) The Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory Is the re-
prompt warmup and reliable tarting of equipment; search and evaluation organ for the Bureau of Yards
(3) emergency starttng help or service from any type and Docks and engages In a broad and diversified pro-at slave kit, vehicle, or equipment; and (4) additions gram which Includes applied science and engineering.
or modifications to the machine to enable it to main- The Polar Division is staffed with 10 engineers and
tain internal operating temperatures high enough for scientists and 2 technicians who research, develop,
satisfactory performance while retaining reasonably evaluate, and test process materials, equipment, and
nrmal reliability and durability, with mlnimum in- structures for use in the design, construction, opera-
creases in maintenance ovir ta required in a tem- tion, and maintenance of the naval shore establish-
perate climate. Problems In cab design, engine ments In the polar regions. Developments to provide
winterization, and chassis winterization are discussed improved living Oacllities in polar regions have been
and related to recent advances in construction equip- directed toward improving camp structures, air con-
ment design which is often incompatible with cold cli- ditioning, water supply, sanitation, and other camp
mate operation. Typical examples are cited for en- facilities as well as developing packaged camps for
gine turbochargers and hydraulic power equipment in these regions. A cold-processing snow-compaction
cosnecton with preheating, freezing of fluid media, technique which produces high-strength snow for use
clogging of pipes, unreliab/ity of electronic compo- as airfields, vehicle roads, and parking areas has
nents and other similar maintenance and operational been developed. In an attempt to increase the
difficulties. -- FMM strength and bearing capacity of sea Ice, field in-

vestigations have been conducted of the accelerated
thickening of Ice at the surface. Free flooding proved
to be the easiest method; electrical submersible
pumps have been developed which can be frozen intoSIP 22425 551.326. 85:536:551. 524(*762) place at the begir.mng of construction. The Polar

.... ...k.....ober.A.. and.Gen.E... Likens . . Division has also compiled and published technical
Ragoide, Robert A. and Gene E. Likens data on the engineering, construction, and operational
THE HEAT BALANCE OF TWO ANTARCTIC LAKES. problems of the Deep Freeze operations in Antarctica.
Limnol. Oceanogr. 9(3):412-425 incl. tables, The Technical Library Division services the entire
graph%, diagr., maps, July 1964. 13 refs. Laboratory. -- BLE

DLC, GCI.L5

The hermal structures of Lakes Vanda and Bonney in
Victoria Land %re examined and the heat balance of
Lake Vanda evaluated. Both lakes are permanently S 2? 026.001.5(*2)

r Ice-covered and have high salt concentrations that in-
crease with depth. The deep water of Lake Vanda in Kennedy, Ted C.
very warm (25C), while that of Lake Bonney is cold yTIC AEROMEDICAL L U. S. AIR

(-2.86C). Lake Vanda gains heat from solar radia-
tion and by conduction from the bottom. All the heat Bull . .53:9-12, Sept. 1963.
gained is accounted for by melting of the undersurface Bull. No. 5 - .o the Ice and evoration from the per surface.DLC, Map Div.

Changes in sensible heat storage In the water in both The mission of the Arctic Aeromedical Laboratory
lakes are extremely small. lake Vanda has four (organized in 1947 at Randolph APE, Texas) lq (1) to
layers of constant derslty water that are maintained conduct an In-house program of reseaz:h on arctic
by convective circulation driven by heating frmn be- coan factors problems, (2) to establish Air aorce
low. The existence of a strong circulation in t requirements for clothing, pe sonal equipment,
thickest of these layers Is demonstrated by a radio- operating procedures, and training programs for use
active tracer experiment that revealed a horizontalcurrent of 1 em/sec at 20 m and some vertical mx- in the Arctc, (3) to evaluate, under arctc conditions,

nt o evidence of convective 20 m a nd s - in Items of clothing and equipment developed in otherlag. No e ypdtne sect activiy wo und in Air Force laboratories, and (4) to provide laboratory
Lake Boaney. Hypotheses put furth by other workers facilities, logistic support, and technical assistance
to explain the warm water of Lake Vanda by solarto vsing research teams or field parties. Perso-heating alone and by subsurface arivcton from t iiigrsac em rfedpris esntheratn alone and f e ecte. onel and contractors, facilities, activities of the de-
(Authors' absrsactr modified) partments, publications, related organizations, and
( b as t oithe Tecthcal library are also discussed. -- BLE

m~ 22426 0z .0z (
06SIP 22428 551.324. 2&551.324. 5(*705)

Stehle, N. S.
U. S. NAVAL CIVIL ENGINEER .- LABORATORY. Swithinbank, Charles
POLAR ENGINEERING AND RESEARCH. Spec. TO THE VALLEY GLACIERS THAT FEED THE
Libr. Assoc. Geogr. aid Map Div. Bull. No. 53-6- ROSS ICE SHELF. Geogr. J., 130(1):32-48 incl.
k Sept. 1963. Illus., diagrs., maps, March IMi.DL, Map Div. DLC, G7.R91
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M#%surements were made in IM02f to determine the SIP 22431 M34I1/ 8:632.111/4112043)
rates of movement of 7 valley glaiers flowing into
the Rose Ice Shelf. Inended seismic work to deter- Scultetus, H. P.
mine thicknesses was not complete, althougi, 140 RESUL79 OF XXPERMMMNT TO PREVENT FROST
gravity stations were occupied and 150 ml of the DAMAGE To FRUIT TET IN THE LOWER ELBE
Queen Maud Range was surveyed and triangulated. REGION. (Irgebmisse dar Froxtbekimpfunpsvr-
Of the 7 glaciers visited (Byrd, Beardmore, Mulock, suche im OLstbupgehet der Niederelbe im Frvihjahr
Nimrod, Robert Scott, Amundsen, and LivO, Byrd is 1060; Text in German). PachIiche Mittelwigen,
the fastest (7 ft/day), and Liv Is the slowest (1 Alteilung Wetterberabing der Bundeswehr IM
ft/day). The ave-rage movement rate of 1100 ft/yr Aligemelnen Luftwaffenamt, 8cr. 1, No. 35, 130.

mutadao 5*2y oteiesef and, with a ~Ic.dip., May I.~l . oice in th

- showed that the nocturnal air temperature minima
within the orchard were lower at a height of 150 cm

SIP 22429 551.314($784.2) than those temperature minima in the adjacent grass
land. This in probably due to the cornplicated rai-

Nougler, J1. tion process In the orchard. The effectivenr'5 of
PERIGLACIAL OBSERVATIOKS IN THE KERGUELEN the heating depends on the general weather conditIons.
ARCHIPELAGO, FRENCH SOUTHERN ANDh ANTARC- Frost damage Is prevented only when a good sur-face
TIC LAN4DS. (Observations pirilaclalres dans Invert' a developq. Otherwise, the heated sir goes
1'Archipel de Yerguelen, Terres Anstrales et Ant- straigtk up. -- LX
arctiqueu Franesises; Tatd in French with German
summary). Zeit. Geomorphol. 3(Sonderheft), 143-
149 mmdl. Mluss, map, Jan. 196C. 0 refs.
DLC, GI. Z47

Frost. heaving and rock shattering are more pro- SP24251587:5.7.1*0
nourced on the northwest (windward) side of moraines Pasuc, W. P. and R. r. Soc hrina.
facing the Cook Icefield than on the leeward side. HAIL IN THE REGION OF THE SOVIET UNION.
Katabatic winds from the icefleld drive moisture Into (Grad na territorll SSSR; Text In Russian). Trudy
rocks and fissures on the windweard tilde, which to Glavaof Geatiicheskof Obervtol, Vyp. 74:3-31
subject Le repeated frtee-and4haw. Patterned jIne. tables, Craphs. 1957. 4 refs. ALso Fachliche
ground of retic-ulated form Is described a&W rMated MtluUmigen, Abtellung Wetterberatung der Bundes-
to corgence cI soil stripes found on gently-sloping wehr Im Algemelnen Luftwaffena,,t, 5cr. 1, No. 28,
groind where morainic debris rests upon imper- 40p., Apri1 1Ml.
meshle basalt. -- Geoinorph. Abstracts DLC, QCA0l.L46

The peculiarities and gcogr aphical d&st-bution of
hailstorm* In the UEOR are Investigated on the beai

RIP 243 551 52:551 51(* 5) o data from moe" than 3300 meteorological statl( ns.
SIP 2430551524:51.513(50) Emphasis is placed on (1) hail damage to crops, (2)

the Iiluence of elevation, mountains, and bodleFs of
lldner, P. wtr on haIfall, (3) Ube daily occirrteme (time of
AN ATTEMPT TO FORECAST WDTER TEMPERA- day) and duration of hailtfall, (4) the relaUonshlp be-
TURE ANOMALIES It THE SOUTHEASTERN PART tween halall and storms, (5) the yearly occurrore
OF RUSSIA. (Ober omnen Vertiuch der Vor?.,rsap (time of year-) of hailfall. (6) the greatest number of
winterlicher Temperaturancmalien f a s36t- days with hallfall during the period 1891-1950, and
fIche Russand; Text In German). Faachliche J (7) th proiliity of occurreare of hali.all during in-
Miitteflunger, AlteIlung Wetterberatutg derthadebs dividual years. The higher occurrence of hailfall in
wehr Imt Aligemelnen L.uftwaffenarnt, Ser. 1, 32 gh-eevation areus Is ezplained by the Increase of
10p. Incl. maps, May 1061. 1 ref. bterblence in the vicinty of the protmd surface$ and

DLC, Unbound perodical by tMe Inc res" in convection clouds. Io areas of
large bodies of water, haillirms occur less fre-

-Data froMa Station Asitrakha, Which ar" COMA ered quny In th ceta ra fteUS, most biln-
representative of the winter temperature anomalies in fal oc'un In the attenoons toward the ead of spring
th soh.Mr part of Russia, are related to the doi Me begining of summers Fifty peet of the
form aMd ii~ensty of the general circulation over the &Jlfals do not anceed 5 win In diuraton, 30% last 5 '
Northern Hemlophere. Thue temperatur condltlwA ko 20~ mAM and 3 last 20 =in or more. The hall
at Astrakhar are determired by WL, behaviOr of the is atasly accompanied by storms canired with cold
circulatinn over the North American confinent. It5 Is ir masss. The path of the cold fromt can often be
concluded that the character of the circulation does deemie y bnds of fale ball. Xxteile data
lo change irregularly and that these changes, e I we tabulated and graphed. -- LE
as the winter temperstuze anomalies, are predictabie
with a good degree of accuracy. -- LI
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SIP 22433 551. 345(050) The analysis of otservational data concerning the
frequency and Intenruty of ice and rime In the USSR

Orlowa, W. W. shows a depen4ence of meteorological elements on

SEASONAL PERMAFROST IN THE SOVIET UNION. terrain features. Eight types C ground formations
y' (Ustochivye moroty v SSR Text in Russian). Trudy are described. Graphs are presented which show the

Glard GeaCizicheskof Observatori, Vyp. 85-32-49 relationship between the number of days with glaze
incL maps, 1958. 3 refs. Also: Facnliche Mittel- and ground type. Ice deposits on power lines are

lungen, Abteilung Wetterberatung der uandeswehr Im greater in areas where glaze and rime occur fre-
Allgemelnen Luttwaffenamt, Ser. 1, No. 10, 2?p., quently. With respect to the extent of Icing, Russia,
1960. with the exception of the mountain regions, can be

D divided Into 3 climatic areas: the northern half,
... the sthwest and southeast areas. -- BLE

This report presents data concerning the dates as

appearance and disappearance c permafroot in rela-
tion to geographical distribution and climatological

*factors In the Soviet Union. The greatest difference
I between the maximumi and minimum number of days

of permafrost occurs in the west and southwest C
Russia (100 days), and the smallest difference occurs
in the east (30 days). Attempts to correlate perma- SEP 22436 551. 46. 06(*735)
frost duration with the temperature of Individual years
have yielded no positive results. Also, the years Kuea, Yushlro and Kunihlko Watanuld
with the longest duration of permafrost .1o not corre- ON THE OCEANOGRAPHICAL OBSERVATION OF
spond to the years with the most amounts of negative THE 6TH JAPANESE ANTARCTIC RESEARCH EX-
temperatures. -- BLE PEDITION (1961-1962). (Dal 6 ji nankyoku kansow

ni okeru kaly5 no shomondal; Text in English with
Japanese summary). Antarctic Rec. (Tokyo), No.
18:27-44 Incl. tables, graphs, map, March 1963.

• DLC, Orientalla Div.

SIP 22434 551.578. 4D(4)
Oceanographic data arepresented for the route be-

Glebowa, K. Ja. tween Cape Town and LUtzow-Holm Bay, Daily
THE SNOW COVER IN WESTERN EUROPE. (Snezhnyl sampling of sea water resulted In studies on tem-
pokrov v Zaprdnof Evrope; Text in Russian). Trudy perature, pH, dissolved oxyger, phosphate, silicate,
Glavnol Geofizlcheskof Observatorii, Vyp. 85:50-72 nitrate, nitrite, chlorinIty, and trace elements.
incl. tables, graphs, maps, 1958. 34 refs. Also: Bathythermograph and other data are tabulated and
Fachliche Mittellungen, Abteilung Wetterberatung der graphed. -- JFS
Bundeswehr im Allgemeinen Luftwaffenamt, Ser. 1,
No. 21, 5p., 1960.

DLC, QC801.L46

The snow cover In western Europe Is described
according to the number of days that an area Is
covered with snow during the winter. Extensive data
are given which correiate snow cover distribution and SIP 22437 550. 4("36)
durotion with climate, geographical location, and
height above sea level. Western Europe is divided Watanuku, Kunihiko
into 5 zones according to cnow-cover duration. -- GEOCHEMICAL RESEARCHES IN THE 6TH JAPA-
BLE NESE ANTARCTIC RESEARCH EXPEDITION (1961 -

1962). (Da 6 ji nankyoku chilki kansokutai chky6
kagaku bumon h~koku; Text in Japanese with English
summary). Antarctic Rec. (Tokyo), No. 18:45-49
ncL tables, map, March 1963.

SIP 22435 551. 574. 7:621.315.1:551. 4(50) DLC, Orlentalla Div.

ThidRmlneva A. V. Geochemical studies on board the Soya and in the

ON THE QUESTION OF THE DEPENDENCE OF Ongul Islands area included daily sampling CE sea

POWER-LINE ICING ON TERRAIN TYPE. (K water fn r chemical analysis nd rain, snow and sea

voprosu o zavisimosti velichiny otlozhenil I'da na ice radioactivity. No radioactivity e snow was de-

provodakh ot rel'efa; Text in Russian). Trudy tected in the Antarctic region. Pool water from the

Giavnof Geofizichesko? Obeervatorit, Vyp. 88:25-29 Ongul Islands was tested for temperature, pH and

incl. tables, graphs, 1960. 1 ref. Also: Fachliche electrical resistance. The maximum water tempera-
Mittellungen, Abteilung Wetterberatung der Bundes- ture was +15.rC. Other studies included wind-borne
wehr im Allgemelnen Luftwaffenamt, Ser. 1, No. 27, sa.t collected with wet gauze and salt samples found

9p., 191. on ,'cks. Some rocks were collected. Radioactivity

DLC, QC801.L46 and poo water data are tabulated. -- JFS
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SIP 22438 W(211:*50) SI 22440 GL 336:561.79(*41)

vein1, Wi. I., Y. v. Dokuchaev am N. r. Fedorov ", 1 D.
BUIDINIGS AND CONSTRUCTIONJ IN THE FAR PROBLEMS IN DETERMINING THE MAXI-
NORTH. (Zdanil I sooruzhenM1 na kralnem severe; MUM EXTENT OF PLEITOCENE GLACIATION
Text in Russian). 491p. incl. Illus., tables, graphs, A1AWO THE EASTERN CANADIAN SEABOARD -
diagra., map. Leninerad, Goo. Lad-vo Lit-ry po A GEOGRAPHER'S PODIT OF VIEW. p. 7-354
Uttrotel'stvu, Arkhitekture v Stroit. Materlalam, Inel. ilhum., maps. (Im Askel at Doris Live
163. (d.), North Atlantic Biota atd Their History. New
DIZ, TO. AIV4 Yor, Peramon 1963). 25 reis.

hformation Is provded for planning and constructing * .

cities, civil works and Industrial buildings and their The physical conditions of the eastern Canadian sea-
structural elements in the Far North of the USSR. board are reviewed, ad evidence concerning the ex-
Problems arising when laying foundations on perma- tent of Pleistocene glaciation in this area is dis-
frost and thawing groun ire discussed a methods cu . The ine Indiates that most of the
for their solution are suggested. Municipal problems highest summits In northern Labrador, if not all of
regarding water supply, -sanitation, sewage disposal, them, have be" inundated at woe time prior to the
power transmission lines in very cold regions are re- Last Glaciation, although no evidence Is available for
viewed. A series of examples of water and sanitary Baffin Isand. Either the detrital trim line, or the
lnstallations built In the extreme north at the iountry Saglek moraines, may be taken to mark the upper
Is given and their cost indicated In order to faciltate limit of the Last Glaciation In Labrador. Condition
the task of the engineers and technicians In the may have been similar in Baffin Island ad along the
future,.- VDP entre eastern Canadian seaboard. It is concluded

that large area in northern Labrador and Baffin
hIda remained ice-free at the maximum of the Last
Glaciation. This Implies that appreciable areas of
the continental shelf may have been dry land and thus
have provided ample habitnts for the survival of a
wide range of flora and fw . The mountain-topdetritus requred a considerable period oftiUme for

SIP 224,9 551.3*:Sl.79:57.4s(*548) mature development. Wide areas of the High Arctic

Hoppe, Gunnar may have been covered y cold, tin, stagnant ice,
SOME COMMENTS ON THE "ICE-FREE RE5GIA' oI which no trace remains today. Bggestions ar

OF NORTHWESTERN SCANDINAVIA. p. 321-335 gi for future investigation. -- BLI
incl. diagrs., maps. (In: Askel and Doris love
(eds.), North Atlantic Biota and Their History. New
York, Pergamon, 1963). 54 refs.

DLC, QE84. 3. L
SP 22441 551. 46. 3551.326(*60*765)

Peculiarities in the distribution of plants and animals
in northwestern Scandinavia and the occurrence at LeSchack, Leonard A. and Richard A. Haubrich
endemic species In that region have Induced many OBSERVATIONS OF WAVES ON AN CE-COVERED
iologists to postulate the existence of Ice-free areas OCEAN. J. Geophys. Res. 69(18):3815-3821 inel.

during the las (Wirm) glaciatio. Two main refugia table, graphs, diagra., map'"bepL 15, 1964. 8 refs.
have been localized tentatively, one consisting of Die, QC811.JC
coastal areas in northern Norway including the
Lofoten and Vesterilen Islands, the other situated In A gravity meter read on floating ice, such as pack
western Norway and composed of the Stad-Sunmore ice, shelf ice, or ice islands, shows a typical osclla-
area and the districts at the mouths of Sognefjord and tin of about 20- to 60-sec period corresponding to
Stavangerfjord. The "unglactated" areas are said to motions ot the order of a few hundred microns. This
le of 2 kinds: small nunataks rising above the inland phenomenon has been reported in the literature by
Ice and larger foreland areas situated above as well Crary, Hankins, and others. The motion of an Ice-
a below the present shoreline. Evidence relevant covered ocean is related to low-period gravity waves
to this theory which was obtained from Investigations oan the open ocean. The motion of the ice is no doubt
of the Antarctic Ice cap is discussed, and the main due to the combined effect of waves entering the ice
features of the Wirm glaciation In northern Europe field from the open ocean ad local winds. Power
are described. One of the strongest arguments for spectrums over the band 10- to 100-sec period were
the refuglum hypothesis Is the existence of plants computed for several records made at stations on
and animals with a so-called bicentric distribution. pack ice (1-4 m thick) [near Aris n1 ice islands (20-
There may, however, be other ways of explaining 50 m thick) [T-3 and Arlis II], and shelf Ice (250 m
sach distributions. R Is pointed out that the sup- thick) [Ross Ice Shelf at Little America Stationi The
posed refugium areas probably were deglaciated spectrums have the same general form for the three
earlier than the rest of northern and western Scandi- different Ice covers, ard they show a sharp Increase
naia, and thus both flora and fauna have had a longer In spectral density with period In the hand 10 to 100
time to become established. -- Lm sec. Records mas durigt a storm a during a qudet
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period abow an Inc rease In wave motion due to local SIP 22444 551.576. 42(*50)
stract, modified) Dunaeva, A. V.

DISTRIBUTION OF SNOW COVER ON THE TERRI-
TORY OF THE NORTHWESTERN ADMINISTRATION4
OF HYDROMETEOROLOGICAL SERVICE. Soviet

SIP 22442 62.4.55)Problems related to the deposition of snow cover are
I eamined and a law Is established which governs the

Sumida, royotara -7 -distribution of snow over a certain area. The latter
PUFO4MA~E TST F IITSU3HI OTAYIs determined by terrain, the underlying surface,

SNOW PO M CEE RO AITSUTISH ROARY and the degree of sheltering. Four types of snow
(Dantal asuma sukai rain ni okeru RUJ20 gata r~ar cover distribution were identified which are depend-
Josetsu shiken; Text In Japanese). Mitsbish ,ipo eat on the degree at sheltering and are presented In

$ik ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~h gfoTcniareiemlsbsh ipn ev of niomogramhs. It Is pointed out that the
hbiustrkas), 4(2):346-348 Inc. illus. , tables, diagro., dt bandb sn h ragecus a pl
map, Dec. 1163. beyond the boundaries of the snow-survey sector if

DLC, Orletalla Div. the selected sector is charateristic of the surround-
Ing locality. Nf the mean depth value coincides with a

A performance test was made of the RU20 Rotary 50% frequency, or deviates from It by not over &I cm,
opo onteM Auasyiei p4 93It Is sufficient to calculate only the parameters for

when the snow was 0.4-3.0 m high. Three bull. h -a et h uiwcvradtero-en
dogers were used to clear the way for the rotary plow square error. Therefore it to more advantageous to

and foeignsnoplo whih fllowd ~~ ~calculate the distribution parameters after the distrl-
cleered from 2 lanes on a road 13.4 km long in 9 butlon table has been compiled. The depth distribu-

dy.The average fuel consumption was 601A/m. tion on even sectors of a territory, as shown by an
Depth, width, density, hardness, volume, A weight asli c200nosuvy Igvendbth
of the removed snow are tabulated.- CST/BLE normallwo raomn values (Gauss law). The

I-. SIP 22443 551. 343-551.3211.7:662.613(52) SP24551 7.2*0

Koyama, U., T. Takahashi and Y. KAwal pvkn .LadE XScebkvON THE FROSIT HEAVE CONTROL BY VOLCANIC . ndI I.ShhrbkvASH. (uihalDUTRIUTION OF MAXIMUM TEN-DAY DEPTHSASL(aahino t5Jsei ni taulte; Text in Japa- OF SNOW COVER OF VARIOUS PROBABILIIE ON
ne). Hokkaido Kaihatsukyocu Doboku ShikenjoTHEUO ANERIr YOFHESR.ove
Gepp5 (Hokkcaido, Bureau of Resources, monthly TEERPA ERIR FTEUS.Sve
Rept. Civil Eng. Testing Lab.JI No. 131:12-17 incl. Hydrology: Selected Papers, No. 5:430-437 mncI
table, graphs, dlagr., April 1964. 2 refs. graphs, maps, 1963.

IDLC, Orientalia Div. DLC, Unbound periodical

The effectiveness of 48 kinds of volcanic ashes sam- Probablity computations are made from data an
ple fomvarou pace i Hkkadoasa relae snow-cover depths obtained by observations of per-

pled frm arilffoust lace prevetido was manent snow stakes Installed at meteorological plots
edt mateia f adr fros hae pyirevnicaon d a Incm in sheltered areas. The data fro about 220 stations

hgad Testsiwedeamader in tcylinraur mold wicmh a long period of observations (more than 30 yr
-CC and grcmun diaterAr temperature was .I for 70% of the stations) were used for the European

order to study the rclatlonship betw een frost heave terrtory of the USSR. Only homogeneous series of
size najyissnow-cover observations were used for the probabil-

oXra sifao p latici, patcleato, n gt Ity charts. A relationship was established between
diffrationthe long-term mon maximum ten-day snow-cover

bon tests were made. The percentage at particlesdetfothwieradtee-aym iumdts
tthamnt of In st ahease fnTe robtwen of various probabilities obtained by the permanent

inteaont s frost heave The prelationabetween stakes. The general character of the distribution of

an ignition temperature ci 400C. uNo single test maximum ten-day depths of snow cover of various
was apil fo allamles. ocTios Is 114ibte probablitiesIs siilrtoedsributon of te

ashes. - S/L itr ntesuhr ata nraeo nw
tove the a osre ro ot ooti

11



the central and northern part an Inc reas was ob.- ca" is coOntructd according to wich the discharge
served from west to east. A deep saow cover was *I tWs storage should occur. Field observations
observed on lhilbiuskW Plateau., Te greatest showed that the melt wter, accumuI*tI 00 WLac1a

accumulation of snow occurs an concaeees"a surfaces, is dumped into rivers much faster than the
whereas It Is deposited very unevenly In the tundra, in11 accumulated In imoralnes, MM-m.1oraine lakes,
Sam. -- SI and by fire anew of areas which feed glaciers. to

principle, it Is possi-e flowing Steps In rovesee
to determine the amoini of glacial ablation on the
basis of dischoarge data. This is particularly advan-
tageous to the case of lawg dendritic -type staclers

~~ ~for which direct observations of mnelting are dificlt

Ifffemova, N. D.
1REZZDM OF THE VOTXDMKIT RUSERVOIR AND
611THODS 0F711 FVUIECABT12M. Soviet Hydrology:
Selected Papers, No. 5:450-45 tool. tables, graphs, or 2uus2s.4(.sa
Mapn, 1963. 4 ref.

DLUnbound periodical. ,are,, V. M.

ke-formasilo. dates were computed for two regions of U ~ ~ SILM~R NDRAS~
the Votiosk reservoir: tiose of the town of Okuazu COVER (FOR A 20111 OF DTJF7UCIIT MOCM-

(fom193 o 95) ndthe village of Nothorka (from TUR). Do" Hyd1r0IoW Selected Papers, ft. V
192 to196). et ormtI the reservoir 12-17 days 501 tact. l able, graphs, 19M. 1 rd.

after the appear aice ltI the Ea river. IU DIX, Uabound periodical
treating of the reservoir at Ckhansk and Notbova Sodj isture under a wow corer is estimated Ind-
ahoul occur l&u the down-stream direction. Thel yuin aafo bsraino peiialn
mean ice-formation dates should vary from Nov. 15 rtampbyrsin dat fro mo= evton alth rclions
at Okhansk to Nov. 19ost Noshorka with a discharge norhrKmsa.FrIareinttoon
oftN m3/ec, and from Nov. IS at Ckbnsk to Nov. i Norhern (1 n at Fn~ md or thireonItoee
22at Notovka witha discharge at 2200 i$/eec. AM gon ae .5nto;Mfrtebgnla h
fiding the forecasting relation for the Ofthansk re- pudlyr*S*de;()frl eldga h
gion, estimated ice-formation dates were used for 22 estlmaie, the sad of Jul 5bezM be assamed as the
yr. Is the ?Iothovita region, Ice-formation dates were timc when the minimum water cne Is observed in
usedfor 22yr. To preparea long-ang e sol; (3) it may be considered that the precipita-
the dates of the beginning of lce formation on the V.05 ccurring daring the period at Mhe esuLmats Is
reservoir It Is necessary to (1) determine the direc- spedt on replenshment of the moisture stor age In the
tion of the Isbrs psing throug the region In the soil as well as for evaporation, since t raface run-
beginning of Oct.; (2) check the previously prepared of fro ianfls pticlly aMeat and (4) the

fox at; 3) cmpil an T50 mapafte 20 ays fil moisture before the begiLdng at the sring snow
forecast; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ el s2hopieaouldmp fe 2 as t ~ * be asued to be equal to the soil mots-

Oct.; and (4) determine the values at the gecpotential tr ttetm h oe oetbihd.A
in the first ad second regions for 20 days ofat. - equation is given of the water blne for the ahove

coditinanaditis pointed ottht Inthe soneat In-

face to approximatey equal to the evqporatice from
ritically vetted soil. Orzahe are presented utach

SIP2247 $1.Pg.9(25.2) she relatonship between the stor age of atfective
SIP 244? 51 ~ 21) misture and total precipitation during a gives period.

Golube", G. N. The regularity of the depletion of the storage ofat ee -

REGULATION OF MELT WATER BY GLACIERS. tive moistuare Is also shown. - LI
Soviet Rydrologr. Selected Papers, No. 5:498-501
Incl. table, graph, 1963. 2 refs.

DLC, Unbound periodical

7we condtions were studied to the Mien Shn ow- uSp 2244 NOW2 65(23,
Wains for the formation cc ruW froM glaciers. 7%e
coefficient of glacial rnoff can be assumed a unty Checheaiov 3. IL
MWl the transformation of the graph of Inflow Into the_ THX CAlUih FOR MOMEMT 07 TU
bydrograph of streamf low, Is caused by the sloes run- inVZHY WLCI Sovie Ddrslcg Selected
ad and basin regulation. Glacier ablation area AMe rap"rs No. IkW2-M2 tac. UWLs, map, ISM3
characterized by complex microrelief: ice columns, DXC, Ub ad periodical

"in boles, and embryftc grooves. Themc fatres
all combine Into a compica network capable Of storing Unaectedly, toward th eand of April 13, Medve-
considerable amounts of water. Js the Absence of a*i Gaier, soated between the cliffs Q1 Central
melting, the amount of melt runaf depends on1Y Om Poair, began to move rapily. The glcier and Ito
the amount of water store earlier. A depletion aeamrent are deafrled, ad fto Uhtory isad
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U894i The activity of the Outcer ad Uts eace law SIP 22452 MI.514.26
Go Abdkagor Mver valey is determined by tinS

-& CC 2011d preclpitation at higher altties In doe Roam (t
?edchook Glacier basin, a sum of height of te THR MrIZT AND LOWT TEMPEATURES ON
Bra hebai of thecdemy of Sciences Glacier above EAR. (Di b~cbsten and de Misten Tempera'-
the Medvesidy Pass, and the comparatively small tares ad der Erie; Text In German). Umschau, 63

ideCCteglociai itsd. (1- 144S (I~Ise l. tables, dimps., Jan. 1, I9N3. 2 jig.

2% limati, noool Og *acdios
favoring the occurrence ofeteeyhihtmes
bare over the Barth are outflined. Particulry hg

MP 22M .51.321.4 temeature owcug in theeert tare Nrhr
ImdeemchiSkpabat, 7MteP30.U5trnmdalin~

11* 4t" Do ~ ~ mssesi Winth Inrasn geogrsapicaluru w t Nrt

Ameria aidre becaus tWS. he eqaiigmrme
.i63e adU atowmspfheri nowIso. Rir frioan b cuse

ltb wtha gst~ias ~ Bsi the main sW .lofwereasinga Verkhofs

zz ed~la. Owiakn t trm e=* ao lre ares, an

7orme Iekf s wrasU sudie Int pits lee W le nied maesot CZ W8nm oenAtures aboe300C w
reltiN& Ao slwUN x nrta c crystalsoina~n.Frige tnot mesc unter14 Exep fstblor teparem them

poraarediffrenes, UN rsl n ice ware arm Cdvr NErth belo UN 1 lbtnight tboe
sglronI tolthoe tubnes 4c n dei armer a - thmeue minimar a inAnacia- Meteorol

contrare onagt 10- smal 10-tl ar Te roelsed n -WC O~~been reptedfonacia

prstc eanaeteir shap shwnCeoinato, plw s dtefatosCfln ufc

of hecrstls Tot hae otben btind u C te arh nvl~ I 2245 reg&515i*e f mean lg)

Visa~l we smooth (han rstlsae. codese Wiaommla Univ. AbstactysoareCeer
anler suc~ e MeC nttr rahmDet a.Il.ld abegehdar

tiles., ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ S 22453s Sept IS5,:51 V*M. 15rl. W ec.Rpt olet

Alps I rieed.- sb Iffe obeeatl ns er e eeptfrmU.Zgi Coolas WLtby gaphlaul 500 a

(AML, graphset. IeyU rwn UN gles it mrek closet olcbtiomnhrceieU

aTh Ivoaria tims atm~ glac uatiu~s cnango o he th deperd Ragema biby a chne 0tbelw ans~
Aeelp Is moderwe. 8butatosrvamtion Aso wer1b- levesan froath ith Uat by N eba lwo00 h

el se rmeI Mb monsfi ciabiurng Urlaiaflw Ie I ZeAI-o w zcl rfieaoi
twee glcia Si limtolglca fictutiodeep.ro ~~umerou 6kmsec sovif anom0.almies

loal~vrd) WlctOnly teaweatoth glacl U also isse iso UNassto 0.2, bottom/sheecfla the
logcalaneysi alam elm. A re gae m, Ancic possile , km/se anicblw

eomeigssalae cmmn muatogr a takes lne mes" fre-n acnaly of Zlswmfth I Ite
ath raret (4 UN1= Owtereai all WAr ther adper bosoed d pssily th icUNkesI ~wmtesen-a

by noer pbt I l-a
Afule" maar seto asoitdwf hta a leo

cussed~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..- 4.mtoso..srngterltosi e- Mutis s14m eitapol oi

glcIadcmtIgclfutainhdo ataof3 7k/f ntet .9k tle .
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suda Is regionally compensated. The data tuled periods. Cyclone and aicyclone tracks are given
or presented In graphical form inclJude: position, for Juy and ct. Centers of cyclogenesis are todi-
elevation Of snow and rock surfaces, observed gray- cated separately for the cold and transitional saom
ity, free-air Anomaly, And total magneft Intensity at Charts of the positions of 500-mb geopotetial minima
6-km Intervals; Bouguer Anomalies at all seismic are presented for each mouth, and the tracks of the
soundings or rock outcrops; reflection travel times July minima given. The mliii features of all the
for each Seismic Sounding of ice thickness; geological charts are described and brief explanatory notes an
observations At 11 nunataks; P-wave velocity in the some of these feabares and their significanco are
firn vs. depth and distance data, and density "s. Added. (Authors' Abstract)
depth curves In the firm at all reflection stations;
graphs CC diurnal variation of magnetic total fnte'~sty
for 20 days compared with rights station diurnal

cre;and reprodutions of portions of reflection 5551.11.47:1 5*5()
setsmograms. (Author's abstract, modified)VP246 01 0.45647:155507

Notmeyr, W. .
A STUDY OF AVERAGE JANUARY AM JULY
AEROLOONIAL cCiONMas ALONG THE 10

SIP 2254 *1(06K76) CRO1-BE 7.0ffIN THE SOUTHERN HJPRMR.
551.2324. 2(*701) Notos, L1(l/4):2140 Ind. tables, graphs, 19M2 14

REUL O EO! Y CAL nTUDEh ON THE DLC, W2.011
- - MCMURDO TO SOUTH POLE TRAVEINE. Hes. Rapt.

Ser. No. 62-8 Wisconsin Univ. Geaphys. & Polar Up~per-air tamperatures, dew points, geopotestials
FAIL Ce De ept. Co!, 499. wLd tables, graphs, Aid winds wre considered for Juy 1957, Jan. and
101p, slpendixs 14$. Now. 19M2 12 refa. July 1958 ad Jan. 1IM along the MYT cross section

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection. at 10E In the Southern Hemisphere, The 13 "tam~n
include Cough and Marion Wsands, And Korway

Geophyuical studies wvere conducted on the Mecitrdo (SANAZI Halley Day Asusen-fiott, ad Uttle
to South Pao Traverse, De, 10, 1960 to Teb. 12, America Stations. T vs avegeuerianal proatnes
1961. ourteen major stations and 261 nwr eta- of' tem rat"r for Jan. reflect a surface inversion
tions were ade. Studies of barometric altimetry between IF and SWS (west coast effect), high-level
ad gravimetric and magnetic observations were con- cold core between 0 sod 2V8 and over Antarctica,
dected at all stations with seismic reflection ad re- and a relatively warmo core above the pole. in July
fraction recordings taken at major stations. The pfonwad surface Inversions appear betwee 09 ad

Msuae elevation profile shows many wane-like fea- WS* And south of WS (radiation effect), while Ins
tirn And a signfcant high at W8S, 170W, where high-level cold cores at the equator aid pole ane
the elevation Is over 2100 m above sa" level. The separated by an Isothermal column of nappreciably
rock matce profile shown that the Transxntareti6 higher temperature. 71e tropopause experiences a
Mountains do not extend far Inland but decline in ele- break In temperate latibades In summer And winer.
Vation to below sea level The rock surface rises to The aepaue drope moore steeply between equator
about 1000 m above sea level beneath the ice surface And role In Jan. than In Juy, while In the latter msonth
Uigh discussed above. Douguer anomalies indicate U1 rise*spgin between W8 and 75*8. Meridioal
that thi part of Antarctica has a continental crustal gradins of temsperature are gr eates In the trepo-
sectionl, Pertinent data an tabulated in Appeuidiz 1, sphere bet-ween W and 4V in Jan. and between 25F

adphotocopiles of representative seismic records and S In Juy. Theme pidiefts conform to ob-
are given In Appendix 2. infl served trapoophere sanad jet streams In both seasons,

while a stratospheric Jot appears at $VS In winter.
bs Juy averagel westerly gonal wnssouth ofaot
WS Increase in velocity truhall levels. Easterly
win"s Ane evident ovex the equator Wa at lower levels

AP 22455 515. 8(*1) mear W IL (Author's abstract, noddfied

Tajaarif, J. J. ad Lf van Loon

21 THE SOUTHERN HE(BMUPE DURDM THE
OW ZRAlt BPRIG 0F 1957. Notog, 1g4:-2.0 UP 21057 5SL $11 2r(1&& I3
fwgrapeoiharts, 192.2 "toe.

CK ~ ~ 0 TIWOSI F1WS 1IN 13 AMD
Charts of the positions at sea-he cyclone ad Anti- WZELL SEA S3CT in KmiNNI. Rates, LI
cyclone coersa in the region south of I11 for the (1/o 47-50 iacl. maps 1962 onato.
eoN seaso OtMy-Sept.) and for the spring transition Dix, QC962.N
periodt (ct. -Nov.), 1957, are presented. The cy-
ce~ centers an Indicated separately for each awafh by new t Cycloe tracks ad a mesprese
and collectively for the cold seao The aicyclode ago, t Is ohm tha, In WMWsa, (1) the Dras Wd
ecoders are Indicated together for each a the two wed ftss we bee Vprefred Wo ofat t W
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lows than other parts of Antarctic waters, and (2) wai wind at 85, 700, and 500 mb and the thickness
their role as "graveyards" for migratory cyclones 1000/500 mb are prep~ared for 21 selected upper-air
Is unlikely to be greater than that of other regions In stations in middle and high latitudes. Full TEMP re-
the sub-Antarctic. (Authors abstract) ports up to 300 mb including upper winds, are plotted

for 19 selected stations In higher latitudes. The pro-
cedure involved in the construction of the 500-mb con
tour charts Isdescribed. -- JIB

W 22458 551. 557. 5(82/83:*821)

Alvarez, 3. A.
lONE FEATURES OF JET-STRAMS OVER THE W240515:1.9(S

.8OUTI1ERN PAR79 OF SOUTH AMERICA. Noto,
'11(1/Q:67-75 lad,. tables, graphs, maps, 1962. 9 Landmark, B. (ed.)

ARCTIC COMM4UNICATIONS. (Proceedings of the _

DLC, QC982. N6 Eighth Meeting of the AGAIID Ionospheric Research
Committee, Athens, Greece, July 1963). New York,

The geostraphic aiproclmatlon was used in conjwmc- Pergamon, Press, 297p. inc. tables, graphs,
tion with the few available upper winds over the diagro., maps,194
southern parts df South America to prepare 110 DLC, TL500. N6
lsotach analyses for the period Aug. -Nov. 1958.
Data froms 14 railosonde stations, Including Orcadas, This book presents 22 papers by various authors on
Argentine Island, aid Ellsworth Stations, were used Arctic Communications. Five papers deal with the
for the analyses. The observed jet streams are physical properties-of the Arctic Ionosphere, 7 dl,
studied in relation to sur-face fronts, to the Isotherms cum Arctic high frequency communications, 7 deal.
at two Intermediate standard levels and to cyclo- with the analysis of soundings and field strength
genetic and precipitation areas. In spring the Polar measurements, and 2 discuss observations which
and Antarctic Fronts appear to be respectively car- were male during nuiclear tests Five of the papers
related with the positions of the -15* and -30C iso-, are In French. -- BLE
therms at the 500-mb level and with the -42r and
-55'C Isotherms at the 300-mb level. In ipring jet
bemm in the Srnth American region are most fre-

4 ~~~quently located between 20' and W0S and east of theSP246 1.4(*2:8)
Drake Passage. The reiuonships between let S 26 145*6:62
streams aid zonal Index, precipitation, cyciogenesis, 2eoovZ P. and Z. a. vikia.
range of speed and wind shear are in fair agemn TH PASSAGE OF PACIFIC OCEAN WATER
with Northern Hemisphere observations. The corre- THROUGH THlE BERING STRAIT INTO THE
lation between wind minima and middle and high cloud CH3ICHI SEA. (Postupleie tikhookeanskof vody
Is ad ton good agreement with Northern Hemisphere drsDrno rlvvCuoso oe etI
observations. A special cloud reporting network Is cheres kengol olvv hu, b more; Text8 inci als
necessary for a more complete study of the latter gRuan)s 1. 1 ea gfli. (5:778 tr nl. tbeepsa
reltin (Autor's abstract, modified) Res. 11(3):427-434, July 1964)

DLC!7Slavic Div.

This article discusses data, observations, aid esti-
mation concerning water exchange through the

4SIP 22459 551. 9D9. 21(07) Bering Strait. The rate at water flow through the
strait Into the Chukchi Sea, first calculated by

NESTORIAL WEATHER cHAR-IS FRc THE SOUTH- Rdtelafow (19.12-1933), was 100-120 kmS/24 hr dur-
ERN HEMISPHERE FOR THE YEAR 1959. Notos, ing the summer. This figure was also obtained by
11(1/4):95-159 incl, charts, 1962. 3 refs. Utockmann In 1955. Using a more objective method
bW , 2 NOat 1959, L. 0. Toporkov calculate the 24-br flow

rates fromJune20 t*o l~t.ISfom current observa-
D1aily weather chart for the Southern Hemisphere for tine made In 1958 at a Buoy Station, and compared
JSm and Feb, 1959 are published in continuation of - -them with the total current velocities. -- e estab--
the series at daily charts for the JOY. Subsequent lUshe an average 24-hr flow of 100 km3. The authors
charts will be published In following numbers of used this method to estimate the flow rate for a period
RXota.. The series Includes a daily sea-level chart of 21 yr. The result is provisional for the entire
hoe 1200 GUT. and a daily upper-air chart for the 500- strait. I the water temperature at the Polar Station
mb level. The data coverage Is at ilar to that for anRatmanovas Island Is known, It Is possible to cal-
the ElY period, and has been improved In certain culate the mean temperature of the entire Bering
areas. The Antarctic network established for the Strait for a given pieriod. From data at polar sta-

4 El was maintained. Time sections of the surface tioms, the transition fronm winter to spin and sum -
observations of the four main synoptic hours are aer Remperauxes Is observed in the third week of
prepared for 55 selected stations In midle and high May. At first the water temperature Increases very
litudes. Time sections of temperature, dew poinat, rapidly, and as early as the third week of June it

-7t
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wmcbs. -1. 0C to .. C. The warm flow through a leather or cacras protective cover. Head geow
the stralt vrles greatly from year to year. The rngs from. the convemtloaal wol cap to leather or
guIatity of beat carried anially into the Chuakchi Sea fabric helmets with ear flaps. W~ner clothing fol-
by the. Pacific Oean Is sufficient to melt the ice over lows the same principles, but Increases in thickness
MVl the se. An equation is given, which makes It or number of layers, and usually has more positive
possible at the end of May to forecast the rate of closures to keep out the wind. Real gear, boots and
water flowlIn Bering Strit for the next monMh. - BLE mitts increase to optimnum values. N hed production

is Increased by activity, sufficient clothing will keep
&man warm attemperstures down to -70*C. This
was demonstrated at the South Pole, *here two men

sw 2346 55150. g2(e*, stayed outdoors for thre and four hours while wear-

Peavy, ke C. and Larence iol d Fortuately for Antarctic workers the body adjusts
AIITZ~TIA, A r7IKL ADO by in acclimatization process to conserve Hts heat

UCIECE.UN!C0 Curir, o.. :8-4 ~better and toleralse the mensation of cold. Also, pain
Illus., Ja.192 sensation due tocold doosootlncrease prcoorionately

D3e A8 0Sl to the degree of codesa "tan constru~ction during
the JOY Is discuased, especilly concerning atng

The JGT was the first large-mcale and concerted in. ad their proper Inulaion. -- 5
ternalonal effort to Investigate Antarctica scientifi-
eally. A few of the more significant aspects td inter-
nional collaboration are discussed and Include (1) in
IT bternational. Antarctic Weather Central to con- 81IP 22464 881.33.016:551.5100.2

weather forecasts to all stations, (2) an exhnge Camfti btrsatiomil de G&Vbyslque
sclentist program, 132) a radio communications net- CATALOGUE 0F DATA IN THE WOntW DATA

coleato flogistics facilities aid assistance. CIOLOG. Annals JOY, !!25-343 lncl. table,
Samsigifiantcontributions of these programs in- 194
clue 1) hepurlyscientific results and their mean- DLC, QC801,.N1
lam()the practical values at the research, as with

the broaftr knowledge at Southern Hemisphere me- OlactologIcal dat for the IT/bC-5h be, bees
teorology and radio communications, (3) the scientific collectad, exchaenged, and male permannly
asociations and collaboration of scientists from available to the scientific community thurough World

many countries, and (4) the successful negotiation of Data Centers A,,B, and C. This catalogue coasis
the Antarctic Treaty! The latter Is a unique contribu- CC A stin at teglaciology reports rscdtve by the
Gaes In tWa It provids for International scientific UWDC~a. Titles are arranged by Sponsoring countrycooperation for 30 years, with senhange of personel ad station nomber and n e.All rtports are In thebetween exeditions and stations and free Imterchante language of the sponsoring country unless otherwise
Of observations Ad results. - n 113 se. Or~iginal sourmesof printed or mimeographed

reports, except articles in journals, ire given In
stations that partlcipated In the ITY/Mc-h9 gin-

VP 22462 61k4&O1E*7) dmisshVmog I eows thempGxolo

W-IGA 0C. BELO Z~tO. UNECO Courier, the participating comrmittea that sponsored that dta-
y.128 l2 act. Il11m., Jan. 19M2 tics or program. Data are Also arranged by 19

DW.A USA:4 with set and regicmal Indee included. - D

living ad worling In An~aretlca is possible N
several elemntar rules are followed. 11horing how
much clothing to wear ean be very Importait, since
ptaug overheated while Var." am resut in emcs- so 2H4 5.451 HIge2.1"5
sire persprtion and later ch'ing. Matigh there
Is a wide variety in clothing from station to s@Won V* eS, IL P. UAhf.
Mai semetimes n e09al diversity fran am 10 OpenIs ULAM RELYV OP TR I M AT LATC
sm. In summer, when tempe~trrang betweei i) Paroi% ft. 51$-8 macd. grsphs , ap,
99C ad -V6C, outside works wear surprisingly 1964 (Zag. traud.: ireforate CC Uciestl b-

mo gar tosuually to two lwp.,--a " w o Wt Ll Q.P

lit,

7 747.
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Data are discussed which were obtained during the Based on surface synoptic data, 3 zones of atmos-Avoyage at the scientific training ship Batalsk around pheric circulation crossing fro the equator to the
the coastal shelves of Iceland, Ireland, and the Antarctic. coast are distinguished. The equatorial
Hebrides and Faeroe Islands. Itinerary studies of latitdina zone (0-200) is characterized by a dissi-
the relief and the superficial bottom sediments re- pated pressure field in which individual closed cen-
marine hils, valleys, and sunken terraces and this convergence occasionally develop. The sub-tropical
was well reflected in the echograms. All the relief high pressure belt (20-45*S). consists of individual
forms are of glacial character. The origin of the centers (anticyclones) moving at low speeds from
submarine valleys may be explftined by the plowing west to east and ts dynamically unstable. The third

ation of the ice sheet. These forms might also be zone consists of regions of cyclonic activity orig-
acetriver valleys worked over by the Ice sheet, nating at the temperate and Antarctic fronts. The

The sumrn ercs(at a det f10j)aeo ot nsme o65-WS, at which time there is
jQuaternary age; during the glacial period they repre- a definite relationship between cyclonic acitivity at

seted shore lines. An examination of coarse the Antarctic front and the Antarctic anticyclone con-
etrital material collected at geological stations over sisting In anticyclonic Intensification coupled with a

the shelf zone Indicates that the pebbles are most flow of cold air toward the seas. As a result, tern-
likely ofhydraulic-glacIal-pelagic origin. Petro- perature contrasts increase and cyclonic activity In-
graphic analysis points to the provinces from which tensfies. -- JFS
these pebbles were transported. -- BLE

SIP 22466 515.27)SIP 22468 551, 524.3:551. 524.7(*746)

Weather Bureau Karrova, A. II.
FREQUENCY OF MAXIMUM WATER EQUIVALENT SONE CHARACTERISTICS Q7 THEJ T7EPEATURE
OF MARC~H SNOW COVER I NORTH CENTRAL REGIME IN THE FREE ATMOSPHERE~ OVER ANT-
UNITED STATES. Tech. Paper No. 50, Washington, ARCTICA. (Nekotorye kharakteristikh temperatur-
24p. lncl, tables, grahs, maps, 1964. 3 refs. nogo rezhima svobodnol atmosfery nad Aztarktidof;

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection Text in Russian). Sovet. AntaricticheskaM Elcaped.,
Inform. bitill., No. 4:27-31 incl. table, graphs,

Maximum water-equivalent values of snow cover for 1959. Eng. transl. In: Soviet Antarctic Epedition,
the first and second halves of March are presented Information Bulletin. Vol. 1, Amsterdam, Else7ler,
for probabiities of 50, 20, 10, 4,2, and 1%. The 1964, p. 181-184.
region covered Is north of 40*N, betweft-s 80P and DLC, Q115.8686, Q115S6862
1WV W. Basic data for the study was obtained from
the records tif 61 Weather 'Aureau first-order eta- Mean monthly temperature variations are greatest in
tions. The aver age record length of water-equivalent the lower troposphere and lower stratosphere with
observations at the various statio~ts Is 9 yr. A abrupt changes occurring during the transition from
sewaar snow-depth network of 463 stations supple- winter to spring. Lapse rate is low In the first 2
mented the water-equivalent network. Use was also kilometers CE the troposphere, and is determined by
made of published snowfall data. The maximum ob.. frequent surface inversions and Isothermal condi-
served values of water equivalent in both the first tions In the layer. Deeper inversions (maximum
and latter halves of March varied from slightly less average - 1030 m) would occur except for the pre-
than I In. along the southern and western edge of the valling utreng winds. Temperature extremes at
region to over 6 In. over northern Michigan. About Mlrnyy ranged from a high of 3. 10C on Dec. 20 to
two-thirds of the stations observed their maximum a low of -34.O01C at the surface, anid -77. 80 C at t00

Lvalues In the first half of March. Equations are given mb in July. The height ci the tropopaause averages
for estimating maximum water equivalent, and the from 9100 to 950 m. Lowest stratospheric tem-
eautution of water equivalent maps Is discussed. peratures are recorded In July, and the lapse rate

-DLI becomes isothermal in the lower stratosphere in Aug.
The tropopause is sharply defined In Sept., and the
temperature gradually increases begiwiing from a

lIP 22467 5552(7 eight of 11 km. In Oct. and Nov., the lapse rate in
the lower stratosphere Increases, aW the entire-

sa~~iv. M.troposphere warms In Now. -JRT

SYNIOPTIC DIUTOATXW DURI THE TR
ANTARCTIC REA EXPEDITIONOF 1957-58. (Shop-
tceskie Isaledovrnil v period Tret'd morskt Ant-
arklehesko e -8e11ll 1957/58 g.; Text in Russian). lI 24 5.555. 2-551. 555. 9(7146)
Sovet. Antarktleheskf Ekaped., Inform. bfULl, NO.
4:23-25, 1959. Zag. trias. lan Soviet Antarctic Ex- Iut No P.
pedtlon, Iforation Bulletin. Vol. 1, Amsterdam, DRAINAGE WIDS AT THE COAST OF EAST ANT".
9lsevier 1144, p. 179-180. ARCTICA. (Stokovye "etry a poberesh'. VostocSni

DLC, 4115. no; Q1is. 5686 Alarktidy; Text In Rassian). Sovet. Antarkticheskal
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I,

Eksped., Worm. bitll., No. 4:33-36, 1959. Eng. SIP 22471 ' 551. 515.1:55!. 15. 8(7)
transl. In: Soviet Antaictic Expedition, Information
Bulletin. Vol. 1, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. Astapenko, P. D.
184-187. CYCLONIC ACTIVITY IN THE IC-H LATITUDES OF

DLC, QIIS.S686; Q115.86862 THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE IN WD AER. (0
aklonichesko! defiltel'nosti v vysokikh sldrotakh

Drainage winds, caused by the presture gradient and Iishnogo polusharifl v uimnee vremfM Text In Rus-
the force of gravity, occur on the East Antarctic alan). Sovet. Antarkticheskafll Eksped., Inform.
coast where the southerly wind component coincides biall., No. 5:26-31 Incl. illus., 1959. Eng. transl.
with the general surface slope. The conditions of in. Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin.
their formation, development and renewal are dis- Vol. 1, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1904, p. 225-229.
cussed. During formation, i.e., when a transition DLC, Q115.586; Q115. S6862
from cyclonic to anticyclonic conditions takes place,
adiabatically warmed air descends the glacier slope, Synoptic charts of the Antarctic winter show that
a true foehn wind develops, accompanied by a drop in cyclonic activity does not cese during the polar
humidity, a rise lii air temperature and a decrease in night. Atmospheric fronts are of great Importance
wind velocity at the surface. As cold air replaces the (even during winter months) and are the most sign/fl-

'warm air, the temperature drops rapidly, the wind cant source of wcather element variations. The tra-
velocity increases at the surface and decreases at jectores of depressions fall Into 2 major categories:
height, and turbulent vortexes develop with strong (1) circular, which consist of several sections
gusts in the lower air layer. The resultant drainage located over the coast Interspersed with filled de-
winds are characteristically wavelike both In tern- pressions; and (2) meridlonal, shich are composed
perature and wind velocity variations. Daily drain- of 8 branches (each about 500 km wide) along which
age wind variations are pronounced from spring depressions move from temperate latitudes to the
through autumn with maximum velocities occurring coast where the circular and meridional types meet.
at night and early morning followed by a minimum. The depressions then move either along the coast or
They are always associated with adiabatic warming, deflect Inland depending on the Intensity of the pro-
and keep the temperature and wind velocity higher at ceases. Cyclones generally move from west to east
Mirnyy than at nearby sites on the shore ice. During along the path of the circular group of trajectories,
the transition from anticyclonic to cyclonic condi- although they are occasionally deflected north by an
tions, the drainage winds weaken, again, acquiring anticyclonic ridge developed in the direction of the
the nature of foehn winds. -- JRT ocean. In their movement from west to east, the de-

pressions do not circle the continent, but fill and re-
main in front of one of the high pressure cols, or
proceed to the continent. They penetrate the interior

SIP 22470 551.555.3:551.578.42(0746) only several times a moth, and rarely cross the
entire continent, indicating that they fill on the way

Voronov, P. S. or reach the pole in the form eatrough. -- JRT
WORK CONDUCTED AT AN OUTLYING STATION.
(Rabota vynosnal stanfli; Text In Russian). Sorvet.
AntarktlcheskaA Eksped., Worm. biMlll., No. *
27-41 incl. Illus., 1959. Eng. transl. In: Soviet SIP 22472 551.510.52/. 53(7)
Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 5, D1..534.7/.(47)
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 187-191. Astaprko, P. D.

DLC, Q115.$686; Q115.56862 VERTICAL STRUCTURE OF THE ATMOSPHERE INTHE ANTARCTIC. (0 verukal'ac atrukture atmob-
Complex meteorological and glaciological observa- fery Antarkkili; Text In Russian). Sovet. Antarktl-
tions were conducted in Aug. 1956, at 4 outlytng sta- cheskal Eksped., Wnform. biTll., No. 6:23-26 incl.
tions established at Mlrnyy to study the katabstic diag., asp, 1959. Eng. transl, in: Soviet Antaro -
winds which develop from the drainage of cooled tic Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 1
lower air along the slope of the Ice cap. Two main Amsterdam, Elsevler, 1964, p. 263 -67.
wind directions prevailed, one E or ESE cyclonic, DLC, Q15.S5W; Q115.56862
and the other, SSE katabatic. The katabatic winds
were the most prolonged (65% of the time), often The structure of the lower stratosphere and the
reached gale force, and were accompanied by a tern- troposphere on July 4, 1958, was constructed based
perature drop. Temperature differences up to 1. s'C on a vertical profile of the atmosphere up to 22 km,
were often recorded between the surface and a beig following the 161" E meridian south from Norfolk
at 2 m. The highest velocity occurred during cyclonic Isand (2 S) through the South Pole and north along
winds. Snow depth variations Indicated a stadlal or the 5VW meridian to Port Stwdai (5203). The
wavelike movement of snow from the Interior to the tropopasie Is the boundary betwe the westerly
ice barrier and farther on to the shore Ice after each winds at the stratosphere and the easterly wih of
fresh snowfall. The man snow mass is transported the troposphere. Thus, sir currents of the lower
by katabatic winds In the air layer near the gronM atmosphere do not propagate Into the stratosphere.
and deposited on the lee side of the coastal barrier. During the po,. night the entire atmosphere over
Thus, coastal barriers play the role of atural smow A..t .tica is ,.older than at lower latitudes over the
drift meters. iR ocems. In swumer, the Antarctic remuds a source

12 1i ip-
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d cold only in the lower l.,ers. In the upper layers, The katabatic winds not only affect temperature ex-

above 10 km, it is unusually warm in summer and tremes but also displace the time of their occur-
the horizontal temperature gradient has a sign oppo- rence. The difference between relative hum!dity in
site to that of winter. The annual amplitude of tem- the interior (Pionerskay2) and at the coast is greatest
perature variations in the Antarctic Is smaller at the on days with katabptic winds. -- JRT
surface than in the stratosphere. -- JRT

SIP 22473 551.524.4/.7: 551. 547. 3(0746:*3)

K;+i Dolgin. L M. and S. L Sokolov
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF S 22475 55 . 590. 21(*7)
METEOROLOGICAL ELEMENTS AT MIRNYY AND Egenson, M. S.
AT DRIFTING STATIONS. (Osobennosti rasp -- de- ANAI C I. C.
lenila meteorologicheskikh elementov v Mirnom i na ANTARCTIC ICE, CLIMATIC VARIATION5, AYD
dreifuiushehikh stantsilakh; Text in Russian). Sovet. SOLAR ACTIVITY. (L'dy Antarktikl, koleban'ir
Antarktlche7.kafl Ekaped., Inform. bi~lll., No. 7: kllmata I solnechnaf aktivnost'; Text in Russian).
13-17 Incl. tables, grphs, 1959. 2 refs. Eng. Sovet. AntarkticheskaM Eksped., Inform. brll.,
trans. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information No. 8:8-11, 1959. 3 refs. Eng. transl. in: Soviet
Bulletin. Vol. 1, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 1,
290-294. Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 317-319.

DLC, Q115.S686; Q115. S6862 DLC, Ql5S86; Ql156862

Aeroclimatic characteristics computed for Mlr yy A sharp drop in the secular variation of solar activity
Station were compared with similar characteristics is forecast for the last 4 decades of the 20th century,
at the Arctic drifting stations, "North Pole-4" nd unless some presently unknown supersecular cycle-North Pole-I," for July 1956 and Jan. 1957. At should change this ppttern. If this drop In activityrnyr, the temperature is generally lower in the occurs, ice conditions will deteriorate in the Antarc-enire atmospheric layer in summer and in the upper tic, and the melting of the ice cap will slow down or

cease, possibly being replaced by ice formation.
t hee ndstraticAtospheric ptesre that s Because of the changing nature of the solar activit)the central Artic. Atmospheric pressure at sea rl cur

ees - blnin the corre- cycle, Antarctic ice evolution studies will acquire
Ssponding ueasons in the Arctic. This dfference sigtnc ntnxt deogahc ad hoes.ysca Jra

gradually decreases but remains equal to 10 mb at ptance in the next decades. -- JET
. the trqopause level, poszi.bly confirming the exist-

ence of-a low pressure region with Its center over
.! MWrnyy. Stronger winds, especially in winter, are

characteristic o winter at Mirnyy. Wind increases
at the tropopause level in both seasons, and its
further increase in the stratosphere in winter and Its
decrease in summer are characteristic for Mirnyy. SIP 22476 551.5b5. 4(*746)

-JRT

Dolganov, L. V.
KATABATIC WIND VELOCITIES IN THE MIRNYY-
PIONERSKAYA AREA. (Skorost' stokovogo vetra v

SIP 22474 551. 555. 4(*746) raYone Mirnyl-Pionerskaa; Text In Russian). Sovet.
Antarkticheskaa Eksped., Inform. bIl., No. 8:12-

Dolganov, L. V. 15 incl. tables, 1959. 4 refs. Eng. transl, in:
TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY VARIATIONS DUR- Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin.
lNG KATABATIC WID. (Ob Lzmenenil temperatury Vol. 1, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 320-323.
I vlazhnosti pri stokovom vetre; Text in Russian). DLC, QII5.S686; Q115.S6862
Sovet. Antarkticheskala Eksped., 'nform. biull., No.
7:18-21 inci. tables, grsph, 1959. .5 refs. Eng.. Katabatic wind velocities at the coast (Mirnyy) and
transl. Inr Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information 375 km inland (Pionerskaya) were compared, and
Bulletin. Vol. 1, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. found to remain high throughout the year. Drainage
294-297. speeds at the coast increased from 7-11 m/sec from

......... DC QI15.S686; QIIS S6862 .. . summer to winter, whereas less abrupt changes were
noted inland. The difference in velocities inland and

The continental anticyclone, as well as persistent in- at the coast was greatest in winter months when the
version and katabatic wind development, is associated average velocities of other types of winds are also
with radiational cooling of the smooth surface of the greatest. The steady southeasterly direction of the
relief slope in the Mlrnyy region. The relationship katabatic wind and its fundamental role in the wind
between temperature and wind drainage at the coast regime suggest that radiational cooling and the length
is well defined, especially in spring when the daily angle of inclination of the slope are the basic factors;
var.ation in katabatic winds is more pronounced. determining katebafic wind velocity. - JRT
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9M 22477 551.506. 2(-i36/-746) MI 22479 551.581(-2)

Gordienko, P. A. Dolgin, I. Id. AMdot.%.s
METFLOLOGICAL CONDSIOtM DURING THE RESULTS OF METEO*OLOGICAL OBSERVAT'.ON3
N4AVIGATION OF THE LENA AL4NG THE COAST IN THE ARCTIC AMD &N ANTARC' M.A. (Wgl
OF EAST ANTARCTIC'.'WM-57. (Meteorologi- meteorologicheskkh f4sledovaz'l v Arktijke i Ard-
chetide uslovilr v period plavaniI d/e "Lena" vdol' arktlke; Text in Russlin). Trudy Vaes. nauch.
beregov VoatochnoT Antarktldy v 1957 g.; Text In meteorol. soveshch. 1:58-71 lInl. table, graphs,
Rusaan). Sovet. Antarktlcheskag Fsped., Inform. dlagrs., 1962.
bMIl.. No. 9:21-27 Incl. llus., table, graphs, 1959. DLC, QC851.V852
Eng. tranal. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Infor-
mation Bulletin. Vol. 1, Amsterdam, Elsevier, After a short history the developnent of meteoro-
1964, p. 351-355. logicnl observations the Arctic and Antarctic

DLC, Ql1,$S686; Q115.S6862 these regins are corn ared as to temperature,
atmospheric structure anid wind. Mean annual tern -

TbIs article descrlbe meteorological processes ob- peratures are -WC (rctic) and -55*C (Antarctic);
served along the Antarctic coiut between Mlrnyy and mirdmui' temperature. are -W0"C and -90oC, re-
Ltzow-Holm Bay fro. Jan. to April 1957. Atnios- spectively. The mean unnual temperature of the free
phe.,L circulation from Jan. to March was charae- atmosphere up to 16 kn is only about 5-1'C lower
terized by the Interaction of Atarctic cyclones mov- over the Antarctic. Stiatospheic temperatures of
Ing from west to east, the stable Antarctic anUcy- both regions are about he ame in summer, but 5-
clone, and moving subtropical anticyclones. A "er- 15°C warmer In the Arttic in winter. The annual
sitent zone of Antarctic cycloou exists between 45'- variation of the troposihere Is much greater over the
50S and the coast. The prevailing wind direction in Arctic than over the Attic, although the reverse
the coastal zone conformed to the atmospheric cir- is true of the strztosphere. Mean annual wird veluci-
culation. Easterly and southeasterly winds persisted ties are 1G-20 m/sec 1A the Antarctic and 3-5 m/sec
along the entire coast, an Important Indek to the In the Arctic, with msxima at 90 and 40 m/sec, re-
cause of formation o Ice conditions. Ali temperature spectively. Maximum *ind velocities near the
decreased sharply in the coastal region, and steady tropopause in both regibon are 15-20 m/sec. Me-
ice formation bega n In early March. Snix fell on the teorological otservatlous were instrumental in
coastal zone 22% of the time in the sumn:er-autumn initiating sea and air travel In polar regions and
season. -- JRT economcal deve.lopmeni in the Arctic, Arctic

studies have shown that abut 90% of the Arctic basin
to cove-ad with ce, and in summer, ce covers 18-
36% of Arctic seas. -- (ATD abstr.=*, modified)

SEP 22478 551.506. 2:551. 515(*768)

Shapsev, V. M.
WEATHER CONDITIONS DURLMG THE STORM OF
MARCH 29-30, 195R, OFF THE BALILNY ]LANMS.
(Osobennosti pogody vo vrem'l shtorma 29-30 marta
1058 g. v ralov o-vw Salieni; Text In Russian).
Sovet. Antarkticheskafi Ekpod., Inform. bflll.,
No. 2-28-30 inclh, able, graph, 1959. 1 ref. Eng. SEP Z2480 0 A .'(*7)
tranal. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, rdormatots
Bulletin. Vol. 1, Amsterdam, Elsevier, ft4, p. U. S. Weather Bui-ea
356-358. CIMATOLOGCAL ')ATA FOR ANTARCTIC STA-

DLC, QI15.S686; Q115.88862 TI , JAnARY-DECEMBER 1961. NlIBER 4.
WashingtoN 144p incl.tabl"s, 1M4.

Weather conditions near the lsleny Islands and the DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection
position of the Oh' from which the observations were
made are described in detail. Hourly values of cloud This publication summarze tneteo-ological observa-
cover, precipitation, pressure, wind, a&i and water tions collected at 01mundsen-Scott, Byrdt Elsworth,
temperature, and of abeolute humidity are i:esented Hallett and Wilkes Stations for the period Jan. -Dec.
graphically. The hurrics-- wind velocities and 1961. Conventio-al surface weather elements were
other reported conditions resulted from one of the generally recorded at 3-hourly lxtervalq on :!,rms
deep cyclones in the vicinity of the Islands. Sound- WBAN-10A and 10B. Peak gusts of wimi speed were
bng from the Ob' confirmed an intendve inflow of recorded for P .astflons except Ellsworth. Monthly
marine polar air frn lower latitudes. Wind veloci- precipitation s-.-wits are included where avallable
ties In the 5- to 9-km layer were characteristic of from the records. Conventional upper-air observa-
the Jet stream. Soundings at 15 lan showed a value tions were made at all stations except Ellsworth.
of 100 m/see which is somewhat doubtful. Wind Chemical data (carbon dioxide) s available for
directions and velocities at 1123 hours on March 30 A-nuixien-Scott only. Radioactivity, ocone, anid
are tabulated for 0.5 kr aid for each kilometer up to radiation oata were not available for tois publication.
9.0. - (Meteorol. and Geoastroohvs. Abstracts) -- JFS
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SIP 22481 551. 393.7:551. 521. 14:551.578.4('7,17) the South Pole, contains daily maps at a polar stero-
gr.4Ihic projection with true scale of I to 50 milli( n

Schwerdtfeger, Peter along ]at. 60'S. The 6-hourly surface observationsEFFECT OF POLARIZATION ON THE ALPEDO. of alsut 60 stations, Including the isolated island and
Nature, 202(4935894, May 30, 1964. 3 refs. Antarctic stations, were used to produce the sea-

DLC, Q!.N2 level maps. Data from 60-70 radiosonde statins,

plus visual and electronic wind soundings, were used
Albedo observations made between Wilkes Station .aMd to produce the 500-mb maps. An c.xtrapolation pro-the nearby Station "S-2" showed that in the direction cedure was devised to obtain rellstic 500-mb heights
of the wind, the light from the surface is 20-22'- over the oceans. No attempt was made to reduce the
polarized, while at right angles the polarization de- pressures of Antarctic plateau stations io sea level
creases to about 71. The polarization was inde- except for Byrd -Station. -- JFS
pendent of larger-scale surfacc features at any one
locality, evidently being dependent on particle and
crystal orientation of the surface snow. A duplicate
sequence of measurements was made to ensure that SIP 22484 551. 524(*701)
p'-larlzed sky light was not contributing significantly
to the observed effect. Only In high latitudes does Roberts, Charles L. and Harry R. Spohn
sky radiation assume importance, an-d then only when -109. 8' F. -A WEATHER BUREAU RECORD'
the sun is less than 5' above the horizon. Tests are Weatherwise, 17(2):58, 97, April 1964.
planned for the albedo of wind-swept sand surfaces, DLC, QC851.W42
which should show simllarities to the albedo of snow.
-- JFS The lowest official air temperature ever recorded by

the U.S. Weather Bureau was observed at Amundsen-
Scott Station on July 14, 1963. The temperature
reached -109.8' F at 1125 GMT, exceeding the pre-

SIP 22482 (82)629.13('7) vious record low set in Sept. 1959 at this station by
0.3' F. The world's lowest temperature (-126.9' F)

Olezza, Mario Luis occurred at Vostok Station. The record low at
POLAR PROJECTION FOR THE SOUTHERN HEMI- Amundsen-Scott occurred during a period when sur-
SPHERE AND SUCCESS OF A FAILURE. (Provecci 6

n face temperatures were below -100' F for 15 fours.
polar para el hemisferio sur y el exito de un fracaso; Winds.of 4 knots (ESE grid) died out for 20 minutes,
Text in Spanish). Rev. Nac. Aeronaut. y Espacial, at which time the record low was recorded. There-
23(251):22-2R incl. illus., maps, April 1963. 2 refs. after, the winds shifted to grid north at 4 knots, in-

DLC, TL504.R547 creasing to 12 to 15 knots by the time the temperature
reached -100' F. -- JFS

This article discusses American, Russian, and
Argentine efforts to establish a transpolar air route
over the Antarctic continent. Argentine air opera-
lions in the AnAtarctic in 1962-63 are desur ved, in- SIP 22485 551.521. 14(74)
eluding the problems connected with airplane takeoff
from snow and ice, such as the required increase in Hanson, Kirby J. and Herbert J. Viebroek
enine horsepower, the reduction of weight, the con- ALBEDO MEASUREMENTS OVER THE NORTH-
struction of runways on ice, and the construction and EASTERN UNITED STATES. Monthly Weather Rev.
installation of the "quid" for jet-assisted takeoff. 92(5):223-234 incl. illus., tables, graphs, diagrs.,
The quid is a frame that supports the auxiliary Way 1964. 8 refs.
rockets used for takeoff from ice and snow. -- In- DLC, QC983. A2

.. ternational Aerospace Abstracts . ------. ..
On Sept. 16, 1961, a flight was made In a U.S. Navy
P2V-7 aircraft to test a high-level albedo-measuring
technique for use In the Antarctic. Eppley pyrano-
meters mounted in the aircraft were used to measure

SIP 22483 551. 506. 22(084. 3)('7) the incoming and outgoing solar radiation fluxes at
7500, 9500 and 25, 000 ft along flight paths between

South Africa. Weather Bureau Atlantic City, New Jersey, and Erie, Pennsylvania.
INTERNATIONAL GEOPHYSICAL YEAR WORLD Albedo values were determined from this information
WEATHER MAPS, PART t: SOUTHERN HEMI- for the flight level. Simultaneous photographs and
SPHERE SOUTH OF 20'S. MARCH, 1958. Pretoria, radiation values were obtained on the 25, 000-ft flight.
[1964J 6 5

p, incl. maps. 5 refs. The albedo for the high-level flight varied from 0. 158
DLC, GPRR for no undercast to 0. 538 for a complete aitocumulus

undercast. Two selected observations at 1722 GMT
The IGY World Weather Maps consist of a daily and 1737 GMT are further dtscus, d. A solar radia-
series of maps for the period July 1, 1957, through lion budget is prepared for the 173"1 GMT measure-
Dec. ?1, 0958. The maps are published as monthly ment using the high-level flight data and ground data
booklets in three parts, each containing a sea-level from Thornthwalte Laboratories near Elmer, New
and a 500-mb map for 1200 GMT. Part 111, 20'S to Jersey. (Authors' abstract, modified)
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SIP 22486 551. 510. 535:551. 511(*762) due to the high moisture content 'if the atmosphere,
Also, the greater cloud ccvtr in high latitudes con, -

Bullen, J. M. pensates for the smaller moisture content. (Author'-
IONOSPHFRIC RECOMI3YNATION AND THE POLAR abstract, modified)
STRATOSPHERIC WARMING. J. Atmos Tlerrest.
Phys. 26(5):559-568 incl. Illus., tables, graphs,
May l9a64. 8 refs.

DLC, QC801.J6 SIP 22488 551.32..:546.2i2.02: 536. 422'. 42.

An abrpt increase in noon values of o, the linear Matsuo, Sadao, Hidiko Kunivoshl, and Yasuo Mivake
coefficient of recombination at the maximum of Fro- VAPOR PRFSSURE OF ICE CONTAl'LING D2 0.
duction of the ionospheric F-layer, occurred at Hal- Science, 145(363Q):1454-1455 incl. tables, graph,
lett Station Antarctica, on Oct. 23, 1958. This sud- Sept. 196478 refs.
den change, which was followed by a generally higher DLC, QI.S35
level of 9 during the summer, is distinct from the
normal magnetic disturbance effect. The event -was The vapor pressures of solid D20 and ice citanng
simultaneous with the onset of the explosive phase, of D20 in various amounts were measured with an oil
the pola, stratospheric warming in Antarctica and manometer. The result gives the lowest vapor pres-
the beginning of the movement of the cold polar vortex sure for D20 ice ever obtained. The observed value
off the continent. The evideme supports King's for ice with different proportions of D20 and d 2 0
theory that there is a change in meridional circula- agreed %;ell with the values calculated on the assump-
tion at high atmospheric levels when the polar vortex tinn that the vapor pressure of H)O is the geometri-
begins to move and is replaced by a summer-tme cal mean of thOse of H20 and D20 aM that e
high pressure system. Gas welling up in this system equilibrium constant of Isotopic exchange is 4. The
could increase molecular concentration at F-region fractionation factor of D between Ice and vapor phase
levels and this would result in an increase in 0, increases from 1, 128 at 0C to 1.210 at -38' C.
which is a measure of molecular/atomic ratio at (Authors' abstract)
these heights. A similar abrupt increase in 0, ob-
served between Oct. 9-12, 1957, confirms the con-
clusions from the 1958 data. A second sharp increase
in 8 on Nov. 7, 1957, and Nov. 26, 1958, appears to SIP 22489
be associated with the final movement of the polar
vortex off Antarctica when the last chance in meri- Ihihar, Ken)i
dional circulation to a stable summer-time pattern ON THE HEAVY SNOW I J 1963. (Shwa 38 men
probably occurs. (Author's abstract, modified) I gatsu gosetu ni tsulte; Text In Japanese). Seppy6,

25(5):1-7 incl. tables, graphs, maps, Sept. 1963.
'bLC, Orientalia Div.

SIP 22487 551. 521. 2:551. 510. 4(03) The snow (which was 3-4 m deep) in Jan. 1963 In the
Hokuriku District was part of a heavy -snowfall -- lob

THE GREENHOUSE EFFECT OF THE e.,. .: show the areas of deepest snow concentra.ic, and
ATMICPI1ERE. Scientific Rept. No. 11 under Cnn- the number of days with snowfall above 20. 30, and
tract No. AF 19(604)-7415, Publ. In Meteorology No. 50 cm/day are graphed. Snowfall data are presented
67, Arctic Meteorology Res. Group, McGill Univ., from 1912 to 1983. Also given are the atmospheric-
13p. incl. tables, graphs, July 1964. 4 refs. pressure distribution in Japan on the day of the heavy

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection snowfall in Jan. 1963, and the distribution of snow
and low temperatures In the mountains and the low-

The atmosphere is nearly transpare t for solar radia- lands. -- CST/DLE
tin but most of the terrestrial radiation Is trapped
by water vapor, carbon dioxide, and clouds. Some of
this absorbed heat Is radiated back to the earth's sur-
face. This process is generally called the "green-
house effect" of the atmosphere. An expression is SIP 22490 551. 578. 4452)
given for this effect and an equation Is given for de-
termining how much long-wave radiation from the TaL.;hashl, Koichiro
ground is causd b) non-radiative processes. The THE HEAVY SNOW IN JAN. 1963 IN RELATION TO
effect of water vapor In trapping terrestrial radiation WEATHER CHANGES OVFR A LONG PERIOD. (POOc
Is the dominating influence on the direct loss of heat no chbid hend kara mita shbwa 38 nen I gatsu no
by radiaUon from ground to !:pace under cloudless g6setsu; Text in Japanese). Seppy6, 25(5):8-g0 Incl.
conditions. Water vapor alone can trap 3, 4 of the table, graphs, Sept. 1963.
terrestrial radiation. With clo.ds, in the summer DLC, Orientalia Div.
over the Centr d Polar Ocean, only 3'i of the ter-
restrial radiatic.i escapes through the atmosphere. Snowfall and temperature variations In the month of
The atmospheric greenhouse effect is remarkably Jan. were traced from iee.e to 1963. The average
stable in all latitudes and climatic zones. Tnis is snow accumulation is 64 cm while that in 1963 was
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181 cm. The existence of a 9- r heavy snowfall cycle in all directions except the north ard northwest. The
was suggested but not confirmed. A parallelism was diameter of the avalanche sources was 20 to 50 m.
shown between the curves of heavy-snowfall days and Average failing distance was 100 m alt.ough the
sun-spot activity since 1500 averaged for 10-yr greatest distance was over 10-)0 m. The avalanche-
periods. -- CST/PLE prevention step in the area was 1-3 m wide. Ava-

lanches occurred only In places where the step width
was less than 1.5 m. -- CST/BLE

SIP 22491 624. 144.53:625. 1(52)

Muidta, Seiroku SIP 22494 624. 144. 2:612.315,. 31;652)
HISTORY OF SNOW DAMAGE CONTROL OF THE
JAPANESE NATIONAL RAILWAY. (Kokutetsu ni Nagasaka, S,
okeru setsugai taisaku kenkyu no hersen; Text in -DAMAGES TO ELECTRIC POWER FACILITIES DUR-

--- Japanese). Seppyo, 25(3):22-26 incl. illus., table, ING THE HEAVY SNOW OF LAST WINTER. (Kont6
Sept. 1963. 10 refs. no g6setsu wiyoru denryoku setsubi no higa j~ky6;

DLC, Orientalia Dlv. Text in .Japanese). Seppy,, 25(5):39-46 incl. illus.,
tables, graphs, dlagrs., Sept. 19.33.

The history of snow damage control by the Japanese DLC, Orientalia Div.
National Railway from 1880 to the present is sum-
marized. Changes in avalanche and snow-storm Statistics are given for snow-caused damages to
cortrol, methods and tools of snow removal, fore- electric facilities, such as washout, service-line
casting, helicopter patrolling, and the strengthening Ini rruptions, breakage of stay-wire supports, and
of power lines are reviewed. -- CST transiornier wreckage. The numbtr '1 d.:nages last

wimer to listribution and transmission li'es waz 5.4
and 3 times greater respectively than in previous
years. Snow -accumulation data for Jan. and Feb.

SIP 22492 624. 182(52) are given for 6 places in Toyama, Fukui, and
Ishkawa Prefectures. The maximum accumulation

Hikita, Seiroku was 530 cm. Most damage, however, was caused
APPLICATION OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY TO when the snow was hard (density = 0. 3-0.7 gicm

3
)

AVALANCHE CONTROL BY THE JAPANESE NA- and the accumulation was less than 65 mm. Counter-
TIONAL RAILWAY. (Kokmitetsu no nadar" t;isaku measures and the use of vinyl-coated wire for ser;-
ni k&k5 shashin no riy6; Text in Japanese). Seppy6, iee lines and wider spacing between the lines are dis-
25(5):31, Sept. 1963. cussed. -- CST/BLE
-LC, Orientalia Div.

In an effort to ensure safe railway operation on the
Joshinetsu and Hokuriku lines after heavy snows. SIP 22495 551.510.6:550.37:621. 396.07(*7)
avalanches were patrolled by helicopters from which
aerial photographs were made. Thirty seven sections Swarm, H. M., D. I. Reynolds and A. W. Biggs
S't total distance of 1000 kin) were co.,ered. The ANALYTICAL STUDY OF ELF AND VLF RADIATION
photogriphs were of the scale of 1/10, 100- 1,20,C FIELDs FROM A HO..ZO. TAIL DIPOLE IN ANT
with a 60% overlap. Pictures of particularly dan- ARCTICA. Tech. Rept. No. 87, Univ. of Washington,
gerous places were enlarged. Further study is Coll. of Eng., Dept. of Ele. F.ig., G7p. incl.
needed for effective application. -- CST/BLE --graphs, diagrs., Jan, 1964, 100 refs. .

.LC, Tech. Rept. Collection

The purpose of this study Ia to predict the feasibility

of an ELF-VLF system using a horizontal electric
SIP 22493 551. 578. 48(52) dipole antenna in Antarctica. The antenna would be

located neAr Byrd Station or near Eights Station. A
Forestry Experiment Station horizontai dlole is preferred over a vertical dipole
AVALANCHE INVESTIGATIONS IN THE NIIGATA because (1) no high towers or radial ground wires
AND FUKIUI PREFECTURES. (Nilgata fukul kenka ni are required, and (2) the efficiency of a horizontal
okeru nadare ji ch6sa,Text in Japanese). Seppyn, 25 dipole increase- with dec reasing ground condictlvity;
(5):32-38 incl. Illus., tables, graphs, diagrs., Sept. the ground (ice) in Antarctica is assumed to be ex-
1963. tremely low in electrical conductivity. The study

DLC, Or1Pnl'ii Div. comprises four major sections, cach of .which is con-
cerned with an analytical model based upon radio-

Avalanche investigations were made in Feb. and propagation parameters or characteristics of the
March 1963 along roads in the Nilgata and rukul Pre- system. The sections are: (1) radiation fields from
fectures when the maximum snow accumulation was an electric dipole in a semi-infiite .isotroptc con-
2 to 4.6 m. The slope inciination of most avalanches d='ng medium, (2) ground-wave propagation over an
was 40 to 501. Eighty to ninety percent of them Inhomogeneous earth from an electric dipole, (3)
occurred in shrubby areas. The avalanches occurred radiation fields In the ionosphere from an electric
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v:ipole in the c h, and (4) performance prediction of which can withstand freezing at -30'C, are not in-
toe ELF-VLF s" stem Inthe presence of an anisotropic jured even when exposed to extremely low tenj,,tr.-
earth and ionosp, ere and of an inhomogeneous earth. tures. In the twigs o such woody plants as PID.v
Results of te ytlcal solutions of the major sub- rose, cra" apple, and black ,!d;r, the xylem and
jects and an extensive 1

iterature search are pre- pith can xurvlve freezing at -30'C without any danafe
sented. -- JFS1  

for at Least two days but not below -40'C, although
their buds su- vive temperatures is low as -70'C.
The mechanism of frost injury below -40'C In these
tissues is not yet clear. (Author's abstract, modi-

SIP 22496 628. 336:542.463.3 fled)

Nida, Soroku otiers
EXPER1MENTAL STUDtES ON DEWAT:RLNG OF
D)IGESTED SLUDGE B3Y FREEZING, "1HAWP4G, SIP 22498 581.036

AND FILTRTION METHOD. (Toketsu yukal o riyo
shita odel short nb kenkyu; Text in Japanese with Sakal, Aidra and Jttsio Wada
English abstract). Elsel Kogaku (J, Dupt. Sanitary TEMPERTURE VARIATION IN OVERWLNTERING
Eng., Hokkaido UnIv.), No. 9:41-53 Incl. tables, TREES. Teion-kagaku (Low Temp. Sci.), Ser. B,
graphs, diagi., Jan. 1964. 4 refs. No. 21:25-40 Incl. illus., tables, graphs, 1963. 13

DLC, Orientali i Div. refs.
i DLC, Oriertalla Div.

Fzperiments were performed with Buchner funnels to
determrie suitable freezing conditions, ajod. the ef- Froat damage In overwintering trees was Investi-
fects were studied of freezing temperature and time, gzted by measuring intern.l temperature fluctuat.m
freezing and thawlig cycles, and standing time after of the trunks with copper-constantan thermocouples.
thawing on the infliltrability of digested sludges. The greater part of the trunk of large trees (even
Carman's specific resistance is reasonable as an in- large elms 86 cm in diam.) over-winter in the frozen
dex in ord;nary vacuum filtration but it is not appli- state. In the trunk of kolo 13.5cm in diam., the
cable for slur*,es conditioned by freezing and thawing, bark temperature on the sc~uth stdr, whi.:h ia expryeed
A substitute index is discussed. A :%gher freezing to direct sunlight, reaches 20'C about midday in
temnperature and longer fre,-ing time increase fil- winter, while the north side remains almost un-
trsbility, while thawing temperature has little effect changed and about the same as the environment
on it. An increase in standing time lessens filtra- (0.5'C), This trend was also found in other trees.
bility. The addition of proper chemicals to the sludge However, white-birch bark, under similar conditions,
before freezing greatly improves filtrability. is rarely warmed to a temperature higher than that
(Authors' abstract, modified) o the environment. The temperature in small twigs,

slender stems, and smnall leaves are only slightly
affected by dlr~ct sunlight. Bark temperature is
considerably affected by fsctors such as sunlight In-

SEP 22497 5.l.036 te."sity, environmental tem;erature. L-,k d'.ameter,
and bark-tuirface or. In the b. 4 ..4nka ,

Salta twigs, the cortical cells on the south side are less
SURVIVAL OF PLANTS AT SUPER-LOW TEMPERA- susceptible to deep freezing than those on the north
TURES,. 111. THE RELATION BETWEEN THE side. (Authors' abstract, modified)
GRADE"OF FROST HARDINESS AND THE EFFEC-
TIVE PRE-FREEZING TEMPERATURE. Te!V: n-
kagaku (Low Temp.' Scl.), Ser. B, No. 21:1-16 incl. SIP 22499 551.326.7:551.321.6(03)
illus., tables, 1963. 24 refs.

DLC, Orientalia Div, Bilello, Michael A.
ICE TICIESS OBSERVATIONS IN THE NORTH

Twigs 10 cm long and 0. 5 cm in diameter were pre- AMERICAN ARCTIC AND SUBARCTIC FOR 1958-59,
frozen from -5' to 4-0'C and then immersed in liquid 1959-60. Special Rept, 43, U. S. Army Cold Re-
nitrogen; the cooling rate of the twigs after prefreez- gions Research and Engineering Laboratory, 43pf
ing at -30*C was abk:t 22*C/sec. After 30 mln they Incl. tables, maps, July 1941. I ref.
were transferred to air at -10* C for 4 hr and then to CRREL files
0"C for 16 hr. After thawing, the twigs were placed
In water at room temperature or planted in moist In the spring of 1956, the author Introduced SIPRE's
sand in a greerh ouse to tet the capacity of their de- 1-in. Ice thickness kit to a network of Joint Arctic
velopment. The effective prefreezing temperatures Weather Stations In Canada. By May 1960, the net-
in various plants are given. In general, the greater work was expanded to 30 well distributed locations
the frost hardiness, the higher the effective pre- throughout Canada. Ice-thickness measurements
freezing temperature. This temperature can be used were made once a week It bodies of water close to
as a reliable Index of frost hardiness of the hardy the meteorological stations. Snow depth in the imme-
plants, such as willow, poplar, and white birch. The diRto area was also recorded and the program In-
degree of frost hardiness in these plants cannot be cluded Instructlors for rcport:ng certain c condl-
determired by the usual method because their twigs, tions such an surface charact, r, number and extent
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o cracks, leads, and dates of freeze anti break op. surface layer, a 5-rcm asnt-..t layer, a 20-cm sub-The eleiation of each station and the observation grade layer, a 15- to 4 5 -cm frost-heave suppressionperiods are tabulated, and the locations are plotted layer, and a 55- to 85-cm layer o. tWler soil. TheOn a map. At least 5 yr of data are needed before moisture meter was the Hitachi insertion type with a.. representative monthly maps can be drawn which show BF 3 tube, a detection probe, and a transistor counter.the effect of weather upon ice growth. Isollnes of Measurements were made at depths fron, 40 cm tomaximum observed ice thicknesses for each year and 1.9 im. Gravel, -sand, and volcanic ash were theice-thickness maps are given. The data tabulated frost-heave suppression materials. The followinginclude the date of observation, Ice ,hickpess, snow relations are discussed and graphed: (1) the verticaldepth, and remarks. -- BLE distributi6n of the water content and the uiderground
water level, (2) water content and the thickness of
the frost -heave suppresQ1-' ,ayer, (3) water c ontentand time, ajd (4) frost heave and water :!ontent.SIP 22500 551. 326.7:551. 321.6{*3) -- CST/BLE

Bilello, Michael A.
ICE THICINESS OBSERVATIONS IN THE NORTHAMERICAN ARCTIC AND SUBARCTIC FOR 1960-61, SIP 22502 551. 579.2(52)1961-'32. Special Rept. 43, Part II U. S. ArmyCold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory, Nakatao, Tetsur6 and Masaru Danno87p. incl. illus., tables, diagrs., maps, appendixes ELEMENTARY STUDY ON ORIGINS OF DECREASEA-B, Feb. 1964. 6 refs. Or SNOW COVER. (Yusetsuin no kisoteki kp.nkvu;
CRREL files 

Text in Japanese with English abstract). NigvoDoboku Kenkv5 (J. Agricultural Eng. Soc. Japan),The first report in this series o.scrioes the initia- 31(8):457-462 incl. tables, graphs, May 1964.tion and expansion of the ice thickness measurenii,,i DLC, Orientalia Div.network in Canada. Thiq report is a continuation ofthe current observational program and presents data Measurements were made of the effect of solar radia-on Ice thickness during the 1960-61 and 1961-62 sea- tion and wind on the decrease of snow-cover depth,sons. The -t"" t r = "'q-anded to'?a._ik during and the relationship was studied between the melt-this period and some station changes have taken place, water volume and the natural decrease in depth. TheThe observations were made once a week In bodies of methods and equipment used are described. Snow-water close to the meteorological stations. Written cover decrease by solar radiatto'i (a) is related todescriptions and the actual location of each site are the daily mean air temperature (.) by a or2. ,given in the Ice thickness tabulation when provided by where ao and 1 2 are constants. The decrease bythe observer. Analysis is limited to a study of maxi- wind, however, is not linearly related to t.emperature,mum ice thicknesses, and a Its: of participating sta- Energy conservation of the atmosphere is consideredtions is given. It is pointed ou that open water or in relation to solar-radiation absor)tion, heat tranis-thin ice ran ,* occur at the tir,,,. of maximum thick- i.. ;.e snow surface, and heat storage in theness. Pheno which contribute to ice thickness atmosphere. An expression is given for determiiningInclude snewj(-,*uch changes to snow-ice soon after the daily naturzl dtrease of snow cover which !'freeze-ovr and again in late winter or early spring) based only on the daily mean temperature. Meltand rafting. -- BLE water wan measured with -an air duct. Density esti--.. - -... .. . . ... ........... . .. mated from the melt-water volume was consfcerahly-a,-. t ! rcz tr=,, ., although the averaged
values are correlative. (Authors' abstract. modi-SIP 22501 551.343:625.7(52) fled)

Muraki, Y. and ff. Inaml
THE STUDY OF rROSI HEAVE ON ROADS BY THERI METHOD. MEASUREMENT OF WATER-CON- SIP 22503 551.326.7:551. 321.6TENT DITRIBUTION IN FROST HEAVE TESTROADS BY A NEUTRON MOITURE METER. (RI no Bogorodskiy, V. V.d6ro t~j5 kenkya eno riy6. Chseishi sutibunkel nivoru MODERN PHYSICAL METHODS OF MEASURINGtojo shiken d6ro no gansulryo bunpu sokutei: Text in THE THICKNESS OF SEA ICE. (SovremennyeJapanese). Hokkaid, Kaihatsukvoku DI-bokm SJdhkenjo fizicheskie sposoy lzmererdra tolshchinm rutv sikhGepp6 (Monthly P.ept., Civil Eng. Experiment Station, l'dov; Text in Russian). Okeanologifa, 3(4):720-730Hokiaid6 Development Bureau), No. 123:1-8 Inl. incl. graphs, diagrs., 1963. 6 refs. (Eng. transl,:illus., table, graphs, S-!. 1963. 2 refs. Directorate of Scientific Information Service, De-DLC, Orientalia Div. fence Res. Board, Can., T 410 R, Oct. 1964)

DLC, GCI.A47A23The water-content distribution in frost-have testroads and the effect of frost-heave suppression mate- Close-contact and remote methods of ice-thicknessrials were st'idied by using a neutron moisture meter. measurement are discussed. The close-contactThe test road (i,-ated at Tomakonal, Toyama) was methods Include the capacitance method which is480 ni long and 7. m wide.. It consisted of a 5-cm based on the difference of dielectric permitti ity in
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I~~1 lbc i.ii i (ent .f teeith quantities was 0. 727. The concentration
*-,. rtef) c ted from was Izieatest at the snow surface. In 1961 ra-fioart,.e

I.dij having different acowit~c - niterials measured 15 rpm 'kVt of snow. In the ia.ei
, (where j) is the density of the medium snowiall season (19631 the radio~active materials

ilk; V is the speed of sound in it), am! the electro- meaiured 2000 cprn kg of snlow. The ma~terials were

m.,gnuti, dipole meithod which is based on the phr- determilnd to be radioau tl%(, Zr and %1) by me~ans of
nomenoin that sea icr and the undt-rlying sea water gamma scintillation sluwctrose oily. (Authors' at,-
havek different electric-all cordutivities. The remote strart, modified)
methesis comprise the scim') -acousic method and
th-e rlcctr'ncacznetic remote ne'thods. Emphasis is
placrd 111, C~c Iromaznctit properties and struc-

---- turc of serA icc- (21 ruflection of elctroriwanctic SIP 22506 f)S. 3a W%4.s51
waies from a plane laver at normal incidence, (31
cronstent - and variable-frequency ulectromjcnrtic Pa4 Henry N1., AIN~ rill C. N',orlt. tii.;cJ' .1-J
methods, and (4) the choiice of working frequency and T, W. ZaA-idzki
the experiniental testing of elect romar:nftir methrds ICE NUCLEATION ANT) rMWTII IN~ Sl;PF Iff 001F-1)
(the most premising of present methods of measuring WATER FILNMS CONT);:NSFI) ON A 11YITMOptrAFf
ice thickness). -- l1LV SURFACE. Nature, 203(49,2p 134,1-1345 in. 1. '.

tables, graphsz, Sept. 26, l9fol. 20 rds.
DlC, QI. N2

SIP 22504 551. 322:548, 5:551.463. 6 Measuremenits were made of ice-nucn, .jitity and re -
latrd lag-times of nucleation, using ice- and silver

Ki.asaki, S., li. Kmlzu 'me, T. Uchida Iodide nuclei which were supported on smooth jplaf S

CRYSTALI IZATION OF ICE CRYSTALS IN SEA made of an anticorrosivo aluminum alloy measurirg
%%'ATER. 1. EFECFtT OF INTTAI SUPFRCOL~t; 15 cm x 15 cmr x~ m m. The plates were maor to ad-

DEGREE AN!) ROi ATIC'NAL SPEED OF STImRFD. here to 2 copper "'c,25 cm x 30 - '=
(lcaisulchi ni shr~shutsu suru hv5kcssh,;. 1. Shokd area, which was hollow and cooled Inside to 0. 2 C by
kareikyakudo to kakimaze, sokudo no elkv5: Text in 2 fast-flowing stream of "Antifreeze" which was
Japanese with Ynglia? abstract). K~is6 KAgako thermo-cuntroilld by means of a sta-eard ref rigera-
Zasshi (Q. Chem. Soc. Japan), 57(61:855-859 incl. tian unit. The development of an ice-spot on an
illus., tables, graphs., June 196T 12 refs. '. Apjiezon- -coated aluminum plate fromn water which

DL.C, Orientalia Div. coadensed there from laboratory air could be satis-
1artorily monitored from, a suitable angle if the plate

The relationrhip bet-ween the crystallizaion rate of were properly illumrnated. Fyreshly ground commer-
Ice and the suprcoolinc degree of sea vater at a ci i odide and ice (which cond--- --" -n the copper
stirring speed of !00 rpm was determined. The rela b 11 k) were ueed alternately uj I, nditions of

tionship was not stronrzlv affected crA the aicii~l but'el - mimnafton for the -seeding" -.'e plates. The
cooling degrec, but P was greatlv affected by stirring sp G f.icing after nucleation appear-, to be
speed. The crystallization rate was controlled main- apt~m ly linear with time. While the time lag

ly by the formation of ice crystal nuclei and the In' 4icleatlon appeared to. be ni n the cwwre: of free?-

growth (A the a-axis surface of crystals in the super- l1I2 nliated with ice, the beha.io'r of silver Iodide Is
coolng amz of0,4 tol.0C. he orntio ofice qu ti different. An effect was detected of ultra-tiolet

crystals In agitated sea water is contrclled by the r latlon on the nucleating power of freshly ground

Ice-water interface temperature. (Authors' abstract, and desiccated silver iodide, which Indicates that the

modified) activity of a silver iodide crystal may first b-e en-
hanced by short-wave light, and later destroyed by
photolysis. - BLE

SIP 22505 S. 4..#5 . 5 &;.:

Osawa, Toshiyu;..l, Toshlyukd Yokcota, and SIP 22507 551.3$45-621. 359
Kunkltsugu Maita

THE NATURAL CONCE14TRATION OF THE RADIO- Hocketra, P. and E. Chamberlain
ACTIVE MATERIALS IN FALLEN SNOW. IL SOIL SCIENCE. ELECTRO-CEMCS1S IN FROZEN
(Seldsetquchu r~o h~shasei busshitsu no %M~zen SOIL. Nature, 203(4952):1406-1407 incl. table,
n~shulcu; Text in Japanese with English abstract). Sept. 26, 1964. rrefs.
Yamagata Daigaku Kivii(Blull. Yamagata UnIv.), 6 DLC, Q1. 1N2
(1):35-42 inrl. table, graphs, Dec. 1963. 4 refs.-

D~oC Orentaia iv.The extent was measured to which water can be
DL.C Orentaia iv.moved through the films of unfrozen water in a frozen

The natural concentration of radioactive materias in soil. A rectangular slab of soil was frozen between

fallen snow was Investigated for the period 1961-1963. two brasn P.lates In a refrigerated room at -301C.
A definite relatirirship was detected between the The frozen slabs of soil were cut to size and placed
amount of snow merlted and the increase of radlioac - in "Lucite" cells (I cm x 5 cm). Electrodes w'ere

tive materials in I k;, --I anow. The relative coePffi- frozen to the sides of the sample. A thermistor was
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used to record he temperature, while an electrical the sea ice appeared later and developed less because

potential gradient of 1 Vem was applied across te of higher temperatures. Pack ice has a great influ-

frozen sel. Water was transported toward the ..... ence on the ice conditions In this artva. (Author's

cathode. The initial and final water contents (unfro- abstract, modified)

zen water and ice) of two soils after electro-osmosis

are tabulated. The renults indicate that aconsiderable
amount ol water can be transported in frozen soil

under an electric gradient, For unfrozen soils the SIP 22510 551. 326. 1/. 2(066:52)
rnigratl izvof water under electrical and temperature

gradients has been related. This relation is probably Akagawa, M.

true for frozen soils. -- BLE ON THE DRIFTING OF PACK-ICE IN THE PACIFIC

OCEAN OFF HOKKAIDO. (Hokkaid Taiheiy5gawa no
ryihy5 no hyory ni tsulte; Text in Japanese with Eng.
lish abstract). Klshch6 Gijutsu H6koku (Tech; Rept.

SIP 22508 551. 326. 1/. 2(*666) Japan Meteorol. Agency), No. 30:50-65 incl. illus.,
tables, maps, Feb. 1964. 2 refs.

Akagawa, M. DLC, Orientalia Div.

SEA ICE OBSERVATIONS ALONG THE OKHOTSK
COAST OF HOKKAIDO FROM JAN. TO APRIL 1962. The conditions, mechianism, and causative meteoro-

I. SEA ICE CONDITIONS IN THE SEA OFF logical factors affecting pack ice in the Okhotsk Sea

HOKKAIDC FROM DEC. 1961 TO APRIL 1962. (1962 and the sea southeast of Hokkaido are discussed. No

nen 1-4 gatsu nokkaid5 kaihy6 h6koku. (I). 1962 nen correlation was found between the appearance and

hokkaido sh~then no kaihy6 j6kyo; Text in Japanese disappearance of ice in the two areas. Easterly and

with English abstract). KIshocho5 Gijut9'J H~koku southerly cyclonic winds break up the pack ice on the

(Tech. Rept. Japan Meteorol. Agency), No. 30:1-34 coasts of Kushiro, Tokachi, and Hidaka Districts.

Incl. tables, graph, maps, Feb. 1964. 8 refs. When pack ice is prevalent in waters southeast of

DLC, Orientalla Div, Hokkaido, the appearance and disappearance dates

of the ice are earlier than usual and the pack ice
S.A ;er d,*.A are Jcmus.t-u wtuvn were otmaned trom concentration is smaller. Peak concentration ap-

aerial reconnaissance, weather stations, and patrol pears in Feb. Pressure patterns are the major fac-

ships during the period Jan. -April 1962. Shore and tor influencing pack-ice conditions. (Author's ab-

pack ice in the coastal region were weaker than in stract, modified)
previous years. Pack ice appeared first at tie
southern station but it was not dominant in the coastal

region, Shore ice in the Okhotsk Sea was thinner than
in 1961, and pack-ice thawing time was poor in the SIP 22511 551. 126.02(52)

central and northern areas of the Okhotsk Sea, the
vicinity of the Kuril Isiands, and west of the Kam- Miura, S. and N. Masuzawa

chatka Peninsula. The above mentioned ice condi- METHODS OF MEASURING DRIFT-ICE AND SEA-
tions were caused by a weaker monsoon-type pres- CURRENT VELOCITY. (Ryuhy6 no hyuryu oyobi

sure-pattern and higher air temperature than normal. kairy6 no sokutei ni tsuite; Text in Japanese with

(Author's abstract, modified) t ngi, .' asrart). "2shrh-- Gijutsu lI:,k'.. (Ttct.

-- V Japan Meteorol. Agency), No. 30:66-71 incl.
tables, diagrs., Feb. 1964. 12 refs.

DLC, Orientalla Div.

S!P 22!09 551.326. 1/. 2(*666) In 1961, sea-ice velocity was measured from a heli-
copter in 2 inland waterways and in the waters off

Masuzawa, N. Mombetsu. 'lhe wind-factor value (ice drifting

SEA ICE OBSERVATIONS ALONG THE OKHOTSK velocity/wind velocity) obtained was 1 50. In 1962,

COAST OF HOKKMDO FROM JAN. TO APRIL 1962. the ice movement in the waters off Abashlri was

I!. SEA ICE CONDITIONS OF THE OKHOTSK SEA measured by radio-wave reflection. No valuable

BASED ON THE BROADCASTING OF U.S.S.R. results were obtained because of sea-ice reflection

BROADCASTS. (1962 non 1-4 gats" hokkald6 kaihyo interference with projected radio-wave frequency.

hkoku. (1I). Soren no kaihy6 jikky~h6 niyoru (Authors' abstract, modified)
ohotsukUka no kalhy6 h~koku; Text in Japanese with

English abstract). Kishoch6 Gijutsu H~koku (Tech.

Rep'. Japan Meteorol. Agency), No. 30:35-49 incl.

tables, graphs, maps, Feb. 1964. 2 refs.
DLC, Orientalia Div. SIP 22512 551. 322:548. 51

This report discusses the sea ice conditions in the Fukua, N.

Okhotqk Sea based on data from the coast of Sakhalln, ICE NUCLEATION BY METALDEHYDE. Nature,

the Kuril Islands, the Kamchatka Peninsula, and the 199(492):475-676 incl. illus., table, Aug. 3, 1963.

northern part of the Okhotsk Sea during the period 'Fefs.

from Nov. 1961 to April 1962. During this period DLC, QI.N2
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Mutaldchydr (C113C10 1O 4 produc'ed ice crystals at were of the order of 5 x 10-4 per year. The mean
temperatures as high as -0. 4 C. Ire-nurieatdinv annlual vertical str.4in rate In approximately 3 x 10-4
.dni~ty depended on tb( method of prepar~stion, dis- which, together with the horizontal strains, indicates
pt rsal, and particle size. A possible reason for Its that bottom molting in the .iciruty of Halley fly is in
nucleating ability is surgested by its molecular and near baance with the annual accumulation. The
crystal structure. It has a pronouwnced prtsmatic southwes' Ice front is possibly in equilibrium with
cecavagr due to Its dipolar molecular structure. The the supply of Ire. The proibable Niow pattern of the
resulting planus are :,arallf-l to the c -axis. For a Brunt Ice Shelf is illustrated. 7- GAD)
tetrarona: unit take'n from the metaldehyde lattice, 3-
possible orieT.tations oif ice were estimated to match
in 3 directions of the unit, (ljO), 110 and c-axis,
with reasonable misfits. Thse three~ Orientations SIP 22515 551. 522. 4:581. 522. 68e*7)
aippeaired very often although others were seen.
Fpitasiaj growth of ice on long needles of metaldet- Holdgate, M. W.
hyde cr~stals at -15 C is illustrated. A sniotth AN EXPERIMENTAL INTRODUCTIONZ OF PLANTIS
p 'rism planc vat.e few nucleatun sites. lce crystails TO THE ANTARCTIC. Brit. Antarctic Survey Bull.,
%%ere most frujuevntl 1 observed at the larve steps and Nq 3:31 ic. ilu., table, May 1964. 4 refs.
crushed parts. Althouvh ice.(,,rmation by sublima- DLC, Unbound period~cal
tion was easily seen at these tempe-ratures, freezing
of condensed w2.ter was predominant at higher tem- Several instances are cited of early experimental in-
ficratures. - - fiLE troductlon of plants to the lower latitudes of the Ant-

1-,tic. The Information is comptled fro~m unpub-
lislieo records housed in the offices of the Britibh
Antarctic Survey. In 1944 an experimental plot wis

SIP 22513 624. 21:e24. l45(*50) set up on Goudier Island at Port Lockroy using peaty
soil from the Falicland Islands containing 9 species of

Tavrizov, V. M. vascular plants. Ecological conditions were not ideal,
PROrTECTION OF BRIDGES FROST ICE BREAK-UP, but the majority of species survived well during the
(Zashchita mostov ot ledokhoda; Text in Russian). %ummer of their introduction, four survived the en-
84p. inci. illus., tables, diagra.. Moscr'a, 1964. suing winter, and only two were described as healthy
17 refs.' during their second Antarctic summer. In Jar.. 1950

DLC, Slavic unclassified none of the imported plants was found. Germination
and early development also occurred in locM soil for

The pamphlet provides general infor'oation regarding short durations. Similar experiments In the future
ice break-up, and describes the methodis used to ease would help reveal whether adverse ecological condi-
the ice flow and to lessen the action of ice jam on tioOs or barriers to dispersal are responsible for the
bridges; ferry boats, barges, rafts, and wooden floristic barrenness of the Antarctic. -- GAD
structures. The work to be done before and during
the ice movement is discussed; the use of explosives
during the operation is studied; and the safety incas- SIP " 2516 .551.244.2:551.324.8e*726. 50)
ures to be taken before and during the blasts to pro-

tion is provided lut ui-idge and road foremen, as well AN ICE CALDERA NEAR Hr79 DAY, TRDMIY
as members of blasting crews narticioatinrin the PENIILA, GRAHAM LAND. Brit. Antarctic
organization of work, methods of procedure, and Survey Bull., No. 3:37-39 incl. Mlus., May 1964,
safety Insurance. -- VDP 6 refs.

DLCl U nbound pe ri odic al

An Ice caldera formed on the seaward side of No"b
SIP 22514 551, 324. 2h: 551. 324. 5(- 729. 5) Ntnatak in Novr. 1957. In July 1958 :arge quantities

of meltwater drained Into the caldera, and subse-
Limbert, D. W. S. quently froze. More water accumoulated until the fea-
THE AIWOLUTE AND RELATIVE MfOVEMENT, ANI) ture disappeared in 1959, leaviry 2 clear, bubble-free
REGIMtE OF THE BRUNT ICE SHELF NEAR HALLEY ice fringed by relict c-evasses. An abunrdant supply'
BAY. Brit. Antarctic Survey Bull., No. 3:1-1l irri. of meitwater had probably enlarged an englaclal or
tables, diagrs., maps, May 1"~4. 9 refs. subiglacial cavern so that collapse of the surface

DLC, Unbounid periodical occurred. The occurrence of surface melt plugged
the englacial drainage channels and caused the melt -

Grounded ice-be:gs were used as sighting points, and water to collect as a surface lake. Subsequent re-
the annual velocity of tht; ice shelf was determined as freefing of the lake water leveled the surface deprts-
366 1 40 m 'yr in a direction 266' * 5' east of true sion completely so that another caldera can form only
north for 1959. The, principal horizontal strain wax after new englacial or subgbtcial c; verns have been
in a direction away from McDonald Ice Rumples which formed. Ice calderas may be classified Into a type
divert the flow of ice from WNW to W or even %SW. where the subglacial or englacial cav~rns are for-ned
A Idiometer stake pattern was used to determine by meltwater, arid another type formed by vokanic
strain rates in the surface of the ice shelf, which heat. (See SIP 18123) -- GAD
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SIP 22517 550.93:539.16:551.324. 83(234.3) by the parameter E of Arrhenius' equation K Ko
... ..... - , ...................... - ep (-EiRT), whe're K is the conductivity, R is the

LdE. le Roy Ladurie gas constart, T is the temperature, and Ko is an
C14 DATING OF A MONT BLANC MORAINE. (Data- empirical constant. This law describes exactly the
tion au C14 d'ine moraine d Mont Blanc; Text in conductivity of ice as a function of temperature. The
French). Rev. Giographie Alpine, 51.():173-175 factors which affect this conductivity In argillaceous
1963. 5 refs. ice are the nat, and concentration of the electrolyte

DLr, DC611.A553R4 with which the k -- Is saturated and the porosity of the
clay. Data indicate that besides a decrease in the

This Is the first such dating carried out in the French energy of activation with a decrease in the porosity
Alps. Tree stumps were discovered beneath moraine of the ice, a minimum exists for the activation energy
at about 1700 m by the Taconna glacier, 5-1/2 km of conductivity in argillaceoes ice In which only the
north of Mont Blanc. Two specimens of wood, ex- surface contributes to current conduction. Such a
amined In Berne, were dated to the years 1630 and minimum is not present In ice containing electrolytes.
1680 A.D., suggesting a gicier advance in this -- VDP/BLE
period, comparable with the results recently ob-
tained from similar evidence on 'he Aletsch glacier.
Other correlations with Svartisen (Norway) and SE
Alaska are briefly discussed. -- Geomorph. Ab-
stracts SIP 22520 551.593:551. 575.1(049)

Kumda, Motoi
A STUDY OF ICE FOG AND ICE-FOG NUCLEI AT
FAIRBANKS, ALASKA. PART I. Res. Rept. 150,

SIP 22518 551. 324. 43:551. 58(234.3) U. S. Army Cold Regions Re,-;r -h mid Engineering
Labratory, 2 7p. Incl. illus., tables, graphs,

Cobl, dlagra., map, Aug. 1964. 22 refs.T. Corbel, J. R Lfle

GLACIERS AND CLIMATES IN THE MONT-BLANC
MASSIF. (Glaciers et climates dans le Massif du This study of arctic whiteout presents the results of:' ~Mont-Blanc; Text in Freonch)..Rev. G 6graphie Ti td faci htotpeet h eut
Mn n Tcondensation nuclei couns, Identification of nuclei in
Alpine, 51(2):321-360 incl. diagrs., 1963. 42 refs. Ice fog, supercooled fog, and ice crystals, and the

DLC, lf5f61.A553R4 measurement of concentrations and liquid-water con-

This article reviews the climate of Mont-Blanc (ew- tents of Ice-fog crystals. Ice fog occurred at ten-
phasizing snow accumulaion and recent fluctuations peratures of -3r C or lower only over the populatedof clmate), and the variations In size of the glaciers are2 of Fairbanks. The crystals formed at -40*Cfrom 1962 back to the W rm maximum. Considering were predominantly spherical ;2 to 15 A In diam.),glacologcal conditions and the results of pollen the remainder being hexagonal and columnar (5 to ,30gaalsil andtins ad toe recnsuct t for diam.). It is suggested that spherical shapes wereanalysis, an attempt is made to reconstruct the for- frt. - by the freezing of supercooled fog droplets,• mer climatic conditioni which gave rise to glacier
advances and retreats. In pushing out toward the grow.g Into hexagonal forms by sublimation of wAter
Pre-Alps, the glaciers encountered the climatcally vapor. Sintering of ice fog crystals was fotind even

Ap t l r o r h i cat a temperature of -4LrC in ice fog. The grid
unfavourable zone of Chamonix. At 2000 m, the residuep of specimen crystals were examined with
mean sammer temperature falls from 9 (above an electron microscope and diffraction method to in-
Chamonix) to 5' C, and the annual snowfall Increases
S from S i to 20 i. A moderate deterioration In cli- vestigate their nucleation. The nuclei substances
mea fand their sizes differed from those of snow crystals- mate would be suffilfent to account for the main
Warm advance. (Auditor's abstract, modified) on the Greenland Ice Cap and were mainly commes -
W v er b t iclal combustion by-products of 0. 1 to 3 diameter.

(Author's abstract)

SIP 22519 551,322:537.31I

Cremers, Adrien and Henri Laudelout SIP 22521 551. 324. 84(*38)
ELECTRIC CONDUCT~V--tY OF ARGILLACEOUS
ICE AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE. (Con- Langway, Chester C., Jr. and Ursula B. Marvin
ductivitt electrique des gels argileux en fonction de COMPARISON BETWEEN SNOW-MBFI DED AND
It temperature; Text in French). Compt. Rend. 259 INDUSTRIAL BLACK SPHERULES. Res. Rept. 154,
, (12): 1975-1977? il", graphs, Sept. 21, 1964. 3U. S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering
,DLC 4. A4 Laboratory, 17p. incl. illus., tables, Oct. 1964.

28 refs.

Electrical conductivity measurements were made of CRREL fles
water-clay electrolytes, In which the solid phase The chemical and physical prperties o black spher-
was less than 0.2 a, between 20 and 450C. 7"he The coeced om isal irap eep ic layereffect of temperature on the zonductivity is exressed tries collected from shallow firn wid deep ice layers
erton the Greenland ice sheet are compared with Indus-
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trial spheirulesl (weld spatter). Mtor-hr :,.ir-afly 1,04 This report, whichb ecc. rns the glaciolmfv of Marie
groupis of sphurtilt s clhoelv resemble t irl- otht-r. Byrd Laid, is prrsen'te , in three .ections Thir hirst
Ci1e( tron proixe mivrr analvoc;(s are .'omjarMs with section i'e'ords the o.qrvations; made along 2 640-
X-ray diffraction analvses on bo~th groips of spher- nii over-snow traverse from Lltt!e America to lBvrd
ules. Chemically most of the Greenla)it spiierules S5tation during Feb. 1957. Studies were made of snow
are Fe -rich with soric St aid trd( 1 or Mn. Of the density, grain size, type, tpmpe'rature, aod( accuf1u-
five varieties of industrial sphcr-iles examined, 4 l.itioi,. The secondi sectionl conltains 6.servat!ons
contain Nit some up to W0' ori, variety contains no m;ked- during a wintertng-over period in 1957 at flyrd

-Ni and is cheirally similar ito the Greenlandl spher- Staton. Tho-to uhi~ie! of n~---vl
ules. Density measurements show -h'c Gre(?tnlvd of anow arcumlaflor, englariall temperature ,ber
spherules rainge between 4.2 anA 5.9 gem 3 and that vations, '3ampii,ew: tritium and oxygen isotope
the industrial spherules studied range between 5. 1 analysis, and the establishment of a surVekyf-d tk

and 8. 7 g cm 3. It is concluded that it is very diffi- systemn for the measurement of rc!Jtiv(' glarial ni':vt--
cut to establish the extraterrestrial nature of parti- nient. The final Lreetion contains data collected jut-
cdcs, it least the sph( rule-globule c~mponents, by Ing . -averse to the north and east of 4yrd Slation.

morphtoiical oi)servitions alor.,'. The similarity of These 1, studies are the same as those pre-.entpl in
size frequency distriixitions .sup-estts a similar ex- sr-tiop one of this report. T.ib 3ection Wic contains
traterrestrial ori;gin for the black sphe rules from notes oni envlacial and firn qu4.ki, vxpericnced by
both the 700-year-old ice and shallow snow lever membexrs of the traverse party, together %'th a

samples, and may indicate that little or no spherical summary of locations, elevations, and descriptions
Industrial contaminants are being depopiled or. the clf reographic features observed along the traverse
inland ice sh~et. (Authors' abstract) route. -- OLE

SIP 22522 551.l(0491 SIP 22524 551. 32351l. 506, 2(0747)

Hi ii-iohn, Frank P., Philip L. Johnson aid Cameron, Richard I... Olav HI. Ln1een aid John R. 7.
Ambrose 0. Poiulin Molhoim

ILLUSTRATED SUM?(1 ARY OF I E GEOLOGY OF USNC-IGY ANTARCTIC GLACIOLOGICAI DATA.
THE YUKON FLATS REGION, ALASKA. Tech. Rept. FIELD 'IRK 1457 AND 1958. W[LIES STATION.

14V.S. Army Cold Regions Research arAd Engi- Prol.. tl II, I# No. 1, PIL. 111, Ohio Sitati, Ui~v.

1964. 65 refs. ". , eIII- xy-x~
4 , Aug. 1959. 1 ref.

CRREL files I' It, I'v,. oR-,,^ ( s ion

The primary purpose of this repnrl i-,t iA The priuiarv rd of t glaciologi1cal program

the reader to tht area and to provide hrn tili I uide waIs tol delc. h I,%, re',, - of the glaciers in the
to the availabl" geologic literature. It I -be..d oIn a liii Coej... I . . ~If- t-cumulation, ablation,
review of thit literature and a field rr-- -e~ iN of e% no% oo e- ]II IP ;lv I~ -ek I was rec orded onc e

the rr gion. The m ajor wAdf or Nt 'ue k~ Ce A e 1 . hI I e' I*e It'',,ed. A study was also
flood plains with many meande r w ars .tnd -W-A lit t itte -if iv ~ .; chatter marks,
lakes, terraces, alluv~a] fann, and sand rn'. . Pt r- 4 1 1 it: .,re found. Samplos
ncafrost is discontinuous flut 'n the, poorly drained i 1' 14 .. ;. ollected. From the

areas, other than lakes, it occurs to a crnsiderable ! WA Ib "eA 1;1 the k indonill Islands, Vi~e

dlith. Glacial drift and moralnes, formed durinr, . 4 r~I events Is reconstructed from the time at
thec 11ivstc-pe glaciation of the southern fBroe'ks okAxxmrm glaciation to the present. Eidence or

Rance, oci-cr as extensive deposits in the Chaiial I: ligher st a levels In the Windmill Islands Is pre -
Rivi r drainage system. Pleistocene valley glaii- no fieted, dnd movement studies were carried out on
is I id(,tir'd in the hirher mountains of the Hod;.i..ek the Vaiderford Glacier. -- BLE
Ili ,hlandi anid thi- Ray Mountains by cirques, ha.%,ini:

U vle.t--.ee alleys, and morai ne aril outt-AAsh
4.pos;its;. 1 !)1 ii- iWstory of the i re aI is %um -

, I. (A W, distract)I
SIP 22525 551. 32:551.5~. 2(*765)

Bovd, Walter W., Jr.

SIP 2523551.2:51. 56. 21 (*72) USNC-IGY ANTAPCTIC GLACIOLOGIrAL, DATA,
SIP 252 55132:51. 06.2(77) FIELD WORK 1957 AND 1958. ROSS ICE SHELF

TRAVEJ1SE. Proj. 825, Rept. INo. 1, Pt. IV, OhLio
Anderson, V. H. State Uni:-. Res. Foundlation', 193p. inc. tables,
USNC -JUT ANTAPCTIC GLACIOUX4CAL D ATA. diagrs., map, Jan. 1960.
FIELD WORK 1957 AMT) 195SR. IIYTU) STATION. DLC, Tech, Rept. Collection
Proj. 82';, Repit. Nn. 1, lt. 14 OMio) State Univ.
Rer. Fou,.dation, 2fl')I. iIrlc. IIlus., taJbles, Ra -hardness and Pttrati, rapthlc data are preseniked
graphs, diacrs., map 4s, Dhe. 2958. whic h were collected hiv the author on the Foasq ke

DLC, Tee h. Rept . Coic teeI en
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Shelf Traver:t )f 1957-1958. In this report, each SIP 22528 551. 32:551. 506. 2(0727:0772)
diagram represents a 3-m pit and the rammsonde
and temperature scales have been altered from those Goodwin, Robert J.
ordinarily used. The stratigraphic data sheets g!ve USNC-IGY ANTARCTIC GLACIOLOGICAL DATA.
the dominant grain sizes of each stratum and the FIELD WORK 1958 AND 1959. ELLSWORTH
ratio of the relative abundance of the grain sizes. TRAVERSE 1958-59. Proj. 825, Rept. No. 2, Pt.
An analysis of the data presented in this volume will 3], Ohio State Univ. Res. Foundation, 80p. Incl.

define the average snow accumulation on the Ross Ice tables, diagrs., map, Dec. 1959.
Shelf. -- BLE DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection .

Ablation, accumulation, firn-temperature, strain-
pin-measurement, and sea-ice data are presented
which were obtained at the Ellsworth IGY Station in
1958 and 1959. Ablation and accumulation measure-
ments were made over a network of 57 stakes set out
around Ellsworth Station. Tfie six thermohms in the

SI3P 22526 551. 32:551. 506. 2( 172 temperature-study plot were paced at depths from

. .....Neub.rg. Hugo C. . 80 to 1660 cm. Strain pins were inserted on the walls

. .. . . .. . ANTARC. of the 30-m deep pit dug in winter of 1957 and
US C-IGY ANTARCTIC GLACIOLOGICAL DATA. along the walls, floor, and b 'l of a 15-m longitudi-
FIELD WORK 1958 AND 1959. 1958-1959 I - nal turibel at the 10-rn level d in the winter of 1958.
BORNE TRAVERSE. Proj. 825, Rept. No. 2, Pt I, A log was kept of the sea ice In a small embayment
Ohio State Univ. Res. Foundation, 26p. Incl. tables, 2 mi north of Ellsworth Station. -- BLE
diagrs., map, July 1959.

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection

The 1958-59 Airborne Traverse operated out of Byrd
Station during Dec. 1958, with a Navy R4D-5 aircraft.
The main studies were seismology and glaciology, SIP 22529 551. 32:551. 506. 2(701)
supplemented by gravity meter data and surveys with
an airborne magnetometer. Station positions, dates, Giovinetto, Mario B.
elevations and air temperatures are summarized, and USNC-IGY ANTARCTIC GLACIOLOGICAL DATA.
stratigraphic, and ram-hardness data are given to- FIELD WORK 1958 AND 1959. SOUTH POLE STA-
gether with a map of the traverse. -B- LE TION. Proj. 825, Rept. No. 2, Pt. IV. Ohio State

Univ. Res. Foundation, 104p. incl. tables, diagra.,
April 1960. 18 refs.

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection

This report presents the pit-strtigraphy and stake-
measurement data collected at Amundsen-Scott Sta-
tion frcn Jan. 5 to Nov. 26, 1958, for studies of

SIP 22527 551.32:551. 506.2(*762:'765) snow accumulation and ftir-temperature observa-
tions. The preliminary consierations include

DenHartog, Stephen L. and Charles R. Wilson weather, surf; features, an 1957 glaclological
USNC-IGY ANTARCTIC GLACIOLOGICAL DATA. observations. Caygen-isotope lr~tios prcvided means
FIELD WORK 1958 AND 1959. LITTLE AMERICA-- of identifying annual accumulation layers where

VICTORIA LAND TRAVERSE MOVEMENT STUDIES. others failed. Periodic and seasonal snow-accumula-
P Proj. 825, Rept. No. 2, Pt. A1 Ohio State Univ. tion values were obtained with the aid of a network of

Res. Foundation, 119p. ncl. tables, diagro., 55 wooden dowels placed and leveled 250 m windward

maps, July 1959. of the station. To measure deep firn temperature,
O. . Tech. Rpt. Collection horizontal holes were drilled 6 m in the west wall of

the Snow Mine at depths of 12, 16, 20, and 24 m.

This is a report of the glaclological pit work carried -- BLE

out by Little America V personnel in 1958-59, ad o
ice-movement studies made on the Skelton Glacier
and the Ross Ice Shelf west ol Station 57 by the 1958-
59 Victoria Land Traverse. At each main station a
3-m pit was dug unless the snow was too hard; tern- SIP 22530 551.1:551.4:551. 506. 2(747)
perature, density, and rammsomde measurements,
and stratigraphic studies were made. To determine Robertson, Richard
the absolute movement of the Skelton Glacier and the USNC-IGY ANTARCTIC GLACIOLOGXAL DATA.
Ross Ice Shelf, mountain peaks were surveyed from FIELD WORK 19,8 AND 1959. PRELIMITNARY RE-
both ends of one strain line at each station. A major PORT ON THE BEDROCK GEOLOGY OF THE WIND-
profile was established at Station 61 on the Skelton MlILL ISLANDS. Proj. 825, Rept. No. 2, Pt. VI,
Glacier, opposite Teall Island, where the glacier is Ohio State Univ. Res. Foundation, 25 p. Incl. Illus.,
floating. The methodology .ad results of the meas- map, Sept. 1959. 5 refs.
urements are discussed. -- BLE DLC, Tech. Rapt. Collcion
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This report is bascd on field observasUns made dur- elude wetness, hardness, density and the density of
ig 1958 in the Windmill Islands, and on hand speci- new snow, grain structure, "crusts," gas and dirt
men identification of samples. The topography of the inclusions, crystal!ography, stratigraphy and dating,
Islands includes fluvialile features, sparse vegeta- electrical conductivity, cracks, and ice temperatures.
tion, excellent rock exposures, and frost and -- BLE
crystal-growth wedgini. FIve broad groups of
Igneous and metamorphic rocks are present: mig-
matite (oldest), amphibollte dikes and pods, acidic
to intermediate intruives, foliated porphyritic
granites, and diahase and gabbro dikes (youngest).
Lithologic descriptions of Individual areas are given, SIP 22533 551. 32:551. 506. 2(0772)
and geologic structures, structural development,
geologic history, moraine lithology, and economic Long, W. E.
considerations are discussed. -- BLE USNC-IGY ANTARCTIC GLACIOLOGICAL DATA.

FIELD WORK 1958 AND 1959. GLACIOLOGY, BYRD
--STATION AND MARIE BYRD LAND TRAVERSE,

1958-1959. Proj. 825, Rept. No. 2, Pt. XI, Ohio
State Univ. Res. Foundation, 1296p. Incl. tables,

SIP 22531 552. 1:551. 4:551. 506. 2('772) di~rs., maps, Jan. 1961.
DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection

Anderson, V. H.
USNC-IGY ANTARCTIC GLACIOLOGICAL DATA. The 1958-59 Marie Byrd Land Traverse covered 915
FIELD WORK 1958-1959. THE PETROGRAPHY OF nautical miles in a roughly triangular route extending
SOME ROC.0 FROM MARUE BYRD LAND, ANTARC- south of Byrd Station and passing along the HorUck
TCA. Proj. 825, Rept. No. 2, Pt. VI1, Ohio State Mountains on the second leg at the triange. The
Univ. Res. Foundation, 27p. incl. illus., tables, traverse glaciology Include6 pit studies and ten-
map, appendix I-Il, Sept. 1960. It refs. meter-temperature and suAtrugl-orientation meas-

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection urements. The station glaciology included pit studies,
firn temperature, snow accumulation, surface

Rock specimens from newly-discovered mountain studies, measurements of deep nit deformation, and
masses and nunataks in Marie Byrd Land, Antarctica, a relative movement survey. - BLE
are described. The volcanic specimens, identified
as ollgoclase andesite, reflect a marginal-continental
occurrence, typical of the Circum -Pacific volcanoes.
Petrographic, llthologic, and structural evidence sug-
gest that the Sentinel Mountains structure can be eS-
tended for about 200 mi southwestward to Mt. Johns SIP 22534 551. 31:551.506. 2(4762)

and Mt. Ewing. Detailed petrographic descriptions
of 80 thin sections are presented. (Author's abstract) Stuart Alfred W. an I Arnold J, Heine

10C ANTARCTIC GLACIOLOGICAL DATA. FIELD
WORK 1959-60. GLACIOLOGY, VICTORIA LAM)
TRAVER5E, 1959-40. Pro). 968, Rept. No. 1, Ohio
State Univ. Res. Foundation, 1106)p. incl. illus.,

SIP 22532 551. 32-551. 506.2(0747) tables, graphs, disgrs., maps, appendixes 1-%, Jan.
191. 7 refs.

Hollin, John T. Caspar Cronk and Richard Roberson DLC, Tech. Rapt. Collection

USNC -IGY ANTARCTIC GLACIOLOGICAL DATA. The interpretation of 19 snow pits dug by the 1959-40
FIELD WORK 1958. WILKES STATION GLA- VeWtria Laad Traverse gives a mean annual accumu-
CIOLOGY, 1958. Proj. 825, Rept. No. 2, Pt. X, lation of 16 cm of water equivalent for the area
Ohio State Univ. Res. Foundation, 255p. Incl. illus., studied. Deposition is thought to occur in the form
tables, graphs, diagrs., maps, Aug. 1961. 37 refs. o saue 'nf5E.d o in blanket form, which Intro-

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection dues a serious error in the Interpretat on. Approl-

The major part is presented of the glaciologcal data mate mean annual air temperatures ranged betweencTed byjorpartIspresentedof the 1958awini g- r pr at a -38.4"C and -47.4"C, A map of the traverse route
collected by the 1958 wintering-over party at Wilkes shows contoured elevations and sastrugi observaeons.
Station. The major sections of the report are en- The highest elevation was 2591 m. A compilation of
titled (1) toographic surveys, which Includes a is- accumulation stakeo emplaced L-y this traverse is
cusslon of previous work and data from 1959; (2) made available. The Rennick Glacier which flows
movement surveys (observations of Use Vanderfrd Into Rennick Bay and extends southward for aimut 300
and Grinnel Glaciers); (3) gravity survey; (4) km was also studied; a sketch map Is included.
meteorological and oceanograpnical data (air tem- kcumulabon stakes were measured on the Roes Ie
perature and sea Ice observations); (5) glaciological Shu, Skelton Glacier, and the Victoria Laid Ptemi
observations on the surface (surface forms, stake near the coast of the Ross Sea. Anmal values ranged
measurements, etc.); and (6) glaciological observa- f.ron 23.5 to 1.7 em of water equivalent; the higher
tions below the surface (made in all three zones of accumulation Is an the Ross Ice Shelf. %Author's
the Ice sheet: firn aid superimposed ice 2ccumula- abstract)
tion, and ablation). The subsurface otservations In-
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UP 22535 551. 332:551. 506. 2(*772) search (SCAR) Working Group on Logistics of the In-. ternational Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU). The

Pirr/t, John a-I George A. Doumani papers presented at the symposium deal with science
110C ANTARCTIC GLACIOLOGICAL DATA. FIELD and logistcs In general, air, sea and field operations,
WORK 1959. GLACIOLOGY, BYRD STATION AND as well as buildings and provisioning. Experiences
MARIE BYRD LAND TRAVERSE, 1959-1960. Proj. of all participating nations are dlscu3sed relative to
968, Rept. No. 2, Ohio State Univ. Res. Foundation, the problems of providing buildings, food and clothing .
1177]p. Incl. tables, diagra., maps, appendixes I-IVP, for polar environments, and recommendations are
Nov. 1960. made for future operations. (See SIP 22538-22587)
DDL, Tech. Rlpt. Collection -- GAD

The results are presented of the glaciological pro-
gram at Byrd Station during the winter of 1959 and
the summer traverse of 1959-60. The station obser-
vations included snow accumulation and densities,
"rn temperatures, and deep-pit, relative-ice move-
ment, and sastruz studies. A new triangulation net-
work of 7 stakes was established in OcL 1959, for
relative movement studies. The traverse observa-
tlions Included pit studies at all major s.ations, and SIP 22538 629.13.074(*7)
maw-accumulation, density, and firn-temperature 528.715('775)
measurements. Pit diagrams and stratigraphic data, Margalot, Pedro F.
ram-hardiess and fUrn-density data, and Byrd Sta- THE ARGENTINE FLIGHT TO THE SOUTH POLE
tion firn temperatures are appended. -- BLE 1961-1962. In: Symposium on Antarctic Logistics

(1962). Natil. Acad. St.-Natl. Res. Council, p.
35-39, 1963. 2 refs.

DLC, Q180.-A6S93

SIP 22536 629.11:551.578.46:641.5:551.506.2 The purpose was a visual and aerophotographic recon-
('762) nalssance flight A the Western Route of the Weddell

Heine, Arnold J. Sea and of the area south of Ellsworth and Belgrano
NrC ANTARCTIC GLACIOLOGICAL DATA. FIELD stations so as to establish a new alternative route to
WORK 1959-60. SOME OPERATIONAL AND those bases, and to increase the knowledge of the
MECHANICAL ASPECTS OF THE 1959-60 VIC- Argentine Antarctic sector. The operation was
TORIA LAND TRAVErISE. Proj. 968, Rept. No. 3, accomplis.ed by two C-47's. Details are given of the
Ohio State Univ. Res. Foundation, 41p. mcl. tables, preparations, maintenance, and flight route. The
diagr., map, Jan. 1961. flight demonstrated that with limited materials and

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection means, carefully organized and prepared, the carry-
Ing out of seemingly over-ambitious plans can be

Operational and mechanical aspects are discus ,led of effected. -- .
the 1959-W0 Vlztoria Land Traverse. Time and
mileage are summarized, and data are given eoncern-
ing air support, loads pulled by Snocats, fuel (con-
sumption, fuel-line icing, etc.), 2.d mechanical

-failures of Snocatsa The sleds used on the traverse
are described and recommendations are made to
Improve their performance. The traverse food Is
discussed in relation to the conditions which affect,

- -- food consumption and its preparation. -- BLE SIP 22539 629.1 3.074('701)

Pittaluga, Jorge A.
PERFORMANCE OF THE C-47 AIRCRAFT IN THE
FLIGHT TO THE SOUTH POLE 191-62. In: Sym-

SIP 32537 65('7) posium on Antarctic Logistics (1962). Nail. Acad.
Sci. -Natl. Res. Council, p. 40-42, 1963.

N' 'onal Academy of Sdences--National Research DLC, QIe0.A6S93
C. iMil

UTMPOSIUM ON ANTARCTIC LOGISTICS. Washing- This paper describes the experience gained during
ton. 778. incl. illus., tables, graphs, dagrs., this flight under abnormal conditions. Careful analy-
1963. sls was made to arrive at a balance of objective and
DLC, QISO. A6S93 risk. The results in take-offs, climbing, cruising,

landing, taxiing and parking are given. It is con-
The symposium, held at Boulder, Colo., Aug. 13-17, ctuded that the C-47's purformance was very ade-
1962, was sponsored by the Committee on Polar Re- quate, although the aircraft is restricted on long
search of the National Academy of Sciences, under the range flight b,7 the increase of its take-off weight to
aspices of the Scientific Committee on Antarctic Re- an amount too great for the type. -- GAD
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SIP 22540 629. 13.074(*747) SIP 22543 629. 138
650. 7.073('7)

Dalton, R. F. M. Cranfleld, W. J.
THE OPERATION OF BEAVER AIRCRAFT FOR ANT- TH. 1PERATION IN ANTARCTICA OF LIGHT AI-
ARCTIC OPERATIONS. Li: Symposium on Antarctic CRAFT BY THE R.N.Z.A. F. In: Symposium on
Logistics (1962). Nati. Aead. Sci. -Natl. Res. Coun- Antarctic Logistics (1962). Nail. Acad. Sc. -Natl.
cil, p. 46-59 incl. Illus., tables, 1963. Res. Council, p. 86-98 Incl. tables, 1963.

DLC, Q180.A6S93 DLC, QIS0.A6S93

beaver aircraft on floats, skis and wheels have been An Auster and a Beaver aircraft operated from Scott
successfully used by ANARE for Antarctic work since Station for ice pack reconnaissance, locating bases
1]56. Th2 pper describes the pcrfornir."ce of this and routes for field parties, supplying lar1 parties
type of aircraft as equipped by ANARE in its various and depots, and perfor=17,i oblique photography.
configuratbcns, and the work It has done In aerial Details are given of structural modlficatlons, main-
photography, aerial reconnai.zance and support for tenawe, and other aspects of the operation. The

field parties. Some problems which have arisen are Beaver proved to be Ideal In its strength, reliability
discussed, together with measures adopted to solve and economy; the Auster may hIive carried out Its
them. The Beaver contributed worthily and irexpen- float-plane role satisfactorily but It has no place In
-Ively to Antarctic aviation. With its true S.T.O. L. Antarctic operations. -- GAD
characteristics and rugged strength, and in spite of
its production in 1949, It is still efficient as a light
aircraft for short-range Antarctic operations. --

GAD

SIP 22544 629.135:527(07)

Arsenault, L. A.
AIR NAVIGATION IN THE ANTARCTIC. In: Sym-
pnsvm on Antarctic Logistics (1962). Natl. Acad.
Sci. -Natl. Res. Council, p. 99-101, 1963.

SIP 22541 629. 139.8(*DLC, Q180. A6S93

ORLaw, PhillCp Antzrctle air navigation depends on the USAF grid
MSTR NG AIRCRAFT In mANTARCTICA AGAINST overlay and the N-I gyro. Since the flights are con-
STRONG 19DS. In: Symposium on Antarctic ducted in 24 hr of daylight, the sun, drfftmeter, and
Logistics (1962). Nail. Acad. Scl. -Natl. Res. weather radar are the only aids for dead-reckoning.
Council, p 73-79 incl. diagrs., 1963. In spite of all the sophisticated navigation equipment

DLC, -180. A6S93 anticipated In future aircraft, actual landing on the

The paper discusses the problems involved in anchor- Ice and compacted snow will be as hazardous as It

lig aircraft safely on ice or nivi, and suggests solu- was In 1929. -- GAD

tions for these problems. Considering wind direction
and speed several drawings Illustrate the techniques
of safe anchoring, and a number of general precau-
tions are listed. -- GAD

SIP 23645 629. 125. 45(*7)

Greene, John H.
OPERATION OF TURBINE ENGINE HELICOPTERS
IN THE ANTARCTIC. In: Symposium on Antarctic

SIP 22542 629. 138.4:623.48(07) LogIstics (1962). Natl. Acad. Sc. -Nall. Res. Coun-
cil, p. 102-104, 1963.

Itoh, Noboru and Selki Watanabe DLC, QISO. A8S93
REPORT ON AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS, JAPANESE
ANTARCTIC RFSEARCH EXPEDITIONS, In: Sympo- Turbine pc'wered helicopters require no preheating or
slum on Antarctic Logistics (1962). Nat]. Acad. Set. - auxiliary power units, can start In temperatures
Nall. Rs. Council, p. 80-85 Incl. tables, 1963. around -35'C, and become airborne within 2 mlin of

DLC, QI80.A6S93 starting time. The rotoc raft is capable of carrying
a greater payload at higher average speeds and aU-

This report describes several types of aircraft for des, and opp'-te practically anywhere. The per-
transportation, topographical survey, and other Ant- formance during project Topo-North, Topo-South,
arctic activities. Reference Is made to the mainte- Is discussed, together with the problems and lmita-
nance problems and the meteorological conditions tions of the alreraft. The helicopter has a tremen-
pertaining to these activities around Sho wa Station. dous potential, and Its capabilities are limited only
-- GAD by the Imagination of its user. -- GAD
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SIP 22546 629. 139. 1(07) SIP 22549 69(211)(*7)
U4624. 147(,7)

Moser, Earl H. Styles, D. F. and others
ICE AND SNOW RUNWAYS. In: Symposium on Ant- AUSTRALIAN DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF
arctic Logistics (1962). Natl. Acad. Sct. -Nati. Res. ANTARCTIC BUILDINGS. In: Symposium on Ant-
Councia, p. 105-120, incl. illus., diagr., 1963. 20 arctic Logistics (1962). Natl. Acad. Sci. -Natl. Res.
refs. Council, p. 175-196 incl. illus., dlagrs., 1963.

DLC, Q180.A6S93 DLC, QI80.A6S93

This presentation hdghlights the results of Operation A. N. A. R. E. stations are based on rock, moraine, or
Deep Froee work in ice engineering and snow corn- sand, and are kept fairly clear of snow by the wind.
paction as related to runways in Antarctica, methods Building techniques have been developed which pro-
of strengthening sea ice, grading and leveling. Meth- vide easy and quick erection of very rigid, Insulated
ods of improving snow runways, layered snow-corn- and well sealed buildings on rough, unprepared

7 1_-1....... paction techniques, and cc-.struction applkations are ground. These techniques are described under the
discussed. Knowledge of such variables as geographic main headings of foundations, floors, panel construc-
location, the season of the year, temperature, and the tion and assembly, functional design, anchorage,
type and condition of base materials, is essential for heating and ventilation, maintenance, and preparation
Improving these techniques. It Is planned to continue and packing of components. (Authors' abstract,
current work In rnow-compacUon at McMurdo, and modified)
expand this effort to Byrd Station. -- GAD

SIP 22547 656.7.073(*7)

Greenwell, Martin D. SIP 22550 6U.03 X(786)
U. S. AiR OPERATIONS IN ANTARCTICA. In: Sym-
posium on Antarctic Logistics (1962). Nail. Acad. Ballantyne, J. and J. Nisbet
Sci.-Natl. Res. Council, p. 121-137, 1963. A LIGHT-WEIGHT PORTABLE HUT FOR FIELD USE.

DLC, QI80.A6S93 In: Symposium on Antarctic Logists (1962). Nail.
Acad. Sci. -Natl. Res. Council, p. 197-201 incl.

Air operations as a means of prc-iding transportation, diagrs., 1963.
reconnaissance, mapping and rescue services are DLC, QiSO. A6S93
discussed, and air op.!ratng techniques, problem
areas and successes are described. Despite the A small hut of simple construction Is described. The
rudimentary base facilJtes, the extreme climate and design has proved highly s.::essful for fleld stations
difficult conditions, skilled airmen can provide the used by A.N.A. R. E. biologists at Macquarie Island.
required aviation services by applying the basic With little modification it could be used effectively in
principles of aircraft operation a.ad the adaptation of Antarctica. (Authors' abstract)
routine maintenance procedures. -- GAD

Sip s i548 69.033(*7)

Ginvardnj, Alberto P. SIP 22551 628. 1:614.841. 5(*747)
IHOUSE FOfl EXTREME COLD ZONE. In: Symposium

on Antarctic Logistics (1962). Natl. Acad. Sei.- Smith, G. D. P.
Natl. Res. Council, p. 141-173, Inci. illus., diagra., SEA WATER FOR FIRE-FIGHTING IN ANTARCTICA.
1963. In: Symposium on Antarctic Logistics (1962). Natl.

DLC, QISO. A6S93 Mad. Si.-Natl. Res. Council, p. 206-209 incl.
diagr., 1963.

A type of house is described which has room for 20 DLC, Q180.A6S93
men, with bedrooms, living room, dining room,
radio room, bathroom, and kitchen. By altering its Difficulties in providing water complicate the prob-
partitioning, thwe house furnishes workshop space, lems of fire fighting in Antarctica. This paper de-
battery room, powerhouses laboratories, etc. It is scribes a system, used at A. N.A.R.E. coastal sta-
easily transported, can be erected in 60 hr, is asm- tions, in which sea water is obtained from a hole in
pie to heat, completely windproof, and will support the sea ice and pumped by a portable motor pump to
three meters of snow. t is well suited for erection the site of the fire. This unit is not restricted to fire
on a compact snow surface, characteristic of fighting. Daily hosing keeps the rock clean; when the
Lassiter or Fllchner shelf ice. (Author's abstract, melt-pools wre open, fresh water is pumped for
modified) domestic use. -- GAD
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SIP 22552 624. 144. 55:697. i(-735) energy to safer, easier, and more effective than that
at coolant heat energy. The parts and designs are

Smith, F. A. Ilustrated, and specification data are tabulated.,-
AN ECONOMICAL SNOW-MELTING AND CENTRAL GAD
HEATING SYSTEM. In:, Symposium on Antarctic
Logistics (1962). Nai. Acad. Eel. -Nai. Res. Coun-
C1.l9 p. 210-214 incl. diagra. , 1963,

DLC, QI80.AM3

A snor melter to described which uses a closed cir- UIP 22555 W92119.033(07)
cult between a high efficiency oil-fired boiler and a
jacketed storage tank. The circuit may be extended PRBESI RCIN FMM V'AVTE
to provide a tvmrrai neallng sys#em for Antarctic ANRLMSI RETION. OF: flUR.DINGS on Tntare
bouilding the ctolde, a i-csy fonr suchra Logistics (1962). Nat;. AMad. Sel. -Nail. Res. Cokn-

monts Icluingthe oldstandir~latins re uch cil, p. 281-284 Incl. diagr., 1963.
that, whila It is simple, inexpensive and efficient, it DC
can function with the minimum of attention. The i M3
closed hot water circulation in the boiler, and t'ie Tepprcniso w hr etos h is
copper jacketed tank ensure long economic life fo Tseto pevoits mf twoblm s o sets he fidrstn

the yste. --GADconditions, transportation, and types of buidings.
The second describes the effective measures in de-
dip and construction which have proved successful
in solving these problems. -- GAD .,

SIP 22553 685. 532:551. 578. 4:678. 5

Exp~ditions Polaires Francaises, Bureau Technique
IGLOO (PLASTIC POLAR RUIDG). In:Sino SIP 22558 699 I(*7)
slum on Antarctic Logistics (1962). Nat!. AMad. Sci. -
Natl. Res, Council, p. 215-237 incl, illus, diagrs., Ponder, W. Frank
1963. FIRE SECURITY IN DESIGN OF ANTAFCTIC Bun-

DLC, Q180.M593 INGS. In: Symposium on Antarctic Logistics (1962).
Nai. Acad. Set. -Natl. Res. Council, p. 2115-290,

*Igloo to a dwelling. made of plastic, which was In- 1941.
stalled at the winter #tAtion of liternational Glaclo- DLC, QlSO.AM53
obtained proved that the building flfilL such require- Aspects of Aire prevention Includo the slting of build-
ments as lightweight, quick assembly by a few men, ings, the selection -, fire resistant materials, the In-
and durability. It can be used where,,er a station can troduction of devices to prevent fire spreading. and
be constructed xnder the nivi surface, particularly If providing proper meanis ci escape. Several items of
Chartot Station were to be replawed. -- GAD Importance are discussed concerning the fueling

arrangements and warning devices, with a list of
rules estabilished at Scott Station. Part of the paper
is devoted to fire -fightingr equipment and techniques.

GAD

Sxp 22554 624.144.55:697. 3(07)

Awano, Seil andi 9umlo Maltas
COLD AND HOT WATER MAKING EQUIPMENT UTI-
LIZING THE EXHAUST-GAS ENERGY OF DI1SEL SIP 22557 40.038
ENGINES COUPLED WI ELECTRIC GENTRA-
TOPS. bet Svw""slu'n on Antretic Lngislics (1962). Purh. L. 0, C. V.
Nail. Aad. Set. -Nail. Res. Council, p. 254-280 PORTABLE PREFABRICATED LABORATORY. In:
iwl. fflus., table; graph*, dlagra., 1963. Symposdim on Antarctic Logistics (11162). Natl.

DLC, QI9O. A6S93 Acad. Set. -Nati. Res. Cou=il, p. 316-319 Im.
Illus., dlagrs., 1963.

An economical Ice-melting and hot-water making sys- DLC, Q ISO.A15993
temn was developed, In which the heat source was

mainly dependent on the exhaust-gas heat energy of A prefabricated laboratory-hut, used in the Rims-
the water-cooled diesel engines coupled with 20-kw Ilaas by Sir Edmund HJIlary, Incorporates design

cold and! Wo water during the last several years with drical W to 2sl ft long, 10 ft in diameter, 9--d weighs
a saving of 50 fuel drums per yr. A recovery system about 1 bin. It has 100 sections with insulated wall
for engine coolant heat was also devised and con- panels 4. 5 In. thick, with accomodatlons for 8 bunks

structed but not used. The recovery of exhaust-gas and! laboratory space. I s designed for -10C with a
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kerosene consumption of 1-1/2 to 2 gallons a day. Three-tubular electroheaters are inserted in a hole in
Electric power was supplied by a wind generator, the ice 500 m from Mlrnyy Station to provide one ton
Other features and specifications are discussed. of fresh water a day. The water In the hole does not
GAD freeze up to -30'C outdoor temperature, and is trans-

ported to the station in a sled-mounted, heated tank.
A specially-heated wanigan has an assembly for ice
sawing, and an electric pump for drawing water.
When the water is exhausted the wanigan is towed to

I[P 22558 551. 579. 3(038) another site, and theelectroheaters are mounted
628. 2(*38) again. This operation is economical in manpower and

Schmitt, Richard P. and Raul Rodriguez time, and the water is free of pollution. The galley
GLACIER WATER SUPPLY AND SEWAGE DISPOSAL has a 25-m 3 cistern with electroheaters. installed in
SYSTEMS. In: Symposium on Antarctic Logistics a snow trench; a pump pumps the water into the dis-
(1962). Natl. Acad. Scl, -Natl. Res. Council, p. charge tank of the galley. -- GAD
329-338 mci. Illus., table, diagra., 1963. 1 ref.

DLC, Q180.A6S93

Production of large quantities of water at semiper-
manent type installations has been inefficient in the
use of fuel and manpower. An efficient sub-surface
water system at Camp Century, Greenland, entails a
vertical shaft into the ice with continuous Introduction
of heat. The surrounding ice malts, and the collected SIP 22561 624. 148(0746)
water Is pumped from the pool to the surface as re-
quired. The drilling assembly and requirements are Soviet Commission on Antarctic Research
illustrated, with data on the statistics, efficiency, BEHAVIOR OF BASIC MATERIALS AT LOW TEM-
consumption, and costs. Through a water-borne PERATURES. In: Symposium on Antarctic Logistics
sewage system all camp waste water flows by gravity (1962). NatI. Acad. Sc. -NatI. Res. Council, p.
to a central collecting tank where it Is pumped ,,uto- 352-354 Incl. table, 1963.
matically to a sub-.surface waste disposal hc!e. DLC, Q180. A6S93
Variations of these systems are feasible for pro-
ducing lesser quantities of water, and disposal of Observations of the behavior of fuel, steel, rubber,
less waste to suit particular installations. -- GAD etc., were made at Vostok Station where the lowest

temperature recorded in 1958 was -87. 4' C. At
-52*C, B-70 gasoline did not catch fire from a burn-
lng match; at -60*C kerosene became snowy, then
solid at -85 ° C; and at -60* C diesel could be cut with

SIP 22559 659(*746) an axe. Anti-freeze did not freeze but turned Into a
dense paste. Adding anti-freezc to the ink of re-

Soviet Commission on Antarctic Research corders at -80C saved the Ink from freezing. Steel
TRANSPORTATION OF PREFABRICATED UNITS, boring tubes 4 mm thick broke after 5-8 blows of the
FOR BUILDINGS FOR SOVIET ANTARCTIC STA- back of an axe, welding broke at the first blow; and
TIONS. In: Symposium on Antarctic Logistics (1962). the bottom of a barrel shattered with 3 blows at
NatI. Acad. Scf,-Natl. Res. Council, p. 339-340, -87.4°C. -- GAD
1963.
DLC,-QI80.ASS93

A total of 380 tons of prefabricated building materials
were sealifted to Antarctica and disembarked at
* rnyy and the other Soviet stations. Ready-made
house:., assembled and fully equipped, were dellv-
ered on 3-ton sleds towed in pairs by heavy-duty
tractors. Some building material was landed and SIP 22562 69(211)(*748)
air-dropped to the inland stations, but the tractor-
sled train was the main means of transportation. -- Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute
GAD BUILDINGS AND INSTALLATIONS OF THE SOVIETANTARCTIC EXPEDITION. In: Symposium on Ant-

arctic Logistics (1962). Nat. Acad. Set. -Natl. Res.
Council, p. 355-360 incl. table, 1963.

DLC Q180. A693

SIP 22560 551. 579. 3('746)
Tht irticle discusses in detail the buildings, pre-

Soviet Commission on Antarctic Research fabricated material, and general layout at. MA'rnyy,
WATER SUPPLY OF SOVIET ANTARCTIC STATIONS. Novolazarevskaya, and the inland stations. Areas,
In: Symposium on Antarctic Logistics (1962). Nail. shapes, and pertinent specifications are isted In-
Acad. Scl. -Nati. Res. Council, p. 34t-342, 1963. chiding low temperatures and wind speeds for which

DLC, QI0.A6&93 the buildings have been designed. -- GAD
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SIP 22563 629. 11:551.578.46(07) SIP 2256 654. 19:62 114(02)

Baeza, Pedro Osvaldo Expidittons Polaires Frncases, Bureau Lechnique
ANTARCTIC LAND VEHICLES USED BY ARGEN- MEDIUM WEIGHT TRANSPORT FACILITIES OF
TINA. In: Symposium on Antarctic Logistics (1962). EXPF!DITIONS POLAIRES FRANCAYSES (E. P. F.).
Natl. Aad. Set.-Natl. Res. Council, p. 363-374 In: Symposium on Antarctic Logistics (1962). Nail.
incl. illus., diagra., 1963. Acad. Sc.-Na f. Res. Council, p. 400-414 1Inc.DLC, QiSO. A6593 illus., diagri., ;965.

The first vehicles tyed by A.rgcntina were Shebaker I DLC, QI80.AM3

weasels. Motor toboggans were used as early- a The normal train consisted of a wcaa, an kiumlnum
- 1954, and in 1957 the unlmog, a wheeled vehicle, was led, and a wanigas, all of which have been knodlfed

Int ro'.ie fcilow d by the m..scgg and sno-cat in o meet tUK requiremwds. A new ampdbhiou. vehicle
1960. A- analysis Is made of the varioji v,.hile. frnlresently being constr.tcted to replace i 9- veasel
and a detailed description is given of the different n1 be utilized for rough-ground transrt. ' he
models of sleds, specifying the materials used to ombined operation of cargo planes, trb1ne -.tl-
build them. -. GAD copters, and medium-weight vehicles permits In-

tenstflcaUon of scientific research at relatively low
tosta. o- GAD

SIP 22564 629.114. 2:551. 578.46(0743)

Smith, F. A. EU 22567 629.111.7:636. 7(*38)
THE SNOW-TRAC, A USEFUL SCOUT VEHCLE.
In: Symposium on Antarctic Logistics (1962). Nal. Victor, Paul-Emile I
Acad. Scl. -Nail. Res. Council, p. 388-394 incl. F k THOSE WHO STILL XWE DOMS AND SLEDS.

Illus., diagr., 1963. In Sympo.Aum on Antarctic Logistics (1962). Nstl.
DLIC, QIS0.A6S93 Acad. Sci. -NaU. Rea. Council, p. 415-417, ncl.

diagra., 1963.
Two Porsche-powered ST-2 Snow-Traca operated for DLC, Q18O.MS 93
12 months at Mawson Station, and an ST-4 is now
being tested. This report reviews their performance, The dog sled Is used on the Greenland lee Cap and In
maintenance, and some of the problems encountered rugh glacial marginal zon s, mountains and fjords.
during operation. A Ust is given of pumerous modi- Th special features include rumders for hard sr-
fications and recommendations to improve the ef.l- faces, skis extended aft for stwiin& handles, and
ciency of this weasel-like vehicle. -- GAD other modifications. The article is merely an es-• plantion of the acco,'aJarrlng destm -- GAD

SIP 22565 728.7:629.114.3 2p 508 M. 11:5351. "M 067)

Smethrir-t, N. R. a= R. F. M. Dalton Mursysma, . and S. Malta
THE DESIGN OF FIELD CARAVANS. In: Sympolium VEHICLI DESIGNED FOR AND USED IN J. A. R. Z.
on Antarctic Logistics (1962). Natl. Acad. Sc. - 1956-82. In: Symposium on Antarctic Logistics
Nail. Res. Council, p. 395-399 incl. illus., dlagrs., (1962). Nal. Acad. Sc!. -Nal. Res. Council p. 419-
1963. 449 Incl. Illus., tbles, grsphs, diap., 1963.
DLC, QIS0. A6S93 DLC, QI0.A93

A 4-berth, sled-mounted living caravan [wunigan] has in the design and construction ot Antarctic vehicles
been used extensively in field operations by ANARE. the interchangeability ot machines, easy assembly
Alternative interior layouts have also been designed, aum1dlsmantling, and other reqdirements were takten
and similar caravans have been used for radio com- Into account. This report describes vehicles, sleds,
munication and workshops at the plateau airstrip at wandgans, navigation instruments, and other auxillary
Mawson. Detailed descriptions of the caravans are items, and the actual field experience and probema
given. -- GAD encountered during their operation. -- GAD
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SIP 22569 621.436:629.114.2 SIP 22572 629.11:551.578.4(07)

Malta, Sumio Bentley, C. R, and J. B. Long
DIESELIZATION OF THE SNOW CAR AND THE OVERSNOW TRAVERSE VEHICLES AND SLLDGES.
ELECTRIC GENERATOR FOR THE JAPANESE U. S. ANTARCTIC RESEARCH PROGRAM. In:
ANTARCTIC RESEARCH EXPEDITION. In: Sym- Symposium on Antarctic Logistics (1962). Natil.
posium on Antarctic Logistics (1962). Natl. Acad. Acad. Sc. -Natl. Res. Council, p. 477-482, 1963.
Scl. -Natl. Res. Council, p. 450-466 incl. tables, DLC, QI80.A6S93
diagrs., 1963.

DLC, QI80.A6S93 Various models of Tucker Sn-Cats have been used
since the IGY. Gasoline-powered model 743 was

The advantages of the diesel engines influenced their used exclusively until 1960 when model 843 was in-
adoption In snow-cars, tractors, and engine-gen.cra- troduced. The latter is diesel-powered, weighs
tor units, after actual field operational ttsting. 11 ton, and was designed for long-range operation
These advantages are discussed in detail, and the on the polar plateau. Performance, furl consumption,
mat.rials and design specifications are tabulated. and other characteristics of these vehicles are dis-
With the intention of utilizing the snow-car for over- cussed. Performance characteristics and other fea-
land explnration, research is being conducted on the tures of the Otaco 2-1/2 ton sleds, the one-ton sleds,
future use of a turbo-supercharged diesel engine to and "Rolli -Trailers" are also discussed. In 1961-62
replace the conventional piston engine. -- GAD Thiokol Trackmasters proved easier to maintain

than Sno-Cats, more economical in price and fuel
consumption, but had less drawbar capacity. --

GAD

SIP 22570 629. 114.2 SIP 22573 656.19:629. 114(138)
629.111.7

Grange, J. J. la Homann, G. W.
THE REQUIREMENT3 AND NATURE OF THE L- LOGISTICS OF ICE CAP SURFACE TRANSPORTA-
GISTIC SUPPORT FOR A SMALL NATIONAL ANT- TION. In: Symposium on Antarctic Logistics (1962).
ARCTIC EXPEDITION. (C. LAND VEHICLES). In: Natl. Acad. Sct.-Natl. Res. Council, p. 483-490
Symposium on Antarctic Logistics (1962). Natil. incl. illus, 1963.
Acad. Sci.-Nat/. Res. Council, p. 469-472, 1963. DLC, QIS0.A6S93

DLC, Q180. A6S93
The army travels on the Greenland ice cap throughout

The author discusses the use of smal-class tractors the year, in routine movements between Camps Tuto
such as the Ferguson TE20, Weasel, Muskeg, Sno- (elev. 1500 ft) and Century (elev. 6500 ft). The
Cat 743, and various types of sleds. The Muskeg is numerous crevasses along the trail are opened and
recommended for the "small expedition," and eight backfilled to provide safe passage. The basic unit is
Maudheim sleds are considered sufficient. -- GAD the heavy swing, composed of a number of tractor

trains. Each train includes an LGP (D-8) tractor
pulling a series of wanigans or a combination of
vehicles, and 10- and 20-ton sleds. The latest vehi-
cle is a 10-ton wheel cargo transporter which oper-
ates on the road as well as the Ice thus saving
equipment and labor in handling. in transporting fuel

7the RrAling Liquid Transporter was utilized, with its
SIP 22571 656.19:629.114:551.578.4 two tires holding 500 gals each, besides the regular -

Fuchs, V . E. metal ski-mounted tanks. -- GAD

SOME ASPECTS OF TRACTOR PERFORMANCE.
In: Symposium on Antarctic Logistics (1962). Natil.
Acad. Sc. -Natl. Res. Council, p. 473-476 incl.
table, 1963. SIP 22574 656. 19:629.I14(*746)

*DLC, Ql80.A6S93
Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute

This is a general discussion of the types of vehicles, GROUND TRANSPORT OF SOVIET ANTARCTIC
fuels and maintenance under severe weather condi- EXPEDITIONS. In: Symposium on Antarctic Logis-
tions. The selection of appropriate vehicles depends tics (1962). Natl. Acad. Sci. -Nat. Res. Council,
on the latitude, altitude, and terrain, Crevasses, p. 491-495 incl. table, 1963.
type of snow, ice surface, and similar features DLC, QI80.A6S93
dem.,d certain specifications on the weight and
design of vehicles. Considerate driving and mainte- The specifications and technical features are tabu-
nance of the vehicles are important factors In the lated for the vehicle types used for tranqport and
successful operation of these vehicles. -- GAD research. The main transport for inland research

14
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are cross-country "Pengvin," heavy-duty tractors, used by New Zealand field parties. Bright colored
and cross-country "Khar'kovehanka" vehicles. The "wyncol" material was used for distinction in monot-
tractor train forthe establishnentof Komsomol'skaya orous terrai,. Down clothing and sleeping bags have
Station included wanigans for Living quarters, radio, been extensively used by all field parties. A down
ralley, messroom, and sleds of fuel, food, equip- vest for field and station use is also frequently used,
ment, etc. Tractor trains, tractors, and sleds are with down-filled mittens and slippers. Down-filled
described for the different Journeys and expeditions, clothing has reached a high standard of design and
-- GAD manufacture in New Zealand and is an important lea-

ture of the Antarctic clothing Issue. -- _GAD'_

SIP 22575 887:677.3(*7)

Law, Phillip SIP 22578 612:624. 142
THE USE OF WOOLEN GARMENTS IN ANTARCTICA. Millington R. A.I
In: Sympositm on Antarctic Logistics (1962). Natl. MiLGton, R IAcad. Scl.-Natl. Res. Council, p. - 9 PHSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES TO COLD. In: Sym-

DLC, QI80.A6S93 postum on Antarctic Logistics (1962). NatI. Acad.
Sci.-Natl. Res. Council, p. 627-634, 1963.

Wool absorbs moisture with simultaneous liberation DLC, QI80.A6S93
o heat. fts susceptibility to moth presents no prob- The report reviews basic physiologca responses to
!em in the Antarctic, and its shrinkage is prevented t e p er iy.
without impairing the orignal properties of the wool, cold, the pathhysioogy of hypothermic injury, and
Woolen garments hive been satisfactorily tried, and the primary mechanisms for the maintenance of
the possibility ef cellular underwear knit from wool thermal equilibrium. It discusses recent studies in
fibers is being currently investigated. A lst i cold acclimatization, their possible Influence onfiven of woolen garments issued by ANARE. - future polar operations, and the broad physiolooicalGAD " principles for the developmert of cold-weatherGclothing. -- GAD

SIP 22576 814.891.3

SIP 22572 $87:624.148. 7(07)'Black, ff. P.

A BLIZZARD VISOR FOR IMPROVED VISION. In: Arctic and Antarctic ResearCh InstituteSymposium on Antarctic Logistics (1962). Nall. COLD WEATHER. CLOTHING FMR SOVIET ANI -
Acad. Sci.-Natl. Res. Council, p. 520-524, 1963. ARCTIC EXPLORERS. In- Symposium on Antarctic
4 refs. Logistics (1962). Natl. AMad. Scl. -Nptl. Res. Coun-

DLC, QISO.A6S93 cil, p. 635-638, 1963.
DLC, Q1S0,ASS93

-A face mask has been devised which permits reading
and ndjusting instruments In blizzard conditions and In the preparation nf Antarctic clothing, the experi-
winds up to 80 knots. The mask is essentially a ence gained in the Arctic was utilized using the best
double visor whose lower part protects the face from models of cold weather clothing. The outer suit is
upward eddies. The complete visor is molded from made of water-proof cotton lined with cotton elastic
clear plastic to fit the face and create a mild micro- material and camel wool combed to down-like pat-
climate In front of the eyes and nose. The normal tern. Several types of suits are described including
field of vision is considerably restricted, and periph- a storm suit with aluminum ice preserving coverage,
eral vision completely blocked. The visor can be and a leather bult of high quality kid and faitnelette
modifld and adapted to sand- and dust-storm corvit- lining. Leather boots, fur flying boots, fur-lined
lions. -- GAD sleeping bags, and fur caps ere also described. --

GAD

SIP 22577 687:639.12:831.631(07)
SIP 22580 658.19:629. 114(*7)

Heir.e, A. J.
FIELD CLOTHING FOR ANTARCTIC USE. In Smethurst, N. R.
Symposium on Antarctic Logistics (1962). Natil. THE ECONOMIS OF A D4 TRACTOR TRAIN
Acad. Sci.-Natil. Res. Council, p. 599-600, 1963. TRAVERSE. in Symposium on Antarctic Logistics

DLC, QI$0.A6S93 (1962). Natl. Acad. Sci.-Natl. Res. Council, p. 641-
656 inci. illus., appendixes A-G, 1963.

A summary is given of windproof and down clothing DLC, QI80.A6SV3
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The paper discusses vehicles, sleds, fuel, food, SIP 22583 _ 656:001.891(*735l
packing, and other tvail requirements.- Appendixes
A-G are as follows: (A) Mechanical Spares and TG 1s; Murayania, Masayrishi
(B) Medical Supplies; (C) Emergency and General FIELD OPERATIONS INJ. A.R. E., 1956-62. In:
Equipment: (D" Clothing; (E) Navigational Equipment; Symposium on Antarctic Logistics (1962). Natil.

Y(F) Raio Equipment and Spares; .in (G) Weekly re- Acad. S.I. -Natl. Res. Council, p. 689-693 incl.
curicing nenu onthree-month field traverse, 1961. tables, 1963.

-- GAD DLC, Q180.A6S93

The report outlines field operations for scientific
programs originating at Showa Station. Radio station
facilities, field communications, and telegraphic code
are discussed. The C-4 Gyrosyn eompass systemn
was used for navigation on the Antarctic plateau; its
operational featurces are scrutinized. Future scien-
tific observation., will inclide altimetry, seismology,

SWP 22581 629. 1.053:629.11 geology, glaciology, gravity and g ,oniagnetic meas-
urements, and cartography. -- GAD

A MEI HOD) OF NAVIGATING OVER FEATURELFSS
SNOW SURFACES. In: Symposium on Antarctic
Logistics (1962). NaI. Acad. Sci. -Natl. Res. Coun-
cil, p. 660-.663 imd. illus., diagir., 1963. SIP 22584 614. 80:622. 86(*7)

PLC, QI80.A6S93
Bridge, L. D.

A sistem of two rear-viewing mirrors is mcunted on SEARCH AND RESCUE PROCEDURE kND SAFE
the front of the vehicle, one facing the driver, tWe. PRACTICE IN ANTARtCTICA. In- Symposium on
other directly above it at an angle facing backwards. Antarctic Logistics (1962). Nail. Acad. S, I. -Natl.
A sighting rod is bolted to the rear of the vehicle so Res. Council, p. 700-713, 1963.
'hat the whole system is along a straight line passing DLC, Q18O.A6S93

j.. through the center of the driver's seat. The driver

can 3:ght through the mirror system back to the rod, This paper presents a thorough treatment of safety
and align it with the vehicle's tracks or the vv~ticle factors and practice essential ,o Antarctic orierations.
toloiroP bc'iind. Operating instructions and con- One-man operations, lack of safetv equipment, risk-
structional details are given. (See also SIP 21472) taking, eli'., -re only a few if the points ag~ainst

-- GAD which warning Is stressed. Personnel, aiircraft,
ships, vehicles, commurdications. and related oper-
ational instructions are discussed, with stress on
the positive mental attitudes of personnel part idpattng
in the operation. -- GAD

SIP2252 66:(8)SIP 22585 910. 2:6 5(* 7)

Exn~itins olares ranals, Srvic ~eatln~t Grange, i. J. laE~xditon Poairs ranals, ervce peatims THlE REQUIREMENTrS AND NATURE OF THEOPERATIONAL PLAN OF THE INTERNATIONAL LOGISTICS SUPPORT FOR A SMALL NATIONAL
GLACIOLOGICAL EXPEDrICN IN GREENLAND. ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION. (E. FIELD OPERA-
In: Sympo.,ium -" 4ntarctic Logistics (1962). Natn. TIONS). In: Symposium on Antarctic Logistics
Acad. Sci. -Nati. Res. Council, p. 671-688, ic(92.NalAaSi.-a] ~. onip

graps, 163.733-737, 1953.
DLC, Q 180. A6S93 DC 1t.69

This report is a general outline of operations, meth- Teato eomnsta 'simcpor~

ods, and organization, extracted from the more do- sho uho re icludeds thet work ofsm all expedi-
taied "Manual of OQeration-" of the E. G.1. G. of sol o eicue ntewr fab,0 xri
1959-60. It includes descriptions of ti'e scientific tior, whereas a gra'.ity. survey crould be easily x com-

-proram, clmatc a georapica :onitinsmodated. Topographic work Is recommended4 if not
progams cliati ai georapica ~onitinsmore than twc surveyors are required. One or two

log.stical operations, and a sequence of works and geologists should suffice; they can Iso perform gln-
!:roup travel izraphs. The plan illustrates the sys- ciological tasks and MaIk' btolc gical observations
tematic use of light-weight land equipment for out- which do not require a b~iolngist with the group.
ftting indpendent groups by air, and the establish- leoroic adhtoahiinru nsae
ment of a small wintf r station und, r neve surface esniladsol epoie dqaesr n
on the ice cap. The plan was use by personnel as a esntaad hudbooveddqaespeadGAD care. The rest of the report dea!E with dogs anid dogguide and information bulletin. GDsledges. -- GAD
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SIP 22586 654.16(-7) lating tMe growth rate of sea ice to the rumber of de-
gree days below freezing were used, together with the

Mason, Fred mean climatic data for thM area, to onpute the mean
COMMUNICATIONS PROTIEMS IN ANTARCTICA. boundaries of drift and rack ice In March xnd Aug.
It.: Symposium on Antarctc Logistics (1962). Natl. for the Arctic. These boundaries agree well with the
Acad. Sci. -Natl. Reir. Cou,'l, p. 7142 -744, 1963. ot-erved mean bouindaries, partiv-ularly in the czse of

DLC, Q180. A6593 pack ice. The drift-ice boundaries are aflicted t-
current movements which are not conslde,-d in the j

In 1959 a formal inspection of communication facill- equations. The same method of cotnputation haE beer
tics at U.S. stations was carried out to determine and used to compute the effects on these boundaries of
improve their reliability. The results showed that overall summer and winter temperature anomaliea.
the equipment was antiquated, and newer equipment The results are illustrated in chart form. --
was instAJled. Other problems, however, still per- Meleorol. and Geostrophyi. Ab'3tr.cts
sist; for example, the exaggerated duration and fre-
quency of ionosphere blackouts over the polar regions.
One solution is VLF operation, but this requires
gigantic antennas and ground systems. Another prob-
lem is communication between trail parties and bases.
SSI equipment has eliminated part of this problem.
A third problem is the collection and passing of SIP 22589 550. 34(17-11)
meteorological data, for which a teletype system is
recommended. -- GAD Kondrat'ev, 0. K. and A. G. Gamburt'rv

SEISMIC EXPLORATION IN THE COASTAL PART OF
EAST ANTARCTICA. (SetsmicheskJe issledovanif3 v
pribrezhnof chasti Vostochnol Antarktidy; Text in
Russian), Moscow, Izd-'o Akad. nauk SSSR, 1983,

SIP 22587 627. 95(*7) 183p. ncl. illus., table., graphs. diagrs. 88 refs.
L',C, GB2597. K6

McDonald, Ed-win A.
SEARCH AND RESCUE IN THE ANTARCTIC-UNITED Introductor-' information ts given on methods, struc-
STATES. In: Symporium on Antarctic Logistics ture of the rdium, an7d wave records. Theoretical
(1962). Natl. Acad. Scd.-Natl. Res. Council, p. and experlm.:rtal studies of waves in the ice are dis-
'745-749, 1963. cussed, with emphasis on longitudinal refracted

DLC, QI80. A6S93 waves wndch were used to determine the structure of
the medim . Se't-nogram .tudies indicated the nature

The report cites several besetment incidents and the of all the waves and of varous factors a'fectliiq them.
rescue missions accomplished by the tcebreakers. It Wave studies of the :rystallire hasement curface are
Is recommended that small cargo ships operating In also discussed, especially reflection and refraction
Antarctic waters be improved by installing larger tug- properties at the Ice-rock interface. -- VDP,.'JF
boat-pitch'd propellers and carrying a small heli-
copter for ice reconnaissance. Several plane mishaps
are cited whose cause was whiteout. Precautions and
proper safety procedures are emplaslzed. Most
accidents which have occurred in the Antarctic have
been the result of sole efforts, departure from well ,
recognized safety rules, faulty Judgment4 and insuffl- SIP 22590 551.336:551.241
clent preparation. -- GAD

Cahen, Y..
PAST GLA(IATIONS AND CONTINENTAL DRIFT.
(Glaclations anciennes et dirive des continents;
Text In French). Soc. G04o. BeIg., Ann., 86(1):19-

SIP 22588 551.321.7:551.521:551.524(03) 64 Incl. illus., May 1963. 329 refs.
DLC, QEI.S5

Zubenok, L. 1.
DIFLUENOE OF TEMPERATURE ANOMALIES ON The three part.9 of the text concern the general char-
THE ICE COVER IN THE ARCTIC. (Vlifane anomalff acteristics of tills and tillttes past glaclations, and
temperatury na ledfanol pokrov Arktiki; Text in Rus- general conclusions. The chtracteristi :s of %laclal
sian). Meteorologifr I Gidrologif3, No. 6:25-30 Incl. deposits Include the rocky substrate of woraines and
maps, 1963. S refs. tillites, and the sediments associated Mtni glaciers.

DLC, QC851. M27 Part glaclations are represented In all ct* continents,
includin; the Buckeye Tillite of the Horlick Mountains,

The equation for the radiation balance o4 sea Ice Is Antarctica. High latitudes are noft sufficient to pro-

presented and it Is shown how each of the components duce glaciations. PaleomavnetIc rejul+a show that
cat, be estimated and how the equation can be applied one pole was closer to A.r,tralia dure; the Triassic
to c.stimate the thickness cf ice melted in the winter than curtng the Carboniferois or te Permian, yet
to sp.ing period. This equation plus an equation re. there is no evidence of Triassir glaciailon. -- GAD
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SIP 22591 551. 324,431/.433(-2) have shown no appreciable advance or retreat In re-
cent dec ids. Transient temperature distribiutions

Haefeli, R. in the ice reflect surface warming. -- ILE
HOW MUCH TIME IS NFCEFSSARY I0 BUILD UP AN
ICE SHEET THE SIZE OF THE GR.P LNLAND OR
ANTARCTIC ICECAP ACCORDINThG THE GI1VEN
ACCUMULATION AIND TEMPERAT-RE RELATION-
SHIP,%? (Welche Zeit 1st notwendig, urn unter SIP 22593 551. 321:528.51(*2
gegebenen Akkumulations- und Tern eraturverhiltnis-
son einen Eisschlld von der Grt~sse les gr~nlindis- Nottarp, lOemens
chen Inlandeises oder der Antarktsuzhun Text HIGH-ACCURACY ELECTRONIC DISTANCE M&AS-
in German). Polarforschung, 5(1/2) 176-1 78 Incl. UREhMENT IN THE POLAR REGIONS. (Elektronische
tables, graph, dlagr., 1963 , publ. S t. 1964. Distanzmessung hoher Genauigkeit irn Polargeujet;

DLC, G600. P6 Text in German). 'Polarforsc hung, 5(l 2):180-181,
1963, publ. Sept. 1964. 5 refs.

The amo)unt of time necessary to but -an ice sheet DLC, G600. P6
with given climatic conditions to 95, 8, or 03'1
(Grecoldan -d- 17,600 yr; Antarctica 70, 0 yr), of its During the International Glariolo ,ical Greenland Ex-

- ia height in the stationary conditioi s calculated. . pedition (EGIG, 1959) and the Ross~ Ice Shelf Survey
By given climatic conditions is mean constant Expcdition (RISS, 1962-63), telluronietera, uere used
accumulation, ternperature, temperat re of the earth's to survey snow levels. Later measurements %kill r( -
crust, etc., I *e., conditions which d6 not exist in na- veal flow direction and velocity of the ice masses and
ture. The differential equations use4 apply to Lmel- give a basis for mass balance calculations. The EGIG
lar as well as circular ice sheets. N~merfcat exam - profile was a diagonal -quadrilateral nf twork with
pies 2re presented from the Green]. and Antarctic about 10-kmi stake intervals. The average error was
ice caps. The view is confirmed that~ in reality, the ±t7*5 cm 2 . The RISS profile, which measured other
stationary conditions of an ice sheet an hardl Ih- e topographical relationships, was an extended poly -
attained because the building process is constantly gonal traverse with about 8-km stake intervals. The
disturbe'd tby short weather fluctuatio s. If the arcu- accturac-y and range of tellurometers are i~nrl ced
mutation should stop, the decompositi.on of the ice by thr large temperature gradients, snow drift, and
sheet would progress ver) slowly; ho'lever, a tern- the dielectric snow-air interface of the snow cover.
perature change would cause more rapid decomposi- Irn the air laver close to the surfa:c, the dletejrnina -
tion with an increase in thc firn line. -- BLE tion of the refraction coefficient of air at the end

points of the network do"S not suffice, on the other
hand, it is practically imposqih)h to make other
meteorological measurements along the network
simultaneously. Interral preci-iion of the tetluro-

p SIP 22592 55 .324. 4(*7) meters is obtained b- keeping the thermostat for thie
stabilizing crystals in constant op-ration and the scale-

%Iellor, Maicolm frequencies regular (_410 H17) with a special test gauge.
REMARKS CONCERNING THE A.NT TIC MASS The instruments should be pro)te.,cd from rough
BALANCE. Polarforsehung, 5(,2; -8,1963, handling during transport, snow drifts, and conden-
publ. Sept. 1964. sation water. -- BLE

DLC, G600. P6I

I Rec ent studies have given a good outlirje of the Ant-
arctic mass economy but the final stat of the balance
remains uncertan. Published budgets !ndicate a SIP 22594 '15. 345. 1:624. 139:622. i4(*440)
large positive mass halance witn surpluses in the
range 4. 0-12. 2x 1017 g,yr. Snow acclumulation, - McGill University. Dtpartn t nt of Georraphy
estimated in the range 1. 34-2. 55 x 1018 g, yr, is the DEEPEST PERMAFROST ME:ASUJREMENT IN NORTH
largest single budget item. A major s~urce of error AMERICA. Polarforschung 5(1, 2):181-182, 1963,
in estimates is the poor areal distribution of data, pubN. Sept. 1964.
and therefore the possibility of correlaiing accumula- DLC, 0600. P6
tion with a more widely measured paramneter is
examined. The accumulation data are u~sed to predict On July 21, 1961, a thermistor cabhh was installed and
the discharge of the Lamibert Glac~er after defining kept open with casing to a depth of 200)0 ft at Winter
its drainjize basin from surface form linues. Ice Harbour, Melville Island, N. W. T. The cabile con-
velocities'for various parts of Antarcti a are tabu- tali 25 thermistors, each on, a separate circuit and
lated, inc ludnc 20 value.% for ice shelvf~s, 9 for an- sp~arocl at regular intervals. Preliminary mieasure-
channeled continental ice, 30 measured %taloes for ice ments, accurate to 0. W C, indicate that sulv-frre;,ng
streams, and 22 ice-streamn values estimated mor- temperatures extend to 1500 ft. The drilling-fluid
phologicallv. Existing data suggest that ice shelves temperatures at each depth will not approach their
discharge icebervs at the rate of 7. 8 x 1017 g- yr, predrilling values for several years. The cable will
uhile unchanneled contiiwi,tal ice produies berps at oe left permanently in place and rf.ad periodically.
only 0. 37 x 1017 yr. Indirect evid nc'e cn the state A site was selectedi for the second hole to 1w drilled
of the mass fbudget is inconclusive. Th~q ice margins further ln~and at a greater elevation. This hole will.
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be cored throughout the depth to be instrumented. SIP 22597 551. 378. 466:551,324. (*7)
Thermal condutivity measurements on the core will
permit a determination of the flow rate of heat from Budd, W. and others
the earth's interior. An analysis of temperatures in SNOW DRJFTLiG AND THE MASS BALANCE OF THE
the two holes will yield information on recent climatic ANTARCTIC ICE SHEET. (Schnee'egen im Massen-
changes and post-glacial emergence In the northern haushalte der Antarktis; Text in German). Polar-
Canadian Arctic. -- BLE foruchung, (1/2):187-188, 1963, pub!. Sept. 1904.

6 rets.
DLC, GOOC. P6

Wind-transported snow is essential in explaining local
v.riations in accumulation and ablation of the snow
cover In Antarctica. Snoudrift was investigated at

SIP 22595 551. 5768.46:546.01(02) Byrd Station during 1962. On 129 occasions, snow
samples were gathered simultaneously at 8 snow

Piccardl, Giorg o levels which formed a geometrical series between 3
CHEMICAL MEASUREMENTS V4 ANTARCTIC RE- cm and 400 cm. Wind velocities were measured at
GIeNS. (Chexische Messungen in antarkschen the same time at most of these levels. Other wind
Gebieten; Text in German with English abstract). measurements gave the details of the wind profile inPolarforschung, 51/2):184-186, 1963, publ. Sept. the 1000-m level over the snow. Also, the smoke
194. 16 refs. from 12 rockets wis phetographed from 2 points at
DLC, G60O. P6 regular intervals. Other invest!gations were made of

the size, form, and distril-ition of the crystals foundThe rrsults are presented of chemical tests (D-tests) in the drifted snow. Preliminary results indicate that
made in polar and sub-polar zones. The experiments the approximated exponential Ia- that drifted-snow
were made in Tromsoe, the Kerguelen Islands, and density decreases with an Increase in depth must be
Antarctica. The results are compared for a six- modified with a consideration of particle-size distri-
mcnth period. Significant and negative correlations Imuton. The total mass transport of snow depends on
were found between the data gathered at Trornsoe and the wind conditions in the higher layers of the
Antarctica and betwee, those' gathered in the atmosphere. Earlier snow-transport calculations,
Kerguelen Islands and Antarctica. A significant and which place the strongest wind at lower elevations,
positive correlation exists between the data from the may have underestimated the actual amount of snow
Kerguelen Tslands and Tromsoe. (Author's abstract, transport in the Antarctic. -- BLE
modified)

SIP 22598 551. 321:528(*7)

Dorrer, Egon
SIP 22596 551.578.46-:536.5:551.521 PRECISE ANGLE MEASVRFM FTS IN THE

ANTARCTIC. (Prazisionswinkelmessung in der Ant-
Mellor, Malcolm arktis; Text in German). Polarforschung, 5(1/2):
A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE THERMAL PROPERTIES 188-190, 1963, publ. Sept, 1964. 7 refs.
AND RADATION (sic) CHARACTERISTICS OF SNOW. DLC, G00. P6
Polarforscung, 5(l/2):186-187, 1963p publ. Sept.
1964. As a continuation of the Ross Ice Shelf Studies (RIss),
DLC, G600. P6 a geodetic traverse was made on the Ross ke Shelf in

the austral summer of 1962-63, to construct a survey
In dry snow, with no forced convection, heat transfer network diagonally across the shelf ice !n such a
can be analyzed by the standard heat conduction manner that the markers would be visible, despite
theory, utilizing a wide range of available solutions snow accumulation, for from 2 to 5 yr. Three 2-man
to the basic differential equation. Mathematical groups followed each other at 8-km Intervals. The
values are given for thermal conductivity, the diffu- theodolite was placed on the upper end of a 2-m-
sion coefficient for vapor diffusion in snow, apparent aluminum pipe, which extended 50 cm above the snow,
specific heat, latent heat of fusion and sublimation, by the middle group. The targets were visible only
thermal expansion, the spectral extinction coefficient from a telescope position. Details of the measure-
for homogeneous snow, and the emissivity of snow. ment procedure are given. Important environmental
Reflectance depends on surface characteristics and factors which influence such measurement. in the
sub-surface scattering and absorption. Al varies polar regions are scintillation, poor contrapt, and
appreciably with snow depth for thin snow covers, atmospheric refraction. The main obstacle on a flat
When deep snow is illuminated by diffuse light, surface Is the curvature of the earth. The RISS ex-
spectral reflectance seems to decrease with Increas- pedition showed that it is possible to carry out gee-
ing wave-length as required by the existing theory. detic traverses in polar regions with relative eae In
In non-integrated direct sunlight, the converse a reasonable lngh. Of time. Suggested Imprvements
occurs for some incidence angles. No crrelation of include a special height-adjustable instrument stand,
reflectance with density has been found. -- BLE a light source as target, and the use of punch cards

for recording observational data. -- BLE
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SIP 22599 51. 32(1743/744) SIP 22601 551. 33:551.324. 22(234.3)

3nilth, Jan H. Landon Firtsch, 0.
REPORT ON GLACIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF VALLEY FORMS AND THE DEPOSITS UNDER THE

THI" AMERY ICE SHELF IN THE ANTARCTIC. GLACIERS IN THE OTZTALER ALPS. (Die Ta.-
(Wrlcht fiber glaziologische Untersuchungen des formen und die Talf llung unter den Gletschern der
.1inery-Schelfeises in der Antarktis; Text in German). dtztler Alpen; Text in German with English ab-
Polarforschung, 5(1/2):190-191, 1963, publ. Sept. stract). Polarforschung, 5(1/2):195-196 incl. table,
1964. _9633 publ. Sept. 1964.

DLC, G600. P& DLC, G600. PS

The Amery Ice Shelf serves as an outlet area for 1/8 Seismic refraction measurements were made between
of the Antarctic ice sheet although lengthwise it corn- 1953 and 1961 on several glaciers In the Austrian
prises only 1/6 of the East Antarctic coast. Since Alps in order to study the elastic behavior of the ice,
1956, the Australian National Antarctic Research Ex- the ground moraine and bedrock, to determine the
pedition (ANARE) has made aerial observations of the thickness and volume of the ice and ground moraine,
shelf. They have shown that, on the east and wert and to explore the morphology of the bedrock. The -.

........ ___ peripheries, the ice shelf rises abruptly and then - sound velocity in the ice varies between 3000 and 3800
forms a plateau. These steep slopes show extensive m/sec, that In the ground moraine between 3700 and
crevasses along the sides. Strongly developed wave 5200, and that in the bedrock, between 5400 and 6000
patterns were observd on the ice-shelf surface m/sec. The nature of the ground moraine is still un-
especially in the southern area. In the spring and clear but it is known that the sound velocity therein is
summer of 1962, along a traverse from Mawson Sta- relatively high. The determination of the thickness of
tion to the Amery Ice Shelf, a program was started to the ice and ground moraine has confirmed the
measure the relative and absolute movement of the presence of valley forms which have already been
uhelf, and 10 pits weru dug. The pit studies showed suggested by other observations. The presence of
the effect of snow melt and simplified the estimation ground moraine and the form of the bedrock under the
of yearly deposition. At depths greater than 2 m ice indicate the base of the ice also takes an active
(ca. 3-yr deposits), 10- to 25-cm-thick layers of blue part in glacier dynamics. -- BLE
ice were encountered, which were intercalated with
thin layers o! coarse-grained firn. Similar layers
were observed in crevasses from 2 to 12 m. The

extent of this stratification implies high tempera-
tures and considerable melting. In Feb. 1963, new
cartographic measurements were made of the edge q.
the ice shelf. A comparison of these measurements
with those made by the Soviets in 1957 shows a SIP 22602 91(091):551.501.9(680:99)
border movement of 1500 1 300 m/yr. -- BLE uraeck, Feliks

SOUTH AFRICA'S CONTRIBUTION TO SOUTH POLAR
RESEARCH. (SOd-Afrikas Beitrag zur Sidpolar-
Forschung; Text in German). polarforschung, 5
(1/2):196-199 incl. graphs, 1 (3. publ. Sent. 104.
12 refs. .

DLC, G600. PO

During the First International olar Year (1882-83),
regular weather service was c ucted along the South
,-rican coast by the Cape Met rological Commission

-to-ompare the observational Ita collected there with
data from the sub-Antarctic the Antarctic, and to
determine the possible relationship of weather in

SIP 22600 551. 593('2) distant regions. During the Second International
Polar Year (1932-33), the weather service was ex-

: Schrodir, W. panded, and weather observatios were made by ship
RESULTS OF THE IGY AURORAL RESEARCH. in Antarctic waters. The second advance into the
(Uber Ergebnisse der Polarlichtforschung im IGJ; Antarctc began in 1947 with the occupation of Marion
Text in German). Polarforschung, 5(1/2):192-194 and Edward Islands to establish weather stations.
incl. table, 1963, publ. Sept. 1964. 14 refs. The last ejq dition took place after the IGY when
DLC, G600.P6 . .- Norway tation was taken over. It was used by the

first two South African National Antarctic Expeditions
The results are discussed of auroral researh luring (SANAE) in 1960 and 1961. The SANAE program in-
the7IGY. Included in the discussion are the physics cludes, above all, meteorological and aerological
of aurora (origin, electrical pro~rties, velocity, observations; however, glaciological, geomagnetic,
etc.). range, observations in Germany, frequency, seismological, geologica!, and auroral observations
auroral noises and geornanetic disturbances, east- were also conducted. Temperature data are given for
west movement, and methods of observation. -- BLE 1960 and 1961. -- BLE
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SEP 22603 S46. 11.02.2:551.578.465(239.9-11) In the sector between 68 E and 154* E, the ice has
relatively free movement all the way to the oc,.an.Andersen, Bjorn 0. Almost 40% of the accumulation In this sector of the

DEUTERIUM VARIATIONS RELATED TO SNOW PIT ice cap develops in the border area which Is 10q of
STRATIGRAPHY IN THE THIEL MOUNTAINS, ANT- the total surface. Ice velocity In this area Is 100-
ARCTICA. Polarforachung, 5(1/2):200-201 incl. 130 m/yr. The Ice-front condition and the expansion
graph, 193, Pubi. oept. 964. of the inland ice is therefore determined by processes

DLC, G600. P6 in the border area which strongly depend on climatic
variations, It the Inactive part of the Inland ice Is ex-

The walls of a 5-m-deep snow pit displayed layers of cluded from the calculations, It is noticed that, even
porous coarse-craned snow and hard fine-grained with an over estimation of the precpit.tion, the de-snow. The coarse snow grains were formed through crease of the Inland Ice exceeds or at least equals the
recrystallization mainly In summer, and most of the allmene.alon of the active border area. The extent of
thickest layers of fine-gralned wind-transported snow accumulation in the border area Is determined by the
were deposited during winter. According to the precipitation and the wind transport o snow. The I
stratigraphic Interpretation, the 5-m deep section effect of climatic fluctuation is first noticed by
was deposited during the last 12 yr (1949-1962), changes in the elevation of the condensation zone.
Deuterium analysis of snow samples collected at 7- During cooler periods the front o the inland ice
cm intervals show that the snow has a consldefably moves forward and the ice cp Increases, while dur-higher deuterium content than the winter snow. In Ing warmer periods the surface decreases and the
general, the isotope interpretation agrees well with front moves southward. -- OLE
the stratigraphic interpretation. (Author's abstract,
modified)

SIP 22608 551.578.462

SIP 22604 551. 591.1:551.593:53S. 7($38) Hofmann 0G1Jtav
HEAT BUDGET AND ABLATION OF THE SNOW

Kasten, Fritz SURFACE. (Wirmehaushalt und Ablation der
METEOROLOGICAL-OPTICAL DNVESTIGATIONS ON schneeoberflnche; Text in German). Polarforschung,
TRE GREENLAND ICE CAP. (Meterologisch- 5(1/2):216-218 incl. graphs, 1963, publ. Sept. 1964.
optische (sic) Untersuchungen auf dem grnlandlchen DLC, G600. P6
Inlandels; Text in German with English abstract).
Polarforschung, 5(1/2):202-207 incl. table, graphs, Equations are presented which permit the determine-
1963, publ. Sept.-1964. 5 refs. tion of the relationships between snow-surfae attrn-

DLC, G600. P6 tion and meteorological parameters. Ablatlon values
are compared for various types of snow transforma-

Measured values are reported of total and visual tions, e..g., hoarfrost formation, condensatioa, and
albedo of the snow surface under overcast and clear freezi , condensation and melting, evaporati,.-, and
skiq as well as the corresponding albedos in several evaporation and melting. Essentially more ablation
epectral ranges, vertical distribution of the luminance can occur from evaporation than from melting: more
and radiance in several spectral ranges of a very attrition takes place on ridges and pv&."k than on flat
cloudy sky and a snow surface, horizontal distribu- surfaces. -- BLE
tion of luminance, and near-infrared radiance of
overcast skies of different Intenslties. The Interde-
pendence of these values and their relation to white-
out are discussed. (Author's abstract, modified) NP 22607 551.578. 46:551. 521

Bossolasco, M., G. Ciccon and Eva G. Flocchni
SNOW METAMORPHO6IS AND SOLAR RADIATION.

SIP 22605 551.324.63(07) (Schnee-Metamorphoe und Sonnenbestrahlung; Text
in German). Polarforachung, 5(1/2):218-220 incl.

Rlhycli, Stefan ZbIgnew graph, 1"3, publ. W. 1964.- 3 refs.
THE RHTHM OF CHANGES IN THE ANTARCTIC DLC, G63. P e
ICE CAP UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF CLIMATIC
VARIATIONS. (Der Rhythmus der Verinderungen During the winter of 1962-63, corntnuous meaure-
des antarktischen Inlandeises unter dem Einfluss der ments were made of snow-cover temperatures by
KJimaschwankungen; Text in German). Polarfor- placing thermistors and thermocouple elements at
scmng, 5(1/2):213-215, 1963, pub. Sept. 1954. 7 depths of 10, 20, 30, ... 70 cm. At the same time,
refs. daily density measurements were made at these

DLC, G600.P6 depths. Continuous global-radiation and snow-cover-
temperature masurements were also made. SolarThe East Antarctic Ice cap covers a large lowland radiation absorption Is more effective in warming the

which Is surrounded on 3 sides by a high mountain snow than is heat conduction at the 10- to 12-cm level.
chain through which the ice has only a few outlets. A transition layer exists between 12 and 18 cm while

heat conduction enters exclusively at lower depths.
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The surface snow layers attain the lowest tempera- of sa Ice in the Okhotsk Sea: 122 x 1010 m3 , 32 xAr: baures especially from nocturnal emanation which in- l1 An3 and 55 x 1010 mn3 . The Chishima Strait-
creases the vertical temperatuze gradient. Only In current velocity was 15 x 103 m3 /sec 1/3 of which
these layers are condenm-!Ptn processes able to was attributed to the sea-ice melting in the Okhmotsk
develop. The layers between 5 and 15-18 cm remain Sea. The relationship among sea Ice, Chishima cur-
relatively warm even at extremely low temperatures, rent, water temperature at Hok!raldo coastsp and cold
This anomalous behavior of the upper layers shows damage was studied by means of yearly charges of the
that the treatment of heat conduction, according to accumulated cold temperature (below -1.6* C), num -
Fourier's theory, ts correct only for levels below 20 ber of freezing days, and number of days with drift
cm. Therefore, disregarding gross averages, the ice. When the number of days of freezing and drift
kleat and temperature coefficients correspond well ice Is large, the extreme cold continues Into the next
only at these depths. -- BLE summer even if the accumulated temperature is only

average. -- CST/BLE

SIP 22608 551.34(*732/*733)

Bardin, V. .
4 SOME DATA ON THE CHARAC'I' I, OF PERIGLA- SIP 22610 551.322:523.42/. 44

CIAL PHENOMENA IN QUEEN MAUD LAND (EAST
ANTARCTICA). (Nekotorye dannye o kharaktere Chang, Chung-ylng
periglraf~alrnykhvleniT na Zemle Korolevy Mod A SUBTERRANZAN GLACIER ON MAPS. (Huo hsing
(Vostochna1n 4mtarktldA); Text in Russian). In: ti ti hsla ping hal; Text in Chinese). K'o hsueh ta
Problemy paleogeografil I morfogeneza v poli-arnykh chung (Popular Science), No. 9:29, 1963.
stranakh I vysokogor'e. Edited by A. L Popov. DLC, Orientalia Dlv.
Moscow, Izd-vo Moskov. Univ., GeograficheskiY
Fakul'tet, 194, p. 175-181, il. llus., map. 8 A large quantity of water exists in the frozen state on
refs. Mars, which forms a "subterranean glacier. " The

4 DLC, QE501.M65 average temperature at the Mars equator is -100 to
-200 C and that in the polar regions is -60' C. Thus

Field observations were made In Queen Maud Land In the water is frozen all the time. The maximum
1960-61 between 15*E and 41W [Wohithat Mountains, thickness of the ice layer in the Mars equator region
Muhlig-Hofmann Mountains] and at Shirmacher Ponds is 500 m while that in the polar region is 2000 m.
[near Novolazarevskaya Station). Various forms o The "Mars Ocean" is under the ice layer. Sometimes
glaciers occur on the mountain slopes, although up to a white ribbon-like area appears suddenly on Mars.
30% of the slopes are Ice- and snow-free. Physical This Is due to moisture oozing from cracks on the
causes of periglacial phenomena are described; ex- ice layer caused by collision with large meteors.
foliation and nivation features are common. Perigla- (Am abstract, modified)
cial phenomena vary with elevation and distance from a

the coast; several forms occur in the mountains but
are not found along the coast. The forms are more
numerous and varied on slopes facing north. The
coastal and mountainous periglacial zones may co-
exist depending on exposure and elevation (600-2500
in). -- V ' SIP 22611 551.324(235.24)

_ .. . .. -Huang Mao-huan -------- ---- SNOW AND ICE ON MT. HSI-HSIA-PANG-MA. (Hsi-
SP 22609 551. 326. /:551.524(*6 ) hala-pang-ma U ping hsueh shih chieh; Text In Chi-SIP+ nese). KWo hsueh ta chung (Popular Science), No. 9:

Kushina, S 340-341 incl. illus., dlagrs., Sept. 1964.: + Kurasina l~jiDI., Ortentaba Div.

THE SEA ICE IN THE OI3OTS K SEA, SEA CONDI-
TIONS IN THE AREA OF SANRIKU, AND THEIR RE-
LATION TO COLD-WEATHER DAmArE. (Ohtsuku The formation process and movement were studied of
h~al no kalhy to sanrikuoki no kalky6 najrab/ni reigal a 13. 5-kin -long glacier on the northern side of Mt.ka okiy osarkodn aky aaiiria Hsi-hsia-)Ang-ma (an 8012-m-high mountain in
tono kankei rd tsuite; Text In Japanese with English

Tibet). /emperature measurements were made in 3abstract). Sepp 25(6):1-5 incl. tables, graphs, pits 5-10 m deep at an altitude of 5650-5900 m. TheNov. 1963. 13 refs.
DLCr1963.13 eis. lowest temperature (-10.9'C) was measured 2 m be-

low the Ice surface. Only In the surface layer did

h o a a cthe temperature reach 0' C in the summer. These++++ When the Okhotsk Sea Ice increases, the current in
sand the cold-water temperature conditions are regarded as continental,theCarea ina S rait epns.This a s ein contrast with those of the European Alps which are

are off Sanricu expands. This causes a deeper
Spenetration of Arctic air and cold weather damage, oceanic. Ice atructures were compared at different

Three previous estimates were made of the amount altitudes from 5650 to 7300 i. -- CST/BLE
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SEP 22612 551.324:551.33(51) sample. Constant temperature was obtained by cool-
ing the chamber walls to -2O0 C and maintaining tha

Yen, Ch'in-shang, Shlh-yiian HsUi and Ping-hul .Yen temperature until equilibrium with the entire air
SOM6E PROBLE MS OF PROMOTING STUDIES OF volume was reached. A control was run with room air
GLACIERS AND GLACIAL MARGIN IN CHINA, before the start and at frequent Intervals during a
(Chin I Pu kai char wo Iwo ping ch'uan ping yan series of experiments. The sIhapes of ice crystals
fang mien yen chiu U chi Ito wen U; Text in Chinese). nucleated at constant temperature and under Identical
TI Ii hsiiehpao (Acta Geographica, Sinic a),, 30(2):174- conditions of adiabatic cooling, changed with the
181, June 1964. 37 refs. cumulative length of -exposures to ultraviolet radia-

DLC, Orientalla Div. tbon. Single crystal nucleation was investigated by
mounting large single crystals cd Ag! on glass fibers

T.-* development Is summarized of glacier and gla- and moving tihem slowly within a stream of cold air at
cial-margin studies in China, particularly since about -20f C. After Irradiation for periods firm I to
1958. The study of modern glaciers includes glacia- 4 hr by ultraviolet light, the basal plane crystals be-
tion, the utilization of melted Ice, and gl~Acial came the most effective nucleating site. The formna-
topography. Discussed under paleoglaciology are tion of Ice crystals by this technique occurs in 2

(1) geographical distribution and characteristics of stages, the first In the supercooled vapor and the
Ice ages, (2) the comparison and division of glacial second In the liquid. -- BLE
ship between weather and glacier growth, and (5) the
history of Quaternary glaciation. Studie~s of topog-
raphy at the glacial margin include (1) evolution and
characteristics, (2) classification, (3) the relation-
ship between'modern and ancient glaciers, and (4)
economic aspects. -- CST/BLE

SIP 22615 551. 417:551.331(*49)
SIP 22613 551.33

Rex, Robert W.
Linton, D. L. ARCTIC BEACHES, BARROW, ALASXA. p. 384-400
THE FORMS OF GLACIAL EROSION. Inst. Brit. c. Illus., tables, graphs, diagr, maps. (In:
Geogr., Trans. and Papers, PubI. No. 33:1-28 l . Papers in Marine Geology, Robert L, Miller (ed.).
illus., diagrs., Dec. 1963. 47 refs. The Macm millan Co, .NrY.a 1964). 23 ref.a

DLC, G7. 16 DLC, Q0i9.Ma

This paper discuss, s ice-moulded forms (e.g., The results ari presented of a study of 4 ml of beach
rorhes moutonn hs and rock drumlinsi, troughs at Barrew, Alaska, during 1952-54, which included
(Alpine, Ielandic, composite, and intrinsic types), mpping, sounding, profiling, trenching sampling,
and corries [cirques). The elimination of preglacal and laboratory analysis of the coulected sediments.
valley divides and interfluves by glacial erosion are The report provides a case study of Arctic beach
also discussed. World-wide examples are given, processes In an area of minor astronomical tides and
with several illustrations, particularly from Ant- describes beach features which might be indicators of
arctica. h BLE an Arctic climate. The Arctic ice pack usually re-

treats from shore in mid-July and returns bet-4*een
Sept. and Dec. Ice push ridges are sometimes very
spectacular. No deformed laaina were observed.
Ice rafting may transfei ivio &ettitime irutw.Ow

SIP 22614 551.322:548.51 surf zone to the subaertal portion of the beaches.
During the freeze-up period, storms may produce a

Burley, G. storm -ice foot which mantles the seaward side of the
ICE NUCLEATION BY PHOTOLYZED SILVER beaches. The annual cycle of beaches is the result
IODIDE. Phil. Mag. 10(105):527-534 incl. illus., of the Interaction of ad reezing, Ice-rafting of sed -

Sept. 1964. 15 refs. ment, ice push, waves, and currents. The principal
DLC, QI.P5 features of the ccle are the formation of the profile

of wave -equilibrium followed by Its mod~flcation Irv
Acorrelation has been estallshed between the lenth Arctic procsses. During the adfreezing period. the

of exposure' of silvrr iodide to light prior to the beach grows by formation of the gravel-sand-ice foot .
estabilishment of nucleation conditions and the shape The main pack Ice may move In at any time in ze-
of the ice crystala formed at constant temperature. sponse to chianging: wind and current conditions. Per-
A silver iodide aerosol was prepared by gravity feed- ratrost underlies all the btaches and extends to a

Ing a solution of 16 pof AgI and 4 gof Na! in 4i5 cm 3  depth of 670 to 1300 ft in the Barrow Base area. No
of acetone into the nlame of a micro-Bunsen burner pre-Plelstocene ice-wedgc piseudzniorphs similar to
throuch a hypodermic needle. An ice nuclei counter the modern ones studied at Barrow have been re-
wis used to evaluate the number of nuclei in aa air ported. -- BLE
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SIP 22616 $51.32(08)('7) SIP 22618 551.32(7-15)

Mellor, Malcolm (ed.) Shimizu, Hiromu
ANTARCTIC SNOW AND ICE STUDIES. Washington, GLACIOLOGICAL STUDIES IN WEST ANTARCTICA,
Amer. Geophys, Union, Antarctic Res. Ser., vol. 2 1960-1962. In: Malcolm Mellor, ed. Antarctic
(Nati. Res. Council Publ. No. 1197), 1964, 277p. Snow and Ice Stuiles. Washington, Amer. Geophys.
Incl. Illus., tables, graphs, diagrs., maps, appen- Union, Antarctic Res. Ser., vol. 2 (Natl. Res.
dixes. Refs. Council Publ. No. 1197), 1964, p. 37-64 incl. Illus.,

DLC, GB2597.M39 tables, graphs, diagra., maps. -2 refs.
DLC, GB2597. M39

Recent results are presented from Antarctic snow and
ice research, including the work of the Ross Ice Shelf Glaciological studies are presented from the Ellsworth
Survey. Since the IGY the U.S., by maintaining a Highland traverse (1960-61) and the Antarctic Penin-
vigorous Antarctic glaciological program, has made sula traverse (1961-62). Snow pit observations were

an impressive contribution of knowledge which is re- superimposed on standard profiles of grain size,
- ............ flected in part by the 10 papers in this volume. New snow density, and ram hardness under idealized con-

survey methods, geochemical techniques, and statisti- ditions. Annual accumulation boundaries were deter-
cal data interpretations are some of the material pre- mined from snow crystal size and seasonal wind-
sented. -- JFS packed layers. Snow crystal observations at Byrd

Station during the 1961 winter showed that (1) pre-
cipitation during winter is in the form of very small
crystals (<0. I mm, but up to 0. 5 mm), (2) hexagonal
plate crystals and colum. group crystals are t.e most
common types, and (3) solid needle crystals were
occasionally observed. Accumulation in most parts
of West Antarctica is highly dependent on geographic
settings and on the tracks of storm depressions.

ZMean annual air temperature in Antarctica Is con-
SIP 22617 551. 32:551. 324. 4(0747) trolled not only by latitude and elevation but also by
Cameron, Richard Leo specific locality. The lapse rate in West Antarctica,

derived from 10-m snow temperature, is about
GLACIOLOGICAL STUDIES AT WILKES STATION, 0.8rC/100 m. The rate of change of sea-level tem-
BUDD COAST, ANTARCTICA. In: Malcolm Mellor, perature with latitude Is nonlinear. In the continental
ed. Antarctic Snow and Ice Studies. Washington, region it Is: (1) -0. 5°C/deg latitude (between 740S
Ximer. Geophys. Union, Antarctic Res. Ser., vol. 2 and 83 S), (2) -1.7' C/deg latitude (83" -90'S), and
(Nati. Res. Council Publ. No. 1197), 1964, p. 1-36 (3) -1. 1°C/deg latitude (74 -90S). -- JFS
incl. illus., tables, graphs, dlagrs., maps. 39 refs.
Also: Diss. Abstr. 24(7):2867, Jan. 1964.

T DLC, GB2597.M39;-Z5055.U5A53

Glaciological studies were conducted in the vicinity of SIP 22619 551. 324. 54(*765)
Wilkes Station from Feb. 1957 to Jan. 1958 to deter-
mine the mass balance of the margin of the Ice sheet. Zumberge, James H.
The environment of the marginal ice was determined HORIZONTAL STRAIN AND ABSOLUTE MOVEMENT
utilizing three meteorological stations: a main base OF THE ROSS ICE SHELF BETWEEN ROSS ISLAND
at sea level; S-1, 5 km inland, at 262-m elevation; AND ROOSEVELT ISLAND, ANTARCTICA, 1958-and S-2, 80 km inland, at 1166-m elevation. The ice -... 1963. In: Malcolm Mellor, ad. Antarctic Snow and
sheet inland of Wilkes Station receives little precipl- Ice Studies. Washington, Amner. Geophys. Union,
tation from cyclones, and there is little snow accu- Antarctic Res. Ser., vol. 2 (Natl. Res. Council Publ.

* mulation. Stake and shallo,-pit studies of snow No, 1197), 1964, p. 65-81 icl. illus., tables,
.e,,iaton give vales ranging from 7.9 to 15.9 graphs, diagrs., maps, appendixes. 21 refs.

gicm /yr. Studies in a deep pit at 5-2 give an unusual DLC, GB2597.M39
mean accumulation of 13.3 g/cm2 for the last 174 yr.
Between S-I and S-2 there is no pronounced variation Determinations of absolute moverient, strain rates,
in accumulation due to elevation or distance from the and accumulation on the Ross 1,e Shelf along the Daw-
coast. Studies of 10-m temperature from the coast son trail between Ross Island and Roosevelt Island
to 96km inland give a lapse rate of 1. 0* C per 100- are based on field observations in 1958, and on field

V m elevation. From 10- to 62-m depth at S-2 there Is measurements in 1959-60 and 1962-63. The change
no discernible temperature gradient. Temperature in geographical coordinates of most of the 20-mi sta-
gradients in the 10- to 28-m depth interval from S-2 tions established by Dawson shows a persistent north-
to S-1 are positive and reach .2.8C per 100 m at west movement at an average of 800 m/yr for the
S-1. Total ice discharge along 167 km of Budd Coast shelf ice east of 175'W, and 1500 m yr west of that
is 5.43 km 3 of ice per year, equivalent to 4.9 km 3  meridian. These values are questionable because of
of water. Calculation of the regime of the Ice-sheet the possible large error in Dawson's method of deter-
margin, an area of 9400 km 2, indicates an excess of mining his position try solar fixes. The relative dif-
ablatinn over accumulation of 0. 16 km 3 of water per ference between the eastern and western velocities
year. (Author's abstract, modified) may he slgn!icant, however. The principal horizon-
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tal stra n rate tensors at 20-mi intervals along the Snow accumulation near the northern edge of the Ross
Dawson rail are based on strain rosettes. The Ice Shelf and along 168'W Is reported as a result ot
values f r thu sum of the vertical strain rates at these almost 2000 Rccumulation stake measurements and
stations generally confirm the values that Crary de- study of snow stratigraphy in 31 pits. The average
duced b an Indirect method. Strain orientation accumulation near the northern edge of the tee shelf
shows gneral agreement with some of the physical for the years 1960 ;hrough 1962 is c -culated to be
features of the shelf, but some anomalous patterns 14.4 g/cm . This figure may be below the climatic
remain inexplicable. Calculations of bottom melting average by as much as 10-30%. (Authors' abstract,
and freeing at various points along a N-S line rough- modified)
ly parallel to 169'W suggest that bottom melting de-
creases 6ponentially with distance from the seaward
edge of te shelf to a zone between 40 and 100 km
southward, beyond which bottom freezing begins. SIP 22622 551.324. 4:551.324. 431(e7)
(Author' abtract, modilied)

Giovinetto, Mario B,
THE DRAINAGE SYSTEMS OF ANTARCTICA. ACCU-
MULATION. In: Malcolm Mellor, ed. Antarctic

SIP 2262 551.32(*765) Snow and Ice Studies. Washington, Ther. Geophys.
551.506.5("/65) Urdon, Antarctic Res. Ser., vol. 2 (Natil. Res. Coun-

Hofmann, ,, E. Dnrrer a.d f. Nottarp cil Publ. No. 1197), 1964, p. 127-155 incl. tables,
THE R09S ICE SHELF SURVEY (RISS) 1962-1963. In: graphs, maps. 88 refs.
Malcolm Mellor, ed. Antarctic Snow and Ice Studies. D., GB2597.M39Washngtn. Am, ir.Geophys. Unon, Antarctic Res.

Ser., vol 2 (Nall. Res. Council Publ. No. 1197), Antarctica, exciuding the region of the Antarctic
1964, p. 83-118 incl. lllus., tables, graphs, diagrs., Peninsula but Includlng the ice shelves, has been
maps. 9 refs. divided into 10 drainage systems to facilitate studies

DLC, GB2597.M39 of the mass budget. Using data from 336 locations,
the mean net accumulation at the surface Is esti-

The major purpose of the Ross Ice Shelf Survey was mated at 15 : 3 g/cm 2 /yr; the estimates for particu-

to determine the ice discharge from the Ross ice lar systems vary between 8 * 2 g/cm 2 /yr and 52 *
front. ft was done by remeasuring a 695-km profile 11 g/cm 2 /yr. Mass Input for Antarctica as a whole

from Little America to Ross Island using telluro- is estmated at (2100 1 400) x 1015 g/yr. The em-

meters in combination with angle measurements. In phasfs here is on errors In these estimates. The
168' W to determine the flow speed and deformation as a composite error, including the error in the de-

along an approximate flow line of the main influx of termination of the rate of accumulation at single
the Ross lee Shelf coming down from Marie Byrd locations, the error due to different Interpretations
Land. A remeasurement of the markers along the of given sets of data used in compiling accumulation
profiles after an adequate interval (2-3 yr) will pro- charts (data Interpolation and extrapolation), and the
vide the changes in distance and angles necessary tc error in comFutation of data that are not simultanec.as
determine the flow speed and deformation of the ice for all locations. Incidental conclusions are drawn
in the profiles. Distances, angles, coordinates, and concerning the area (65, 000. km2 ) and distribution of
data for reduction of te~lurometer measurements are the zones of net ablation (4 segments extending along
given for the stations along the profiles. Electronic the coast between 40' and 1350 E)9 the mean ice thick-
distance measuring equipment and procedures of ness (1700 1 3.0 m), the ice mass [(21 * 4) x 1021 gi,
measuring are discussed. Dielectric measurements and the accretion history of the ice sheet. l is saug-
on snow were made and gave the following results: gested that a former iee cap, centered at 766S,
C= 1.66 atta depth of 18 cm; f = 1.90 at 180 cm. 125' W, was the last important accretion to the Ice
The meteorological observations necessary for the sheet. (Author's abstract, modified)
reduction )f tellurometer distances Are given and in-
elude air temperature at 60 and 2;0 cm above the
.3nw sjrtabe, air pre.sure, wind speed, wind dirc -
tion, cloud rover, and qualitative itmi of precipita- SIP 22623 551.658.46:551.321.7:(7)
ti n. -- .1S-

Kojima, Kenji
DENSIFICATION OF SNOW IN ANTARCTICA. In:
Malcolm Mellor, ed. Antarctic Snow and Ice Studies.

SIP 22621 551.578.4:551.324.431(*765) Washington, Amer. Geophys. Union, Antarctic Res.
Ser., vol. 2 (Nati. Res. Counril Publ. No. 1197),

ile:q, JohnA. and Arthur S, Rundle 1964, p. 157-2!8 incI. tables, graphs, diagrs.,
SNOW ACCtUMULATION ON THE ROSS ICi7 SHELF, maps, appendix. 21 refs.
ANTARCTICA. In: %lalcolm Mellor, ed, Antarctic DLC, GB2597. M39
Snow .ind lv' Studle.r. Wasington, Anier. Gephys.
Unio,, Antarctic Ris. Ser., vol. 2 (Nall. Res. An attempt has been made to determine the relation
Council P'ail. No. 1197), 1964, p. 119-125, incl. bctween compactive viscosity factor rk. and density p
ilius., tables. 3 refs. of snow frod the density profiles rbserved at trav-

DLC, GB2597. M39 ersc sta,!ons and permanent bases. An obserm.ed
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density profile is transformed to the relation between Ross fee Shelf. They were formed through the con-
density p and snow load a. Assuming that the strain vergence of two ice masses flowing around Roosevelt
rate o densification is proportional to the vertical Islamd. In one of the folds an ice layer formed through
pressure exerted by the snow load and that'the accu- the refreezing of meltwater produced during the sum-

. mulation rate A is constant, a p.,o relation provides mer season 1952-53. The crystal grains in the ice
the relation between pa, (da/dp) = ATc and density, layer range from 4.5 to 2. 5 mm in median diameter
Plotting the values of log (pa, da/dpT = log (Arc) which is controlled by the intensity of solar radiation,
against density, the relation between log rk and p the type and the amount of stress, and the content of
eazt be Obtained by subtracting the observed value of air bubbles in the ice. The largest crystals occur
log A from log (pa, do/dp) for various values of den- where the solar radiation is most effective and where
sity. The density is usually in the range 0.3--0,4 shear stress and air bubble content are at a minimum.
g/em 3 at the surface and 0.5-0. 8 g/cm 3 at 10-m The strongest preferred orientation of c axes (8-9%
depth. Some examples show good agreement between per 1% area) occurs about midway fronirest to .......

-- _-the calculated and the observed density profiles, but.. trough, where shear stress is theoretically greatest.
Mother density profiles calculated from pit data give Microfolds also exist at this site. The 'ideal' ice

values to the densities in the lower part which are too fabric pattern at this location consists of four c-axis
small compared with observed values. The observed maxima, centered at 21, 26, 27*, and 3r, respec-
densities from most traverse stations can be explained tively, from the pole to the shear plane. This pat-
theoretically, considering some errors in the estima- tern does not correspond to any other observed or
tion of accumulation rate. But the densities observed theoretical pattern, with one possible exception, and
on the Ross Ice Shelf and at Byrd Station are much appears partially to reflect some rotation of the
lower than would be expected from theoretical con- stresses re*itive to the present fold axis. The c
siderations. (Author's abstract, modified) axes ol crystals in an isolated secondary fold alng

the limb of the major fold are parallel to the bedding
plane f each limb, which suggests that the ice layer
deformed by translation glide along the basal glide
planes of the ice crystals. (Author's abstract, modi-

SIP 22624 5515/8. 463/ 465(*f2)ed)

SKoern6r, R. M.
FIRN STRATIGRAPHY STUDIES ON THE BYRD-
WHITMORE MOUNTAINS TRAVERSE. 1962-1963.
In: Malcolm Mellor, ed. Antarctic Snow and Ice SIP 22626 551.324. 84(*775)
Studies. Washington,-Amer. Geophys. Union, Ant-
arctic Res. Ser., vol. 2 (Natl. Res; Council Publ. Taylor, Lawrence D. and James Gllozzi
No. 1197), 1964, p. 219-236 incl. Illus., tables, DISTRIBUTION OF PARTICULATE MATTER IN A
graphs, diagrs., map, appendix. 14 refs. FIRN CORE FROM EIGHTS STArION, ANTARCTICA.

DLC, GB2597. M39 In: Malcolm Mellor, ed. Antarctic Snow and Ice
Studies. Washington, Xmer. Geophys. Union, Ant-

Examination of the firn stratigraphy between Byrd arctic Res. Ser., vol. 2 (Natl. Res. Council Publ.
Station and Mount Chapman shows a cyclic pattern of No. 107), 1964, p. 267-277, Incl. illus., table,
grain size and crusts indicating an average annual graph, diagr. 18 refs. Also: Geol. Soc. Amer.
accumulation of 13.5 g/cm 2. The limits of accuracy Spec, Paper No. 76:164, 1964. Aso: lbid.:318-319.
of this value for accumulation cannot be cited because DLC, GB2597.M39; QEI.G2142
the characteristics of snow deposition in this area are
not known. A network of 166 stakes has been set up The quantity and size distribution of particulate mat- --

- between Byrd Station and Mount Chapman for direct ter in a firn core from Eights Station were deter-
measurement of snow accumulation. (Author's ab- min d by electronic analysis using a Coulter counter
stract) and following a modification of techniques introduced

by E. W. Marshall and H. Bader. The concentration
of particles with diameters between 1 and 3 A was
measured in 5-cm segments of a core 7.6 cm in

'-: ( diameter. Particle counts range from less than I to
SEP 22625 .------ _.551.324.2 24.8:5482(765) 2'0 per microliter of meltwater. Eleven cycles in

particle concentration occur between a depth of 4.2.
Reid, John R., Jr. and 14.7 m. These cyc!es cover a span of about 22
STRUCTURAL GLACIOLOGY OF AN ICE LAYER N yr as interpreted from the firn stratigraphy, and they
A FIRN FOLD, ANTARCTICA. In: Malcolm Mellor, generally exhibit an asymmetrical profile. Between
ed. Antarctic Snow and ice Studies. Washington, 9.0 and 9.5 m, the particle count is unusually high
Amer. Geophys. Union, An|tarctic Res. Ser., vol. 2 compared to maximum counts for other cycles. This
(Natl. Res. Council Publ. No. 1197), 1964, p. 237- layer correspondi to the year 1952 if the particulate
2660 cI. Illus., tables, graphs, dagrs., maps. 51 cycie is annual, or the year 1943 if the cycle covers

* refs. 2 yr. Conditions producing the particulate cycle may
DLC, GB2597. M39 include systematic changes in the supply, changes in

the upper atmospheric circulation and tropospheric
Firn folds up to 8 m high, with a wavelength about 100 turbulence, and variations in snow accumulation and
m, are present in the vicinity of the Bay of Whales, compaction. Terrestrial and extraterrestrial de-
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posits may be traceable laterally throughout an ice SIP 22629 551. 3(762)
sheet. f further analysis indicates that a 2-yr or
other cycle persists with depth, this fluctuation may Calkn, Parker E.
-be used for the absolute dating of Ice at depths where GLACIAL OEOLOGY OF THE MOUNT GRIAN AREA,
other stratigraph/c methods fail. (Authors' abstract, SOUTHERN VICTORIA LAND, ANTARCTICA. Geol.
modified) soc. Amer., Bull. 75(10):1031-1036 Incl. Illus.,

maps, Oct. 1964. rlrefs.
DLC, QEI.G2

The Mount Gran area, encompassing Mount Gran and
the Ice-free Aain& Valley adjoining to the north, is

.. IP'22627 .551.3346:551.72 located in the glacits ed mountains of southern Victolia
Land. At least two major glaclations are repre-

Harland, W. Brian and Martin J. S. Rudwick ented In this area. During the first and most eaten-
THE GREAT INFRA-CAMBILAN ICE AGE. Scient. sive glaciation recognized, the A Glaciation, Ice
Amer. 21!(2):28-36 incl. lium., tables, diagrs came from the inland Ice platea~in the west, carved
maps, Aii. 1964. out the western end of Alatna Valley, and passed

DLC, TI.S53 through the area to the Ross Sea in the east. During
the second or B Glaciation, Ice probably Invaded the

ke ages are reviewed In general and evidence is pre- Mount Gran area from the coastal area in the east.
sented of a major glaciation In Infra-Cambrian times. This origin Is suggested by the orientation of roche
A map shows the distribution of Infra-Cambrian til. moutonnes and end moraines In Alatna Valley and
lites which provides an Indication of glacial action, lower elevations of Mount Gran. Such an invasion
A geological time chart Indicates the chronological from the coast may have occurred when sea level was
relation of the Infra-Camlbrian Ice age to glaciations low and there was about 1200 m of Ice In the
In Permo-Carboniferous and Pleistocene times. If McMurdo Sound-Ross Sea area. Ablation phenomena j
all of the evidence is viewed without preconceptions Immediately adjacent to the glacier fronts suggest
about evolutionary processes, the suggestion is clear recent recession in the Mount Gran area. (See SIP
that at the end of the Infra-Cambran period there was 22421) (Author's abstract, modified)
a phase of rapid and radical evolutionary change in
animal life. -- BLE

SIP 22630 550.389:550.312(*765)

Bennett, Hugh F.
SIP 22628 551.326.7:551.463.2:534.2(*41) A GRAVITY AND MAGNETIC SURVEY OF THE ROSS

ICE SHELF AREA, ANTARCTICA. Res. Rept. Ser.
Payne, F. A. No. 64-3, Wisconsin Univ., Geophys. ad Polar Res.
EFFFCT OF ICE COVER ON SHALLOW-WATER Center, 9 7p. incl. tables, graphs, diagra., maps,
AMBIENT SEA NOISE. J. Acoustical Soc. Amer. appendIx, April 1964. 62 refs.
36(10):1943-1947Incl. graphs, diagrs., map, Oct. DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection

DLC, QC221.A4 IThIs report contains a compilation and interpreaon
of all the gravity and magnetic data collected on the

Measurements were made from Dec. 1961 to April Ross Ice Shelf by recent ground traverses, and an
1962, of ambient sea noise In the frequency interval airborne magnetic profile, flown during operation
20-3000 cps In shallow water In the Gulf of St. Law- HIghjump (1947). A map showing Individual traverse
rence off the north coast of Prince Edward Island. routes on the Ice shelf Is given, ant data sources are
The effect of Ice cover on the frequency spectrum of tabulated. The three 1..,ered velocity section meas-
the ambient sea noise Is described. A block diagram ured at Little America Station by Crary (1961) is con-
Is presented of the detection and recording equipment. sidered to be representative of the Ross kee Shelf
Two methods of recording data were employed. A area. This assumption Is supported by the fact that
Sanborn logarithmic recorder was used to otain the Bouguer anomaly at Little America and the mean
pen-ch.rt records of the hydrophone signals in the Bouguer anomaly over the ice shelf are similar.
seven oetave bands from 25-50 to 100-3200 cps. Thick sections of the low density layer are indicatedThe noise samples recorded on magnetic tape were In the central portion of the Ice shelf, with an in-
played back through a wave analyzer that resolved the crease in thickness and elevation of the middle layer
noise sample into bands 5 cps wide at eight discrete In the northwest portion. The upper "magnetic hort-
frequencies. A correlation method was employed to son" appears to be associated with the bottom or 6.38
analyze both sets of spectrum levels. The presence km/se layer which lies at a depth of 2.6 km at Little
c an Ice cover makes a large difference to the level America. A deep "magnetic basement' also found In
and to the spectral distribution of the ambient noise, the Ross Sea area to the north may suggest geologic
Results are presented which illustrate both the similarity between the two areas. The negative mean
effect of Ice cover on the ambient noise and the tran- free air anomaly over the Ross ke Shelf area Is in-
sition from the "open-water" to the "ice-cover" con- terpreted to be the result of former ice loeding.
dition. -- BLE -- BLE
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A SIP 22631 $50. 389(0772:'747) Dendritic growth is exhibited by a wide variety of
materials and the form is natural to all of the domi-Osten$% Ned A. and Edward C. Thiel nant phase transformations. This paper discusses

AEROMAGNETIC RECONNAISSANCE OF ANT- the great variety of crystal and dendritic forms In
--. ... ARCTICA BETWEEN BYRD AND WILKES STATIONS. nature along with the physics Involved in the genera-

Res. Rept. Ser. No. 64-6, Wisconsin Univ. Gee- tion of these crystals during constrained and uncon-
phy. and Polar Res. Center, 33p. in-I. tables, strained growth. Technological applications of this
maps, July 1964. 13 refs. knowledge are suggested. BLE

DLC, Tech. Pept. CoUsction

Data were obtained during three field seasons (1958-
61) from 13,000 km of airborne magnetics betwLen
SWW and Wilkes Station. A Varlan precession mag- SEP 22634 551. 39.3
Sntometer recorded the absolute value of the earth's
total field. This sector of Antarctica consists solely Dooley, Donald

* of young volcanics with the characteristic intense OBSERVATIONS ON T UE DEFORMATION OF ICE AT
residual magnetic field. In contrast to the regions LOW STRESSES. Ohio State Univ. ., st. ,t gplar
of West and East Antarctic;. the Ross Ice Shelf is Studies, Rept. 1; [16]p. incl. ilus., tables, graphs,
marked by relative magnetic quiescence, which sug., diagrs., Aug. 1964. 7 refs.

* gests underlying material of low magnetic suscepti- DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection
b-lity. On the McMurdo to Pole flight, no anomaly is o of ice under low
associated with the postulated fault zone rong the values of pure shear stress were uriertaken at the
northeastern flank of the Queen Maud Range. The Institute of Polar Studies in 1963-64. Stresses of the
depth calculations in West Antarctica that are near order of 0.04 kg/cm 2 were applied to both poly-
seismic soundings are in close agreement with the
rock surface elevation determined by the reflection crystalline and single crystal samples, the latter
measurements. Ths it appears thiat the magnetic- with the optic axis normal to the shear direction. In
anomaly sources occur at the rock surface. The o- general, a terminal strain was observed after an
served field shows a generally higher value but lesser Immediate elastic deformation followed by an elasto-
gradient than the computed field from H. 0. 1703 S, viscous yield. The numers anomales observed
although the contour orientations are similar. -- and the lack of agreement with other reports on $e
ELE formation studies indicate the necessity for additional

work. (Author's abstract) ...

SIP 22632 551. 509.6 SIP 22635 551. 525:551.345. 1:551.481. 1(*440)

National Science Foundation Brown, W. G., G. H. Johnston and R. J. E. Brown
WEATHER MODIFICATION. FIFTH ANNUAL RE- COMPARISON OF OBSERVED AND CALCULATED
PORT, 1963. NSF 64-19, 40p. incl. map, apen- GRCUND TEMPERATURES WITH PERMAFROSTdFxes A-C- 1964. Refs, DmnTRIBUTION UII3ER A NORTHERN LAKE. Can.
DLC, Unbound periodical Geotechnical J. 1(3):147-154 incl. table, graphs,

C o imaps, July 1964. 4 refs.

The report describes the weather niodification pro- DLC, Unbound periodical
grams of the National Science FoundatIon, other Borings and probings were made In the vicinity of a
federal government agencies, and non-federal govern- small lake near LnuvNk, N.W.T., to determine the
mert organizations. NSF's efforts include pulsed- distributicn of permafrost, and ground temperatures
Doppler X-band radar analysis of weather features, were observed to depths of 200 ft. The records were
artificial ice nuclei, Project Whitetop, Flagstaff compared with theoretical calculations of ground
Cumulus Studies (microphysics and dynamics of temperatures. The mean annual ground-surface and
cumulus clouds), and financial aid to approved lake temperatures and tbe geothermal gradient for
projects. Grants and contracts awarded In 1963 are -ertes ca d the helpal anel -desribdandresarh cn~uedfro peviusthe region were calculated with the help k nelcdescribed, and research continued from previous Ironi computer program and measured temperaturs
grants are listed along with an annotated bibliography, at several loations, The annual temperature cycle
-- BLE for all practical purposes penetrates no more than 80

ft below the ground surface. Beyond this depth, tem -
peratures are governed only by the mean annual tem-
peratures at the ground surface under the lake and
remote from it. There is no intrinsic charge inSIP 7,2633 548.1+. 5 mean annual temperatures with time. The mean
ground temperature was calculated assuming theTiller, W. A. mean annual water and ground surface teraperatures

DENDRITE., Science, 146(3646):871-879 incl. Illus., everywhere constant. Equations are given for cal-
tables, gra.hs, ditPgrs.. Nov. 13, 1964. 16 refs. culating mear, annual temperature at any location in

DLC, QI.S35 the ground and for the entire traverse. The results
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imw that the entire region under the lake is uofro- VcMurda volcanics are the moot probable source of
zen, whereas under surface areas not covered by local mgnetic anomalies Gimerved south of the
water the ground remains frozen to depths of several Horlick Mountains. Bouguer anomaly variations
hundred feet. The field probings in the bore holes indicate poqslble areas f aceumultion of sedimentare all consistent with the theoretical results. eroded from the nearby motntains. The range ofBLE Bouguer anomalies indicates a continental crusal

section from 40 to 50 1nm thick. The area is In
"sosttie equilibrium and local topographic provinces

are suot lecally compensated. Existing theories about
SIP 22636 551. 506. 1(0384.64) the behavior of Ice are insufficient tu exp;ain the

cha.'acter of Othe ice surfa.t and Its relationship to
Kosiba, Aleksander and Fritz Loewe variations I.- ice thickn.ess. (From author'&
METECROLOGJCAL OBSERVATIONS IN THE summary)
TASERSIAQ AREA, SOUTHWEST GREENLAND,
DURING SUMMER, 1953. Ohio State Univ., Inst.
of Polar F"idies, Rept. No. 11, 159)p. incl. tables,
graphs, diagrs., map, July 19%4. 4 refs.

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection

Meteorological data obtained during the summer of
1963 In the Taserslaq area In fithwest Greenland
are given and discussed In two parts. Part I dis-
cusses the meteorological elements (excludlng wind).
Part II concerns the wind relations in the region Of
Lake Tasersiaq and Sukkertoppen Ice cap. The data
from these observations are compared with data ob- SIP 22638 551.326.7:536.2(60)
tained at other loations. The wind data are espe-
cially useful in providing a better definition f calm Unterstelner, N.
characteri*' 1. The results illustrate that great CALCULATIONS OF TEMPERATURE REGIME AND
caution is asary In choostiLg wind data to explain HEAT BUDGET OF SEA ICE IN THE CENThAL• aclologic hydrological, &oil, and other pro- ,ARtCTIC. J. Geohys. Res. 69(22):4755-47665 inrl.
cesses, as well as glaciaz changes In conditions as tablet, graphs, Nov. 15, 196' 27 refs.
orographlcally different as those In Greenland. The DLC, QCSII.J6
problem of the genesis of the Sukkertopen ice cap
can be sol d only through detailed investlgations, The equation of heat conduct.ms, including variable
especially i. wind and radiation along the Ice-cap thermal conductivity and specific heat, an tntern-alprofile in many directions. These two factors have heat source diminishing with depth, and a. advcive
the greatest influence on snow and ice accumulation, term, Is Integrated numerically for sea ice ofablation, movement, and glacier mass balance. -- equilibrium thicless. The annual cycle of thickness
BLE (ablation-accretion) is Imposed as an external para-

meter. The boundary values for temperature am the
vertical distribution of Ice salinity are taken irom ..

- empirical data. The computed temperature field Is
SIP 22637 551.33:551. 324. 51('701) In good agr-ement with observations. The thermal

history ot Individual particles of Ice, the relative
Robinson, Edwin S. effect of the internal heat source (penetrating solarSOME ASPECTS OF SUDGLACIAL GEOLOGY AND radiation), heat storare, w, l the aitnual cycle of heat

GLACIAL MECHANICS BETWEEN THE SOUTH POLE flux by contuctm at various depths are described.
AND THE HORLICK MOUNTAINS. Res. Rept. Ser. Thc observed maximum of brie volume of 40- to 70-
No. 64-7, Wisconsin Unl%., Geophys. and Polar Res. cm dept& Is explained as the combined effect of
Center, 88p. Incl. tzbles, graphs, diagrs., maps, "alnity profil, and internal absorption of raliadc.n.
.ppendixes l-IV, July 1964. 35 refs. The requirement that heat flux In the ice plus the heat

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection equivalent of surface ablation equal the heat flux in
the atmospheric boundary layer is well met by

The Transantarctic Mountain system is about 400 kni . Badgley's values of radiative and turbulent heat
wide In this area. Subglacial mountainous topography trannfer. Dusing the melting rearon, June it to .ug.
e.ends to within 150 kim of the South Pole. Seismic 20, the Ice surface receives 4.5 kcal/c= 2 umw loses,
refraction mieasurements Indicate velocities r*jarac- durng the freezing season, Aug. 21 to June 14, an
tez'istic of crystalline rock and show no evidence of a only slightly greater amount of heit to the atmos-
sedimentary section corresponding to the Beacon phere. The annual sum 'f heat conduction at the bs'
group. Refletion data suggest a thin layer of uncof- of the ice is 3.6 kcal,/cm2. Of this, 2.0 kcal/cm 2

so'idated material at the base cf the ice which may originates from ;ce accretion and 1.6 kcal/cm2 Is
be locally fro7en or water soaked. From limIted drawn from the ocean. The atmosphere over the
knowledge of the magnetic character of rocks ob- central Arctic receives an annual tota of 2.5servd i theTras~u~~rcic ountln volanl loal,/cm 2, which is mainly the heat of fusion of t7-
flows similar to the late Tertiary, and Quaternary ported Ice. (Author's abstract)
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"SIP 22639 550.78,7?:551. 508.85 servations In based on reflectivity measurements of

* ./ unrealistic artificial hailstones (Joss, 1964), the
,'"Geo~a, Bpilros t',. author explains that recent experiments show th,?,

COMMENTS ON PAPER BY DAVID ATLAS, the thickness of the spongy layer is not the important
° KENNETH R. HARDY, AND JORG JOBS, -RADAR- factor. The decisive point is the ratio of the i/quid

R FLECTIVITY OF STORMS CONTAINING SPONGY water to the total mass of the hailstones. It seems

HAIL." J. Geophys. Res. 69(22):4907-4908, Nov. safer, in this case, to base speculations about the
15, 1964. reflectivity of a hall cloud on the measurements of

DLC, QC811.J6 artificial hailstone models until better reflectivity
---- --- / data are obtained for natural hailstones. -- BLE

.Atl et al (1964) (SIP 22008) have rejected all pre-
vious hypotheses concerning the radar reflectivity of
storms containing spongy hall as physically lmplausj-
ble -and rightly so. However, the valldl:y of the SEP 22642 551.332.W5(77)
original radar observations can not be confirmed.
The measurements of Donaldson land the apparently Bretz, J, Harlen

confirming ones by Atlas (1963) were made by turning CORRELATION OF GLACIAL LAKE STAGES IN
down the receiver gain and photographing either PPI THE HURON-ERIE AND MICHIGAN BASINS. J.
or RHI radarscopes. Several uncertainties are asso- Geol. 72(5):618-627 Incl. Illus., maps, Sept. 1964.
elated with this technique; therefore, the extraordi- 9 refs.
narily high reflectivity values should be viewed with DLC, QE1.J8
extreme skepticism. The discrepancy In observa-
tions Is due to the characteristics of the radarb and The two major concepts are discussed regarding cor-
radar measurements rather than the structure of the relation of the stages in these basins. Jack Hough's
thunderstorm. BLE latest (1963) attempt to correlate these events con-

tains fundamental errors which are fatal to his
scheme. They Involve denials oi field facts reported
In the literature and statements that seem to indicate

551.578.7:551.508.85 lack of personal field examination and of adequate
study of topographic maps. The first and most de-

Atlas, David Kenneth R. Hardy and Ralph J. tailed organization of then existing knowledge of the
I succession of Glacial Great Lake stages was byDonaldson, Jr.

EPLY. J. Geophys. Res. 69(22):4909-4910, Nov. Leverett and Taylor (1915). Although studies by

15, 1964. 8 refs. many later investigators have added much Informa-

DLC, QC8I1.J6 tion and have altered some of the original correla-
tions, the Leverett and Taylor picture has stood the

This note Is Intended to validate 2 fundamental aspects test of time. Since 1915, the Huron-Erie and the

of the authors' paper (SIP 22008) which Geotis (SIP Michigan glacial-lake levels, with proposed correla-

22639) has questioned. The magnitude of 3-cm re- tions, have had the most attention. (Author's ab-

flectivities in thunderstorms and the reality of the stract, modified)

maximum reflectivity observed sometimes at high
altitudes In these storms must be considered as
lower-limit estimates of the true reflectivity.
Douglas (1964) has obtained similar results inde- SIP 22643 551.337:551.79
pendently. The significance of hailstones containing
spongy ice as an explanation for the observed reflec- Wright, H. E., Jr.
tivity profiles in severe storms is explained. THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE WISCONSIN GLA-
Spongy hail provides the physical means of obtaining CIAL STAGE. J. Geol. 72(5):628-637 incl. table,
a backscattering cross section corresponding to that Sept. 1964. 45 refs.
of the first peak of the Mie scattering curve for DLC, QEI.J8
water. The fact that the experimental measurements
indicate n enhancement of 3 db over that of a sphere The classification of the Wisconsin Stage by Frye and

of pure water further reduces the required concen- Willman combines Into Woodfordian time the Inter-
traton of these stones. -- BLE vals Tazewell, Cary, and Port Huron of the Lake

Michigan lobe because these intervals, unlike the
Twocreekan that follows, cannot be defined or traced
-satisfactorily on a stratigraphic basis. Despite this

SIP 22641 551.578.7:551.508.85 difficulty, these Intervals serve as convenient car-
bon-dated subdivisions of a 9000-yr fluctuating re-

Joss, JUirg treat of a central ice lobe In the Great Lakes region
REPLY. J. Geophys. Res. 69(22):4911, Nov. 15, to which the glacial flictuations in Minnesota and
1964. 3 refs. elsewhere can be compared. The classification re-

DLC, QC811.J6 lates the end of the Valderan Substage to the supposed
end of sea-level rise 5000 yr ago. A better termina-

In reply to Geotis' claim that the interpretation ton would be the change from spruce to pine or hard-
(Atlas et al, 1964) (SIP 22008) of previous radar ob- woods in the pollen sequence which can be related to
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the withdrawal of the ice from the Great Lakes, iden- level; during the 1ianc-poldang (Lushan) glaciation It
rtled stratigraphlcallv over a wide area, carbtr- was about 12W) m, and during the Ta)duhu (youngest)
dated as nearly synchronous, and referred to an It was 2200 m above sea level. -- BLE
abrupt climatic change. (Author's abstract, modi-
fied)

SIP 22648 651. 243.2

SIP 22644 551.34(0428) flastenrath, S.
LAROF SCALE DISTRIBUTION OF PATTERNE

Westgate, J. A. and L. A. Bayrock GROUND. (Zur Frage der grossriumigen Vertellung
PERIGLACIAL STRUCTURES IN THE SASKAT- von Froststrukturbden; Text in German). Z. Geo-
CHEWAN GRAVELS AND SANDS OF CENTRAL morphologle, 7(l):86-87, April 1963. 8 refs.
ALBERTA, CANADA. J. Geol. 72(5):641-648 incl. DLC, GI.A47
lllus., tables, dlagrs., graphs, 'ept. 1964. 21 refs.

DLC, QEI.J8 Contrary to earlier findings, patterned ground is also
to be expected in suitable soil below the Umber line

The Saskatchewan gravels and sands are composed on mountains, and in and on the border of dry regions,
primarily of quartzitic sandstones, chert, and arkosic I.e., a zone which is d/ferent from the patterned
sandstones, together with a few fragments of basic ground between the upper timber line and the snow
volcanic rock, Umestones and bedrock of local de- line. Further research is necessa-y. -- BLE
rivation. They have been recognized widely through-
out the plains of western Canada and the northwestern
United States, lying uncomnformably upon bedrock and
covered with glacial drift. Ages from late Tertiary SIP 22647 551.579. 2(*50)
to early Pleistocene have been suggested for these
gravels and sands. Near Edmonton, Alberta, tern- Chernysbev, A. A.
porary exposures in a gravel pit revealed structures VELOCITIES OF SNOWMELT RUNOFF IN FORESTS
In the Saskatchewan gravels and sands that are AND FIELDS. Soviet Hydrology: Selected Papers,
attributed to deformation by frost action. These No. 6:621-622 incl. table, 1963.
structures are (1) a zone of deranged pebbles, (2) DLC, Unbound periodical
involutions, and (3) fossil ice wedges, now full of
sand. It is concluded that (1) a periglacial cimate Seventy measurements were conducted in the
existed in central Alberta before the arrival ( f.ne Cernigov, Sumsk, and Kharkov Provinces. The
Keewatin ice that deposited the Wisconsin till; (2) timber was 24 to 25 yr old, its fullness ranged from
the Saskatchewan gravels and sands were deposited 0.6 to 0.8, and the undergrowth was of average den-
in a periglacial environment; and (3) these gravels sity. Some of the measurement sectors were thawed
and sandb are older than the "classical Wisconsin" while others were frozen. Tabulated data show
but they are of Pleistorene age. (Authors' abstract, average runoff rates of mnowmelt over various types
modified) of surfaces, at various steepness, and at varying

depths of the water layer, and indicate that (1) run-
off rate Is directly proportional to the slopes, (2)
at an incrcase in the water layer depth, the velocity

SIP 22645. 551.336:551.79(51) increases regularly, (3) runoff velocities are smaller
in the forests than in the fields, and (4) if the forest

Kozarskl, S. soil is frozen while it is thawed In the field, the run-
PROBLEM OF PLEISTOCENE GLACIATIONS IN off velocities are the same. -- BLE
THE MOUNTAINS OF EAST CHINA. Z. Geo-
morphologie, 7(l):49-70 incl. llus., dlagrs., map,
April 1963. 31 refs.

DLC, GI. A47 SP 22648 551. 22:526. 3/.4(7*5)

The literature is reviewed and observations (1958) in Hofmann, Walther
Sishan near Peking and in Lushan (Mlangsi) are dis- GEODETIC.-GLACIOLOGICAL WORK IN THE ANT-
cussed. Traces of this glaciation were discovered in ARCTIC. THE ROSS r-E SHELF SURVEY (RIS)--
the Talpeishan, Wutaishan, and the Great lOtingan OPERATION 1962-63. (Geodtisch-glaziologische
mountain regions. Traces were also found In the Arbelten in der Antarktlis. Dan Ross ke Shelf Survey
Hwavangshan, the Western Hupeh, Tapashan, (RESS)--Unternehmen 1962/63; Text in German). Z.
Sa'chwan, and the Lower Yangtze regions. In Vermessungsw. 88(6):255-265 incl. table, maps,
Western Hupeh, south of Patung, and Tzukuei, where June 1963. 1 ref F
only traces of the Lushan glaciation were found, the DLC, TA5i01.Z5
height of the snow line of this elaciation was about
1000 m above sea level. Traces of three glaciations The RISS program is discussed in the framework of
were discovered in the eastern Tapashan. During the the IGY research program in the Antarctic, and the
Tsiuwantse (oldest), which corresponds to the Taicu glaciological situation on the Ross Ice Shelf is de-
glaciation, the snow line was about 1000 m above sea scribed together with the geodetic -giaciological sur-

vey program. -- BLE
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1 SIP 22649 551.322:548.51:551.508. 72 SIP 22651 552.6:551.322

Barnes, Geoffrey T., Ulrich Katz and Raymund Astapovich, L S.
Singer ICE METEORITFES. (Ledfanye meteority; Text in

ICE FORMING ACTIVITY AND THE SURFACE PRO- Russian). Priroda (Moscow), No. 5:84-85, 1964.
PERTIES OF NUCLEATDL MATERIALS. Z. angew. 10 refs.
Math. Phys. i3(1):76-80 Incl. table, graph, 1962. DLC, Q4.P8
7 refs.

____ DLC, _QAI. Z37 - . .. A block of ice weighing several kilograms fell at the
village ol Domodedovo near Moscow on Aug. 27,

7Te results at cloud-chamber experiments with AgI 1963. Analysla v~eliei ii,. it wax of terrct ;a
Indicate that the activity of a particular site on the ori.mn. This papor diheusses pAst theories of ice
surface of a particle can be 0%"-acterzel Ly the dLf- meteorites, most of which are fantastic or have bevn
ference in chemical potential or free energy required proven wrong. For example, the falling of pre-

J for the formation of a stable ice crystal nu-leus upon cipitaton from a cloudless sky was once attributed
it.' I would be more reasonable to refer to a to the melting of ice meteors on entr into the
threshold free energy difference rather than a .. . earth's atmosphere. Pa tcular-attention Is given -

-threshold temperature and to plot the Ice forming to the falling of an ice m teorte in Wisconsin on
activity as a function of this free energy rather than Aug. 30, 1955. Meteor atter is associated with
of temperature. The amount of liquid absorbd at comets, therefore ice m ebrites may have the ice
constant temperature is directly related to the rela- nuclei o comets as their bource. In a footnote,
Uve humidity, therefore, the formation of ice K. P. Florenskit emphasizes the Importance of
embryos which begins In th, ausorbed water layer continuing the study o the problem, and calls on
on the nucleating particle at lower relative humidities readers to be alert for the falling of such objects. -

may be hindered by a lack of adsorbed water. Prob- JPRS abstract, modified
ably Inci.Icat embryos are continually forming und
disqpearing with a frequency determined by the tem-
perature, the amount of adsorbed liquid, and the
nature of the particle surface. The term "ice form-
Ing nuclei" for denoting active substances is pre-
ferred to the terms "freezing" and "sublimation"
nuclei which Imply specific mechanisms. - BLE SP 22652 551.50:910.2.008('7)

SkIfArov, V. M.
PREPARATIONS FOR THF, WORK OF THE AERO-
METEOROLOGICAL DETAQHMENT OF THE NINTH
SOVIET ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION. (Podgotovka
It rabote aerometeorologlcheskogo otrf-da 9-

SIP 22650 551. 525:551.58(*49) Sovetskol antarkticheskor ekspedltsll; Text in Rus-
sian), Meteorologir' I Gldrologi/!3, No, 6:43-45s

Alitken, G. W. 1964.
GROUND-TEMPERATURE OBSERVATIONS AT DLC, QC851.M27
INORTKW;.Y, ALASKA. Tech. Rept. 107, U. S.
Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering This paper discusses (1) ti selection of proper per-

Laboratory, 14p. incl. Illus., tables, Oct. 1964. sonnel for this mission who possess the required
CRREL files technical, physical, and psychological attributes, (2)

the preparation of the work program and specialized

Summaries are presented of (1) ground temperature pre-departure training, (3) the steps taken to ensure
data at 9 depths from 0.0-20.0 ft collected daily at adequate supplies and equipment, and (4) the methods

--Not thway (Alaska) during 1952-1980, (2) comparative CC testing instruments to be used In the Antarctic.
climatological data collected by the U. S. Weather The principal objectives of the detachment were (1)
Bureau for the years 1952-1961, and (3) soil data the collection of synoptic, meteorological, acti-

' from samples obtained in Sept. 1952 and Oct. 1961. nometric aerological and other data needed to study
Tables are given of (1) the mean or average cli - the Antarctic atmospheric circulation and climate,
matological data, (2) the maximum, minimum, and and the determination of the influence of Antarctica

* average ground temperatures for the 11 yr as deter- on general circulation of the atmosphere for the
mined from data recorded on the first day of each Improvement of weather forecasting; (2) the study
month, and (3) the ground temperatures recorded the #A the formation, development and breakup of shore
first day of each month during the 1952-1960 period. Ice and the hydrological regime of coastal waters;
Ground -temperature gradients for a typical thaw and am (3) participation In the Y48Y program. In com-
freeze season (1954-55) are graphed and the maxi- parison with previous expeditions, plans included
mum and minimum temperatures recorded at each ozonometric observations at Mirnyy, an increase in
depth are also presented. The depth to permafrost the number of daily aerological observations in spe-
was about 4. 5 ft. The layer of summer thaw refroze cial geophye'zal intervals at all stations, and greater
completely down to perwifrost each year dring the attention to ice research at Mlrnyy. -- JPRS ab-
observational period. (Authcr's abstract) stract
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SIP 22653 551.508. 822:551.506.2('7) of a single station the zenith distances of four stars

sio,;d be measured. Their azimuths should differ
Zhdanov, L. A. and A. B. Petrov by 90% hIi order for tie drifting ice during the time
RESULTS OF SOUNDING THE ANTARCTIC ATMOS- of astronomical observations not to Influc,- the
PHERE ITFH A-22 RAD!OsONTr.. uRezul'taty accuracy of detcrsninauon of coordinates, the azi-
Zondirovanrid atmo,,t., radlocondami A-22 v muths of the second, third and fourth stars should
uiovfilkh .ALrktldy; Text In Russiin). Inform. differ from the azimuth of the first star by 90', 270,
Dili. Antarktiheskof Eksped., No. 45:33-38 Incl. and 180* respectively. The determination of coor-

tables, dfagr., 1964. dlnates from five stars Is preferable. Otical
DIAC, Q115.$686 theodolites should be used since they permit daily

observations and check the change in the Inclination
Methods to correct radiostonde-lauc hing difficulties of the ice cover. Nomograms have been rompild to
caused by strong winds are described. The recently determine the azimuths of celestial bodies. Methods
adopted automatic recorder has proven highly satis- are described for reducing zenith distances of
factory. The height reached by radiosondes depends celestial bodies to the mean time of observation.
on the method used to process bal)oon envelopes. -- JPRS abstract, modified
The best results are obtained when the envelopes
are wetted with gasoline on both sides I to 1-1/2 hr
before launching. This procedure, among others,
made It possible tn attain a mean height for the year SIP 226.5 551.326. 63:621. 311. 2(*50)

of 25.9 km. Cases were observed when there were Gotllb, IX L. and othersi
sharp wannings in the lower stratosphere at 20-27 THE ICE A T REGIME OF THE ANGARA
km from -75 to -65°C and from -22 to -30 0 C. In RIVER. (Ledtermtka Arqary; Text in Russian).
Nor. the transformation was traced of the circum-
polar cyclone into a stratospheric anticyclone. The 196p. incl. Illus., tables, graphs, diagrs., Lenin-

frequenry of recurrence is tabulated of different Da, 1964. 41 rts.

r;.rections of jet streams. During the period Feb. - DLC, Slavic Div.

Dec. 1962, of the 117 dayi with jet streams, their A general picture of the hydrographic and orographic
average duration *as 2 days. The mean height of features of the Angara River region is giyen and the
the jet-stream axis was below the tropopause and ice and thermal regimes oi the river are described
only in individual cases was it above the tropopause, In accordance with research carried out in connec-

which Increases in height upon the appearance of jet In with the planning ar building of hydroelectric

streams. The height of the tropopause, at the time po n at the angara wtl. h elctio
of jt sreas, xcees te man onthy high of power plants at the Angara waterfall. Ice condtions

of let streams, exceeds the mean monthly height of fron fall to spring were studied, begining with the
tropopause, caused by a sharp wind intensification ice-forming process in autumn. Observations re-

in the free atmnosphere or the appearance of let garding sludge flow are given, the complete freezing
streams, !a a basic prognostic criterion which was of the river is described, ice thickness at various
setre pare s Atac ntic recasterin stom wpoints is tablated, and general characteristics of
used to prepare Antarctic forecasts and storm the spring ice breakup are given. Information is fur-
warnings. -- JPRS abstract, modfied nshed for hydrologists and h.rr..chnicians for

projecting, planning, and building hydroelectric
power plants in cold regions. -- VDP

SEP 22656 551. 508. 71

SIP 22654 551.326:528.28(211) Ballinger, J. G.- and others

ALPHA RADIATION HYGROMETER. VOLUME 1,
ushuev, .V.AUTOMATX FROST-POL'T HYGROMETER FOR

ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS ON DRIFTING ICE STRATOSPHERIC WATER-VAPOR MEASUREMENTS.ADWAYS TO INCREASE THEIR ACCURACY. ]Final Rept., Contract AF 19(604)-8418, Hioneywell

(Astronomicheskle natof~lerdia na dretfulhshchem Inc., Aeronautical Div., Minneapolls, Mlnn,., 52p.
l'du I puti povyshen/a ikh tochnosti; Text In Russian). Incl. ius., graphs, diagrs., appendixes A-B, Aug.
Problemy Arktlki I Antarktild, No. 13:97-100 incl. 15, 1964. 10 refs. (AFCRL-64-490 (1]]
tables, diag-s., 1963. DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection

DLC, G575. L422
This report describes a new type of automatic frost-

Detailed investigations of the drifting of Ice, the point hygrometer for measuring atmospheric distri-
dynamics of an Ice cover, tidal currents, etc., made bution of water vapor. Tie ma"a of the frost deposit
in recent years show the necessity for increasing the on a cooled surface Is detected directly by energy
accuray of determination of the coordinates of drift- attenuation of alpha radiation. An automatic control
Ing stations. Solar observations at different times maintains a cor.stant amount of this frost by control-
cannot ensure the reouired accuracy due to the ling the direction of current flow through a thermo-
drifting of the ice. A-%tronomical observations on electric conler. The Instrumentation of this hygro-
drifting stations therefore should be made during the meter is described in detail, and balloon-flight tests
entire year. In order to determine the coordinates of prototype units are presented. (Authors' abstract)
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( SEP 22657 551. 508. 71 SIP 22659 551. 321(021)(-82)

Crowley, John E. and Ahmet F. Konar Savel'ev, B. A.
ALPHA RADIATION HYGROMETER. VOLUME II, MANUAL ON THE STUDY OF ICE PROPERTIES.
FROST-POINT HYGROMETER FOR W-47 AIRCRAFT. (Rukovodstvo po izuchenif'i svotstv l'da; Text in Rus-
FInal Rept., irc"Uact AF19(604)-8418, Honeywell sian). Moscow, Jzd-vo Moskovskogo Un/versetetat
ZIC. Aeronautical Div., Minneapolis, Minn., 95p. 1963. 198p. incl. illus., tables, graphs, diagrs.
incl. illus., tables, graphs, diagra., appendixes 52 refs.
A-D, Aug. 15, 1964. 44 refs. DLC, GB2403.S2

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection
Chapters In the manual deal with: (1) The study of the

A hygrometer system which obtains frost point tern- structure of ice and snow by a recommended crystal
perature readings during weather reconnaissance optical method. Procedure is given for preparing
flights has been designed. The hygrometer, which snow and ice sections, photographic reproduction, and
consists of a probe mounted to the aircraft skin, comparative evaluation of the results. -A method . .
projecting beyond the aircraft boundary layer, and which summarizes many structural elements in a sin-
an amplifier-controller located In the aircraft elec- gle diagram is presented. (2) Methods of investigat-
tronic equipment bay, is capable of measuring frost- Ing the chemical composition of ice, melt water and
point temperatures in the dew point range of +30* C brine. (3) Study of the liquid and solid phases of
to -50"C with an accuracy of 1. V0C. The probe oh- saline Ice. (4) Methods of determining density and
tains an air sample from outside the aircraft boundary porosity. Special attention is paid to the method of
layer and directs the sample to the cold junction of a radioactive logging used by A. V. Krasnushkin in
thermoelectric cooler. The probe's construction re- 1959 in Antarctica. (5) Methods of analysis of gas
stricts the air over the cold junction to static pres- inclumons in ice. (6) Basic methods of testing the
sure for a wide range of Mach numbers and angles of strength of ce. (7) Study of thermal and radiation
attack. The cold junction of the thermoelectric properties of Ice. -- VDP
cooler condenses moisture from the air sample until
the condensate reaches a predetermined thickness,
which is measured by alpha particle absorption tech-

Snques. A solid-state alpha particle detector con- SIP 22660 551.345.1:624.139(*50)
trots the thermoelectric cooler current to maintain
the condensate thickness. The temperature of the Anisimov, V. V. and M. L Krlniltyn
cold junction (frost-point temperature) is measured PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION IN PERMAFROT RE-
with a miniature b ad thermistor. One system was GIONS. (Stroltel'stvo maglstral'nykh truboprovodov
made for wind tunnel and environmental testing and w raronakh vechno! merzloty; Text In Russian).
two were designed for flight tests on the W-47 and Lenngrad, Go. Nauchno-tekhncheskoe i ad-vo,

U-2 aircraft. (From authors' summary) 1963, 146p. Inl. illus., tables, diagrs., Vpcndixe
I-.. 14 refs.

DLC, Slavic Div.

Pipeline construction, natural conditions (e. g., per-
SIP 22658 551.508.71 mafrost thickness and temperature, ground water,

relief, and climatic peculiarities), and the physical
Ballinger, J. G., M. P. Fricke and R. D. Murphy and mechanical properties of frozen soil in perma-
ALPHA RADIATION HYGROMETER. VOLUME IM, frost regions are discussed. Highway construction
CURRENT PROBLEMS IN STRATOSPHERIC WATER- and methods of supplying goods to remote areas are

---------- ,VAPOR MEASUREMENTS MADE WITH AUTOMATIC-- -... emphas1zed9 and recommendations are made for
FRIST-POINT HYGROMETERS. Final Rept., Con- storing motor vehicles, tractors, and other mechani-
tract AF19(604)-8418, Honeywell Inc., Aeronautical cal devices out of d'w In freexing weather. Excel-
Div., MInneapolis, Minn., 32p. Incl. graph, Aug. lent Illustrations and diagrams are included. --

15, 1964. 16 refs. [AFCRL-64-690 (II)] VDP/BLE
DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection

Two basic problems inherent in the stratospheric
application of all automatic frost-point hygrometers SIP 22661 624.144.53/. 55(*50)
are .. amined. In particular, instrument Inadequacy
due to low rates of mass transfer is found to be a Karaban, G. L.
highi) probable explanation of the current controversy SNOW REMOVAL EQUIPMENT. (Snegouborochnye
about upper-atmosphere water-vapor content. The mashiny; Text In Russian). Rev. ed., Moscow,
second problem Is that of moist -air-sample con- kzd-vo Ministerstva Kommunal'nogo KhozfBIstva
tamina*, n by water vapor desorbed from the Instru- RSFSR, 1962. 124. icl. iUus,, tablcs, graphs,
ment package and vwhicle. The matitude of this diagrs. 25 refs.
effect precludes a simple accommodation of low mass DLC, TL230.5.S5K3
transfer rates by use of long sampling times. Meas-
ures to increase the reliability of future atratoopheric Data on physical and mechanical properties of snow
data are recommended. (Authors' abstract) and ice and Information on the present methods of
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clearing snow and Ice covered roads in winter time The acton of the cold swells the body Joints making
are given. Special attention is paid to the description them difficult to bend, and delays the growth of limbs.
of USSR and foreign equipment for snow removal, and ft affects particularly children from the time they
to the methods of computation of their capacity, per- begin to walk barefoot or work In the fields In direct
formance, and maintenance as well as to the cost of contact with the cold earth. - VDP
operation. Information Is provided to engineers and
technicians In city management and to universities and
technical schools q,:lalizing In municipal work.
Snowplows, sweepers, scrapers, shovels and loaders SIP 284 551.34S,1(50)
are equipment types emphasized In the seven chapters
of the manual which Is a revised edition of a pubica- hveMFov, I O R ARt/o IsuedIn 955 (Se SP 1947 -- VDPPERMAFROST, ITS OCCURRENCE AN'D IMPOR-
ion Issued in 1955. (See SIP 13947) -- VDP TANCE. (Merzlye slot zemnye Ikh rasprostranenle

I snachene; Text in Russian). Moscow, lad-vo Akad.
nauk SSSR, 1963. 102p. incl illus. graps, diagrs.
maps.

SlP 22662 551. 226 7/. 8.53.54('3) DLC, Slavic Div.

Savel'ev, B. A. Earlier and recent theories concerning the origin and
STRUCTURE. COMPOSITION AND PROPERTIES OF existence of permafrost are rev!.ewed, and the ab-
THE ICE COVER OF SEA AND FRESH WATERS, sorption, transformation, snd reflection of solar
(Stroenie, sostav I svolstva ledfinogo pokrova mor- radiation by permafrost are discussed. The distribu-
sklkh I presnykh vodoemov; Text in Russian). tio, thickness, and temperature of permafrost in
Moscow, lad-vo Moskovskcgo Universtteta, 296. the USSR are outlined, and the composition, struc-
541p. Incl. llus., tables, graphs, diagrs. 236 refs. ture, and propertles of frozen rocks are described.

DLC, GB2405. S2 The effect of permafrost on other environmental con-
ditions, the practical utilizadon of permafrost re -

On the basis of laboratory and field observations glons, and the effect of ndustri activity on perma-
made from 1939 to 1955 in various Arctic regions at frost regions are also discussed. The most recent
shore and drift stations and on board ship (mainly n USSR publications on permafrost are reviewed. --
the Kara Sea) the following are discussed: (1) 1 e VDP/BLE
structure during ice cover formation, growth and
melting. (2) Ice composition, migration of brine, and
bottom freezing in shallow sea waters. (3) Distribu-
tion of porosity in the ice cover and seasonal changes SIP 226865 S4. 13('50)
in porosity. (4) Thermal properties, expansion, and
radiation related to absorption of radiation energy by BerezovsI, B. L
various kinds of snow and ice. Including instruments SOME SPECIAL FEATURES OF CONSTRUCTION I
for measuring heat conductivity. (5) Elasticity of ice THE FAR NORTH. (Nekotorye osobenzosti stroltel'-
and effects ci temperature, salinity, phase composi- stva v uslovirih kmbnp severs; Text in Russian).
tion, porosity and structure on the strength of the ice Moscow, Gos. hzd-vo lbt-ry no straitel'st'Vd, arkM -
cover -- VDP tekture I stroit. materialan, 1963. 1W%1. incl.

ilium., tables, graphs, dlagra., mop. 34 refs.
DLC, THZS3. B42

SIP 22663 551. 345:612.S92(' 32. 6) Clnatology, geological factor permafrost, adice cover characteristics In the extreme North
Floensoc A. A. are reviewed. The protection of buildings and In-PERMAFROST AND IS IMPORTANCE IN TA. stallstlons from snow drifts, snow protection de-ETIOLOGy AND PATHOGN U OF THE EM vices, and mechanized snow removal methods areUROVKAIA (KASS AO BE'S) D EASE ND studied. Tran portaiton, site selection, and con-
THE EASTERN TRA-BAMKAL REGION. (Vechnali strction methods are exan;e, x advice is given
merzlota pochvy I ee xnachenle v etiologil I palo.- regardng preparatory soe n work and methods ci
geneze endemichesko urovskoT (Kashin2-Beka) lwllding fr ons. The mamual is revised
bolezni v Vostochnom Zabamlalre; Text In Russian). ed version the Wedition.
P. 56-59 incl. graph. (In: Voproy Medifkinskof 19594) -- VDP

Geogr im r r I Dal'nego Voetoka, by Institut
Geografli Sibir i Dal'nego Vostcka, Akad. nank
SSSR, Sibirskoe,Otdelenle). Irkutsk, rkdatko SP 226M 561. 578 46#. 48(437)
Knlzhnoe lzd-vo, 1961.

DLC, RA927.SO Chomicz, IL
SNOW AND AVALANCHE RESEARCH IN THE

The data collected suggest that permafrost, as one TATRA MOUNAINS. (H6- is lavinakutatis a
factor in a cold envwronment, not only affects the Tit:rbsn; Text in H ,urpran with German and Rus-
geophysical phenomena of the region (mostly along sian abstracts). M6)ars W3):138-146 incl. illus.,
the Urov River, Chita Region), but can also have a graphs, map, May-June 196T.
direct effect on human beings by radiation cooling. DLC, QC851.M125
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Snow and avalanche research is being conducted in coined the term regelation, and attempted to explain
Poland, In the western part of the Sudeten area, and glacier flow by this theory. J. Thomson explained
mainly In the Tatra Mountains, which, besides the regelation by pressure melting and opposed Faraday's
usual measurements (snow depth, density, total and Tyndall's views. In 1951, Weyl pointed out that
water content), i also concerned with the physical in an ionic crystal lattice there Is polarization near
properties of snow (temperature, crystal structure the surface, distorting the lattice In the uppermost
and size, porosity, strength, and stratification) as surface layer. He suggested a similar phenomenon
well as its spatial and temporal variations. From for ice, A liquid-like layer exists not only near the
the description of the physical conditions and the re- melting point but conslderabiy below it. The author
suits, as well as the weather conditions of the investigated the adhesive properties of ice by carry-
avalanche in the Tatra-which occurred In March 1960. ing out tensile and shear experiments with ice frozen
it In concluded that thL research Is very Important to various surfaces such as stainless steel, optical
for the practical requirements of daily life. flat quartz, and various polymers. Only cohesive
(Author's abstract) breaks occurred with tensile experiments, but shear

experiments gave adhesive breaks; the strength de-
pended on the rate of shear, surface finish, and tem-
perature. Most evidence to date is strongly in favor

SIP 22667 of the liquid-layer theory; however, more knowledge:i mp33667551. 324(575. 32)
is needed about the properties of such a layer. Pos-

Akademif auk Uzbekskol SSR Institut Matematiki sible methods of obtaining such information are sug-
THE. FEDCHENKO GLACIER, VOL. IL (Lednik gested. -- BLE
Fedchenko, Tom 1; Text in Russian with English
summary). Ed. by V. L. Shul't11. Tashkent, Izd-vo
Akad. Nauk Uzbekskol SSR, 1962. 198p. incL illus.,
tables, graphs, diagrs., maps. 33 refs. SIP 22669 $51.321.7('38)

DLC, GBZ508. F4A5 Mock, Steven J. and Donald L. Aford

The second volume analyzes the results of the IGY INSTALLATION OF ICE MOVEMENT POLES IN
Expedition of 1957-1960 to the northwestern Pamirs. GREENLAND. Special Rept, 67, U. S. Army Cold
(For Volume I see SIP 20526). It is divided into the Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory, Op.

" following chapters: L The solar radiation, IL The incl. llus., tables, graphs, diagrs., map, appen-
glacier basin climatic conditions, r3L Some problems dixes A-C, Jan. 1964. 3 refs.
of surface heat balance, precipitation accumulation, CRREL files
melting and drainage of snow. The Fedchenko gla-
ciers receives an enormous quantity of solar heat, on Snow-movement poles were installed at the former
the average 190 kcal'cm2 in the firn zone and abot HIRAN sites on the Greenland ice sheet during May
145 kcal/cm 2 in the terminum. The variation of the 1963, to prevent the loss of these positions through
solar radiation with elevation is irregular. Changes gnaw accumulation. Four of the six HIRAN sites
of radiation balance parameters are related to the were found. The stations and erection techniques are
seasons, atmosphere, orography, and climatic cir- described. Stations 29 and 30 were not found and
culation. An account is given of problems pertaining were probably buried by excessive driftirg. Meas-
to the unequal distribution of snow accumulation in ured snow accumulation at the three sites visited
the glacier basin and the glacier water balance. The ranged from 31% to 830% greater than estimated.
rate of melting on different parts of the glacier sur- Annual accumulation, In water equivalent, estimated
face varies: the exposed slopes melt first, then the from observed accumulation and depth-load curves,

rrIs from 35% to 100% greater than the accumulationsnow discharges into the Seinra River hed -- me DP ------ rates obtained from pit studies. Since no other
Greenland sites have shown accumulation increases
of this magnitude for this period and since -on-
siderable drifting was expected around the camp

I sites, these annual accumulation rates have little
.S 22668 5.51.322:539.6 significance. Stations 26, 27, 28, and 31 should re-

main visible for at least 9 yr. Radar reflections
Jellinek, H. H. G. can be substantially Improved by increasing the sur-
LIqU-LIKE (TRANSMOGt LAYER ON ICE. face areu. Future markers to be located by radar
Special Rept. 70, U. S. Army Cold Regions Research should be made in the form of a square tower,
and Engineering Laboratory, 19 . lc. graphs approximately 2 x 2 It, similar to the tower at station

DLCs, Tech. Rept. Colletir. 31. Aluminum Is a satisfactory material. -- BLE. ,:DIX, Tech. Rept. Collection

A survey is presented of the literature covering
about the last 100 yr concerning a liquid-like transi- SIP 22670 551.578.7
tion layer on Ice below its melting point. In 1850,
M. Faraday observed that if 2 pieces of ice at O'C or Das, Phanindramohan

• higher ambient temperature are slighly contacted, INFLUENCE OF WIND SHEAR ON THE GROWTH OF
they freeze together because of a water film between HAIL. J. Atmospheric Scl. 19(5):407-414 incl.
the two surfaces. Tyndall accepted Faraday's view, table, graphs, appendix, Sept. 1962. 16 refs.

DLC, QC851.A283
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A cloud model Is developed under conditions of vertl- tion flux per day. Maxlmu:a positive net flux
cal wind shear, and the growth of hailstones in the occurred near noon. Zero net flux occurred sym-
model Is computed assuming the initial existence of metrically, approximately 7 hr before and after noon.
hall embryos. The basic cloud model has idealized Net radiation flux and solar radiation were found not
distributions of temperature and liquid -water content to be correlated with evapotranspiration because the
which are determined from the mean hail sounding good vegetation in this area allows only small
for the Denver region. The computations are based amounts of evapotranspiration. The ratio of mean-
on the Schumann-Ludlam formulation of the hall prob- ured evapotranspiration to latent evaporation is only
lem. It is concluded that there is a higher probability 0.0018 in./cc, against 0.0034 in./cc at more
of hail In thunderstorms formed under strong vertical southerly locations in Canada. Evapotransplration
wind shear than those without shear. The maximum can be obtained from measurements of latent
size attainable by hailstones Is greater In a cloud evaporation, which was found to be highly corre-
without shear than in one with shear, provided the lated with solar radiation (0.795 a 0.058). -- BLE
strength of the updraft, the vertical distributions of
liquid water content, and the temperature are the
same In the formation core of the two clouds. In the
absence of vertical shear, the updrafts required for SIP 22673 551.578.7
the formation of large hailstones must be decelerated
near the top of the "liquid" water cloud in order to Donaldson, Ralph J., Jr.
prevent the hail embryos from being blown out into THE SHAPE OF THE HAIL AREA IN THUNDER-
the "glaciated portion" of the cloud. (Author's ab- STORMS. J. Meteorol. 18(3):416-419 Icl. tIlus.,
stract, modified) table, graph, diagr., June 1961. 3 refs.

DLC, QC851.A283

With a knowledge of the probWAltty of hail occurrence
SIP 22671 551.578.7(540) at a point in a thunderstorm, and of the hall/heavy-

rain duration ratio, also observed at a point in a
MukherJee, A. K., S. K. Ghosh and G. Arunachalamn thunderrtorm, conclusions maybe derived regarding
HAILSTORMS AT GAUHATI ON 18 MARCH 1961. the instantaneous size and shape of the hall area rela-
Indian J. Meteorol. and Geophys. 13(2):213-217 incl. tive to the total storm area covered by heavy rain,
illum., table, graph, April 1962. Frefs. under the assumption of steady-state conditions (an

DLC, QC851.1285 Integrated average of the actual conditions in a
thunderstorm). Examples of the geometric relation-

Th size, bhape, and structure of the hailstones and ships are given supporting statistics are given, and
the meteorological conditions of 5 hailstorms at a comparison is made with radar data. -- BLE
Gauhati Airport. India, on March 18-19. 1961, have
been studied. The development of the hailstorms was
not associated with any special synoptic situation but
they were accompanied by strong vertical wind
shear. A sharp rise in pressure was associated
with the occurrence of hailstones, most of which SIP 22674 551.2:546.51:551.510.42(07)
were elementary with opaque cores, contained ar
bubbles, and had a density of about 0. 8 gm/cm.
-- BLE Brd, L and others

ATMOSPHERIC ICE NUCLEI IN HiGH SOUTHERN
LATITUDES. J. Meteorol. 1(4):563-564 incl.
diag.., Aug. 1901. 8 refs.

SIP 22672 551.521.1/.2('41) DLC, QCS51.A283

Orvig, Svenn Observations of ice-nucleus concentrations at sites
NET RADIATION FLUX OVER SUB-ARCTIC SUR- remote from population centers have been compared
FACES. J. Meteorol.. 18(2):199-203 incl. tables, with observations made at sea at various positions
graph, April 1961. 9 risi. between Australia and Antarctica to determine

DLC, QC851.A283 whether land-origin dust particles contribute sig-
nificantly to Southern Hemisphere ice-nucleus con-

Measurements of net radiation made in the vicinity of centrations. Thirteen sets of measurements were
Knob Lake, Quebec, are discussed, and the instru- made aboard ship on 8 days between Jan. 12 and
ments and methods of using them are described. On Feb. 23, 1960, with an expansion cold box. The In-
the basis of 994 readings with a portable net radio- dividual measurements showed no more scatter than
meter during one summer, It Is concluded that the is normally found with land measurements, while the
readings give useful results even when taken at curves of the number of nuclei active as a function of
varying interals throughout the day. It Is possible temperature were typical of those for other Southern
that the relationship found between short wave radia- H~misphere locations. I Is concluded that land-orn-
tion and daytime net flux may be used to obtain gin dust does not contribute greatly to nucleus con-
approximate mean daytime flux values from obser- centrations in the Southern Hemisphere. N the
vatioas of total daily solar radiation only. During nuclei are of marine origin, their source is the open
the summer, there were 14 hr of positive net radia- sea rather than the shore line. -- LE
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4'P 22675
1I 2 551.322:548. 51 study suggest that the explanation of wind anomalies

in the Arctic and other portions of the world lies in,ENdwarLs, . 13 and L. F. Evans the study of air flow around as well as over arbi-ICE NUCLEATION BY SILVER ICDIDE: 1. COL- trarily shaped barriers. (Author's abstract)SI1ON EFFICIENCY IN NATURAL, CLOUDS. J.Meteorol. 18(6):760-765 Incl. table, graphs, Dec.: "1961. 6 reT,-.DMC, QCg5. A2g3LC -8SIP 
22677 551.322:548.51:551.510.53

An attempt has been made to estimate the contribution 'gEof diffusiophoresis (the movement of aerosol particles E.'K., G. T. Miles and K. . Heffernan
-. ter vaporTOSPH ER/C ICE NUCLEL J. Meteorol. 18(6),under the influence of the gradient in wler vapor - 804-806 incl. iflus., tables, Dec. 1961. 9 refs7pressure between a growing cloud droplet and its.. rsaturate environment) to the collision rate .LC, . . .. .between Silver-lodide nuclei and cloud droplets Stratospheric ice nuclei were measured In Oct. 1960,- growing under simu-ated natural-cumulus -cloud using tue "Mllipore" cellulose filter (SIP 21758).conditions. The expansion chamber used is an 11.5- Balloon and aircraft flights revealed active iceliter-capacity jacketed copper sphere around which nuclei at -15C and -100 C. Sufficient altitude infor-

a coolant is pumv.1 from a supply tank at such a mation was obadned to suggest a height variation.rate that, wses, :ciling, the coolant temperature The ice nuclei could be either meteor dust orrises by less than 0. Io C in traversing tho. sphere, generated sulfates, without conflicting with existingA beam of light projected through a double glass win- evidence. By the standards of natural nuclei, thedow permits visual observation of the cloud. stratospheric particles are very active in ice forma-Chamber pressure Is shown by a wet test metcr. tion and the existence of such a large reservoir ofProcedure, calibration, and standardization of the active nuclei in the upper atmosphere could be ofcold box are also described. It is shown that diffu- major signiflcance in large scale weather develop-siophoresis has an insirilcant effect on the nu- ments. It Is also possible that some of the fluctua-cleating aility of ice nuclei. The use of laboratory tions in ice nucleus content at ground level in cleancold boxes to evaluate silver Iodide generators may sites, which often appear to be wirelated to airseriously overestimate the number of nuclei because, masses, are caused by a mixing of ground levelsunder the conditions existing in natural clouds, a with upper air nuclei. BLElarge fraction of the particles in a given smoke maybe too large to act as freezing nuclei yet too smallto act as sublimation nuclei. Therefore, Umitatirnshave been placed on the use of silver iodide as a cloud SIP 22678 551.322:548.51seeding agent. -- BLE

Poppoff, I. G. and G. W. SharpINHIBITION OF FREEZING NUCLEI BY ADSORBEDCONTAMINANTS. J. Meteorol. 16(3):288-294 incl.
SIP 22676 551 553(*49:*40) tables, graphs, diagrs., June 195w. 17 refs.

-y o . . DLC, QC851.A283A STUDY OF A TOPOGRAPHIC EFFECT ON WIND An investigation wks made of the effect of amines,IN THE ARCTIC. J. Meteorol. 18(6):790-803 incl. ammonia, and alcohols on the nucleation of super-tables, graph, dlagrs., maps, IF-. 1961. 7 refs. cooled water droplets by silver-iodide crystals. InDLC, QC851.A283 
-- -- designing the experimental apparatus, it was as-

sumed that the interactions between nuclei and ad-
During strong wind conditions there is a pronounced sorbed vapors were irreversible. The carrier gas,topographic effect on the surface wind at the Arctic high purity nitrogen, was passed successivelyStation Barter Island, Alaska. The effect is attrib- through Ascarite, Drierite, and glass wool beforeutable to the knob of the Brooks Range, which ex- entering the nucleus generator in order to removetends northward to the Arctic Coast in eastern carbon dioxide, water, and particulate material.Alaska and around which the air is forced to flow. Freezing nuclei were generated by heating a resist-I ts shown that the behavior of the wind at Barter ance-wire filament containing silver-Iodide powder.Island and along the coast to the west and east is ex- The inhibiting vapor was obtained by bubbling a por-plainable by substituting a simple physical model tion of the carrier gas through the liquid phase of,7 barrier for the knob of the Brooks Range and pe- the contaminating substance or directly from a lec-cffyIng the flow of air to be horizontal and Irrota- ure bottle. The cryostat consistd of a 30 0-11ter-tionaJ. It Is shown that the equations of motion capacity home freezer lined with black velvet. Itgoverning the flow of air over a rotating earth may, was found that the contaminants inhibit nucleationunder certain conditions, be reduced to the Irrota- and that the vapor concentrations required for inhibi-tional approximation. The distribution of pressure tion increase as droplet temperatures decrease. Itaround the simple barrier under irrotatonal flow is was demonstrated that the adsorption of inhibitor oncomputed and shown to conform to the observed pres- freezing nuclei Is readily reversible and is probablysure patterns over northern Alaska during strong physical adsorption of the Van der Waals type,wind situations at Barter Island. Te results of the rather than an Irreversible chemisorotion producing

surface complexes... BLE
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IP 22679 551.322:548.51 SIP 22681 551.51 :551.510.53(03)

Hleffernan, C. J. aid R. N. Bracewell ullan, Paul R.
COMPARISON OF FLORIDA AND CALIFORNIA REMARKS ON 'THE DISTURBED C CULATION OF
FREEZING-NUCLEUS MEASUREMENTS, JANUARY THE ARCTIC STRATOSPHERE.' J. Meteorol. 18
1957. J. Meteorol. 16(3):337439 Incl. graphs, June (1):119-121 incl. graphs, maps, FebJ 1961. 8 ris.
1959. 7 ref.. DLC, QC85.A283

DLC, QC851. A293
The author's suggestion to F. K. liar that a connec -

Measurements of fretzing-nucleus concentrations lion exists between the so-called pri ary indeA
made In California and Florida during 1956 and 1957 cycle of the Ferret system and the briakdown of the
support earlier oiervtions that brief and intense stratospheric polar-night vortex Is clzrlfied (See

. ..peakstend to occur. As the duraton maybe less SIP 22680). The course of study on tho polar-night
than 24 hr, measurements taken more than once a vortex breakdown phenomenon is outlined and the re-
day may allow these peaks to be more clearly dell- suilts and collected data are summarLed. -- BLE
nested. Freezing-nucleus peakttend to concur with I
the dates of world rainfall maxima. Further appli- I
cation of the technique of counting freezing nuclei
seems very promising. A concerted effort in many SIP 22682 551.322:548.5 :551.510.53
different locations should soon settle the question ot
geographical extent. V the Indication at world-wide Telford, J. W.
simultaneity ts substantiated, a planetary explanation FREEZING NUCLEI ABOVE THE TROPOPAUSE. J.
will be needed similar to Bowen's meteoritic dust Meteorol. 17(1):86-88 Incl. tables, graphs, Feb.
proposal. According to this proposal, the nucleating 1960. 5 re1.
agency takes a month to sink to tropospheric levels DLC, QC851. A283
and then has an abrupt triggering action. The
present results suggest that the transmission time Flights were made near Melbourne, Australia, to
may vary but that the capacity to produce a sarp study ti,, concentration of freezing nuclei above the
effect is definite. o- BLE tropopause. All measurements were taken in cloud-

less air between 40, 000 and 44, 000 ft and below
20,000 ft. The striking feature of the measurements

* is the hig' nucleus concentration fond at high alti-

SIP 22680 551. 513:551. 510. 53(03) tudes. Experimental data agreed well with ground
counts with which they were compared. It appears

Rare, F. Kenneth that the freezing-nucleus count above the tropopause
THE DISTURBED CIRCULATION OF THE ARCTIC. is not significantly different from that immediately
STRATOSPHERE. J. Meteorol. 17(l):36-51 incl. below it. The values near the tropopause are about

graphs, maps, Feb. 1960. 29 ref ten times the average ground-level values. These
DLC, QC8SI.A283 results are most unexpected and In marked contrast

to the average behavior of water vapor which de-

The annual cycle of disturbed circulation In the Arctic creases steadily with altitude. Therefore, either the

stratosphere (i.e., areas north of the main jet-core mode of transfer of freezing nuclei in the atmosphere

of the Ferrel westerlies) is discussed in the light of differs from that of water vapor or the nuclei do not
climatological and synaptic evidence. In summer, all originate at the eartha surface. "- BLE
the Ferrel westerlies and their wave-trains choke off
to a zero-level near 50 mb. Because of the warmth
of the Arctic stratosphere, easteriy antfeyclonic flow
Is continuous at higher levels. Cooling begins in
Aug. antd, by Sept., a barotrapic westerly vortex, SIP 22683 551.i10.53(-3)
continuous with the Ferrel vortex, is established. In
Oct. and Nov,, this vortex becomes barocUnlc and McClaln, E. Paul
appears distract from the Ferrel westerlies. Winter THERMAL CONDITIONS IN THE ARCTIC STRATO-
circulation has two aspects: (1) warm, barotropic, SPHERE NEAR 80W IN JANUARY. J. Meteorol.
anticyclonic flow associated with a strengthening and 17(4):383-389 Incl. tables, graphs, Aug.1 1960. 18
extension of the ALaskan warm ridge, which extends Rs
to above 25 mb; and (2) cold-low development near DLCI QC851.1 283
the pole, with a marked tendency for the development
of i cold trough over eastern Canada. Polar-night Revsed means, frequency dstributions and other

Jet-streams and travelling baroclnic waves charac- statistics based on 10 yr of Jan. temperature obser-
terize the outer parts of the cold lows. The thermal vations at the 200-, 100-, and 50-mb levels are

waves associated with these disturbances often have presented for 4 Arctic stations. The frequency dis-
large amplitudes and normally affect the entire trlbutions are shown to be markedly blmodal, a
stratosphere. The apparent independence of strato- characteristic that becomes more pronounced with
spheric disturbances centered above 50 mb Is increasing height and latitude. Thermal conditions
examined, and the probable physical and dynamical In the Arctic and Antarctic stratospheres are com-
processes involved are discussed. (Author's ab- pared with the aid of recent IGY data. (Author's
stract) abstract).
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SIP 22684 551.509.67:551. 578,7:351.510.7 Arlzoii:. In general, the nuclei conrentrations on
moist days were higher than on dry days. At vir-

Farlow, N4. IL tually all temperatures, a gradual dlminution of
ATMOSPHERIC REACTIOM OF SLURRY DROPLET nucslei concentration accomipanied the advection of

-. __ F.AALLOUT. .1. Meteorot. 17(4)-.390-399 inc. tamles, dry air. The data are consistent with the hypothesis
graph, appendix, Aug. 196r 37 refs. that the oc eans m ay be sourc es of ic e.- Ital nuc lei.

DLC, QC851.A283 The high moisture contents during periods of high
nuclei concentrations, and the flow patterns, show

The evaporation, growth, and physical properties of that the air camne from the Gulf of Mexico. -- 13LE
slurry fallout particles descending through the atmos-
Phere are quanititatively examined by applying estab-
liWhd cloud jihysics equations. An arithmetic sys- SI$28 - --- 51.322-548- 51 ----

Item aalisispooed aalfppl traoactve - IP228

solurry fllou pnatile probabya hat Optileo inflenc on, the nuWu.tWIHE CeMICale ageeentIFCT OFtee osevedl itd Is ossbesi a rdueIhbtn
calcladE patil popertie A upot L OR th aidit FRRE-N NULIFOMIDSRILPO
Lof R FpliELD thsTY .o toohrmeteorologca sib4:42- ES.J.Mtol 1()6-79nc.ius,
434n where lailedopesflot.acr graphs, Aag. 1960. 12- refs.
(Autor' astr.act 28 C51A

Thestia telhniqu and thslt viint the appliatio The amk
cheIca test, 55.2:485:4. silve Ioie senseev torac waason Idn.fe A.arlii

maenis o. Ra x1- torc laoaoy-ulae ice THElf TEMPEvATUR GRAD hEN Ind stAi s

faCr DLC, QC51. M
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facosivo ve Ich suget Ietifhatio sere s th nucsleus over extensiv fltM18 whr aervprcn
iodid crtnleizarIe cryte stabelicshmn ofere loe- tetoteaiislwWhnheemrtu-gdet
techniqute wheich prevetithe ditin ofrelcalvration s apTeeparegant. Nos quasatied reatio scan
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diP 12689 551. 578. 4:551. 509. 3(41/42) Airways aircraft during 1954-5& The two most
serious incidents were accompanied by slow-moving

Murray, R cold-frontal systems associated with shallow low-
SNOW IN RELATION TO CERTAIN SYNOPTIC pressure areas, and occurred near the cold frontsPARAMETERS. Moeoroiogcal Mag. 88(1049):324- which were associated with widespread thunderous
328 Ir.cL graphs, Dec. 1959. 5 refs. activity over France. There is a similarity in the

DLC, QC851. Mi8 shape o the pattern of the contour lines relative to
the points where the incidents occurred. A comparl-

Stakistics of the frequency of occurrence of snow and son of the upper-air aswents suggests that although
rain at low-lylng stitions (L e., altitudes below 300 severe hall is frequently associated with cold fronts,
ft) over the British Imles have been re-examined to the degree of thermal contrast across the front does
assess the probablIty of the precipitation being in the not contril the size of the hallstonas. These findings
form of snow when certain pairs of contemporaneous may help forecasters to include heavy hail in their
parameters are known. The 1000-500 mb thickness forecasts for individual flights and SIGMET warnngs,
and the surface tem erature form I pair of parame- and at brieffts to remind pilots of damage experi-
ters; the freezing level and the surface tcmperature enced in similar situations. -- BLE
form aaiother. The treatment of the data is dis-
cussed and the probabilities are graphed. The prob-
ability of snow is high when both thickness and sur-
face temnperature.are low, and it is low when both SEP 22692 55L 524:551. 343. 7(420)
thickness and surface temperature aro high. How-
ever, the snow probability tends to be high when Saron, P. B.
either thickness or surface temperature is high. The EXCEPTIONAL SUDDEN CHANGES OF EARTH TEM-
results mig prove helpful in forecasting. -- BLE PERATURE. Meteorological Mag. 89(1057):201-209

incl. graphs, Aug. 1960.
DLC, QC851. MI8

D 2"-0 551. 55:551. 524 4:551. 324. 24(*35) Rainfall, ground-state, air-temperature, and soil-
temperabre data are preser.ted which show that on

Ashwell, L Y. and F. G. Hannel at least two occasions (accordln: to a study of earth-
WIND AND TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS AT THE temperature records since 1921 in England) sudden
EDGE OF AN ICE-CAP. Meteorological Mag. 89 temperature changes from one depth to another were
(1050):17-24 incl. tables, graphs, Jan. 1960. "-refs. caused by the effect of drainage of water through the

DLC, QC851. MI8 soil. The necessary conditions for such changes
seem to be a light sandy soil (L e., large grains,

Fluctuations in tmper-ituie ar.d htimldity similar to well drained) and a large quantity of water from a
those experienced in the morning and at night over the thunderstorm, or sudden thaw, unually caused by
portion of the central aesert which lies immediataly heavy rains, after a prolonged cold spell. It must be
south of the Laanokull. keland, ice cap are dls- possible for the water to drain away from the lower
cussed. Four recording stations were used in the i- soils beforehand ar.4, in cold weather, the upper soil
vestigation of meteorological conditions on the ice must be frozen in order to retain on the surface a
cap. General weat;er condtione, "fohn wind," sufficient quantity of snow or frozen water ready for
'mover~ens of air in contact with the south-facing release when tie'thaw comes. -- BI I
slope of the ice cap, and temperature anomalies are
discsssed. The data show that there was a predomi-
nance of northerly winds at each station, which seems
to be attributable to the frequent development by day SW 22693 551. 524. '
of low pressure over the desert to the south and
southeast together with the well marked katabatir Jefferson, G. J.
draining off the ice cap during the early hours of the THE USE OF 1000-500 MB THICKNESS TO DETER-
night. -- BLE MINE THE FREEZIN.G LEVEL. Meteorological Mag.

89(1058):222-231 incl. tables, graphs, diagra., Sept
Tw10. 2 refs.

DLC, QC851. MIS
SIP 22691 551. 57. 7:551. 509. 54(420)

551. 578. 7:551. 577. 61:629. 13 This paplr shows thit the readily available 1000-500
Harrower, T. N. & and D. C. Evans mb thickness charts can be used to detrmine the
SIMILARITIES OF THE METEOROLOGICAL SITUA- freezing level. Only a "imple freezing level is con-
TIONS IN WHICH AIRCRAFT WERE DAMAGED BY siderrd with all the air below it at -. temperature
HEAVY HAIL. Meteorological Mag. 89(1052):80-85 above 0"C. Multiple freezing level. are uncommon,
ncL. Ulus., graphs, map, March 19. 7 rets. The maximuam and rinimum possible thickness for a

DLC, QC851. MI8 given freezing level, the effect of an nversion, and
practical maximum and min''mum thickness lines

Attention is focused on the points of similarity in the compared with observations are discussed. The rela-
meteorological situations in which severe damage tios between thickness and feezing level is calcu-
from hail has been sustained by British European lated, and the freezing levels to be expected with
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values of 1000-500 mb thickness are tabulated. The SIP 22696 551. 578. 7:551. 576
values obtained by this method can be a useful con-
firmation of heights already estimated and can pro- Crossley, A. F.
vide a guide over areas where even surface tempera- THE FALL OF HAIL ALONGSIDE CLOUD. Meteort
lures are not available. This method should be logical Mag. 91(1075):33-39 incl. tables, Feb. 1962
especially useful over areas such as oceans where 5 refs.
soundings are sparse. -- BLE DLC, QC851. MIS

The development and maintenance of an intense
- thundercloud can take place in the presence of a pro.

.. . .. nounced increase of wind with hIight without being
appreciably deformed by shear %hile drifting, excep

SIP 22694 551. 578. 7(420) in the anvil Itself. Under these conditions, hall
formed in the narrow funnel of strong updraft may,

Ludlam, F. H. and W. C. Macldin on reaching the upper part of the cloud, be carried
THE HORSHAM HAI'ISTORM OF 5 SEPTEMBER 1958. sideway into the anvil and afterward fall through clel
Meteorological Mag. 89(1059):245-251 incl. graphs, air alongside the main cloud tower. Equations are
diagrs., maps, Oct. T660. I ref. gs i n for calculating the horizontal distance traveled

DLC, QC851. MIS by hail relative to the cloud, hail accelerated away
from the cloud (first stage), and hail accelerated

A summary is presented of information collected toward the cloud (second stage). Parameter values
about the development and nature of a severe hail- are chosen which yield large but not extreme dis-
and thunderstorm which occurred near Horsh~im in placement figures. Cor,)arion with observations
Sussex, England. Data are presented concerning the shows that the results are of the right order of ma.g-
general synoptic meteorological conditions during the nitude. -- BLE
first days of Sept., and observations of the height of
the cloud tops and the late stages of the storm are

* discused. The largest hailstones (4-6 oz), were like
tennis or cricket balls, or half grapefruits. Many SIP 22697 551. 578. 45(73)
were dimpled on one side, like a doughnut with out a
hole, while some were flattened discs. Others were Ludlum, David M.
Irregular and even "jagged" lunps of ice. The large SOME NOTEWORTHY SNOWS OF 1957-5& Weather
stones were hard and had a density near that of pure wise, 12(1):24-27, 37 incL illus., Feb. 1959.
Ice. One was 5 cm deep, 13 cm long, and 11 cm in DLC,-C851. W42
diam. -- BLE

The major snowstorms in the U. S. during the 1957-
58 winter are described. Emphasis is laid on the
high frequency of heavy snowstorms in the North-
eastern States; the history making storm which swept
from the Gulf of Mexico up the Atlantic seaboard; twc

SIP 22695 551. 578. 7:629. 13 memorable storms which struck the Middle Atlantic
States and New England in mid-March and left depths

Croxsley, A. F. up to 20 in. and drifts up to 15 ft; the heaviest snow-
HAIL IN RELATION TO THE RISK OF ENCOUNTERS storm since 1899 along the shore of the Gulf of
IN FLIGHT. Meteorological Mag. 90(1065):101-110 Mexico; the serious blizzard conditions in South
incL tables, graph, appendix, AprT-1961. 16 refs. Dakota and adjoining parts of western Nebraska and

DLC, QC851. MI8 Kansas in late Feb. ; the record-breaking, late seasm
Montana snow which measured up to 60 in. in some

Information is presented which should aid in deter- places; and the impressive totals in the Pacific Moun
mining the minimum hailstone size likely to damage tains. -- BLE
a supersonic aircraft in relation to existing or pro-
jected aircraft materials as'' in ascertaining the
chance of encountering hail larger than this minimum.
Emphasis is laid on the forms of hail, hail-size SiP 22698 551. 578. 45(7)
distribution for the Denver, Colorado area, hail
sizes encountored in flight by the USAF, the dura- Treidl, R. A.
lion of hail falls and hail encounters in flight, the THE GREAT MIDWINTER STORM OF 20-22JANUARI
occurrence of hail in the middle latitudes and the 1959. Weatherwise, 12(2):45-47 incl. maps, April
polar and equatorial regions, and the relationship 1959.
between tie frequency of hail falls at the ground and DLC, QC851. W42
thunderstorms. Supersonic aircraft should avoid
large hail by using in-flight radar detection and pre- A ferocious winter storm is described which caused
flight forecasts, and by avoiding the areas or times untold suffering and left a trail of destruction across
of day when large hail is likely to occur. A record the North American continent. Intense cold existed
of BOAC aircraft encounters with hail is appended, for many weeks in the heart of the continent, piling u;
-- BLE record depths of snow in the lee of the Great Lakes,
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especially along the southern and eastern shores of recoid-breaking ,.ents: a 4-in. rainfall on July 20,
Lake Ontario. The cold wave subsequently split; wn a 6-n. sncyw!,,l on Nov. 16, both at Tucson.
the main thrust drove southward into Texas while a The snowfall fell a most of the state but the result-
weak push spread a thin layer of Arctic air across the ing damage was tA exceptionally large. Synoptically,
Mississippi Valley, the Ohio Valley, and the New the 500-mb vpper-air pattern is more consistently

•England States. The forces in the sharply contrast- associated with widespread snow in this area than the
big air masses were great, yet balanced. in Kansas psrface-pressure pattern and therefore more useful
and Nebraska, where the cold air was Ili mly en- a" a predictor. Ali situations which resulted in more
trenched, continuing snowfalls piled up 12 in. of than a trace of snowfall at Tucson during 1949-58
snow in 24 hr. East of the Mississippi, freezing showed features in common at the 500-mb level. To
rs caused glaze nearly I in. thick, which resulted determine whether this is a "sufficient' antecedent
in tree damage and severed power and communication condition for snowfall, 5 sets of dafy 500-mb maps
lines. By noon Wednesday, the 21st, blizzard condi- were prepared for the winter months and compared
tin s existed from Wisconsin to the lower Missisaippi with snowfall dates. The results suggest that other
Valley, dumping 10 to 20 in. of snow near Lake factors must he taken Into consideration. -- DIE
Michigan. Temperature drop amounted to 300 to 400
within a few hours. The storm center accelerated up
to 40 to 50 mph through southern Ontario into central
northern Quebec with a central pressure down to 968 8 551.57L 4(73)
nib. When the winds died down, temperatures had
dropped to sub-tero levels as far n,,oth ai New L David M.
Mexko and OIahom. - BLE OfE NOTEWORTHY SNOWS OF 1958-59. Weather-

wise, 13(1):26-29, 29-40 IncL Illus., map, Feb,
1960.

DLC, QCS5I. W42
SIP 2269 551. 57& 45(77)

Noteworthy snows In the U. & durinr 1058-59 are
Joos, Lothar A. discussed. Emphasized are the New England snow
THE MIDWINTER STORM IN ILLINOIS Weather- season (which had only I major storm); the hard win-
wise, 12(2):47-48 lncl. illus., April 1959. ter in New York State (which included a snowburt of
DLC,_ 851. W42 51 in. in 16 hr at Bennett's Brkige, east of Lake

Ontario); the Dec. snowburts along the Great Lakes
The midwinter storm system of Jan. 20-22, 1959, (Dec. 1958 ranked with the coldest Decembers o.,
exhibited greatly contrasting conditions over relative- record In northern sections); heavy Carolina snow-
ly small areas. As the principal low center formed storms; snowbound Wisconsin (accompanied by the
over Arkansas on Jan. 20, and moved northeastward coldest winter the upper Mississippi Valley has ex-
across southern Illinois, areas near the Ohio River perienced since the record-breaker of 1935-36); the
had heavy rains, thunder, southerly winds, and snew season in the rockies (which 1--luded several
temperature above W0F. At the same time some of heavy snows and phone and power failures In south-
the northwestern counties were experiencing read- central Montana; and the Pacific slope (which had
ings near 201F, heavy snow, and northeasterly winds, below normal precipitation). -- DIE
Icing conditions were worst in central minols.
Northern parts of DMinois received 8 to 12 in. of
snow with strong drifting winds which closed highways
am fast as snowplows cleared them. While heavy snow
was troubling northern r-gions, extreme southeastern
Illinois received 2 to 4 In. of rain on frozen topsoil. Slp 22702 55L 7& 45(73)
Heavy glazing continued for 10 to 20 hr in the central
third of the state; 2 to 5 in. of snow, sleet, and ice Ludlum, David M.
covered the ground. The Ice weight broke tree THE GREAT EARLY MARCH SNOWSTORM OF 1960.

branches ci all sizes nd downed a number of over- Weatherwise, 13(2):59-62, 73 bic. maps, April 1960.
head wires but the bulk of the extensive damage to DLC, QC5L *42
power and communications lines was caused by
broken tree limbs falling across the cables. -- BLIE One of the great snowstorms of modern times stag-

gered southeastern New England on March 3-5, 1900.
At sea level along Boston Harbor, 19 in. of new snow
was measured which exceeds by 2 In. the former

SEP 22700 551. 578. 4:551. 509. 54(79) record (1872-1960) for a single Boston storm. The
establishment of a core of cold air over northern New

Qulroz, Roderick S. England and the Maritime Provinces played an Impor-
RECORD SNOWFALL IN SUNNY SOUTHERN tant role In the development of storms in the Gulf of
ARIZONA. Weatherwise, 12(2):49-50 incL illus. Mexico, Kentucky, and New York City (14.2 in. of
table. April 1959. 2 refs. snow in about 26 hr for the heaviest fall since the

DLC, QC85i. W42 1. 7 in. on Dec. 19-20, 1948). More snow fell over
parts of eastern and southeastern Massachusetts than

During the second half of 1958, the normally quiet during any other storm on record in those areas. --

weather of southern Arizona was disrupted by two DIE
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SP 22703 551. 326. 12(*61) Spltsbergen, Beer Island, and areas north of Iceland;

Grand Banks; the Gulf of St. Lawrence and the St.
[G. A. T. Lawrence River; and the Baltic Sea. -- BLE
DISTRIBUTION OF NORTH MERICAN ANDGREENLAND ICE AT THE ND OF JUNE 1959.
Marine Observer, 29(186):1 -197 inwL. map, Oct.

a 195& SI P 23707 S 51. 32& 12(*61)DLC, QC851. M127 "...

ke . ...tkw in[aG.a orhA erc n A. T.I .... .. ... ...... ..

Taround North AES ON ICE CONDTOS IN AREAS ADJACENT
Greenland at the end June 1959, TO THE NORTH ATLANTIC OCEAN FROM APRIL
The occurrence and distribu ion ot ice floes and ice- TO JUNE 1960. Marine Observer, 30(190):214-217

*bergs are mapped. -- LK incL tables, map, Oct 1960.
DLC, QC851. M127

Data are presented concerning relevant weather fc-
SUP 22704 551. 326. 12(*61) tors, sea-ice conditions and distribution, and Ice-

bergs for Baffin Bay and Davis Strait; eastern
(G. A. T.] Greenland, Spitsbergen, Beer Island, and areas
NOTES ON ICE CONDITIONS) IN AREAS ADJACENT north of Iceland; Grand Banks and the Belle IsleI"TO THE NORTH ATLANTIC EAN. Marine Ob- Strait; and the Baltic Sea. -- BL
server, 30(187):32-35 incL ap, Jan 1960.DLC, QC851. M.27

Data are presented concerning relevant weather fac-
tors and sea-Ice conditions a distribution for the
tad of J uly, the end of Aug. jand the end o Sept.1959, for Baffin Bay. Davis Strait, and the Canadian

Archipelago; Hudson Bay, Hudson Strait, and Foxe
Basin; and oft eastern Greenland. -- BLE
• fSEP 22708 55L 57&. 7:55L 50L 81(*41)

Douglas, R. IL and W. Hltschfeld
SIP 22705 551. 326. 12(*61) PATTERNS OF HAILSTORMS IN ALBERTA. Quart.

J. Roy, Meteorol. Soc. 85(364):105-119 incL table,
[G. A. T. J graphs, dlagrs., map, jAril 1959. 8 refs.
NOTES ON ICE CONDITIONS IN AREAS ADJACENT DLC, QC85L R80- TO THE NORTH ATLANTIC OCEAN. Marine Ob-
server, 30(188):90-95 ncl. tables, maps, April 1960. Between June 14 and Sept. 20, 1957, nearly 3200 sur-

DLC, C851. M127 face reports of hail were collected in a 15, 000-mi 2

area. Information included location, time and dura-
Data are presented concerning relevant weather fac- tion of hail and the largest size of hall encountered
torn, sea-ice conditions and distribution, and ice- Continuous radar records o the storm pattern were
bergs for the end of Ot. , the end of Nov., and the made for the preparation of constant-alitude radar
end of Dec. 1959, for Baffin Bay, Davis Strait, and weather (CAPI) maps, for a 100-mi range. At times,
Hudson Bay; the St. Lawrence River, the Gulf of hail fell soon after a first echo (possibly within.10
St. Lawrence, and Grand Banks; eastern Greenland, min); sometimes no hail occurred for as long as 1 or
and the Baltic Sea. -- BLE 2 hr. Usually, the hail fell in short bursts (lasting

up to 20 min and spread over a few miles) which
would appear to be the products of single storm cells.

I But on several occasions (notably on July 23) hail fell
continuously for 1-1/2 hr and, without multiplicity ofSP 22706 551. 326. 12(061) cells, covered a strip 30 ml long titahned hl
came from storms whose echo tops were steady close

[G. A. T. to 30, 000 ft above the surface. Hail associated with
NOTES ON ICE CONDITIONS IN AREAS ADJACENT echoes of lesser height was not continuous and tended
TO THE NORTH ATLANTIC OCEAN. Marine Ob- to fall in bursts which sometimes followed closely the
servvr, 30(189):150-156 incl. tables, maps, July merger of previously separate storms. A study of
1960. I 83 independent echoes showed that the probability of

DLC, QC851. M127 hall from a given storm was clearly related to the
maximum height of the storm, rising from zero for

Data are presented concerning relevant weather fac- storms 10, 000 ft or lower, to 100% for storms
tors, sea-ice conditions and distribution, and Ice- 38,000 ft or more. A similar correlation exists
bergs for the end of JaL, the end of Feb., and the between the echo height of a hailstorm at a given
end of March 1960, for Baffin Bay, Davis Strait and time and hall arrival at the ground minutes later.
the Canadian Archipelago; eastern Greenland; (Authors' abstract, modified)
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OP 22709 551. 541. 1:551. 581. 5(038) minimum usually found in polar continental climates.
Large deviations in average monthly temperatures

Hamlton, Rt. A. ar found in the Ross Sea area which are a reflection
THE PRESSURE GRADIENT AT THE EDGE OF AN of large annual circulation charges in that area.
ICE SHEET. Quart. J. Roy. Meteorol. Soc. 85 After the winter solstice, the Antarctic stratosphere
(364):166-167, April 1959. 3 refs. continues to cool until the sun returns and then warms

DLC, QC851. RB as much as 50"Vmo. The Arctic stratosphere warms
W to 40"C, sometimes beginning 6 weeks before the

Mean sea-level pressures on the northeast coast of man returns. A secular trend of temperature since
Greenland are compared with those of a low-level 1912 to 1. 66C at Little America compares with
station within the edge of the inland ice. During +. rC trend at Spitsbergen. Temperature and out-
1952-54, pressure reading* were taken simulta- going radiation observations at tWa South Pole L 0. Y.
neously at Britannia S6 (7709'N, 2336'W, alt. 229 Station during the cold period of April 19-24, 1958,
m) and st Danmarkshavn (135 km distant). The com- are presented to Illustrat, quantitatively the effect of
pe'- on, indicates there Is no evidence of an unusually warm cloud radiation on surface-sir temperature and
high pressure gradient near the Ice edge. (Author's its vertical gradient (Author's abstract, modified)
abstract, modified)

P 22710 551L 543. 1($38) up 2712 51 2355L U& 7(410)

Manley, Gordon
Hamilton, It A. THlE LATE-GLACIAL CLIMATE OF THE LAKE
THE DIURNAL VARIATION OF PRESSURE ON THE DISTRICT. Weather, 17(M):60-64 meL lhu., Feb.
GREENLAND ICE SHEET, Quart. J. Roy. Meteorol 1962. 9 refs.
Soc. 85(364):168 170 icL graph, April 1959. 5 refs. DLC, QCS5L W4

DLdQCS5L RS
T The limits of the valley head glaciers, snowlines, and

This paper discusses causes of barometer-reading the date of the latest episode of glaciation in Labe
errors, describes barograph observations made from District, Eng. , ar estimated. In Mickleden, no-
June to Dec. 1953, at "Northice" on the Greenland Ice rainic evidence suggests that tI ice came down to a
sheet, anW presents diurnal pressure-varlation snout at about 400 ft. For the Borrowdale glacier
curves for "Northice" and "Eismltte." The data for which descended to Seathwalte, the snowline was at
the latter were obtained by Holapfel, Kopp, and 1500 ft. In the elvellyn range, the Rydal glacier
Wegener in 1939. The diurnal pressure-variation descended to 850 ft and possessed a snowwlne at 1800
curve at "Northice" shows a marked mintmum in ft. Cirque glaciers existed north of Mtn. Skiddaw and
summer and autumn at about 0430 GMT. Maxima Jaddeback in shaded places backed by a wide area of
occur at 1300 and 2100 GMT separated by a sub- upland plateau surface. These glaciers lay at an
sidiary minimum at 1730 GMT. The diurnal pres- aveg altitu&e of 1600 ft in the district areas where
sure-variation range is 0. 3 mb. -- BLE the present annual precipitation exceeds 130 In., 3000

t where the average is 100 in., and 2400 ft where it
is 70 in. rence, the amua precipitation was much
the same, both in quantity and distribution, as it Is

IP 22711 551.524:551. 543(07) today. Present evidence also suggests that a change
occurred during the ninth millenium B. C. in the

Wexler, H. stmospherlc-circulatlon pattern similar to that of the
| ASONAL AND OTHER TEMPERATURE CHANGES present At that time, however, Britain was still
IN THE ANTARCTIC ATMOSPHERE. Quart. J. Roy. Joined to the continent and the North Atlantic was still
MeteoroL Soc. 85(365):196-208 ncl. tables, graphs, decidedly cold. The change must have been dominant
maps, July 1959. 16 ref. for several decades. -- BL

DLC, QC851. R8

The annual temperature variation in Antarctica is/
50| to OWC In the 0 ratehe re, 30" to 400C at the SIP 2713 551. 2:551. :91(08(494)
surface, and 10"C in the troposphere. During the
winter night, the troposphere temperature decreases Gorge, D. J.
slirhtly while the stratosphere temperature drops THE GORNERGITSCHER GLACILOGICAL M -
about 1/40C per day. This differential cooling, DITION, 1959-60. Weather, 17(5):102-167 icmL
which weakens and at times wipes out the tropopause, ilius., graph, maps, May 19M" 1 ref.
is caused by intense horizontal advection of maritime DLC, QC95L W4
air Into the Antarctic troposphere and by very little
advection through the strong stratospheric Jet stream-n The ali of the expedition was to oain as complete a
encircling Antarctica. This ventilation of the .Ant- picture as possible of the mechanics of a typical
arctic troposphere by warm marine air causes large Alpine glacier over a 1-yr period, and to correlate
portions of Antarctica to exhibit the "kernlose" win- variations in velocity or strain rates with seasonal
ter-temperature curve instead of the sharp winter weather changes. The combined glaciological and
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'0 OIteorooglc&I Program included observations of gla- lute humidity is correlated with occurrence and
CIa velocities, measurements of principal strain severity of bronchial diseases. During the 1961
rates, Snow accumulation, snow density, ablation, Christmas period (one of the coldest on record In
firt compression and snow creep at stations from the Britain), the Thames was ice-covered at Shillingford
bead of the Gorner Glacier to the snout, with sperial and Reading for a period; the Severn froze from bank
Investigations of thrust planes at the snout. Meteor- to bank at Shrewbury; the Avon froze for the first
-oOgical Stations, set up near the base hut and on the time In 70 yr at Bath; enormous utility and conmuni-

... ... medial moraine,-- included Stevenson screens, rain cation damage and sickness were suffered, and wind-
gges, thermocouples at various depths, and humid- chill values were high (they compared with the mean

-.-- My- amd wind-profile mast& A marked diurnal varia- windchfll values for the coldest month of the year at
U011 In the height of cumulus base was observed, and =:-h places as Leningrad, Krasnoyarsk, Peking, St.
during the last week of Uay, an anticyclone persisted John's (Newfoundland), and Calgary (Can.). The
over France, so that a northerly airstream flord concept is supported thg dea,,a frocu respirAtory
over the Alps giving favorable conditions for lee-wave diseases increase with a decrease in absolute humid-
Clouds. Attempts to obtain replicas of snow crystals, My, -- BLE
using polyvinyl formal dissolved in ethylene dichlo-
ride as described by Schaefer (1942), were unsuc-
coas because the temperatures were between 10
and -2C. The crystals partly melted before the MP 22716 551. 501. 9:.551. 506(0772)
solvent had evaporated. -- BLE

Morris, Wesley R. and Norman L. Peters
INSIDE ANTARCTICA NO. 5--BYRD STATION.
Weatherwise, 13(4):102-165 incl. illus., tables,SIP 22714 55L 321:55t 5(04. 4) Aug. 1"0O.

DIC, Qr851. W42
Havens, .Jarnes U.

DIAN ARCT7C ICE CAP. Weather, 17(6):197-209 the U. S. -GY program in Antarctica was established

neL illus. , tables, graphs, diag-., map, June snd supplied primarily by huge tractor trains operat-
1961. 21 refs. Ing from Little America V, over 60 ml away on the

DLC, QC851. W4 Ross Ice Shelf. One reason for the choice of the
location was to investigate the puzzling atmospheric

Two meteorological stations operated on Axel pressure surges which occur in West Antarctica.
/Helberg Island, N. W. T., Can., during the 1960 The relatively flat snow surface upon which the
summer: "Upper Ice Station," In the accumulation camp rests is the top df an 8000-ft-thick ice layer,
zone of Akaioa Ice Cap, and "Lower Ice Station," in although the camp is only 5000 It above sea level
the ablation zone of White Gluier. The observations Because of relatively strong winds and frequent
were supplemented by a general program at the blizzards, drifting and snow accumulation created
Jacobsen-McGill Arctic Research Expedition's base additional problems for the meteorological program
camp on ice-free ground near the island's fiorded which began operafi0n in 1957. Surface observational
west coast Results of the investigations made at data for the first 31j r are tabulated Winds at Byrd
"Upper Ice" from May 29 to Aug. 28, 1960, are out- Station, prevailing from the north to northeast,
lined. They include meteorological observations, average 15 knots a, reach gale force in nearly every
glaciological work, glacial-meteorology (the subjects month. At times k abatlc flow occurs; it was
concerning the relation between a glaciological pro- particularly apparei during the 1958 winter. -
cess and meteorological or climatological influences), BLE
radiation, micrometeorology, and ablation. The re-_ . . .. . .

-~-- a hl between meteorology nd glaciology are
diagramed through consideration of the mass balance
of a glacier. -- BLX

. SIP 22717 551. 515- 551. 574 42(76)
t Williams, Baker B.

THE 1960 ICE STORM IN NORTHERN ALABAMA.
SIP 22715 551. 590-t9- . 9-.55L 571:611 5$92(410) Weatberwise, 13(5)-196-199, 203 incl. illus., graph,

maps, Oct 19R.
Bowe, G. Melvyn DLC, QC851. W42
WINDCZILL, ABSOLUTE HUMIDITY AND THE COLD
SPELL OF CHRISTMAS 1961. Weather, 17(11):349- The synoptic situation is described of an unusual ice
358 ncl. graphs, maps, Nov. 196. 9 re-iY st-m which occurred in north central and north-

DLC, QC851. W4 eastern Alabama on M--% 2. 1960. The storm
occurred in a major storm system which brought

The origin of the term "windchl" and formulas for Into the area a combination of abundant precipitation
determining it are summarized (See SIP 21650), the and air temperatures just above freezing in valleys
distribution of mean windchill In Britain for the (where no icing occurred) and just below freezing
period 1956-61 is mapped and discussed, and abso- over the ridges. As trees became encased in a thick
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ice shel with long icicles, they bent, split, and UIP 22720 55L M(*Ul)
sapped with the resoazllng crack of a shotgun.
Roads were blocked by ice, trees, amd wires. Hoffman, C. R. and N. . Stehle
Damages In Alabama to Umber, buildings, equip- SEA ICE STUDIES ON MCMURDO SOUND DURMIN
ment, utilities, poultry, hop, cattle, and the dairy DEEP FREEZE 62. Tech. Note N-494, U. & Naval
industry were near $20 milion. -. BLZ Civil Eng, Lab., 10)p. lncl tables, graphs,

appendix, June 1963. 4 refs.
DLC, Teci. Rept. Colection

Preliminary to a study of Ice thickening techniques
for Antarctica, an investigation of the thickness,

SIP 22718 551.3:59 density, and salinity of sea ice of various ages was
conducted In McMurdo Sound during the summer of

An der an, 19 Site election, weather, sampling methods,
ANIMALS IN PERENNIAL SNOW AREA (ere iequipment, and procedure are discussed. During the
Ewigachneegeblet; Text In German). Umschau, 63 samplin period, the I- and 3-yr Ice decreasedin
(2):49-52 incl. lu. , graphs, Jam 15, 1963. 15 ijfs. thickness about 3 ft o the bottom; no Joel occurred

DIC, AP30. U5 In the older, 30-ft-thick ice. The sampling Interval
o 4 to 5 weeks at 3- to 5-ft depth Intervals was too

This paper discusses the occurrence, source f great to permit the development of mummer trends in
nourishment, and other chacteristc of o ms salinity, density, sad strength. Because of the lack
nouihlent, n ther charano teriic In porgandih of knowledg about the characteristics if Antarctic
which live in perennial snow and ice in polar and high sea ice, further sampling of natural and i..od-pro-
motsitain regions. The most common organism is the duced ice in McMurdo Sound sie planned. (Authors'glacier flea aot ! saltans Nic.) which is often so
numerous that the snow appears to be covered by
rust Nourishment is obtained from plant detritus
and pollen found in cryoconites. The "iiving qur-
ters" of the glacier flea is the snow-ice transition
area immediately below the surface. According to uP 22721 55L 2L 2:021. 36('772)
laboratory experiments, frox 0" to -19C various
crtical values appear which cause the organism to Terry, C. W.
become immobile. The optimum temperature range BYRD STATION SNOW TUNNELS - WALL CLEARING
is 0* to -40C. Temperature curves are presented for STUDY. Tech. Note N-510, U. . Naval Civil Zng,
snow and ice in the Hlntereisferner at 2520- and Lab., p. Incl. graph, April 1963. 5 refs,
220-rn elevation. Remains oa pre-ice age organisms DLC, Tech. llpt Collection
found on high mountain peaks are also discussed. --
BLE Present data on the closure rates in most of the tun-

nels at New Byrd Station, Antarctica, Indic-ate that
trimming of the walls to malntaln desirable clear-
ances will not be required before Deep Freeze 1965.
A review of the Byrd Station drawings showed that
about 75% of the tunnel wall surfaces will allow a re-

SIP 22719 621-496:6). 139.551. 323 lattvely high degree of mechanization for economical
wall trimming. Buildings and other obstructions will

Shlbel, F. C., C. & Grove, Jr. and A. B Aldun necessitate hand clearing in the remaining 2n On a
DEVELOPMENT OF INSULATING AQUEOUS basa. u tusur? ,earing work at Camp Century,
FOAMS FOR PROTECTION OF ICE SURFACE& Greenland, tentative methods and equlpment for trim-
bpt No. OA-R4-FR 110162, OnorAaga Associates, ming walic and disposing of the waste swn are
Incorporated, 65p. incl. illus., tables, graphs, selected for Byrd Station. I Is concluded that
diagra., appendix, Nov. 190Z 2 refs specific rates of closure and maximum allowable

DLC, Tech. Rept Collection safe closures for the Byrd tunnels should be estab-
lished at an early dae. Also, precise techniques

Methods were investigated of pertecting too ru tu W and equlient should be determined for each differ-
in the Arctic regions during the wsmmer months when ent tunnel situAtion during Deep Freeze 1964.
melting or thawing can cause soft spots or "pot (Author's abstract)
holes." Many insulating materials are available, but
the difficulties of application and transportation and
the resultant increase in cost preclude their use. A
proprietary concept utilizing aqueous foam insulation
has many advantages including ease of application and SP 22722 51. 224:550. $
no need for removal. The stabilty, Insalaing and
generation properties of the foam were studied in de- Kamb, Barclay
tail in both small and lauge scale laboratory tests. GLACIER GEOPHYSICS Science, 146(3642):353-385
.Arctic field testing substantiated these findings and ncL llus., graphs, diagra., Oct. ", 1964. 50
proved the use of aqueous foam to be both feasible refs.
and promising. (Author's abstract, modified) DLC, QL 835
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Glacier geophysics aims to provide a quantitative UP 22724 551. 46(*826)

connection between climatic change and glacier fluc-
t tuation, so that glaciers can be interpreted confi- Klepikov, V. V.
dently as long-term monitors of climate. By study- HYDROLOGY OF THE WEDDELL SEA. (Gidrologirl
Ing how the striking structures originate in glaciers morIA Ueddella; Text In Russian. Trudy, Sovet.

from glacier flow, which are analogs of structure in Antarldicheskall Eksped., 17:45-93, inc. tables,

certain metamorphic rocks from which great defor- graphs, maps, 1963. 55 rei.

matlons of the earth's crust have been inferred, a DLC, G860. S63
better understanding of deeo and fundamental earth
processes can be obtained. This article summarizes A summary Is given of the history of voyages and

recent ideas and measurements bearing on the gla- research, and of ice conditions in the Weddell Sea.

cler flow process, its expression in the dynamic The basic reason for the ice cover and subsequent

response of glaciers, and the possibility o using year-round inaccessibility of the western part o the

these concepts to increase the understanding o solid sea is the combination of the configuration of its

deformation processes in the earth generally. Em- shores, the presence of the large dry area of the

phasis is placed on ice properties, basal slip, Antarctic Peninsula, and th- syktem of surface cur-

thermal regimes and the flow of ice sheets, and gla- rents. Features of the basic types of ice, I e.,

cier waves. Examples and data are presented from pack Ice, last Ice, tabular icebergs ano floes, in-

the U. S , Canada, Greeruand, Antarctica, Norway, clude seasonal changes, surface currents, cyclonic

and Switzerland. -O BLE circulation, and the tidal currents from the east
which circumvent the entire sea, causing thinning
out, compression, and shifting of the ice. Circula-
tion', temperature, and salinity of surface and deep
waters are discussed, in relation to the development
of shelf topography. Similarities of the ice condi-
tions, surface water, and the distribution and
characteristics of warm deep waters suggest an In-
terrelationship between Arctic waters and the

SIP 22723 551. 46. 062. 5(*26) Weddell Sea. -- SCM

SLusquincA, Andc: J-Nat
EXTREME TEMPERATURES IN THE WEDDELL

ig, SEAt. Bergen, Norway. Univ. , Atrbok Mat -Nat.

Ser. , No. 23, lgp., incl table, graphs. diagr.,
maps, appendix, 1963. It reis.

DLC, Unbound periodical

Sea-water temperatures below the freezing point
were measured at depths between 200 and 1000 m
near General Belgrano and Ellsworth Stations. Con- SIP 22725 528 9(*721 5)
vection in the shelf areas may reach the bottom and
the water thus formed is assumed to be no colder McHugo, M. Barbara
than the freezing point corresponding to the salinity THE MAPPING OF BRITISH ANTARCTIC TERRI-
of the surface water (as a rule, above -1. 90C). But TORY. Brit. Antarctic Survey Bull, No. 4:13-14
readings have been below this point (-2 OC). Water incl. map, Sept. 1964. ....
in contact with the underside of the shelf ice will be DLC, GPRR
kept at its freezing point, but the temperature may
be reduced to values lower than the freezing point at In May 1964, the Directorate of Overseas Surveys
atmospheric pressure. If the depression of the published the new Irdex (D. 0.. (Misc. ) 101) (in-
freezing point of sea water with pressure Is of the cluded in this paper] to British map coverage of
same order of magnitude as that of pure water (about British Antarctic Territory, South Georgia and the
0. 00750C/atm, or 0. 075"C/100 m depth), the water South Sandwich Islands. A list of map sheets pub-
near the shelf ice may be cooled at subsurface depths lished n the past year Is described, including those
to temperatures as low as, or even lower than, those compiled from the Commonwealth Trans-Antarctic
reported, without being supercooled. The low tem- Expedition (1:200, 000 scale) as well as coverage of
perature readings are concentrated over a limited Graham Land (1:200,000) between 68' and 70*S, in-
area, due possibly to the fact that a long deep trough corporating determinations made b7 surveyors work-
in the sea floor extends under the Fflchner Ice Shelf ing from Stonlngton Island between 1957-61. Also
from the Ellsworth area and 300 km southward and available are a colored relief map of Graham Land,
sea water cooled under the ice covering the trough South Georgia and South Sandwich Islands
will be concentrated at the mouth of the trough before (1:3,000,000) (D. 0. . 813), an official British map
mixture with the open sea. This implies that low of Antarctica (D. 0.S. (Misc.) 135) based on material
temperature areas maybe expected wherever glaciers available March 31, 1963 and contour maps (1:25,000)
are flowing into the sea, depending on local factors of Deception Island, Hope Bay and Horseshoe Island.
affecting cooling and concentration. Data are in- A short history of British Antarctic mapping is in-
cluded in the appendix. -- MFG cluded. -- MF
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SIP 22726 551. 32(082 2) SIP 22728 551. 322:536. 421. 1

Bentley, Charles R. and John C. Behrendt Ubbelohde, A. R
GLACIOLOGY. Science, 142(3590):415-416, O,'s. MELTING AND FREEZING. Nature, 204(4963):
18, 1963 . . 1046-1049 incL table, diag4s., Dpc. W 1964. 14

DLC, QI. S35 refs.

ICY glaciology findings were reviewed at a sympo- DLC, Q1. N2'

sium (Aug. 12-16. 1963) at the University of Call- Many problems concerning melting and freezing can
foenia, Los Angeles. The number of retreating gla- be regarded as structural arid statistical develop-
ciers decreased since 1950, and advance occurred ments of the Boltzmann expression for the entropy
in some areas. A net increase in total mass of ice of fusion, Sf. Although some authors have postulated
is suggested. Snow stratigraphy studies show an in- that there is no discontinuous increase of entropy
creasing accumulation rate over the last 200 yr, but upon passing from the solid to the liquid state, S is
precipitation rates are below average since 1930. positive for all cases of melting so far investigated.
Climatic warming over the last few centuries is Statistical interpretation of this conclusion needs to
shown by decreasing temperature with depth in the be linked with knowledge about the structure of the
polar ice. Radiation, rather than heat transfer, is liquid and solid phases. One outcome of modern in-
seen to have more effect on glaciers. For several vestigations of melting is primarily to clarify con-
glaciers in balance the ratio of accumulation area to cepts and conclusions about the structure of the liquid
ablation area is nearly the same; the net budget state near the freezing point. A direct outcome of
gradient in both these zones tends to remain con- the Boltzmann equation is the recognition that the in-
stant as the equilibrium line shifts position, and crease of entropy during melting involves an Increase
further, it differs little among glaciers within the of positional disorder. Aspects of a melting theory
same region, suggesting that :eral photography and by Lennard Jones and Devonshire which are sugges-
quantitative budget estimates of a few glaciers may tive for modern developments are discussed In this
provide a method of estimatirg the condition of many theory and similar ones, the melt is treated as a
glaciers. Theories on ice flow and deformation, highly defective crystal and is described as "quasi-
heat flow in ice sheets, and densification of ice have crystalline." Some thermodynamic and structural
shown success. A present program employing a considerations of consequences of cluster formation
thermal coring device should produce a uteful stratl- are discussed which are a departure from quasi-
graphic record of earlier conditions. The difficulties crystalline structure of the melts. The role of pre-
of recording clear seismic echoes in the high interior freezing anomalies in the statistical thermodynamics
plateaus were emphasized. Widespread evidence of melting is outlined. -- BLE
from West Antarctica of a relatively low seismic
wave velocity in the basal few hundred meters of ice
might indicate a disseminated rock load; this would
aid in the understanding of erosion and transport by
continental ice sheets. -- MFG SIP 22729 551. 5X 455L 322:539. :55L I

Korner, it
SNOW AND ICE MECHANCS AND SOME OF ITS
RELATIONSHIPS TO GEOLOGY. (Schnee- und
Eismechanik und einige lhrer Beziehungen zur
Geologic; Text in German with Ehgilsh abstract).
Felsmechanik und Ingenleurgeologie, 2(1):45-67 incl.
Illus. , graphs, diagra. , maps, 1964 -3 refs

SIP 22727 551. 322:536. 421. 1 DLC, TA704. G4

Fischer, W. H. and C. Robert Perdue Snow, nvr, and ice are classified as stones; there-
SHOCK-INDUCED FREEZING OF "ACTIVATED" fore, glaciology is a section of geology. Snow and
SUPERCOOLED WATER. Nature, 204(4960):764- ice mechanics, like soil mechanics, consists of an
765 incl. tables, graphs, Nov. 21, "-4. 3 refs. experimental branch which Inquires into the physical-

DLC, Ql. N2 m#eehsnieal nature of enw and ice, and a theoretical-
practical branch which treats all problems connected

'The effect of the mercury-bulb "activation" of water with the deformation and breaking of ice bodies
on shock-iduced freezing was Investg-ated. The (avalanches, glaciers, ice cape, and shelf ice). Im-
shock-tu e was maained at - C, the 0. 5-lm 3  

provements are summarized in the field of experi-
samples were held in glass tubes, and a 1. 1 Wbin. 2  

mental ice mechanics during the last 10 yr. Efforts
over-pressure shock wave, lasting 2 msec. was were made especially to find the laws by which ice
administered by bursting a "Cellophane" diaphragm flow is determined and to analyze those changes
with 15 lb, in. 2 air pressure. Drionized, blank, and occurring in the crystaline structure of ice samples
"activated" water samples were tested. An analysis during mechanical deformation. In the field of
of the number of bank and "activated" samples theoretical ice mechanics, the theory of plasticity
affected by shock indicates that "activation" has a is applied to explaln the motions of an ideal valley
greater effect than agit ' n alone. The experimental glacier and to show some practical consequences
results are tabulated and r 'aphed. -- BLE (glacial erosion) that are of interest for geology.
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Attention is also focused on the study ol Antarctic Cold weather decreases the efficiency and increases

shelf ice by American scientists to explain the for- the fuel consumption of motors. Suggestions are
m~tion of fold structures in ice (aynclines and anti- given regarding the temperature at which water and
clines). The question arises whether fold formations oil should be maintained in motors and the cold-of shelf ice mirror corresponding tectonic changes weather maintenance of tractors and motor vehicles.
of the earth's crust. (Author's abstract, modified) During operation, stops should be few and short.

Techniques and devices are described for facilitating
the loading and unloading of goods such as the use of
trailer sleds. Tractor and mutor-vehicle engines

SIP 22730 so9& 547. 3(*50) are warmed by pouring hot water or antifreeze into
the cooling system, using the exhaust heat from the

Tokmakova, L A. starter mnotor (for tractors), or external heaters.
~-USE OF MORTAR AND CONCRETE WITH POAS Cooling, fuel, and hydraulic systems, and batteries

ADDITIVES FOR'9WINTER CONSTRUCTION. must be carefully checked, and lubricants must be
(Prinienenie rastvorov i betonov a dobarkol potasha prwmeordlt.Div-ainhtngs-

pri roivodsve trolel'ykhrabo v imne vrmi3 tems and methods of increasing mobility on snow and
Text In Russian). Moscow, Goo. Izd-vo lit-ry poicarderbd. -VD/E

stroitel'stvu, arkhitekture I stroltelnym materlalamn,
Spincl. illus. , tables, graphs, dlagrs. , 196& 21

*DLC, TH46i1. T6 SIP 22733 551. 524L 2(1/9)

Mtosaedsrbdfor preparing mortar and Noge EATH Wethr,1

outof oos, ndexamples are given for their winter (5):144-150 incl. graphs, maps, May 1961. 11 refs.
use.Empasi isplaced o h osrcino o- DC C3.W

crete wls hs itrsaepyial n
mechanically superior to ordinary mortar and con- The lowest temperatures measured in different parts
crete. Potash additives result in thorough hardening of the world are summarized with emphasis on Ant-
in freezing weather, the preclusion of discoloration arctica. In Asia temperatures have been measured
and salting out, an improvement of adhesion to old as low as -68*C at Verkhoyansk in northeast Siberia
concrete and fixtures (thereby eliminating corro- (Feb. 5 and 7, 1892), -66*C In Greenland at the
saim), and an increase in durability. -- VDP/BLE "Northice" station of the British North Greenland

Expedition (Jan. 9, 1954), and -62. 8*C at Snag,
Yukon Territory, Canada (Feb. 3, 1947). At the
Amundsen-Scott IOT station at the South Pole (alt.

SUP 22731 551. 5:551. 32(*464. 2) 2600 in), -73. 5C was measured May 11, 1957, and
-74. 5*C Sept. 17, 1957. At Mhe Vostok IGY station

Lotz, J. and R. B. Sagar (the coldest place on earth), -80. 7*C was measured
ULTEOftuL4..4A OKDNRHR June 15, 1958, - 85. 5*C Aug. 7, 1958, -87. 4*C Aug.
ELLESMERE ISLAND, 1957-60. W'eather, 15(12): 25, 1958, and -88. 3-C Aug. 24, 1960. Wintering-
397-405, incl. illus. , tables, map, Dec. 100. 16 over conditions in the interior of the Antarctic are
refs. described Monthly extreme temperatures during

DI.C, QC851. W4 -1957 and mean monthly temperatures (Jan. 1957 to
Aug. 1960) for the Amundsen-Scott station and a

This paper discusses the history of expeditions to comnparison of mean monthly temperatures at Vostok
northern Ellesmnere Island, Can. , which began In and Verkhoyansk are graphed. Mean Isotherms for
1876, and meteorological and glaciological observa- Antarctica for Jan. and July, and mean annual iso-
tions, with emphasis on work concentrated at the therms are mapped. The lowest upper-air tempera-
Oilman Glacier camp during 1957-60. AttentIon is tures so far measurcd were also found over the Ant-
focused on standard synoptic observations, micro- arctic; -9rc was measured 20 mb (24, 000 m) above
meteorological work, radiation studies, ablation on Halley Bay on Aug. 9, 1959. -- OLE
the Gilman Glacier, and ice conditions on Lake

Hael--LESIP 22734 55$1. 578. 7(420)

SIP 22732 629. 113:624. 148. 7 Ludlam, F. K.
THE 11AILSTORM. Weather, 16(5):152-162 inc.

Chernov, S. A. and IA. L Kuvahino, illus. , table, diagr. , May 19617
USE OF TRACTORS AND AUTOMOBILES UNDER DLC, QC851. W4
WINTER CONDITION& (Ekspluataf3112 traktorov I

* avtomobilel v zimnikh uslovililch; Text in Russian). The paper discusses hailstorms, cumulonimbus
Moscow. Izd-vo Ministerstva sel'skogo khozt~stva clouds, radar analysis, and the size and composition
RSFSR, 1963, 79p. incl. tables, graphs, diagra. of hailstones, based on investigations made in Eng-

DLC, Slavic Div. land. Emphasis is placed on theories of hailstone
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~.1
IFowth, an Improved cumulonimbus model, hail tion In form at low concentration. This lustrats
9 owth within the model cumulonimbus, hailstone that the former corresponds to the distribution curve
e bryos, and hal prevention. Excellent color of original cells and the latter Is due to snow parti- /

atographs of cumulonimbus clouds ee presented, 'cles blown from neighboring trees and roots of hutl.
ical conditions inside a severe storm cloud are Auto-correlations were calculated from the fluctua-

talulated, and air flow within a vertical section tion of spatial concentrations In both cases. (Authors'
t.h . a typical severe hailstorm is diagrimed. abstract, modified)
- BLE

RIP 22737 551. 326. 2.551. 5:551. 509. 31(5)
2735 551. 57& 41:930. 24

8schell, L I
edam- Joseph and Lu Gwel-Djen DITERRELATIONS OF THE ICE OFF NORTHERN

THE EARLIEST SNOW CRYSTAL OBSERVATIONS. JAPAN AND THE WEATHER. J. MeteoroL Soo,
Weather, 16(10):319-327 incL table, Oct. 1961 25 Japan, Ser. 2, 42(2):174-185 lncL tables, graphs,
re. June 1964. 13 refs.

Dk.C, QC851. W4 DLC, Orlentalla Div.

Th hexagonal system of snow-flakp crystals was An analysis of the historical series of the Ice-appear-
ftrit discovered by the Chinese. The oldest Chinese ance date at Abashiri in northern Hokkaldo, which,
statements, going back to the second century B. C., on the average, is Jan. 14, was made in terms at
antedate the first Euro .- an observations by more th n the mean monthly Jan. pressure gradient over the
a millennium. Nothing appears to have been said northern Okhotsk Sea, and the pre-Dre. pressure
about snow-crystal observations by Aristotle; Senaca gradient upstream over northeastern Siberia. The
or Other classical authors. Albertus Magnus (A. D. results, showing a relationship based on 60 yr of
1260) thought the crystals were star-shaped and that data and a closer relationshio based on cases when
such regular forms fell only in Feb. and March. The the departure In the pressure gradient from the
real beginning of knowledge of snow flakes in Europe average equaled or exceeded *0. 8 (the standard de-
is due to the astronomer Johann Kepler who pub- viatlon), suggest a limited basis for predicting the
lished a 15-page tractate in A. D. 1611. Medieval ice appearance date in northern Hokkaido, An analy-
Chinese contributions are discussed and the de- sis of the frequency of lows crossing Hokklddo and its
velopment of snow-crystal study in Europe is out- environs also confirms the relationship f the Jan.
lined The foundations of modern knowledge were and pre-Dec. pressure gradients to the north of
laid by William Scoresby, who, as a result of his Japan to the ice appearance date. A similar analy-
travels in the Arctic just before 1820, drew up the sis of the Ice disappearance date which, on the
first systenatic classification of the forms if snow average, occurs April 22, shows a marked relation-
flakes. -- BLE ship with the contemporary April pressure gradient,

.. .. but little, if any, relationship with the gradient to the
north in March, presumably because of the discon-
tinuous change in the general circulation during the

UP i2736 55. 57S& 41:551. 577. 11(52) spring in that are. It is also shown that the date of
i ice appearance at Abashiri, taken to reflect the cir-

Sasya Yoshio and Hiroshi Tokuue culatio pattern over the area, correlates moderately
ON THE PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS OF PRECIPI- with the following mean monthly Feb. air tempera-
TATING CELLS DEFINED BY THE SPATIAL CON- ture over northeastern Hokkaido. (Author's abstract,

[ CENTRAT1ON FALLING OF SNOW PARTICLE& modifiled)

J. Meteorol. Soc. Japan, Sr. 2, 43(2):128-138 IncL
illus.', graphs, April 1964. 1 eL-

DLC, Orientalia Div... -"' " SIP 22738 551. 57652& 715: 551. 578. 4(5)
Photographic observations were carried out on the
spatI41 concentration of falling snow particles. Photo- Anal, Tomlo
graphis were taken with an 8 mm cine camera at the PHOTOGRAPHIC OBSERVATION OF CLOUDS BY
rate ,f 16 frames per minute. The frequency of each AIRCRAFT DURING SNOWFALL PERIOD IN
concentration, which Is classified by 10-particle dtf- HOKURDW DISTRICT. J. MeteoroL 3=. japa,
ference, was obtained for flurries and continuous Ser. 2, 42(3):196-196 incL illus., graphs, maps,
snowfall. For flurries, the dirtributlon frequency June 1W6 7 refn.
curve'can be explained with Poisson's distribution DLC, Orientalia Div.
function. Continuous snowfall is represented approx-
imately as a Gaussian distribution. The prcbability The observations were made Jan. 20, 1963, as a
density function of snow flurries lies between A and part of a study of heavy snowfall in the Rokurlk,
x + d,. where I is the average concentration of each District. The horizontal distribution and topography
cell. The probability distribution function consists of of clouds over the Japan Sea were studied by ordi-
A curves-, one has a steeper and larger maximum nary photogrammetric methods from an aircraft 8
vahw than the other, which may be Gaussian dlstribu- km high. The photographs show a characteristic
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pattrn Changing fr. scattered cumulus clouds seconld of operation sand the number of active maclet
smaller than I km In horizontal and vertical dimen- produced per grain of AgL In all cases, the acetone
sinAi In the West of the observation area to targer air generator had higher efficiency. The acetone air
cumulus and cumulonimbus ciouds extending 3 in In generator' and the propane generator had equal eff I-
the east where upper stratiforma clouds axe present. clency at the two operating temperatures tested.
The cumulus clouds appear to originate over the (Author's abstract, miied)
Japan Sea at least 200 to 300 kmn off the coast (J
Hokurika District. A fair amount of snow may be
released in Hokuriku District from the clouds which
cotain sul~icieut water. (Author's abstract, modi- IMgP 22741 ___513.72)-

fied) ----

- -- -- -Mathews, F., S. and F. C. Clarke
ARCTIC CORMIM4CATIONS STUDIES, THE
ELECTRICAL, STRUCTURAL AND TOPOGJRAPH1-

SZP 22739 551. 48:551. 328. 7(*681) CAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ARCTIC SEA iCE.
Rept. No. 52-P-1, Vol. 1, U. S. Navy, Bureau of

Naval Oceanographic Office Shipa, (8lp. incl. Illus. , tables, graphs, diagr. ,
PRELIMINARY REPORT OF OPERATION DEEP map, appendixes A-C, June 27, 1962, 41 refs.
FREEZE 1963. ROSS SEA OCEANOGRAPHIC SUIR- (Contract No. NObsr 87687)
VEY. Prelim. Rept. , Washington, D. C. , 4p. incl. DDC, AD 408261
table, map, May 2, 1963. (Serial N4o. 2348)

DDC, AD 406270 The nature &Md extent of the Arctic ice cover is de-
scribed, and the history of Arctic geograph ex-

The survey was acccmplished in the Antarctic during ploratlon is summarized. A detailed analysis is
the austral summer of 1962-83 aboard the USS made of the factors which Influence the electrical
EDZrO (AGB-2), and 122 oreanographic stations properties of sea ice so tWia meaningful estimates of
(Including 241ice-forecast stations) were occupied. these properties may he made. The significant
The location of the stations is shown and, during the physical properties of sea water are discussed; the
survey, the corrected position for the Ross Ice Shelf majnr factors present in sea-ice formation are de*-
front was det-rmnined to be from Ross Island east- scribed; and the geometrical and chemical factors
ward to about 180* long. Besides the Standard likely to affect the electrical properties are outlined.
oceanographic observations, bottom-sedlment and The electrical data are considered and anticipated
biological samples were collected. Serial oceano- trends In the electrical properties ig sea Ice are
graphic data were collected with Nansen botles discussed. The topographical features of Arctic sea
placed at praelected depths extending from sea sur- ice are described and tabulated so that estimates may
face to the bottom, Organic and inorganic debris he made of the extent and thickniess of the low con-
were collected at Cape Adore, Cape Hallett, and Ross ductivity cover over the higher conductivity sea
Island for the rmophilic mycoflora exaia Anation. Spe- water. As an aid to the rescarch worker in this
clal oceanographic casts were made to obtain water field, experimental precautions and pitfalls are listed
samples for geochemistry trace element stuies, and and avenue,% of study are suggested. A glossary is
bottom biological samples were taken for paleoecolog- appended along with a listing of major ice research
Ical Investigation. -- LE centers, a bibliography of major sources of Informs-

tion an Arctic ice and a collection of chemical def In-

F~in U an ad techniques. (Authors' abstract, modified)

SIP 22740 551.322:5. 51:681.857. 35
SIP 22742 551. 326. 14:551. 486. 6

Snelling, Hilds Jane
-PRODUCTION EFFICIENCY OF DIFFERENT SILVER Heiidricksca, James A. and Lois At Webb

DDEZ ICE- FORMING NUCLEI GENERATORS THEORErICAL INVESTIGATION OF SEW-INFINITE
Thesis (34. A. ), Oregon State Univ. , 30p. Intl. illus., ICE FLOES IN WATER OF INFINITE DEPTH. Final
tables, graphs, June 1963. 17 refs. Dlept., U. S. Naval rCivil Eng. Lab,., 43p. Inc.

DCC, AD 407457 graphs, diagra., June 196&3. ref. (Contract M~y-
32225)

Three silver iodide Ice-forming nuclei generators DDC, AD 414532
were tested: one burning charcoal soaked in a 2%
Ag) acetone solution, one in which a jet of rropne The response of semi-Ininite ice floes to water waves
;as atomized a 2% AgI acetone solution, and onle In is analyzed foi' deep water. If the floe submergence

which a jet of compressed air atonized this same is neglected It is found that a progressive wave is
solution. An optical pyrometer measured the gener- transmitted. The stress produced by this transmitted
ator operating temperatures. The Bigg-Warner ice wave is determined for various floe thicknesses said
mactat counter was used to count the effective Ice incident wave lengths. When the submergence is 'not
nuclei produced by the generators at -12, -15, and neglected it is necessary to use a finite difference
-2&C. The efficiency of the generator was deter- approach to the solution. &th a solution is attempted
mined by the number of active nuclei produced per and the results and accompanying numerical proD-

lems are considered in detail. (Authors' abstract)
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SIP 2274 51182:536.421:517.63 -- SIP 22745 -561. 46:551. 326:551. 513{086)

Wilcox. W. B. Kryndin, A. N.
SOLUTE REDISTRIBUTION DURMN SOLIDIFICA- SEASONAL AND ANNUAL VARIATIONS IN 'I HEl ICE
T1ON OF EUTECTIC-FOW1MGM UTu~t, Repgt. COVER ANr) P0=ITIN CFe THE ICE ED)GE ON THE
No. TDR..169(3240-1OTN-2;SSD..2DR-63.160, Aero- FAR EASTERN SEAS IN CONNECTION WITH
space Corp.. El Segurido, Calif.. 27p. Incl. table, CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ATMOSPHE~Rf CIRCU-
graphs, aedes A-8. July 22, 1963. 11 refs. LATION. (Sesonnye I n'ezhgodovye izmene,.af2
(Contract AF 04(595)- 169) ledovitriuti I polothenil krornkl lda na dal'nevostoch-

-- DDC, AD 415433 - - yk): moritakh v svrazl a osobennostrami amosfernol
flrkult~til; Text in Russian) Trudy. Goo.

The0 Problem of the progressive freezing of x zimple Okeanograf. Inst. (Moscow), Vyp. 71:5-82 nel.
teic-forming binary mixture from an infinite melt tables, graphm, maps, appendix, 1964t 21 rots.
with puire diffuslonal mass transfer is solved by 'he DLC, OCI. M511
Laplace transforms method Separate solutions are
Presented for the Initial and terminal periods, and a The article discusses the mean monthly values for
comparison Is made with zone melting results. The the ice extension and ice edge for the Sea of Japan,
validity at a previous approximate solution for zone Sea of Okhotsk, and the Bering Sea, calculated on the
meltiag of such mixtures was vtriied in the limit of basis of shipbAmrd &A aircraft c.Zjervations daring
iminite zone size. The problem discussed in this the winters from 1928 to 1960. T.me seasonal sand
Paper is Important because i extends previous re- annual variations c! Ice-cover extent and the position
sults (which wore valid only for very dilute mixtures) 4f the ice shelf ame analyzed in detail. A conaps"rave

into the region of high solute concentrations. The appraisal is made of characteristic elements ob-
present results will aid in the prediction and inter- served In ice-cover variation and the position of the
pretation of results of purification work such as sea- ice shelf on the seas of the entire far eastern boan.
water desalinization and single crystal growth in Much attention Is paid to an investigation of ice-cover
which the eutectir composition is reached. -- SLE extent fluctuatiors as a function of seasonal and annual

v.riationa In atmosphieric circulation In the Far East
and northern areas of the Pacific Ocean. The paper
should 2erve as a basis for the development of meth-
aft of long-term prognosticatioa for the Individua far

S!P 22744 511. 326. W37) eastern seas and for the basin Rs a whole. Present
Ice-observation methods are inadequate and the

Cermak, Mlroslav operations of coastal hydrom eteorological stations
ICE CONDITIONS IN CZECHOSLOVAKMA RIVERS and postb should be reorganized. Modera methods
(2am rzinf Ces 'koolovenkcm rek; Text in Sld~'ak with of estimating atmospheric circulation are reviewed
Wasian and German summaries). Vodohaspddrsky as empl-yed in the long-term prognostication of

Cajaopis, 12(3):271-277 Incl. graph, 1964. 11rf. hydrorneteorological phenomnena. The indices of
DLC, G9772. C95V6 Katz and Drogattsev are most acceptable for ice

Theiceconit~~ n te Ebe ~ir. MO~I forecasting. (J'PRS abstrvct, modified)
Rivers, and tne Cze-choslovakian Donau tributl~es
have been observed since the 1870i',s. The obolev-

__ ___ tloual data up to 1034 and since 1941 are avallkle In
year books which were originally published by'the
Vienn Hydrographic- Bureau, then by the Prague
Hydrological Office, and later bythe Prague Hydro-
meteorological Office. This article discusses data SUP 22746 551. 46:551. 3211:528.
from 231 observation stations up to 1962. The first
appearance of ice, ice slurry, and shore ice was not Bet~n, V. V., I. K LosevandKX P. irokow
always reliably indicated. The data are more pre- AERIAL PIIOTO'3RAPHY OF MARINE ICE FLOoES
else on the appearance and disappearance of an Ice (Aerotcotosemkca drelta l'dow v more; Text in iis-
cower and on ice flow. River ice first appears in the slan). Trudy Gos. OluerstograL hist. (Moscow), Vyp.
beginning of Oct. and often remnains until May. At 71:125-140Oincl. graphs. dlagr. , 1984 5 refs.
the individual observation stations, river ice lasted DLC, GC I. 6158
54 to 150 days; however, the most frequent duration
was S0 to 94 days. Ice covers lasted from 80 to 94 Section one discusses aerial photographic field work
days and occur from the end of Oct. to mid-April. In general terms; section two analyzes the results of
The median number of days with am ice cover is 2510o the aerial photography performed in the Gulf of
40. The maximum number of days with ice ras re- Finland in 1961; section three deals with method
corded from 1941 to 1942. The maximum duration scnaracy; and the last section gives a detailed &e-
of an unbroken ico cover occurred during the 1928-29 scrtption of the use of repeAted aerial photographic
and 1946-47 winter periods. The average flickraess sorties for the study of ice drifting in l-irsh Bay
of the ice cover was 40-50 cm, however, drifting Lee (Kurshekit Zallv) and in the adjaerv area of 'he
was recorded up to 125 cm thick. The relationship Baltic. This method permits the estibllahroent cl
betireen the water and air temperature was not deter- the laws of ice drifting Rs IL function it wind condi-
mined. Data are also lacking for Ice conditi-ins along tions and embraces ull varieties of kt encountered at
the river course. (Authors summary, modified)
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sea. Aerial photography operations can be carried breaking up ice around ships In winter mooring con-
out over routes enclosed between reference points on structed on the basis of a caterpillar transport
dry land, by parallel extenilon routes, or by routes machine which can cut through a 200-m stretch in
running along the coast line. The smallest scales an hour making a wide breach in thick ice, and will
permissible under the given weather conditions, flow not sink; and (3) the "Pingvin" snow vehicle which will
dimensions and resolving power of the photographic reach 50 km/hr. Research is being conducted also on
equipment in use should be employ(. Before photo- excavators to be used under permafrost conditions.
graphing an ice drift from the air, it is expedient to -- BLE
drop special floats containing a charge of fluorescent
material in the intervals between the floes. The ex-
posure should be made on a small scale for the ice .
drift proper and on a larger scale for the disposition
of the floating markers. Problems relating to the
accuracy of the dcterminalion of ice drift elements
at sea by vertical aerial photography require further Armstrong, Terence
development and refinement. (JPRS abstract, modi- ICE ATLASES Polar Record, 12(77):161-163 incl
lied) maps, May 1964. 8 refs.

DLC, G575. P6

Ice atlases summarize in cartographic fcrm existin.
knowledge of the seasonal distribution of floating ice

MP 22747 624. 144. 534:625. 1(437) (mainly sea ice). The atlases present a wummary
which is based on the greatest possible ,umber of ob-

Antine, Frant~ek servations within a given period, in order to deduce
SNOW REMOVAL BY FLAME THROWER probable future ice distribution, thus differing Irom
.Odst rafovani sn~hu plamenometem; Text in Slovak). ice charts which show only actual distributio,, atparticular times. The concentration (tenths of seaZelezniEni Doprava A Technika, 12(3):76-77, March surface covered by ice) and age of ice are the

1964. variables to be defined. Concentration is either
DLC, TF4. Z47 presented by the use of isopleths, showing mean or

The advantages of the flame thrower over jet engine extreme limits of various kinds of ice, or by sectordiagrams ("cakes") which are actual records of ob-exhausts are described.. The flame throwers can servations at selected points. Antarctic coverage is
clear railroad switches of snow in 20 to 150 sec. available in the oceanographic atlases of the U. S.
Additional snow falling on the hot tracks will melt Navy Hydrographic Office, 1957-58, in which the
and the unburned portion of the flame thrower fuel, isopleth method is used. The sector diagram method

7when spread on the rails, will prevent icing even in of presentation is used in an atlas published by the
severe frosts. Switches were still clear 5 hr later, Admiralty Hydrographic Department covering Ant-
in spite of continuous snowing. The flame thrower arctic waters between 7' and 92*W. Air reconnais-
is mounted on a railroad car which can be pulled by sance and the increase in shipping has brought about
a small locomotive. One tank of fuel lasts for a rapid increase in the rate at which ice observations
several days of operation whereas jet engines have are made. Needed is a sector diagram atlas (A the
jo be refueled hourly. No railroaa ties were brned. rest of the Antarctic seas, taking into account obser-
Easily obtainable materials and discarded high pres- vatins made during and after the IGY. MFG
sure tanks were used to construct the flame throwing
equipment. Two men operated the flame thrower and
one operated the locomotive. -- GDH

SIP 22750 551. 574. 7:629. 13:551. 576(*3)

Burova, L. P. and A. L Voskresenskil
SIP 22748 624. 147:551. 321. 3 METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS FOR AIRCRAFT. .. 629. 11:551. 578 46(*50) ICING IN As AND Ac CLOUDS. (Meteorologicheskle
Pogodin, K. uslovill obledenenil0 v oblakakh tipa As I Ac; Text in
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF ARCTIC- Ruassian). Trudy Arktlcheskogo I Antarkticheskogo
POLAR AND OTHER HEAVY EQUIPMENT AT .THE N. -L Inst. 239(2):95-103 incl. Illus., tables, 1962.
GOR'IY POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE. (Tvor(By 9 refs. (En-tranaL : Office of Tech. Services,
neobychnykh mashin; Text in Russian). Pravda U. S. Dept. of Commerce, Wash., D. C., TT:64-
(Moscow), No. 338 (16214), p. 2, Dec. 24, 1902. 51938, Dec. 15, 1964)
(Eng. transl. : Office of Tech. Services, U. S. Dept. DLC, G600. L4
of Commerce, Wash., D. C., OTS-63-21386)

DLC, Newspaper Reading Room; DDC, AD 403253 The paper discusses the meteorological conditions
which cause aircraft icing in middle-level Arctic
clouds and climatological characteristics of alto-Th article discusses (1) equipment for constructing stratus (As) and altocumulus (Ac) clods, based on

roadways on ice, with a crusher and vibrator drawn the literature and observational data. An expression
by a caterpillar tractor which can process up to is presented with which icing intensity can be esti-
1-1/4 km of roadway per hour; (2) a machine for mated quantitatively. The probability of icing in-
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creases from spring to falL The moat probable As This report discusses the type of runway required,
and Ac clouds are moat commonly found in the 1800 the method of construction, the effort Involved,
to 3400-m range, where 80% of all clouds are found. approximate construction time, and suggested main-
The thickness of air-mass clouds usually does not tenance of such a runway at Camp Century. Data
exceed 360-420 m and does not present a danger for are presented concerning the specifications and
aircraft. The greatest threat of icing is found in average cortact pressure (35 to 38 psi) of a typical
middle-level frontal clouds whose vertical thickness lightweight aircraft (the "Caribou"), and required
can attain 1000 m or more. king probability in As ram-hardness profiles. A 200 to 300 ram-hardness
clouds Is 28%, in Ac clouds it is 41. The mean range is required. The runway should be constructed
icing Intensity does not eAceed 0. 6 mm/sin. the on the existing runway at Camp Century. Periodic
maximum intensity is 2. 8 mm/min. Moderate and ram-hardness tests should be made during the initial
heavy Icing occurs most frequently in As and AC age-hardening period as well as during the use of the
frontal clouds in the western region of the Arctic. runway. The first landing should be made on skis.
More intense icing occurs in the As clouds which The runway (500 x 150 ft with a 3 to 4 ft cut) could
have a higher liquid-water content, king in middle- be constructed in 2 weeks using two Peter plows,
level clouds is possible in the -2.3 to -36. "C tern- considering delays due to weather, maintenance, and
perature range. Moderate and heavy icing can occur minor mechanical difficulties. Drift-snow accumula-
at -20*C and lower. -- BLE tion during summer months should be compacted with

an LOP tractor. New snow acunulation should never
be removed. Oil or fuel spots on the runway surface
shuld be removed or covered with snow to avoid the
formation of pot holes when exposed to sun. The
appendix discusses the use of the rammsonde hard-

SIP 22751 551. 345:539. 42:534. 6 ness instrument for determining the supporting
capacity of a snow runway and an expression is

Wachhnlz, H. and G. Mulle. given for computing ram hardness. -- BLE
THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE VLTIMATE STRENGT.
AND SOUND VFLOCITY IN FROZEN LAYERS OF
SOIL WITH REGARD TO THE CONSTRUCTION OF
FROZEN SHAFTS Z. Geophysik, 30(3):127-139
incl. tables, graphs, 1964. 20 refs.

DLC, QCR01. Z4

The ultimate strength of iced-soil 1ayers is deter-
mined by the strength of the ice and by the increase
in strength which the soil component contributes to
the total body. The strength is calculated of an iced
sand model with no direct contact between the grains;
this value Is used for comparison with other iced
layers. Such an Iced-sand layer has !he least ulti- SIP 22753 63L 47('44. 2)
matt- strength and therefore the least permissible
strain. Just as the E-modulus of any other iced Day, J. K.
.layer is larger than that of this mondel, the strength CHARACTERISTICS OF 9OILS OF THE HAZr.
will also be greater. The E-modulus may be evalu- CAMP AREA, NORTHERN ELLESMERE ISLAND,
ated from the measurements of the sound velocity. N. W. T. Rept. No. D Phys R(G) Hazen 24, Defence
However, this velocity gives only the rise of the Res. Board (Can.), iSp. Incl. illus., tables, map,
tangent at one point In the stress-strain relationship Nov. 1964. 11 refs.
of the measured frozen-soil !ayer. Therefore, DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection
formulas are derived with which the least value of
the E-modulus can be estimated. With this E- Morphological and chemical characteristics, and awe
modulus, the ultimate strength of a frozen soil layer cluassilcation of the soils in this area are presented.
can be compared with the strength of the iced-sand Samples were analyzed at various depths at 12 site.
model (Authors' abstract, modified) The classification of the soils at each site Is given

according to the Canadian and U. S. D. A. systems.
No significant development exists of genetic horizons
and hence all but two profiles (Gleysols), are clsi-
fied as Regosols. The effects of deficient soil mois-
tore and sparse vegetative cover are reflected in the

SIP 22752 629. 139. 85:551. 511 46(*30) low organic matter content of the surface soil- In
all of the profiles the organic matter content is

Abele, Gunars higher than 0. 35% in the deepest layer, a character-
CONSTRUCTION OF A SNOW RUNWAY AT CAMP Istic which, together with the erratic distribution,
CENTURY FOR WHEEL LANDINGS WITH LIGHT-- Places the soils in the cumulic subgroups in the
WEIGHT AIRCRAFT. Special Rept. 62, U. S. Army U. S. D. A. classification system. The occurrence of
Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory, soluble salts in dry Arctic regions is common. Pho-
4p. micl. graph, appendix, Aug. 1964. 4 refs. tographs are given of the surface topography and soil

CRREL files profile at each site. -- BLE
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SIP 22754 6a 4.350 whole day to restart them. A helicopter wasn used
to overcome poor visibility. Despite wind and drift-

COrNRET, STN A. D InSE OR N ~ lg snow, nearly 5 mi/day were averaged. In one
CONCETE STNE AD PASTR WOK I COD fo daperod,52 ml of trail were built which in-

WEATHER (Betonnye, kaniennye IshtukatjaI ye include 200-ft ice bridge across the Hart River.
Tex i Rusin).KivGos. .r sing was carried out by cutting a hole in the ice

lad-vo It-ry p0 stroltel'stvu I arkhitekture USSR, to te..t thickness and strength, and measuring the

65 ef trmnethe hegtta at n ershdto b
DLC, THS 5pldacross the river. Smaller creeks were bridged

Urn ceentslurie deermnedby heoetialto ravl amos asfas ason a regular highway. -
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SIP 22759 624. 144. 55(041) Spitsbergen where the frost-controlled processes are
measurable and have been operating only during the

Eddowes. John postglacial interval. The four zones of geomorphic
DRAIN IT AWAY. Roads and Eng. Construction, 100 development between the equator and the polar re-
(10):74-76 incl. illus., tables, Oct. 1963. gion, as mapped by B1idel, are discussed together

DLC, TAL. R58 with the significance of the structural determination
of river courses. -- BLE

Fully-mobile, semi-mobile, and stationary types of
snow melters are discussed which let the melt drain
into sewers. The first trial of this system was in
1959 in Worcester, Mass. It was estimated that over
a short period of time the operational cost was about
half that of conventional methods. The principle in-
volved is "submerged combustion" which is achieved SIP 22761 151. 24. 28(*7)
by a high velocity oil or gas burner capable of re-
leasing over ten million BTU !.r ft3 of combustion Giovinetto, Mario B. and John C. Behrendt
space. The same burner is installed in all units al- THE AREA OF ICE SHELVES IN ANTARCTICA.
though the size of the units and the number of burners Polar Record, 12(77).171-173 incl. table, map, May
vary greatly. The burner fires downward, directing 1964. 5 refs.
the hot gases of combustion through a stainless steel DLC, G575. PO
"down-comer" tube which is immersed below the
water level lii a pit or tank. The melted snow runs The total area of all Antarctic ice shelves, excluding
off through an overflow drain into a storm sewer or attached islVAs Id ice rises, is estimated at (1. 63
other uitable drainage. The fully-mobile unit melts *0. 30) x 106 WO using charts compiled in 1962. Ex-
260 yd" or 5. 6 tons of snow per hour. During sta- cept for the Shackleton and West Ice Shelves, thetionary operation. 264. 4 yd3 or 89. 5 tons are melted areas of the shelves are greater than previously
In the semi-mobt!r type. everything except the melt- estimated. The boundaries of grounded ice features
ing tank is n a trailer and the melting is done in a in the Fichner Ice Shelf, delineated during the 1963-
pit. Thus, the same burner can service several pits 64 summer, give new significance to the geographi-
by moviw,, from one to another as the plowing pattern cal and geophysical data collected in the region since
procresses. The capacity is 25 tons or between 75 1957, and indicate a more definite partition of the
and 125 vd3 per hour. -- BLE ice shelf than has been suggested in current charts.

(Authors' abstract)

SIP 22760 551. 331. 5(931)

Colton. C. A.
A NEW THEORY OF THE SCULPTURE OF MIDDLE- SIP 22762 551. 322:548. 51:541
L.TITUDE LANDSCAPES. New Zealand J. Geology
and Geophysics. 6(5):769-774 incl. diagr. , Nov. Garten, V. A. and R, B. Head
1963. 15 refs. HYDROGEN-BONDING PATTERNS AND ICE
•DLC. QEI. N55 NUCLEATION. Nature, 204(4958):573, Nov. 7, 1964.

2 refs.
In explanation of a landform texture much coarser DLC, QI. N2
than that common in New Zealand. such as that which
prevails in some middle-!atitude regions, it has been Laboratory investigations of hydrogen-bonding pat-
sug iested that normal dissection by streams was in- terns of orgaic crystal surfaces have shown that the
terrupted in the glacial ages over extensive areas that ability to nucleate ice can be predicted reliably if the
were not actually glaciated by the onset of periglacial complete crystallographic tructure is known. Both
erosim, especially by the swamping effects of super- "parametric" fit and the density of hydrogen-bonding
abundant solifluction. Hack's theory (1960) states groups are essential factors gonferring nucleative
that the general form of many landscapes has re- ability, and it is on these principles that a new
mained unchanged after attaining equilibrium perhaps organic highly effective nucleating material has been
millions of years ago. although downwasting of the forecast for the first time. A consideration of the
surface has continued. According to Budcl (1963), crystal structure of the a-isomer of I : 3 : 5-
most of the relief features in tl~e middle latitude re- cyclohexanetriol dihydrate (.-phloroglucitol dihy-
gions that have escaped glaciation but have been sub- drae) implied high nucleative power, which was coks-
jected to "periglaciation" were rapidly shaped by the firmed by cloud chamber tests. Each oxygen atom in
deep excavation of broad valleys in the Pleistocene. the 11; plae of the rhombohedral a-phlorogluctfol
The excavation process, halted in the Holcene and dihydrate corresponds to an Ice oxygen, the dis-
suspended in the interglacial ages. produced the registry being 4. 8'I. The density of oxygen groups
present relict relief. Budel's quantitative estimate is very close to that ot ice and about 50% greater
of the speed of such periglacial-fluvial valley ero- than on the 100 plane of phloroglucinol dihydrale.
sion is based on observations made in southeastern -- BLE
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SIP 22763 551. 57& 7(660) One testing objective was to determine if small,
select samples of natural snow-ice, tested ;n bending,

Carte, A. It would provide consistent and higher values for the
HAIL STUDIES IN THE PRETORIA-WrTWATERS- flexural strength and modulus of elasticity. Another
RAND AREA. Nuusbrief (News Letter), No6 173: objective was to Investigathe surface bearing pro-S136-140 incl. graphs, Aug. 190, 4 refs. perties of snow-ice layers, formed during winter ont

DA, GPRR taken or rivers, which are often separated from
clear Ice by an inierlayer of slush or water. Sam-

Thresults a reported of a 1000-mi 2 rectangular ples of this type of snow-ice were obtained from Post
hal reporting network (Oct. 15 to July 31, 1962-63) Pond in New Hampshire. The other forms of icr -cap
which includes Pretoria and Johannesburg, South snow, natural snow (top and 15-ft depth), and high-
Africa. One fourth of the project area has at least density snow were tested during two summers on the
one observer per m12 while no area greater than S Greenland ice cap. Densities in all eases were ob-

lml Is without an observer. November accounts for tained by cutting a cube of snow from the sample beani
more than half the total number of reports and practi- adjacent to the break. The apparatus used in testing
cally all of the large hail C>3 cm). Hail was re- the Post Pond sno-ice beams was a modification of a
ported on 56 days. The worst storm occurred on Soiltest hand-ope ated press with a 0- to 5000-lb
Now. 238 in Pretoria where hailstones up to 5 cm in proving ring. Th field apparatus used in Greenland
diam. caused mut h damage to property within an 8- consisted of a wodiln, three-point load device. Dense
rmi area. There i.A a tendency for storms in this snow-ice at +5*F tai high flexural strength (avg.
region to grow on th,, left flanks of the upper winds 347. i psi) and a high modulus of elasticity (avg. 6. 08
and to dissipate on tLe right flanks. The opposite has x 10 psi), probably the result of a large; interlock-
been noticed for storms in the U. S. A. About 1/3 of ing crystal structure. The apparent relationship be-
the reports stated that the observed hz.ilstoned were tween modulus of elasticity and density of snow-ice is
soft; 10% stated that hail preceded rain at a particu- affected by the rate of loading and temperature.
lar point on the ground. -- OLE There appears to be a relationship between density

and flexural strength for snow, snow-ice, and high-
density snow in the natural undisturbed state; but pro-

UP276 ,.587essing, including snow compaction, lowers the ten-
.sie strength at early ages. The formulas used in

computations are given and test results are tabulatedUP274 5.5& -51.5&8 and summarized. (Author's abstract)

;' Willis, J. T. , X A. Browning and D. Atlas
::: RADAR OBSERVATIONS OF ICE SPHERES IN FREE

FALL. J. Atmospheric Sciences, 21(l):103-108 IncL
graphs, Jan. 1964 26 refs. (Also:-AFCRL-64- SEP 227S6 551. 521. 3!:551. 593
931, Environmental Res. Papers No. 70, Air Force
Cambridge Res. Labs.) Kasten, Fritz

DLC, QC851. A283 A NEW TABLE AND APPROXIMATION FORMULA
FOR THE RELATIVE OPTICAL AIR MASS. Tech.

Simultaneous measurements of the radar cross see- Rept. 136, U. S. Army Cold Regions Research and
tion and fallspeed of 5 cm (.rnd larger) ice spheres Engineering Labor~tory, 10p. incl. tables, appendix
falling in free air have beer- obtained using a high- A-B, Nov. 1964. 15 refs.
precision tracking radar operating at a wavelength of CRREL files
5. 47 cm. While they were dry, the spheres fell with
supercritical Reynolds numbers and drag coefficlents A new table of the relative optical air mass as a func-
of only 0. 24 to 0. 30. These ccefficients are much tion of solar altitude is computed from the air density

-- smaller than those normally attributed to haistones profile of the ARDC Model Atmosphere, 1959, up to
under any conditions. The surface of one sphere, 84 kin; no = 1. 000276 corresponds to air of 150C and
5. I cm in diam., became wet during its fall. This 101& 25 mb and to the wavelength 0. 7 I. This wave-
was accompanied by a 5 db decrease in its normalized length is more representative for the whole solar
radar cross section and a twofold increase in its spectrum than 0. 54 p (peak of the visibility spectrum)
drag coefficient. The Implications of these observa- becs use it divides the solar spectrum into 2 parts of
tions are disc.ussed. (Authors' abstract) equal energy. The new approximation formula con-

tains constants which were calculated from the new
tabulated values of the relative optical air mass as a
function of solar altitude y [deg] by successive
approximation, applying the method of least squares

SIP 1765 551. 322:539. 413 to obtain each approximation. The values from this
formula are in very good agreement with the tabu-

Stearns. S Russell lated values. The deviation is less than 0. 1% for
FLEXURAL PROPERTIES OF SNOW AND ICE. V>C. The highest deviation, 1. 25%, occurs at
Special Rept. 59, U. S. Army Cold Regions Research y = 0. 5'. The formula can also be applied to the old

4 and Engineering Laboratory. k incl. tables, graphs, Bemporad table and to the table of relative optical
appendixes A-B, Ot 1964. 12 refs. water vapor mass computed by Schnaidt (1938).

CRREL files (Author's abstract)
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SIP 22707 551. 224. 51 SIP 22769 551. 22

Weertman. J. Mellor, Malcolm
GL.CIER SLIDING. Res. Rept. 162, U. S. Army SNOW AND ICE ON THE EARTH'S SURFACE. Rept.
Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory, fl-Cl, Cold Regions Science and Englneerifg, 163p.

4p. icl. table, graphs, diagrs., Nov. 1964. 13 incl. llus., tables, graphs, diagr, maps, July
reLs. 1964. 205 ref.CRREL files CRREL files

A previous sliding theory (1l,)boutry's theory being This monograph summarizes existing knowledge Of
the extreme limiting case) is generalized by including snow and ice on the earth's surface. The el2ven
pressure-melting and stress-concentration mecha- chapters are entitled Natural forms of Ice, Glaciers,
lsams. Obstructed ice melts bn the upstream-high Deposition and accumulation of snow, inow metamor-

pressure side ci an obstacle; the melt water flows phism and 1e formation, Glacier flow, Wastage of
around the obstacle to the low-pressure side where it glacier ice, Mass ecomxny and glacler fluctuations,

- -wifreezes. lea motion around large protuberances Temperatures in glaciers, Past glaciations, Sea Ice,
is based on the enhancement of the creep rate caused and Glaciologcal techniques. World wide examples j
by stress concentrations near obstacles. Obstacles are used with particular emphasis on the Arctic and
of different dimensions are considered. Sliding Antarctic. A comprehensive bibliography is in-
velocity caused by pressure melting is the change in cluded at the end of each chapter. -- BLI
hydrostatic pressure from one side to another; that
which results from creep rate enhancement equals
the creep rate times the effective motion distance.
For certain thicknesses ofa glacier the sliding
velu ty is a double-valued function of the shear SIP 22770 , 55L 31L &551. 24. 433(515)
stress. Sliding velocity and the controlling cbstacle
size depend upon whether or not Glen's cordtflon ihih, Ya-feng and others
(L e., a sufficiently'large hydrostatic pressure) is GLACIAL MUD-STONE FLOW AT KU-HSIANG IN
satisfied. A water layer (at the bed of a glacier) TIBET. (Hsl tsa.,& ku hslang ti ch'i te ping ch'uan
with a thickness an order of magniltude smaller than ni shih llu; Text in Chinese). Ko hseh t'ung pao
the controlling obstacle size can cause an appreciable (Science Bulletin), No. 6:542-544 incL illus., June
increase in sliding velocity. (Author's abstra't) 1964.

DLC, Orientalia Div.

In Ku-hsiang, Tibet, mud-stone flow due to glacier
melting on high mountains (5500 m) ruins field crope
and forests and causes other damages every year.

SIP 22768 551. 521. 1(21) The largest flow, which occurred in 1953, was 200 m
high, L 5 to 3. 5 km wide and 2 kI long. A stone was

sol a S. J. found as large as 20 x 121 8m In area and 4000 tons
in wight. The river level was raised 40 m andDAILY SumS OF GLOBAL RADIAT60 N FOR CLOUD- affected the rl".r bank for a dictance of 70 tim. ILESS1963, the largest stone found weighed 940 tn. Thegom Research and Engneering Laboratory, 124p. width c the Po-tou-tsang-pu River was narrowed toinct illus., tables, graphs, Nov. 1964. 15 refs. only 30 m. The upper stream becvme a lake I to 2

CRREL files x S km in area and the water *vel was 12 m higher
thanw in the previous year. Weather condition$ priorQuantitative information on global radiation for to such flows are discussed and an attempt is made

studies pertaining to the distribution, accretion, and to correlete them with the origin of mud flows. --
ablation of Ice and snow, thawing at soils, evapora- CST
tion, and climatology is given in tables containing
radiation received on a hnrizontat surface under
cloudless skies. Sums c global radiation were con-
puted as a function of geographic latitude, declina-
tion of the sun, precipitable water content of the SIP 22771 551. 332:55L 73
atmosphere, and atmos.pheric dust attenuation to the
solar beam. A method of computation published by Huang, Ti-fan and Shlh-cho Yang
W. R. Klein (1948) for determining global radiation NEW GLACIAL RELICS IN THE MIDDLE AND
inside the atmosphere was followed. Expressions DOWN-STREAM AREAS OF THE YANG-TZU RIVER.
are given for determining (1) daily sums of extra- (Ch'ang chiang chung hats yu hain ti yu Iuan ping
terrestrial solar radiation, (2) daily solar radiation ch'uan yi chi te chi lu; Text In Chinese). K'o hsueh
at the surface ci the earth, (3) atmospheric transmis- t'ung pao (Science Bulletin), No, 6:544-547 incL
sion as a function of the optical alrmass. (4) the illus., diagrs., maps, June 194.
effect of dust attenuation on solar energy, (5) daily DLC, Orientalia Div.
sums ci direct solar radiation at the surface of the
earth, and (6) total prectpitable water vapor content Quaternary glacial relics were studied in the middle
of the atm. lpnere. (Author's abstract) and down-stream areas of the Yang-tzu River n June
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Wand July of 196& A striated boulder about I m in The observations were conducted at weather stations,
diameter was found which had a groove 4-6 cm in maritime safety stations, and light houses. The
diameter. It was inferred that the groove was carved freezing of shore ice and the appearance of pack Ice
by sharp glacier Ice during the glacial epoch. Vari- were much earlier than normal and the sea-ice con-
va evidence was found on the west bank of Lake ditions were dominant in Jan. and Feb. In March,
. ng-ting which supports the theory that the Quater- the influence of the sea ice declined suddenly and the
5ar1 accumulation of Mt. Huang-ku consisted of gla- pack ice off the coast of Hokkaido in the Sea ofclal mud and gravel The topography of the glacial Okhotsk disappeared earlier than usual. The influ-
relics wAs like those found at En-shih Basin, Hupeh, ence o pack ice during this winter was very great
which were studied by Szu-kuang Lee in 1940. -- and the drifts in the North Pacific and the Soya Srait
CST/BLE were remarkable. In Jan. -Feb., pack Ice struck

the coast of Soya District and in March greater quan-
Utles were observed off the southeast coast of

4 Hokkaido than have been seen in many years. The
Ice caused much damage toseaweeds and navgation.---.

NIP 22772 551. 326. 022(*666) (Author's abstract, modified)

Watanabe, Kantaro and Masaomnl Akagawa
SEA ICE OBSERVATIONS ALONG THE OKHOTSK
COAST OF HOKKAIDO FROM JANUARY TO APRIL
1961. (1) SEA ICE CONDITIONS OBSERVED BY SEP 22774 551. 326. 7(*666)
AIRCRAFT. (1961 nen 1-4 gatsu HokkaidB kathy6
h&tok (1) K6klki kansolm ni yoru 1961-nen no Akagawa, Masaomi
khahy3 jky6; Text in Japanese with English sum- SEA ICE OBSERVATION ALONG THE OKHOTSK
mary). Hakodate kaly5 kish5dai yWho (Bulletin of COAST OF HOKKAIDO FROM JANUARY TO APRIL
the Hakodate Marine Observatory), No. 10:1-22 incL 1961. (3) SEA ICE CONDITIONS BASED ON INFOR-
tables, maps, Dec. 1963 7 refs. MATION FROM SHIPS, (1961-nen 1-4 gatsu Hokkaido

DLC, Oriertalia Div. kathyB h5koku. Senpaku karano joho ni yoru 1961-
en no kaihyB jky5; Text in Japanese with EnglishPack ice appeared earlier off the coast of Hokkaido summary). Hakodate kaiy5 kishdal y~h5 (Bulletin

during 1961 than in any otner year since 1957. The of the Hakodate Marine Observatory), No. 10:43-49
ice first appeared at the beginning of Jan. The early incl. ilus., tables, maps, Dec. 1963. 7 refs.
stage appeared in mid-Jan. ; the developing stage was DLC, Orientali Div.
observed the last of Jan. ; the dominant stage, the be-
ginning ci Feb.; the fluctuating stage, the middle and Pack ice conditions are described based on reports
last of Feb. ; the decaying stage, March; and the last from patrol ships, fishing vessels, and research
stage was in April. In the sea southeast of Hokkaido, ships from Dec. 1960 to June 1961. These reports
the dominant stage existed from the last ci Feb. to were valuable aids in understanding the extraordinary
mid-March. The influence of the pack ice was also ice conditions in the sea southeast of Hokkaido and in
greater during 1961 than at any other time since the Soya Strait. Sea-ice forecasts prevented serious
1957, but the approach of pack ice to the coast was damage to ships. Pack-ice distribution is mapped
greater in 1957 when the dominant stage appeared in and the damages suffered by ships are tabulated
the middle and last of March. Compared to 1960. (Author's abstract, modified)
the magnitude of the ice was greater in 1961 but the
cha -ges in distribution for the two years were simi-
lar. The drifting of pack ice southeast of Hokkaldo
and in the Soya Strait was remarkable and unusually
strong in the former. (Authors' abstract, modified) SI 23775 551. 36.7('666)

Akagwa, Masaomi
SEA ICE CONDITIONS IN THE NORTHERN OKHOTSK
SEA DURING THE THAWING PERIOD; BASED ON
REPORTS FROM THE JAPANESE LOADING FLEET

SIP 22773 551. 326. 7(*666) FOR IMPORTING USSR HERRING. (Kaikoki
niokeru Ohotsuku kal hokubu no kaiyo jBky& SorenAkagawa, Masaomi karano nishin tsumitori sendan no hokoku o moto

SEA ICE OBSERVATION ALONG THE OKHOTSK nishite; Text in Japanese with English summary).
COAST OF HOKKAIDO FROM JANUARY TO APRIL Hakodn e kal76 kiz5da y&6 (Bulletin of the
1961. (2) SEA ICE CONDITIONS BASED ON Hakodate Marine Observatory), N. 10:.54-64 incl.
COASTAL OBSERVATIONS (1961-nen 1-4 gatsu tables, maps, Dec. 196& 10 refs.
Hokkaid5 kaihy6 h5koku. Engan kansoku ni yoru DLC, Orlestalla Div.
1961-nen no kaihy5 j5ky5; Text in Japanese with

English summary). Hakodate kaJy6 kishdal y'oh Observations were made during May and June of 1960
(Bulletin of the Hakodate Marine Observatory), No. and 1961 respectively. The fleet had a stormy voy-
10:23-42 incl. illus., tables, graphs, maps, Dec. age in 1960, encountering much pack ice in the sea
1963. 9 refs. off Cape Terpenija of Sakhalin and in the northern

DLC, Orientalia Div. part of the See. of Okhotsk. In 1961, pack ice was
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only encountered in Tauiskoe Bay. The difference in authors employed or supported by other government
the Ice conditions was caused by the difference in the or private organizations. The bibliography provides
pressure patterns for the two years. In 1960, south- a useful reference for future work in the Lake Hazen
easterly winds prevailed, whereas north-north- area and in northern Ellesmere Island generally.
westerly winds prev .led in 1961. ';he distribution (Author's abstract, modified) ...
of surface-water temperature and ea fog are also
discussed. Pack ice distribution and the route of the
oservation fleet are mapped. (Author's abstract,
modified)

SIP 22778 551. 326. 85(*531. 251)

Nekrasov, I. A.
ICE COVER ON THE EL'GYKHYN LAKE. (L1edf3oSIP 22776 551. 343(52) poluov ozera El'gytkhyn: Text in Russian). Zapliki

aChukotskogo Kraevedcheskogo Muzefi, Vyp. 3:8-10
Yamaguchi. A. and T. Kimura W.L Illus., graph, 1962. 4 refs.
FROST HEAVE DAMAGE AND COUNTERMEASURES. DLC, Slavic Div.
(Daichi no toj5 niyoru higal to sono taisaku; Text In
Japanese). Denki tsushin shisetsu (Electrical Corn- The formation of Ice on El'gytkhyn Lake (Anadyr'
munication, Construction and Maintenance), 15(7): Plateau. Chukot National District, Soviet Russia,
88-95 tncl Illus. , tables, graphs, diagre. , July Asia) and its physical structure are discussed. The
1963. ice formation begins in Sept. primarily in the shoals.

DLC. Orientalia Division According to measurements In April-May 1955, the
thickest ice (2. 02 m) was found 150 m from the east-

Research is summarized which was conducted on ern shore. The thickness diminished to 1. 65 m at
frost heavp damage to electric poles, manholes, the center. 5000 m from the shore. Large hummocky
and paved roads in Hokkaido, Japan. from 1958 to ice accumulated along the southern lake side forming
1961. A 10-cm-thlt k wet-soil model was frozen to two parallel bars, one along the water line, the other
-20 to -26'C and the pressure needed to prevent along a 1-m isobath about 200-250 m from the water
heaving was measured. The heaving pressure was brink, both caused by surf and NW winds driving ice
0 4 kL: cm 2 and is a function ( the delxh to which sludge and crust against the shore. The crystal
the so,;i is frozen. The cohesive force of the frozen clear ice of the entire area shows a prismatic grau-
soil was also measured. Steel. wood, and vinyl bars lar structure, with heterogeneous gaseous content.
(2. 2-2. 7 cm in diameter) sere buried in wet soil At 300 m from the shore the ice has gas-filled trans-
(50T water) which was subsequently frozen to -8C. parent tubular hollows, 2-4 mm in diameter and a
Resistance was naeasured while removing the bars at few millimeter to 10-15 cm long, running perpendi-
a constant speed. In a field test at Kushiro. Japan, cular to the Ice surface. The process of ice disin-
total heavin force was measured using steel, con- tegration toward the end of winter shows a formation
crete. andhard vinyl tubes (all 9 cm in diameter) of fine thermal fissures throughout the ice mass (up
buried 1 m belo,v the earth surface. The result was: to the end of May). a deformation resulting in a wave-
concrete. 1700-2000 kg. steel, 1000-2000 kg. and like ice formation, ice tmperaturc change up to
vinyl. 500-1800 kg. The countermeasures discussed 0*C in the middle of June. formation at fissures of
in'!ude usir, soil with low capillarity. burying elec" cylindrical wells, up to 30-80 cm in diameter and

'trw poles at depths below the soil freezing level, and lifting of the remaining near-shore ice by water
strenmthcnaig the neck of the manholes. -- penetrating to the bttom. In cool summers the Ice
CST I3LE . fails to melt completely and remain.s for the second~year. -- ES,'FMM

SIP 22777 016-5. 001(0464.23)
SIP 22779 551. 57& 71:539. 16. 06

Ratterslev-Smilh. G.
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF "OPERATION HAZEN," 1957-63. Facy, L and others
Repit. No. D Phys R(G). Hazen 20, Defence Res. THE STUDY OF THE FORMATION OF A HAILSTONE
Board (Can.). 5p. . Jan. 1964. BY MEANS OF ISOTOPIC ANALYSIS. J. Geophys.

DLC. Tech. Rept. Collection Res. 68(13):3841-3848 incl. illus. , tables, graphs ,

July 1,1963. 14 refs.
This bibliography lists 81 papers and reports, pub- DLC, QCS11. JO
lished or in press. which have resulted from field
work on "Oleration Hazen" up to the end of 1963. The deuterium-hydrogen ratio of the water at various
Many items of a general or preliminary nature are levels in a cloud can be computed from the pressure,
included. txit manuscript reports have .een excluded. ter.iperature. and mean D H ratio of the cloud,
Part I covers publications by authors working for the assuming that the condensed phase is in equilibrium
Defence Research Bard or under a Defence Research with the vapor phase. A hailstone 1,as been collected
Bkord (ontract with McGill University or the Univer- and the D H ratio of the successive layers has been
sitv of Toronto. Part 1 covers publications b)  determined. From these values and the knowledge
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of the vertical structure of the atmosphere during of periodical height and density observations at many
the shower, the life history of the hailstone can be points in a large area. This method is unsatisfactory
traced. The results of the isotopic analysis have also because of wind action and time consuming proce-
been compared with the photographic analysis of other dures. An alternate method was successfully tested
hailstones collected from the same shower. A in the field near Moscow during the winters of 1960-

3 further exploration of the isotopic #*chnlque for the 61 and 1961-62. A 240 cm-square board placed on
investigation of hail may lead to c. er important springs supported by four columns serves as a snow
conclusions. (Authors' abstract) collector, the compression of the springs under the

snow load being recorded by special measuring de-
vices. The board is protectec' by a circular wooden.
screen 6 m in diameter and ., m high with a wire
mesh root to provide further wind protection. Rods

MP 22780 55L 57& 71:539. 16. 06 fixed on the board determine the snow cover thick-
ness. Water accumulation on the board can be

Bailey, L I. and W. C. Macklin channeled into a container for measurament. --

ON THE STUDY OF THE FORIMATION OF HAIL- VDP./FMM
STONES BY MEANS OF ISOTOPIC ANALYSIS. J.
Geophys. Res. 70(2):493-497 incl. table, graphs,
Jan. 15, 1965. -T3 refs.

DLC, C811.PJ6 22782 624. 145. 6(*50)

Quantitative predictions are made concerning the up-
draft required to support a hailstone on the basis of Korzhavin, K. N.
results obtained by Facy et al (1963) (SIP 22779), and ACTION OF ICE ON ENGINEERING STRUCTURES.
the technique of studying hailstone formation by (Vozdelstvie I'da na inzhenernye sooru:heniil; Text
isotopic analysis is assessed. The calculations are in Russian). Novosibirsk, Izd-vo Sibirskogo
based on Facy's assumption that the D/H ratio in an otdeleniII Akad. nauk SSSR, 1962. 202p. incL
ice layer in a hailstone is the same as that in the illus., tables, graphs, diagrs. 209 refs.
cloud droplets at the level at which the layer %,4s DLC, TA900. K6
formed. This is not true, however, if the freezing
time of an accreted droplet is longer than the time Conditions of ice-breakup in the rivers of the Euro-
the droplet takes to reach a new isotopic equilibrium pean part of the Soviet Union are described and com-
after the temperature ris which accompanies the pared with those of the Siberian rivers. The me-
freezing process. Due to this invariable warming of chanical action of ice-breaking devices integral to

the droplet, its isotopic equilibrium with the sur- piers, abutments and other structures coning into
roundings is upset and its D,'H ratio falls below the contact with floating ice results in a shearing or
value of the condensed water at that particular level bending stress in the ice, dependent on the V-shaped
in the cloud. If the isotopic method of hailstone edge or rounded surface of the ice guards. Methods
analysis is to be a useful technique, the relation be- of computing the strength of ice under compression,
tween the D/H ratio in a hailstone layer and that in cutting, bending and fracturing during the ice flow
the supercooled water droplets at the level in the are offered and conversely methods are recom-
cloud at which the layer was formed must be known. mended for determining the strength of structural
-- BLE supports, taking into account the shape of the ice

guards, load, size of ice packs, contact pressures,
velocity of the flow, mau.d the air temperature. The
effect of the edge slope of the ice breakers is dis-
cussed. Instead of costly inclining breakers, sup-

SIP 22781 624. 042. 42 ports with a sharp vertical profile can be used. A
proposed method for the determination of the mini-

Otstavnov, V. A. and L. S. Rosenberg mAm p rmtz hie span of bridges or apertures in
IMPROVED METHOD OF DETERMINING SNOW hydraulic structures insures a free flow of ice. --

COVER LOAD. (Usovershenstvovanje metodiki VDP/FMM
opredelenill vesa snezhnogo pokrova; Text in Rus-
sian). p. 64-73 icl. illus. , tables, graphs, diagrs.
(In: Metodika opredelenii2 nagruzok na zdani/l I
sworuzhenl i, Moscow, Gostrolizda, 1963). 6 refs.

DLC, Slavic unclassified SIP 22783 693. 5"3241(57)

Three methods are used for determining the snow Paramonov, G, A. and P. K. Sokolov
cover load on the earth's surfaces. (1) The snow CONSTRUCTION WORK DURING WINTER
gage method which is not sufficiently reliable be- (Stroitel'nye raboty zimol; Text in Russian).
cause the gage cannot be adequately shielded from Novosibirsk, Novosibirskoe Knizhnoe lzd-vo, 1963.
the wind and the possibility of liquid precipitation 242p. ncl. illus. , tables, graphs, diagrs., map.
during thawing periuds. (2) The lixed rod method 84 refs.

by which daily height is observed and the density of DLC, TH153. P27
snow determined. This method is not satisfactory
because of wind effects. (3) The snow survey method Features of the Siberian climate, frost penetration,
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physical and mechanical properties of frozen soils SIP 22785 551. s06:551. 58(464. 2)
and effect on construction work are described. Meth-
ods and formulas for determining the depth of frost Barry, R G.
penetration are recommended. Frozen soils can be WEATHER CONDITIONS AT TANQUARY FIORD.
prepared for construction work by (1) thawing the SUMMER 1963. Rept. No. D. Phys R(G) Hazen 23,
soil with steam, hot water, electricity, burning fuel, Defence Res. Board (Can.), (361p. incL illus.,
or injection of chemical salts, (2) breaking-up, tables, graphs, diagrs., map, Sept. 1964. 16 refs.
using explosives, scarifiers, bulldozers, or ham- DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection
mering wedges, and (3) trenching, using rotary ex-
cavators, bucket excavAtors, chain or rotary saws. Data are presented concerning general synoptic con-
The equipment necessary for these operations is de- ditions, wind, air temperature, soil temperature,
scribed and illustrated. The effect of freezing tem- temperature and Ice melt, clouds and precipitation,
peratures on the setting a,.: hardening of concrote Is and radiation. Information is also given on the
discussed and precautionary measures for the methods and instruments used, and the calibration
preparation and the transportation of concrete mixes a( the radiation instruments. The primary feature
are recommended. Concrete curing by preheating of the climate of the station in summer is the wind
the mix and forms or by using chemical additives , regime with its effects on temperature and humidity
such as calcium or sodium chlorides are described conditions. The high maximum temperatures that
Electric heat probes inserted directly into the con- occur at the station indicate that it may be one o the
crete or blnket-type heating around the concrete warmest coastal localities on Ellesmere Island.
forms by stcam or warm air are discussed and Accumulated temperatures appear lo confirm pre-
Illustrated. An evaluation is made of the stone vious work on sea-ice decay, although further
masonry techniques. -- VDP studies of radiation relations are necessary. The 4

radiation and albedo data over the delta show general
agreemeA with other studies and afford a basis for
continued investigation. The "tion site is com-
paratively favorable In this respect until early Aug.
-- BLE

SIP 22786 551. 5:551. 32:551. 46:5. 001(0484. 2)

Sip 22784 624.139:622. 4(531. 3) Hattersley-Smth, G. in others
OPERATION TANQUARY: PRELIMINARY REPORT

Zil'berbord, IL F. 1963. Rept. No. D Phys R(G) Hazen 22, Defence
THERMAL REGIME OF MINES IN PERMAFP40ST Res. Board (Cam), [42]p. inct. illus. , tables,.

AREAS. (Teplovol rezhim shakht v oblasti graph, dlagr., map, Sept. 1964. 11 refs.
rasprostranenif1 mnogoletnemerzlykh gornykdi DLC, Tech. Rept. Collectlon

porod, Text in Russian). Moscow, lzd-vo Akad.
nauk SSSR, 1963. 94p. incl. ilius., tables, graphs. This report discusses Operation Tanquary, a new

74 refs. field station established in 1963 by the Defence Re-

DLC, TN292. Z5 seanh Board of Canada on the west coast of northern
Ellesmere Island at the head of Tanquary Fiord. The

A brief outline of the permafrost and geological operation is summarized and a diary is presented of
characteristics of the northeastern regions o the the main events from May to Aug. 1963. FIve pie-
USSR is presented. Observations carried out in liminar reports are prmsented on meteorology,

mining operations of the 0,Jutsk Council o People's oceanography, tidal observations, glaciology, and

Economy and the Arctic Coal Trust are correlated to a glacier-movement survey. The results of other

the thermal regiime of mines, a determining factor studies (archeology, wildlife, botany) are sum-

in the stability and deformation of undergiound ex- marized In the last section. For the glaciology

cavations. A cool zone which is dependent on the and glacier-movement survey papers see SIP 22787

size of operation and the extent of rock mass is and 2278& -- BLE
created around the excavations and has reached a
depth of several thousand meters in a series of

cases. Formulas for a hydraulic analogy compita-
tion of the thermal regime are given and a practical
example described. To compensate for varying SIP 22787 55L 324(*464. )
conditions during the cold sea-s and summer
montha a system of air conditioning is proposed Hattersley.Smith, G.
using na.ural heat exchange and periodic water OPERATION TANQUARY: PRELIMINARY REPORT,
spraying. Form'!as are given to determine the 1963 Glaciology. Dept. No. D Phys R(G) Hazen 22,
size ot the surface to be sprayed, the periodicity Defence Res. Board (Can.), p. 22-27 incL. Plus.,
of the spravings, velocity of air movement and tern- tables, Selit. 196t.

perature values. -- VDP FMM DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection
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Glaciological studies were made during the spring Derbyshire's paper (SIP 21080) under the above title
and summer on the central ice cap, on valley gla- Is discussed with emphasis on his proposed classifi-
ciers near the head of Tanquary Fiord, on the Ward cation of glacial-drainage-channel forms. The;Hunt Ice Shelf, and on the sea ice at the head of present authors studied the glacial geomorphology of
Tanquary Fiord. Measurements of snow cover and the Sehefferville region In 1955 and between 1957 and
sea ice thickness, and observations of glacier ter- 1960. Although Derbyshire's classification is stated
-mini were also made over the inner part of the to be a geneti c one, based on morphology, dispoi-

Greely Fiord system (See SIP 22788). For the first tion to local slope, and related deposits, other im-
time since 1957, when observations were started, portant factors should be considered such as glacial-
the snow pack on Gilman Glacier was completely dry meltwater erosional features and the channel position
above an elevation of 1550 m. Exceptionally low relative to the melting Ice mass. The bedrock struc-
.accumulation ad high ablation for the 1961-62 budget tures closely control the topography and exert strong
year were evident from pit studies and ablation lithological influence on the morphology of water-cut
measurements. Mean snow accumulation on the glacial features. Gene.c classification around mor-
Ward Hunt Ice Shelf was 30 cm or about 29 cm water phology should consider details of the preglacial
equivalent, and on the Ice rise, 81 cm or 21 cm water landscape. Difficulties implicit in Identifying the
equivalent, In the fiords on le-, -int. lee, Pw? ,- functions of glacial-drainpre!!?t!,n!s are pointed
cover varied from 3 to 29 cm with depths up to I m out but the theories explaining the morphologies of
in the rough pack ice. Winter let thicknesses rang- particular channels are in themselves suspect. In

.ng from .05 to 2. 57 m were recorded on the spring view of the complexity of the field area, the degree
traverse. The ice increased in thickness until the of bedrock and pre-Wisconsin (or preglacial) topo-
second week of June. The average rate of sea Ice graphic control on channel form, the absence of
trrelt from July 5 to 21 was 5. 2 cm/day. During a various types of channels, and the difficulty of exact
flight from Emma Fiord to Tanquary Fiord, special differentiat on of forms, it seems premature to ex-
note was made of the highly crevassed surface of the tend a classification for the Scheffervllle area into a
lower 20 km of the large outlet glacier PA the head of general classification. Some channels of the present
Otto Fiord. This is probably the most active glacier day and immediate past are discussed. -- BLE
in the area at the present time. -- BLE

SIP 22790 551. 331. 4(719)
SIP 22788 551. 324. 54(*464. 2) Derbyshire, a.dward

7Cleary, N.F. FLUVIOGLArIAL EROSION NEAR KNOB LAKE,
CENTRAL QUEBEC-LABRADOR, CANADA: RE-OPERATION TANNUARY: PRELIMINARY REPORT, PLY. Bull. GeoL Soc. Amer. 75(9):923-925, Sept.

19 SURVEY. Rept. No. D Phys R(G) Hazen 22, 1964. 8 refs.Defence Res. Board (Can.), p. 28-29 IncL illus. DLC, QE1.G2

table, Sept. 1964.
D , Tech. Rept. Collection' In reply to Ives' comments (SIP 22789) about

Movement studier were carried out on tour small Derbyshire's paper (SIP 21080) under the above title,it is pointed out that the proposed genetic classifica-valley glaciers near the head of Tanquary Fiord (See tion of glacial-drainage channel forms Is derived
.. .SIP 2278). Glaiers"A and "3" flow down steeply from Its predecessors and no finality is intended or
from the Viking Ice Cap into the northeast valley implied. The possibility that some of the channels
whichdeveloped in a previous period of deglaciation was
which can be clearly seen from the fiord, flows f'om develoed in a eviou gerint of tho s

a cique onhig lan bewee th norheat ad nrth rejected at an early stage on the basis of the smalla cirque on high land between the northeast and north size and perfection of form of most channels, the
rivers. Glacier "IY' is situated on the northwest
side of the fiord almost opposite the main station. consistency of the regional flow pattern in a broadd ozone on all sades of Irony Ridge, and the intimateThis paper dt scusses the surveying methois, which relationship between channel outlet, local slope, and
included the use of poles, theodolites, cairns, and fluvioglacial outwash deposits beneath the tilL A
photographs for stereo-coverage. Elevation and late-glacial origin for the channels is assumed by
movement data are tabulated. -- BLE Ives (1959; 1960) without qualification. T:w author is

aware of difficulties of estimating annual downwastage
of ice from marginal evidence and the varying view-

4- points expressed in the 1terature. The marginal
benches were the only evidence considered free from

SIP 22789 551. 331. 4(719) most objections. "Great regularity" of vertical
spacing has not been c0rmed. The main weakness

Ives, J. D. and R. P. Kirby of the classificatir-n is its failure to provide for the
FLUVIO6LACIAL EROSION NEAR KNOB LAKE, identification of strictly marginal channels in areas

CENTRAL QUEBEC-LABRADOR, CANADA: DIS- of former ice cover. It Is inconceivable that a sin-
CUSSION., Bull. Geol. Soc. Amer. 75(9):917-922 gle geneticclassification of these forms can do more
incl. illu. , map, Sept. 1964. 32 reTs. than provide a working framework with which to test

DLC, QEI. G2 new areas. -- BLE
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SIP 22791 551. 571 48:536. 2 powerful and cause the heat adsorptIon of the first
layer to be high, the effect ight be adverse for ce

. Yen, Yin-C'hao nucleation. Until the adsotd water molecuL
HEAT TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS OF VENTI- acquire a certain degree of ir~edom of movement
LATED SNOW. Rs. Rept. 106, U. S. Army Cold permitting them to nuclatc .. , layers accumulate
Regions Research And Engineering Laboratory, 18p. under them, cutting of th. ork of the substrate.
Lncl. ill-,s. , tables. graphs. diagrs. , appendixes (Authors' Abstract, modified-4
A. B.and C. Jan 1965. 4 refs.

CRREL filea

A method of evaluating the effect of air flow o the .
rate of heat transfer due to vapor transfer is e-
veloped. Cold reorn snow samples screened 4or den- SIP 22793 551. 57& 4:551. W 25

iles of 0. 376 to 0. 474 gm cu cm were used njanow
beds where measurements of the steady-state tern- Magono, ChojI and Tsutornu Takalashi
perature distribution were taken and the weight Ions EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES ON TRE MECHANISM
of the snow sample obtained at the completion of each OF ELECTRIFICATION OF GRAUPEL PELLET&
experimental run. The'essential part of the experi- J. Meteorol. Soc. Japan, Sek. 2, 41(4):197-210
mental apparatus is shown. (See also SIP 21376). icl. illus. , table, graphs, diagrs. , Aug. 1963.
The experimental technique consists of determining 12 refs.
the effective dlluslvity of water vapor through snow, DLC, Orlentalla Div.
wh,, 4 i. .)ne,,,,q'nly Lsd to calcolate ,he con-
tribution of heat transfer through the mechanism of Measurements of electric charge on a riming probe
vapor dlfusion. Tne resultant equivalent thermal (an ice-coated metal rod) were made during the col- j
conductlvty of snow due to vapor transfer (kv in lasion of supercooled droplets and ice particles with
cal cm - C - sec) is represented in terms of air the probe under various conditions in a cold chain-
flow rates, ran.ing from about 2 to 40 x 10-4  ber. The apparatus, measuring system, and ex-
gm sq cm-sec. When there is no air flow through perimental proreoures are described. Concerning
snow, k. con(riuti a about 7. 5, of the total value of the electrification, the following points were noted:
the effective thern al conductiv:y %f snow (ks). For (1) When the riming rate is high under favorable
air flow rate of 10 <: 10- 4 gm sq cm-sec or-for 1 conditions, tearing off o fi nc aructures of rime
rNre velo-ity cf about 1. 3 cm sec. kv Is about 19% from the probe's surface is significant. (2) When
of 4k. Vatpor trnnsfer hence, significantly effects temperature is relatively warm, e. g. , warmer than
the processes of heat transfer in a natural snow o10"C, tearing off (I liquid-like film fron the riming
cover. (Author's abstract) surface is effective. i the light of these mecha-

nisms, local positive space charge in the lower part
of thunderclouds and the field pattern of the wave

- type are explained. The most important factor in
the electrification of the prize were temperature,

SIP 22792 551. 322:548. 51:541. 183 55 temperature dirference between the probe and ice
particles, and the riming rate, (Authors' abstract,

Sano, L and others modfied)
ADSORPTION STUDIES ON THE MECHANISM OF
ICE NUCLEATION. J. Meteorol. Soc. Japan, Ser.
2, 41(4):189-196 incL tables, graphs, Aug. 1963.11 refs.

DLC, Orientalla bi,. SIP 22794 551. 578. 4:551. 594

The adsorption of water vapor was measured at
sv!ral constant temperatures :rom 0" to -15"C on Magono. Choji and Ken-ichi Saloral
the oxides (A zinc. cadmium. nickel and copper by a ON THE ELECTRIC CHARGE ON DRIFTING SNOWI~eoxies f znc.cadium nikelandcoper y a PELLETS. J. MeteoroL Soc. Japan, Ser. 2, 41(4):

weighing method. The isotherms catined are all of PELLET& J. tabl, ohs, dvr., A(.

the sigmoid nature. hut with some step-wise discon- 211-2t7 5i. Illus., table, gr 4 ts, diagrs.

tinuities. The heats of adsorption were calcuiated 1963 6 refs.

irom the isotherms, those of the first to second DLC, Orientalta Div.
layer being found higher tha- those of the next few
layers which approarhed the heat of condensation of Vertical profiles of tee electric ent al near the
water vapor. The data are discussed in terms of surface of snow cover were observed l falling snow

two-dimensional transitions of state, takling into con- at Mt. Teine. The charge on snow pellets (including
sideraticn the interaction effects between adsorbed e iragments) were measured by means of the
water molecules tceether with the adsorption fores following two methods. (1) A direct measurement
of the solid surface toward the layers of adsorbed was made of the poter':al ;ise due to the fall di
water molecules. It is concluded that (1) there has charged snow pellets on a measurjag plate. This
only to exist ar. adsorption layer of water 2 molecules was used as a supplementary method because ( the
thick for the ice-embryo formation to be realized on difffculty of catching the pellets on the plate in
the surface of a substance having water affinity such blizzards. (2) With an mdirert method, the vertical
as an oxide, and (2) if the adsorption forces are too profile of electric potential wa" measured, and the
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spare charge due to pellets suspended in air was When ice crystals are formed !)y seeding in agitated
calculated from the gradient of the potential. The supercooled sea water, the temperature of sea water
following vertical distribution of space. charge near rises up to its freezing point. because of the release
the surface was ascertined: A large pos~tive space of latent lwcat of crystallization. By Analysis of the
ct-arge was distributed near the surface, a negative temperature-turne curve, the relation between the
space charge was present at atbut 80 cm Above the crystallizing rate (V g sec g - 100 g sea water) (if
sirface. and a small positive charge existed at levels ice and the supercooling (o?*C) of sea water At the
higher than 1 m. Tnese space charges resulted from stirring speed of 500 rpm was obtained as follows:
the impact of snow pellets on one another, and were (1) in the jange of supercooling fr.mni '). 1 to 0. 4'C,
carried on larger snow pellets, smaller snow pellets. V - 2. 5 0 1, (2) in the range from 0. 4 to 1. O'C.
aPA !ons, re spect ive ly, from ne ar the su rface to t he V . 1. 3t 01 These relations were not affected by
hh~her levels. The obstrvations, help explain the ee- initial supercooling temperature, but greatly affected
sults obtainedi by Simpson. Kihler and Dorno, by stirring speed. The crystallizing rate was mainly
Yoshida and 6t a. O-JLE controlled ?,y the formation of crystal n 'uclei and the

growth of the parallel plane to c-axis s'ipercooling
from 0. 4 to 1. OCC. and by the growth of the parallel
plane to c-axis in the 0. I to 0. 4'C range. The

Sir 221IL15 551. 465. 535;525.623:551, 326. l(*3+*7) crystallization of it e crystals formed in a-itated sea
water is controlled by the interphase temperature

Maksimov. I. V. between ice crystal and sea water. (Authors' ab-
FEATURES OF A-STRONOMICAL VARIATIONS OF strart, modified)
OCEANIC CURRENTS, (0 kharaktere astronomi-
cheskid variafnil okeanscikh techenil; Text in Hus-
Mlan~. Okeanologira. 3(2): 193-199 inel. graphs,
maps, 1963. 6 refs.

I)LC, OCt. A47A23

The comnp'ex semimonthly and monthly astronomical
currents associated with the fundamental waves of
long period solar and lunar tides Are examined for
different regions of the Ocean. Graphs and Maps Are
presenttd showing the semimonthily variation of the
velocity of (1) the Gulf Stream along the coas" o)f
North Anierica; (2) the drift of ice in the central
Arctic Ocean, (3) the drift of ice in the Weddell Sea;
and the semi-annual variation of the velocity of cur-
rents in the Gulf Streami zone. The long period
variation of oceanic currents is primarily a middle SIP 22797 551. 467. 3(26)
latitude phenomeno.. As a result of the influence of Nzry .S
the semi-annual astr~momlcal current, northward Nzrv .S
flowing currents Are nie'st ieveloj~ed in March and AMOUNT OF ICE IN THE WORLD'S OCEANS AND
Sept. and least develoted in July and Dec. While the ITS VARIATION. (Kolichestvo ldov inirovogo
velocities of these Astronomical currents are sma~l, okeana i kh izmerenifri; Text in Russian).
their periods play an Important role in the formation Okeanologi3.. 3(2):243-249. inc. tables, graphs,

oflarge semimonthly internal waves observed in the 1LC,6. A47A23
Atlantic Ocean and the Batic Sea, and possibly play )CGI.A72
a role in the bottom oceanic currents. -- Meteornl.
and Getohy Abstracts, modified An outline is given of the various ways iti which sea

oasrpys.ice is accumulated and distributed in the world's
oceans by water and air current., sediments, con-
densation and freezing of air moisture. and snow.
The growth of sea ice due to snow occurs mainlIy_ in

IP22796.---------- 464:551. 322:548. 5 --- tieoitrnlnlsheadnte Nort hern where

Kawaaki S.. H.Kcmzu nd T Ucidathere are sharply definee atmospheric frontal zones.
Lawaaki.&. . Keizu nd . UcidaThe method used in calculating the area, volume and

STUDIFS ON SALINE WATER CONVERSION BY solidity of sea ice is given; mean, maximium, and
FREEZING METHOD (MV. CRYSTALLIZATION OF minimium values were calculated. A comparison of
ICE CRYSTALS IN SEA WATER (I). EFFECT OF Arctic and Antarctic sea ice is summarized in a
INITIAL SUP'ERCOCOLING DEGREE AND ROTA- table The formation and mnelting of ice each year is
TIOr.AL SPEED OF STIRRER. (ettoho nivoru ensui significAntily less in the Arctic than In the Antarctic
tenkan ni kansuru kenku (dai 4 h.)) kaisulchu ni (by area: 2 times as much growth and melting in the
sh~shutsu suru hy~kesshO ni tsuite (1) sihoki Antarctic. by volume- I-1 2 times); this difference
kare ikyakudo to kakimaze sokudo noc eikvN-: Text in correlates with the difference in mean annual tem-

Japanese~~~~~~~~~ wihEgihsmir) ~k~Ki' ~ 'ratires for each region. Values for the world-
Shikensho hrkoku (Rept. of ;he Govt. Chemical Res. wide sea ice variation and balance are given and the
Inst. ). 53(8):388-395 incl. illus. .tahles, graphs. relition of solar activity to these factors is dis-
diacr. Auft' 1964. 12 refs. cussed.- SKIM

DLC. Oriental is Div.
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SIP 22798 550. 831.550. 834:551. 324. 28( 744 *745) SIP 22800 551. 326(484)

I..kernik, V. B, A. L. Frolov and P. A. Stroev Buinki, V. Kh.
SEISMIlC AND GRAMETRIC INVESTIGATIONS ON ICE RESEARCH. (Ledoissled'watel'skie rabety;
THE WEST ICE SHELF OF THE ANTARCTIC CON- Text in Russian). Sovet Antarkiicheakai Eksprd.
TDMENT. (Selsmicheakie Igravinietricheskic T.udy, 20:114-140. incl. illus. , tables, graph,
Issledovanitr na zapadnem shelfovom lednilce v maps, M~2. 1 ref.
Antarlaide. Text in Russian) Akad. nawk SSSR. DLC, G860. M63
Ia,. , Ser. geofiz. No. 6:901.921 inc. tables,
diagra. , maps. June 1963. 5 refs. (Eng. transl. The basic program of ice research during the fourth
in! Acad. Sci USSR. Bull. , Geophys. Ser. ,No. 6: expedition of the Ob' consisted of t following: (1)
558-565, Jurne 1963). observations from the ship of the general character,

DLC, QC80l. A35; QC801. A353 form, age, closeniess, thickness, roughness, and
snow -ene rustat ton of soa ice, including erosion,

The structure of the West Ice Shelf is described and location of ice edges, and ice *nnxeability; (2) ob-
obtainted fro mm a.isc and gravintictrlc, readings. servations of the character, strength, and distribu-
The seismic survey gives information on the bottom tion nif shore Ice, (3) observatin of the nuamber,
depthi, ice shelf thickness, and structure of the upper appearance, and dimensions of Icebergs; (4) explora-
anow-firn layers. The main seismic methiod used ' tion of the ice shelf in the Lazare, Station regior;
was reflection, taken with a portable seismic station (5) phntoradar survey along the ship's route; and
and recorded on magnetic tape. The limitations of (6) laboratory research of the forms of sea and shore
the surveys and subsequent conclusions are pointed ice for the purpose of studying their physical anid
out. The gravinietric method in conjunction with chemical characteristics. The tendency for Aril-
seismic data gives information on the subglacWa re- arctic ice to be unstable, granular, and spongy is
Ief anid deep geologic structure of the West Ice Shelf, contrasted to that of the Arctic and is caused m'ainly
Free-air and Bourgier corrections were used In cal- by t particular hiogenous and meteorological corli-
culating gravity anomalies. The gravity fields to an tions of the Antarctic; the biogenouh factor ise also
extent reflect subiglaciall topography The thickness the reason that Antarctic ice inelts from bclow,
of the earth's crust in this area varies considerably whereas Arctic ice melts from above. The Iipor-
The cross sectiorks show most bedrock to be below tance of observation, study, and reclassification of
sea level and where therc are bedrock rises there Icebergs is stressed. -- 3M
are usually iee shelf rises (ice caps). The greater
part of the ice shelf was shown to be float ing. -

9CM

SP 22801 551. 326. 7:539. 3(084)

Be riko, PA. L
SIP 22799 551. 326. 12(*80) STUDY OF THE PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PRO-

PERTIES OF SEA ICE. (Izuchenle fiziko-mektiai-
Eskin, L. L and V. G. Ledenev cheskikh evolsty morsklkh l'dow; Text in Russian).
ICE OBSERVATIONS AND RADAR SURVEY OF ICE- Sovet. Aztarldicheska13 Eksped. , Trudy, 20:155-
BERG3S IN4 THE ANTARCTIC OCEAN. (ledw"y 164 incl. illus. , tables, graph, diagra. , M.i
natildeniM I rAdilockatrlionna.12 Wemka kolichestva DLC, Gan..883
alsbergov v fi~zhnovn okeane; Text In Russian).
Sovet. Antarkticheskafi Mks*-&., Trudy, 20:252- A mammary is given of laboratory research done on
265 incl. illus.,. table, maps, 1962. sea Ice during the fourth expedition of the Ob' to de-

DLC, 0860. 863 termlne iet density, salinity, resistance to bending,
shearing stress and compression, toughniess, and

Information on Antarctic ice conditionis was gathered olastlity. The methods and apparatus used are de-
duirig the fifth voyage of the OWi using ship and air scribed arA the formulas used in computation of re-
observations, and radar Purveys in the region east- sults are noted. The localican of test areas, the data
ward from 1?E to W0W. The observations were collected and the results for each ice property are
mainly for the purps of describing shore Ice con- summarized in tables. It was found that density in-
ditions for the 1959-W0 summer near Lazarev, creames from the surface to depthi. of W0-50 cm anid
1owa, Mawson, aM- Mirnyy 91-iions. The radar decreases from 50-90 cm. The surface ice at
survey served to locate large areas Cl iceberliv and Miiiiyy is highy saline. Antarctic ice in the areas
their paths of movement to the opent sea The dis- tested is less elastic than Arctic Ice; durability,
covery of a colony of emperor penguins on the however, is about the same for both under similar
Laxarev Ice Shelf is noted. -- KM climatic conditions. W- K
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SIP 22802 551. 47:55.. 465 45(*80) KIP 22804 551. 481. 02. 7(080)

r a al. ' , A. F. Treshnikov, A. F.
P1!L ,' ARITIES 0 ?C'. CONDITIONS OF THE ANT- OBSERVATIONS ON THE DISTr':BUTION OF ICE 1N
ARCTIC OCEAN. jOaoc. nno .ti ledovogo rezhimA THE A. r k;tCTIC OCEAN FR-GM -HIP !..OARD AND
IUzhnogo ledovitogo okeana, T' in Russian). Sovet FROM -"LANES OF '.iHE SOVI.T .VITJt RCTIC
Antarkticrheskar- Eksped. , Tia..dy, 21:5-62 iiv.l. L. - -T' . O1J. (Nabl;Ide,,i, nad
tableo, graphs, maps, 1963. 128 refs. rasp- .iew,:ien, P'owr v 1t1zhnom Ledov!tom jkeane,

DLC, G860. S63 vypiei)e e L orta su. -I s.oletov so~etai.kh

antarkticheskikh ekspedfitil v 1Q56-1958 pg. ; Text in
A brief history is pre..nted of AntarLtic expedhions Russian). Sovet. AntarktichcaI Eksped., Tidv,
and their discovery, classification, and descripti'm 21:120-237 incL illus. , d;agrs., maps, 1963.
of ice fornations. Summaries of ice observations DLC, G860. 863
made during recent Soviet Antarctic Expeditions in-
clude discussions of sea ice, shore ice, i:ebergs, A series of maps arranged in chronological order is
polynyas, drift of sea ice and lcf qer-,s, and thc presented showl,) ice conditions In the east longi-
physical and mechanical properixes of Antarctic ice. tudes of Antarctic waters. Thirty-six map sy.nbols
Ct.mparisonA are mak of Antaretic and Arctic ice are used to show the ice conditions with photograiphs
and subsequent shipping problemt encountered in of some examples. -- SKM/FMM
each area. Arctic ice lasts longei, than Antarctic ice.

. The causes and effects 4 the f,-mation of bottom .
ice in the Antarctic. and f cold near-bttom water
and its movement in the deep water chan.el around SIP 22805 551. 32('613)
the continent and subsequently to the equator are
discussed, as well as the northward drift of ice- Schy!#. Valter
bergs and water circulation around Antarctica. SCIENT'r C RESULTS OF THE SWEDISH GLACIO-
(Appendixes bV V. L Shil'nikov and A. F. LOGICAL EXPEDITION TO NORDAUSTLANDET.
Treshnikov are abstracted separately as SIP 22803 SPITSBERGEN, 1957 AND 1958. GeograhskA
and 22804). -- SKM Annaler, 46(3):243-281 incl. ilus., tables, graphs,

diagrs. , maps, 1964. 21 refs.
DLC, G25. G4

The scientific program of the expedition included (1)
an investigation into the regime of the Nordaustlandet
ice caps (the main task of the expedition), (2) a study
of the temperature conditions in the snow, firm and
ice, especially in regard to the formation of different
types of ice, (3) a seismic investigation o the thick-
ne-s of the 3 ice caps, and (4) a study of the glacial
history of Nordaustlandet. The discussion also in-
cludes the rapid formation of tog deposits in this
area, navigation, and altimetry. Extensive data are

SIP 22803 551. 46. 062. 7(*80) given. -- BLE

Shil'nikov. V. I.
OBSERVATIONS ON SEA ICE AND ICEBERGS DUR-
ING THE ANTARCTIC CRUISES OF THE D E SIP 22806 551. 324. 83:551. 322(*548)
"LENA" (1957), T KH '"KOOPERAftI-" (1957).
AND THE D/E "OB.' (1957e 58). (Nablrudenil nad Ostrem, Gunnar
morskimi l'dami i aisbergaml vo vremfl antarkli- ICE-CORED MORAINES IN SCANDINAVIA. Geo-
cheskikh relsov d/e "Lena" (1957 g. ), t kh grafiska Annaler, 46(3):282-337 incl. illus., graphs,

-_'Kooperaf ifa' (1957 g. ) i die "Ob'" (1957i58 g.); - -- tables, maps,- 19604.7 42 reis. . . ..
Text In Russian). Sovet. Antarkticheskara Fksped , DLC, G25. G4
Trudy, 21:64-118, incL tAbles, grapns, maps,
* 1963. f-'-ef. This paper discusses the occurrence of ice-cored

DLC, G860. 563 .ncraines, methods for their identification, and their
distribution in Scandinavia. A special study was

Descriptions are given of methods and apparatus used made concer g tie possible relAtionship .etween
in observing sea ice and icebergs. The methods used the vegie-',J distribution of ice-cored moraines and
in determining the dimensionn, locations, and drift the altitude ri temporary snow lines As well as other
of icebergs and sea ice include instrumental, naviga- parameters. Methods of determining the altitudes of
tional, and visual. The measurements were made temporary snow-lines found on aerial photographs
from a ship standing near the shore ice and froo a are discussed. The field investigations included
drifting ship. The method of determining the height geo-electrical-resistivity measurements, seismic
if an iceberg when the distance to it exceeds the dis- soundings, digging pits in tI'e moraine ridges, drill-

tance of the visible horizon is described. -- SKM Ing, mapping of the ice-cored moraines, and analyses
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-1 grai i sze and Water contri~t iii the till, it is ene to be bloc-kpd up by prat in the spring mechanisr
con~elu P'd that th: .ce-co,ed mnnraines we -e formed whi' hforces them into) the core when the dr~ll- is ro-
durini! ,ersvts when the glActer was stationary n' tWed liarkwards. With the other drill (which has
slowIl vancing over the* cg st (f an end moraine. be-n u@,d to drill 1-1 2 in. holet; in glaciers and
When te moraine ccA',cr has grown thick enough, it conbsts of a steel pipe with saw-teeth cut out at the
will fo m an insulating lAyer, thus consp rvirg the lower end), it waa. diffirult to get the cores out Of the
buried inow-bank. The largest proportion of ice- drill before they began to m-tt. However, this drill
cored ( oraines was found in areas with the h:e~cst is not designed for coring. Both drills were used to
glaciat on limits. The continental climate in these place the thermistors. Trhs was done by drilling a
areas ai assumed to rro-note the formation and con- hole in the palma. removing the cores, placing the
servati in of ice-cored moraines. -- BLE thermistor iii tmc ',tle to the desired depth, and tlhen

replacing the cores. With these thermistors, the
temperature dibtrbutior. in different parts of the
palsa are recorded twice a month. -- BLE

SIP 22867 551. 332. 2(*55)

Hopie. 1Gunnar and Stig-Rinie EL'nan
A NOTE( ON THlE ALLUVL FANS OF LADT-

-. ~-----~ JOVA E, S%&EDISH LAPLAND. Geograf'ska
AnnaleOs, 46(3):338-342 incL graphs, maps, 1964t
4 refs.

DLC, L2~.G4

Ladtjov gt. valley. leading to the alpine Kebnekaise SP28951 7 6(2district co',tains many features formed during de- SP28951 7 6(2
glaciati n, making it possible to trace the course of

the ret riating glaciers and thcir activity. Nunme~uus Tolslida, Sakumatsu
lateral draintzge channels slope toward the east on HYDROMETEOROLOGICAL STUDY ON SNOW MELT
both sidles of the valley indicating that the ice-front (Yusetsui no kenkyu; Text in Japanese with English
retreated toward the west. The drainage channels abstract). Kishncho kenkyu jiho QJ. Meteorological
also help in the understanding of the relationships Rlee.), 4(12).17- 37 incl. illus. , tables, graphs,
between glacier tongues in' different valleys. Both di8.grl. , Dec. 1962. 27 ref.
outwash plains and short segmients of eskers occur DLC, Orientalla Div.
on the valley bobt-n. Lake Ladtjojaure has been
abort half filled by a delta built up by material from Results are given of observations made in the upper
the receding remnants of .he inland-ice and from the reirion of the Tadami Rkver, Japan. during the win-
present- day glaciers. 'Ihe Tjeurajaxka. fan (the ters of 1957 and 1958. In an opien field, it is , _sl-
largest In Ladtjovagge) cirnsists of two parts, a ble to estimate the turbulent exchange of heat energy
higher one to the west and a lower, larger one to the and vapor between air and snow surface withl the
east. Seismic profiles it he fan are discussed aild formula for the neutral stability condition of air with
presented, -- BLE the ordinary observational values of temperature,

humidity, and winid speed (above I m/sec). Fromt
observations made during March and April, factors
contributing to snow melt were estimated as follows:
absorbed short wave radiation, 60-70%; turbulent
heat exchange 40.5-1W%; turbulent exchange of vapor,

SIP 22808 551. 312 2:551. 341:622. 233(*55) 20'%; and effective long wave radiation, 30', The
i ratio of the daily amount of effective out-going long

Fursgren. Bernt wave radlatlnn to that of absorbed short wave radia-
NOTES ON SOME METHODS TRIED LN THE STUDY tion is 0. 3 toO. 7, regardless of the weather condi-
OF PALSAS. Geografiska Annaler, 46(3):343-344 tion. As a practical index of 3now melt in large
imd. grapihs. 1964. 1 ref. areas, "the effective degree day" is introduced it

DLC, ( 25. G4 is defined as the daily mean of the posiiv departure
of hourly temperature from O0C and is closely re-

As an introduction to a study of palsas (low, hum- lated to the turbulent exchange of heat and short wave
mocks with cores of iroizen peat and ice In alternating radiation. It is also related to the turbulent exchange
layers). !methodological studies were carried out dur- of vapor and long wave radiation. The ratio of snow
Ing the 1963 summer near Karesuando, Swedish melt to the effectilve degree day is 0. 4 to 0. a
Lapland.' The tests included sawing through a palsa .gm'emr.

2/ciegree day and varies from place to place,
with a motor-saw to get vertical sections. drilling season to season, and year to year. A chart was
with dtffdrent types of drills, and placing thermistors made for estimating the effective degree day with
for temphat'ire measurements. Two corers were ordinary air-temperature data, the lapse rate of an
used. T6e slightly modified SIPRE rorer should be effective degree day was studied, and the thermal
modified further for future use because the core cat- conductivity of soil under snow was measured
cher. were ton small to take up the cores from the (Author's abstract, modified)
drilled hnie The e'are :2:txcr_ also zt~ved a tend-
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SIP 22810 551. 342(-548) ing ice cap from mid-May to mid-Aug. 1961. Em-
phiasis was Placed on studies of uirn steatigraphy andWiman. Sten heat-balanice measurements on the summit oi the iceA PRELIIHNARY STU,.DY OF VXPERLINENTAL cap. Results of the stratigraphic studies are related

FROST WEATHEWUNI, Geogradiska Ajinaler. 45 to fYsstble climatic changes in recent decades. The
(2 3):113 .121 incl. ilus. taibles, graphs, 19637 main accumulation area of the Gilman Glacier is
13 refs. sitoialed at an average elevation tf 1550 mn but its

DLC. G25. G4 highest nd~v4 lies at over 1800 mn. The mass balance
of the glacier was negative for the 1957-58 budgetThe intensity of the nieeha-iical disintegration and year. The deficit was W0i of the total net accumula-

the types of weathering products formed were, studied tion. The firn st rat igraphy is desc ribed at an eleva-
when selected pieces of Scandinavian rcks were tion which is close to the bouyndary between the dry-

__ -fr-ozen and thawed in wet and dry envfroninents under,- snow and the percolation facics. Evidence of in-
continuous teniperature-controllec: coridiiions. Meth- creased summer melting on the ice cap in the last
ods and temperature corditions wer\' chosen in 35 yr is correlated with an increase of mean summer
accordance with the experlients nian.- by Tricart temperaturcs up to rC at Upernvik to show that the
(SIP 14797). The samiples weighed 22 to 305 gm and climatic warming of the late 1920's and 1930's in
included slate. blackm'ica schist. granite, quartzite, central west Greenland and elsewhere also affected
and gneiss. The experintental equiment and pro- northt rn Ellesnmere Island. -- BLE
cedure are described. The slight weathering oh-
tained experimentally %as dependent on the water

- content of the rock pieces. No weathering was ob-
tained in dry environmeats. The number of changes

* around W'C seems to h.ve been especially important.
* A relation was noted '.*tween the weathered portions

of each rock type an~d grain-size distribution (partly
independent of the teniperature conditions) and
porosity. Further experiments are necessary.
BLE

SIP 22811 551. 332. 5(*58)
Sir 22813 551. 332. 52:551. 337(*423)

thl, Ragnar
SHIFTING ICE CULMINATION, ALTERNATING ICE Andrews, J. T.
COVrERING AND AMBULANT REntGE ORGANISMS? END MORAIES AND LATE-GLACIAL CHRONOL-
Geografiska Arnaler, 45(2 3).122-138 incl. illus. , OGY IN THE NORTHER, NI-OCA SV.CTION OF
graphs, maps, .1963 NO refs. THE LABRADOR COAST. Geografiska Annaler, 45

DLC, G25.0G4 (2/3):158-171 incl. illus. , graphs, diagrs. , maps,
1963. 19 refs.

Information is presented that may throw more light DLC, G25. G4
upon the extension of the last glaciation in northern
Norway. The investigatiris were c~riducted in the This paper discusses the physiographic charact-r-
Skjomnen area which is situated between the isti-s of the area of investigation, the survey meth-
Ofotenfjord and the Swedish -Norwegian frontier, ads, Previous observations, and ice movement during
The discussion includes the weathering forms and the Saglek glaciation in the Nain-Okak section. The
materials in the area, erratic blocks and their location and description of the various end moraine
value as proof of former glaciation, the upper limit systemns are given with particular emphasis on the
of d~stinct ice-abrasion marks, and alternating ice Tikklgatsiagak Wsand. Tastuyak Taslalua. and
covering and ambulant refuge organisms. -- BLE Umiakoviarusek moraines. The significance and

- . ~ .... .. ... .. coreltio (A the moraines and the sequence of ------
moraine formation are also discussed, None of the
major phases has been dated absolutely and thus it
is impossible to correlate the findings with other

SIP 22812 551. 57& 463:551. 583(*44 2) aret. However, it is clear that the events outlined
In this paper occurred at the end of the last glacia-

Matte rsley-Smlith, G. tion, One lasting contribution of this investigation
CLIMATIC INFERENCES FROM FIRN STUDIES IN should be the recognit-on of a major period of late-

NOTER LLESMRESLN. eorfst glacial and moraine const'uciion along this section
Anualer. 45(2,13):139-151 Incl. llus. , graphs, of the Newfoundland coast. Another is the realiza-
diagrs. , 063. 15 refs. .tion that air photograph Interpreton is extending

DLC, G25. 04 .the knowledge of the distribution of glacial forms
along the mainland Newfoundland coast, showing that

Detailed glaciological and meteorological studies Tanner's original conclusions on late-glacial events
were resumed on the Gilman Glacier and the adjoin- were oversimplified (See SIP 3112). -BILE
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SIP 22814 551. 338:551. 79(*423) SIP 22816 551. 333(0701)

Tomlinson. R F. Long, William E.
PLEISTOCENE EVIDENCE RELATED TO GLACIAL USNC-IGY ANTARCTIC GLACIOLOGICAL DATA.
THEORY IN NORTHEASTERN LABRADOR CAn. FIELD WORK 1958-59 PRELIMiNARY REPORT OF
.Geographer. 7(2):83-90 rel illus , maps, 1963. THE G'OIn-Y3y OF THE CENTRAL RANGE OF THE
25 refs. HORLICK MOUNTAINS, ANTARCTICA. Rept. No.

DLC, GI. C28 2, Pt. VIII. Pro;. 825, Ohio State Univ. Res Foun-
dation, 23p. incl. illus., diagr., map, Sept. 1959.

Field investigations were made during the 1958 sum- DLC, Tech Rept. Collection
mer of maximum glaciation in the Kaumajet Moun-
tain area The evidence (mainly the distribution of..... Information is presented concerning the geography.
erratic boxilders) is discussed in relation to Loken's stratigraphy, geologic structure, and geologic his-
conclusiorns and Dahl's theory concerning the margi- tory of the central group cf the Horlick Mountains,
nal slope of ice sheets in Northeastern Labrador. which extends from 130"W to 85*W. roughly following
The concept of ice spreading over the continental the 85th parallel. The rocks collected apparently
shelf receives support from the geological evidence, represent a continuous, nearly undisturbed Beacon
Till and submerged and terminal moraines have been series and descriptions of fossiliferous and pruwaoly
found. The Pleistocene sea level is directly related marine Lower Paleozoie rocks from Antarctica-
to the question of shelf ice. The exact position of the Apparently the only other marine fossiliferous

.. lacial shoreline ir nowhere known, -although the in- Paleozoic rocks described have been erratics which
teraction of mai.y complex factors, including a contained Cambrian and Devonian fossils. Rocks
glaclo-eustatic fall of ocea.n level. isostasy, which resemble the graywacke of the Horlick Moun-
epeirogenetic uplift, and tectonic movements result,,d tains have been noted in other parts of Antarctica

in a negative change in base level during the glacial and it has been suggested that some of these may be
maximum. The surface gradient of the ice mass is Paleozoic rocks, bt these rocks have been unfos-
a three-dimenSional problem and only a plot of iden- siliferous. -- BLE
tif ted trimline heights on a three-dimensional basis
will result in an understanding of regional ice slopes
in this area. It is concluded that the clear evidence

lain bhks by the Labradorean conti.,entl ice mass SIP 22817 551. 33(0764)
and that this evidence must be considered in theories
om continental 1,e slopes and glacial events in north- pdwd. Troy L.

eastern Labracaor. -o BLE USNC-IGY ANTARCTIC GLACIOLOGICAL DATA.
FIELD WORK 1958 AND 1959. MULTIPLE CsLACIA-
TION IN THE McMRDO SOUND REGION. ANT-
ARCTICA. A PROGRESS REPORT. Rept No 2.
Part IX, Proj. 825, Ohio State Univ. Res. Founda-
tion, 27p. incl. illus. , table, graph, maps, Feb.

SIP 22815 551. 324('49) 1960. 19 refs.
DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection

Heusser, Calvin J. and Melvin G. Marcus
GLACIOLOGICAL AND RELATED STUDIES OF At least four major Quaternary glaciations, each
LEMON CREEK GLACIER, ALASKA Final Rept.. successively less extensive than the former, are re-
Juneau Ice Field Res. Proj. , Amer. Geographiczl corded in the McMurdo Sound region of Antarctica.
Soc. . 38p. incl. illus. , tables, graphs, di;gr. , Deposits of the earl'; st recognized glacial advance
maps. 1960. 47 refs. occur high on ridges and flat areas. The dpoits

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection are 2010 ft above the valley floor, are badly
weathered, and have little or no morainal form.

This paper summarizes and interprets the data col- Ice (f this glact:ttion filled all the valleys and must
lected on the Lemon Creek Glacier between 1953 and have filled McMu,-do Sound to an elevation of 2000 ft.
----9---8dth -ha Si on

t the 1958 season. Its purposes Deposits of the vext two succeedirg glaciations are

are to (I) explain the 1953-58 annual hydrological distributed around the Sound as well preserved but

budgets and the glacier's variations during the 1900's considerably subdued moraines of both outlet and

on the basis of meteorological recors. (2) consider alpine glaciers During the earlier of these two gla-

the climatic changes between 1900 and mcstly after ,iations. alptie glaciers reached the expanded

the niid-1700 glacier mAximum but also eurirg post- Kopttlitz and Ferrar outlet glaciers. Outlet glaciers

glacial time, and (3) test further, using the additional filled the southern part of McMurdo Sound to an ele-

1958 movement and hydrological data. Nielsen's vation of about 1000 ft. During the latter of these two

equations for the equilibrium glacier. The discus- advances many alpine glaciers did not reach the out-

sion includes the location and physical description of let glaciers. The latest major glaciation is repre-

the glacier, the regional enironment. the hydrologi- sented by well preserved ice-cored moraines. Num-

cal budget surfAce novement and mass transfer of er and position of deltas in drained glacier-ice-

ice, txidtet-mnetorolthical relatio 'ips during blocked lakles suggest 3 stillstands or minor advanes

1953-1958. following the mid-eight., nth century. during this glaciation. Radiocarbon dating of algae

An during Pe millennia since the ice age. -- BLE in drained ponds indicates a minimum g of 6000 yr
for this glaciation. (Author's abstract)
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SIP 22818 551. 589:551. 524. 32:681. 14 SIP 22820 551. 57. 7:621. 396. 96(74)

Jorgensen, Donald L. Geutis, Spiros G.
A COMPUTER DERIVED SYNOPTIC CLIMATOLOGY SOME RADAR MEASUREMENTS OF HAILSTORMS
OF PRECIPITATiON FROM WINTER STORMS. J. J. Applied Meteorology, 2(2):270-275 incl. illus.
-Applied Meteorology. 2(2):226-234 incl. illus. , tables, graphs, diAgrs. , April 1963. 7 refs.
tables, graphs, djagrs., maps. 1963. 1 ref. DLC, QC851. A66

DLC, QC851. A66
The radar reflectivity of thunderstorms at 10 cm with

As part of the problem of foricasting heavy snow- Lthe proper instrumentation can detect hail and pro-
storms in the eastern and central U. S. , a synoptic vide an estimate of its size. The physical charac-
climatology of the precipitation associated with win- teristics of the hailstorms, as deduced from 3- and
ter storms has btr, derived. The basic data con- .. . 0-cm echoes of a large number of New England

. sisted of 150 synoptic situations obtained from 29 hailstorms of 1961, are described. I the reflec-
storm. which satisfied the specified criteria as to tivity of thunderstorms in New England exceeds the
location. tmperature and intensity. An observing empirical hail criterion of Ze = 05. 5 continuously
Actwork of 400 stations was used to obtain 6-hr pre- for several minutes, the occurrence of hail at ground
Cipitation amounts used in the study. To obtain the is virtually certain. Further, the greater the re-
derivation, a procedure was developed which could flectivity, the larger the hail. The hail echo, or
be programmed for an electronic computer by zone of maximum reflectivity, at b(A 3 and 10 cm
utilizing storm center position (or some other storm is usually contained within the lowest 20,000 ft o A..
feature) and observations of a weather element over the thunderstorry. The hailsto.'m possesses no
a sufficiently dense network of reporting stations. great singularity beyond. that of its significantly
The print-out of the area] distribution of the weather high reflectivity. It is concluded that the larger
element over the grid network results in a synoptic hailstones contribute little to the total liquid water
climatology of winter time precipitation. -- CLC content of the thunderstorm as the highest reflec-

tivities measured are easily accounted for by low
concentrations, of large hail, wet or dry. (Author's
abstract, modified)

SIP 22819 551. 322:548. 51:551. 576

Eadie. William J. and Thomas R. Mv
THE EFFECT OF DRY-ICE PELLET VELOCITY ON
THE GENERATION OF ICE CRYSTALS J. Applkd
Meteorology. 2(2):260-265 incl. illus., tables, 2 .2. . . .
graphs. April1963. 12 refs. SIP 22821 629.113:856.1:624.148.7('50)

DLC. QC851. A66
Bakurevich, It. L., and S. S. Tolkachev

The influence of fall velocities of dry-ice pellets on OPERATION OFMOTOR VEHICLES DURING WINTER.
the nucleation of slightly supercooled clouds is dis- (EkspluatatsirA avtomobilef zimo!; text in Russian).
cussed and the conditions nwcessary for the produc- Moscow, Izd-vo Transport, 1964, 239p. incl. illus.,
tion of ire crystals are examined. A theoretical tables, map, dlagrs., graphs. 70 refs.
argument is presented wh.'ch suggests that when DLC, Slavic urx-laseified
cloud temperatures are warmer than about -5°C. the
number of ice crystals producvd by a pellet of dry Metal and rubber parts, cooling fluids and lubricants,
ice moving at its terminal velocity decreases rapidly fuel and electrolyte, and starting and running of the
as the temperature approaches CrC. In contrast to engine are all affected by severe climatic conditions.
the pellet moving at terminal velocity, it is shown Advice is given to prepare motor vehicles for freez-
that the ice crystal productivity of a slowly moving ing weather and for winter maintenance. Recom-
pellet remain high up to 0(C, These findings indicate mended practice includes heating and warming devices

that a "stationary" seeding technique, where the irk the automotive auxiliary equipment. Methods and
embryonic ice crystals remain in a low temperature, formulas for computing the load carryit.g capacity of

highly supersaturated environment for at least 10 to winter highways and crossings built on river and lopae
20 milliseconds, may permit modification of super- ice are presented. Met.ds of installation and opera-coold coud an fog inthe5C o (I whre re- tion of open parking places and uses of nooile equip-cooled clfuds "and fogs in the .5'C to 0VC where pre-

vious attempts have not teen effective. An expert- ment for the rescue work and emergency repairs are
described. Type and construction requi-ements ofmental verification of this predicted dependece upon

pellet velocity is desc--ibed and the implications of motor vehicles and other means of transportatic.
these findings tor future seeding experiments are specially built for cold regions of the Soviet Union are

discussed. (Authors' abstract, modified) reviewed. -- VDP
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SIP 22822 551. 341:624. 139. 22 .3 plastic bottomless prism which han a small outlet at
the top for pumping. The two prisms are then

Williams. P. J. placed on the spectrometer table and a small quan-
QUAN'rITATIVE INVESTIGATIONS OF SOIL MOVE- tity of vaseline, aplied to the bottomn edges of the
MENT IN FROZEN GROUND PHENOMENA. outer prism, ensures a vacuum tight seal. Water
Biuletyn PeryglAcjailny (Lli). No. 11:353-362 incl. can be frozen by pumping in about 40 min and can
illus. table, graph, diaars. , Oct. 1964. 24 refs. be kept frozen by continuing to pump. The angle of
[Also: Ri s Paper No. 227, Div. Building Res., the prism can be m:.asured either bfo"e or diter
Nail. Res Council (Can. ), Oct. 19f41 the measurement of t'e angle of minimum deviation.

DLC. QEI. 855 In case a vacuum pump is not available, it is possi-
ble to freeze the water by suerounding the liollvw

Frost heave is the most widespread and fundamental prism with dry ire. In this case, however, conden-
flo .i of movement in which expansive and cntractive sation on the prism faces forces one to work auickly.
movements occur perpendicular to the ground sur- This technique has several advantages over the ice-
face as a result of freezing and thawing. There are lense method described by Horton (SIP 22312). The
many typ s (if lateral or downslopp movement. Re- re_!qts are within 2r of the Pulfrich figure of 1. 31.
peated tape measurements of the position of wooden -- BLE
stakes st.owed localized movements of 10 cm 'yr in a
vegetation covered slope. In so-called rbck glaciers
(large boulder accumulations which have a "tongue"
or "flow"-ike form), occasional movements of 100
to 300 cm yr have been recorded, alhough only a few
cm yr is common. Te many forms of dalterned
ground Are the results of various movemnents and
sorting processes and the term is usually restri 'd
to features occurring on level gr(rind. An incre. .e
in width of 0 F to 1 cm yr has been obsered in ice SIP 22824 551. 345. 1:536:557 481. 1(440)
wdges. The maximum measured rate of movement
of marked stoncs in small-stone polygons is 10 Johnston. G. H, and R J. E. Brown
cm yr. A comparison of .heg4graphs of stony-earth SOMF OBSERVATIONS ON PE.MAFROST DI='R-
circles taken annually showed smll-stone mrmement BUTION AT A LAKE IN THE MACKENZIE DELTA,
of I to 2 cm :yr. The "ircls take .0 or more years' N. W T. , CANADA. Res. Paper No. 233. Di.
to form. No charges could be pert ,.i,ci i- succes- Buildirg Res. . Natil. Res. Council. Can. . NRC
slve photographs of frost hummocks over a 0-yr 8252. 13p. incl. illus. , grapl:s. maps. Nov, 1064.
pwri.xt. A &,tailed description is given of an apvara- 11 refs. ,!.n in: Arctic. 17(3):162-175. Sept
tus (a plastic tube and probe) in which ii is assumed 1964).
that tube deformation corresponds to the movement DLC, Tech. Ri-pt. Cclection
of adjacent soil and hence determines Lubsurface
movements. -- BLE Moving or standing blies of water that accum.late

an excess of thermal energy Inhibit the formation of
permafrost and cause thawing of the underlying fro-
sen ground. It. permalrost Lreas, a thawed zorw .s
alsays found untir lakes and streams that have ii
mean bottom temperature greater tln 32'F The
effect of rivers on thawing of permafrost is more
difficult to assess because flowing water c-rnplicates
the energy exchange relattonshps. The influence at
the edge of a large ondy of %ater such as an ocean or
a voe . larzo lake depe n s u . t'ie magnitude of the
tempernture difference between the laad surface and
the bottom of the water batly. the thermal properties
of the ground materials, 2nd past chtAngr In climate .
or shoreline conflguration or hoth. The extent of the
thawed zone fcwr-r uider lakes witt streams with a

SIP 22823 551. 312:535 32 mean bottom temperature greater than 32"F depends
on factors which incluee the t.ermal cfaracteristics

Sndlu. H . and G B. Friedmann of the water body and the adjacent ground, the s-e
REFRACTIVE INDEX OF ICF. Amer. .(. Phys. 33 and depth of the water body, general hydrologic con-
(1:62 Jan 1965. I ref. ditions, tnilckness of ice Ad snow cover, and the

DLC. QCI. A47 composition and history of accumulation of b"ttom
siediments. This investteatlon consisted primarily

A tec'-.nique has been developed of determining the of drilling and rampling whereby holes wer- bored
refractive index of ice using a prism sct at minimem to various depths at 4 locatilo. 'errain oterva-
deviation ,n a spectrometer. Water is solidified by tions and a soil profile were made. The *.hawtng ef-
pumping off vapor with a rotary pump. In order to fect of the lake is confined to the grounJ !yinga under
freeze the water, an equilateral hollow prism is the lake but the thermal effect of the lake extends
placed inside another slightly larger I 8-in. acrylic some distance beyond its l rtmeter. -- BLE
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*SIP 22825 551. 345:536. 62'. 65 str 22827 551. 33(74)

Williams, P. J. Nelson. J. G.
EXPERIMENTAL DETEUTIINATION OF APPARENT PRF-ILLINOIAN GLACIATION IN CENTRAL
SPECIFIC IfFATS OF FROZEN SOILS lbs Paperr PENNSYLVANIA. Can. 6icraptier, 7(3): 145- 147
No. 226, Div. Brzildin, His. . Nti, ties. Council, incl illus. , niips, 1963 2 rf.,s
Cin. , NRC 8031. 9p). incl. table. graphs, diAlgr. , I DLC, G 1. C28
Oct. 1964. 8 refs (Also) in! GeolUchnlique 14(2): et t)IsothtjlutIfr I
133-142, June 1964). Evidence is ,rr 'ne oso ht tlatprso

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection Leve reti's pre -Illinoian p~lac itled arcaiAt r r*' At red
4 by Ie. During the suniners of 19594C ~ ii

This paper describes determinations trade with a located in Leverdf's pre-Illininan jzari.ord rr
calorimeter of the specific i .ts and iaoparcrnt tipe'-,j- eeeai and fouind to, rontmil disttnctiir_-,------------

----------cific-heats of various sioils U-4 teniper itur s It/ ~ rais
0'C and down to - 10 C. Wame r in porous miate rial tural camthersfe tcs dtts pcontann thed stu-

freezes beolow 0-'C and as ice is forined the freezing stitute the evidence of glaia~tion T1tc uposits at
iolint of the dercreasine quar.titv Of Unf rzen vater the Charlton and Milton sitis4 wterv tr.tuirfd

falls further below 0 C. Latent heat of fusion is thus directly b~y le. Sasndstoncs roil ike anN, in the gent rat
inwolved in tenipefraturv changes over a railge ex- vticinity wert fount in quarrirs 1Isated at the

tending to several degi-ces twlIw 0 C. The tltent Chariton and %filtoni si es. Tho ciosest Rat-Ils of
heat And splecific heat cnrst itute An apparent specific sim'ilar rocks are l-ocated appr, simately I to 10 fil
heat. Apparent specific heats are deplendent on soiil away, andi mativ have bept-n trncmatpd by ice. These
type And Are geperally larger for finer-grampned soils. dkptsits strongiy support ILeverett',4 oniinral ideas
For a given soil. apparent splecific'heats are de'- on pi-nnsylvania glariatonm and shiw' that at least
pendent on (1) tem 1 . rAtirp. being lareer at tempera- pa rt of his pre-Illinoian area was glaciated.
tures nearer 01C, (2) whether the soil is freezing or CLC
thawing ad- in the Litter case, the lowest tuylipera-
lure rorachen airing freezing, and (3) in comipress:
ble soils, wheth'r the soil tWre been previily frozer
And thawed or dried and rcw-ttvd. and to what extent.
Differences in total moiSturr conrtent have little
effect on the apparent ife di heats for temtperaturps
below :-P. 5'C. O- LE

SIP 22826 551. 33(*41) SIP 22828 55 -2.2622 233:551. 312, 2(*430)

Zoltai. S. C. Hihs wnL ndTT:rsa
GLACIAL FEATURES OF TH AAINLAKE- Fuhs wnLad..Trs'aSIPRLE ICE-CORER FOR OBTAINING SAMPt.RS
HEAD) AREA. Caii.Gergr-ipher, 7(?)101-115 Incl. -R) ;~, B4W' -t FIZN sjt Atic;

taIl.~.r. 163 ~J. Arctic ln N. Aller. 16(4):270-272 inc illus.
DLC. Gi. C28 Dc 93

Dtiring the summier of 1961 field situdies were carried lLG0.A9
out Iin toe western port ion of the Canadian ILaketscad ~ iigte16 il eson. a hatnd -,j-,ralcd
area. It lies between 89 10* and 90 00'W, and is pfpl-'rrasuetythGiiia!Sry
bouinded by the lnternit.si B(indAry in the South o iaai otenYknTrir ottindn

And 48'50'N in the north. Thot total land area isinruicrstrohavreyofaeil,(05
about 2000 mi 2 . All glacial advances art,' Conbidered ea segpatgttanwxypatt'dth
to be late Wisconsin events. The firs! discernible down to 94 in. Much of the maeilmnan. ritior
ice miovemniit camip from the north-northeast. Amounts of silt and sand with occasional xebhbc;, and

- - spreading Plot yorid the stajdy AreaI. A,# melting in- one hole was drilled 4 in intoi stonv clay below the
creased AnM land became free of ire, a aniall mirv~i, bog. Althouitgh excellent cores were obfained. two

nlilke was created (Lake Ornimnl) in front of the ice deificiencies werev found inr the ice-co)rer as its,
ini tile et rerne southwestern portion of thui area in

whkhjron vaiedclas wee dposted.Glaial(1) mineral matter in the deptosits lulled the cuttini:
wtrich brwni inard clas er ndepoated Gree ianc teeth so) that after drilling About 20 ft they ha~ld to N,~

stja, ruilns ad skesnduth P sthreesti nct sharpened or replaced, and (2) it took troo li.ig (3 hr
directions of ice nicoiement, ot,:uhet n or more,) to drill holes 7 to 8 ftde).Rm iear
fanning v estu ard. Glacial features studied in -dep 'licAr

eludd goun niain*s. rurlin. teorial iu-sugitestet. The two power units (a McCulloch (hairn-
rairies a~ond nlitrfluv ial.ulainst te-na in- saw motor and a Havines Earth Drill) used to test the

ceir deosis. ~reintrprtaton f te rrsevatrrn poer-driven SIPRE ice-corrr borth prorved adequate
cpi elois Tl sntrttui of thelwavsaions o crn foe wosty peat at the rate of 20 to 30

is byased primrarily oin stuie (Atn lengthvs ofd core. De'18r ieno h
cial lakes. The g lacial mtrroiiol,4ry 4f the area is se -init lthed of BIr. DE isaegvno h
suironarized, CLC TILE
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SIP 22829 551. 33:i51. 436 1(*423) solely from consierAtions of molecular itrumiurr
The pr'ent concept of fit is ba xd on the c,,nwq-tdel

Soorriso-n A of hydrogen -bonding gr:xuips (111313- at it.. tntc:"a',e
LANOFORtM STUDIES IN TIIZ MUrnI. HAM!ILTON ia tiepen the ic-c And the orvanic crystal Whi r *. at
IUVVR ARFPA L.ADiAI)M Arctic; T1 Arctic lust r:'gistry exists tsotwefl a1 nccihatr and ire. iiii-bi-
N Amu r 16(4 272-275. IDec. 1963 1 ref. tova power is indepiendent tif the. privsi-ee of .ili.c.'e

I)LC. GC00 A07)95 of a resultant dip~ole nionrt Tf e m It %r-n if pirat

ttcally useful cloud-seeding- agents rn Ist -gs idir the
wr.- rcact- during, the :;-uinr.w;; .' 6 to: iity and Potability oif the compou~nds that haJve to #-it

and 1962 i, (if t roiT,.i the. so-qucnce of events that led proven effic aent. -- BLE
I0 th' dhi%( ti'iit 'i: thc ,'vsit n) (if cjn',Pns occupied
b'. lb. nutdcti, part tit the, Hanilfti Riveribidmcany of
Its truioarit,, Gr.',nd chuikin' 4f airphigo Inter-
por rl on A 11.cd i ait -(if rt .,cc kf'( li ". and
9Pyw'ril Intl sti,a't~i 'onn the c'rc'and was the basic
techiiiqur' u.-Ad S'':l sampules -were rvcllected primta-
rily6 .i fr parlt ii,-seAtolVSi'. S;rt nt ins and .sso-
riatud riark.4 on Is~o-rIc itieicating the direction lif SIP 22831 551. 324(235 24)
W iCC flienict At r( l-,IMI1 "'Illy, "'.' JsionAlly Also?
discussfed art tIill -fabric .tavta ~le analysisAAVI. Kick. W.
rad".crarbcn dating..ct pttre rcud i i CFtOGO-LUNGMA GLACIE.R. KARAKORAM. U.

~---prxzicsnallv ccictadutd that (1) tile Ilandlirms of the (ikr Ch gc;-Lungma-Gletscher im KarAkicrum. Text
area were shatuwl by tlxo ice movements, on* fromt i German %0t Fng:lish summary). Z. Gletscher-
the s.,'hwest and latcLr onw from the northwest; 12) kunde u Glaz.Algeologie. i1.-9intl alus
the greater part oif the- canvcins existed baefore the tables, grapihs, maps. Apri 1954, 64 refs
ice disappe~ari d: and (3) -wherever 3 ere is a local ce- DL.C, QE575. A43
!iid cf more than' 100 fl. the minoir larifirnis tan
usuallv ;) resolved ilito ai ccerience it( erosional iir This pajaer prfesents an in~terpretation of thr gla-
dc) mooiinal fiorms (or both. p'rtuce1 while the level cioligaical uO er-VAtiiins made, in the Ch,-Luep~ma
of the ice surface and ttle water tahble within the ice (CL) legion It. Oct. 1054 (See SMP 14972 for Part 1).
were falinv and the ratio) of watter to ire was in- Emphasis is placed on 3 maps which were prepared
creasing. -- MIE .of the region, the morphological types of valley a la-

ciers in High Asia which includes a sumnma-y of the
Coneeptions and fomnulAtions since 1856. th, mor-
phiibogical types of glaciers In the CL baqin, the
climatic snow limit, the dimensions and long.itudinal

SIP 221130 551. 322:548. 5.1:547 and movement protileci of tfic glacier, the ice deoitt:
and surface veloc-ity f valley glaciers, Land iglacier

Garten. V A. and R A Hi-ad variation In the CL basin sice 1835 -- BLE
A TflEORU.TICAL. fIASIS 0or ICF NUCLEATION BY
ORGANIC CRYSTALS. Nature, 205(49671.150- 162
inc. table, graph. diaigr . Jan. 0.- 1965. 16 refs.'

TAX. QI N2

This article is concerned imai with th. possi-
bititv of pric ti i: tiv- riculeat :ve act jttV iof iorganic SIP 22832 531. 578 46:531. 754.551 378. 41

cr'tl.aiitf its lataira,irv .s-sint No to 'a-
tioll I :ists tit t'cec thewicset tenillwrrature (which de- Powe r. B. A P W. Sum me rs and J. W)A% ignon
jwcids in the nif-ttiwti of icr.rAtion and the nartirle- sNOW cR~YSTm, FORMIS ANT) UMING EFFECTS AS
size range.) and N. the nijicita r (of nisclei gn. active NI l E)T NWIL ESI TY AND GCF NE RAL
over aun extf-ided tvicriattire rinL'e, Although larce S-TORM CONDITIONS J. Atmospheric Scten'eA. 21
iart icis imch at(, %%ith le~ss stilit c iiliig !Iian small (3)-300- 305 intl. Illus. tables, graphs, dcagc s
icccs. S delitnd, vs--nt iallv fcit thce numtber icf small May 1-44 18 eels
parliclus. £1 the t.-nilm-rituire is hi--eri 2'C nin DLC. QCOSI. A283
csit if the, rate, of tirlk .t in is I ntuc-leus sorc 103
- 194 (tart tles. thei lclittint! rest:lts are 4itained: A grind relatilonqh ip has been foujnd at %font real ba -
AD) jihlrgIvcincl dihvrate.-4. S'C; (2) o-phenAzine. tween the diensity of newjly fallen snow and the form
-3 5'C. (3) oietaldf-hvcie. -5Y ii -6-C. (4) AJd. -4 C. oif the predominant crystal which makvs up the snow-
Ti, itin rvprcctxu doiff results i1) a tIcaid chamberc fall A marked Influence 4f rimitng In increasing the
frotit aertisils prepared liv stillniation, low c'iijien- ari,wfli density is fioind. A dependence ofi th *.-
triion (if vapor (c. a., 100 punt 1) at coinstant tern- gree of riming upcwi snoiw crystal form is Alsui Indi-
pecratre, shamild ie swept it staindard speerds through cated. Evidence is pcexe-;.edc that In some caPseS the
at stancdard -'nifice try pc'hcttcd .as mIt a lacrg; snoyw-grcwtn Irvelc wer" ass~ocaated with hizh rpla-
ri-sert ir frmn wAhich pa~~i crts Innt~ lx taken i. It tiv' hum idity at the hase of a frontal inersicnt A
is !mw .a.'iied 11,Mu efficu nct ic nurcleaitouicsfired not conitinucus automat ic snow crystal ret -rde r Is de.-
belcerg til the, squ'c- ci, -1,1 sv-sti ais ice. but It scritbed which uses the Formvar repli a prin-iple
seems tonliak.i ' t ha .itce iiii- c .tr ra fo c l n1redicted (Auth irs' ,ahst rat)
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SIP 22833 551. 578. 46:538:654. 16 SIP 22835 551. 508. 77:551. 578. 45,(0746)-

Yokctr. K. Ruin, N. P.
STUDY ON THE REFLECTION OF ELECTROMAG- SNOW BLOWING INTO PRECIPITATION GAGES
NETIC WAVES FROM INNOMOGENEOUS MEDIA, PURING LOW SNOW STORMS. (Naduvanle snega v
ESPECIALLY THE EFFECT OF SNOW COVER ON osadkomer pri nLzovykh metelfrUi; Text in Russian).
ULTRA-HIGH FREQUENCIES. (Fultinshitsu baishltsu Leningrad. Glav. Gecia. Observ. , Trudy. Vyp.
nijoruf denjiiia no hAnsha ni kansuru kenkyG, troicuni. 129:118-121 incl. tables, graph, 1942. 3 refs.
chokroshi~hatai ni t~Aisuru sekisetslis5 no eiicyr ii DIXC, QC8OL. L46
tsuite no ginnli; Text in Japanese). Yaigata

____daigaku ky5. koraku (Bull. 6f Yaunagata Univ. , The quantitative evaluation at snow blowing into a
Dept. of Engineering), 7(2):163-210 i. tables, precipitation gage during low-level blizzards is out-
graphs, diags-s. , Feb. 1963. 22 refs, lined for Mirnyy (1956-58) and Plonerskaya (1958)

DLC, Orientalia Div. Stacions. A graph of wind speed against gage accu-
mulation shows a nearly-straight Itne for each sta-

The reflection of electronmagnetic waves from snow tion. For a riven wind speed. e. g. , 15 rn/sec,
cover is investigated'in order to determine the effect there is more accumulation in 12 hr at Pionerscaya
on radio-wave communications using ultrahigh fre- (2. 7mm) that at Mirn~ly (1. 5mm). With the gage
q~ien-ies. A theoretical analvs~s was made of the __positioned at 10 mn aoe the surface,.accumulation

------ -- -refiectio&uif at plane wave from a parallel stratified for 12 hr ranges from . 3 to 5. 0 mm for wind speeds

medium consisting of an inhomogeneous and a homo- of 9 to 23 rn/sec. -- FS

and ground such as permittivity, loss tangent, and
Attenuation were studied based on experinienti data.
The cet tnging behavior of snow permittivity as a func-
tion of depth was examined using Cumming's relation,
and 5 snow-cover model, were constructed. The
theoretical reflection coefficients are found to be In
good agreement with experimental results. -

CST,'BLE

SIP 22834 721. 01l(*50:211)

Litskevich, V. and others SIP 22836 551. 33:551. 7:551. 345(*531. 7)
HOUSING IN A SEVERE CLIMATE. (Zhilishcha dlf3 -

raionov s surovym kiimatom. Text in Russian). * hestkova, T. N. , G. ?4 Fel'dman, L E. Dukhin
Arkhitektura SSSR. No. 1:10-16 incl. illus. , diagrs. , and P. F. Shvetsov
1959. 3 refs. (Eng. transi. : Nail. Res. Council THE FORMATION OF GLACIAL HORIZONS IN
(Can.), Tech. Transi. No. 1154, Nov. 1964). EPIGENETIC FROZEN STRATA. (K voprosu

DLC, NA6. A74 formirovanifil l'dlstykh gorizontov v epigenetiches-
klkh merzlykh tolshchach; Text in Russian). Doklady

Five papers'discuss the problems of designing new Mkad. Naiik SR,15613):558-560 incl. graph, 1964.
types of dwellings in northern areas of the USSR 6 refs,
where weather condition-, are similar to those in the DLC, Slavic Div. 'omisremgaonn
northern regions of Canada. Factors considered in-

clue he ffctsofpermafrost, wind, lwtempera- Thoyadbsrtinonmsue-igtonn
tures,' drifting snow, and hours of daylight. Existing capillary action are described for marine deposits
designs are appraised and their limitations are dis- (gray loam) obviously frozen after the strata forma-

-------cussed in errns of room layout, window arrangemecnt, -tion in the Bol'shezemerskAll Tundra (Arkhangel'sk
at, * their general adaptability to local climatic con- region, 67*N and 561E). In the Ilthologically homo-
dit ions. Particular emphasis is placed on the effects geneous -stratum (100-120 i thick) observed, three
of wind in winter on the thermal efficiency of housing distinct glacial horizons at a depth -of 15-20, 40-45
and )f snow accumulations around buildings. Methods and 70-75 mn were found. BelQw the frozen stratum
of modifying these effects by proper design and an increase of the rock temperature was observed.
orientation are analyzed. The papers are entitled: The occurrence of the horizons Is not connected with
(1) Plans od housing units for the Far East, by V. any modification In the rock comipostion and is
Litslwvich. (2) The special characteristics of plan- apparently created by moistu~re moving towards the
ning Anid construction in the Far North. by 1. Vonog, frost layer, the intensity of the migration dtpendlng
(3) Methods of construction for protection against the on secular and millenial temperature variations at
wind, by L. Romm, (4) On a housing standard for the the surface, a rising temperature causing the bound-
Arctic. by S. Kozhurin. and (5) The need for satis- at I to come to a virtual standstill at a ce rtain level
factory sets of standard housing and design for re- for long periods. Formulas are proposed for the
gions with a severe climate, by A. Bry7' lkin.m thermal-moisture field, the capillary flow and the
BLE periodic accumulation of ice in rock strata. -- VDP
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SIP 22837 551. 57d. 4:621. 315. 175('50) o waves in hexagonal crystals can be determined.
The.e measurements show that the anisotropy of

RIdiwva. A V. ice crystals is small, being nearly the same as that.
WET SYOW AND CABLE ICING IN THE USSR of magnesium. -- CLC
(.Mkrvl sneg i u3ledf-roen pra.,v iv na territorii
SSSI. Text in Russian). Leningrad, Gkdrumete-
orlogicheskse Izd-vo. 1964. 165p. incl. Illus.
tbles, graphs, daagrs. , map 25 refs.

DLC. Sl, vic Div. SIP 22839 551. 332. 51(e38)

In the Eurilean territory of the USSR wet snowfalls Weidick. Anker
occur more often in north-western areas, and in re- ICE MARCIN FEATURES IN THE JULIANEHAB
gions situated to) t',' nirth of 65° latitude (30 to 40 DISTRICT, SOUTH GREENLAND. Medd. Gronland,
days Annually). Sn ,wfall is observed less often else- 16 5(3 ):1'p. Incl. illus. , tables, graph ., maps,
whert-. especially in suthern and south-eastern re- 1-93. 75 refs.
gions (aissut 5 days annually). In the Asiatic area DLC. Q1 15. D39
there are 10 to 20 days of wet snow annually. The 4
greatest recurrence takes place in some regions of This report concerns the extension of the ice margin

. Kzmrhatka (30 to 40 days annually). On the basis o. deposits in the Jullanehib District, South Greenland.
visual oto'vations made at approximately 2000 A Folocene chronology is established for the ice
meteorolm,1il stations (laulated with elevation and margin deposits within the region on the basis of
time of o),biorvatiori) during 1940 to 1960. the number their association with raised marine shore lines,
of wet-snoyw days has been computed. tabulated and combined with a determination of fluctuations of the
graphed for vari us regions of the USSR. A map o glaciation limits cf the irdividual stages in Holocene
the equal annual wet-snowfall days was compiled on times. Emphasis is placed on the Narssarssuaq
a s-al, of 7.500. 000. Using observations made at region in the northeastern part (f the district, which
1000 nielt( orolmhical stitions front 1947 to 1960 a contuins numerous extensive ice deposits. After the
map ol the maximum deposits of wet snow on wires deglaciation of the district during the last phases
2 m above the ground, was compiled. The maximum of the Wisconsin, 4 periods of stagnation or read-
amount varies between 15 mm and 40 mm and can vance of the glacier lobes and ice caps (4 "stages")
reach 100 mm (in sonie 'regions of the Far East and gave rise to the formation of ice deposits. The
Kamchautkj). In planning power line construction, earliest of these stages is the Niaqornakasik stage
precautionary measures to be taken include con- (older Dryas?), succeeded by the Tunugdliarfik
sidirration of the anticipated an'ount uf glaze, pre- stage (probably younger Dryas), the Narscarssuaq
dominant ground features, and the type of king that stage (probably Roman time), and the maximum ex-
may occur. -- VDP tension of the ice in historic times (ca. 1750-1900

A. D. ). The volume variation is discussd of the ice
cuver (the inland ee and the Julianeh~b Ice cap) dur-
ing the period frum the Tunugdltarfik stage to the
present. The superficial conditions of the ice cover

SIP 22838 551. 322:539. 32 above 1700 m has not altered much since the
Tunugdliarfik stage. Deposits from former ice-

Bkgorio'skii. V. V. dammed lakes in the Narssarssuaq region indicate
ELASTIC MODULI OF ICE CRYSTALS. Soviet that the lakes at the glacier front had a maximum
Physics-Acoustics. 10(2):124-126 mcl. illus. , witer-level height of 120-150 m. This is in accord-
tables. diar. . D. c e. 1964. 7 refs. ,icewithJ. W. len's theryoasubglactal outbursts

DLC. QC221. S6 of ice-dai l s. (Author's abstract, modfied)

Elastic mifuli. calculated from the velocities of
longitudinal and shear waves as measured at 4 Mc at

0' -10* and -IS'C. are reported for natural ice
crystals. Pieces of ice 100 x 100 x 60 cm were ex- SIP 22840 551. $24. 63(*49)
tracted from the ice on Lake Padga. The surface on
the water sile was dusted with red lead and exposed Marcus, Melvin G.
to Le sun. After 2-3 hr the red led had penetrated CLIMATE-GLACIER STUDIES IN THE JUNEAU ICE
into 'he hands between the'crystals. Crystals of FIELD REGION, ALASKA. Res. Paper No. 8,
mean size 25-30 cm were extracted. Then a sinall Dept. of Geography, University of Chicago, 128p.
part of a large crystal was exposed briefly to the incL illus., tables, graphs, diagrs, maps,
radiation from a powerful electric pump. which appendixes A-C, 1964. 109 refs.
caused exteosive separa'ion along the cleavage plimes DLC, H31. C514, no. 88
in the irradiated part which was latt r discardet. A
cautery was used to cut parallelepipeds and cubes of This study evaluates glacier fluctuations in terms of
tides from 3 to 15 cm. Numerical calculations show meteoroiogical parameters such as temperature and
that the deviations from purely transverse or longi- precipitation. The lationshlps discusd have been
tudinal motion are small, so the actual waves can be derived only for temperate glaciers. The investiga-
treated as quasi-longitudinal and quasi-transverse. tlions were focused on Lemon Creek Glacier. Em-
A system of equations is given with which the speeds phasis is placed on regional and local environments,
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hydrological budget studies, climatological and shelter for the construction personret and sufficient

meteorological factors in the Juneau area and their Ulumination within 300 ft for ice construction at night.

relationship to adjacent ice-field zones, climatic in- An experimental purnp wanigan was evaluated at Point

fluenes on the hydrological budget, and climatologi- Barrow, Alaska, bet. een 1958 and 1960, and selected
Ca and glaciological trends in the Juneau Ice Field components for the unit wetiz evaluated at other field

region. The appernlixes are entitled: History and sites between 1960 and 1964. Thc mobile pump

index of meteorological stations on or near the wanigan is well suited for thickening sea ice by con-

Juneau Ice Field; Summary of mean monthly tern- fined flooding and is recommended as standard equip-

perature changes between Juneau Airport and ment for this type of ice construction. Specifications,

selected fre-e air levels above Juneau Airport, and reduced scale drawings, and comnmerclt, items were

their variance: 1946-53; and Monthly mean tempera- published in Tech. Note N-608. Erection 'nstructions

lure differences and their standard deviations be- are given in Technical Note N-587. (Authors' ab=

tween the surface and selected levels above Juneau stract)

Airport: 1946-53. -- BLE

S.*# 22843 551. 579, 2:551. 579. 5('50)

SIP 22841 '551. 321. 3:624. 144. 5q
Onufrienko, L. G.

Gifford. S. E. LOSSES OF SNOWMELT ON SLOPES. Soviet

ICE GRADING EQUIPMENT - DEVELOPMENT OF Hydrology: Selected Papers, No. 1:55-61 incl.

AN EXPERIMENTAL ROTATING-DRUM CUTTER illus., tables, graphs, 1964. 8 refs.

Tech. Rept. R-346, Naval Civil Eng. Lab., 19p. in DLC, Unbound periodical

inel; illus. , table, graph, diagrs. , Nov. 11, 1964.
3 refs. Results are presented of the results of observations

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection made in the spring ,1 1960 on specially equipped run-

off plots of the Pridesnianska5 Runoff Station. Ob-

Tests of an experimental rotating-drum ice. cutter servations were also made of liquid precipitation,

are dscribed. The tests were performed to deter- soil moisture. depth of freezing and thawing of the

mine the feasibility of grading polar ice surfaces by soil. water equivalent of the snow cover, and the

removing excess ice by fracture, using impact cut- velocities of runoff on the slopes. The effectiveness

ters mounted on a rotating-drum. The experiments of the influence of slope on the runoff was investi-

were conducted to learn the best shape, size, and gated in close relation to the state of the underlying

reimber of cutters required, the amount of horse- soil surface. It is concluded that the true relation of

piower needed for vai ious depths of cut and travel snow-melt runoff to slope is revealed only when the

speeds, the relative merits of overcutting and under- soil moisture is close to total water-holding capacity

cutting, and the most suitable cutting drum rotating or when it is accompanied by a large depth of freez-

speed. The ice cutter's performance, which was ing of the soil. The soil water content increases with

tested in a cold chamber, in Alaska, and in Green- the length of the slope. The further the point lies

land, revealed that removal of Ice by fracture is from the drainage divide, the greater is the soil

feasible. The criteria obtained from these tests moisture content. With an increase in the length of

have been used to develop an ice dozer for pioneer- slope, the runoff losses due to percolation increase

ing in rough ice areas. This unit is currently being and the snow-melt value decreases. These .conclu-

. tested and evaluated at various field sites. (Author's sions apply to the case of fixed moisture content on

abstract) the plots at the beginning of runoff. With continuois
inflow of water, the runoff picture will be much more
complicated. -- BLE

SIP 22842 624. 147:551. 463:621. 67(798)

..--- er-woc . -. and E.- . MoseV-Jr. SIP 2289I4 55t. 578.483(235. 21)

ICE CONSTRUCTION - MOBILE PUMP WANIGAN
FOR CONFINED FLOODING. Tech. Rept R-339, Krasnosel'skii, E. B.

Naval Civil Eng. Lab., 250. incL illus., tables, ON THE PROBLEM OF DETERMINING THE DE-
diagrs.. appendix, Oct. 12, *1964. 7 refs. (Task GREE OF AVALANCHE HAZARD IN THE HIGH-
Y-FO15-11-01-073) MOUNTAIN REGIONS OF CENTRAL TIEN-SHAN.

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection Soviet Hydrology: Selected Papers. No. 1:80-85
incl. graph, tables, 1964 3 refs.

Adva_:.cemeAts in flooding techniques for leveling and DLC, Unbound periodical

thickening natural ice areas for improved Arctic
Ocean operations resulted in the development of a Experimental results are preented of observations

mobile pump wanigan for confined flooding. An ex- made to determine the conditions, of formation and

ira-wide NCEL camp wanigan was outfitted for con- fall of snow avalanches, and the diurnal variation of

fining and distributing the flood water, for drying and the cohesion forces in the snow. Emphasis is placed

storing the flooding gear, and to provide a warm on the mechanism of the cohesion forces which sup-
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port snow deposited on a slope, formulas for corn- SIP 22846 551. 343(050)
puting the cohesion forces in snow, the equilibrium
conditions of snow on a slope, and the times at which Kachurin, S. P.
the collapse of snow is most probable. The concept THFRMOKARST %,ITIN THE TERRITORY OF THE
of the coefficient of avalanche hazard (KA) is intro,- U.S.S.R. Biuletyn Pcryglarjalnv (L"RI), No. 11:49-
duced as a factor which determines the critica! state 55 incl. illus., graph, 1962. 19 refs.
of snow on a slhpe. The results Include certain DLC, QEI. B55
parameters with which the degree of avalanche
hazard can be determined and forecast to the nearest Thermokarst is a widespread natural )henomanon
day. Since the trend of Kah is known from daily ob- found only in permafrost regions. Ground ice near
servations aid the time of the most probable snow- the surface is necessary for the formation of thermo- 
slide is taken Into account and determined with the karst. The main cause of Its origin lies In changes of
consideration of microclimatic features, the snow the heat exchange conditions in the upper layers of de-
can be artificially collapsed before it becomes posits, leading to the melting of the ground ice. Al-
hazardous. -- BLE terations in the heat exchange within the layer of sea-

sonal thermal fluctuations (i.e. I" layers up to 15-20
m in depth) depend on many factors and not climatic
changes alone. Thermokarst development is influ-
enced by the geological structure, the facial differen-
ces of the deposits, and the geomorphic conditions
prevailing in the area of occurrence. The similarity
of thermokarst settling features causes difficulties in
ascertaining the genesis of the forms as well as in
their classification. Thus, in studying the thermo-
karst, it is necessary to apply various methods of
field and laboratory inveAtigations. Data obtained
from the literature suggest that 3 main ?ones of

SIP 22845 551. 34:551. 79() thermokarst development may be distinguished in the
USSR but no clear boundary can be drawn between

Brunnschweiler, Dieter these zones. The history of tnermokarst development
THE PERIGLACIAL REALM IN NORTH AMERICA Is closely related to the aggradatfon of permafrost
DURING THE WISCONSIN GLA71ATION. Biuletyn during the Quaternary and the process of its degrada-
Peryglaciany (LWdi), No. 11:15-27 incl., illus., tion. The Increasing influence of human acUvities
maps, 1962. 34 refs. upon the natural conditions of the environment is es-

DLC, QEI.B55 pecially significant and promotes a further develop..
ment of thermokarst. (Author's abstract, modified)

The existence of frost-debris and tundra zones adja-
cent to the ice sheet in North America during the Wis-
consin advance has been doubted because of the nega-
tive results of most pollen records. This is surpris-
Ing since, theoretically, climatic conditions must SIP 22847 551.345. 3(49)
have been as conducive to permafrost formation as in
more oceanic Europe where the wide distribution of Pwc4, Troy L.
periglacial phenomena is well known. On the basis ICE WEDGES IN PERTAFROST, LOWER YUKON
of geomorphologic and pedologic analysis, however, RIVER AREA NEAR GALENA, ALASKA. Biule"yn
the evidence for periglacial morphogenesis is convinc- PeryglarJalny (lidi), No. 11:65-76 Incl. Illus.,ig. On the Atlantic Coastal Plain, the Piedmont, graphs, diagrs., 1962. 11 refs.
a-d in the Appalachians, cryoturbation and solifluction DLC, QE1. 855
is'much more widespread than formerly beliecrd
(frost-debris mantles, soil involutions, ice-wedge Foliated ground-ice masses exposed in vertical
casts, polygonal structures in hardpans, boulder banks of the Yukon River occur as wedges or vertical
streams, loess and inland dunes, and thaw lakes), or inclined dikes 4 mm to 3 m wide and 1 to 5 m
In the Midwest and the Great Plains, frost-disturbed high. Individual wedges arc part of a poly.enal net-
soils occur along and within the Wisconsin terminal work of Ice-enclosing polyions or cells of frozen
moraines and are particularly frequent in the Drift- ground 1 m to 30 m in diam. The dominant foliation
less Area of Wisconsin. Unique and well-retalned or lineation of bubbles and minute soil particles is
forms of patterned ground (silt mounds and tongues subparallel to the sides of the ice masses. Some
surrounded by stone circles and stripes, respectively) sharp-walled, clear, wldte ice-filled veins I to 5 mm
were found in the Pacific Northwest. They occupy wide run parallel to or cut across the prominent folil-
several hundred square miles, mostly on Columbia atfon. Many of the pl.wes of foliation are faulted,
Plateau basa!t and deiy any explanation other than in- sheared, bent, or otherwise deformed by minor
tensive former permafrost action. The distribut!on movement and adjustments within the ice mass. The
of periglacial and related features (loess, snow line, crystals are I to 100 mm in diam., colorless, and
and biota) is used to reconstruct the morpho-climatic equidimensional. The tops of the wedges have ice
;.on.ation of southern North Anerica in the last cold nipples or projections 10 to 150 mm wide extending
phase of the Pleistocene. (Author's abstract) upward 50 to 300 mm into the overl;ing fro en sedi-
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ments. Extending upward 50 to 600 mm from these Investigations were made during Jan. to March 1958
- iee projections are ice-filled fissures 2 to 10 mm of the glacial ecology at the end of the Colonia Gla-

wide, some of which extend to the ground surface. cler and of the glacial morphology. of the Rio Baker
The sediments adjacent to the wedges are pushed up, and Rio Colonla valleys in southern Chile. The first
and in many places overturned. The upturning may ascent was made of the Cerro Arenales (3437 mi
affect the sediment 1/2 to 3 m on either side of the which protrudes from the middle of the ice field and
masses. Follated ice masses cross-cut other ground. is the third highest peak of the region. The snow line
ice and sediment layers. Ice-filled cracks extending on the Arenales Glacier Is estimated at 1300 m and is
from the surface downward int, the ice wedge, the underlaid by an extensive ice mass which m Aits
cross cutting of sediments and older ice masses by throughout the summer. Some of the chairacttristic
Ice wedges, and the foliation, support Leffingw ll's features of the Patagonlan glaciers are described and
hypothesis (SIP 264) that ground-ice masses form In meterological and flood data are given. Pc:iodical

seasonally recurring thermal contraction cracks in floods occur more frequently in low level ice fields
permafrost. (Author's abstract) where the summer temperature is comparatively

high. -- BLE

SIP 22848 551.34(*50)

Popov, A. L
PERIGLACIAL PHENOMENA AND THE LAWS OF
THEIR DITRIBUTION IN THE U.S.S. R. Biuletyn
Peryglacjalny (dl), No. 11:77-83, 1962.

DLC, QEl. B55

The elucidation of the most important active factors SIP 22850 551. 34(*324+420)

of frost iithogenesis constitutes the base of the sys-
tem proposed for genetic types of frost-caused perl- Waters, Ronad S.
glacial formation. Three cryo-morpholcglcal genetic ALTIPLANATION TERRACES AND SLOPEDEVELOP-

Krours are distinguished: a macrostructural one, MENT IN VEST-SPITSBERGEN AND SOUTH-WEST

comprising forvis predetermined by frost cracks; a ENGLAND. Bluletyn Peryglaciatn- (ldd), No. 11:89
microstructural group, comprising forms predeter- 101 incl. illus., diagrs., maps, 1962. 8 refs.
mined by desiccation fissures with subsequent alter- D
nate congelation and melting along and between the
fissures; and an astructural group uniting forms not Conspicuous among periglacial modifications of re-

predetermined by U.e formation of fissures. Differ- cently de-glaclerized dolerite terrain in Elknanf)ord,

ences in processes of frost-caused morphogeny In 3 West Spitsbergen, are rock benches and terraces on

regions, unequal In exogenetic development, deter- moderately Inclined slopes (7-25) lying between 50

mine also the njost characteristic differences in the and 100 m above sea level. Field obervations sg-
general aspect of the perlglacial landscape. Leas gest that the benches are fashioned primarily by frost

important are climatically controlled provincial di- heaving, frost shattering, and the gravitative transfer
ferences of the frost-caused morphology and the di- of debris. Their coninuing development is converting

ferences provoked by an unequal historical develop- formerly Ice-smoothed, convex-upward slopes into

ment of diverse regions. The following regions can stepped, but overall rectilinear slopes which retain
be distinguished throughout the USSR (a) regions of their steepness as they retreat. A similar origin Is
accumulation, syngenetic with the development of per- suggested for terrace alllslopes displaying features
iglacial forms, (b) regions of relative stabilization in similar to altiplanatIon terraces which are very char-

acteristic of the higher parts of southwest England.
accumulation and discharge with epigenetic develop- The recognition that these landforms are periglacial
ment of periglacial forms and (c) regions of prevalent feresontion spt the conls at many
denudation with epigenetic development or periglacialonly supports the conclusion that many

....... ... forms. These regions are dlstinpished for both the parts of southern England exhibit relict periglacial
forms.- s - Thestae gns for that of the Pleistocene. landscapes, it also suggests that in some cases cryer-

setday stge ano.gic processes have created, rather than smoothed out
(Author's abstract, modfied) Irregularities of slope. The mature or equilibrium

slope of cryoplanation Is Indeed smooth and compound-
ed of accrdant elements the inclination of each of
which represents the blope limit appropriate to the
calibre of the debris that Is moved across it. But the

SIP 22849 551.324(238:82) achievement of cryoplanation on certain moderately In-
- clined Initial slopes is effected via the production and

Tanaka, Kaoru development of altiplanatlon terraces or congelifrac-
PERIGLACIAL STUDY IN THE PATAGONIAN A.NDEa tin benches, which are characteristic of those parts
Bluletyn Peryglacjany (Mil), No. 11:85-88 incl. of southern England where the complete periglacial
table, 1962. 1 ref. metamorphosis was never realized. (Author's ab-

DLC, QE1.B55 stract)
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SIP 28S1 551. 343.2 SIP 22853 551.33:551.34{437)

Hvermann, JlArgen Kandr, Jir
THE LOCATION AND P.EGULARrTY OF THE PAT- CONCERNING THE GLACIAL AND PERIGLACIAL
TERNED-GROUND LIfMIT. (Ober Verlauf und Gesetz- PROBLEM IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA. ((?ber die gLaziale
mlssifieit der Strukturbodengrenze; Text In German). und periglaziale Problemailk in der Tacbechrslowaket
auletyn Peryglacialny ("i), No. 11:201-207 incl. Text in German with English abstract). Bluletyn
graph, 962. 18 refs. Peryglaciny (Wd), No. 11:229-237 Ine. Illus.,

DLC, QEI.B55 diagra., map, 1962. 7 refs.
.1 DLC, QEI. B55

New investigations made almost simultaneously in
Europe, Africa, ad South America have proven that Czechoslovada has a very advantageous position for
the patterned-ground limit subsides on a large scale the study of glacial and perlglaclal phenomena. In the
fron ocean to continental climates, i.e., the pposite Pleistocene period, the CSR wak situated between the
of what has been assumed on the basis of less thorough Scandinavian glacier and that at the Alps. The north-
observations. An Investigation of older and more re- ern glacier penetrated up to the inland. The hgher
cent observations shows that in general the oldconcept mountains, especially Sumava ad Krkonose, were
can no longer be supported,' Only on a small scale, glaciated separately. In Slovakia, most of .he High 4
i.e., where the elevation is the deciding factor, does Tatra was covered wtih glaciers. Of the 21 valleys
the patterned -ground limit extend equally to the snow formed, the longest was 14 km in length. Traces of
and timber line. On a large scale the limit subsides Ice-action were discovered by ZeJsner more than 100
progressively from the ocean shoreline inland. In yr ago. Partsch, the most eminent-of the research-
like fashioN, the increase In occurrcoce in the dry era, solved the problem of the number of glacial pert.regions from the pole to the equator is Interrupted, ods and of the re.essional phases of the last (W'lrm)
In both cases, the lmlt runs contrary to the timber glaciation, In their recent works, Romer and Ralicki
and snow lines and is almost completely independent disagree that there were 2 or 3 glacial periods. The
of the moderate temperatures and the yearly anddaly author has recognized that a series of Warmlan mor-
temperature fluctuations. (Author's abstract) sines and their recessional stages are analagous to

those of Bald, Gachnltz, and Daun In the Alps. Pres-
ently, only firn fields are found in the High Tatra.
Some have Survived many years and have developed

SIP 22852 551.332.2(235.24) various morphological formations such as true gla-
ciers. The moot widespread of the periglacial phen-

gar, N. R. omena observed during the last century are Ice wedgo
INVEST: IATIONS ON A PIEDMONT DRIFT DEPOSIT ea. In the mountainous areas, frostseol forms are
IN THE .OOT-HILLS OF THE EASTERN HIMALYAS found directly on the surface. The polygonal Soils
AND ITS GLACIAL AND PERIGLACIAL SIGNIFI- of the Krkonose were described by Hbgbom In 1914.
CANCE. Biuletyn Perylgacjalny ("fldti, No. 11:211- Numerous frost-sol forms have been discovered in
228 Incl. diagrs., maps, 1962. 18 refs. recent years, especially In the area of the Tatra na-

DLC, QEI.BSS Uonal Park. (Author's abstracti modified)

The results are presented of invistlgaflon extending
40 mi from east to west and 10 to 12 ml from the Sub-
Himalayan zone (Siwaliks) in the north to the North
Bengal Plains in the south. The drift beds overlie the
northward dipping, partly denuded strata of Siwaliks
(liocene-Plelstocene), and attain a maximum verti- SIP 22854 551.33(*41)
cal thickness of 400-500 ft at the outlet of the Hlmala-
yan river Jaldhaka, which originates in the glaciated Lee, Hulbert A.
tracts of southeastern Sikiim. The thickness of the METHOD OF DEGLACIATION, AGE OF SUBMERG-
deposits decreases toward the plain. The drift-bed ENCE, AND RATE OF UPLIFT WEST AND EAST OF
surface is hummocky and shows a chain of hillocks of H N DAY, CANADA. Bluletyn Ery MaJ OF
drumlinoid form arranged in an arcuate fashion. It (Ul) No. 1239-45 nl. Iulus, graph diag-r.
appears to be of pseudomoraJne or bouldery topog- map, 1962. 20 rehs.
raphy typical of gravel fans at the base of the high DLC, QX1.BSS
Himalayas. The drift beds owe their origin to a vig-
orous glaciarluvial filling aided solifluction etc. Directions of ice movement during the maximum Stane
during the Pleistocene glaciation. They are cut by 3 o the Wisconsin (last) glaciation are deduced from
systems of terracescorresponding to3 glacial periods the transport of erratics, the positions of the outer
The extensive pseudornorainlc deposits in the foothills terminal moraines, ard from the area of greatest io-
and at the river outlets belong to the "Boulder Conglo- static readjustment. The successive positiom of the
merate" group of deposits In the Western Himalayans. Ice margins during degla lation are clarified with the
This work supports the findings and conclusions of De help of De Geer moraines below the marine limit and
Terra in the Kashmir Himalayas in 1936 and traces by another type of minor moraine In the sppra-squat-
for the first time the effect of Pleistocene glaciation IC aret. The continental Ice sheet split into 2 parts
on the lower luilia ard v" the ulacigenic character of
"Boulder Conglomerate" beds in the Eastern Himala- at the time the Hudson Bay Basin became fre C the
yas. (Author's abstract, modified)
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last lce sheet. The final positions of the ice margins and shape of moraine ridges does not correspond with
west of Hudson Bay are marked by minor moraines, the size of the adjacent glaciers. Very large mor-
ice-dammed lakes, glaciofluvial channels, and shifts aines were found beside small glaciers and vice verse.
in directmms of striae. This position of the last ice The shapes of the moraine ridges suggest that they
went of Hudson Bay has been named the "Keewatin Ice consist of ice cores covered by thin layers of mor-
divide." Geological investigations, archaeological ainic material. Seismic and electric resistivity inca-
studies, and radiocarbon dates Indicate a similarity surements proved that ice cores are present in many
of events around Hudson Bay which began at the time moraines. A mp was drawn of such features. The
the Hudson Bay Basin was freed of the continental ice soil restivity method was used to iocate frozenground
"-'t. The :-:a4ecnt 'ate of land emerg-'e hne ,,np. *hqwp, asivlace material. By digging in a
been measured by dating organic, shell, and bo, e frozen lateral mor.Urw ru , LL re sar b -,wwere ob-
materials related to strand lines. The rate of uplift taned from the buried ice. A crystallographic anal-
decreased from an initial rapid uplift of 600 cm/cen- ysis proved that the ice was formed from in situ snoS
tury to 30 to 90 cm/century. The occurrence of not from glacier ice. (Author's abstract)
slightly warmer climate than present around 3000 B. C.
Is indicated by the radiocarbon age o buried plants
which now have a more southerly distribution. (Au-
thor's abstract, modified)

SIP 22857 551.34(*57)

...... ..... . .. .Rapp, Anders
KARJKVAGGE. SOME RECORDINGS OF MASS-

SIP 22855 551.331(411) MOVEMENT'S -IN TjiE NORTHERN SCANDINAVIAN
MOUNTAINS. Bivityn PeryglacJalny (Wdi), No. 11:

Linton, David L. 287-309 incl. illu..., tables, graphs, maps, 1962. 4
GLACIAL EROSION ON SOFT-ROCK OUTCROPS IN ref 9.
CENTRAL SCOTLAND. Biuletyn PeryglacJalny DLC, QEI.B55
(16ddf), No. 11:248-257 incl. maps, 1962. 5 refs.

DLI, QEI.B55 The development htas been followed since 1952 of
slopes in the trougn valley of Karkevagge in Swedish

The landforms in this area are described which, from Lappland. The momentary mass movements (rock-
their form and situation, seem to be attributable to falls, eroding snow avalanches, mudflbws, and earth
glacial erosion. They are divided into 3 generic slides) have been recorded by direct observations, in-
groups: ice-molded valley sides (visible on the north- ventories of the frcshdebris deposited upon snow at
er and southern sides of Strath Allan), tapered inter- the end of spring or upon vegetation in summer, com-
fluves, and bridge interfluves. These features, al- parison of old and new photographs of the same slope,
though they are extensively surfaced by and (in the and measurements of the quantity of fresh rockfall de-
case of the tapered interfluves) partly built of glacial bris upon sack carpets. The more continuous pro-
drifts, are essentially solid rock residuals surviving cesses (talus creep, and solifluction) have been re-
in favored situations between powerful ice streams, corded by checking the annual position of wooden
The courses of the latter are presently followed by stakes and painted boulders. The results are given
valleys whose floors arc at abnormally low levels for from (1) a steep rock, all with a gullied talus charac-
their distance from the open North Sea. Evidence on terized by rockfalls, nrudflows and gullying, (2) a
the Grampian Highlands side suggest that the more steep slope with a small stream where snow ava-
level tops of the tapered and bridge interfluves are lanches are important for the morphology, and (3) a
surviving remnants of the floor of the pre-glacial recording of talus creep on a talus cone and solifluc-
lowland. This reconstruction permits an estimation tion on a till-eovered slope. (Author's abstract, mod.
of the magnitude of glacial erosion in the area. The tfied)
pre-glaclal main streams probably descended from,
150 m to 100 m above the present-day sea level. The
Forth and Earn valleys are wide and flat and below 30
and 50 m respectively almost to the highland bour.ary.

.. .. .. .. . . . . . . _ _ -- - S IP 22858 -.. .. .. .. --.. . .... ..55 . 34(*57)

Rudberg, Sten
A REPORT ON SOME FIELD OBSERVATIONS CON-
CERNING PERIGLACIAL GEOMORPHOLOGY AND

SIP 22856 551.332. 51(*57) MASS MOVEMENT ON SLOPES IN SWEDEN. Diule-
tyn Peryglacjalny (dd ,) No. 11:311-323 incl. illus.,

0istrem, Gunnar tables, graph, diagr., map, 1962. 29 refs.
ICE-CORED MORAINES IN THE KEBNEKAJSE AREA DLC, QEI. B55
Biuletyn Peryglacjalny (t5Wdi), No. 11:271-278 incl.
illus., graphs, diagr., maps, 1962. 13 re's. This paper is based on a review of the literature and

DLC, QEI. B55 o~n field observations. The account concerns frost
weathering, assorting processes, and down-slope

A study of air photographs from the Kebnekajse dis- movement. The observed periglacial phenomena are
trict in northern Sweden has revealed that the size grouped in 3 climatic-morphological zones. In the
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frost-shatter zon.e, frrst weatherin i- is everywhere SIP 22861 551.343.2 78.35(489)
visibir where outcrops are found. In the tundra zone,
the rt.sult Aj frost weathe ring can be observed where Svensson, Harald
suital,r outcrops oucur in the drift covered areas. SOME Of0;SERVAThWS! I" 'AEST-JU'I AND OF A
irost weathering in the forest zone occurs primarily POLYGONAL PATTERN IN THE GRO ND. Geo.

on steep slopes. Brief remarks are m.10r :- tw grafisk Tids. 62:122-124 incl. illus., 1963. 5 refs.
morpholocical ... 'ity of snow cover in the mountain% DLC, G25.Dl9
--tLE

As a result of a coMParativ ( study of ,erial photo-
graphs of the areas in Jutland where Norvang (1939
di 1942) madf observazons &' -vntin, "m crack fit-

ings, a polygonal pattern has been obs4 rved for the
first time. Generally the contours ar indistint andcannot be detected on the ground. The photographed

areas Are all situated west of the main stationary line

SIP 22859 551.34(73) of the last glaciation. -- BLE

Smith, H. T. U.
PLRIGLACIAL FROST FEATURES AND RELATED
PHENOMENA IN THE UNITED STATES. Biuletyn, SIP 22862 624. 109:62-:133(650)
Peryglacjany (Lddt), No. 11:325-342, 1962. [110J I 8ref' a.Blra~ov, Mi. I

DLC, QEI.B55 USE OF ROTARY EXCAVATORS IN WITER. (Pri-

menenJe rotornykh ekskavatorov v zlmnee vremia;
In areas within and bevond the border of the continen- Text in Russian). Moscow, Gos. nauc n,)-tekhn, izd-
ta ice sheet in thc U. S., tJe following types of pert- vo lt-ry po gornemu delu, 1962. 93 p. Incl. illus.,
glawial features have been i .und: stabilized talus, gild- tables, graphs, diagrs. 36 refs.
Ing lorks and blo-k concentrations on low to moder- Di.C TA7!5.B38
ate slopes, now mobile; boulder fields or block
streams in valley bottomis; transverse boulder benrh- Rotary excavators are used in open excavations for
es in valley bottoms; "rock cities" on the rims of up- the duration of the working season and scheduled fcrlan6s; involutions or "cryoturbations;" casts of Ice operation when minus temperatures affect the groundwedges; and other fcatures. Definite indicators of least. Meisures are described fe: irreasing depermafrost at. few and occur only within and near the operational tire In the extraction of fire clay, miningglacial boundary. In upland areas associated with of brown coal, general excavation and similar work.
alpine glaciation, various types of patterned ground, For enabling engineers and technicians to use the e-
mostly relict, are common; other features include quipment efficiently, design features, and advantages
hollows, boulder pavementsp rock streams, and rub- and disadvantages of different procedures are ex-
ble sheets. Talus, protalus ramparts, and rock glac-* planed ''n order to determine the cutting forces re-
fers are common along the sides and at the heads of quired for working thawed and frozen ground. Plan-
glaciated valleys. Relict features dating lack to aing of work ard methods of ground preparation are
colder intervals of the Pleistocene occur in many emphasized. -- VDP/FMM j
places. (Author's abstract)

i  SIP 22863 551.594.254(-772)
Herman, John R.
ON THE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF BLOWING

'P 22860 551.34(*3) SNOW. Ann. Gophys., 20(3):235-241 Incl. tables,graphs, July-Sept. 1964.-16 refs.

Tedrow, J. C.F. DLC, QC801.A64 I
MORPHOLOGICAL EVIDENCE OF FROST ACTION IN
ARCTIC SOILS, Biuletyn Perilgacjalny (I;6&), 11: Radio n-use measurements obtaned at Byrd Station
343-352 incl. illus., diagr., 1962. 27 refs. during blowing snow are used to deduce some of the

DLC, QE 1.B55 electrical properties of the Antarctic blb.-ard bymak-
Ing the assumption that each charged saOw particle

The major genetic soils (tundra, bog, arctic brown, striking the antenna gives rise to a measurable nise
and miscellameous) in the Arctic are described and pulse. The noise intensity is related to the electro-
the major kinds of frost displacement (down-slope static charge on blown snow particles, 4nd is used to
movement, frost features in tundra soils, melting of determine the average zharge magnitudo on Individual
ground ice, soils near thaw lakes, polygons, stone particles and the space charge. It is found that the
rings and stripes, and frost boils) are discussed. space charge during a particular blizzard was 5(10-10)
-- BLE coul. /m3 . Average charge per particle is on the

order of 10"1 5 coul. which is two to three orders of
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magnitude greater than that found on quietly falling or strength by dielectric absorption of the radio wave in
"squall" snowflakes. (Author's abstract) the ice. Echoes were obtained through 1400 m of ice,

with a strength up to 30 db above receiver noise level
where the mean temperature of the upper part of the
ice sheet was -24" C. Difficulty was experienced in
following a bottom echo through an ice thickness of
500 m at temperatures close to 0"C. Several other

SIP 22864 551.324. 28.551. 321.6:621.396.969(*729. 5 aspects of the experiment are discussed. -- GAD

Walford, M. E. R.
RADIO ECHO SOUNDING THROUGH AN ICE SHELF.
Nature, 2&4(4956):317-319 incl. illus., tables, graphs# SIP 2266 551.345..001.f.
map, Oct. 24, 1964. 6 refs. 281.

DLC, Q1.N2 Poltev, N. F.

In Dec. 1963, a 200 ml tractor traverse was made jpfWTL= OF A rrXTATR=oT SURVEY ,Os:-=
near Base Z (Halley Base Station) to obtain radio merzlotnoy s"emkl; Text in Russian). Moscow, Izd-
echo soundings tnrough the Brunt Ice Shelf (Cair. vo Moskovskogo Unlversiteta, 1963. 100 p. mi.
Coast). The techniques are described by Evans (see, graphs, diagrs. 29 refs.
SIP 21007) and the parameters of the apparatus are DLC, GB641.P6
listed. The rangc of a radar target was indicated by -The manual is divided into four c-'vters . Aspets - ..

-the echo de~ay-time,--with an accuracy determined of -d.
mainly by the rise time of the receiver. Range infor- of permafrost investigations. 2. C.assification of the
mation was obtained in the form of a time-interval types of seasonal freezing and thawing layers and the
displayed on a cathode-ray tube as a fraction of the processes involved, which Include temperature fluctu-
period of a crystal oscillator. The determinations ations, snow cover action, vegetation, land slopes a.nd
were affected by variatlons in the ice density and by sil factors. 3. Methods of studying the nidr-st
the slope of the bottom surface of the ice shell, thus rocks to show strata thickness, composition, structure
creating a large uncertainty in the results. There and texture. 4. Study of the formations in a perma-
are difficulties in accounting for large variations in froet survey, covering ground heaving, frost clefts,
mean echo strength from place to place on an almost thermokarstand naleds. -- VDP
uniform ice shelf. The occurence of echo groups can
be correlated with lower barometric pressures. The
radio e"ho technique has failed to indicate the ice
thickness, presumably due to an absorbing layer at SEP 22867 551. 345: 53(* 50)
least 10 m thick at the bottom of the shelf which preS
sents no sharp discontinuity in electromagnetic im- T
pedance and thus reflects no energy. The shelf hot- CytoRIh N. A.
torn beneath surface ridges, however, may be corn- TIES OF STRUCTURALLY UNSTABLE GROUND:
posed of inland ice which could account for the ob- TIES OF L AE GROUNDOserved echoes. (See also SIP 21468)--MFG PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF FRO7E'1; GROUND) (Os-

obennosti fizichesklkh svoTstv structurno - neustoT-

chivykh gruntov; fizicheskie svolstva r-ierzlvkh grun-
toy; Text in Russian). p. 90-104 incl. graphs, table.
(In: Mekhanika gruntov, Moscow, Gos. zd-vo litera-
tury po stroitel'stvu, arkdltek-ture I stroitel'nym mat-
erialam, 1963). 22 refs.

SIP 22865 551.324. 24: 551.321.6: 621.396.969( *2) DLC, TA710. T78

Bailey, .. T., S. Evans and G. de Q. Robin Seasonally frozen ground (almost all of the USSR) and
RADIO ECHO SOUNDING OF POLAR ICE SHEETS. permafrost (more than 45% of the USSR), the thick-
Nature, 204(4957):420-421 incl. illus., Oct. 31, 1964. ness of which can vary from a few meters to several
3 refs. hundred meters, is classified as unstable because a-

DLC, QI.N2 .. bove the freezing point the structure changes radical-

Srar sly, amd settling and sagging occur. Frozen groundTrials'of radar sounding equipment were made along consists of substances existing in three phases: solid
130 mi from Camp Tuto to Camp Century, Greenland, (Ice), liquid (unfrozen water) and gaseous (water v-
then to distances 40 mi south and 50 ml northwest of por). Ice is the most important element, being the
Century, and back to Tuto. The parameters included main cementing force governing the properties which
radio frequency 35 Mc s and energy pass band 14 Me/ differentiate frozen 'rom ordinary ground. Some wa-
s. A balanced-feed antenna was used supported at ter always remains liquid In frozen ground even at
least 3 m above snow surface. The receiver and con- temperatures below freezing. According to studies
trol circuits were transistorized, and a continuously made by the Institute of Permafrostology, different
moving photographic film recorded echoes displayed ground at temperatures varying from -0.3 to -30&C
on an Intensity modulated cathode ray tube. A contin- contained from 0. 5'% (in sands) to 35q (in clays) un-
uous subglacial profile was obtained by seismic shoot- frozen water. Below the freezing point the amount
ing. The limitations arise from the loss of signal of ice increases as does the strength of the ground.
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Fro?n clavs thurefore have far less strungth than With the 'yginning of winter the upper la~er of the
fro~en sandis. Mosture translow ation is mi-inly gay- groundi frvec e, and in 3;.nuary usually interlocks
erned by osmotic pressure aecuring during the cooling, with the periiialrost table. The snoiA cover suhstan-
provers and causes the formation of ice lensus and tialy decreases the dep)th of freezing. In areas of no
bands. I-c content in frozen grou-A.s can he deter, snow cover the thicklirss of seasonally fro7zen layer I
mined by propoised formulas and ith sufficient ac- from 50 to VY, greater. The depth of the seasonal
curacy bry the calortmeter. -- VDP thawAing varies between I and 2 m In a large part of

Yakutia but does not exreed 30 to 80 cm in the north-
ern tundra and tundra forest areas. It reaches 2. 5 to
4 mn in the sanoy grounds of the sout!,ern and werstern
areas of greater precipitation. The thickness of the
active layer deniends essentially on the slope exposure

SIP 22868 551. 578. 4:551.52(*531. 3) Innimuntali regions ' The depth, of the thawing is us-

Chi-trakv, G E.ually from 1. 5 to 3 ilmes less under vegetation, and
Ctfl.koi, 0.E. - at depths of 15 to 40 cm, the ground temperature is

HVIA(Utk. I LkOL(AZ1CAL CIT . 5 to 0* r r, Tr;c c c g= fit- encerease the
rumcteoroloiiheskaa Kharaktcristika; Text in Rus- tiawing depth and can lead to landsliders, formatin~ of
sian). p. 22-31 incl. tables. (In: Vodnye resursy rek lakes and other 1a~xforms. --VDP
r~kutfl, Moscnw, lid-va "Nauka, " 1954, Chap. V).

DLCI G01356.V4 3C45

Temperature of the air, prK~pitatior, water vapor
arA evaporation, wind, and fogs in Yakuttia are dis- SIP 22870 551l,326.83(*531.3)
cussed. The coldest temperature recorded (-67.6'C)
was at Ve rkhoya risk. The lotrest temperature oh- Chistrakov, G. E,
served in central Yakutla was at Churapeha (-66*C); THERMAL AND ICE REGIME (TermichesidT I ledr-yY
in western YakuNia, -t Olenek hydrometerolocical rezhim:; Tex. n Russian). p. 133-144, 170-!95 incl.
station (4-C); in the Vilyul River valley (-61*C): in fables, graphs, appendix. (In: Vodnye resursy rek
southern Yakutla not beclow -ti6C; and along the coast Vkkutii, Moscow, Izd-vo 'Nauka," 1964. Chap. XII
of L~aptev and East Siberian Seas (.-53'C). The snow and Annex Table II).
cove r for sheltered points is between 29 and 72 cm; DLC, GB135C.Y3C45
for open areas, between 24 And 51 cm; and beteen
8 and 27 cm on the isla:,ds and Wlong the sea shore. Temperatures of rivers and lakes of Yakutia from
The mean duration of the snow cover is, in the polar May to Oc'tober are tabulated and compared to air
er ;ions, 230 days; in tie south-east, 200 days; in the temr'eratures. The formation of slush, sludge and
Central part, 207 days: in the soujth, 208 days; and in shore Ice precedes by a few days the freezing of most
the hills more than 230 days. The short depth of snow of the rivers during Ltctoher. Complete freezing oc -
c-over at points situated on Islands and~ on the sea shore curs for the Lena River in the lovwer stretches in I-'
can be expqlained bry the, small amount of snowfall and October through the first half of November in the up-
frequent winds b~lowing the snow. Permanrnt snow per stretches. The thickening of the ice cover be-
cover occurs only in eastern Yaiatla in areas of mod- comes very rapid inimediately after complete freeze-
emn glat'iation. --VDP up. Howtver a maximum thickness over 200 cm can

be observed only In a few rivers. The ice tickness
depends on the air temperature and snow cover depth.
Ice break-up, which begins in the upper 3tretches of
most of the rivers, results in the formation tof large
Ice jawrs, especially In the Lena, Aldan, and Alekma

SIP 22869 551.345(*531.3) Rivers with the consequent accumulation of large ice
masses, scrmetimnes several meters high, on the niv-

Chistfitkov. G. E. er banks. Ice oreak-up occurs for the Lena River
PERMAFROST (P.:nogoiletnfala merzlota; Text In Rus- from Mfay In th- upper .itretches through the beginning
sian). p. 19-21 Incl. illus. (In: Vodnye resursy rek of June, near the estuary, complete break-.q, taking
rjojtii, Moscow, ld-vo "Nauka," 1964, Chap. IV). about 40 days. Data and formulas on the ice condi-

-LG131356.Y3C45- tin are given. -- VDP

The territory of Yacutla Is a permrafrost region 100
to 600 m In depth: In the south and vici-ity of the Lena
River, 100 to 200 m; in the tundra are' tundra forest
zones, 300 to 500 m; In the mountain zone of the north- SIP 22871 '14. 147:.534. 2:539. 411
east, 200 to 500 m; and In the central part, 200 to 500
mi. Taliks penetrate the permafrost layer partially Smith, James L.
or from top, tn bottom and in southern Yakutia occupy CRUSHING STRENGTH A'0 LONGITUDINAL WAVE
up to 5&-, of the area but are seldom found In the VELOCITY IN PROCESSED SNOW. Tech. Pept.
south-western part. Their quantity and size decrease 137. V. S. Army Cold regions Research and Engi-
in the north where they are mostly found under the neering Laboratory. lip, tric. Ulus. ,tables,bed of large rivers and deep lakes. In the tundra and graphs. Jan. 1965. 8 refs.
the tundra forest area they occur less frequently. CRREL files
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This study establishe- a relatirm between the longi- SIP 22873 551. 574. 7:621. 315. 1
tudinal wave velocity and the crushing strength of
processed snow at a common density wnd temperature, Kuroiwa. Daisuke

Sprovides information on the aging effect cc processed ICING AND SNOW ACCRETION ON ELECTRIC
snow under controlled temperatures, and shows how WIRES Res. Rept. 123, U. S. Army Cold Regions
soni mearurevnents can be taken continuously Research and Engineering Lab(,ratory, 10p. incl.
through one sample during the aging process. The illus. , graphs, diagrs. , Jan. 1965 5 refs.
study was conducted at Houghton, Michigan, on snos CRREL files
processed by the Peter snow miller and deposited in
plywood boxes 1. 5 x I. 5 x 1. 5 ft. Two sets of sam- Experimerntal data oi. icing and snow accretion on
ples were obtained (series A, initial density 0. 543 electric wires ai'4 antennas is presented. The 2ccu-
g/cm 3 ; series B, initial density 0. 510 g/cm3), each mutation of supercooled droplets on a single wire
consisting of 6 boxes ot processed snow. A constant- stretched in an air flow has been calculated as icing
.velocity moorized press was used to determine the . in the form of soft rime, hard rime, and glaze, per
,rushing strengths. The specimens were prepared unit time and unit length of wire. The difference
with a h,-. to diameter ratio A4 2. S to i, and the between calculaed valikes and observed values in
measurements were independent of the loading ratcs. Japan is discussed in terms of ice deposit, wire ten-
The longitudinal wave velocity was measured with sion, and wind velocity and presstire. Iced wire will
pezo-electric transducers in conjunction with a be cut more often by dynamic wind prescure than by
sonlscope, which provided the exciting source and the deposited ice load. The differences betv.'e'en
the timeo-!!easuring device. A relation between the icing and accretionof snow are discussed. the wire

longitudinal wave velocity and crushing strcngth at failures being att'ibuted to the heavy weight of snow
-OC was established as ac = (CI-Co),' where cc acereton This phenomenon will be less frequent in
ia the crushing strength in psi, C1 is the longitudinal polar regions than i, temipcratc r:ions bccausc the
wave veloc'ty in ftisec, and CO and a are constants, main cause of snow accretion - ex.stence of a
depending on the initial density of the test specimen. liquid-water film on the surf-ice of snow flakes - is
(Author's abstract) less prevalent. A Eimple experiment for anti-icing

an electric wire by means of electrical heating is
briefly descrbed. (Au.thor's abstract)

SIP 22874 551. 34(73)

Black, Robert F.
SIP 228', 531. 3954-16:534. I PERIGLACIAL STUDIES IN THE UNITED STATES

1959-1963. Biuletyn Peryglacjalny (LMlz). No. 14:
Lee, T.M. 5-29, 1964. 157-refs.
DILATATION CONSTANTS AND COMPLEX RATIO DLC, QEI. B5
FROM FORCED VIBRATION OF A FREE VISCO-
ELASTIC SPHERE. Res. Rept. 147, U. S Army Terminology of periglaciil phenomena has been ig-
Cold Regions Research and Engieering Laboratory, nored, and few studies specifically concern the
Op. Incl. tables, graphs, Jan. 1965. 3 refs. solution of periglacial problems. Nonetheless,
CR=L fileM voluminous literature is available on cold-climate

chemical and physical weathering, soils, frost
The technique of forced vibration has been applied to action, pcrmafrost. and mass-wasting processes.
the study of the properties of viscoelastic materials. Present rates of erositon .nd movement of material
It was found, through the analysis of a free sphere by frost and gravity in cold rlin;.ates are being
with a harnionic oscillating internal source, that the studied quantitatively at an increas.ng tempo, and
vibration amplitude ratio of two measuring points is similar techniques are being used to check on pre-
as ,ociattd with the compleA dilatational constants sent rates of soil movement in former periglacial
Ad the complex ratio of te material, a quantity areas. Indirect evidence of former periglacial ero-
directly related to Poisson's ratia From the cri- slon comes from the study of asymmetrical valleys,
terion of maximum amplitude ratio (L e., by adjust- stone lines; general mcrphometry, etc. Detatlid
ing the frequency of the source until the amplitude comprehensive laboratory azd field investigatione
ratio reaches maximum), these properties can be into frost processes are underway. Active perigla-
expressed in terms o the amplitude ratios and their cial phenomena include all those phenomena charac-
frequencies. For the convenience of laboratory test- teristic today of very cold climates, whether wet or
ing, two particular amplitude ratios, in conjuncti in dry, but excluding glaciers. The inactive perigla-
with their frequencies, have been employed for this elal phenomena most studied include sorted and non-
purpose. Simple expressions are given, relating the sorted patterned ground, especially ice-wedge casts,
properties of the test material to quantities meas- sorted polygons, congeliturbation, and solifluction
urable in the laboratory, namely, the maximum phenomena. Numerous papers provide data on pert-
amplitude ratios and their corresponding frequencies. glacial paleoclimates of local areas or regions.
(See also SIP 21837 and 21849) (Author's abstract) (Author's abstract)
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,lP 22875 551. 34:016('41) and block fields, thufurs, garland soils, etc. )
Emphasis is also placed on periglacial phenomena n

Cook. Frank A. denudation areas (mountain regions). cirques and the
PERIGLAC7I.aL RESEARCH IN CANADA: 1954-63. nivation remodelling of valley heads. karst areas.
A SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY. Biuletyn the straligraphical evaluation of cryogelogical struc-
Peryglacjalny (LmlIW), No. 14:31-40, 1ip4. Cures, and neriglacial svdimnents. -- BLE

DLC, QE 1. B55

This bibliography eonsists of 122 entries and Is
dividd into the following sections: general, re-
gional studies, references on individual forms, cli-
mate and frost cycles, pingos and ground ice. string
bs,. and mapping. Important papers in the general
sectilin include reviews of periglaclal research in
Canada. an English-Fremnh vocabulary, a..d a dfini- SIP 22878 551. 34(410)
tlion of the word "poriglaciaire" with a discussion of
its origin and derivatives. It is pointed out that con- Waters, Ronald S.
siderable literature has developed on 'he various GREAT BRITAIN. Biuletyn Peryvglacjalny (Ld-).
problems created by permafrost, and that muskeg is No. 14:109-110, 1964. 20 refs.
intimately associated with permafrost conditions DLC. QE1. B55
under a periglacia climate and probaby can be con-
sidered a periglaclal feature. -- BLE This is a brief summary of periglacial investigations

concerning the effects ot cryergic processes on the
landscape of Great Britail. Attentiim is focussed on
the wide distribution of relict periglacial phenomena.
solifluction spreads, the effect of current frost

SIP 22876 551. 34:016(*548) action on sorted stripes and low angle screes. alti-
planation terraces, the former existence of perma-

Rapp. A. and S. Rudberg frost, and conditions for pattern-d ground. -- BLE
STUDIES ON PERIGLACIAL PHENOMENA IN
SCANDINAVIA. Biuletyn Peryglacjany (LWdi). N:m.
14:75-89 incl. illus. . table, map, 1964. 94 refs

DLC. QEI. 855

The paper ,s a reprt on and a bibliography of pert-
glacial j-dies by Scandinavian authors. The bib-
liography includes several 'stenciled reports on in-
ventorics of periglacial phenomena which were made SIP 22879 551.24:001.4:440

by students in Gi'iteborg And Uppsala. Comments ar t amelin. LrrJis-Edoond
given c;:ncerning certain parts of the bibliography. THE FAMILY OF THE WORD PEPIGLAC1AL.
e.g. . the distribution of patterned ground (forms chele u mF iHE ExtAi '"
to seasonal frost and permafrost forms). actual (L3 famillo du m(A "ieriglaciaire"; Text in French)
frost shattering of ruelcwalls. mapping of small- Bhiletyn Peryglacjalnv (L66), No. 14:133-152, 1904.

scale periglacial phenomena in selected areas. de- 23 refs.
tailed investiga:ions of selected forms and altitudina DLC, QEI.B55
zones, measurements of actual solifluction move-
ments, and studies on Axel Heiberg Island. Canada. A section has been studied of the total periglacial
(Authors' abstract, modified) vocabulary by examining the word "periglacial. " In

spite of know'n inc-mveniences. the use of the term is
recommended: in fact it is generic whereas the re-
lated roots or words(cryo, geli, nivo, glace, sol, and
polygone) only express the particular process or

SIP 22877 551. 34(437) aspect. Unfortunately. the family of the wVord "peri-
glacial" has never oeen systematically developea.

St-kvr. Josef Two zonceptions of the term exist: (1) The teaching
O- THE PERIGLACIAL LNVESTIGATION IN of periglaciology which, utilizing varijus sciences
C.,ECHOSIOVAKIA (1955-63). Biuletyn Peryglacalny (climatology, glaciolngy. c-yologv, engineering." Hdi). No,. 14:'9-108. 1964. 87"/es. geography, geomorpholog_. hydrology, and pedology)

conveys a better understanding of cold legions. (2)
DLC. QEI. B55 Periglaciation is also the object of research which

considers the composition of landscapes and their
A survey is prncsented of the .nvestgattons nd origin, area, and age. During the last 50 yr. the
literature concerningz periglarc:.d pnienomen'i in sgliac ftetr prgaitoV a vle

Czechoslovakia from 1955 to 1q63. Most of the significance of the term "periglaeiation" has evolved

papers deal with new establishments of cryopedologi- with complex modfica ions. Dervation. compos-

cal forms In various regions and in different rock tion, suffixes, prefixes, and definitions are pre-

types (e. g. , new occurrences of ice wedges, soll- sented for various compound and related terms

fluction and involution strucu'xes, blhvk streams (Author's abstract, mitfim-d)
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SIP 22880 - 551.34(437) SIP 22882 551. 34(439. 1)

Czudek, Tadels Picsl, Mirton
PERIGLACIAL SLOPE DEVELCPMENT IN THE CHRONOLOGICAL PROBLEMS OF THE PATTERNED
AREA OF THE BOHEN MASSIF IN NORTHERN SOILS OF HUNGARY. Biuletyn Peryglacjalny (Ld),
MORAVIA Biuletyn P.ryglacjalny (Lddi), No. 14: No. 14:279-293,incl. diagro. , 1984. 20 refs.
169-193 ncl. illus. , g aphs, 1964. DLC. QE1. BS5

DLC, QE1. B55
Research in pat.:!rn*d soils to ,iscussed which has

The results are given research on slope develop- established a chronological succession of the cryotur-
ment under Pleistocene periglacial conditions in the batlon phenomena in Hungary. Cryoturbation phe-
Hrub and Nfzky Jesen Mountains. A summary of nomena (e. g., ice wedges, solifluction, polygons.
the general geologic geomorphic characteristics etc. ) ire described which were formed during Late
is followed by a descri ion of the frost riven cliffs, Warm time, Early and Middle Warm time, the Riss
tors, altiplanation terr les, block fields, talus, Glaciation, and the Lower Pleistocene and earlier.
periglacial rrocesses gentle %!opes, and the The chronology of plain and slope terraces in
asymmetry of valley s s and dells. The perigla- Hungary is outlined. -- BLE
clal geomorphic proces s are reflected by their
strong modelling on the slopes of the areas studied

| Which led to the rise of the present slope forms.
These forms vary from place to place depending on
local geologic and geomorphic conditions. (Author's SIP 22883 551. 34(235. 2)
abstract, modified)

Selcyra, Josef
CRYOGEOLOGICAL PHENOMENA IN THE NORTH
PAMIR (CENTRAL TRANS-ALAI). Bluletyn
Peryglacjalny (U60), No. 14:311-319 incl.. illus.,
1964. 13 refs.

DLC, QE. B55

The results are'presented of cryogeological investi-
gations conducted Aug. -Sept. 1961. In addition to
the orientation investigations at the northern pied-
mont of the Tien-Shan, in the Fergann basin, and in

SIP 22881 551. 34:551. 583. 7(492) the Pamiro-Alal, the central parts of the high moun-
tain Ahi depression and the Trans-Alai (Achik-Tash

Maarleveld, G. C. area) were investigated in greater detail. The main
PERIGLACIAL PHENOMENA INTHE NETHERLANDSDURING DIFFERENT P, I kTS OF THE WUlRM TIME. phases of the mourtain or Piedmont glaciation were
DRN DIFFERENT Pn T) o. THE251R56TiMEl. determined according to the formation of cirques and
Biuletyn Peryglcany (t'Ld), No. 14:251-256 cIn troughs- the altitude of the snow line (4520 m above
graphp, p 1964. 12 f. sea level) was determined; the relative values for the

DLC, ;El. B55 depressions of the fossil snow line were computed;
and basic daa on glacier tongues were obtained.

Evidence of periglacial phenomena during W~rm time Forms observed for the first time in the Pamir area
are widespread and occur in numerous deposits, include microwedge forms, thufurs, fossil macro-
Sands of Early Wurm age have been described which polygons and solifluctlon structures, glaciosolifluc-
occur in the Amersfoort'tunnel pit. A soil profile tion in the ablation part of glaciers, and various
was formed In its upper part during Br'rup time. forms of gelivation close to and above the snow line
The layer contains clearly developed frost wedges where a normal disintegration by hyaline ground ice
which were formed subsequent to Br~c.up time. The no longer takes place. -- BLE
Lower Wilrm loess is overlain by a layer with distinct
traces of solifluction and contains very clearly de-
veloped frost wedges. Forms showing some re-
semblance to frost wedgis also frequently occur in
Late Dryas deposits. These pseudo frost wedges SIP 22884 . .... 551. 34(*548)
differ in that no pressure deformations are found,
there is no buckling of the layers, and the wedge Senssrn, Harald
shape is indistinct. It is concluded that the Wurm AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS FOR TRACING AND INVES-
included at least two per ods of considerable frost- TIGATING FOSSIL TUNDRA GROUND IN SCANDI-
wedge formation. The first period is younger than NAVIA. Biuletyn Peryglacjalny (Ld1), No. 14:321-
the Brerup interstadial. ind the second period post- 325 incl. ilus. , 196k 18 refs.
dates the Paudorf inter~t idial. The climate was 325 i. s55
probably very cold during thcse periods and there DLC, QEl. B55
was possibly a thin snow cap. Wind-faceted stones Evidence of relict and present periglacial phenomena
are encountered below the eo!ian sandy deposits andtheir wide-spread occurrencne fits the pattern of the in northern and southern Scandinavia Is summarized,

tbased on the interpretation of aerial photographs and
then prevailing continent4l climate. -- BLE subsequent ground inspection. Large scale ice-
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wedge polygon patterns l.ave been identified in SIP 22887 551. 57& 42(79)
vegetated areas Ps well as In raised shore terracei,
raised beaches. mount.tin slopes, and gravel pits. Barton, Manes and Roy E. Malsor, Jr.
The advantages, interpretati-, ad limitations of SUMMARY OF SNOW SURVEY MEASUREMENTSaetial photographs used for this purpose are dii- FOR NEVADA AND PERTINENT MEASUREMENTS
cussed. It is pointed out that with the assistance of IN CALIFORNIA AND OREGON. U. S. Soil Conser-
aerial photographs, it Is possible not only to kentdy, vation Service, Reno, Nev., 150p. incl. illus.
but also to map'the extent of the polygon ground tables, map.
although the direct source of the pattern no longer DLC, GB2425 N4A53
appears on the surface. -- BLE

This sumrmaary of data from watersheds from 1910-
1961 supersedes all previous Nevada summaries.
The snow course data summary sheets were pre- I
pared by electronic data processing methods at the
University of Nevada. The history of Nevada snowSIP 22885 551. 34(035) surveys is discussed, snow survey terms are de-
fined, and a method of conducting a snow survey is

Thorarinssn. Sigurdur " outlined. The Nevada snow courses are indexed and
ADDITIONAL NOTES ON PATTERN GROUND IN mapped as well as the discontinued snow courses.
ICELA," WITH A PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO Snow survey summaries of other basins and states
ICE-WEDGE POLYGONS Biuletyn Peryglacjalny are listed. -- BLE
(Lii). No. 14:327-336 Inel. illus. , dlagrs. , map,
1964. 13 refs.

DLC. QEI. 955

The main types of polygons in Iceland are briefly de- SIP 22888 656. 7(091)('2)
scribed and their distribution is outlined. Ice-wedge
polygons (tundra polygons) were recently discovered Grierson, John
in the interior of the country. They occur both in CHALLENGE TO THE POLES; HIGHLIGHTS OF
subsoil (glacial and fluvial sediments) and in the ARCTIC AND ANTARCTIC AVIATION. Hamden,
loessial humus soil cover. The lower limit of the Conn , Archon Books, 1964, 695p. incL illus.,
loessial soil polygons is about 300 m lower than the maps, appendixes.
limit of those formed in the subsoil. At least for DLC, TL532. G7
some types of ice-wedge polygons the climatic condi-
tions necessary for their formatio are probably not This is a complete record of the many outstanding
as severe as hitherto assumed. (Author's abstract) feats of daring and endurance which constitute the

history of Arctic and Antarctic aviation. The history
is presented chronologically in 21 chapters from 1896,
when Andrie attempted to reach the North Pole by
balloon, to 1954 when a regular air service across

SIP 22886 551. 34(410) the Arctic was opened by the Scandinavian Airlines
System. A summary of flights and air expeditions to

Williams. R. B. G. the Arctic and Antarcfic during tlose years is pre-
FOSSIL PATTERNED GROUND IN EASTERN ENG- sented in an appendix. Notable Antar-tis- flights in-
LAND. Biuletyn Peryglacjalny (Lddf ) No. 14:327- elude those of Wilkin (who made the first Antarctic
349 incl. illus. , diagr. , map. 1964. 13 refs. flight, in 1928), Byrd, Christensen, Nawson, and

DLC. QEI. 855 Ellsworth, In addition, contributions to Antarcticaviation were made by the Rome expedition. ANARE.

Fossil polygons and stripes of a distinctive type are and the Norwegian-Swedish-British expedition. Avia-
found widely in eastern England. They are notable tion's future in the Arctic and Antarctic is promising,
for their large size, and for the striking rendering with prospects of the polar routes becoming regular
by present vegetation. Representative sections were pathways in commercial flights. Numerous photo-
dug to expose the underground structures. Polygons graphs and maps wpplement the text. -- JFS
are composed of superficial cov.'r materials (aeolian
sands or solifluction debris) lying in flat-bottomed
troughs formed in chalky materials. Stripes are very
similar. The origins of t:ip structures are discussed.
The forms are found to be essentially different from SIP 22889 551. 332. 56(*429)
stone polygons, etc., and cannot be matched with any
present Arctic patterns. Some 500 localities are Mathews, W. H.
known and all are restricted to chalky materials and TWO SELF-DUMPING ICE-DAMMED LAKES IN
the eastern half of the country. Possible reasons for BRITISH COLUMBIA. Geographical Rev. 55(1) 40-
this are suggested A general Last Glaciation age 52 incL. diagr., maps, Jan. 1965. 4 refs.
f., the patterns is indicated. Some, however, may DLC, GI. G35
have survived the Gipping (Saale) retreat. (Author's
abstract' The characteristics and performance are outliied of

Strohn Lake and Summit Lake, near the town of
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Stewart, which recently became sclf-dumping. SIP 22891 551. 322:548. 51:551. 576
Strohn Lake, at the head of the Bear River valley,
is ponded on the west by Bear River Glacier and has Chao, Pal-lin
normally spilled eastward across Bear River Pass THE MECHANISM OF ICE-FORMING NUCLEI AND
into Strohn Creek. Summit Lake lies at the head of ARTIFICIAL SUPER-COOLED CLOUD AND FOG.the valley occupied by the Salmon River and the (Ch'eng ping ho tso Yong chi chih chi jen kung ying
lower, southward-flowing part of Salmon Glacier. hsiang Iwo leng wu; Text in Chinese). K'o hsueh
This lake spills northward across a roc-y sill into t'ung pao (Science Bulletin), No. 6:495-500, June
the upper Bowser River. Ice melting, subsequent 1964. 17 refs. (Eng. transl.: Office of Tech.
flooding, and meteorological conditions in the area Services, U. S. Dept. of Commerce, Wash., D. C.,
are discussed with special emphasis on the mechan- JPRS 26, 193, Tech. Tranul. 64-41452, p. 26-36,
ice orelease.__ BLE. .... -.--- Aug. 28, l964).

DLC, Orientalia Div.

This report discusses problems of the formation
mechanism of ice crystals. Included in the discus-
sion arc the crystallization process of supercooled
fog whiteout nuclei; the eflect on crystallization tem-
perature of ice-forming nuclei in natural or artifi-cially supercooled fog; catalysts with which the tem- .... .....
perature of ice formation in supercooled fog can be
increased; and laboratory and natural observations
oi ice-forming nuclei. -- BLE

SIP 22192 550. 312:528. 414('7)
SIP 22890 551. 324:551. 33(049)

Pratt, J. G. D.
Miller, Maynard M. A GRAVITY TRAVERSE OF ANTARCTICA. Trans-
TAKU GLACIER EVALUATION STUDY. Conducted Antarctic Expedition 1955-1958, ScL Rept. No. 2,
for the State of Alaska, Dept. of Highways in coop- 22p. in tables, graphs, diagr., map, 1960,
eration with the U. S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau DLC, QI1. T7, No. 2
oi Public Roads, [3221. incl. illus., tables, graphs,
diagrs., maps, appendixes A-M, Ja. 1963. [187] This repo discusses (1) the instrument (Worden
refs. gravimeter No. 14) used, the testing program, and

DLC, GB2427. T3M5 drift observations, (2) the journey across the conti-nent (the gravity base stations) and drift measure-
Comprehensive evaluation of the Taku Glacier Sys- ments made during the journey, and (3) attempts to
tem recognizes four main glacier types: polar, sub- read the gravimetcr on floating ice in the Weddell
polar, sub-temperate, and temperate. The various Sea, on ice shelves, and on Ross Island to determine
sections are entitled Survey of Alaskan coastal gla- the extent of ice motion. Until reliable heights above
ciers; The regional pattern and its comparison with sea level are avail ble, no interpretation of the data
other areas; Relationship to the Little Ice Age and can be made, and i y very provisional values can be
comparison with other maritime areas; Radiocarbon calculated. -- 1L3
dating of earlier fluctuations in the Christian era;
The Taku Glacier System. background information

and previous data; Bedrock geology and regional
structure of the Taku Valley and adjo;ning highlands;
Geomorphological factors in the Taku District; and SEP 22893 551. 321.62:528. 414("

- Regime of the Juneau kefield.The appendixes in- -. ...
clude: Definitions and comments on terms used; com- Pratt, J. G. D.
parative precipitation data in S. Coastal Alaska, S. We SEISMIC SOUNDINGS ACROSS ANTARC'ICA. Trans-
Yukon Territory and northern British Columbia (1950- Antarctic Expedition 1955-1958, Sdl Rept. No, 3,
1961); Prominent intrusive and metamorphic rock 69p. incl. tables, graphs, diagrs., map, appendixes
types on nunataks of the Taku Glacier Systems; Types 1-111, 1960.
of glaciation and chronology during the Wlsconsinan DLC, Q115. T7, No. 3
according to the elevation of old cirques and related
stratigraphy; Elevations and ice depths at seismic The four parts of this report give comprehensive in-
stations on Taku Glacier; Corrections for reduction formation on the seismic equipment and field tech-
of Taku Glacier gravity data to comparable sea-level niques, reflection shooting on the Antarctic ice cap,
values; Elevation and ice thickness measurements refraction shooting at Southice, and ice-shelf shoot-
from gravity surveys; Positions of the late summer ing at Shackleton, respectively. Heights above sea
n~v6 line on certain glaciers in the Taku district; and level are not included and until these final values are
Firn budget data an lower Taku n~v4. -- BLE obtained, interim data should not be published. Manyexplanations and definitions have been collected in
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I* J appendixes, a "Glossary" of technical terms and SIP 2296 536. 24:551. 52:551. 55(47)
a list of the metric 'Units" enplblyd. Appendix III
presents tue "RAy Tracing Re ul'.." -- BLE Vinje, Torgny E.

THE COOLING POWER IN ANTARCTICA. Norsk
Polarinsltutt, Arbok 1961, p. 7-22 incl. tables.
graphs, diagr.. map, 1962. 18 refs.

DLC, G575. 078

The cooling power at Norway Statinn was measured
SIP 22894 551. 464. 7(0826) with kala-thermometers (Katas) for air temperatures ,

(Ta) between +1 and -41*C, and for wind speeds v)
Pratt. J. G. D. at the 10-m level up to 27 m/sec. The linear pr.-
TIDES AT SHACKLETON. WEDDELL SEA. Trans- portionality of the cooling power (H) to (36. 5 - Ta),
Ant.arctic Expedition 1955-1958. ScL Rept. No. 4, for a constant wind speed, is shown to hold within
123Jpi. Inil. illus. . tables, graphs, diagra. , 1960. this temperature interval for a wind speed less than

DLC. Q115, T7. No. 4 about 12 m/sec. Four Katas were.used, each giving
different values of the cooling power for equal

The three p.irts of the report discuss (1) the field meteorological conditions. The maximum deviation
work includin the aipparatus. observations required, was about * 20% The differences are probably due
.i. a st. mutical sumniary of the results; (2) the to calibration errors, subjective errors, and dissim-
preparation of the observations: and (3) harmonic ilarities in bulb shape. Based on two of the Katas,
analysis (% hich includes the Admiralty and the least Kaa-formulas for Antarctica and Europe are simi-
squares methods). The sea-tide observations were lar, despite the dissimilar climates of the two areas.
made at the head 4A the Weddell Sea by reading a The Kata-formula Is H (a + bvm)O, where a. b. and
grarimeter on the freely floating ice shelf. All the m are constants and 0 (36. 5 - Ta). Lehmann found
usual methods were unworkable because there was no that m decreases with increasing vertical stability
fixed marker within reach. The nearest visible land In the air: iass. The Norway Station studies gave m
was a nunavak in the direction of Vahsel Bay, 25 ml = 0. 42, which Is lower than any of Lehmann's values;
iway. A gravLnieter was used to make the tidal due probably to the relatively high vertical stability
measurements. The results fall into two distinct in Antarctica. Little or no effect was noticed of the
parts which are given separate consideration: the short-wave radiation on cooling power when the latter
real tidp and -spurious tides." -- BLE exceeded 40 meal/cm 2 / sec. so the formulas should

give an expression of the coolin - feet of the air and
long-wave radiation only. Montny and annual means
of the cooling power were calculated for most Ant-
arctic stations and some stations In Europe. At
H1<25, sunbathing is possible In midsummer; at
H <65, there is risk of freezing of exposed human

SIP 22895 551. 324t 84:546.621. 02. 26(*38) skin; at H>110, there is risk of quick freezing of ex-
posed human skin. (Author's abstract, modified)

Fireman. Edward L and Chester C. Langway, Jr.
QEAPCH FOR ALUMINUM-26 IN DUST FROM THE
GREENLAND ICE SHEET. Geochim. Cosmochim.
Arta. 29(l):21-27 incL table, graphs, diagr. . Jan.
:965. 160 ;efs.

DLC, QE351 G425

Large volumes of water from the Camp Century,
Greenland. water supply system were filtered in an SEP 22897 1L 324. 24:531. 73(7)
attempt to u(Aa'n dust samples from glacier ice about
250 yr old. About 20.000 1 passed through 0. 45-g Liest~l. Olav
retention paper with a 2. 5-ft surface area, and about THE VOLUME OF ICE IN ANTARCTICA. Norsk
200.000 1 pased through 3-;A retention paper. Less Polarinst., Arbok 1961, p. 164-165. inct graph,
than 4 x 10- 7 dpmA' of A-26 was found in the 3-0 1962.
collections. and less than 3 x 10- 6 dpm/I in the 0. 45- DLC., G575. 078
sscollection These limits are significant for deter-
minations odthe exposure age, the chemical compo- Figures are given on the ice volume of Antarctica
sition, and the accretion rate of extraterrestrial dust. (20. 2 x 106 kim3 ), total area of the continent (13. 82 x
For an accretion rate for the earth of a mill~on tons 106 ki2), area of ice shelves (1. 31 x f06 kniz).
per year of slicates, the limit of 4 a 10 . 7 dpmin areas uncovered by ice (0. 20 x 106 kmn2 ). mean
corresponds to an exposure age of 4000 yr. Al- height of the continent (2040 in). and mean thickness
though the filter collections do not contain AI-26, of ice (1455 m). Disregarding isostatic movements
they do contain radioactivities The principal one Is following melting of Antarctic ice. the rise in sea
TI-208. a Th decay product attribuj d to terrestrial level would be about 42 m. If all the earth's ice were
material in the collection. There is also a small to melt, the sea-level rise would be abot 50 m.
positron activity, which disappeared with the purifl- JFS
cation of Al. (Authorn' abstract, modified)
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SIP 22898 551. 326. 85(439. 1) SIP 22900 551. 3'(*50)

Eutz, B0la M-)skvitin, A. I
RESEARCH STUDIES ON THE ICE OF LAKE THE PROBABLE AGE OF THE FIRST GLACIATION
BALATON. (Tanulminyok a Balaton Jeg'nek PERIOD Oa THE RUSSIAN PLAIN. (Veroiatnyl
megismeribilez; Text in Hungarian with English, vozrast pervogo oledenentlr Rusakol ravniny; Text in
French, German, and Hungarian abstracts). Vfzugyi Russian). Biulleten' Mookovskgo Obshchesiva
K~zlemenyek, No. 2:269-283, 51, mcl. illus., 1964. Ispytatelel Prirody. Oldel Geologicheskil, 32(2):3-
13 ref. 13 incl. illus., diagrs., March-April 1957. 48 refs.

DLC, GB726 HSV53 (Eng. tranal.: Israel Program for Scientific Trans-
lations, p. 152-165, Jerusalem, 1964. Office of

This study describes obervaiuns made during the Tech. Services, Dept. of Commerce, Wash 25,
past 16 yr of the winter ice cover on Lake Balaton D. C., OTS 63-11134/1-3, 1964).
(Hungary). A comprehensive picture is presented of DLC. Q60. Mg
ice formation and melting, and of the origin and
shape of cracks in the ice cover. A series of photo- Fact are cited which prove the existence of a gla-
graphs show the influences of the freezing process cial climate during the Akchagyl, which are based or
and the wind on the various ice formatitnis, the ori- the analysis of pollen from dark conifers in the
gin of gas inclusions in ice etc., and the melting pro- Volga River area and the Caspian Sea area, and of
tess. The last part of the paper discusses the cryoturbation in sediments. The Akchagyl stage can
noises which accompany the formation of cracks, be related to the Mediterranean Calabrian and to the
which are interesting on this lake. (Author's Amstelian stage in Holland. Evidence suggests that
abstract, modified) the first glaciation period on the Russian Plain

occurred during the Akchagyl stage. Evidence also
exists concerning the age of these glacial deposits
(moraine consolidation and its erosion). The lower-
ing of the base of the Pleistocene to below the
Akchagyl stage Is proposed. (Author's abstract,
modified)

SIP 22899 551. 326. 33:624. 145. 8(439. 1)

Kiroyi, Zoltin SP 22901 551. .3(*50)
ICE CONDITIONS ON THE DANUBE RIVER, 1962-63.
(A duna 1962,63. 6vi jtgviszonyai; Text in Hungarian Katn, N. S. V. Kata and L N. Salov
with English. German and Rissian abstracts). THE RISS-WbRM (MIKULINO) INTERGLACIAL
V[zdgyi K&Iemtnyek. No. 3:287-300. 56, incL SEDIMENTS NEAR RYASNA VILLAGE, PONIZOV'E
tables, graphs, map, 1963 DISTRICT, SMOLENSK REGION. (Riss-viurmskie

DLC, GB726. HSV53 (mikulinskie) mezhlednikovye otlozhenif i u d. Rfsna,
Ponizovskogo ralona, Smolenskoi obl. ; Text in Rus-

The ice cover developed in the third and most severe sian). Blulleten' Moskovskogo Obshchestva
frost period (Jan. 9 to Feb. 2). Daily mean tem- Ispytatelel Prirody, Odel Geologicheskil, 32(2):15-
peratures, temperature deficiencies, and the forma- 23 incl. tables, diagr. , March-April 1957. -11 refs.
tion of drift and solid ice are illustrated. Solid ice (Eng. transl. : Israel Program for Scientific Trans-

-- _--.-------developed during the second frost period (Dec. 20-30, l_ations, p. 166-176, Jerusalem, 1964. Office of
1962) downstream from the Hungarian-Yugoslavian Tech. Services, Dept. of Commerce, Wash. 25,
border at Apatin, where the ensuing ice jams were D. C. , OTS 63-11134/1-3, 1964).
blasted to form a 50-m wide channel. The solid ice DLC, Q60. M8
cover which developed t the rate of 43 km/day justi-
fied preparations for an ice-carrying spring flood. A detailed description is given of the Riss-Wurm
From the smooth departure of the ice cover under stage. In addition, the southern boundary of the
the prevailing favorable meteorological conditions, Wurm (Kalinin) Glaciation in the Smolensk area is
it is concluded that the river training preparations discussed. Pollen distribution diagrams are given
resulted in considerable improvement but more and the development phases of forests are discussed.
channel regulation is needed The new Hungarian ice In the list of macrofossils, several thermophilic
breaker fleet successfully prevented the development species are mentioned, of which Dalichium spatha-
of many ice jams and accelerated the breakup of ceum is of special interest and is the index fossil of
others. (Author's abstract, modified) t-Mikulino glaciation period. (Authors' abstract)
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SIP 22902 551.33(-58) determined by repeated welghings. Daily snow-evap-
oration reductions were sizeable (13-9QI). Hexadoca-

Sollid, Johan Ludvig nol can be used to enhance the survival of planted
DEGLACIATION AT THE PRESENT MAIN WATER seedlings at adverse sites and possibly to suppress
DIVIDE BETWEEN HJERKINN AND KVIKNESSKOGEti general water loss from snow. -- BLE
SOUTH NORWAY. (lbavsmeltingsforlopet langs hoved-
vasskillet mellom Hjerkinn og Kvikneskogeii: Text inNorwegian with English summary). Norak Geografisk
Tids. 19(1-2):51-76 incl. illus., maps, 1963-1964.
41 refs. I

DLC, GI.N6 SIP 22904 551.33(*440)

This preliminary report gives some general trends Ives, J. D.
of the deglaciation of a central part of Southern Nor- DEGLACIATION AND LAND EMERGENCE IN NORTH-
way. The ventral and distal types of deglacation EASTERN FOXE lAnIN, N.W.T. Geographical Bull.
were studied at the main water divide. In the western No. 21:54-65 incl. maps, May 1964. 15 refs.
part in the Fokstumyr-Hjerknn areas the northwest- DLCV FIOO.G4
ern ice movement from the broad zone of the elongated
Central -Scandinavian culmination of the inland ice Between Longstaff Bluff and Steensby Inlet, western
surface has been succeeded by a northeastern move- Bafflin Island, late-glacial marine submergeace does
ment frorm a local and late center of glaciation in not exceed 345 ft and decreases northward to 315 ft in
Western Jotunheimen. The latest direction ox ice Steensby Inlet. Five collections of marine molluscs
movement in the eastern part of the investigated area between 290 and 30 ft above sea level yielded radio-
is northwest toward the main water divide. The ice carbon ages ranging from 6725 * 250 yr to 2050 * 170
in this area was stagnant during the reconstructable yr. These ages allow the construction of an uplift
part of the deglaciation. This suggests that Western curve similar to others from different parts of Can-
Jotunheimen was a distinct center of ice accumulation ada and Greenland. The 290-ft sample occurred close
at the end of the last glacial stage, while the fi-n line to the marine limit; its age (6725 * 250 yr) Is a good
of central Southern Norway was too elevated for the approximation for that of maximum marine submer-
ice to be nouri3hed. The Driva valley was blocked gence, which is recent compared with that found in
from the main deglaciation drainage which followed other parts of Canada. Geomorphologlcal investiga-
more eastern outlets across the present water divide. tions revealed glacial outwash associated with mor-
Valley glaciers developed on the distal side of the alnic arcs, which are graded to va'lous levels below
present water divide during late stages of the deglaci- the marine limit. That the evidence of submergence
ation. In the northern part, the ice surface sloped in coastal valleys and inlets Is often restricted to
westwaro both at the proximal and the distal side of levels below 200 It implies the presence of late-gla-
the present water divide. This can be related to the cial, and possibly "postglacial," glacier ice. Baffin
north-soith-trending culmination of the ice surface Island inland ice, therefore, penetrated a high-level
east of the Swedish border. Younger Dryas end mor- Foxe Basin more recently, perhaps much more so,
aines are present in Sunndalen 17 krn inland from the than 6725 yr ago. At least 30 ft of land uplift has
head of the fjord. (Author's abstract, modified) occurred in the last 2000 yr and the uplift is probably

taking place today. (Author's abstract)

i
SIP 22903 551.573:551. 578. 46:551.579.5(237. 1) SIP 22905 551. 501.551.524.36:551. 32

Anderson, Henry W. and others Arnold, K. C. and D. K. MacKay
EVAPORATIVE LOSS FROM SOIL, NATIVE VEGE- DIFFERENT METHODS OF CALCULATING MEAN
TATION, AND SNOW AS AFFECTED BY HEXADEC- DAfLY TEMPERATURES, THEIR EFFECTS ON DE-
ANOL. General Assembly of Berkeley [Aug. 19-311, GREE-DAY TOTALS IN THE'HIGH ARCTIC AND
Internatl. Assoc. Scient. Hydrol., Committee for THEIR SIGNIFICANCE TO GLACIOLOGY. Geograph-
Evaporation, No, 62:7-12 incl. tables, 1963. 4 refs. tcal Bull. No. 21:12-1&9 incl. tables, graph&, May

DLC, GPRR 1964. 3 refs.
DLC, FI001.G4

The results are reported of a study made during 1961-
62 of the effect of hexadecanol on summer soil mois- The number of melting degree as is a meful mess-
ture losses and evaporation from a snow cover during ure of tle intensity of an ablation season, and the con-
w lder at high elevations in central Sierra Nevada. cept may be used In relating long-term temperature

'Only in a bulldozed brush field with heavy applications records to observed historical fluctuations of glaciers
of hexa-lecanol under snow did significant reductions Based on data collected under marginal freezing and
in evapotranspiration occur in natural stands. To thawing conditions, the disparities are examined which
test tha effects of hexadecanol on snow evaporation, are caused by different methods of calculating mean
hexadecanol was applied as an emulsion to snow sur- daily temperatures. It is concluded that In glaclo-
faces In small plastic pans, and evaporation was logical studies, a more careful estimate of degree-
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day totals Is Justified, particularly when air tempera- SIP 22908 551. 521.32(*3)
tures fluctuate across the base from which the totals
are calculated. -- BLE Gavrilova, M. K.

THE RADIATION CLIMATE OF THE ARCTIC RE-
GIONS. (RadiatlonnyT klimat Arktlki; Text in Rus-
sian). Leningrad, Meteorologicheskoe IzAd-vo, 1963,
225 p. Incl. tables, graphs, maps, diagrs. 296 refs.

DLC, QC911.G3
SIP 22906 551.322/.326:53

Research on the atmospheric regime of Soviet and
PesCEhaNCEld, T IS. foreign Arctic regions is systematized and general-
IE l IeIEa Text in Russian). (Legraddee ized. Analysis and computation of radiation and ra-
i ledotekhnlka; Text in Russian). Leingrad, ld-vo diation balance in the high latitudes are given and are
"MorskoT Traniport," 1903. 345 p. incl. llus., discussed. The distribution of the monthly values of
tables, graphs, diagrs. 50 refs. the accumulated radiation has basically a latitude

DLC, GB2403. P4 character, the incoming radiation from May-July being

1 kcal/sq cm greater than in moderate latitudes.
e The following topics are reviewed in the manual which Cloudiness has an Important action in radiation dis-

La divided into five ch.aterb. (1) Pruperties u( water tribution during the clear period of the year. The
and freezing;, properties of ice, ice friction, and pro- values of the absorbed radiation decrease with higher
posed classification of various types. (2) Ice cover latitude. The largest .Alues in the continental Arctic

---- -- -. .-properties depending on the origin of the cover. Con- - and over open water occur in June (10 to 20 kcal/ sq
ditons for the formation and development of the cover cm), and in the far northern islands and continental
by accretion (thermal origin) or by accumulation (dy- areas in July (O to 9 kcal/sq cm). During the year
namic thickness, elasticity, tension, thermal regime, each sq cm of surface loses through outgoing radia-
age and solidity of the ice cover; instruments used tion from 20 (central arctic regions) to 50-60 (open
for this purpose. (4) Behavior of the ice cover under sea) kcal of heat. The yearly totals of the radiation
loads and use of Its bearing capacity for motor and balance are the main components of the heat budget
railroad traffic with practical examples. (5) Methods and vary from 10 to 15 kcal/sq cm on the continental
of destruction of the ice cover by use of mechanical polar circle and from 0 to 2 kcal 'sq cm in the central
means such as icebreakers, ice cutting devices and polar basin. The heat of the absorbed radiation con-.
drilling; use of explosives, chemicals or solar radi- stitutes up to 40 to 70%. and the outgoing radiation 30
ation; and circulation of underlying warmer water to to 50% of the gain and loss, respectively, of the ther-
delay ice formation. Practical Illustrated examples mal regime of the peripheral Arctic seas. The nor-
of method application are shown. -- VDP mal cycle of the areal radiation balance in the Arctic

regions is established. The types of radiation regime
in the Arctic and Antarctica are compared. Computed
values of radiation balance are tabulated in Arctic
regions approximately up to 60" lat. -- VDP

SIP 22907 551.34:53

Mazurov, G. P.
PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF
FROZEN GROUND. (Flzkio-mekhanicheskie svoTstva SIP 22909 551.324: 551.4(35)
merzlykh gruntov; Text in Russian). Leningrad, lzd- Lewis, Colin A.
vo literatury po stroitel'stvu, 1964. 165p incl illus., THE GLACIER OF KLDALON, NORTH-WEST ICE-
tables, graphs, diagrs,, map. 52 refs. LAND. Geographical J. 130(3):390-396 incl. tables,

DLC, Slavic unclassified map, Sept. 1964. 8 refs.-

Terms used in permafrooxtology are defined. Occur- DL, G7. Rg1
rence, thickness and temperature of permafrost Kaldal6nsjokull, the glacier of KaIdaldn, was investi-
grounds are studied and mopped. The nature of the gated during the 1962 summer. It is the main outlet

. .ground water, its translortion in freezing ground, glacier for the southern part of the ice cap of the -

the composition and structure of frozen ground anu northwestern peninsula of Iceland. Data was gathered
usre as structural foundations are discussed. Methods concerning the glacier's snout position, mass balance,

for determining the physical, mechanical, and ther- temperature, a series of tunnels which ran from the
mal properties of frozen grounds are explained. A snout into the glacier for over 1/4 mi, and movement.
calorimetric method and a method using physical con- The glacier was In marked retreat which was probably
stnts for determining the ice and water content of the due to the lack of snowfall during recent years. A
ground are described. Methods and computation for-
mulas for determining the depth and rate of thaw offrozen ground foundations take into account the rigidi- emerge as a valley step later. This bar was no,

ty and size of the structures. Formulas for the de- plucked or shattered, but pushed apart by the for:e of
terminationof heat necessary for artificial thawing the Ice above it. The stream emerging from the

glacier becomes larger in the afternoon and smaller
of frozen ground are presented and illustrated by in the morning. A series of moraines exist bel- the
practical examples. (See SIP 20408) -- VDP present glacier snout. -- BLE
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SIP 22910 551.324.433:551.331(411) SIP 22912 51.332.24(.57)

Price, Robert i. Bergdabl, Arvid
A GLACIAL MELTWATER DRAINAGE SYSTEM IN GLACIFLUVIAL (sici ESTUARIES ON THE NPRKE
PEEBLESSIRE, SCOTLAND. Scot. Geographical PLAIN. II. THE ICE MARGIN IN THE AREA OF
Mag. 79(3):133-141 Incl. diagrs., maps, Dec. 1963. NORRBYAS. Svensk Geograflsk Arabok, 9:154-161
22 ref.. Incl. Illus., diagr., maps, 1963.

DLC, GI.S43 DLC, G25.$8

Over 570 meltwater channels were observed in Peebles. The KvIsmar Valley in the southeastern part of the
shire and the pattern that emerged when these chan- subaquaic Nirke Plain Is crossed by the P, sboda
nels were mapped presented many problems relating esker in a north-southernly direction between tMe two
to their mode of origin and the manner of the dissipa- small lakes of Western and Eastern Kvlsmaren. 7T%0
tion of the last ice to occupy the area. Many of the melt river of the esker has formed an estuary at Its
'channels are from 20 to 200 yd long and from 10 to 30 mouth In the ice margin, the eastern side of which is
ft deep. The larger ones are over 3 mi long, up to . marked by moraine ridges In this basin. The moraine
200 yd wide, and up to 100 ft deep. The channels are ridges are exposed on moraine areas risen out of the
c.1=1!cd as margi" a:4 submargin2L su'-gl=Wa, stdhmen, mainly drumains. On the west side of the
and superimposed. The position, for, and distribu- esker, there are no ridges on the low plain south of
tion of the channels suggest that they were formed W. Kvsmaren. The rock ground belongs to the Arcb-
during the downward wastage of an ice sheet that had ean and is exposed In very few localities. In two
probably covered most of the hills of the area. Evi- cases, striae can be observed. A detailed descrip-
dence also suggests that, at least at an early stage tion Is given of the moraine ridges, the crevasses
of the wastage, there was a flow northward and north- and inlets in the ice cUff, and deglaclatlon of the
eastward throughout Peeblesshlre that ignored the northwestern part of the area. -- BLE
underlying relief. When large areas of land had e-
merged above the ice surface, the original meltwater
drainage system was modified and the meitwater
streams flowed along the aides of, and later on the
bottoms of the main valleys. Most of the fluviogla- SI 22913 51. 4 3:551.343.2(57)
ital deposiUon occurred during this second phase.
-- BLE . Johnsson, Gunnar

PERIGLACIAL ICE-WEIDGE POLYGONS AT HASSLE-
HOLM, SOUTHERNMOST SWEDEN. Svensk Geogra-
SP)fisk rsb, 2173-176 incl. illus., diagr., 1963.SEP 22911 551.33(411) 5 refs.

McCann, S. B. 
DLC, G25.8

THE LATE-GLACIAL RAISED BEACHES AND RE- The polygonal pattern Is described which was found in
ADVANCE MORAINES OF THE LOCH CARRON AREA a gravel pit In 1958 near the road between Stoby and
ROSS-SHIRE. Scot. Geographical Mag. 79(3):184-169 Hssleholm in Scanla, Sweden's southernmost prov-
t*,1l. maps. Dec. 1963. 10 refs. Ince. Finds of similar polygons in other countries

DLC, G1.843 are montioned. The tundra polygons found at Hssle-
holm have a tetragonal form, generally measuring 35-

Previous investigations In this area of Scotland are 65 m. The points where the ice-wedges intersect are
discussed and the deposits are described at the en- often irregular. Another characteristic of the poly-
trance and at the head of Loch Carron. The sequence gons is the occurrence of many small cracks radiat-
of events indicated by the raised beach and related Ing from the bigger ones. Vertical sections of the ice
Late-glacial deposits consist of.(l) a period of ,naxi- wedges can be studied on the walls of the gravel pit.
mum sea-level, 85-95 ft above the present levrlwhen The maximum breadth of an Ice wedge in a horizontal
a glacier extended down the site of the loch to the nar- section found immediately below the cultivated soil
rows at Strome Ferry with the outwash material being is over I m. The old frost cracks were unusually
deposited into the sea and reworked as beach material; deep. The normal brt..dth at the dug-out wedges is
(2) a period of falling sea-level with a contempor- 8-10 cm. -- BLE
aneous retreat of the glacier up the site of the loch
and for several miles up Strath Carron, during which
the gravel terrace 53 ft above H.W.M. (the high wa-
ter mark of ordinary spring tides) at Strome f.rry
and the large area of the 30-50 ft beach at the head of SIP 22914 "1.321. 5(*4'9)
the loch were deposited; and (3) a re-advance of the
glaciers down Strath Carron and the tributary glen at Mathews, W. R. and J. R. Mackay
Tulkh, after the sea had fallen below the 50-ft level. SNOWCREEP STUDIES, MOUNT SEYMOUR, B.C.:
This is marked by the great terminal moraines In PRELIMINARY FIELD INVESTIGATIONS. Geograph-
Strath Carron and the simlaIr feature at the head of Ica: Bull. No. 20:58-75 incl. tables, iraphs, diagrs.,
Loch Torridon to the north. The only positive evi- map, Nov. 1963.
dence of Late-glacial re-advance in the area between DL.C, F1001.G4
Loch Carron and Loch Torridon is two prominent
moraines. -- BLE
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The Instrumentation Is discussed which was developed This chapter presents a brief outline of the late-Qua-for snownreep measurement during the period 1958- ternary development of the Lake Vitern basin, which62. Movement direction of the snowpack was deter- Is based on the works of E. Nilsson and Granlund andn Wined by inserting 2.5-mm-wide metal ribbons In the the conclusions of G. Lundqvist. It is divided into 2ground Or in cracki in bedrock. The ribbons become parts: ice recession; and land uplift and water levels.permanently flexed with a bending moment of 75 gin/ The 2zimuthal distribution ot the glacial striae indi-cm. The rate of movement and total movement of bao cates a terminal ice movement In a southerly direct-al snowpack layers was measured most consistently ion. When the southernmost part of the ice was stillby using 3- and 5 -nn-diam. w-oden spheres placed on Just south of J~nktdping, the Ice had already meltedthe ground and tethered loosely by means of single- from the highest parts of the Hd'kensAs hills u,) to a-strand Momel wire to slender steel poles lnsertcJ bout the latitude of the northern end of Visingsd Islan4upslope. During the 1962-63 winter, the wire was During the next recession, lower passes were succes-
connected upsolke to a continuoub recorder capable sively exposed in the eastern and western borders.of monitoring displacement as small as 0. 5 mm with- In the period from about 8900 to 8100 B.C., the reces
In a 15-mln interval. Pre-sure exerted by the creep- sion was slow and there wan some advnce. In the
ing snow against stationary objects was measured year 8223 B.C., the Baltic Ice Lake was lowered tohydraulically with transducers consisting of a square the level of the sea by an outflow through the Orlen
plate mounted at the upslooe end of a piston which valley southwest of Karlsborg. At the early stage ofbears against a flexible brass bellows. Oos.rvi.t1- the Yoldia Sea, the Ice margin 'as well north of Mo-
a data are discussed and presented year by year. tala Bay and Just south of Stora h%6knen Island. Also
Displacements of from 2 to 3.5 ft occur in a single discussed are the deposits of the central and soethern
winter within the bottom 3 to 6 in of snowpack on section, Motala Bay, and the northern section. -- BLE

- steeper slopes. -The pressure of the downslope corn-- -- ..
ponent of load is sufficient to push loose stones down
inclines. Also, the loads and amount of movement
are adequate to account for the deformation of trees
onthe nearby timbered slope. -- BLE SIP 22917 551.48:551. 326. 85('57)

Norrman, John 0.
LAKE VATTERN. INVESTIGATIONS ON SHORE AND
BOTTOM MORPHOLOGY. HYDROLOGY. Geogra-S IP 22915 51. 332. 33(462) fisa Annaler, 46(1-2):53-69 Incl. illus., tables,~graphs, diagrs; 1964,

Andrews, J. T. DLC, G25.G4THE CROSS-VALLEY MORAINES OF NORTH-CEN-

TRAL BAFFIN ISLAND: A QUNATITATIVE ANALY- This chapter discusses discharge and runoff, waterSI. Geographical Bull. No. 20:82-129 Incl. illus., stage, thermal conditions, and waves in Lake Vilterntables, graphs, diagrs., map, Nov. 1963. 38 refs. The lake is only occasionally frozen over from shoreDLC, FIOO1.G4 to shore during the winter (about once in 10 yr). The
Ice conditions are graphed for the period 1880/81-This paper presents and reviews the quantitative data 1960/61. Late freezing and break-up are typical.

collected during 1961 and re-examines the five hypoth- When the drift is hard, broken ice Is dr ven ashore,esis of origin which have been proposed for these and the pieces are piled up in ice walls. With time,glacial forms. Emphasis Is placed on the sampling larger fields of broken Ice freeze, and when the lakeand statistical measurement of sediments, exposures is frozen over, the cover exhibits a mosaic patternfrom the valley sides, till samples from river-cut of ice floes. Thermal contraction and extension ofexposures, stratigraphy and sedimentary characteris- the ice cover cause large cracks, generally running
'tics of the central kames, till-fabric analysis, and the diagonally across the lake. For a total ice cover,spacing of the cross-valley moraines. Field technique ice thickness ranges from 0.2-0.6 m. In the spring,is described in each instance, and theories of origin the ice Is fretted by sunshine and rain and then be-
of the moraines are related to theories from other comes porous with a vertical pipiness. Althoughstudies. It Is concluded that the moraines are formed st/i thick, Its strength is reduced considerably.
by the squeezing of water-soaked ground moraine --BLE
Int. basal crevasses behind a proglacial lake. -- BLE

SIP 22918 624.145:551.326.6('62)
SIP 22916 551. 336:551.79(*57)

Van Allen, W. ff.
Norrmari John 0. INTERNATIONAL ICE PATROL. Can. Geographical

.LAKE VATTE.N. INVESTIGAtIONS ON SHORE AND J. 62(3):76-87 incl. illus., dagr., maps, March1961.
BOTTOM MORPHOLOGY. QUATERNARY GEOLOGY. DI GI.C3Geografiska Annaler, 46(1-2):29-41 incl. Illus.,graph, map, 1964. This paper discusses Ice conditions in the North At-
DLC, G25.G4 lantic and Canadian waters in 1959 and 1960, the his-tory of the International Ice Patrol (' Ich came into
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being after the sinking of the Titanic In 1912), the tics of a silty clay that has been subjected to freez-
origin of icebergs, collisi-ms with icebergs, Ice pa- Ing and thawing has been Investigated. The soil was
trol operations, ocean currents (the main factors compacted in a rigid steel cyl'rder at the optimum
which affect the movements of icebergs and growlers), moisture content to its standard Proctor maximum
the oceanographic program of the International Ice dry density. The soil was frozen under open or
Patrol (which includes the prediction of iceberg drift closed drainage conditions at freezing rates of 3.0 or
and deterioration and the study of the physical proper- 0. 5 in/day and at a surcharge load corresponding to
ties of icebergs), and experiments to destroy icebergs 6.0 or 24.0 in. of soil. After coring, the frozen soil
by gunfire and high explosives. -- BLE was allowed to thaw in a triaAlal cell under drained or

undrained conditions at a confining pressure of 21,
33, 7.11, or 1.78 psi. Then the thawed soil specI-
mens were tested to failure under undrained con-
ditions. (Author's abstract)

8IP 22919 551.32:91(091)(*464.2)

Lct, J. R.
OPERATION HAZEN. THE FIRST SUMMER, AND
THE WINTER PARTY. Can. Geographical J. 63(2): SIP 22922 551.336:551.79(149)
41-51 Incl. Illus. p map, Aug. 1961.DLCS GIC3 Porter, Stephen C.

LATE PLEISTOCENE GLACIAL CHRONOLOGY OF

This paper discusses the organization, logistics, NORTH-CENTRAL BROOKS RANGE, ALASKA.
scope, and accomplishments of the expedition to the Amer. J. Scl. 262(4):446-460 Inl. tables, dlagrs..,
Lake Hazen area in Northern Ellesmere Island, which maps, April 1964. 23 refs.
began in the summer of 1957. The scientific Investi- DLC, Q1.A5
gations Included glaciology, meteorology, zoology,

botany, geoinorphology, and archaeology. -- BLE End moraines and exposed stratigraphic sections of
glacial sediments along the Anaktuvuk and Chandler
Rivers represent 4 substages of the late Pleistocene

Wtldllik glaciation In the northcentral Brooks Range,
Alaska. Ice of the maximum advance, the Banded

SIP 22920 551. 32:91(091)($ 64. 2) Mountain, flowed north along the Anaktuvuk Valley
from an ic? divide south of the present stream-drain-

Lotz, J. p,. age divide and formed a broad piedmont lobe extend-
OPERATION HAZEN. - THE SECOND SUMMER. ing 23 ml north of the mountain front. Two subse-
Can. Geograpiucal J. 63(3):101-111 Incl Illus., map, quent readvances, the Anayaknaurak and Antler Val-
Sept. 1961. ley, left morainal borders 4 and 7 ml, respectively,

DLC, G1,C3 behind the moraine of the maximum advance. Ice of
t.e still later Anivik Lake readvance built a moraine

The activities of the thfrd phase of Operation Hazen 6 mi north of the drainage divide at Anaktuvuk Pass.
are discussed which included digging out tents and Rad'ocarbon dates indicate that the Anayrimaurak re-
equipment which were left over the winter, the estab- advance occurred soon after 13, 270 * 160 yr B.P.
lishment of gravity stations, ablation movement, and The Itkillk glaciation is correlated broadly with the
accumulation studies on the Gilman Glaclcr, numer- classical Wiscons!n glaciation of central North Amer-
ous Journeys out of the glacier camp to collect data lea; its 4 substages are pr"visionally correlat ed with
(geological, geomorphological, botanical,i and archeo- 4 substages (Tazewell, Port Huron, Valders, and
logical), the -observation of herds of larg .nlmals Cochrane) of the classical Wisconsin. Moraihws in
grazing on the Arctic tundra, and the stud lof the A tributary valleys record 3 past-ltdlllk advances that
tic char (the only species of fish living in e HazenI were restricted to the h1Ighcst parts of the range. The
The material gathered permits the dispos f the Alapah Mountain advance, radiocarbon-dated at 2830
theory that Lake Hazen had been a migratn rout., of 1 120 yr B. P., and the Fan Mountain I and U advances
the site of an exten.-!ve population in the p t. -- BLE were post-Hypsitherma events that appear compar-

able to correlative advances noted elsewhere in the
....................... North American Cordillera. (Author's abstract)

SIP 22921 624.131:551.345

Broms, Bengt B. and Leslie Y. C. Yao SIP 22923 551.326.03
SHEAR STRENGTH OF A SO V., AFTER FREEZING
AND THAWING. Proc. Amer. Soc. Civil Engrs. J. Bilello, Michael A.
Soil Mechanics and Foindations Div. 90(SM4):1-25 METHOD FOR PREDICTING PVER AND LAKE ICE
incl. tables, graphs, diagr., appendi; July 1964, FORMATION. .1. Applied Meteorol. 3(1):38-44 incl.
Pt. 1. 16 refs. tables, graphs, map, Feb. 1964. 5 refs.

DLC, TA71O. A495 DLC, QC851.A66

The shearing strength and deformation characterls- Two sets of curves are developed which can be used
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to forecast the dates of: 1) first appearance of ice in distribution. Relatively strong association was found
the fall; and 2) Ice formation from shore to shore on between the hail distribution and the combination off
the Mackenzie River at Fort Good Hope, Canada. these five climatological elements, when multiple
Similar curves, based on the same method, can be correlation analysis was performed and regression e-
derived for sheltered harbor, lake, and river loca- qualons developed. The results of the study indic ate
lions. The numerical constants necessary to develop that In a region of minor topographic influences, such
these curves were obtained from a relationship be- as in Illinois, the hail distribution can be explained
tween mean daily air temperatures and previously ob- largely by relating it to the multiple effects of other
served dates of Ice formation. To apply the curves, climatic events, whose distributions are determined
an adjusted temperature record, based on a numerical by atmospheric conditions which are related to hall
constant (N) and daily air temperatures, is maintained development. The Illinois study suggests that the
starting in early summer. Subsequently, this daily - frontal distribution pattern strongly influences the
adjusted temperature Is applied to the family of location of centers of maximum hail frequency.
curves to provide a day-to-day forecast of the date (Author's abstract)
oficeformation. (Author's abstract),_ . . .. ... .. . ..

SIP 22926 624.143,3: 621.396.67
SIP 22924 551.509.67(52)

Langer, 0. and others
Takeda, K. SUPPRESSION AND REMOVAL OF STIUCTURAL
AN EVIDENCE OF EFFECTS OF DRY-ICE SEEDING ICE. J. Applied Meteorol. 3( 3):316-322 incl. illus., . ..
ON ARTIFICIAL PRECIPITATION. J. Applied Me- graphs, diagr., June 1964. 13 refs.
teorol. 3(1):111 incl. Illus., Feb. 1964. DLC, QC851.A6

D , c851.A66DLC, QC85
Possible techniques for suppressing or removing ice

Conclusive results were obtained in Individual seeding from large radar antennas located in the Arctic were
trials by seedinga cloud system from an aircraft in Investigated. Of immediate concern are the original
a pattern distinct from any naturally occurring one Ballistic Missile Early Warning System antennas,
and looking for a corresponding pattern in the precipt- ihich are too large to enclose in radomes. The icing
tation. Six seeding trials were conducted on March 1i, rates of various parts of the antennas and of the anten-
1963, at Hitoyosh 1 Kyushu, Japan. Dry ice pellets nas as a whole were determined. Ice suppression by
about I cm3 were dropped in a race track pattern froni nucleation and deflection was studied and mechanical
4.6 km at -8"C and a rate of about 1kg/km. The air- removal was evaluated. (Author's abstract)
craft, a P2V Neptune, experienced severe icing in the
clouds. The 0 C level was at 2.6 km and just 'a trace
of rain was falling fairly uniformly over the area. In
each case, a precipitation pattern corresponding to
the wind-distorted seeding pattern was observed to SIP 22927 551.578. 4(52)
form between 20 and 30 -in later at a position down-
stream from the seeded area. The data are being Seidguti, T. and M. Yoshimura
analyzed and the precipitation rates associated with GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS OF
the pattern will be measured with the computer which DAILY SNOWFALLS IN HOKURIKU (JAPAN SEA
Is an integral part of the radar with which these ob- SIDE) AREA. (Hokurik,, chihd no shinseklsetsu bunpu;
servations were made. -- BLE Text in Japanese). Seppy6, 2L(3):1-5 incl. graphs,

maps, May 1963.
DLC, Orientalia Div.

The Japan Sea'Side area is the snowiest region in the
SIP 22925 551. 578.72:551.58(77) world. Geographical distribution maps of daily snow-

fall and the occurrence of excess snowfall (mean snow-

Huff, F. A. fall*2 satnda-d deviation) have been drawn for 98 days
CORRELATION BETWEEN SUMMER HAIL PAT- during the two winters of 1955-1957. Four typical
TERM IN ILLINOIS AND ASSOCIATED CLIMATO- snow types were distinguished and related to respec-
LOGICAL EVENTS. J. Applied Meteor-2. 3(3):240- tive synoptic charts and upper-air conditions: 1) scat-
246 incl. tables, maps, June 1964. tered mountain snow, 2) mountain snow, 3) coastal

DLC, QC851.A66 snow, and 4) heavy snowfall. The scattered moun-
tain snow is most predominant and occurs in 30% of

Correlation and regression analyses were employed the snow days. The mountain snow covers more ex-
to evaluate the relation between summer hall patterns tensive areas than the scattered type and is observed
in Illinois and the climatological distribution of other when the upper-air is colder than -18"C. The coast-
meteorological elements, after dividing the state in- al snow fails In daily amounts of 20-40 cm, occurring
to sections with similar climatological characteris- when the Japan Sea gradient is not steep and the wind
tics. The distributions of thunderstorms, rainfall, is weak. The heavy snowfall reaches more than 100
maximum air temperature, dew-point temperature, cm often and occurs in. the mountains and on the coast.
and ,noptic weathr fronts were related to the hail (Author's abstract, modified)
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SIP 22228 551. 578. 46:537. 2261521 30% occurred in Nov-Dec., 40% in March-April,
while only 10% occurred during June, July, and Aug.

Sakurai, IL. and C. Magono In the thaw period, warning is necessary when tern-
ON THE ELECTRIC CHARGE ON BLOWING SNOW )eratures higher than 6 C persist for several days
PARTICLES. (Hisetsu no denka ni tsuite; Text in during which thaw water correspwxds to 40 mm rain-
Japanese). Seppy1, 25(3):6-11 Inc. illus., fall. Since a large landslide usually consists of many
tables, graphs, diagF.-, May 1963. 3 refs. small blncks 40 to 50 m In length and 30 m in width,

DLC, Orientalia Div. early detection of sm~all block sliding is important.
Counterme~asures discussed Include consideration 4f

Vertical profiles of electrical potential near the sur- water discharge, concrete walls, removal of sliding
face were measured during blowing snow in 3 winters blcks, and the prevention of underground-water
from 1959 to 1961 at the top of Mt. Teine near Sap- permeation. --CST
poro, ;.kkaldo. In the measurements, a Pb 210.-
plated Ion-collector was placed at 300, 100, 65 and
10 cm above snow surface and connected to a foil de-
tector bia'ed with 1135 to t225 volts to increase sen-
aitivity. The results indicated a positively charged SIP 22931 551.345.3
layer of large snow particles I m from the surface
and a negatively charged layer above that. This Pchelinfliev, A. Md.
helps to explain the disagreement of results obtained STRUCTURE, PHYSJCAL AND MECHANICAL PRO-
hitherto by Simpson, Yoshida and 6 ta. Depe-ndence of PERTIES OF FROZEN GROUND. (Stroenie I fizlko-
the potential distribution on time variation arl wind mekharilcheslde evoletva merzlykh gruntov; Text in.
velocity was studied. --CST Russian). Moscow, Izd-vo Nauka, I14, 2610p. foci.

itUs., tables, graphs, diagrs. 172 ref.
DLC, Slavic unclasied

The first two chapters discuss the crystallizatirm of
SEP 22929 629.113:551.578.46 water frozen in dispersed rocks. In Chapters MII IV

and V, the formation of inclusions, mine ral. layers,
Shimoda, S. and Ice cement are studied. Chapters VI, IMI and
CAR DRIVING ON SNOW ROADS. (Seldseksu romen VMI describe the textures for variouA frozen rock
at okeru jiddsha s~k8; Text in Japanese). Seopy6, masses and classify Vie fundamental type-s. In
25(3):15-22 Inci. graphs, diagra, May 1963, Chapters IX to XMfl the effect of texture of frozen
ThLC, Orientalia Div. rocks in rcspact to ice content and moisture, weight

by volume, and sag when fthwing is discussed. The
Automobile traction on roads with a snow accumula- relationiship between the cryogenic structure of the
tion under 30 cmn was studied. In straight forward rocks and their heaving, when freezing, Is. also
driving, tire rotating resistance Increased 10 to 30 studied. New methodis to determine-frozen ground
times while cohesive force on the driving wheel de- properties from an evaluation of data characteriziag
creased 1/4. A 16 mm movie camera was used to tie cryogenic texture are described. A method for
determine the vehicle (with clutch In neutral) resist- controlling the heaving of foundations and underground
awre as time-velocity variation. The friction oo- utilities (cables, pipelines, etc.) is proposed. The
efficient was found to be 0. 03 to 0. 15 for a snow basic experimental observations were carried out at
depth of 0-30 cm and a density of 0.11 to0. 16. The the Igarka Scientific Research Frost Station of the
brake test was made by measuring the Initial velocity Obruchov Frost Institute of the Academy of Sciences
and total distance travelled on snow 2-18 cm deep, of the USSR. -- VDP
The motion, moment, and centrifugal force exerted
on a side-slipping tire are disclissed in connection
with steering. With a load under 100 kg, the centrif-
ugal force coefficient is 0. 6 on concrete roads and
0. 2to 0. 4 on snow roads. --CST SIP 229321 551.34:539.42

Pekarskall, N. K.
SHEAR STRENG7H OF FROZEN GROUND AND ITS

651. 578.468.624.182(52) DEPENDENCE ON TEXTURE. Prochnost' merzlykh -

SIP 22930 gruntov pri sdvige I eo zavisimost' ot tekstuay; Text
In Russian). Moscow, Izd-vo Akad. nauk SSSR, 19033.

Takano, Hf. 107p. imcd. Illus., tables, graphs, dlagrs. 90 ref.
SNOW AND LANDSLIDES, (Yuld to chisuberi, Text DLC, TA713. P4
in Japanese). Seppyd, 5(3):23- 25, May 1963.

DLC, Orientalia Div. Frozen ground is a complicated anisotropic body
whose strength depends on the arrangement of Its

No unique cnrrelaton has been established between components and the direction of the shearing force.
the number of occurrences of landslides and snow The role of the coefficientr of friction and cohesion
accumulatlott and thawing. According to statistics In the shear-strength of frozen ground and dependence
gathered over the last 10 yr. landslides occurred on composition, structure, textur.eg temperature, and
most frequently during the thawing of the first snw duration of the displacing action are explained. The
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method and the Instruments used for shear-strength lower parts of the glaciers, which occurred during
measurements are described. The inluence of the the last warm period (about 1850-1940), has strongly
variation of thetemperature below the freezing point reduced in the last few years. In the upper firn areas.
on the strength properties of the ground depends not there has been an increase of accumulation which, in
only on the change of phase of the water cont.ined in in the more active Hans Glacier, resulted in an ad-
the frozen ground but also on the strength of the ice vance of the front. The ablation also shows large
crystal lattice. The influence of texture on ground variations from year to year associated with the con-
strength under rapid increase of force or prolonged siderable variations of climatic conditions, ebiecial-
action is studied. The plastic flow of frozen ground ly the actinimetric and wind variations. Maps haveis determined by texture and " e content. Laboratory been made of the glaciers. - BLE
tests are described, and rheological curves of the . ..

-. behavior of frozen grounds kclay or solid or laminbied
texture) and ice are presented a: compared.
VDP

SIP 22935 551.324.433(.7)

Zotikov, I. A.
BOTTOM MELTING IN THE CENTRAL ZONE OF

SIP 22933. 631.3.004.4:546.21:536.48 THE ICE SHIELD ON THE ANTARCTIC CONTI-
NENT AND ITS INFLUENCE UPON THE PRESENT

Ross, D. J. BALANCE OF THE ICE MASS. Bull. Intern. Assoc.
EFFECTS OF LOW-TEMPERATURE STORAGE ON Sci. Hydrol. 8(l):36-44 incl. graphs, map, April
THE OXYGEN UPTAKE OF SOIL. Nature, 204(4957): 1963. 11 refis.
503-504 incl. tables, Oct. 31, 1964. 8 refs. DLC, GPRR

DLC, QI.N2
An analysis of the present balance of the ice mass on

An experiment is described to determine the effects the Antarctic continent carried out by several authors
of low-temperatu, storage on the respiratory activi- shows a substantial excess of supply over expenditure.
ty in 4 soils derived from different parent materials. However, no consideration was given to the possibil-
Some properties of the soils and tht oxygen uptake of ity of a decrease in the amount of Antarctic ice by
fresh and frozen soil samples are tablated. The re- melting at its lower surface and a runoff of water.
suits indicate that freezing did not change the activity This pipc - Is intended to fill this gap. Theoretical
of these soils in any consistent way. It is suggested analysis shows that the posbability of such melting
that storage at low temperatures may be suitable for exists for a definite relationship between the ice
malntaiiiing the resipiratory activity of other soils, thickness, the temperature at its surface, the rate
However, the effects of freezing on each biochemical of accumulation and the geothermal heat flow. Using
acti :ity must be determined separately in order to as- numerical values for these factors, it is shown that
sess the value of storing soils at low temperatures, throughout the entire central zone f the Antarctic ice
-- BLE- cap, over an area of about 12 x 10 km2, there is

continuous melting at the bed. Contours of the rates
of bottom melting are given on a map of the continent.
The maximum rate of melting is about 6-7 mm of
water per year. The average rate of melting is about

SIP 22934 551.324.6(*32) 3 mm of water p5r year, equivalent to a volume not
exceeding 20 km of water per year, and not more

Kosiba, Aleksander than several percent of the total ice balance of the
CHANGES IN THE WERENSKIOLD GLACIER AND continent. (Author's abstract)
HANS GLACIER IN SW SPITSBERGEN. Bull. Intern.
Assoc. Sci. Hydroli 8(1):24-35 incl. tables, graphs,
April 1963.

DLC, GPRR
SIP 22936 .. 551.324.6(.*7)

This region lies within the zone of influence of the
anticyclonic pattern of the sea-ice region of the Arc- Shumskiy, P. A.
tic Ocean and the cyclonic patterns of the Barents ON THE THEORY OF GLACIER VARIATIONS. Bull.
Sea, or tf the Icelandic region, the frequency of cy- Intern. Asso.. Se. Hydrol. 8():45-56 incl. graphs,
clonic patterns being predominant. Owing to hydro- April 1963. 7 refs. -
climatic and orographic differences (Werensidold DLC, GPRR
Glacier terminates on land only 1.4 km from the bay
and 20-30 m above sea level; Hans Glacier is a tran- A glacier remains in a steady state only when ,' strict
sition land-fiord type), the glaciers vary considerably relation exists between the rate of external mass ex-
as their fronts and thicknesses change. The changes change, the ice velocity and the thickness at every
in .the glaciers (thickness, snout position, surface point. The shape of the glacier and its velocity dis-
movement, altitude and volume of the tongue, etc.,) tribution is determined by a system of equations
are tabulated and graphed primarily from data col- which take Into account the distribution of the external
lected during the Polish I.G. Y. and I.G.C. Expedi- mass exchange, the temperature, form, and proper-
tions in 1957-1960. The intensive ablation in the ties of the bed. From the equation of continuity of an
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unsteady glacier, the equation of flow, and the rheo- A brief survey Is made of the variations of the W.
logical equation for ice, a set of equations for the un- Greenland glaciers in postglacial prehistoric and
steady state of a glacier is deduced. From these historic time. A list ts included which shows the
equations, It follows that the whole glacier reacts to glacier variations in the Julanehib, Frederikahgb,
changes in any part, Including its snout. The equ.a- Codthib Sukkertoppen, Egedesminde, Umanak, and
tlions are a set of linear differential equations of the Upernavik districts, on the Inland ice margin of Dia-
second order and can be solved by numerical and ko Bay and on Disko Island. It Is tentatively con-
other approximate methods. By applying these meth- cluded that In postglacial prehistoric time the varia-
ods to the retreating Ice cap on Drygalski Island, An- tions were greater than In historic time, but varied
tarctlca, It was possible to determine time deriva- in a uniform way parallel to the present ice margin.
tives of the velocity, thickness and position of the ice In historic lime It appears that an advancecommenced
cap edge, the size of the ice cap, and the velocity dis- between 1500 and 1600, and an avance occurred in
tribution In the steady state. The causes for the oh- the 18th century. It Is difficult to generalize about
served changes can be deduced from the equations by the maximum advances. There is a clear tendency
calculating the distribution of the changes In the rate for the maxima to occur before 1850 In the South, but
of external mass exchange and ice temperature along In other localities the maxima did not occur until
the length of a glacier. During the warming and 1900-1930. (Autbjr's abstract, modified)
moistenng of the Antarctic climate, an increase of

.... ice temperature causes a decrease In thickness of the
Antarctic Ice Cap In spite of an increase in precipl-
tation. With simultaneous changes of climate, the
glacial epochs of the Antarctic and continents of the
Northern Hemisphere cannot be metachronous.
(Author's abstract, modified)

SIP 22939 551.324.003. 1(234.3)

SIP 22937 551.324(235.2) Lanser, Otto

THE ROLE OF THE GLACIERS IN TEE ECONOMY
Regensburger, I. AND TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT OF ALPINECOMPARATIVE MEASUREMENTS ON THE FEDTS- COUNTRIES. (Die technsche und wirtechafticheCHENKO GLACIER. Bull. Intern. Asso. Sci. Bedeutung der Gletscher; Text in German with Erg-

Hydrol. 80):57-61 Incl. Illus., graphs, map, April lioh summary). Bull. Intern. Assoc. Scl. Hydrol.
1963. -efs. 8(1):83-9. incl. tables, April 1943. 7 refs.
DLC,GPRR DLC GPRR

The most important results are given of comparative In former times the Inhabitants of alpine regions
measurements made In 1958 on the Fedchenko Gla- looked upon glaciers as an uncanny and dangerous
cier in the northwest part of the Pamirs. The glacier realm to be avoided as much as possible. It is now
was mapped from the snout to as far as the region known that glaciers are responsible for the character.
south of Tanmas Pass on a scale of I : 50,000. The istics of the regime of alpine rivers and of great im-
velocity of the glacier --:s measured at 7 profiles, 4 portance for the economy and technical development
of them croesng thf L . i glacier and 3 in the region of countries. Torrents which are fed by the melted
of Tanimas. A comparison of Finsterwalder's map Ice carry great quantities of water during periods
and the new map shows differences only In the lower when other streams run dry. The additional water
30 km of the glacier. The snout receded about 400 supply produced by glaciers in summer has a definite
n and an area of 1.66 km2 has become Icefree In 30 effect on the large rivers risng in the Alps and flow-
yr. Comparative data, e.g. surface lowering, loss ing down in all directions and Is of special Importance
of Ice volume, and surface velocity distribution are for hydraulic economy. Reservoir dars have been

- -~-- - mapped and graphed. The velocity of the lower Fed- fobyauceonm. esrtrd shaeee
....h... n gcieras2nd. 31 ecmdy, mheaered constructed to protect valleys from floods caused byehenko Glacer was 20 and 31 era/day, measured glacial akes. Reservors for power plants in thephoogammetric ally. These values correspond well iaillks eevtafrpwrpnsI h
whntaetrwally. Thevaues norreson tell Alps, which are created by the construction of large
with Finsterwalder's measurements in 1928. In the dams, require the existence of basins hollowed out by
region of the Tanimas Pass the Ice flows down to the former glaciers. An interesting example of the ap-
east at a velocity of 8 cm/day. -- BLE plcatloh of modern methods of this type Is the colec-

tlion of the runoff from beneath the Brandner Ferner
in the Silvretta from where It Is conveyed to the
Unersee. As a water intake on the smrface was im-

SEP 22938 551.324: 551. 336:551.79(038) possible due to the difficult terrain, a tunnel had to be
driven through the rock bed of the glacier. The water

Weldick, A. flows through the tunnel Into a cage which consists of
GLACIAL VARIATIONS IN WEST GREENLAND IN strong steel girders. This cage retains the large
POSTGLACIAL TIME. Bull. Intern. Assoc. Sci. boulders while the water from the bottom of the gla-
Hydrol. 8(t):75-82 Incl. map, April 1963. 15 refs. cier runs off into the tunnel. (Author's abstract,

DLC, 'RR modified)
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SIP 22940 551.324.001.5(436) SIP 22942 582.26:536.48'-7:775)

Shatz, H. Holm-Hansen, Osmund
OBSERVATIONS ON THE HINTEREIS AND VERNAGT- VIABILITY OF BLUE-GREEN ALGAE AFTER
FERNER. Bull. Intern. Assoc. Sci. Hydrol. 8(1): FREEZING. Physiol. Plant. 16(3):530-540 incl.
94-96 incl. graph, tables, April 1963. tables, graph, 1963. 20 refs.

DLC, GPRR DLC, QKI.P575

Investigations and observations which began almost A variety of blue-green and green algae, isolated
80 yr ago on the Vernagtferner and Hinterelsferner from Wisconsin and from Antarctica, were tested forare reviewed briefly. The Vernagiferner gained ability to survive freezing at different temperatures
great Interest thr9ugh its rapid advances into the Rof- and also to survive repeated freezing ard thawing.

S-ental and particularly because of numerous outbreaks The rate of freezing which allowed the greatest sur-
of the glacial lakes on which reports date back as far vival varied from species to sp~ecies, but in general
as 1600. Finsterwalder was the first to use photo- a slow rate of freezing resulted in a higher rate of
grammetric methods in high mountains when in 1889 viability than did a rapid rate of freezing. The blue-
he collaborated to produce a map to the scile of I: green algae which showed the greatest survival were
10, 000 of the Vernagtverner. During the years 1889 filamentous species which normally grow in soil or
to 1909, Blamzcke and Hess made deep borings on the attached to a substratum In freshwater habitats; theHlntereisferner for the first time and reached depths unicellular andes were easy
.. 224 m.. Some of the drilling rods were left in the by freezingv With the exception of ChlorellaPyre-
boreholes and later gave valuable information about noidosa, the green algae from Wisconsin showed lit-
the movement and conditions In the Interior of the tIe or no strvval after freezing. The progressive
glacier. With precise maps and the close network of loss in via llty of Chlorella was also determined dur-
geodetic reference points, the coordinates of other ig continuVuh stora a -5 C. No viable cells
points were quickly determined. A research program could be detected after one year of storage. (Author's
in glacial meteorology has been conducted by Hoinkes abstract)
and Ambach since 1950. Since 1931. Schatz and Viet-
oris have continued to make the annual observations
and standard measuren. .nts on these glaciers which
were begun by Hess. Results for the period of 1949
to 1962 are given of transverse profiles of stone lines
because these results are of value in determining the SEP 22943 551.33(235.2)
mass budget of the Hintereisferner. It is pointed out
that the snout of the Hintereisferner has retreated Reiman, V.M. and L. F. Sidorov

horizontally since 1920, and that the results OLD GLACIATION IN THE SOUTHEASTERN PAMIRS.
of repeated photogrammetric surveys form usefulPamira
documents on the state of the glacier. -- BLE Text in Russian). Doklady, Akad. Nauk SSSR, 147

(2):452-453, 1962. 8 refs.
DLC, ASr2.S3663

SIP 22941 551, 324(436) The past maximum semiglaciation observed by the
authors is indicated by traces of glacial activity near

SShuptzky, Werner and Heinz Slupetaky the divides of mountain rarges and by the absence ofpVARIATIONS OF THE SONNBLICK ODENWINEL relics of the peneplain. The features of the Aksu val-
A~D LOWER RIFFEL GLACIERS DURING 1960-1962. ley and of Mt. Aksa (45" N; 79" E) are described. It(D VLWER n es LIk- DURINw und01962. is concludefi that a peneplain was formed on the south-
(D ie Ver derungen des Sonnblick-, ddenwinkel un dwe t r P a n s du ig t e M s z c e a. ni v ua

Unteen Rffekeess indenJabrn 190-162; eat western Pai~irs during the mesozaic era. Individual
Unteren Riff elkeeses in den Jahren 1960-1962; Text rltvl d'onanrne hwtae fgov
in German with English summary). Wetter u Leben, relatively ldw mountain ranges show traces of grov-_5(3/4):60-72 incl. Ilus., tables, map, 1963. 7 refs Ing from the foot to the divide. The glaciers ImpartedD 4LC 7 QH543. W4 horn shapes to many of the peaks. Remnants of the

peneplain were destroyed by grooving processes. --
Glaciological studies were started in 1960 in the Gra- Meteorol. and Geoastrophys. Abstracts, modified.
natspitzgruppe and the western part of the Glockner-
gruppe. The variations of the Sonnblick-, &denwn-
kel- and Unteren Riffelkees are described. With the
exception of the Sonnbllckees being in equilibrium in
1961 and advancing a few meters at some markings, SIP 22944 551.33('531.3)these Austrian glaciers retreated in 1960-61 and 1961-
62. The mass balance of the large old snow fields Vesnin, V. V., V. L Vlira and L P. Kartashovon.Sonnhlickees survived the ablation seasons of both HSTORY OF FORMATION OF GLACIAL RELIEF IN
years. The mass balance of the Sonnblickees seems THE REGION OF JACK LONDON LAKE. (!dtorilM
to have been positive in 1960-61; it was slightly nega- formrovani lednikovogo rel'efa v raione ozera
Vve in the fclowing year. The debris cover of the Dzhe ondona; Tet in Russian). Doklady, Akad.

nwinkel- and Unteren Riffelkees (both glaciers Nauk SSSR, 147(3)867-670 icl. map, 1962. 5 refs.
have special crographical conditions) Is due to the NaCk SSS 3 6 i1
relatively small ablation loss. (From authors' sum- DLC, AS2 3663
mary)2
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In the course of the geological prospecting in the sum. ticular glaciers are noted. Water balance and snow
mer of 1960, it waa found that none of the published cover studies, including avalanche investigations,
maps can fully explain all the pecullarites of the re- are under way. -- Meteorol. and Geoastrophys. Ab-
lief of this lake, located in the basin of the upper stracts
Kolyma River (64" Ns 156* E). Therefore, a new
geological-geomorphologlcal map wasdeveloped which
Is described and illustrated. It Is concluded that the
principal features of this relief were formed by the
action of glaciers of independent glaciations. How-
ever, no conclusions can be reached concerning the
age of the deposits. Attempts to relate the three gla- SIP 22947 551.526.6:551.326.7(268)
ciations to the general stratigraphic scale must &-
wait special stratigraphic investigations. -- Meteor. Rakov G. S.
cl. and Goastrohys. Abtr~acts HEAT CONTENT OF THE WATER OF KOLYMA BAY.

(K voprosu o teplazapase vod rolymskogo zaliva;
Text in Russian). Problemy Arktiki I AntLarktiki, No.
9:.29-35 incl. tables, graphs, 1961.

SIP 22945 551.326.62('3) DLC, G575.L422

Galgerov, S. S. . The timing of shipping In the region of the Kolyma
THE 25th ANNIVERSARY OF THE COMMENCEMENT River Is connected with ice formation In Kolyma Bay
OF THE WORLD'S FIRST POLAR DRIFTING STA- and the heat content of its waters. A series of me-
TION, SP-1. (K dvadtl atipftiletA nachala raboty teorological observations were made from the ice-
pervoT v mire nauchnoissedovatelskoi dreifulshcheY breaker "Admiral MakaroV' during Oct. 1959. The

stantlil SP-1; Text in Russian). Meteorologlfa I results of analysis and variations of factual and com-
Gidrologira, No. 6:48-50 Icd. map, June 1962. 1 ref. puted heat content data are tabulated. Computed data

DLC, QC8SI.M27 are approximate and are given with reference to vari-
able factors affecting the heat content in waters of

The history Is discussed of the work of the Soviet Kolyma Bay during Oct. -- Meteorol. and Geoastro-
polar drifting stations since their inauguration in May phys. Abstracts
1937. A.map is given showing the tracks of the vari-
ous stations since that time. The nature of the ob-
servations carried out are described and many of the
scientists involved in the work are named. -- Me-
teorol. and Geoastrophys. Abstracts

SIP 22948 551.324.4(-726. 1)

Noble, H. M.
SIP 22946 551.324.001.5(*535) GLACIOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS AT ADMIRALTY

BAY, KING GEORGE ISLAND, IN 1957-58. Brit. An-
GLmaadze, I. N. tarctic Survey Bull. No. 5:1-11 incl. illus., tables,
GLACIAL RESEARCH IN THE CAUCASUS MOUN- ,raps, maps, Jan. 1965. 7 refs.
TAS. (G iologcheske ssledovan raDLC, Unbound periodicals

Kaaza; Text in Russian). Meteorologira I Gidro-
logi2, No. 11:57-59, 1962. 17 refs. Observations were made on Stenhouse and Flagstaff

DLC, QC851.M27 Glaciers from March 3, 1957, to March 31, 1958.
The Stenhouse Is an outlet valley glacier with a 12There are about 1400 glaciers in the Caucasus re- soeadaseii ugt(ugtae)o 0 6

gion with an overall ice covered region of 1965 km2. slope and a specific budget (budget/area) of -0. 064
.- T the eaest poprteoeion of these glaciers Is 0. 11I m of water. The Flagstaff is a small galcier
The greatest proortion o these glaciers is concen-..... filling a cirque on the east side of Flagstaff Hill at
trated in the region between the summits of the Elbrus the southern end of Keller Peninsula. It has a specif.
and Kazbek. Glacier study has been going on for over Ic budget of -0. 53 m of water. Accumulation, abla-
a century. During the century 1887-1957, there was a tion, and movement observations for each glacier are
general recession of the glaciers. Early research tabulated. The results show that in recent times a
work gave much information on general characteris- general reduction occurred in the amount of ice on
tics but little was known about the particular charac- King George Island. Undernourishment prevailed for
teristics of individual river basins. Research has all glaciers during the IGY, accentuated for those
been more systematic over the last 10 yr. Regular glaciers not fed by the ice cap. Positions of the ter-
observations are carried out at a number of fixed ob- minal ice cliffs of the tidal glaciers varied during the
servation posts, and especially in 3 glacial basin3. budget year 1957-58, depending primarily on sea wa-
In addition, several expeditionary surveys have been ter temperature. Along the south coast of the island
carried out, mainly In summer, on particular gla- calving from the snouts of glaciers terminating In the
ciers. A planned survey during 1959-65 Is aimed at sea accounted for most of the ice lost from the is-
determining the extent of contemporary ice formation, land's supply. -- GAD
Several surveys carried out In recent years on par-
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SIP 22949 551.324.28(*729) SIP 22951 551.328.8(*531.4)

Ardus, Dennis A. User, I. IX'
MORPHOLOGY AND REGIME OF THE BRUNT ICE ANALYSIS OF A CASE OF EXTREME ICE THICK-
SHELF AND THE ADJACENT INLAND ICE, 1960-61. NESS. (Analiz slucha/n ekstremal'noy tolshchiny
Brit. Antarctic Survey Bull. No. 5:13-42 incl. illus., l'da; Text in Russian). Meteorologia I Gideologia,
tables, graphs, maps, Jan. 1965. 32 refs. No. 1:45-46 incl. table, Jan. 1965.
DLC, Unbound periodicals DLC, QC 851. M27.1965

Geological investigations were made during Jan. Results of ice thickness measurements during the
1960-Feb. 1962, in the vicinity of Halley Bay Station. winter of 1955-56 viong the Yenlsey R., 24 km up-
The Brunt Ice Shelf and Rilser-Larsen Isen form an stream of Krasnoyarsk and 2 kim below the mouth of
Ice shelf about 75, 000 km 2 , whose extent is largely the Nana R. are tabulated and show that the mean ice.
due to the protection afforded by the McDonald Ice thickness was between 105 and 155 cm and the maxi-
Rumples. Large depressions are actively forming mum value between 125 and 265 cm. The maximum
within the ice shelf as a result of divergent flow. The thickness normally observed is usually little more
slope of the inland ice has a great influence on the than I m. The exceptional 190 to 265 cm thickness
morphology of the ice shelf. The rift separating the observed during the typical winter of 1955-56 Is ex-
shelf from the Inland ice, and the formation of ice- planed by the occurrence of several heat waves, es-
bergs are attributed to the steepness of the slope of pecially on Nov. 23rd when the temperature rose to
the inland ice. Stake and pit measurements show 7"C. This caused edge-breaking of previously ac-__
uniform accumulation except locally in depressions - cumulated ice, mass packing, and sludge accumula-
near the ice front, end in undulations. At Tottanfjel- tion which remained at the point of greatest thickness
Ia, east-facing slopes are usually bare, while ice until winter's end. Complete freezing of the river
slopes are heavily glaciated. At Halley Bay the net lasts more than 5 months. The climatic regime of
accumulation is considered to be representative of the the Yenisey R. area near Krasnoyarsk (long and
true precipitation, and the mean annual measurements severe winter with a low temperature of -40 to -45"
(38.99 cm water) for 1945-61 are probably a good C, mean temperature between -16 to -20" C, and
measure of the precipitation over the whole area. -- maximum snow cover of 15 to 25 cm) is typical for
GAD Siberian rivers. -- VDP/FMM

SIP 22952 625.04:661.842
SIP 22950 551. 326.7:551. 464:551. 510. 41:546. 264

(*7) Koyama, M., and T. Takashi, Y. Kawai, and T.
Miyake, Y. and S. Maisuo K~saka
A ROLE OF SEA ICE AND SEA WATER IN THE ANT- TEST ON FROST HEAV9 SUPPRESSION OF CaCI2.
ARCTIC ON THE CARBON DIOXIDE CYCLE IN THE (Enka karushiumu nlyoru t~jd yokusei kdka ni kansuru
ATMOSPHERE. Papers Meteorol. Geophys. (Japan), jikken; Text in Japanese). Hokkaiddl Kalhatsukyoku
14(2):120-125 incl. table, graph, Sept. 1963. 12 refs. Doboku Shikenjo Geppa No. 133, 1-11, incl. diagrs.,
-ThLC, Orientalia Div. tables, June 1964. 4 refs.

DLC, Orientalia Div.
According to an analysis of gas inclusions in Antarc-
tic sea ice, the C02 content was 0. 1 to 0.5 ml/kg at Laboratory and field tests of frost heave suppression
NTP [standard temperature and pressure]. On the -- using 90%-pure C-aCl 2 inconcntrations-of-1--5031
other hand, Torii et al (1959) showed that the partial (dry weight) were made by mixing and by scattering
pressure of CO 2 in sea water is often as high as 6 x on the road. In the laboratory, frost heave rates
10-4 atmospheres. The amount of CO 2 which escapes were 463, 103, 30 and 0, respectively, for samples
from sea ice and seawater during the summer months containing CaCI2 concentrations of 0, 1, 2, and 5-.
is estimated. The results show that although the in- In samplcs containing 4 or 5q( CaC12 no freezing c-
crease in the CO2 concentration in the air as a result curred. In the field tests, 6 blocks of 3 m x 6 m road
of this escaped C02 is small, the total amount of re- surface w re used, CaC12 quantities from 0 kg/m2
lease for se? 4ice and sea water is 1.8 x 1013 gm/yr to 6 kg/im . Frost heave rate, water content ratio,
and 1.2 x 10 gmiyr, respectively. These amounts and dry density one winter later were not noticeably -
are comparable to the rate of production from other different in comparing the mixing and scattering pro-
sources whose importance in the geochemical cycle cedure. It was found that CaC12 was effective even in
of CO 2 in the atmosphere has been well established, small amounts but only for a short time. -- CST/
(Authors' abstract, modified) FMM
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SIP 22953 551.322:S39.37(*7) SIP 22955 551.578.486(52)

Mellor, Malcolm and George Hendrickson Mlyajlma, H.
CONFINED CREEP TESTS ON POLAR SNOW. Res. AVALANCHES IN KUROBE RIVER BASIN. (Kurobe-
Rept. 138, U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and gawa no nadare; Text in Javanese). Sepp)6, 25(2):
Engineering Laboratory, 8p. Incl. tables, graphs, 35-36 Incl. maps, March 1963.
Feb. 1965. 8 refs. DLC, Orlentalla Div.

CRREL files
Avalanches are discussed by dividing them according

Snow was sampled from various depths below the sir- to the time of occurrence, surh as, first-,now period
face of the Ice sheet at Byrd and Amundsen-Scott (middle Nov.), coldest period (Jan.), and thaw period
Stations, Antarctica. The samples were obtained (March-April). Two avalanches which occurred dur-
either by sawing blocks from trench and tunnel %alls Ing construction of power stations at Shiai Valley on
or by coring with the CRREL hand auger. The creep Dec, 27, 1938 and at Asohara Valley on Jan. 0, 1940,
specimens were introduced Into their stainless-steel both in the Kurobe River basin are briefly described.
cylinders by "screwing" t.ae saw-edged cylinders into -- CST I
larger sample blocks. The cylinders were standard
CRREL snow-sampling tubes, lined with silicone
grease to reduce friction and adhesion. The tubes
were set vertically on a bench, and pressure was
applied axially with a loose piston loaded by a guided SIP 22956 551.578.486(52) 1
yoke, deformations being read periodically from dial
micrometers. The mechanics of creep is discussed Shikano, F.
and the data are tabulated and graphed with respect to AVALANCHE AT BABAJIMA. (Babajima no nadare
temperature and density effects. Ai the lower densi- salgal; Text in Japanese). SeppyA, 25(2):36-38 incl.
ties, the compressive viscosities are In reasonable maps, March 1963.
agreement with those deduced from depth-density pro- DLC, Orientalia Div.
files. b1 is suggested that at least part of the discrep-
ancy may be attributed to the strain history of the Two avalanches occurred In the residential areas at
snow. The creep tests suggest a functional relation- Babajima Power Station on Dec. 21 1961 and at Yana.
ship between viscosity and density different from ,hat gawa Power Station on Feb. 10, 1996 in Toyama. At
suggested by analyses of natural snow densificatlon. Babajlma, 3 wings of living quarters, located on a
(Authors' abstract) 100-m long, 23" slope, part of a 1300-m long va.ey

of 30-35" slope, were destroyed. A temperature rise
of 10 C and subsequent lowering with a 40-cm snow-
fall resulted in an avalanche. At Yanagawa, by the
Kurobe River, the quarters were in a valley of 40-45'

SIP 22954 69:624.14:624. 19'772) slope. A sudden drop in temperature after two daysat 30C, causing an ice layer followed by a 150-cm

Mellor, Malcolm and George Hendrickson snowfall, resulted in an avalanche. The damage was
UI)ERSNOW STRUCTURES- BYRD STATION, AN- extensive due to the fact that buildings were dispersed
-ARTCA TCRE-. 38, STAmy C R- and inadequately designed for lateral pressures. --TARCTICA. Tech. PRpt. 138, U.S. Army Cold Re- CST/FMV
gions Research and Engineering Laboratory,38 p. incl.
Illus., table, graphs, diagrs., appendixes A-C, Feb.
1965. 14 refs.

CRREL files
SIP 22957/ 551. 577:551. 509. 54(52)

Byrd Station consists of a network of shallow tunnels
containing light, T-5-type, prefabricated buildings Yamada, T.
and other Items of equipment. Some sm.l buildings WEATHER FORECASTING DURING SNOW SEASONS.
(e.g., aurora tower, balloon pavilion, rawin dome) (Ksetsuid ni okeru kisha yoshin nitsulte; Text in
are elevated above the snow surface on extensible Japanese). eppy, 25(2):38-45 in l. taltes, graphs,

columns. The tunnels were constructed by the "cut- maps, March 1963.
and-cover" method. Electric power is generated by DLC, Orientalia Div.
a diesel plant and distributed through overhead wires.
Snow melter-produced water Is piped to the quarters Avalanches and other railroad hazards have occurred
and galley. The buildings are heated mainly by along the Rirawa Branch of the Kanazawa Railway
Individual oil-fired hot air systems. Only I vehicle whichIs located in the mountainous borders fNagn"
access opening is maintained, and most hatches to Tovama, and Nllgata. The occurrences during 1952-
the surface are closed. Data are given concerning 1961; total snowfall, maximum snow depth, number of
tunnel deformation, floor levels and foundation settle- snow days, and temperatures in 1960 and 1961 are
ment, temperature measurements, ventilation, and given. Freezing conditions, avalanches, snow and
other tests. The appendixes discuss snow reinforce- sleet occur at 995, 975, 980 and 977 mb pressure vnd
ment tests, air permeability of snow and the ventila- temperature of -5, 5, 2 to -2, and 3-20 C respec-
ton of undersnow camps, and the thermal effects of tively. The year 1961, characterized by atmospheric
water wells and sewage sinks. (Authors' abstract) pressure above 990 mb and temperature lower than
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usual, was a heavy snow year with dry and fine- At Nagaoka, underground water at a temperature of
grained snow. Weather forrvasts made twice daily 15 C was used to warm the road surface and melt
at 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. have shown good results. -- snow. Two types of pipe for carrying the water were
CST/FMM used. Pipes 100 mm in diameter to conduct water

from wells, 6.4 in to 7 m deep, were buried under
the center line of the road and equipped with nozzles,
6 to 8 mm in diameter at 40 -.cm intervals. The height
of the water jet was 70 cm and diminished to 20-30

SIP 2295r 624. 144.53(52) cm with decreasing pressure. Pipes of 20 mm aiam-
eter for spring water were buried 10 cm under the

iNshita, M. road surface with nozzles at 25-cm interval and
SNOW REMOVAL ON ROADS IN TOYAMA PRE FEC- upward jet direction of 45o It was found t_4j 85 I/hr
TURE. (Toyamaken no dor6 josetsu no genky6; Text or 23.6 cc/sec of water was needed for I m o The
in Japanese). Seppy6, 25(2):45-51 incl. tables, method was effective even in the heavy snow of Jan.
graph, map, Vsarch 196T. 30, 1963, when accumulation was 3. 18 m and water

DLC, Orientalla Div. equivalent, 2.3 - 4.3 mm/hr. -- CST,'FMM

Removal of snow from roads during the winter of
1960-61 is reported in Toyama where the maximum
snow cover depth exceeds 50 cm in Feb. and average
Jan. temperature is below 0 C for over 3/4 of the SIP 22961 624.144.4:625. 3(*50)
area. Allocation schedules of snow removal facilities
including 32 high-speed dump trucks and motorgrad- PigulevskiY, S.V. and A. P. Popovkin
ers (10 kin/hr) and 20 low-speed bulldozers (3 kmi/hr) TRACK MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR. CONTROL
are tabulated. For 20 kin,which included 16 impor- OF SNOW DRIFTS. (Soderzhanie I remont puti. Bor'
tant traffic intersections, roads were so narrowed ba so snezhnyml zanosami; Text in Russian). p. 149-
and obstructed by falling sno--, from house-tops that 205 incl. graphs. (In: UstroTstvo I soderzhanie lesov-
mechanical operation was impossible. Snow along oznvkh zheleznykh dorog kolei 750 mm, Moscow,
556 kn of road was removed in 1961. Snow removal Goslesbumizdat, 1963).
Is planned to Increase to 726 km in 1965. -- CST/ DLC, TF677. PS
FMMf Snowdrift conditions on railway lines in the USSR are

classified into three categories depending on the
height of road cuts. Cuts of 0.4 to 8.5 m get most
snow drift. Various methods of control are in use:

SIP 22959 624.145.8:621.311(52) (1) Movable wooden fences 2 x 1.5 m and 2 x 2 m al-
low for mobility and by the use of high poles can be

hn ,1raised without replacement when snowdrifts reach: Inamats, T,

ICE-JAM IN RESERVOIR OF POWER STATION. considerable heights. (2) Permanent fences, 3 to 7

(Hatsudensho suiro oyobi shusuiguchi no aisujamu Ii ni high, although initially expensive, require only
tsuite; Text in Japanese). Sepp6, 25(2):54-55 icl. subsequent repairs. (3) Tree lines are the most
diagrs., March 1963. usual and effective control. (4) Removal of grass and

DLC, Orientalia Div. other material around the roadbed prevents snow a -
cumulation. (5) Single and double track blade-plows

In cold seasons, at hydroelectric power station sites, of te "Norsorog' and similar types are used for snow~drifts up to 1. 5 , high. Use of rotary and blower-
river ice in the upper reaches, aided by drifting snow
and avalanches, freezes over. Ice flowing under the type snow plows avoids accumulation of the removed
cover ultimately jams the water intake of the power snow along the sides of the road bed. (6) Manual snow
station. Conventional sluices which are effective in removal. -- VDP
containing ice during Dec. are crushed in the Feb. -
March period of ice-flow. As a countermeasure it is
proposed to use a 13- i long horizontal, screen-type
sluice with an integral steel duct to channel water- - --- 551 2"6Z

--- flow to the intake. -- CSTiFMM

Brown, R. J. E.
SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE INFLUENCE OF

.. CLIMATIC AND TERRAIN FEATURES ON PERIMA-
FROST AT NORMAN WELLS, N. W. T., CANADA.

SIP 22960 624. 144.53(52) Res. Paper No. 236, Div. Building Res., Nat). Res.
Council, Can. NRC 8213, 16 p. incl. Illus., tablci,

F Miyake, T. graphs, map, Feb. 1965. 6 refs. (Also: Can. J.
UNDERGROUND WATER PIPE FOR SNOW REMOVAL Earth Sc1. vol. 2, p. 15-31, Feb. 1965)
ON ROADS. (Doro josetsu toshiteno shosetsu palpu; DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection
Text In Japanese). Seppy6, 25(2):55-57, incl. iUus.,
tables, March 1963. 4 refs. During the summers of 1959 and 1960, the influence

DLC, Orientalia Div. of climatic and terrain features on permafrost was
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investigated at Norman Wells, N. W.T. Five sites, SIP 22964 551.578. 46:546, 17:551. 594.5('701)
all underlain by permafrost, were investigated. One
was a Thornthwaite potential evapotranspfration site Wilson, A. T. and D. A. House
with a vegetation cover of Kentucky bluegrass growing FIXATION OF NITROGEN BY AURORA AND ITS CON-
on clayey silt. The four remaining sites included TRIBUTION TO THE NITROGEN BALANCE OF THE
the v~Arious types of vegetation growing in the Norman EARTH. Nature, 205(4973):793-794, Feb. 20, 1965.
Wells region. The tree growth was predominantly 4 refs
spruce with some tamarack. Sphagnum and other DLC, QI. N2
mosses, lichen, and sedge comprised the ground co-
veir. The peat layer varied in thickness from 7 In to Snow was chemically analyzed at Amundsen-Scott Sta-
2 ft and the mineral soil was predominantly clayey silt. tion to estimate the contribution of nitrate and nitrite
At each site, measurements were made of evaporation from the atmosphere to the biosphere. It is thought
(including evapotranspiration), net radiation at the that this nitrogen is the result of energy dissipation
ground surface., depth of thaw, and ground tempera- of aurora, airglow, and particulate bombardment.

/tures in the thawed layer and the permvirrost. Although The South Pole was chosen because of the lack of
field conditions c'ictated the use of crude measur~ng nitrogen contamination from thunderstorm anr human
devices, some quantitative information was obtained activities, and because it Is within the auroral zone.
on the relative importance of these c!imatic and ter- Samples included freshly-fallen snow (IJov. 3, 1963),
rain features in thepermafrost environment. Potential snow from the year 1962-53, and snow about 100 yr
evapotranspiration was higher in the Kentucky blue- old. The nitrate plus nitrite content was nearly equal
grass at the Thornwalte site than In spagnum and other to the chloride content (0.027 ppm), in contrast to
mosses, lichen, and sedge at the other sites. The snow analyses from other areas less remote from the
thaw depth under moss and lichen was less than In occans. The annual infall of nitrogen as nitrate and
areas supporting other types of plant growth. Ground nitrite at the South Pole is about 0.0045 lb/acre, too
temperatures in the thawed layer and in the permafrost large a quantity to be the result of extraterrestrial
showed the same characteristics, being lcwer in the sources alone. -- JFS
moss and lichen areas. (Author's abstract, modified)

SIP 22963 551.345:551.481.1(*440) SIP 22965 551.324.6:082.2(136)

Johnston, G. H. and R. J. E. Brown SYMPOSIUM OF OERGURGL. OPENIW- ADDRESS-
STRATIGRAPHY OF THE MACKENZIE RIVER DEL- DISCUSSIONS - EXCURSIOI. Bull. Intern. Assoc.
TA, NORTHWEST TERRITORIES, CANADA. Res. Sci. Hydrol. 8(2):50-108 ncl. table, graph, diagr.,
Paper No. 235, Div. Dudng Res., Natl. Res. Cour. June 1963. refs.
cl, Can. NRC 8280, 8 p. ncl, tables, graphs, map, DLC, GPRR
Jan. 1965. 10 refs. (Also: Bull. Geol. Soc. Am.
76(1):103-111, Jan. 1965) This section comprises the opening address (by P. A.
-DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection Shumskidf); discussions of the papers, and minutes of

the Symposium on Variations of the Regimen of Ex-
An Investigation was carried out in April 1961 to de- isting Glaciers (Sept. 10-18, 1962); and the papers
termine the distribution of permafrost under and ad- prepared for the small party which made a study tour
Jacent to a small lake. Using drilling methods, de- Sept. 2-8, 1962, of several Swiss glaciers and other
posits were sampled to bedrock at a depth of 230 ft. centers of interest to glaciologists. Shumskl? points
Permafrost was not found in the hole bored under the out that the most important problem n the study of
center of the lake but it was found in the total thick- glacier variations is to establish the regularities in
ness of deposits in 3 holes drilled within 50 ft of the changes of the area covered by glaciers. The
dense silty clay deposited on bedrock. Results of problem of glacier variations falls into 2 parts: (1)
laboratory tests on the sediments sampled suggest the glacio-meteorological problem, or the problem
that the lower portion at the dense silty-clay layer, of the response of the rate of external mass and heat
which contains pebbles, is probably till deposited by exchange to climatic changes and (2) the problem of
the ice sheet that covered the area during the Wiscon- the glacier reaction to the change of conditions at thesin. The upper portion of the dense silty-clay layer, glaciers external boundaries: the rate of external
which contains no pebbles, was possibly deposited un- mass exchange, temperature, and stresses. Dis-
der glaclomarine or estuarine conditions. The sedf- cussfons on 37 symposium papers are prented. For
ments overlying the clay layer are of deltaic origin abstracts on the individual papers presented at the
and were deposited by the present Mackenzie River symposium see SIP 21108-21131 and 22934-22940.
and Its post glacial predecessors. (Authors' abstract, See SIP 22966-22973 for the study-tour papers. --
modified) BLE
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SIP 22968 551.324(494) runoff was observed and established as a function of
time throughout the week, and the ablation was dis-

Renaud, Andre' tributed over the days and hours of the week according
GLACIERS IN THE ZERMATT REGION. (Les gla- to the runoff. The results indicate that investigations
ciers de la region de Zermott; Text In French). Bull. of the correlation between ablation and microcllmate
Intern. Assoc. Sci. Hydrol. 8(2):109-112, June 1963. in a small catchment basin of the glacier surfaze,
11 refs. whereby the ablation IF determined by 3 independent

DLC, GPRR methods, are promising. In 1962 experiments were
conducted to test equipment in the development stage.

summary is presented of scientific investigations-- BLE
in the Zermatt reqion of Switzerland, including a dis-

t eCtiscion on the physical properties, mass balance, and
movement of the glaciers with emphasis on the Gor-
ner, Filndelen, and Z'Mutt glaciers. -- BLE

SIP 22969 551.324.001.5(494)

Roethllsberger, H.
THE RHONE GLACIER SURVEYS. Bull. Intern.

SIP 22961 551.324:912(494) Assoc. Scl. Hydrol. 8(2):119-111 incl. table, graph,
June 1963. 3 refs.

Kasser, Peter DLC, GPRR
NOTE ON THE NEW MAP OF THE ALETSCH GLA-
CIER. Bull. Intern. Assoc. Scl. Hydrol. 8(2):113- . From 1874 to 1915 one of the most complete surveys ...

.. . .4o, June 1963. . .f the variations of a glacier yet nade was conducted
DLCI GPRR and published in a comprehensive report (Marcanton,

1916). The report reconstructs from various sources
The new map series "Aletsch Glacier as of September (e.g. moraines, descriptions, and old paintings and
195T', a Swiss contribution to the IGY, will reproduce sketches) a reliable picture of the glacier's fluctua-
the entire drainage basin of the glacier at a scale of tions for the last 3-1/2 centuries. Monthly observa-
I : 10, 000 with a contour interval of 10 m. The tios of the snout position relative to fixed points in
aerial photography and control for the map are de- front of the glacier were conducted year round. Most
scribed. The photogrammetry is now completed and of the movement studies In the ablation zone were

A a map has been produced which shows in detail the conducted with painted rocks originally arranged in
form of the glacier in Sept. 1957, the position of the straight transverse lines, some of them numbered.
glacier margin at the stage of maximum ice advance Areal and linear data are given for the glacier. --

during the 19th century, and an especially pronounced BLE
retreat-stage of the last ice age, the Daun stage,
which dates about 10, 000 to 12, 000 yr ago. During
the Daun stage the terminus of the Great Aletsch
Glacier probably lay somewhere near Brig. However,
present-day glaciers are not relicts of the former Ice SIP 22970 551.324.51(494)
age. A few years ago, the retreat of the Aletsch Gla-
cier revealed a forest of stumps, from which it Haefeli, R.
could be demonstrated that before the year A.D. 1200 OBSERVATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS ON THE
the glacier was smaller for several centuries than it COLD ICE SHEET ON JUNGFRAUJOCH. Bull.
is now. The Aletsch Glacier survey of 1957 will pro- Intern. Assoc. Sci. Hydrol. 8(2):122, June 1963.
vide the foundation for future Investigations of the 4 refs.
glacier. -- BLE DLC, GPRR

For a period of 10 yr (1950-1960), continuous meas-
, urements of displacement and deformation were made

inside a system of ice tunnels and outside on the firn.
RIP 22968 551.324. 433:551. 321(494) surface in the 50 nt thick Ice sheet on the Jungfrau-

joch (3470 m) where the ice temperature lies below
.... .asser, Peter----------------------------..... the melting point. The measurements provide an in-_

NOTE ON THE DETAILED ABLATION STUDIES OF sight into the general behavior of a small cold ice
1959 AND 1962 ON THE GREAT ALETSCH GLACIER. sheet, Its stresses and strains, the formation of wa-
Bull. Intern. Assoc. Sci. Hydrol. 8(2):115-118 incl. ter-filled crevasses, etc. Strain measurentents a-
table, June 1963. 3 refs. long the axes of the ice tunnels have given useful in-

DLC, GPRR formation about the flow law of polycrystalline ice.
Since the main temperature of the Ice in the region

Experiments were conducted on the Aletsch Glacier lies between -1° and -30 C, the tunnel deformations
in Aug. 1959 and Sept. 1962 to find accurate meihods provide a useful supplement to analogous measure-
for measuring ablation in a period of 1 hr or even ments on circular tunnels in temperate glaciers. The
1/2 hr. In 1959 a uitable wIi defined small drain- observations demonstrate the existence of cold or
age basin was found on the glacier surface. The polar glaciers in high alpine regions and indicate that
mean ablation of the area was observed for one week,
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there must be many opportunities for research on Vernat and Coli Glaciers and the mntereis and
cold glaciers in other high alpine regions. On the Kessclward Glaciirs. Maps at the Oetztal glaciers
Jungfraujoch ice sheet movement Is slow since there are discusstd, palst and recent investigations in the
is no sliding on the permanently frozen rock bed and area are summa zed, short descripuve notes are
the apparent viscosity of the ice Is less than that In given on the 17 14:al glaciers, and data (exposure,
a temperate glacier. Some data are biven on tunnel area, average hel ht, and snout altitude) are tabu-
conditions, ice overburden, displacements and tern- lated for the larg st glaciers in the Central Oetztal
peratures. -- BLE Alps. -- BLE

I

SM 22971 551.332.56(494)

-arfell, R.
NOTE ON THE HITORY OF THE STEINGLETSCHER
LAKE. Bull. Intern. Asoc. Scl. Hydrol. 8(2):123-
125, June 1965. 8SP 22973 551. 32:016(436)

DLC, GPRR
Rudolph, R.

The formation of the lake began 25 yX ago (about 1937) GLACIOLOGICAL BIBLIOGRAPHY OFTHE CENTRAL
as a result of the recession and the special morpho- OETZTAL ALPS.! IBull. Intern. Assoc. Scl. Hydrol.

. . logical conditions of the Steinletsch r whose surface 8(2): 132-139, Ju 4 1963.
area Is presently about 8 kia. An 4erial picture DLC, GPRR 1
taken in 1940 shows the lake in its efpbyonic stage.
In July 1956 the lake level was 1938 nI -bove sea level This list In 3 part, cocsists of about 340 references.
and the lake volume was 2.2 mllllon~m0 with a maxl- Two thirds ofthe entries are papers and summary re-
mum depth of 25 m. A flood with a maximum lake in- ports; the remalning third are brief reports on glaci-
flow of 11 m3 /sec developed during a night of thunder- ological Investigations carried out on the Rinterels,
storms on July 29-30, 1956, when construction work Vernagt, and Hoctijoch Glaciers (profiles, deep bor-
was in progress to regulate the lake level at the out- ings, etc.), and reports on annual glacier measure-
let. Within a few hours the outlet level sank by 5.5 ra ments made on behalf of the German and Austrian
and partial drainage of tI*e lake Increased the flood Alpenverein In the'Central Oetztal Alps. -- BLE
by 700,000 to 800,000 m. Changes in the lake dur-
ing the last 5 yr (1958-61) are summarized. -- BLE

SIP 22372 551.324:551.4(436)

Rudolph, R.
A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF THE GEOGRk'HY OF THE SIP 22974 551.324:912(45)
CENTRAL OETZTAL ALPS WITH SPECIAL REFER- 551.324(083. 2)(45)
ENCE TO ITS GLACIOLOGY. Bull. Intern. Assoc. Nangeroni, G. and'M. Vanni
Scl. Hydrol. 8(2):126-131 incl. table, June 1963. THE ACTIVITIES OF THE ITALIAN GLACIOLOGICAt.

DLC, GPRR COMMITTEE ON THE OCCASION OF THE INTER-
NATIONAL GEOPHYSICAL YEAR (IGY). Bull. Intern.

This is the most heavily glacierlzed part of the East- Assoc. Scl. Hydrol. 8(3):97-101, Sept. 1963. 6 refs.
ern Alps. The ice covered area Is about 160 km 2 . DLC, GPRR
Above Obergurgl at about 2200 m, the steep eastern
wall of the valley gives way t0 a broad plateau on to As a contribuion to the I~Y, the Italian Glaclological
which the tongues of the Galsberg, R'tmoos, and Committee prepared the Register of Italian Glaciers
Langtaler Glaciers descend. At greater heights the existing In 1957-58, and made complete topographical
sudden chage in slope at the edge of the cirques gives and depth surveys from 1952 to 190 of a group of gla-
rise to many ice falls (Gepatsch, Taschach, and Mlt- eiers In various Alpine fields and of the Calderone
telberg Glaciers). Early references to the behavior Glacier In the Gran Sasso. The register, which con-
of the glaciers In the OCk.ta are summarized with sats of 4 volumes, was prepared by (1) compiling a
emphasis on the Vernagt Glacier. Contemporary card index of each existing glacier and of those which
reports lidicate that the maximum postglacial advance disappeared within the last 50 yr, based on existing
occurred n the middle of the 19th century. After the bibliography, cartographic and photographic docu-
last advance between 1850 and 1860 the glaciers slow- mentation, and direct observations made in the sum -
ly retreated with minor advances or stat/onar periods mers of 1957 and 1958, ad (2) publishing the data
about 1870, 1890, and 1920. The loss of ice has ac- collected on the caids. Of the 1028 glaciers indexed,
celerated In the last 35 yr. The Vernagt Glacier has 190 have disappearod in the last 20 yr. The method-
retreated 4 Ion since 1850. Many previously co- ology at the cartographic surveys Is summarized for
alesed glacier snouts have separated, e.g., the each of the glaciers. -- BLX
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SEP 22975 551. 578.42:551. 321. 7(45) 0. 2 and 2. 0 cps frorr the bottom of relatively shallow
ice-covered seas show a line structure which Indl-

Morandini, 0. cates that vertical resonances occur within layers

1951/5- 1960/61. Bull. Intern Asoc. Scd jlydrol, The line Itructure appears with most clarity when~
TE3N10YE08RSept OBSRVAIO. ON re NOW INrA ognizatl dethbysiet arexclded d erco thesty

Doubtf'a thatsatonr accurs conclusions cansuremreached

from the variable results; however, a correlation has
been established between snow characteristics and
stream flow, especially at the Lago della Rossa and

----- - Lago Goillet pilot otatlons. Results also show that
the water equivalent of snow can be determined bySI227 5.67*13
measuring the ability of the snow to absorb gamnma SP29851 2.763
rays emitted by a radioactive cobalt plate. -- BLELueTbjr

SEA ICE IN THE SVALBARD REGION 1957-1962.
Norsk Polarmnstltutt, Arbok 1962, p. 24-34. l.
tables, maps, Oslo, 1963. 7 refs.

SIP 22976 -- 551322:53537LG55 7 - - - -

Bachsson BenardandAlphnse ial~oq~The meteorological and oceanographic factors signifi-
THEROLUINECENC OFARTFICILLYDE-cant for the ice conditions in the Svalb ard region are

TZROUIECNE FATFCAL described and the position of the Ice edge is given for
FORMED ICE. (Thermoluminescence de la glace d~f- Jue Jul, and Aug. 1957-62. Using Lebedev's for-
form-ge artiflciellement; Text In French). Compt. mula for Ice accretion and Zubovs formula for the

rend .C()10-1md rps e.8 95 wind drift of ice, good agreement is found between
WetS, the calculated ice thickniess and the ice transport east

t I DLC, Q4$.A14 of Sitsbergen and the Ice conditions on the east,
south ami-west coasts. The broad features 'of the

Previous studies have shown that the luminescence distribution of the Ice are well explained by studying
curve produces two peaks whose relative amplitudes witrarem rtuwnerpcpttoadar

viepend ony the5 origi y shwf ta the ic. Ihcpeen poucra pressure gradient. If necessary Information on these
violt ry (eSS) sudyshow tht te Ie jrodcesfactors, as well as detailed and frequent Information

up to four peaks of luminescence. The numbr p06- on the ice conditions, could be obtained Ice prognoses
tion, shape, and relative height of the peaks In each cudas egvni ra em.T iemr

ofthe curvgens pete s vayth thres icn stded For reliabie and detailed forecasts, it would be necessary
the omoeneus seciensthe urvs cn beclasl- to establish formulas especially for the Svalbard re-

fled into three groups. In the first, a wide peak Is gion. This would require thorough investigations of
produced comprising two or three maximums, the the Ice-forming, ice-transporting, and Ice-destruc-
two extremes occupying positions around -1650 C an live factors. -- BLE
-135* C. At temperatures lower 1han -1001 C the
second curve is similar to the first; but at -75' C a
secondary peak appears lower than the preceding one.
Curves of the third group contain one more supple-
mentary peak In the vicinity of -190' C; the two con-
secutive peaks correspond to the extreme maximums
of the first-group curves, and the peak at -75o C in SIP 22979 551. 336(*58)
the second group is also present in the third. -

GAD Llest~l, Olav
LATE PLEISTOCENE GLACIER ADVANCE AT HAR-
DANGERJOKULEN. (Et senglacialt breframstfit ved

- - - ---- Hardanger j~kulen; Text in Norwegian with English
abstract). Norsk Polarinstltutt, Arbok 1962, p. 132-

SIP 22977 551.463.2:551.326.7(03) 139 mel. Illus,, graph, maps, Oslo, 1963. 6 refs.
DLC, G575.078

Mline, A. R. and S. I. Clark
RESONANCES IN SEISMIC NOSE UNDER ARCTIC Moraine ridges In the northwest part of Hardanger-
SEA-ICE. Bull. Seismological Soc. Am. 54(6)-1797- vidda In southern Norway Indicate a glacier re-ad-
1809 mncl. table, graphs, dlagrs.,map, Di- 1964. vance In late glacial time. A snow line of 1550 m Is
12 refs computed which corresponds either to a summer
DLC, QESS 1.S3 temperature of 1. 1* C below present or winter accu-

mulation 600 mm higher than present. (Author's
Spectrograms of underwater seismic noise between abstract)
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SEP 22980 061.6:5:91(091)(058:02) methods, and gamma-radiation absorption counters.
In the Fraser catchment in New Zealand, a semi-

GJelsvik, Tore circular snow course was established which could be
THE ACTIVITIES OF NORSK POLARDITITUTT IN inspected from the air if necessary. The observa-
1962. Nors Polartnstitutt, Arbok 1962, p. 180-184, tional results In this area showed that (1) under sub-
Oslo, 1963. antarctic conditions, preient snow gage shield

DLC, G575,078 des!-gns are not effective; (2) the most satisfactory
snow gage for less exposed sites s.iould be the ele-

Expeditions to Svalbard carried out work in hydro- vated C-type gage with added features; (3) nn substi-
graphy, topography, geology, paleobotany, geo- tute exists for -'ow-course sampling; and (4! aurial
physics, and biology and investigated ice conditions inspection with photographs is the most efficient
in the Svalbard waters. Oil prospecting was done by method of observing snow-depth variations and the
a private firm from Norway, and the U.S. and by a extent of snow cover. Insuhficient work has been done
Russian expedition. Eight foreign scientific expedi- on this catchment to determine whether the equivalent
tions visited Svalbwrd. South Africa and Russia main. - -- -. results can be obtained by sampling at only one site.
taned separate scientific stations during the winter In -- BLE
Dronning Maud Land, Antarctica. In May, Liest~l
undertook mapping of ?igardsbreen in Norway, while
Lande continued the glaciological lavestigation.s of
Storbreen in Jotunheimen. Dybvadskog studied
glacier flow on Storbreen and Hisdal surveyed the SIP 22983 551.463.2: 551.326.7(03)
front of Borndhusbreen (Folgefonnil). Information is
given on the preparation of data (charts, maps, etc.) Milne, A. R. and J. H. Ganton
from Svalbard and Antarctica. -- BLE A STATISTICAL DESCRIPTION OF NOISE UNDER

SHORE-FAST SEA ICE IN WINTER. Rept 65-1
Pacific Naval Lab. Defence Res. Board (Can.), 23)p.
Incl. graphs, dlagrs., map, Jan. 1965. 6 refs.

DLC, Tech. Rept. CollectionSEP 22981 551. 578. 46:537. 22

Ambient noise under shore-fast ice in mid-winter is
Bent, R. B. and W.C.A. Hutchinson generated at the surface by wind action as well as by
ELECTRIC SPACE CHARGES OVER MELTING SNOW mechanical cracking caused by declining air tempera-
ON THE GROUND. J. Atmospheric and Terrestrial tures. An attempt has been made to relate field
Phys., 27(l):91-99 incl. tables, graphs, Jan. 1965. measurements of underwater noise to the sources of
12 refs.- the noise by means of a geometrical model cf the

DLC, QCS01.J6 environment. THis enabled relationships to be ob-
tained between the noise spectral density and the co-

Records of space charge concentration and potential efficient of excess at an omnidirectional hydrophone.
gradient over a melting snow cover indicate an aver- (Authors' abstract)
age Soncentration of 5500 negative elementary charges
/cm within the first meter above the ground, with r
wind speed of 10 m/see and an average of 770 posi-
live charges/cira3 between 1 and 21 in. The upper
positive space charge Is accounted for by the blowing SIP 22984 551.324.4:551.48(58)
o snow on adjacent high land. The lower negative
charge in the air near the ground, persisting in spite Otrem, Gunnar
of the wind, can be explained if a separation of GLACIO-HYDROLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN NOR-
charge occurs at the surface, the positive charge re- WAY. J. Hydrology (Amsterdam), 2(2):101-115 incl.
maining on the melting snow. (Authors' abstract) illus., table, graphs, maps, 1964.-12 refs.

DLC, Unbend periodical

In Norway mass balance is studied on several glaciers
by measuring accumulation (total income) and ablation

SIP 22982 551.578.42:551.321.7(931) (total loss) on the entire glacier surface. By conduct-
. . . .. .. .......- .. .Ing such measurem-enta-several times during the year,

Gllies, A. J. information is obtained on the rate of accumulation
REVIEW OF SNOW SURVEY METHODS, AND SNOW during the winter and the variations in ablation rate
SURVEYS IN THE FRASER CATCHMENT, CENTRAL during the summer. The observationl methods and
OTAGO. J.Hydrology (New Zealand), 3(1):3-16 incl. equipment are described and data are given. Infor-
illus., map, June 1964. 9 refs. mation is given on the glaciers acting as long-term

DLC, Unbound periodical reservoirs, the relation between melting and summer
temperature, 'Ariatons in mass balance related to

The main reasons for snow studies (completion of climatological conditions, the mapping of glaciated
precipitation records, flood forecasting, consumptive
use, and catchment standardization) are discussed, mulation on glaciers and the snow accumulation maps.
and details are given concerning snow storage gages, *- BLE
ground sampling, aerial inspection, photographic
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SIP 22985 551.578.7.55t. 501.81 While preparing geologic maps of glacial sediments of
Hr 12 counties covering about 16 000 m12 in North Dako-
Herman, Benjamin M. ta, a broad band (50 x 300 mi$ of glacial drift deposit
MULTIPLE SCATTER EFFECTS ON THE RADAR from Ptagnant glacier ice was discoveredJ. The dis-
RETURN FROM LARGE HAIL. J.Geophys. Res. 70 covery suggests that the Wisconsinan glacier in North
(5):1215-1225 incl. diagr., graphs, March 1, 1965 " Dakota had a temperate aquatic envlronnent on a wide
16 refs. band of its terminus. In order to understand the sedi-

DLC, QCSll.J6 menta of North Dakota more fully, the Martin River
Glaciet (50 air miles east of Cordova, Alaska) was

A modified form of the equation of radiative transfer studied during the field seasons of 1962 and 1963.
Sis solved numerically in order to estimate the effects The study included biology, chemistry, and limnology

of multiple scattering on the backscattered radar sig- in addition to geology and paleontology. The results
......... The returned signal from a hypothetical hal- of the studies will be published over a period of sev-

storm composed of spherical hailstones approximately eral years in various geological and biological jour-
3 cm in diam. is computed by means of the transfer nals. -- BLE
equation, and the result is compared with that com-
puted for the same storm but utilizing the conven-
tional equation which neglects all multiple scattering.
Results for optical depth r - 0. 48 show that multiple
scattering effects enhance the backscattered signal
by about 30%. This correction increases wit? vtlcal SIP 22988 551.32:37:551.321:528(049)
depth, and is probably quite significant for the larger Eagan, Christopher P.
hailstones. (Author's abstract, modified) OF the 1EP.fZUME OF THE 1962 FIELD SEASON OF THE

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY GLACIOLOGICAL
INSTITUTE, JUNEAU CEFIELD, ALASKA. Com-
pass of Sigma Gamma Epsilon, 41(I):61-69 incl.

SIP 22986 629.139. 85:551. 324('57) illus., map, Nov. 1963.

625.89:551.578. 46('57) DLC, TNI. C793

Ager, B. I:son The institute was initiated In 1961 to offer a combina-
SNOV ROADS AND ICE LANDINGS. Tech. Paper No. tion of Instruction and research opportunities to stu-
127, Div. Building Res., Natl. Res. Council (Can.), dents interested in glaciology and related fields. The
9 p. incl. ilus., tables, graphs, dagr., Aug. 1961. studies are primarily concerned with present and for-1g refs.
19 e . .o omer glaciation of the Juneau icefield. This paper dis-

cusses the facilities and logistics, the academic pro-

The results are roviewed of investigations conducted gram and instructional staff, ant the fhld projects.
Observations were made near the terminus of the

in Sweden on the preparation and use of snow roads Mendenhall Glacier of surface velocity by means o a
and ice landings. Regarding snow roads, the main
area to which the experience might be applied In Can- series of movement stakes embedded in deep holes.
ada Is In the preparation in deep snow regions of the Lichen development was studied in the Mendenhall
strip roads required for the primary transportation Valley to determine the feasibility of using lichen
stage, suitable for horses and small tractors. The growth rates as an indicator of the date of recession

powered open-roller and the adaptation of the frame- of Ice from .bedrock surfaces. On July 15, a new field

steering principle to vehicles used for road prepara- site was established at 5280 ft on the Mendenhall
tion might be considered for this type of work. It is crestal nivd, about 15 ml from the terminus. A 20-

unlikely that the experience gained on snow road ft pit was dug in the firn ablation measurements were

preparation can be applied to the construction of the made, and 5 test holes were drilled. The principal

truck-haul road needed for Canadian logging opera- glaclological project of the season was aregional sur-

lions. The Introduction of light, portable, screw or vey of firn-pack depth characteristics of Taku-Men-

propeller pumps has contributed to a considerable denhall--Llewellyn composite n~v. Boundaries
rdione i p the cotrfloodngiued andsinle- were determined between the snow accumulation ofreduction in the costs of flooding Ice landings in Swe- succeeding years, ram hardness was measured, and. . . . den , and co n.parable reduc tions are po ssible In Can- a s p l m n a y s ud n o v d t e m a u e e t a
ada, Some of the Swedish snow compaction equip- a supplementary study involved the measurement of
merit might also be useful as a complement to eist- englactal temperatures at 3 sites of the Taku-Llewel-

ing Canadian equipment. (From author's summary) lyn cres~al ndv4. - BLE

SIP 22989 551.4(*3)
SIP 22987 551.33:551.324. 294(78:'49)

Laird, Wilson M. and Samuel 3. Tuthifl Gorbatski!, G. V.
G Lard, RElsEAR I.an SuTH-CETRl AASA ARCTIC POLAR REGIONS. (Severnaya polarnal-GLACIAL RESEARCH IN SOUTH-CENTRAL ALASKA. oblast'; Text in Russian). Leningrad, Izd-vo Lenin-
Compass of Sigma Gamma Epsilon, 4i(2):97-103, Jan. gradsogo Unverslteta, 1964. 233 p. icl. maps,
1964. 50 refs. gasooUiestt,16.23p nl as1964. 50 refs. tables, diagra. 312 refs.

DLC, ThNI.C793 DLC, Slavic unclass.
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This general physico-geographlcal study of tIe Arctic Venus is the seat of a permanent glaciaton by reason
regions gives at the beginning of each chapter an of Its high albedo due to Its strong auroral activity
overall picture of the problem and continues with a and the low temperatures of Its Ionosphere. The Ve-
description of the local characte;stics for each area. nus albedo Is nearly 0. 80 and sre the solar flux is
Ten chapters review the following ,oples: I. Polar 1. 81 times greater, the planet receives at Its surface
landscapes, boundaries, and zonal distribution of the 40% les- radiation than the Earth. Venus thus ab-
ArrJc regions. 2. Bottom topography, currentb, ice sorbs a little more radiation than Mars where the
cover, and ice drift and distribution In the Arctic O- equatorial temperature rises only temporarily, a-
cean. 3. Ciimate, radiation, air moisture, cloud round midday, above the freezing point. Hence, the
cover, and precipitation. 4. Permairost, 3olifluctlon, oceans on Venus remain frozen since the planet's
weathering, erosion and polar-river regi,.,. 5. Con- origin. The author shows how this glaciation accounts
temporary regional glaciation. 6. Geological structure for observational data. The temperature of the cloud
and Pre-Quaternary history of the land. 7. Quater- layer is about -40 C; It remains quasi unchanged
nary period. 8. Terrain features. 9. Soil and vege- during the entire rotation period. The ionnsphere of
tatlon cover. 10. Animal life. -- VDP Venus presents an activity comparable to that of the

Earth and the existence of the auroral light on the
dark hemisphere involves the existence of a magnetic
field and acco, nts for the persistence of the iono-
sphere during the night. This superglaciation ac-

SIP 22990 024. 139.2:624. 15(50) companied with an Invariable temperature gives the
planet a dull and monotonous solar aspect under a

Bondarev, P. D. and V. P. Ushkalov dark and veiled sky; however, it does not rule out the
SPECIAL FEATURES IN DESIGNING AND BUILDING possibility of an atmospheric circulation between the
FOU.DATIONS ON FROZEN GROUND. (Osobennosti equatorial and polar regions. -- Meteorol. and
proektirovanira I ustrolstva fundamentv v usloftrakh Geoastrophys. Abstracts
merzlykh gruntov; Text in Russian). Moscow, tzd-vo
literatury po stroitel'stvu, 1964, 151 p. incl. illus.,
tables, maps, graphs, diagrs. 68 refs.

DLC, Slavic Unclass.

Maps show the general distribution of frozen ground SIP 22992 551.324. 24:53(084. 3)(*7)
in the USSR in 4 zones: the arctic, the sub-arctic, themodeatey cld, nd he outhrn.Theclimtolgy, American Geo)graphcal Society of New York
moderately cold, and the southern. The climatology, ANTARCTIC MAP FOLIO SERIES. FOLIO 2, PHYSI-
engineering geology, and permafrost conditions are CAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ANTARCTIC ICE
described and the most effective nethods of building SHEET. 1964, 10 p. Incl. illus., tables, graphs,
foundations recommended. Method I disregards the app., and portfolio of maps and photographs. 40 ref.
frozen state of the ground. Method 2 requires the DLC, G3100. A4
preservation of the permafrost. Method 3 allows
thawing during and after construction, and Method 4 The most easily measured parameters of Antarc
requires pre-thawing. Methods of constructing water Theiogy are mesued pn ters of Aarctic
lines, sewers, other subterranean pipe lines, and gciology are presented In the form of maps. -Use

are: surface elevations, Ice thickness, aver.,e an-roads are also considered. In the arctic and sub- nual surface temperatures, average annual snow ac-arctic zones Method I is generally applied; In the
moderately cold zone, depending on local conditions, from pits and cores. The latter are shown on three
all four methods are possible; in the southern zon", sheets f dars. a ce phtoraphwwhichtsum-
Methods 3 arnd 4 are usually ppled, but under favor- sheets of diagrams and Ice photographs which sum -
able ground conditions Method I can be used. The marize the results of studies at 10 stations. The ap
experience aconmulated in fotdation construction In pendix lists oversnow traverses, beginning with o*
various areas (Voruta region, Lake Baykal region, 1908-09 in Victoria Land. The traverse routes are
var Eas Okho tea regio, akSieria) By am shown on a map. In addition to the text references,
Far East, Okhotsk Sea Coast, and Siberia) is ana-
lyzed. Methods for designing foundations by deform- 147 data sources are listed from which the maps were
ation analysis; for calculatiig the depth and rate of compiled. -- JS
ground tha-ing;, the amount and rate of foundation
settling An heavina force are offered and examples
are given. -- VDP

SIP 22993 551.322:548.5

Sakai, Aldra

SIP 22991 551.322:523.42 THE FROST-HARDENIDG PROCESS OF WOODY
PLANT X. THE EFFECTIVE FROST-HARD.NING

Dauvilller, Alexandre TEMPERATURE IN TWIGS. (Mokuhon-rul no tait6se
PLANETARY ALBEDOS AND GLACIAL PERIODS. z6dai katel X. Shi no taitfseI wo k3ka-tekl ni takame-
THE VENUS GLACIATION. (Albddos planttaires et ru ondo; Text in Japanese with English summary).
ptriodes glaciaires. La glaciation de Vinus; Text in Teion-kagaku (Low Temp. Scl.), Ser. B. No. 22:29-
French). Compt. rend. 2..{":836-838, Jan. 21, 49 Incl. illus., tables, graphs, 1964. 24 refs.
1963. 8 refs. DLC, Orlentalia Div.

DLC, Q"46. A14
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To clarify mechanism of frost-hardening In woody The results are presented of snow-density measure-
plants, the asonal fluctuations of frost-hardiness ments made during the 1960-61 and 1962-63 winters
and the eff t of hardening at temperatures ranging in Schlerke/Harz, Germany. The methodology Is dis.
from 0 to -2 * C were studied in twigs of willow and cussed and terms used are defined. With reference
poplar duri October to May. 1. The effect of hard- to past Investigations In the U.S. and the USSR, the
ening at var ous temperatures Is as follows: -3.3 -5 ° ,  significance of the measurements for the prediction of
0>-0") Nor al Control In autumn; -3'> -5 -10>N. water supply from the melting snow is discussed, and
C.,O" In p ing. Hardening at -3* C (in frozen the physical changes of a snow cuver and their causes
state) was st effective in increasing the frost- are given. -- BLE
hardiness of the twigs In all experiments. When

4, twigs were ened at effective temperatures, the
effectlvenes of hardening increased with the length .
of hardening pcrlod within certain limits. 2. The
effect of fro t-hardening, natural or artificial, dif- SIP 22996 551.322:548.51
fers eonslde:ably in the different tissues, the order
of the effectifeness being as follows: outer paren- Blgg, E. K. and G. T. Miles
ehyma cell: In the cortical tissue-inner parenchyma THE RESULTS OF LARGE-SCALE MEASUREMENTS
cells in the cortical tissue>pith ray, pith-pericycle OF NATURAL ICE NUCLEI. J. Atmospheric Scd-
tissue. 3. 7he optimum temperature for converting ences, 21(4):396-403 incl. table, graphs, maps, July
starch into s7ar during frost-hardening was found 1964. ifrefs.
to be -30 C i all of the twigs tested. In addition, the DLC, QC851.A283
greater the effectiveness of the hardening treatment,
the greater t1e rate of conversion from starch to A lengthy experiment in which simultaneous measure-
sugar. From these results, the frost-hardiness of ments of ice nucleus concentrations have been made
a twig is closely related to sugar content, especially continuously at 24 places in Eastern Australia is de-
In the xylem issue. -- From author's summary scribed. The main results show (1) no association of

Ice nuclei active at -15' C with terrestrial or volcan-
ic dusts, (2) a close association with rainfall, (3) a
tendency for high concentrations to occur in an east-

S 22994 551. 579. 2:551. 321. 7(43) west band or bands, and (4) a strong lunar control of
I Ice nucleus concentrations. The Imollcatons of the

Henning, Hubert results are discussed. (Authors' abstract)

DETERMINATION OF THE WATER CONTENT OF A
SNOW COVER AT THE FICHTELBERG METEORO-
LOGICAL STATION WITH THE AID OF GAMMA
RADIATION. (Zur Bestimmung des Wassergehaltes
einer Schneedecke unter Benutzung von Gamma- SIP 22997 . 550.312: 550.38('682)
Strahien an der meteorologischen Station Flchtelberg,
Teat in German with English summary). Z. Meteor- Shaver, Ralpi and Kenneth Hunkins
ologie, 17(7-8):229-333 incl. tables, graphs, 1964. ARCTIC OCEAN GEOPHYSICAL STUDIES: CHUKCHI
5 refs. CAP AND CHUKCHI ABYSSAL PLAIN. Deep Sei Res.

r DLC, QC8S.Z4 11(6):905-916 incl. graphs, maps, Dec. 1964. 14

The water of an old-snow cover was meas- DLC, GC1.D25
ured In March 1963 in the Flchtelberg (Erzgebirge)
rek on of Germany to establish the suitability of an A bathymetric chart of the Chukchl Cap region was
instrument using gamma rays for such tests. The in- compiled with soundings obtained from Fletcher's Ice
strument, designated the M-31 Gamma Snow Sonde Island (T-3), as well as from other ice stations and
(made in the USSR), was successfully usedtoestlmate from U.S. Navy Icebreakers. New details of the
snow-cover dept, in the MIttelgebirge area. For Chukchi Cap are shown, including 2 submarine troughs
comparison purposes, the water content was also on the southwest side. West of the Chukchi Cap, a
measured with the 50-cm 2 snow scale, Model CSSR. small abyssal plain was found with a depth of 2230 m.

The results are presented and discussed. (From This plain is connected through an abyssal gap with
author's summary) the deeper Canada Abyssal Plain. The prominent

magnetic anomaly discovered during the drift of Sta-
tion Charlie was crossed more recently by T-3 and
by aeromagnetic flights. The continuity of the anom-

SP22995 51.578. 46:531.754: 551. 579.2(43) sty along the weste;-n and northern sides of the Chuk-
chi Cap was further established by the new measure-

Rachner, M. 1 ments. An interpretation was made of the anomaly

THE SIGNI ANCE OF SNOW-DENSITY MEASURE- as an expression of induced magnetization in base-
MENM7S IN HYDROMETEOROLOGY.'(Vboer die Bedeu. merit rocks. The Interpretation shows a basement

ridge beneath the anomaly maximum at the edge of the
lo.-'inche Zwece; Text in German with English sum- Chukchi Cap. The Cap itself is interpreted as being

mary). Z. Meteorologie, 17(7-8):234-239 incl. underlaid by a 12 km thickness of sediments. Bothmagnetic and gravity data were used for an interpre-

DLC, QC851,Z4
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tation of total crustal thickness along the same see- c/er growth. 6. The polished rocks an the shoulder
Uion. Crustal thickness ranges from 18-1/2 km be- and v.dley bottom ame not always the result of me-
neath the Chukchi Cap to 32 km beneath the large chanical ice grinding but of physical and chemical
basement ridge. (Authors' abstract) weathering taking place under the ice cover...

VDP/FMM

SIP 22998 535.39:551.521.32
Avrluev, M. S. MP 23000 651.578.48:55l.33

THE INFLUENCE OF AN UNDERLYING SURFACE Krlchbov, V. V.
ALBEDO ON DIFFUSED RADIATION. (VIfIInle al' CONDLCTDG SOIL INVESTIGATIONS WHEN STUDY-
bedo podstila'IshcheT poverkhnosti na rassefinnul DIG AVALANCHE DANGER ZONES. (Pochvennye
radlatslfal Text In Russian). Vestnik Moskovskogo Issledovanfli pri izuchenl lavinoopasnykh zon; Text
Univ. Ser 5, Geografilfl 20(l):37-41 incl. tables, in Russian). Vestnik Moskovskogo Univ. Ser. 5. Geo-graphs, Jan. -Feb. 1965. "T ref. grafAf, 20(1):62-64 incl. thus., dlagr., Jan. -Feb.

DLC, Unbound periodical, 1965. 3 efs.

Diffused radiation becomes a complex quantity to cal- D , Unbound periodical
clate in terms of earth and cloud albedo and correla- Geomorphologlcal and bntanical features are very use-tion with the initial flux of the direct and dispersed ful for determining avalanche danger zones. Snow
radiation. Accumulated radiation dependent on cloud slides usually transport large amounts of elastic ma-
cover is expressed as A*= 1/(1 - af4 In which a i the terial which, after years o accumulation, appears asearth's albedo and, Yequals scattered radiation re- a characteristic terrain feature. At the same time
turned to earth after secondary dispersion. Formulas the sliding snow destroys or drastically changes thefor scattered radiation andthe earth's albedoin terms vegetation aspect. For instance, in the .11lhibiY Mts.of cloud height and surface area are also derived. firs and old lirches have disappeared from the conical

-VDP/Fl avalanche slidepaths,. only young birches remaining.
Another special feature of the slidepath ground is
high moisture or marsh. These features, however,
may not be relied on entirely when determining ava-
lanche danger zones because some slidepaths are ac-SIP 22999 551.331 tive every winter, and others aredormant for decades
and reforest themselves. In such cases age studiesBashenina, N. V. of the forestation should be made to determine soil

ON THE CONCEPT OF "GLACIAL EROSION." (0 profiles and to identify slidepaths. Clearly markedponiatil "lednikovarI ekzartsira", Text In Russian). podzolic and illuvial horizons require some 500 to
Vestnik Moskovskogo Univ. Ser. 5, GeografA3 0Q(1): 1000 years to form. In the center of the avalanche
58-62 incl. Illus., Jan. -Feb. 1965. 10 refs. slidepath, debris and fine sandy materials are accum-.DLC, Unbound periodical ulated, revealing only humus horizons. A developed

illuvial horizon can be found on the slidepath borders.Recent research has shown that the mechanical action Podzolic sols begin in the fir and birch forest (of theof Ice in glacil erosion has been overrated. Ice Wdbiny Mts) beyond the well-defined avalanche slide-motion Is not uniform for all Its parts, but depends on path. Small areas of buried podzolic soil at a depthice thickness linked with the slope of pre-tglacial ter- of 1[0 to 40 cm may occur by the shfdeath edr.srain features. This helps to explain the formations under piedmont sediment. -- VDP/FMM

under glacier deposits such as the pre-glacial crust
weathering bn the Kola Peninsula, pre-glacial alluvia
in Lapland, Mesozoic formations under the glacial
formation near Moscow, and a sub-glacial peat hori-
zon in Novayo Zemlya. The formation of longitudinal

... . . depressions and kettle holes sometimes In a chainlike
order and filled by lakes is no more ascribed to the
mechanical work of ice but to tectonic fractures, the
role of the glacier being only to smooth existing ter-
rain features, in mountain glaciers movement dis-
tribution limits the possibilities of glacier erosion: 1.
Tongue ice does not move with an uniform velocity
and at the valley ridge Is stationary. Physical weath-
ering and the upper layer ice movements cause the
morainic chains. 2. The parts of the glacier tongue
which move are In the center. 3. The lower layers of
ice In the tongue move slowly. 4. The glacier
straightens the valley slopes which have been eroded
by weathering and more rapidly than the valley ridges
5. The valley shoulders are formed during the gla-
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Glaciers 22202 22647 Snow cover 22309 22466
Glaciology 2224 22659 Snow precipitation 22697 22699 22700
Ground Ice 22383 22701 22702 22717
Hall--Destructive effects 22432 Soils--Frost action effects 22309 22859 22874
Hal--4IstrIbutIon 22432 solfluction 22309
Hall-- Estimating methods 22432 Temperature 22384
Hailstorms 22432 Ural Mountains
Ice 22906 Glaciers 22201
Ice breaking 22311 22317 22361 VIctoria Land

22748 22782 Glacial geology 22349 2398 22421
Ite formation 22435 22529
Lake Ice 22446 Glacation 22421 22629
Lake kie--gtImatIng Glaciers 22421
methods 22446 Glaciology 222 25 22536
Lake lce--flr m-on 22319 22778 Lakes .22352 22355 22425
Lake Ice-WMelng 22319 Polygons 22349
WaMf -- Permarost regions 22784 to*w--Pit studles 22527 22534
Per alrost 22010 22252 22328 WshIngton

22664 22846 GlacIers--lass b"-. 22414
Permdrost-Dstrbuion 22433 22848 22907 Glalers--Thickne, 22414
Permdrost research 22660 Weddell Sea
Permarrost-TawIng 22433 Oceangraphy 22723 22724
Power lines--MeteorologIcal sea Ice 22724 22795
effects 22435 Sea water--Temperature 2723
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Weddell Sea (Continued) Windmill IslandsTe:e hl 22894 Geography 22530Wet helf~I Goology 22530Geopysicl ccloraionWisconsin(Gravimetric) 227.98 Geology 22845Geophysical exploration Yakutia
(seismic) 227S8 22944 eoog
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SUBJECT INDEX

Ablation see Airf Id construction--
Glcs--Ablaiion An arcttc regions 22546
Snow ccve r--Ablatin Gro enland 22752

Ablatographs 22968 Airlie d- -
Accumulation see WI ter operations 22103

Snow covr--Accumulaio t Airfie ds (Ice)-- 22058 22546 22986
Acoustic effects see An rctic regions 22541

Ice--AcousiT--effects Airfie ds (Sncsw) 22546 22986
Acoustic proppriles see Airplane icing-- 22011

Snow cover--Acoustic Air stream factors 22182
properties Est mating methods 22255 22410 22750

Adhesion see Me Lsurement 22255
ke---hesion Meteororlgical factors 22410 22750

Adsorptive properties se Airplahe mooring 22541
Nuclei (Ice crystal--- Airplaies--

Adsorpti-e properties Hail effect 22691 22695
Aerial obserration see Lwsding impact 22752

Snow cover --)r-tal Maintenance 22543
observation Perlormance 22359 22538 22539

Aerial protography-- I 22298 22382 22485 22540 22542 22543
Antarctic regions1 22145 22538 22540 22544 22547 22752
Arctic regions 22342 22381 22746 22888
Japan 21772 Analysis see
Lutzow-Holm Bay 22031 Mathematical analysis

Aeromagr.etic soundings see Radar reflections--Analysis
Arctic regions--Ge6FhysicaI Stress analysis

exploration (Aeromagnetic) Animal life see
Age determination see Fauna

Geology--Age-dt;ermlnation Antarctic equipment 22551 22552 22554
Glaciers--Age determination 22556 225,$0 22569

Agriculture-- 22580
PermL.,ot regions 22328 Antarctic regions--

Air-- Exploration 22354 2242 22537
Radioactivity 22460 22542 22543 22547

Air content see 22739
Concrete--Air content Research programs 22249 22537 22563
Ice--Air content 12585
Icebergs--Air content Antennas- -

Air stream factors see Antarctic regions 22495
Airplane icing--Air strt.em Anti-Icing 22926
factors Icing effects 22873

Air temperature-- Anti-icing see
Alaska 22840 Atenas--Ant i- icing
Antarctic regions 22283 22711 22733 Aviaion fuels--Anti-icing
Antarctica 22468 22484 2?q96 (C.emical)
Distribution 22452 22733 Applications see
Ellesmere Island 22785 Dry ice--Applications
Great Britain 22715 Explosives- -Applications
Greenland 22416 22688 Photometers- -Applications
Iceland 22690 Solar radiaion- -Applhca ±o.s
Japan 22403 Arctic Oquipment. - 22573 22582 "."69
Measurement 22186 22688 22693 Cold weather tests 22128 22841

22905 Performance 22424
Polar regions 22479 Arctic Oc( an--
USSR 22430 Geopnyslca! exploration 22009
U. S. 22352 22698 22702 Arctic regions-- 22989

22717 Explor jilon 22131 22582 2278e
Aircraft navigation- - 22919 22920

Antarctic regions 22482 22538 22539 Exp;.oraion--Bibliography 12777
22540 22542 22543 Geojhysical exploration

22544 (Aeromagnetic) 22012
Polar regions 22888
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Arctic regions-- (Contint-sed) ,lances-- (Continued)Geophysical exploration Czechoslovakia 22686(Gravimetric) 22997 Japan 22493 22930 22955Geophysical exploration 22956
(Magnetic) 22391 22997 Sweden 22857Photographic analysis 22342 Tien Shan 22844Research programs 22582 USSR 23000Arctic sleds 22567 Aviation fuels--Arctic tools 22828 22841 Anti-icing (Chemical) 22327Artificial frozen ground see

Frozen ground (Art;iiiial)--
Strength--Test results

Artificial precipitation-- 22246 22386 22387 Bacterial count see
22675 22684 22685 Permalrosti-Bacterial count
22819 22830 22891 Bibliography see

22924 Arctic reg ions--Explorat ion--Effectiveness 22262 22388 BibliographyAtmosphere see also Glaciers--Bibliography
Models-A~t'jWhere) Ice--Bibliography

Atmosphere-- Maps--Antarctic regions--Antarctic regions 22472 22674 22950 Bibliography
Arctic regions 22254 22256 22460 Permafrost- -Bibliography

22683 22709 22710 Sea ice--BibliographyC0emilumiescence 22013 22014 22105 Snow--Bibliography
22106 22124 22134 Soils--lFrost action effects--
22200 22245 223b5 Bibliography

22600 Blowing snow--Greenhouse effect 22187 Aitarctic regions 22835 2283Kazakhstan 22269 Measurement 22835 22928
Moisture content 22262 22768 Bridges--Optical properties 22001 22285 22315 Construction 22207 22756

22481 22766 Protection 22513Photometric analysts .22001 22013 22285 Building foundations--Radiational cooling 22896 Frost action effects 22089 22297Refractive index 22408 22688 Frost action effects--Scintillation effects 22315 Countermeasures 22990
Thermodynamic properties 22007 22133 22198

22254 22384 22693
Thermodynamic properties--

Antarctic regions 22711 Calorimeters 22825
Thermodynamic properties-- Cartr -Japan 22404 Nucleating properties 22308Wave transmission 22385 Chemical salysis see.

Atmospheric absorption-- Dust partic.es---ChemicaPolar regions 22021 analysis
Atmospheric circulation-- Ice--Chemical analysisAntarctic regions 22469 22470 22472 Nuclei (Ice crystal)--

22474 22476 22477 Chemical analysis
22711 22716 Prec ipitat ion--Chemical

Arctic regions 22198 22247 22254 analysis
22680 22681 22745 Sea ice--Chemical analysisNorthern Hemispher 22103 22430 Sea water--Chemical analysisPolar regins 22289 22479 22486 . Snow-- Chemical analysis

Southern Hemisphere 22450 22458 22467 Chemical properties see
22471 Sea wate r--Chern'icalAtmospheric vapor-- properties

Meteorological factors 22256 Chemiluminescence see
Atypi(al formations see Atmosphere- -Ice--Atypical formations Chemiluminescence
Aurora and airglow see Classification seeAtmosphere-- Frost at tio---Classif ication

Chem ilum inescence Glaciation--Classtfication
Avalanche accidents 22955 22956 Glacier ice--Classification
Avalanche forecasting 22844 Ground ice -ClassificatonAvalanches 22069 Hailstones- -Classification
Avalanches (Earth) 22770 River ice- -ClassificationAvalanches-- Snow crystals--Classification

Countermeasures 22844 22930 Soils--Classification
Counte rmep su res--Japan 22491 22492
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Climatic factors see Communications--
Ice Islands- -limatic factors Antarctic regions 22425 22583
Glaciers--%Mass balance-- Arctic regions 22151 22460

Climatic factors Polar regions 22586 22833
Soils- - Permafr'st regions-- Concrete--

Climatic factors Air content 22185Climatology-- 22119 22733 Freezing- -Countermeasures 22185 22730 22754
Adl1e Coast 22237 Frost act'.in effects--Test results 22185
Alaska 22815 22840 Manufactu.e 22730 22754 22783
Alps 22518 Condensation nuclei see
Antarctic regions 22102 22287 22384 Freezing nucleF"

22459 Nuclei (ice crystal)
Antarctica 22177 22473 22475 Conductivity see

22480 Water--'onductivity -
Arctic regions 22263 22473 22683 Construction see also
Greenland 22415 Airfield construction--
Iceland 22690 Antarctic regiors
111inois 22925 Airfield construction--
Japan 22489 22490 22957 Greenland
Labrador 22130 Bridges--Construction
Nebraska 22384 Dams--Construction
Polar rpgions 22282 Foundation construction--
Ross D pendency 22478 Permafrost regions
South Pole 22143 22144 Frozen ground--Construction
USSR 22433 Ice darns--Construction
U. S 22697 22698 22699 Ice islands--Construction

22700 22701 22702 Ice roads--Construction
22818 Pipeline construction

Clothing-- Road construction- -Canada
Antarctic regions 22575 22576 22577 Road construction--

-22579 Permafrost regions
Cold weather tests 22221 Snow roads--Construction
Polar regions 22463 Construction--

Cioud seeding see Antarctic regions 22537 22548 22549
Artificial precipitation 22550 22555 225%Chd physics 22250 22251 22684 22562 22954Clouds- - 22263 Greenland 22259 22669

Icing properties 22246 22256 22262 Japan 22207 22212
22314 22388 22390 Meteorological effects 22332 22423 22834
22670 22675 22734 Permafrost regions 22032 22077 22165

.- :
-

9! 22730
2291 r'ernialro,. regitis- -Canada d2j42

Photographic analysis 22738 Permafrost regions--Siberia 22783
Reflective properties 22485 22998 P-rmafrost regions--USSR 22438 22665 22934

Cold exposure-- 22862
Physiological effects 22030 22131 22179 Polar regions 22305 22463 22553

22184 22221 22225 22557
22228 22229 22231 USSR 22754 22782 22637
22232 22235 22236 Construction material se
22419 22420 22422 Frozen ground i
22463 22578 22663 (Construction material)

22715 Ice (Constructian material)
Cold weather tests see Snow (Construction material)

Arctic equipment--Cold Construction (Military) 22083 22152 22336
weather tests Control we

Clothing--Cold weather tests SnWrifts--Controi
Internal combustion engines-- Countermeasures see

Cold weather tests Avalanches--
Materials- -Cold weather tests Countermeasures
Military equipment--Cold Building foundations--Frost
weather tests action effects--Countermeasures

Colloidal properties see Concrete-- Freezing--
Ice--Colloidal properties Countermeasures

Colored snow see Ice formation- -Countermeasures
Snow- -Inijrit ies Power lines--Meteorological

Com inution see effects- -Countermeasures
Ice- -Cnr i-minution Ralroads- -Icing effects--
Models (Comminution) Countermeacures
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.4 Countemeasuires see (Ccritirued) Desalination see
River ice--FormalIon-- Salt extiiaciion

Countermeasures Destructive effects see
Snow surfare- -Evaporation- - Hail- -Destrucfiv~ effects

Counte rmeasu rem Ice formatian--Deutructive
Soils- -Frost action effects- - effects

Countermeasures Snow cove r- -Destructive
Creep mee effects

lie---Creep Detection see
Se& ice- -Creep Icebei---Detection
Snow--Creep Sea ice--Detection
Snow cover--Creep Detonation waves--

Crevasses 22160 .Propagation 22313Crystal structure see Deuterium oxide ice--
Glacier Ice--Thmtal Vapor pressure 2248

structure Dictionaries see
Grnand ice--Crystal Frost aithon- -D!ictionaries

structure Sea ice- -Dictionaries
Had stones- -Cry-tal Digging see.structure DrIT~hg
Ice--Crystal structure Excavaticri techniques

- - ---- Ice shelves- -Crystal -Dirt bands see
structure Giac iaTistr iat IonsSea Ice--Crystal structure Dirt cones see

Snow--Crytail structure Glaciies--Ablation
Crystophienes see Distribution see

Ground ie Air tempeWrature-
Cyclones see also Distribution

GlacM-icyclones Flora- -Distribution
Cyclones-- Ground ice--Distribution

Antarctic regions 22455 22457 22467 Hal-. -Distr ibution
22469 22471 22477. Icebergs- -Distriiuioc

22486 Peat-Dsrbto
Per'nafrost --Dist ribtlon
Polygons- -Distribution
Pree ipitat ion --Dist ribu tonDamping effects see Sea ice --Distribution

Sea ice--Damping effects Snow cove r--Dist ribution
Dams see also Dang eIce amrs--Construction see--rang
Dams-- Drifting see

Construction 22939 BnoWrtfts
Freezipg- -USSR 2244'A Drilling-- -25Dating see Alaska 22354R.-Uoactive dating Arctic Ocean209

Deformation see Arctic regions 22023 22025Ice- -Defo-rnation Canada 22042 22828Ice tunnels- -Deformation Kazakhstan 22268Plates- -Deformation Permafrost regions 22204 22392 22594Rivpr ice- -Deformation 22801 22824
Sea !te- -Deformation Drills see

Degradation see Dr1Iing
Permafr-ot ~Degradation Ice drills

De- -icing materials-- -- -2206 -Droplets see-- -
Test results 22327 Watir droplets

Density see Dry Ice~-
Railirtones9--Dens NY Aipications 22819 22924
Ice--Density -Dust particles--
Sea ice- -Density Chemical analysis 22174 22175. 22176Snow--Densirty 22521 22895Snow cover--Density Nucleating prcperties 22674 22996

Deposits se
Glaciil deposits- -Alaska
Glacial deposts--Canada
Glacial deposits- -Greenland Ecology~-
Glacial depos its- -Him alayas Alaska 22357Glacial deposts-KaZachstan Atactic regions 22515 22942Glacial deposits--North Dakota Canada 2296i
Glacial deposits- -Sweden
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Ecology-- (Continued) Zstm sting methods see (Continued)
Scandinavia 22439 Snw precipttatTF--
U. S. 22942 Estimating methods

Pemrst!onomi c atr e Soil temperatures--Perinfros-Wanonic stimating meohodsfactors Evaporation #me
Elasticity see also Ie-vprto

Ice-KT~ticiy Ie crystals- -Evaporation
Ice crystals--Elasticity Sea water- -Evaporation
Mkae rils- -Eialtic ity Snow su rfs I- -Evaporation
Sea Ice--Elasticity Soils- -Evaporation

Elasticty-- Water surface --Evaporation
Mechanical analysis 22872 Excavating machinery--Electric cables see also USSR 22748 22862Power lines Excavation see

Electric cables 22151 Excavg-iam techniques
Electrical properties wee Ice--Excavation

Ice--Electrical jrii-erties Excavation techniques-- 22721Ice crystals- -Electrical Frozen ground 23862properties Snow 22954
Sea Ice--Electrical properties 9wterlM 22073Sea waler --Electrical properties lixploration see
Snow- -Electrical properties tacWrein_
Snowstorms- -Electrical Explatirons-

propertiesExlrio
Soil- -lecrica prperiesArctic regions--

Soisedoleticalerotrias Exploratior
Walertioes-Eetia Polar regions--

propetiesExploration
Electrical soundings seeExlsv ~

Glce c-Ge~~sclApplie-atiltis 22313 22513 22919exploration (Re sistiv ity) Exposure see
Electromagnetic prope-is see Cl epsr-

Sea ce -Elec roragnetW-Physiological effectsproperties Extraterrestrial ice 22991
Electroniagnet~c soundings se

Geophysical exploration-
(Electromagnetic)-~
Antarctic regions Faunase als'oGlacier ice--Ceophysical Ipu rities
exploration (Electromagnetic) Fauna--

Equipment see Arctic Ocean 22029Arctic equipment Ellesmere Island 22920
M~..... ux,~acmFire fig.ng Z~22556

- ..d5.~,.. qutpment Fin see
Srow compaction equipment Nw-- Metamorphism
Snow removal equipment Flora see also
Testing equipment Aji:Ic-Jt-ure- -Pe rmafrostTransportation equipment regionsWater supply equipment Flora--Erosion see Antarctic regions 22379 22389 22515Ice 7irositon canas" 22786ftow e roesIon Distribution- -Pbdogmaphic

Estimatin methods see analysis 22306Airplane icing,-rtjmat4.ng Distribution--Sweden 22100methods Ellesmere Island 292
Hal--Estimating methods Frs cinefcs22431 224"7 22494
ice formation- -Estiniatig Frs cto 215method@ Frost action effects--U. S. 223 09
Lake Ice--Estimating Japan 22194 jmQ&"oda Permafrost regions 22962
River ice--fttimatlng Flow measurement see,

methods Glaciers-- Flow measurement
Sea ice-4-Etimating methods Fog sa"
Snow cover- -Density- - -Ve tog

Estimati'.g methodsFoeatn -
Snow ccr- Thikkw as-- Forecast ing e atn

Snow me~t and run-off-- Weather forecasting
Est!-=sting methods
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Formation see Frost flowers fee
Glacier-ormation Ice--Atypical formations
Ground ice--Formation Frost heaving see
Hailstones-- Formatlon Frost actToT effects
Ice crystals--Formation Frost penetration--
Ice formation Canada 22127
Ice islands- -Formation Frozen ground see also
Ice shelves-- Formation Excavatio tel-iques--
Ice wedges-- Formation Frozen ground
Lake Ice--Forn atlon Models (Frozen ground)
Muclei (Ice crystal)--Formation Frozen ground--Permafrost- -Formation Construction 22077
Po'7gons-- Formation Drilling 22204
Precipitat ion- -Formation Electrical properties 22507
River ice--Formation Mechanical properties 22091 22907 22931
Sea Ice--Formation Moisture content 22836
Snow crystals--Formation Moisture content--

Fossil ice see Mpamaromant 22861Groun'die Permeability 22507Foundation construwtion see also Photograohic analysis 22861 22884Building foundations Physical properties 22091 22847 2?907
Foundation construction-- 2-31

...... Permafrost regions--USSR 22438 22990 - Pollen content 22357USSR 22089 Rer!.ctive properties 22331Frazil ice-- rength 22932
Radiation absorption 22180 Strength--Measurement 22751

Freezing see Thawing 22077 22824
Dams-- Freezing USSR 22867Meltwater--Freezing Wave transmission 22751
Plant tissues--Freezing Frozen ground (Artifirial) 22167
Sea water--Freezing Frozen ground (ConstructionSlwd i (SewI, r--F.ia material) 22783 22907 22990
Soils--Freezing
Solutions--Freezing
Water--Freezing
Water droplets-- Freezing Generators see

Freezing nuclei 22308 22506 22762 Silver iide generators
22792 22830 Geography--

Friction (Glaciers) 22088 22363 22364 Alaska 22129 22265 22413Friction (Ice) 22086 22087 22522 22815 22640Friction (Rubber-ice) 22337 22890Fricticn (Rubber-snow) 22929 Arctic regiors 22V"Frost action-- Austria 22972Arctic regions 22860 Drygalski Island 22134
CLassification 22866 Ellesmer Island 22919
Czechoslovakia 22853 22880 Iceland 22465Den_-n,-k 2?"1 Mrit' Byrd L.vd 22531
Dictioenaries 22879 Scotland 22910
Firland 22090 USSR 22435
Great Britain 22850 22878 22886 Windmill Islands 22530Himalayas 22852 Geology-- 22729IteLbnd 22885 Age determination 22100 22349 22517
Netherlands 22881 Alaska 22080 22522 22890
North America 22845 Antarctic regions 22080 2 2 2453
Ontario 22297 Antarctica 22015 22288
Pamirs 22883 Arctic regions 22324 22989Spitsbergen 22850 Czechoslovakia 22880

2weden 32857 22858 Ellesmere Island 22920
USSR 22089 22846 22848 Great Britain 22850U.& 22859 22874 Greenland 22004 22418Frost action effects see Marie Byrd Land 22531

- Building fommdatlis-- Pleistocene 22119 22848
Frrost action effects Spitsbergen 22850

Concrete--Frost action Windmill Islands 22530effects Wisconsin 22845
Flora--Frost action effectsWicnn 24
Rilora--Frost action effects Geophysical exploration ae also
Roads--Frost action effects Arctic Ocean--GeoV sicU
Rocks--Frost action effects exploration
Soil--Frot action effects
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Geophyskal exploration seL -,so Glacial gelotqv (',tmanued)
(Continued) NVw Zel&JAd 22760

Arctic regtons.-Ge phyalral Norway 22253 22811 22979
f I I ; 1 ;! Photographic analysts--

C.10, it I-t., l 1. , 41 Litzow-Holm Bay 22031
Polar Plateau 22816N 1 'i'4Jhyuic Scandinavia 2249 2806eXVI", ratlon Scotland 255 22910 22911

Lilt Ice--Geophysical Stratigraphy 2 2 816 283e xpl orati!on Sweden 22907 22912 2g1
Sea ice--Gehysilcal USSR 22638 22999 23000exploration U. S. 22264 22827
Sea water--Geophysical Victoria Lad 22319 22398 22421exploration Takutia 22944

Geophysical exploration-- Glacial lakes--'Antarctic regions 22240 Alps 22939 2971
Budd Coast 22532 Canada 22826 228COCanada 22342 India 22371
Kazakhstan 22266 22271 22272 Glacial striations--
USSR 22252 Germany 22279Geophysical exploration Glaciation see also

(Electromagnetic)-- Geolojr7 I
Antarctic regions 22453 Glacial geology

Geophysical exploration Snow cover--Dlstribut ion(Gravimetric)-- Glaciation-~ 22146 22284 22769
Antarctic regions 22892 Africa 22356
Antarctica 32141 Alaska 22129 22290 22291West Ice She' 2798 32413 22890 22922Geuphysical exp.o. .-tion Alps 22323(Magnetic)-- Antarctic regions 2226Chukchl Sea 12391 Asia 22852Geophysical exploration Canada 22290 22826 22854(Seismic)-- 

22904Antarctic regions 22453 Carpathi n Mutmnalns 22323
Antarctica 22142 22238 22589 China 22771West Ice Shelf 22798 Classific lion 22290

Geophysics- - Czechoslovakia 22853Antarctica 22015 Great Britain 22712Arctic regions 22009 Greenland 2212 22123 22839Polar regions 22020 Iceland 224455Glacial anticyclones 22487 22469 22471 Kazakhstan 22274 22215
22477 Labrador 2195 22335 22789Glacial deposits- 2r170 22813 22814Alaska 22522 22.29Canada 22963 McMurdo Sound 22817Greenland 22004 New Zealand 22270Himalayas 22852 North America 23334

Kazakhq tn 22271 22272 Northern Hemisphere 22133 22590North Dakota 22987 Norway 22253 12311 22902Sweden 22856 22979Glacial geology-- Pamirs 22943Africa 22356 Pleistocene 22 12277 2278Alaska 22VA2 Asue 22279 2290 22334
Antarctic regions 22439 22409 21439 22440Australia 22278 22465 23780 3214
Baffin Island 22915 2 2900 2 201 2216Budd Coast 22534 22193Canada 22440 2226 22854 Scotlads 2255 2210 22911

22904 Southern Hemisphere 22401 22401 32590Carpathlan Mountains 22323 Sweden 22100 23101 22807China 23771 22912 23916
Czechoslovakia 22853 USR 2249 22900 22901Germany 22279 22999Greenland 22132 22123 22418 U. S. 22827Iceland 22465 22909 Victoria Land 32431
Labrador 22195 22335 32789 Yakutia 12944

22790 22813 22814 Glacier formation--
22829 Theory 22119 22357 22591McMurdo Sos'd 22817 Ilacier ice-- 22284
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Glacier ice-- (Continued) Glaciers-- (Continued)
Antarctic regions 22454 Gecphysical exploration
Antarctica 22281 22802 22897 (Gravimetric) 22417

22949 Gravity measurement 22373
Classification 22413 Greenland 22417 22521 22839
Crystal structure 22365 22375 22895
Geophysical exploration 22238 Growth- -Mathematical analysis 22362
Geophysical exploration Iceland 22909

(Electromagnetic) 22454 India 22831
Geophysical exploration Italy 22974

(Gravimetric) 2214e 22454 Kazakhstan 22268 22270 22273
Geophysical exploration 22274 22275

(Resistivity) 22272 Kerguelen Island 22397
Geophysical exploration McMurdo Sound . . 22817

... (Seism..)--.-------- -1) .22121 22454 22589 . Mapping 22299 22414 22831
22823 22967 22972 22974

Graham Land 22516 Mass balance 22330 229"5
Impurities 22135 22174 22175 Mass balance--Alaska 22024 22815 22840

22176 23521 22895 Mass balance- -Alps 22451
McMurdo Sound 22018 Mass balance -- Antarcth regiors 22592 22597 22897
Melting 22135 22237 22560 22935 22936
Phoographic analysis-- Mass balance--Austria 22940 22941

lutzow-Holm Bay 22031 Mass balance--Caucasus ------- - 2294A -

Plasticity 22166 22366 22970 Mass balance- -Climatic factors 22045 22722
Testing equipment 22120 Mass balance -- Greenland 22938
Thickness 22377 Mass balance--King George
Thickness--Antarctic regions 22453 Island 22948
Thickness-- Measurement 22142 Mass balance--Norway 22984
Thickness--Novaya Zemlya 22121 Mass balanc.-.ipamirs 22937
Thickness--Test'--& eqpment 22865 Mass balance--Spitsbergen 22805 22934
Velrft v--Antvr t fW 224'5.3 Macs balance--Sweden 22376 22377
Wave transmission 22589 22865 Mass balance--Switzerland 22966 22967 22969

Glacier friction see Mass balance--Washhnton 22414
Friction (Gl-iers) Measurement 22325 22451

Glaciers see also Melting 22370 22667 22770
Ice s'lve-s 22849 22935 22939
Surface ice Melting--Scotland 22910

Glaciers-- 22284 22726 22769 Melting- -Tien Shan 22447
Ablation 22032 22075 22413 Meteorological effects 22183 22667 22935
Ablation--Mathematical analysis 22362 New Zealand 22364 22755
Ablation- -Measurement 22321 22755 22968 Northern Hemisphere 22183
Ablation--Meteorological factors 22518 22812 22905 Norway 22375 22902 22979
Ablation--Swtze rland 22971 22984
Age determination 22150 22283 22.117 Phtographic analysis 22201 22266 22298

"23 , ".;68 ;2378 2:395
Alaska -22027 3. vi 22397 22974

22413 22890 22987 Physical properties 22364
22988 Physical properties--

Alps 22451 22518 22713 Antarctic regions 22992
22939 22973 Polar regions 22020 22591

Argentina 22849 Radiation absorption 22075 22370
Argentine Islands 22303 Radiation balance 22021 22667
Austria 22940 22941 22972 Scandinavia 228006
Axel Heiberg Island 22300 ;2301 Shear zones 22004
Baffin Island 22375 Sweden 22375 22378 22856
Bibliography 22973 SwItzerland 22713 22966 22967
Canada 22789 22790 298
Caueasus 22946 Temperature 22325
Chile 22849 Temperature--Test results 22270

4 Illesmere Island 22787 22788 Terminus 22018
Flow measurement 22004 22032 22046 Thermal balance 22935

22047 22073 22074 Thickness 22325
22347 22363 22369 Thickness- -Antarctic regions 22936
22377 22527 22593 Thickness--Antarctica 22142

22767 22788 Thickness- -Mathematical
Flow measurement--Alaska 22024 analysis 22273 2373
Fl w mesuremett--Greenland 3209 Thickness--TestIng equipment 22273
France 22330 Thickness--Washington 32414
Geophysical exploratlon 22722 22909 Tibet 2"70
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I

Glaciers-- (Continued) Ground ice see alsa
USSR 22202 22687 ice weji-
U. S. 22363 Icing mouas
Ural Mountains 21201 Surtace iceVelocity 22146 22156 22325 Ground ice--

22330 22364 22767 Alaska 2284722967 Arctic regions 2280Velocity--Alaska 22129 22413 22815 Canada 22875Velocity- -Antarctic regions 22936 Classtffcation 22383Velocity--Austria 22940 22941 12972 Crystal structure 22383Velocity- -Canada 22369 Distribution 22383
Velocity--Greenland 22047 22122 22938 Formation 22383 22931Velocity--Pamirs 22396 22449 22937 FormatIon--Temi;erature factors 22836Veloc.ty--Ross Dependency 22368 22428 Photographic analysis 2286Velocity- -Spitsbergen 22634 Scandinavia 22 2285
Velocity- -Switzerland 22048 22073 22966 USSR 22383

22969 22970 Sweden 22850Victoria Land 22421 Ground water--Water pressure 22369 Permafrost regions--Japsa 22188Glaciers (Icing) see Growth see
Surface ice- Glaci--s--Growth--

Glaciology-- 22168 22722 22726 Mathematical analysis
22729 22769 Ice crystmls--Growth

Amery Ice Shelf 22599 Sea ice--Growth
Axel Heiberg Island 22714 Sea ice--Gs, wth--
Bibliography 22464 22769 22973 Mathematical analysis
Budd Coast 22524 22532
China 22104
Ellesmere Island 22731 22786 22787

22812 22919 22920 Hail--Flchner Ice Shelf 22528 • Destructive effects 22260 2291 2 96K.nakhstan 22266 Destructive effects--USSR 33432Marie Byrd Land 22523 22526 22528 Distribution--Canada 22250 22708
22533 22535 Distribution- -South Africa 22763Research programs 22988 Dist ribution--USSR 22432

Research programs-- Distribution--U. . 22260 22261 22820Antarctic regions 22118 23625Ross Ice Shelf 22525 Estimating methods 22260 22261 22673South Pole 22529 22691 22695 22696Spitsbergen 22805 22708USSR 22284 Estimating methods--USSR 22432Victoria Land 22527 22534 22536 Meteorological factors 22432 22779 22780Glaze-see " .i- Reflective properties 2008 22251 22764Ai'-lane icina 22820 2985
ice fturmw- Hail effect se

Glossaries see Airplanes--Hafl uectDictio iTiep Railatoaes-- 22006 22734 22764
Graupel see 22985Sno-rystals Classificati'm 23695Gravimeters 22141 32892 22894 Crystal structure 22m 22780Gravimetric soundings see. Density 32314Arctic regions--Ge-physical Formation 22135 22250 22251exploration (Gravinetric) 23390 22670 23671

Glacier Ice--Geophysical 2284 22694 2273exploration (Gravimetric) 22779 22780Gravity measurement see Isotopic content 23773 22780
Glaciers--Gravtt-- Melting 22155measurement Simulation 22155 2239Ice islands--Gravity jiaistorms-- 32701 23734 22820measurment Great Britain 22894Greenhouse effect see Met2orological factors 2250 22251 22260Atmosphere-M-reenhouse 22261 22673 23691

effect 236 22925Ground see Meteorological factors--india M2571
He-at ran se r--Ground Modification 22313 32734

Ground cover-- USSR 22432Radiation absorption 22998 Health see
Reflective properties 22331 22333 p2485 r.wOc health

22487 22998
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Heat trafer-- Ice-- (Continued)
Antarctic regions 22344 2289 Crystal structure (Continued) 22375 22450 22668
Arctic Ocean 22007 22461 22720 22976
Arcti regions 2412 22487 Deformation 22033 22046 22047
Ground 22423 236 22372 22722
Lake Bonney 22352 22353 22355 2272v

22425 Density 22350
Lake Vanda 22425 Elasticity 22360
McMurdo Sound 22234 Electrical properties 22157 22172 22495
Mathematical analysis 22125 22791 22519 22793 22794
Permafrost regions 22784 Evaporation 22226
Polar regions 22282 22908 Excavation 22841

Heater&-- I Impurities 22086 22087
Antarctic regions 22552 22560 Impurities- -Antarctic regions -- - 22176

Helicopter rotors-- - Impurities--Greenland 22176
Ice form ation ' 22011 Impurities--Polar regivs 22174 2175 22370

Helicopters-- Isotopic content 22150 22203 2228L
Performance 22181 22359 22545 22399 22400

Hoarfrost-- 22071. Luminescence 22283 22976
Molecular structure 22071 Mechanical properties 22034 22729

Hydrodynamic characteristice see Mechanical properties--
Particles--Hydrodynamic-- Testing equipment 22976

characteristics Melting 22125 22558 22728
Hydroelectric power see Melting--Test results 22076.Ptvw-r plants Molecular structure 22164 22172 22203

, Hydrogen Ion content see 22326 22393 22668

Precipitation--H~ydrogen ion Nuclear phenomena 22308
content Physical properties 22%-i 22032 22154

Hydrolaccoliths see Plasticity 22034
Icing moumnd Radiation abscrption 22180

Hydrology-- Reflective properties 22161 22180 22227
Alaska 22005 22331
Alps 22939 Reflective properties--

. Arctic region 22006 Polar regions 22370
China 22104 Refractive index 22312 22823
Japan 22169 22170 Research programs--Canada 22082
Kazakhstan 22266 22271 Sintering 22178
McMurdo Sound 22234 Spectrum analysis 22153
Norway 22984 Strength- -Mathematical analysis 22241
Polar regions 22222 Strength- -Test results 22044 22765
Statistical analysis 22248 Stresses 22360 22742
Sweden 22917 Surface properties 22668

Surface properties- -Measurement 22161
T mperature 22360
Thermodynamic properties 22067

Ice see also Thickness--Testing equipment 22864
lW-raterrestrial ice Trafficability 22078 22719
Deuterium oxide Ice USSR 22906

razul ice Vapor pressure 22488
Glacier ice Viscosity 22035 22084 22087
Lake ice Wave transmission 22026 22038 22121
Models (Ice) 22338 22339 22838
River ice Ice--X-ray effects see
Sea ice Ice--Lumines-e'ice
Surface ice Ice-urea 22163

S Ice,- 22769 Ice (Construction material) 22044 22055 32056
Acoustic effects 22310 22057 22546 22842
Adhesion 22178 22389 22668 2296
Adheslon--Measurement 22182 Ice augr see
Air content 22037 Ice drilli
Atypical formations 22516 Ice breaking 22513 229
Bibliography 22307 Antarctic regions 22302Chemical analysis 22135 22203 22374 Hurgary 22899CoLloidal properties 22153 Mathematical analysis 22059 22782
Comminution 22064 USSR 22311 22317 22361
Creep 22033 22034 22035 22748 22792

22372 Ice caves--
Crystal structure 22033 22037 22108 Alaska 22027

22241 22340 22372
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ke cont.ol see 31so lee islands-- (Contlnued)
Ice form'at ]---Coutermeasures Grav*y meamo-ment 22892
Ice removal (Chemical) Magnetic measuremmi 22009

ke control-- Mapping 22945
Airfields 22A78 22719 Ice fri:tion see
Roads 22206 22337 Frictio-- 1ce)

Ice cracks 22058 22059 22241 Ice Jame see
Ice crossings see River i*os--Fiormati

Ice roads--Construction Ice landing atelps see
Ice crystz. nuclei see Airfields (lceT-

Nuclei (Ice ci-stal) Ice lenses see
Ice crystal replicas see Grourd-Tce,

Ice crjstals-4-l-servatim Ice nodels see
Ice crystals-- 22002 Modeli-le)

Elasticity 22033 22034 22067 Ice mounds see
22101 22372 22 0.F, Icing tni ds

Electrical properties 22156 22157 Ice pressure--
Evaporation 22450 Measurem'.,t 22317
Formation 22154 22156 2"2308 Ice removal (Chemical) 222o 22952

22386 22387 22504 Ice roads--
22506 22512 22675 Construction 12748 2841 222bd
22677 22688 22679. ke samplers 22028
2282 22685 22686 Ice.,helve- .
22687 22762 22792 A s 22080
22830 22801 22993 A4arctic regJons 22347 22599 22729

* 22996 1'' 22761 22728
Formation--Temperature factors 22256 A~ctc regions 22023 22737
Growth 22049 Calrd Coast 22514 22864 22949
Measurement 22037 Crystal structure 1 22623
Photographic analysis 22047 Formation 22022 22023 22949
Plasticity 22035 22107 22340 McMurdo Sound 22016 22018
Prese.vation 22036 22037 22108 Mass tasance 1 22514"

22340 22450 22713 Physical properties 22305 2251 4 22599
22838 1 22761

Production 22740 22819 Properties 22023
Radialtin absorption 22838 Quneen %tt' I WOi 22799
Structure 22036 Ri l.,, ' 22365 22374

lce cutting 22841 r V it n'In- - 2
Ice dams-- V* at reslts. -Gre, 22120

Construction 1l3)A etuVrels-- 22046 22047 22073
Ice drills-- 1284 220"74 22909

Test realts 22028 22268 223',4 Deformauion 2254 32970
Ice wtls- - 22160

ke erosion-- l1ls Atesba 22847
Greenland V2sk)4 AI'tic lli 22860

ke fog 22262 22520 2305 I'##( N ,, Ota 22833
Ice forecabing see 2rvnimti', 12877 2288i 22882

Eattmalingmethods 22884 22885 22886
Ice forma.ion see also I.N t, 2913

Helcopteir rcirs--c v 1,4 22859
formation &'# Is--

Hoar front- -Molecular Air content 22120
structure Antarctic regions 221S7 2279 22803

I'rr;os--lce formation Detection 2 2803
.... - ation 22906 D4strlbut'on 22257 241

a-. urermeasures 22076 22782 22837 Distribution- -Arctic regior 22703 22704 22, 01-
Depf-i*e effects 22192 22717 22704 2'07
Esatmava, rnethods--Ca%;%a 22258 Phbgrgraphic anilysis 22257
Mathematical analysts 22117 22258 Velocity 2514 22518
Meteorologica factors 22088 22873 Icebreakor propellers--
:estig equipment 22117 Performance 22311 22361
USSR 22435 Iceraps see

ice grinders 22064 Gla-iers
ke islands-- Icecrete see

Arctic regions 22022 22197 22945 Ice Tonstruction material)
22997 Icing see

Climatic factors 22473 Ja-plant icingCnsxtruction 22055 ke formation
Frmatlon 22022 Su rface ice
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? Ic Ing effects Mee Lu~minuscence we
Antennas-Iing effects Ice-- LtamUhscence
Railroads--king effects--

Countermeasures
kcing mounds 22808
Icing properties see Magnetic measurement see

Clouds--Icingpropertles Ice islands--Magnpi-
Impurities see moasuremot

Glacie-r ce--Impurties Magnetic soundings see
Ice--lIpurities Arctic regions- -eophysical
Be& ice--Impurities exploration (Magnetic)

____ - -. -bo--IzpurtIesMaintenance se
Infrared absorpt ion see Airplanes--MaIntenance

kce- -Spectrum iijyeis Snow tunnels- -Maintenance
Instruments see also Transportation equipment--

Meteor6KV--c-9instruments -Maintenance
Instruments-- 22593 22914 Mapping--

Opical effects 22001 22315 Antarctic regions 22725Inuating materials-- AMel Heiberg Island 22298 2230 22301Thermal conductivity--Test results 22078 2271i G nland -- _ _-22122
Interception see M se sso

Snow przec ptatinn--Interception Wei&atrmaps--outhern
Internal combustion engines-- ilsmisphere

Cold weather tests 22128
ladopic content see Ic regions 228(4 22992HillstnesZ_-otopic content Antarctic regions--BIblIography 22725

Ice--Isdopic content Arctic regions 22324Snow--Iadtopic content Axel Reiterg Island 22299
Ice regions--Canada 22334,

Mass balance see
Glaciers-Mass balanceLanding impact see Ice shelves- -Mans balance

Alrplanes-Thnding impact Materials see also
!Ake Ice-- Cons-ut~Tonmaterial

Alaska 22354 De-icing materials
Arctic regions 22642 Insulating mate rials
Carada 22889 Mater~as--
Mainsere IslvAd 22731 Cold weather tests 22561Estimating methods .22258 22319 22923 ELasticity 22872Estimating mhethods--USSR 22446 Tonfperature effects 22341 22561

Formation 22898 Mathematical analysis see
Formation--USSR 22319 22778 Glaciers--AnlatoF=
Geophysical exploration (Sonic) 22210 22211 mathematical analysis

* Hungary 22898 Glaciers--Growth--
Jpan 22210 22211 Mathematical w,~ uis
Melting 22898 1Glaciers--Thckne--
Melting--USSR 22319 1. Mathematical anacvsls
Raiation balance 22425 Aeat transfer.-
Siberia 22870 Mathematical anay2S
Sweden 22917 Ice--Strength--
Thermal effects 22917 Mathematical analysis
USSR 22446 Ice breaking--

Lakes-- Mathemstcal analysis

Aiaa 2220. Ice formation--.

L etdodistrictio sefect2 Masuemtca nalsi
Vicoria Lad 2235b22353 Air5ane& k -iing--esrmn

Landslie see Blowin Ic-stnh--esrmn
Lvai-striautionthmtca nayi

Limnology- 22210 22~~274So ov --Sbsdne
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Measurement see (Continued; Multing see (Contbosed'
rroen fr-iind--tMoisture *1C7Metn i_Cormtent--Measurement Snow-c".-Melting

Frozen ground-- 9trength-- Uultwaler-
Measurement Fezn 21Glacier lee- -Thickness- - reew in 22516n w
Measurement M eitae erosionse

Glaclers--Ablatlcm.- Inoeros0ion
M esurement Met mer s ia"

Glaciers--Fluw measurement bow--Mefiorpgam

measurement Metonos t ec-t ee -lgia

GLahes--Meteorological effectsIcm Aho-beasureme nt Powcer ls--Meterological
Ice-fce prop-aeties- effects

Measurement RIer lormatblgm--ogca
Ice crysale--Measurement Mtooia effects

I sai reme ty ILke-eoorological effects
matce-easurement bowe lie--Meteorologial

Rier lced--MWaurmti effects
Ie r e-ikess -- Wind--reentMeteorological effects
Measurement Meteorologi l effecets ~eas

Patc-Measurement Sw oe-Meteorologicalln mes- 267 271 275
Mierteasurementefct

Sk alo-Measurement Meeorolgca meir esa also
So -Ny-Measurement M rneteorologe ymcs- 262270228Bs. k--raflcttIIy-- Wroeatioer forcain
MeasurementMeerlg a"ls

bow--ater onent--men Meerlo-7-267 224Snw Diy Measurement Anaic regaros210 227224

boww corerconstn-- 22348 2246 2245
Measurement Antrctic ronms 22102 2247 22243

Snow cover- -Measu rement 2285 22676 22683Snow loads- -Measurement Axel Hotherg IslaM 22714
Snowdrlfts--Mleasurement udd CORA 22524
Soil temperatures-- ZIeemere Imland 22731 22785 22786

Measurement .22812 22919
Soils--Frost action effects-- Greenland 22100 22710

Measurement Kazahtan 22269
Solar radiation- -Measurement Maria Byrd Land 22716
Sollflucttom--Measuremnent Polar regions 2f202 .1"
Stream flow--Measuremnent 91WILzrand 22712

Mechianical analysis mee Motorsas __

Mechanical properties mee Riston meters I~
Ice--Mechanical properties Prpitatio gae
River lee--Mechanical properties BoW gave
Se ice--Mlechanical properties Methods of observation e*bow--Mechanical properties Aerial pbotogrpbj-
Sow cove r- -Mechanical properties Age determination
Soils--Mlechanical properties Estimuing zastho&
Solids- -Mechanical properties Measuremet

Melting me Photo Interpretation
Glacier ice--Melting Phorq. aaysis
Glacie ru--Mlelting Pbotomertric analyas
11,11tcme s--Mielting OpectruwanSalysis
Ice--Melting awYying maof
Lake ice--Mlelting Weranora me
River ice--Mlelting 3actezmcome
sea Ice--Melting mets
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Mlcrn~etorolgy--Nucleatlir properties see
Antarctica 22177 Carbon- -NucloatfiT
Ligh transmnIssion, 22001 properties
Pfer regon 22411 Dust partioles--Nuclettng
South Pole 22143 22144 properties

Military construction see Oxides--Nucleating
Construction (Maziiry) properties

Military eupmen@t-- Silver iodide--Nucleating
Cold weather tes 22341 properties

Milit" operations-- Nuclei see
Antarctic regions 22537 22547 Fiiing nuclei

Military research-- 22132 -Nuclei amc crystal)--- --- 22388 22390 22506
Polar regions 22426 22427 - --- __22512 22675 22678

Miary transportation-- 22686 22762 22830
Greenland 22573 22891 22996

Mining-- Adsorptive properties 22792
Permafrost regions--USSR 22784 Chemical analysis 22685 22687

Models (Atmosphere) 22385 Formation 22071 22154 22386
Models (Comminution) 22064 22381 22389 22520
Models (Fromen giramud) .22751 22674 22796 22819
Model. (Glacier) 22330 22366 22373 Ieasuremet 22677 22679 22682U-
Models (Hailtones) 22155 22239 22313
Models (Ice) 22125 22172
Models (Micrometeorology) 22411
Models (Sea ice) 22051 22053 22162 Oceanographic equipment--
Models (&aw) 22003 22063 22181 Antarctic regions 2226

22833 Arctic regions 22138
Models (Sound field) 22243' 22310 22338 Oceanography--

22339 22983 Antarctic regions 22351 22358 22436
modification see 22437 22795

Hailtors- Mod icaio'Antarctic regIons--U. S, 22739
Moisture content see Arctic regions 22012 22029 22079

Amnoshre -oisture 22140 22196 22310
content22324 22351 22461

Atmospheric vapor-~- 22795 22989 22997
Meteorological factors Ellesmere Island 22786

Frosen groun--Moisure Labrador 22130
content Weddell Sea 22723 22724

Soils--Moisture contet Operations see
Molecular structure see Military operations

Boarfrost--molgilar Power plants--Winter
st.racture operations

he--Molecular structzre . airoads--Winter
Wster--Molecular structure operations

Mooring see Optical Air mass 22766
Alrpiae mooring Optical effects se

Mounds see Instrumen~si -Optical effects
Ici i-m2Mnds Optical properties see

Atmopm~re-Zical
properties

Seow--(ptica properties
Nsass see Oscillations se

-Irdimounds .. - - Sea ice-silsin
Surf ace icS Oxde--

Naviatin--Nucleating properties 22792
Antarcti regions 22302 22566 22583

2202
Arctic regions 22149 2219 22247
Polar regions 22311 22361 22581 Paleoclimatolomy- 2230

Neutrons (Ice) we Arctic reio 22357
Ice--NucIW&ar phenomena Australia 22278

I"v see Great BrItaln 22712
~WM--Metanorphisn Kurdistan 22277

Nitrogen conent see U. 8& 22874
Snow cover r-Wit.op Particles--

comeat Hydodnamic characteristics 1203 22181
Nuclear phenomena m Mesurement 22174 22175 22176

Ic.--Nwsaear namena 22256 M2,11
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Particles (Air-borne) wePrars ein o lo(otnvDust partictes- -i~iaeatinig Sol-Pomhe r tlmen
properties Water opl-Prs oPatterned ground a" re is -Prmfr

Polygons Permafrost regions--
Soils--Frost artion effects Siberia 2261129Solbction Permafrost research--

Peat-- Canada 221"922392Distribton--gerguelen Island 22147 Permafrost research establshments 22199Permafrost regions 22800 22962 Permeability se
PhyaicW properties-- Froten ground--Permesbilky

Kerguelen Isand. 22147 Bea. lee--Pormeabilfty
Peat mounds me Snow cover--PermeabiltyIcin mm-a Phogmrnetry 222M 22299 2230Penetration e 22301 23668 22395Frost penetration--Canada 23414
Performance mee Photographic analysis me

Airplaaies--Performance Aerial photography I_
Arctic equipment-- Arctic regiO--PotowrapslPe rformance anslysisHelicopters--Performance Clouds--Photographic anialysis
Icebreaker propellets-- Flora- -Ditribution-

Performance Photographic analysis
Sleds--Performance Frowen ground--Photographic .
&ow vehicles--Performance analysisPermafrost e also Glacial gelg--PhotgrpicFrosei jfrozi- Analysis

Polygns Gacier ice--Pbotographic
Soils--Permafrost regons analysis

Permafrost-- Olaciers--PhotopapWi
Alaska 22$47 analysis
Bacterial count 22328 Ormnd ice--Photographic
Bibliography 22307 analysis
Canada. 22127 22594 22962 Ice crystals--Photographic

22N32 analysisChina 22104 1cobergs--Photograpjc:
Distribution 22233 22824 22869 S&L ice--Photographic
Distribution- -Alaska, 22522 analysis
Distribution--Arctic regions 22165 bow cover--Photographic
Distrfbtion--Canada 22392 analysis
Distribution- -USSR 22433 22146 22907 Snow crystals--PotographIc
2cononaic factors 22010 analysis
Formation 22165 22223 22392 Snow precipitation--Pbotographic

31AS analysis
FormatIon--Siberia WA230 Photographic interpretation 22306Geophysical exploration Photography me

(Potential) 22252 Aerial pography
Geophysical exploration Photometers~-

trbermal) 22127 Applications 23012Japan 22188 Photom~etric analysis me
Physical properties 22165 22W62 Atmosphere-465hotric
Pleistocene 22160 22230 analysis
Polar regons 22160 Physical propsrties am
Study and teaching now6 Oluier@--Phyk1
Thawing--USUR 3433 prprties
Thermal properties 22230 22662 bs--Physical psrutes
Thicknss 230 ke sholves--physical.
1U. S. 22851 prope"ae
USSR 22010 22252 3332 Peat--Physical properties

22664 22846 Permstrost--Physical
Permafrost regions mee also properties

Foundation constRuc-Ro-- Sea ice--Physical properties
Permafrost regions ft -Ps prprteMining--Permairost regions- bow cover--Physical ptoperties
USSR Physiological effects m

Peat--Permafrcst regon cnjd espos,-Wstogiea
Road construction--efct

Permafrost regions P1111115gs*
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Pingos see Precipitation--
1c nonsAntarctic regions 22344

Pipeline construction 22167 22171 Chemical analysis 22019
Pt" s$ ee Dist ribut ion- -Czechoslovakia 22158

Plne expo498o 22942maio 22168 2273i 6 89I
Plant tismss--Kudsa227

Pressing229 229 224QueMayCe201

Theory 2203322046 22074Statistical ys221
22372 Precpitatinm goo a"

Plsiit e Snow gapes
Glee~ier -- plasticity Prefabricated buildings--

ke--lastcityAntarctic regiona 22555 22559 22542
Ice crystals--Plasticity 22954
bnow--Plasticity- -Test results Polar regions 22011 22083 22152

Plates- - 22305 22336 22548
Deformation 2259 .22241 22549 22550 22553
Pesoeesee 22557

Gdg--PesoeePreservation see
Permatrost--Pleistocene Ice crystai- -Pree rvation

Polar cap absorption see Snow crystals--Preservation

Abncpher-- -Production see5 mluicenceo Ice crijatls--Production
Polar glow see Ice she ves--Properties

AbmosPhere-- Soils--Propertieo
Chemilumineacence Acoustic properties

Polar regions-- Adsorptive properties
Exploration 22980 Chemical properties

Pollen content wee Colloidal properties
Framen gioiiid--Pollen content Electrical properties

Polygons-- Electromagnetic properties
Arctic regions 22860 Icing properties

V Canada 22875 Mechanical properties
Czechoslovakia 22853 22877 Nucleating properties
Denmark 22861 Optical properties
Distribution 22851 Physical properties
Formation 22329 22822 Rflective properties
Great Britain 22878 22886 Strface properties
Hungary 22882 Thermal properties
Iceland 22885 Thermodynamic properties
Kerguelen Island 22429 Transmlaai'm properties
North America 22845 Propogation see
Pamirs 22883 Detonation waves--Propagaton
Polar regions 22160 Protection se
Scandinavia 22874 22884 Bridgi- Protection
Voodoo 22329 22858 22913 Meteorological instruments--

a. 22309 22859 22874 Protection
Victoria Land 22349 Public health--

Power line Icing see Antarctica 22223 22224
- Power lines- 4Ateorological- Arctic regions - 22218 22219 22220

effects22225 222321
Power lines-- Polar regions 22215 22216 22217

Meteorological effects 22151 22192 22213 22221 22222 2221
22214 22494 22837 Pumps--

22873 Teat results 22842
Meteorological effects-- Pykret. see

Countermeaures 22491 Ic. Woansruction material)
Meteorological effects--Japs. 22404
Metecrological. effects--USSR n2435

Power plants-- relcin-
Japan 399RdrrfetosfWinter operations n2950 Analysis 22008 22239 2246

Precipitation see also 22250 22251 22257
Autiicia]precV~tion 2257222708 ?7734

Ball22764 2= 2 M
baw precipitation 224115 22985
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Radiation see Reflective prope rties wee (Conmmud)
sky i~alation bow--Reflective pi; *rtjes
SoLar radiation bnow cover- -Reflective

Radiation absorption see properties
Frasil 1ce--PjAd~oa Refractive Index see

absorption AMmosphere-Afraeive

absorption AnactiRc tv re in dex4 2
ra, lce-iat Reseachn see
absorption UUAIm rea rchrte

bow coryl--itation Reseac ror-
absorption A intic reosarc4h25

Rad a bC-alae eeao l eatabllasee t
Labsorp-tion ilac - eMudros research

Seow icoer--Radiationanc Reserch programse
asrpion 22412ifi 2248ea2267

bo oe-Radiation balance measoetactishrens-

Se le-Rd2210blace8w c roea ms prga"
Snatowa cooven r- s o baaneAnacic g -_

Raios baane--~lioa Research programs

Radiatine dooling--eGullg-

Radisc~v datng.-Ice formation
AlaskaL 22830 22922 River Its-~
Alps 22517 22518 Arctic regions 232
Canada 22904 Classification 22318
Greenlad X1120 Cwse-lovakla 22744
Labrador 22335 22829 Danuzbe River 22899
McMurdo Sound 22817 Deformation 22317I
Norway 22253 EstImaingq methods 2225S 22318 22319
Polar regions 22150 22400 22322 22923

Radiomttvi snow gages-- Formation 22870 22959
Teot results 22348 Formation--Countermeasures 22513

Air--Raff-ctlytty Formation--bleteorological
Prectpittion--Rsdloacttvlty effects 22318 22322
Bow--Radioactivttv rormatian--USSR 22316 22319 22782I
Saow euver--Iadwacivly, Great Brailn 22715

Rairoads see also Japan 22169 22170
Snow iqm~oi1--R&ilways Measurement 22316

Railroads-- Mechanical properties 22316
Icing effecte--Countormeaaares 22213 22214 Melting 22163 22179 22870
Winter operaton 22212 22214 Melting--nungary 2289

Railways see Melting--USSR 22319
- bn~ov a1-aiwy Gb' River 22322

Rtaladrup. a"e Siberia n2 " 29!
Wateilioplets Thic ss--bleasuretent 22351

Human effect see velocity 316
~ctru anaysisRoad eonstrudlon-

Reeption w~e Canaft 227
Rai6rception Japan 22501

aRwb reflections Permafrost regions 2M65
Rleflective properties see Road sanding son

Clouds--Refect lye properties Ice codnti-:_ROmd
Frosen g.rimM--Reflective Roads see also

Ground cover--Reflective Ice reads
properties Railroads

Hai--Reflective properties Saw removl --beds
Ie--Reflective properties Sno roads
be Ice--Reflective properties
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ROWS~ Sea ice-- (Continued)
Frost action effects--Teat results 22501 Crystal structure 22050 22162
Trafficability 22929 Damping effects 22742

Rocks-- Deformation 22056 22057 22059
Frost action effects 22137 Density 22801
Frost action effects--Teat results 22810 Detection 22746 22803

Ros--Losd distribution see also Dtctionaries 22741
bow loads Distribution 22797

Roofs-- Distributin--Arctk- regions 22703 22.04 22705
Load distribution 22212 22706 22707 22978

Roubber-ice friction aef Elasticity 22056 22057 22058
Friction (Rubbei -lce) Elasticty--Test results 22026 22039 22040

Rubber-snow friction see 22115
Friction hbber5i-now) Electrical properties 22126 22741

man-on we Electromagnetic properties 22503
anwmelt and run-off Ellesmere Island 22787R.ulrmnay8 wee Estimnating methods 2248 2258 22358

AirfUR construction 22746 22918 229?8
Airfields (Ice) Formation 22032 22054 22055
Airfields (Snow) 32741 22797 22978

Formation- -Meteorological
! - --- _ - .-- - -- effects --22508 22509277

3745
salinty see Geophysical exploration 22503

Salf-ontent Greenland 22040
-Salt content see Growth 32049 22499 22500

Bea ice----alt content Growth--Mathematical analysis 22588
Sea water--Salt content Gulf of Finland 22746

salt extraction 22051 22054 22092 Gulf of St. Lawrence 22149 22346
22093 22094 22095 Impurities 22016 22052
2206 22097 22098 Japan 22115 22510 22511

22099 22205 22737
Salt lakes see Kolyma Bay 22947

Lake "-e Labrador 22130
Lakes McMurdo Sound 22017 22379 22380
Sea water 22720

ea ice Mapping 22749 22804
Salt water see Mechanical properties 22041 22115 22800

Sea water 22801
Samplers see Melting 22588 22775

Ice siiplers Northern Hemisphere 22797
Scientific research establishments 22082 22118 22132 Oscillation 22441

22248 224_ 22427 Permeability 22051
22980 22988 Phoographic analysis 22381 22746 22772

Scintillation see Photographic analysis--
MAmosplie--Optical Antarctic regions 22345
properties Photographic analysis--

ke--Reflecttve properties Latzow-HolM Bay 22031
. ow--Reflective properties Physical properti s 22720 22741 22800

Scintillation effects see 22801 22918.
Atmophere--gaillation Radiation absorption 22345

effects Radiation balance 32588
Sea ice see also Reflective properties 22345 22503
__ MKIDWa ice) -- -- -- Ross Sea-- -- 22739

22769 Sal content 22017 22039 22040
Alaska 32040 22053 22054 22374
Antarctic regions 22900 22801 22802 Sea of Japan 22745

22803 22904 Sea od Okhotsk 22508 22509 22510
Arctic Ocean 22461 22745 '22772 22773
Arctic regions 22025 22026 22039 22774 22775

22126 22196 22499 Simulation 22053
22500 22588 22662 Southern Hemisphere 22797
22741 22795 22918 pitsbergen 22978

Baltic Sea 22746 Strength 22025 22032 22053
Bering Sea 22745 22055 23058
Bibliography 22741 Strength--Mathematical analysis 22059 22162
Canad 22042 22918 Strength--Test results 32040 2042 22043
Chemical analysis 22052 22950 Temperature effects 22056 22057
Creep 22056 22057 Thickness--Measurement 22499 22500 22503
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sea ice-- (Continued) Sky radiation- 2296s
Velocity 22116 22197 Antarctic regimes 21481
V',loetty--ldeasurement 22511 Mumurenent 22768
Wave transmission =239 22040 22242 sds See also

22243 22244 22441 0yraki1da
22977 22983 Meds 22570 22573 22585

Weddell Sea 22724 22795 Argentina 2256S
sea water-- Perform ace VAX3 22572

Arctic regions 22196 USSR 22574
Chemical analysis 22950 SW sections me
Chemical properties 22430 Glacier Ic.-Tirsting equipment
Electrical properties 2200 Eludge (Sewage)--
EvoporatIon 22007 Freezing 22496
FrettIng 22048 22051 22054 snow see also

209 22093 22004 X4mIii e
22005 22096 22097 Sno cover
22098 2209922205 Bow surface
22504 22796 22142 Saaw-- Me76

Geophysical exploration (Soinic) 22242 2144 22310 Antarctic regime 22
22336 22339 22977 Bibliography227

22983 Chemical analysis 22085 22964
Sablt content 12234 Chemical analyvis--Potar regions 22595
Supercooling 22504 22796 Creep--Test results 2295
Temperature 22128 22234 22461 Ciyntal structure 22375 22735 22832

22775 Density 22062 12062 22
Temperature--Arctic regions 22140 22074 2229

* Temperature- -Gulf of St. Denstty--Measurement 22348
I Awrence 22346 Denstty--Temperature factac 22953

Temperature--Kolyina Say =%97 ElectrIcal properties 22157 22793 22794
Temperature--Weddell Sea 22723 22963 22M$ 22961
Wave transmission 22242 22243 22244 Impurities 22521

22441 22742 Impurities- -Antarctica 22964
USctlon preparation sec Impuriies--Polar re22150 22718

Glacier Ice--Testing Isotopic content 225 1281 2239P
equipment 22400

beismic sondns see jawa M248 22490
Glacier lce--Gwopbysical Mechanical properties 2208 2110 22661I

exploration (Seismic) 22729
seismology-- Mechaoical properties--

Antarctic regione 22893 Test results 22003 2229
Sewage disposal-- MeltIng 22064 22206

Arctic regione 22558 Metamorphism 22096 2261 22062
Japan 2246 2203 22071 22812

Sear strength we Optical properties 22408
bow cover--Shear strength Physical properties 11032 22067 22068

Shear sones see 2272
Glacieri=-3ear zones Pit studie--audd Coast 22524

Sbeters-- Pit studies--Caird CosAt 229
Instruments 22136 Pit studies-- rlchner Ice Shelf 22528
Polar regione 22081 22305 22553 Pit studlies--Marie Byrd LAnd 22523 2250 22528

ships-- 22533 22535
Ice formation 22117 22302 Pr~ stde--oss Ice now 22525

Silvr ide- Pit otudies--SpItsarge. 21805
Necleating pr operties 22388 22675 22678 Pit studies--Victoria Lad 2252 22534

22685 Pit studies--south Paoe 2229
9ilver iodide generators 22740 Plastcity--Test results 2295
simulation see Redioiactivity 22172 224? 22506

sea ice--simulation strength 22111 22112 22112
Swe, preipimuln-fstion bi puaris 2l 2n40
Models (Lin OMea trslw M

Sharing we Strength--Test results 2276
Ice-4 wring Rbiimation 22067

widig e Thermal con&ctvt 225 22791 2301
FiHoThermal properties 22348

bky radiation we also TrafficablIty- -Ifessuremet22
Rdiatlic i~ton Traffkcabillty- -Test results 2206 2206
Rdation balance Transmission properties 221O 2233

Flecottre properties Watere I~a 2246
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BMow-- (Continued) Snow cover-- (Continued)
Water content--Measurement 22190 22191 22348 Physical properties--Japan 22114

22994 Physical properties--
Wave transmission 22871 Measurement 22317

Snow (Construction material) see also Radiation absorption 2231.0 22405
Frozen ground (Construciioi Radiation balance 22"21 22809

material) Radioactivity 22136
Ice (Construction material) Reflective properties 22227 22481 22596

Snw (Construction material) 22068 22259 22546 22833
22752 22954 Shear strength 22914

Snow comnactlem-- 22067 Siberia 22868
M"- Airfields 22752 •raturaphy 22280 22812
Test results 22065 22066 22072 Subsidence--Mathematical analysis 22062 22063

. 22110 22871 22986 Temperature factors 22259
Test renults--Antarctica 22148 Thermal properties 22596 22809

IV Snow compaction equipment-- 22066 22955 Thicknesa--Estimating methods 22781
Test results 22065 USSR 2222 22249 22445

Snow corrasion see U. & 22309 22466
Snow erosion Viscosity 22111 22112 22113

Snow cover see also 22367
8nowa --g- - Water content--Japan 22159
Show loads . .Water equivalent -----------. 22466

Sn cover-- Snow crystals--
Ablation 22502 22903 Classification 22085
Accumulation 22591 Formation 22085 22832
Accurmulation--Arta&rctic regions 22399 22407 22453 Photographic analysis 22736
Acoustic properties 22109 Preservation 22085 22532
Aerial observaticn 22982 Snow disposal see
Antarctica 22177 22280 2281 Snow melt-rs (Snow disposal)
Arctic regions 22295 Snow erosion--
California 22887 Australia 22367
Creep 22111 22112 22113 Sweden 22858

22367 22914 Snow gages see also
Czechoslovakia 22666 Radioactive @now gages--
Density 22070 22832 Test results
Denstty--EstimatIng methods 22060 22194 Snow gages-- 22982
Denstty,--Japan 22159 Japan 22190 22191
Densty--Measurement 22139 22995 Snow insects see
Destructie effects 2207 22212 Snow--Ii-rtties
Destructive effects--Japan 22213 22214 22494 Snow ladlng strips see
Distribution 22284 Airfields (SnowT-
Distrlbutton--Cxechoelovakia 22158 Snow line see
Distribution- -]rrope 22434 Snowcoe r- -Dist ribution
Distribution--Japan 22159 22927 Snow loads see also
Distribution- -USSR 22444 22445 Rods---t-distribution
Ellesmerm Island 22787 Snow loads--
Germany 22994 22995 Japan 22212
Greenland 22070 22280 Measurement 22259 22781
Mly 22975 USSR 22781
Japan 22189 22190 22191 Snow melt and run-off--

22194 22928 Estimating methods 22996
Kazakhstan 22448 Italy 22975
Measurement 22237 Siberia 22296
Mechanical properties 22069 Tien Shan 22447
Melting 22189 22502 22843 USSR 22843

22981 Snow melters (Stow disposal) see also
Melting--Asta 22320 Snow removal equipment
MOlting--Japan 22406 22809 Snow melters (Sni- disposal) 22208 22209 22759
Meteorological effects 22238 22249 22282 Snow melters (Water supply) see also

22304 22502 22809 Water supply equipment
22868 Snow melters (Water supply) 22552

Nevd 22887 Snow models see . .
New Zealand 22982 Models Wn iow)
Nitrogen content 22964 Snow patches see
Oregon 22887 Snow erosion
Permeability 22070 Snow plasticity--
Photographic analysis 22159 22382 Test results 22110
Physical properties 22061 22062 22063 Snow precipitation--

22070 Estimting mnetod 22689
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Snow preciPtation-- (Continued) Smnodrifts-- (Continued)
Estimating methods--Japan 22402 Control 22665 1261Great Britain 22689 22712 Measurement--Ajtarctic regions 22597Interception 22194 USSR 22961
Japan 2-38 22168 22927 Snowfall see
North America 22698 no-'recipttation
Photographic analysIs 2218 Snowflake replicas seeSiberia 22866 bow crystals- - reservation
Snulation 22181 Snowplows (Rotary) see also
Statistical analysis 22736 Snow removal equipment
USSR 12246 Snowplows (Rotary) 22442
U. S. 22697 22699 22700 Snowslldes see

22701 22702 22717 Avalanm AsSnow rovosilonseeSnowstorms-*

Artificial pri--jitation Electrical properties 22863
Snow precipitation Sol temperatures--snow removal-- Ellesmere Island 22735Airfields 2203 IEstimatng methods 22423Japan 22034 22193 Great Britain 22692Rallway 22208 Japan 22403Railways--Ciecboslovakia 22747 Measurement 12423Rallways--Japan 12491 Test results 22825Railwysy-2-USSR 2961 USSR 22664

Roads--Japan 22206 22958 22960 Sois see also
Roads --USSR 22661 &l-ifim "Snow removal (Chemical) 22078 soils--now removal (Hot-gas thermal) 21747 Clastflcatln 2275 22860

Snow removal (Hot-liquid thermal) 2 0 Drainage
ow removal (M I) 22193 Electrical properties 22209 22495Snow removal (Mechanical) 22665 22958 Ellesmere Iland 22753Snow removal equipment see also Evaporation 229038no melters; Snop 5- Freezing 22091 23137 22167SnW removal equipment-- 22958 22960 22171 22331 22332Canada 22757 22758 22759 22383 22933Czechoslovakia 22747 FreesIng--Testing equipment 22822 22825 22921USSR 22661 Frost action effects 22297 22429 22831Snow roads-- Frost action effectp--Arctlc
Construction 22986 regions 22860Trafficability 22148 Frost action effects--Bibliography 22875 22876Snow slides see Frost action effects--Canat 22875

Avlanc-Ws Frost action effects--Snow surface-- Countermeasures 22406 22443 22776Evaporation--Countermeasures 22903 Frost action effects--Srow survey tools 22914 Crechoslovakl a655 22877 328MSnow surveys-- 22382 Frost action effects--Denmark 22861Alaska 22988 Frost action effects--Caird Coest 2304 Great Britain 2850 2878 2886GreenlAnd 22417 Frost action effects--Himalayas 22852Italy 22M75 Frost action effects--Hungary 882Kszakhatan 22293 22294 Frost action effects--
Nevada 2287 Measurement 2277 22822New Zealand 22982 Frost action effects--USSR 22292 Worth America 22845Snow tunnels-- Frost action effects--ScandLnava 2878
Maintenance 22721 Frost cUo effects--Spitsbergen 22850

Snow vehicles see also Frost action offects--nedea 22857 22M8 22913
Arctic sleW - Frt action effects--Sds Test ?*sults 2069 220090 2291

Snow vehicles-- 22965 22570 Fro action effects--USSR 28461 22848Performa 2536 22563 22564 Frost action effects--U. a 220 2289 228"1
22569 22571 22572 MechanIcal properties 229,A

22580 22732 Moisture content 220!0 2843USSR 22574 22748 Moisture content--Kazastan 1448Snow worms see Permafrost regions 21010 22165 22328
no--- -pirities Permafrost rgio s--Snowdrift. see au clmatic factors 222Blowin snow Properties 2=933odrfts-- Proprtio- -Cns2 47 02M3

.Aotarctic ros- 14 Properties--USR 21328
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Soils-- (Continued)' Stratigraphy see
Thermal properties 22423 22692 22825 Glacial ge(,Cy--Wave transmission 22,833 Stratigraphy

Solar radiation see also Snow cover--
Radiation iS-oR-Ton Straligraphy
Radiation balance Stream flow--Reflectv properties Measurement 22169 22170

Solar radiation-- 22200 Strength see
Antarctic regio 22343 Frozen ground--StrengthApplications 2320 22405 Ice--Strength
Arctic region. 22263 22412 2248 Sea ice--Strength

22672 Snow--Strength
E Ellesmere Island 22785 Snow--Strength (Linear

-1easuzrement 22423 22485 22766 compression)
2276 8 Stress analysis .. 22742

Solids--Mechanical properties 22161 22872 Stresses see
Sollfluctica-- 22770 Ice--resses

Arctic regions 22860 Striations see
Czechoslovakia 22877 Glac l--st rlat tons
Great Britain 22878 Structure 'see
Hungary 22882 Cryst istructure
Measureient 22822 Ice crystals--Structure
Nethe rlands 22881 Molecular structure
New Zealand 22760 %%Ay and teachirg we
Pamirs 22883 Permafrost--Nidy an-
Scandinavia 22876 teaching
Sweden 22857 22858 Sublimation see
U. S. 22309 snow--'m1imatioa

Solutions-- Sublimation nuclei seeFreezing 22326 22350 22393 FTreezingnucle-
Freezing- -Mathematical Subsidence see

anaiyei. 22743 Snow c r -- Subsidence--
SonL" so idg s see Mathemtical analysis

Lake Lce---physicat Supercooling see, " exploration (Sonic) Sea wati-r--9upercooling
. Sea wate r--Geophysical Water- -Supe reooling

exploration (Sonic) Water droplets-,,Supe rc ool ing
Soundings see also Supplies~

Geophfy-sinFiexplorat ion Transportation 22573 22585Soundings-- 22210 22211 Surface ice 22906
Antarctic regions 22864 22893 Surface properties see
Arctic Ocean 22310 22338 22339 Ice--Surface pir"'operties
Arctic regions 22012 22079 22196 Surveying see

22977 22983 22997 Vlapp ..
Chukchi Sea - 22391 Surveying equipment--
Greenland 22865 Antarctic regions 22598Specimen collections see Surveying methods-- 22298

Premservation Adelie Coast 22237Section preparation Antarctic regions 22145 22238 22368nwSlide sections 22394 22428 22598Snowlske replica.8 Arctic tegions 22669
Specimens Dudd Coast 22532

Specimens see Ellesmere Island 22788
Ice syec-Tiens Kazakhstan 22267 22293 22294

Spectrum analysis see Polar regions 22593
ceSpectrum anal~sis USSR 22201 22292 22394Statistical analysis see 22444 22445

Nydroogy--Sti'i-tical Surviv--
analysis Antarctic tesione. 2206 22537

Preclpttation--Statistical Arctic regions 22834
anslywis Polar regions 22215 22216 22223Sow precipitation--Statistical 22234 22231 22463
analysis

Stone rings see
Polygo--i

Storms see Taryns see
HNaflorms Sufiae ice
Snowstorms Techniques se

3zcavaito techniques
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Telephone lines see Testing equipment se"
11mm tni- Glacier Ice--r-TTig

Temperatu-4 see also equipment
Air tiLnperAiure Glacier IcP--Thlckneiss--
Glac l~s- -Temperature .Testing equipment
ice-_ empersture Glac le ro--Thickness- -
sea wte r- -TemperatureTetneqimt
Soll tidmperatures ,jestinech lulpretie-

Teprt4- Test ing equipmentAntkrcti regions 2210J 22384 22711 lee-- -Thickness- -Testing
Arctic re~gions22247 22905eqimn

azlitn22269 Ice for-nation- -Testing
Polar rejions 22133 22282 equipment
Siberia 22868 Soils - -Freezing- -Testing
South Pol 22143 22144 equipment
U. S, 22384 Thawing see

Te mpe ratu effects see Frcie-n ground--Thawing
liaterlas--Teffpe rature Perm afroot --Thawing- -USSR

Sea eci-Tmertr Glcir format ion- -TheoryerecksPlastic flcw- -Theory
___riaifctr e Thermal balanict see

Ground Ice- -Formatiog'- Glaciers--lW-rmal balance
Temierature factora Thermal conductivity see

lee cjlstals--Formation- - Insulating ierI~s--Thermal
Tempierature factors conductivity- -Test results

Snow. -Density-- bnow--Thernial coutvtty
Temperature factors Thermal effects see

Snow iiove r--Temperature Lake Ice--fria1 effects
factors Thewrmal properties see

Tertts sete Perinafrost--T1~rmal
Glacier-s- -Terminus pt operties

Test results' we Snow--Thermal propertf's
Conret--Frost actina Snow cover- -Thermal

effecta--Test results . properties
De-icing materials--Test Soils--Thermal properties I

results Thermodynamic properties see
Glaciers--Temperature- Atmosphere- -Thsrmcxiwaiv

Tent rtftlts properties
Jce--Uelttni--Text results Ice--Tlierniodynamic
Ice- -Strength- -Test results properties
Ice driWa--Test results Watet- -Thermodynamic
Insulating materials--Thermal properties

coviductivity--I-st results Thermometry 22804
Pimps--Test results Thickness see
Radioactive snow gages-- Glacie. -Thickness

Te st 're suIt 6 Glacilers--Thickness
Roads--Frost action effects-- Ice--Thickness

Test results Permafrogt--Thicknese
Rxks.-Frost action effects- - River Ice--ThIrknesa--

Test results .. easuremeit
Sea Ice --Elastic ity- -Test results Sea ice.-Thickness--
Sea ice- -Strength- -Test rosults Measurement*
bow--Creep- -Test resuits bnow cove r- -Thickness- -
bnow- -Mechanical properties- astimaitng methods

Test results Thin sections see
Snow- -Plast Ic ty- -Test rosults specirnii-lO-ections
&mow- -St ength- -Test results Tides--
bnow--TrffIcabaL.ity-- Test Antarctic regime ~ MOOU 2V716 '128

results Arctic regimea 227
Snow compsct~on --Test results Weddell Sea 22M9
bnow compaction equipment-- Tissue--

Test results Pressing223
bowr plasticity--Teitt results Tools se
Soil teinperaturea--Test results fiow survey toots
Soils-41Froit action efrcts-- Trafficability se

Test rvsults Its--Traffliabillity
Roedv--Trafficabllity
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Trafficabil ty see (Continued) Visual resolution seeSnow -Tra/icablity rstruments--- lcal effects
Snow roads--Traflfcabity

Transmise on see
, Powe r li-W"

Tran ,mission properties Waste disposal--Wave transmission Polar regions 2222Transmiss on lines see Water see also 2
Power lines G • Gr a -ater j

Transmiss on properties see Meltwater
Snow,-Transmssion"- Sea waterpro orties Water-~- /Transport Ion see also 'Conductivity 22519SMtlit xy tii " 5Frt-kon-- Freezing 51lre t aand 22048 22049 22162Gre~jand227/27 22726 22904
8uppl es--Transportation Molecular structure 22326 22393

Transportation-- Supercooling 22048 22506 22727
Antarctil regions 22359 22428 22559 Thermodynamic properties 2272Greenl&d Throyai rp-te 22728ea22415 Water conter* seePolar regions 22888 Snow--Wii'i contentTransportaion equipment-- Snow cover--Water contentAntarctic regions 22482 22563 22564 Water desalination see

I 22565 .22566 22568 Salt extraction-
22569 22570 22571 Water droplets--r gions 22572 22574 22580 Electrical properties 22793Arctic 22573 Freezing 2215Maintenance 22732 22821 Supercooling+ Pla _rej_ 22262 22350 22389Polar gIons 22081 Witer equivalent see' USSR 22748 22821 Snow cover---Water equivalentTrees--Snw Interception see Water pressure seeSnow Precipitation-- Glaclers--Wijer pressureInterception Water purification seeTunlssee I nWater supplySnoW tunnels--Maintenance Water supply see also

Snow meWrs-"Water supply)
Water supply-- 22163

Underwater ice see Antarctic regions 22552 22554Frazl ice Antarctica 22551 22560River' ice Arctic regions 22006 22558
Permafrost regions 22005 22188 22222Urea-ice see Water supply equipment " 22551 22552 22554Ice-"rea Water surface-- -

Utlities--2 Evaporation 22226AntarctM regions 22548 22549 22550 Water waves--MathematicalArctic regions 22669 analysis 22441 22742Marie Byrd Land 22721 22954 Wave transmission seePermafrost regions--USSR 22438 Atmosphere--Wave
Polar regions 22081 22152 transmission

Frozen ground--Wave
transmission

Glacier ice--WaveVapor pressure see transmissionDeuterium a-oide Ice-- Ice--Wave transmission
Vapor pressure Sea Ice--Wave transmissionce--Vapor pressure Sea water--Wave transmissionVehicles see Snow--Wave trs.JmissionSnow ehicles Soils--Wave transmissionVelocity see Weather see

GlacFier ice--Velocity Cli/-z'ology
Glacirs--Velocity Meteorologkebergs--Velocity Weather control seeRiver lce--Velocity Artificial preC'pittionSea Ic--Velocity Weather forecasting-- 22689 22700 22818Venuslan gltctation see 2257Extraterretri'Tlie Arctic regions 22247 248

Viscosity see Weather maps--
Ice--Vicosity Southern Hemisphere 22483Snow €over--Viscotty Weather stations--

Antarctic regions 22456 22458 22459
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Wedges me. Windebnl 22715
lei ofes Widter operation s e.

.Whtteoat 2227 22333 22520 Airfields--WI~ir operations
Wind-- Powr pbaat--winter

Meoroogical effects 22474 32476 2239 operations
Mlromils--Wiater operations
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